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ABSTXACT

The present study is one of three volumes in a series entitled Challenge and Re-
sponse in Internal Conflict. The series contains descriptive and analytical accounts
covering a total of 57 cases of insurgency and counterinsurgency occurring in the 20th
century. The three volumes are individually entitled The Experience in Asia (19 cases),
The Experience in Europe and the Middle East (18 cases), and The Experience in Africa
and Latin America (20 cases).

The purpose of the project was to enlarge the body of knowledge about insurgency
and especially counterinsurgency by empirical study of actual historical cases. From
a sample of about 150 cases, 57 were selected according to criteria governing time,
definition, occurrence of military operations, analogy, and feasibility. Persons of
academic and professional background were then selected to study individual cases ac-
cording to v standardized methodology (described in the Technical Appendlx).

The individual studies were written in a format covering background, insurgency,
counterinsurgency, and outcome and conclusions, followed by notes and bibliographic
material. The studies have been grouped geographically in three volumes to form
casebooks on the subject of internal conflict. In addition, the cases now published
plus some further materials collected during their preparation form a data bank for the
further analysis of insurgency and counterinsurgency.

Research and writing were
completed in November 1965.

S. . . . .



FOREWORD

In the period since World War 11, U. S. policy makers and private citizens alike have be-

come increasingly aware of the serious threat to world peace that has been posed by insurgency.

This is a complex threat that is Imperfectly comprehended. CRESS is making a continuing effort

to address itself to this subject In a number of ways; and the study that follows represents one

approach to gaining an understanding of the threat.

The present volume Is one of three representing 67 separate case studies of internal con-

flict situations occurring In the 20th century. Of the total cases studied, 17 experiences pre-

dated World War 17, 11 occurred during World War 1I, and 29 took place between 1945 and 1965.

The locale for 19 of the cases was Asia; for 12, Europe; for 6, the Middle East; for 11, Africa;

and for 9, Latin America. The governmental force involved in containing or combating the in-

surgency also varied: In 16 cases an Indigenous government composed of local people fought the

insurgents; in 21 cases, it was a foreign authority operating in a colonial role; and In 20 cases,

it was a foreign authority operating in an occupying or intervening role.

The large number and variety of cases of Internal conflict were each analyzed according to

a common methodology. The methodology was framed so as to emphasize the Important rela-

tionabips between military, political, economic, and sociological factors. Thus, these cases are

not merely studies of military strategies or tactics in and of themselves, but of strategies and

tactics assumed and implemcqted ulthin the living and untidy complexity of their siltuaatonal en-

vironments.

The importance of these data, from a research point of view, Is considerable and obvious.

The findings in these casebooks and additional information will now enable us to perform com-

parative analyses. We thus bo'v to Identify, refine, and present for further research attention

some principles that will make possible improved ways of dealing with internal conflict.

It is our belief that the cases will introduce the reader to the wide variety of guises that

Internal conflict assumes, the broad range of responses that It provokes, and its extensive and

pervasive ramifications.
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INTRODUCTION

The publication of this three-volume series, Challenge and Response in Internal Conflict,

marks the conclusion of work on the first phase of a study exploring the response of governments

to the challenge of insurgent violence. Volume I contains studies of 19 cases reflecting The Ex-

perience In Asia; Volume 11 comprises 18 cases concerning The Experience in Europe and the

Middle East; and Volume IMI, with 20 cases, describes The Experience in Africa and Latit Amer-

lca. Although the 57 cases occurred over a wide range of geographic areas and under a variety

"of social, economic, and political systems, in every instance the threat to the existence of the

government in power was such that military forces were involved in maintaining or restoring

order within the area.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY

The purpose of this study, performed under U. S. army aegis, was, in the broadest sense,

to learn and profit from the past. Although the army in the early 1960's was directly or In-

directly engaged In checking insurgency in various countries, notably in South Viet-Nam, there

was no institutional memory bank upon which it could call to review either its own experience

or that of other armies. The experience of experts was available, but even here there were

difficulties. Not only did time tend to blur memories, but even when precise data were available,

they could not always be correctly extrapolated to fit another case. When this study was begun

in early 1963, comparative analysis of counterinsurgency was impossible on a broad scale: There

were neither a sufficient number of otudles nor a sufficient degree of analogy between those that

had been done. Furthermore, earlier work had focused mainly on underground and insmStent

operations* rather than on the counteractivities of government. Three specific purposes thus

emerged: to focus on governmental response or counterlnsurgency, to enlarge the number of

cases under study, and to provide for comparability of data so as to broaden the base for future

analysis.

* See, for example, such studies as Case Study in Guerrilla War-Greece Dtriag World War
!I (published in 1961), Casebook on Insurgency and Revolutionary Warfare: 23 8unmaz7 Accounts
(1962), Case Studies in Insxzency and Revolutionary Warfare: Algeria 1954-1962 (1963), Case
Studies in Insurgency and Revolutionary Warfare: Cuba 1953-1959 (1963). Case Studies in Insur-
gency and Revolutionary Warfare: Vietnam 1941-1954 (1964), Case Studies in Insurgency and
Revolutionary Warfare: Guatemala 1944-1954 (1964), and Undergrounds in Insurgent. Revolu-
tiohary. and Resistance Warfare (1963). All these studies were published by the Bclal Opera-
tions Research Office, predecessor of the present Center.
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The project wao planned as it thrte.-phaOs study. The aim of the first phase of the work,

which culminatot, in publication of the three volumes in the present series, was to identify

counterhnsurgt, ncy eampaigns, to select from the total body of known cases those most useful for

otudy, to analyze individually each selected case according to a standardized methodology, and

to prepare case studies. In the second phase of the work, the data will be utilized to analyze on

a comparative basls the strategic factors that operated in insurgency-vounterinsurgency sit-

uations and to identify those tactical factors that were critical to the outome of each case. The

third phase of the work will be to study and analyze those specific tactical factors identified as

critical-such possible tactics as resettlement, border control, jungle fighting, or treatment of

captured and surrendered guerrillas.

The 57 case studies thnt constitute the first phase of this work are intended to present the

reader with a broad overview of the major strategic and tactical factors bearing on each specific

situation and to indicate some of the complexity of interplay between, for example, economic and

sociological, political and military factors. There has been no attempt to probe intensively and

in depth any specific component of a given campaign. Rather, the purpose has been to provide a

point of first contact in the study of internal conflict situations.

The casebooks as presented bring together in ordered and coherent form a mass of formerly

uncoordinated and fragmented data. From the research viewpoint, the series provides a d. ta

base for further study and analysis. From the military viewpoint, the studies should prove use-

ful In instruction and orientation, as background for policy papers and contingency plans, and as

a basis for the development of doctrine. From a still larger and less specifically utilitarian

viewpoint, these volumes may also help in the continuing work of comprehending and assessing

the role of the military in the critical area of governmental response to the challenge of internal

conflict.

A MEANING OF "'COUNTERINSURGENCY"

The initial research problem was to define the elements involved in the governmental re-

sponse, or counterinsurgency, in terms that would have validity from both operational and re-

search viewpoints. The problem was partly semantic in nature. Webster defined neither "gov-

ernmental response" nor "counterinsurgency," but the meaning of the latter could presumably be

derived by juxtaposing "counter," meaning "against," and "insurgency," meaning in !nternational

law "a revolt against a government not reaching the proportions of an organized revolution, and

not recognized as belligerency." This definition left much to be desired insofar as the research

project was concerned.
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The word "counterinsurgency" was, Ind'eed, fairly new In U. S. military usage, having been

coined some time after 1958* to give coherence and meaning to actions In which U.S. military

forces were becoming increasingly involved. in thei February 1962 cd•lotr of military definitions

published by Tho Toint Chiefs of Staff, counterinsurgency was defined at. "the entire scope of

actiuns (military, police, political, uconomic, psychological, etc.) taken by or in conjunction

with the existing government of a nation to counteract, contain, or defeat an Insurgency. "t This

definitin was in effect when work on this project started.

This broad definition still left some questions unresolved. For example, what constituted

ar "insurgency"? What was a counterinsurgent government? On what particular actions with-

in the "entire scope of actions" should the study be focused? To clarify these difficulties, it

may be well to explain some of the research Interpretations that were placed upon the official

definition.

What Consu uted "inmurgency"?

Concerning %he matter of insurgency, it was difftcuit to define the criteria that distinguished

it. In the view of some students, insurgents had to possess an organization, use illegal methods,

and advocate a political program; lacking such characteristics, practitioners of violence re-

maened simply badmen, ter1 orists, or tbandits. But since the first two criteria, organization and

use of illegal methods, were not limited to insurgentu mnd indeed were common among bandits

and terrorists, they did not distinguish insurgency. In the case of the third criterion, possession

of a political program, the itudy planners believed that this was Irrelevant from the point of view

of the counterinsurgent government.

Did it really matter to a government whether it would be overthrown by violent persona

with a political program or by violent persons without a political program ? In the latter event,

would not the result be political anarchy, or, in the functional sense, another type of political

system? More usually, of course, aw '-called nonpolitical inisurgents who approached victory

suddenl] discovered or found th,,igt iIPWD them a political program. In any event, from the point

of view of the government, what counted was not the political change that would result after its

downfall so much as the immediate threat to its existence.

*The word did not appear in the March 1958 edition of the Dictionary of United States Mili-
tary Terms for Joint Usage.

t U.S. JCS, Dictionary of United P .. s Military Terms for Joint Usage (JCS Pub 1; Wash-
ington: The Joint Chiefs of Staff, Feh'¢ ' 1962), p. 58. Newer terms currently replace the
word "counterinsurgency" in mnitLry Sqtfel-for example, "stability operations," which in turn
was replaced by "internal defense/development." Once work on this study started, there was
no attempt to keep up with the latest semantic developments since the study is cjncerned with
probing the concepts and operations of the past rather than making policy for the future.
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In this study, therefore, it was teaumed that governmental reaotion to internal violence,

whether the latter was politically or nonpolitlcally motivated and programmed, was counterin-

surgent In nature. Thus the critical element in an incurgency was defined as the threat that it

presented to the. viability of the government--i e., its credibility, its legitimacy, its ability to

function.

What Was a Coun erirsurgens Govermaent?

Since, by the JCS definition, counterinsurgency included all actions "taken by or in conjunc-

tion with the xcisting government," a counterinsurgent government might be either an Indigenous

regime or a foreign power in an occupying, colonial, or supporting role. Although questions of

legality might color the definition of a counterinsurgent government, for ihe resesrcher the test

had to be that of function.

For example, the question of legality was important In those cases which occurred during

World War Q In these instances, the legally constituted prewar governments of Zhe Nazi-

Invaded and -occupied nations of Europe existed in exile, recognized by the Allied Powers, while

puppet governments were formed within the occupied nations to carry on the administration of

the country under the Axis occupation. But since the puppet governments actually performed

the role of governing, they were regarded, for putposes of this study, as counterinsurgents when

acting against resistance forces organized within their countries. Furthermore, the occupying

powers within such countries, acting against resistance forces either alone or in conjunction with

the puppet governments, also functioned as counterinsurgents.

For the purposes of this research project both the legal problems inherent in the concurrent

existence of governments-in-exile and the, )ur' I, y of foreign aggression were thus dis-

regarded. The Institutions and iorce%0 t.. functic the de facto government of a country

were held to qualify as counterin: .rgent, both b, ,on and by role.

What Wa. the Study Focus?

A third consideration involved the matter of emphasis within a study whose subject by defi-

nition embraced "the entire scope of actions (miLftary, police, poUtical, economic, psychological,

etc. ) .... The occurrence of iP rgency within a state indeed auggested a society in turmoil,

in which a significant number of the people were in revolt, and in which every counterinsurgent

action might operate to influence and to be influenced by every part of tie society, in a continuous

circle of interaction. Measures taken on the economnic level could affect potitical decisions which

then influenced military act!ons. Conversely, military actions affected other spheres. Even the

bearing and discipline of troops, let alone the orders of the troop commander, produced Impor-

Lint changes in the climate of acceptance or non-acceptance of the governmental response. Life

for the military counter insurgent became a series of interfaces between the many overlapping
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phases of the total endeavor, in which it was difficult to determine cause and effect or to sepa-

aate the purely militiry from the purely political or purely economic.

In research, as in life, it was difficult, if not Impossible, to divide the counterinsurgency

effort into entirely separate spheres. Despite this, it was the intent and endeavor of this project

to emphasize the military aspect of counterinsurgency even while attempting to Indicate its re-

lationship to political, economic, and social causes and effects. Thus, whatever the implied

equality of emphasis in the JCS definition, the stress in this study was upon military aspects of

"the entire scope of actions."

SOME ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE STUDY

Any definition or concept of insurgency and countli4vUargency presupposes a certain phil-

osophical point of view about the role of government and governmental opposition and about the

role of internal violence in a state. Some of the assumptions implicit and explicit within the

terms of reference of this study should therefore be examined. Assumptions bearing on tt least

three Important aspects of the subject need some clarification: the matter of morality, the

matter of role reversal, and the matter of preventive counterinsurgency.

A Research View of the Moraliuty of Insurgmcy and Couaterinurgency

When this study began, there were persons for whom the word "counterinsurgency" had (and

may still have) moral overtones. To some, counterinsurgency seemed a "good" thing, done by

"good" governments, with the "good" objectives of alleviating grievances and implementing de-

sirable change while obviating undue violence and the chance of undesirable political results.

They were able to hold this view, it should be noted, only by semantic juggling: The same ac-

tHons, when taken by a '%ad" government, became something other than counterinurgency.

To others who considered the subject, counterinsurgency had an image ranging from "un-

wise" to "bad." Implicitly, these persons appeared to accept all insurgencyas basically "good."

From the research viewpoint, danger seemed to lurk in both views. The view that counter-

insurgency is "good"-and the concomitant refusal to call a. function by its name when it Is per-

formed by a disliked institution or government--certainly seemed to circumscribe and distort

one's perception of reality. On the other hand, Ihe view that counterinsurgency is '"ad" per se

seemed to imply a roseate and unrealistic view of insurgency and to deny to government the

pragmatic and functional requisite of self-preservation. Further, to view counterinsurgency as

either totally "good" or totally 'bad" seemed to preclude the possibility that "good" governments

might use 'bad" measures, or that "bad" governments might sometimes use "good" ones. To

speculate along a scale of "good" and '"bad" appeared fruitless.

The position taken in this study was that counterinsurgency might be undertaken by either
"good" or 'bad" governments in an assorted mix of "good" and 'bad" ways, and that-whatever
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politloal or moral approval or opprobrium might accrue to the government In question--counter-

insurgency, as a funcUon of government, remained a proper subJect for inquiry rind study. The

terms "insurgency" and "counterinsurgency" were therefore accepted in their operational and

nonmoralitic sense- as descriptive words used to name a type of violeat opposition to govern-

ment and a generic function of government, with no Implications of morality or inmmorality. In

this view. counterinsurgent governments might be either good or bad, they might be of any politi-

cal persuasion, and the insurgents they combat might or might not have just cause for rebellion.

Role RIswrosl: Senmwuies we. Fundioa

It would not be necessary to mention the matter of role reversal but for the fact that the

public image of a successful rebel has so often become stereotyped that, even after an insurgent

has assurmed the reins of government, he is still viewed as an insurgent. The semantic problem

involved in the failure to recognize the reversal of role from insurgent to counterinsurgent is

complicated by Communist practice and doctrine, which have been loathe to give up the "popula-

tion wnatching" appeals of the insurgent line even after governmental power has been attained. *

Thus, forexample, one could find referi nces to Fidel Castro as a "revolutionary" long after

his ascension to power in Cuba. Imleed, Prime Minister Castro speaks of himself as a revolu-

tionist and of his government as revolutionary. Let no one think, however, that any further in-

surgency against the insurgents-turned-government will be tolerated; when Castro appeals to

Cubans to follow his "revolution." this is no call to insurgency, but exactly the opposite. None-

theless, Castro's ,age was to many still that of an insurgent leader long after his function with-

in Cuba became that of counterinsurgeat.

Not only do the Insurgents-turned-government attempt to maintain the appeal of their "in-

surgent" status, but their enemies, the legitimists, often maintain Te same fiction. Further-

more, International recognition of the new government often lags behind the reality of its exist-

ence. As a result, there is a tacit conspiracy of prvpaganda in which both the new government

and its enemies attempt to maintain the idea that it is still the aspiring insurgent-revolutionist.

Whatever the values of such A position, it is, for the purposes of research, unreal and un-

realistic. In the present study, the view has been taken that function is t~ie testof insruirgent and of

comnterinsurgent: When the insurgent has taken over the powers of government and Is the only

government functioning within the area of the country, he is no longer regarded as insurgent,

but as counterlnsurgent.

" For a description of this, see Chapter Four, "The U.S.S.R. (1917-1921)."
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-Pre9,nfive" Coumerdaaurgemny Not Studed

During the period of conceptualizing the study plan, note was taken of an early worldng defi-

nition of counterinsurgcncy which had included all ".... activities directed toward preventing or

suppressing..." insurgency against "a duly established government. "*

'noe cru 'lal word was "preventing," and the definition thus raised the specter of including

"preventive" counterinsurgency in the study. The concept had had wide acceptance among many

persons involved In the field. Indeed, in certain circles it was practically dogma that the in-

surgency most effectively controlled was that which was never allowed to occur. One could

hardly argue the point. On the. other hand, It left the problem of how to Identify those cases so

succe4isfulIy managed that they never existed.

In its broadest sense, "prevenUve" counterinsurgency might well be viewed as all thooe

steps taken to ensure institution and maintenance of good and popular government. But if every

tax cut, to use a possible ex.ample, might be viewed as a "preventive" counterinsurgent measure,

the result would be an almost infinite number of cases. Furthermore, how could it be established

that an Insurgency would inevitably have occurred if a given step, e. g. . the tax cut, had not been

taken? To identify cases of "preventive" counterinsurgency implied both Judgmental infallibility

and historical inevitability--to the first of which, the study planners could not lay claim; to the

second of which, they did not subscribe.

As a remslt, no attempt has been made within this stLdy to try to outguess history. In every

case that was studied, insurgency did occur and military preparations to deal with It were made

and carried out.

SELECTION OF CASES

Given the JCS definition, the study interpretations, and certain assumptions as an indispens-

able starting point, work began on the selection of cases to be studied. ,"he first and most ob-

vious task was to list possible cases so as to get an idea of the size of the work. But listing

cases was not quite so simple as it appeared. By definition, of course, wars between sovereign

states were automatically excluded. On the other hand, the JCS definition had not set a minimum

or maximum for the scope of internal conflict in insurgency or counterinsurgency.

A Rough "'fni.ax" Secae of Violence

In creating a list of counterinsurgency cases, the study planners were forced to set a rough

working scale for the minimum and maximum of governmental reaction that would be considered

"counterinsurgency. " Below the minimum, the governmental response was considered too weak

* Incl., "Terminology Relating to Cold War Activities," wAtr, Secy of the Genl Staff, subj.:
Terminology Relative to Cold War Activities, 19 Feb 62 (CS 312.7 (19 1 ýb 62)).
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or abort-ltived to be studied fruitfully; above the maximum, the governmental response took on

the characteristics of oonventional warfare. Only those cases were considered in which the

boverwmemt clearly recognized the threat to its existence or in which the outbreak of armed oon-

flict clearly demonstrated the threat, with or without governmental recogniUon. In this connec-

tion, the !oLd'Aat was regarded as a case to be excluded from a study of oounterinsurgency,

Mince governmerda response In this situation was usually minimal or even nonexistent. At the

other extreme, counterinsurgency in which conventional warfare tactics predominated. as in the

Bpwnish Civil War of the 19301s, seemed inappropriate for this study. Thus a kind of rough

"minimax" scale was developea for deciding which cases to list.

Ouly Sekt Century Cases Considred

For several reasons, the list wa further confined to cases occurring in the 20th century.

First, there already existed a number of studies on the 19th century experience. Moreover,

the conditions underlying the earlier experiences were so remote from present-day terms of

reference that it was felt little good could be derived from their study. The number of cases

occurring between 1900 and 1939 was undoubtedly sufficient to clarify an' significant differences

imposed by the technological revolution that has taken place since the start of World War 11.

Within the guidelines sketched abovw, the research planners therefore set about listing cases

that might be studied. This was accomplished through in-house brainstorming, consultation with

area experts, and some library research. At the time, when counterinsurgency was still being

talked about in terms of eight or so cases, it seemed mildly surprising, and then somewhat amaz-

tug, that the list grew 3 25, 50, then 100 and more cases, with the end nowheuie in sight.

Emphasis eo Military Operatos

The large number of cases in the original list indicated a strong need for a further selection

process. Four additional criteria were used to select from the unwieldy list those counterin-

surgency cases that would yield the most useful results from a research standpoint.

The first criterion was based upon the assumption that the U. S. army's greatest interest

lay in those instances where another army had been called upon to perform a major counterin-

surgent role. Here the experience of the past certainly had the greatest analg and pertinence

to future campaigns in which the U. S. army might have to function. The first cases chosen from

the list were therefore those in which military operations had lasted one year or more. About

87 percent of the cases finally selected fell within this category.

A second selection criterion was to take those cases in which major powers were involved,

specifically where troops of the United States or the Soviet Union had been used in external

counterinsurgency situations, as In the U. S. role in Lebanon and the U.S. S.R. role in Hungary.

A third criterion was to take cases of particular interest to the army or of special value for re-

search purposes. The second and third criteria accounted for about 13 percent of the cases.
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A final and overriding criterion was to accept for study only those oases for which data

were available in unclassified sources and for which qualified persons would agree to undertake

the work. These requirements disqualified a number of otherwise acceptzble cases.

In essence, the JCS definition, Its interpretation. and certain assmmptions underlying a

specific concept of counterinsurgency determined the cases to be included in the long list of

situations suitable for study. In turn, this list was narrowed by the imposition of additional

criteria to determine those counterinsurgency cases that would yield the most useful research

results. In the final process, 57 cases were selected for study.,

Alphadbui List of ek 57 Cuses
The cases included Algeria (1954-1962), Angola (1961 to 1965), Arabia (1916-1918), Burma

(1942-1945), Burma (1948-1960), Cameroon (1955-1962), China (1898-1901), China (1927-1937),

China (1937-1945), Colombia (1948-1958), Cuba (1900-1909). LCuba (1953-1959), Cyprus (1954-

1958), Dominican Rtpublic (1916-1924), East Germany (June 1953), Ethiopia (1937-1941), France

(1940-1944), Greece (1942-1944), Greece (1946-1949), Haiti (1918-1920), Haiti (1958-1964),

Hungary (October-November 1956), Indochina (1946-1954), Indonesia (1946-1949), Indonesia

(1958-1961), Iraq (1961-1964), Ireland (1916-1921). Israel (1945-1948), Italy (1943-1945). Jammu

and Kashmir (1947-1949), Kenya (1952-1960), Laos (1959-1962). Lebanon (1958), Madagarmear

(1947-1948). Malaya (1942-1945), Malaya (1948-1960), Mexico (1916-1917), Morocco (1921-1926),

Nicaragua (1927-1933). Norway (1940-1945), Outer Mongolia (1919-1921), Palestine (1933-1939),

Philippines (1899-1902), Philippines (1942-1945), Ph•lippines (1946-1954), Poland (1939-1944),

Portuguese Guinea (1959 to 1965), South Africa (1899-1902). South Africa (1961 to 1964), South

Korea (1948-1954), South Viet-Nam (1956 to November 1963), South-West Africa (1904-1907),

Tibet (1951-1960), U.S. S. R. (1917-1921). U. S. S.R. (1941-1944), Venezuela (1958-1963), and

Yugoslavia (1941-1944).

D. M. Condit
Bert 11. Cooper

*For a description of the research methodology used in this study, see the Technical
Appendix.
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Chapter One

ARABIA (1916-1918)

by Abdul .4Sm Said

When Turkey joined the 8 ide of the Central Powers
In World W"r I, the unhnppy Arabs in the Otto-
man Empire, after assurance of Allied aid, rc-
belled against the Turks, Tied down in the Mlanz
by 3ritiah and Arab troops and irregulars during
the conflict, the Turks lost their Arab provinces
in the postwar settlement.

BACKGROUND

The Arab revolt of 1916 has appeared highly symbolic In the eyes of Arab nationalists as the

first concrete manift.station in modern times of their desire to re-create an independent and

united Arab state. The insurgency arose-not in the land of the intellectuals of the Fertile

Crescent*--!mt in the vast desert of Arabia, a region whose only claim to fertility, other than

its scattered oases, rested on the ever-flowing springs of religious inspiration, which Allah

chose to bestow upon the Prophet Muhammad more than thirteen hundred years ago. A synthesis

of Syrian Arab nationalist aspiration, Hijaz Arab dynastic ambitions, and British strategic in-

terests in World War I, the revoit was not to be an isolated cry in the depths of emptiness. It

sparked a movement whose adherents crossed the desert, on camelback, and claimed the libera-

tion of Damascus, the ancient center of Arabdom in the Fertile Crescent, from centuries of Turk-

ish domination.

The Area of the Revolt

Although the revolt's influence extended throughout the Arabic-speaking world and its out-

come directly affected the political status of the entire Arabian peninsula, as well as the Mes-

opotamian valley and eastern littoral of the Mediterranean, the Arab insurgency was operationally

limited to the northwestern cornerof Arabia, then known as al-Hijaz. and to the area of Jordan

*A semicircle of arable land stretching in a southeasterly direction from the eastern end of
the Mediterranean Sea to the Persian Gulf.
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and fiIrael, then known aLs outhern Syria or Palestine. F'or snver, r cvnturives, hoth I lIJa" and

Syria had been part of the Ottotman (Turkish) Empire, along with Mesopoltamia (Iraq) and various

emirates in northern and weste rn Arabia.

Nominally, Arabia wati it part of the Ottoman Empire, hut in actuality the southern and east-

ern sheikhdoms and emirates of Arabia were' semi-independent territories under British Influ-

'nce. The British held the Protectorate of Aden at the southorn tip of the peninsula; they also

exercised a de facto protectorate over Egypt, although the Khedive of Egypt owed nominal alle-

glance to the Turkish Sultan in Constantinople (Ittanbul) until late 1914. The British govternment

of India had close ties with the Arab rulers of Kuwait, Oman, iladhramaut and NeJd.

Never fully controlled by the Turks, the tribes of Arabia were chiefly concerned with their

o~n dynastic rivalries and the control of oases. Religious differences among Islamic sects and

conflicting interests of foreign powers, including the Turks, British, Italians, and Germans, made

for instability in this vast, underpopulated, and loosely administered territory,

Turkish Administration and the Constitution of 1908

In the years before World War I, similar instability prevailed at the seat of Turkish power.

After years of religious and governmental traditionalism, the "sick man of Europe," as the

Ottoman Empire was called, had recently undergone some major operations in the hope of sur-

viving in the modern world. Secularism had begun to replace Islamic sectarianism, and Turk-

ish-oriented nationalism had been introduced Into the multi-national and polyglot empire. Sultan

Abdul-liamid II. who came to power in 1876, was a reformer and a ruler of great personal

abilitý; but after the turn of the century he found himself relying increasingly upon ihe tradi-

tional methods of Eastern despots--espionage, bribery, terrorism, and assassination. Aroused

by Abdul-tiamid's tyranny, the Committee of Union and Progress (CUJP)-a secret association of

reform-minded. Western-educated "Young Turks""--instigated, on July 23, 1908, a military coup

to force Abdul-Hamid to grant his subjects a constitution.

The constitution was greeted favorably by almost all ethnic groups and religious minorities

in the empire and was looked upon as the embodiment of each faction's desires. In fact, how-

ever, the 1908 Constitution provided for a fusion of the different sects and races into an Ottoman

democracy, whose distinctive culture and language was to be Turkish. During this period of

popular jubilation and unguarded optimism, a group of "Young Arabs" attempted to further in-

stitutionalize their cooperation with the Young Turks by establishing, on September 2, 1908. a

Society of Arab-Ottoman Fraternity, called in Arabic al-Ikha. Its goal was to defend the 1909

Constitution and promote the well-being of the Arab provinces on a basis equal with that of the

Turkish provinces.



The period of Jubilation wati to he mhort.- Iived, however, for it soonfliv4eutrne Ovlea that tht,

Turkish Committee's electoral measaures dlid not reflect the tethnivc (omjpomition of' the empire,

Inl 19t08, the po(pulation of the empire (excluding Egypt) wats abotit 22 million, of whom 1W. 5~ nil-

lion, or 44 pt'rnwnt, were Arabs and only 7. 5 million, or :34 percent, were Turks, while some 41

million Europeans and other minorities constituted 1 H percent. I Wien the Ottoman Ilarlianment,

met in December 190A, only 60 oif the '245 deputives were Arabs, while the rurko, with 160Q seats,

held zi elear majority. In the Sonate, where only 3 of the 40O senators were Arabst, the under-

representation of the Arab majority was tstill more evident,

Arab Organizationsa Seek Redress of Grievances

Following an unsuccessful countercoup staged by .4upporterH of the Sultan on March 31, 19)09,

al-Ikha was banned by the CUTP regime, which accused the Arab society of encouraging Arab sep-

arati am and charged it with involviement in the abortive coup. After 1909, a number of Arab

organizations in the Ottomian Empire and abroad prepared the ground for the Arab revolt of 1916.

Some of these were legal and ostensibly nonpolitical, such as the Arab Litteracy Club, which was

orgainized in Constantinople in the summer uf 1909. Another group was the Party of Decentral-

ized Ottomaniarn, organized in Cairn in 1919 by Syrian and Lebanese emigrds. There were aiLo

more militant groups. 2

A secret society, al-Qatitaniyah (Arab Society), was established towards the end of 1909 and

included fin its membership several Arab officers in the Ottoman army, as well as many pronl!-

nent civilians. Bolder than most other groups, al-Qaht~aniyah called for the creation of a single

Arab kingdom compr'lfng the Arab provinces of the empire. This Arab kingdom was to have it~s

own parliament and local government, with Arabic. as the official language, find it was to be linked

with the Turks only through the Ottoman Sultan, who would wear, In addition to his own Turkish

crown, the crown of the Arab kingdom. I

Another Arab nationalist society was al-'Ahd (ThLý Covenant). Also favoring a dual monarchy

for Arabs and Turks, the objectives and programs of al-'Ahd were similar to those of al-

Qahtaniyah. Membership in ai-'Ahd was restricted mainly to army officers, however, anid its

secrecy was more highly guarded-tso %ell guard"], in fact, that it is not known exactly when this

society was established in the period between 1912 and 1914. On~e of Its founders wasi Aziz Ali,

an Egyptian Arab staff oificr in the Ottoman army, who had taken part in the CUP coup of 1908. 4

Of those various secret and militant organizations, the mnost important was al-Fatat (Youth),

which sought to obtain Arab independence within a modified Turk-Arab empire, rather thtan to

break away eaitirelx' fron, the Ottoman Empire. Al. Fatat was founded in Paris on November 14.

1909, by a group of Arab students; Its center was shifted to Beirut in 1913 and in 1191.1 to Damas-

cus. P~racticing a rigid recruitment lXolicY, al-Vatat members were characteriz.ed by devotion

of the highest order,



With these societies all clamoring for more recognition of Arab rights, the prewar years

were, hardly tranquil in the Arab provinces of the Ottoman Empire. In February 1913, when the

Society of Reform-. "national" body drawn from all creeds in Syria and Lebanon--published a

proposal calling for administrattive decentralization and more tc,"ul autonomy in the Arab parts

of the empire, the CUP regime retaliated by arresting many Arab leaders. With the failure of

these moderate demands. the Arab movement now entered a new and more militant phase.

The' Arab Congress of 1913 W'ins a Hallow Victory

The next step-.a landmark in the history of Arab nationalism-was the convening of an Arab

Congress In Paris, between June 18-23, 1913, under the aegis of al-Fatat. The debate at this

Congress, attended by 24 delegates of Arab movements, was marked by frankness, but there was

general agreement that the integrity of the Ottoman Empire should be preserved. Nevertheless,

the CUP regime reacted to the Congress with hostility, although it later directed the Ottoman

representative in Paris to negotiate with the Congress. An agreement was reached which was

at first thought to be a victory for the Arabs. It soon became evident, however, from the Otto-

man decree of August 13 that presumably implemented the agreement, that the "victory" was

very limited. Nonetheless, the CUP regime won Arab support of the decree by blandishing many

Arab leaders with offers of high positions in the government. By the beginning of 1914, the CUP

government seemed to be in control of the situation.

"ihe government's advantage, however, was soon lost as a result of a cause cdlbbre which

agitated Arab nationalist circles and attracted international attention. This occurred in early

191.1, when Aziz All, founding member of al-'Ahd, was arrested and tried for corruption and

treason. When he received a death sentence, there was general indignation throughout the

Arabic-speaking world. Finally, through the diplomatic intervention of the British, Aziz All was

released in April 1914 and allowed to go into exile in Egypt, where he remained until the Arab

revolt began 6

Tribal and Dynastic Rivalries Divide the Arabs of the Deserts

W`hile political dissidence and competing nationalisms festered in Constantinople and the

cities of the Fertile Crescent, age-old dynastic rivalries and tribal antagonisms continued as a

way of life in the deserts of Arabia. Here the Turks had few firm friends. Only lbn Rashid,

Fmir (Prince) of 4la'il and ruler of the Shammar region, was favorably disposed toward the

Turks, -nainly' because th,_- Rashidis needed support against their rivals in the NeJd and Hijaz

regions. In Yemrne, the lmam Yahya of Sana'a had achieved virtuai autonomy in his remote

cor'ner of the peninm.,da, and his loyalty to the Ottoman Sultan, whose Sunni orthodoxy was oblec-

Ilontible to the Shi'a Muslims of Yemen, was largely a matter of tactics to counterbalance British

an ; Italian influence. Th, Frnir of Sabayyeh In the Asir region was fiercely anti-Turkish and

dlied himself first with the Italians and later with the British.



The sheikhs along the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean were firmly allied with the British

governmcrt of India. Ibn 8a'ud-Emir of Riyadh, ruler of the Nejd and Hasa regions, and re-

ligious leader of the militant and puritanical Islamic sect of the Wahabis-was fiercely independ-

ent in his dealings with both Turks and British, although for tactical reasons he leaned toward

the British. lbn Sa ud aspired to political leadership over the whole o) Arabia. His foremost

rival in this endeavor was Sherif Husayn Ibn All. Emir of Mecca and ruler of the Hijaz region

and the Ottoman-appointed Guardian of the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina, who saw himself in

the role to which lbn Sa'ud aspired. 7

Although Sherif Husayn had been appointed by the CUP regime in 1908, relations between

the Young Turks in Constantinople and this shrewd and ambitious descendant of the Prophet had

deteriorated by 1914. One of the points of disagreement was a projected extension of the Hijaz

Railway from Medina, where the rail line fronm Damascus then stopped, to Mecca. Sherif Husayn

argued that a railroad would destroy the livelihood of the Hijaz came]-)erders, who depended on

carrying Muslim pilgrims to Mecca; his real objection was that the railroad would enable the

Turks to exercise closer administrative control over the Hljaz. So serious was this conflict

that Sherif Husayn in February 1914 Instructed his sor Abdullah to dlscuss with Ronald Storrs,

Oriental Secretary of the British Agency in Egypt, the prospects of British support. Thus, even

before the outbreak of World War I, the first steps towards a Hijaz-British alliance had been

taken. a

Turkey Declares War on Side of the Central Powers

When war broke out in Europe in August 1914, Turkey did not immediately declare against

the Allied Powers of Britain, France, and Russia. Although secretly allied with the Central

Powers of Germany, Austro-Hungary, and Italy, the Ottoman Empire feigned neutrality for two

months, in order to gain time in which to build up its forces and to allow a pro-German war

party faction to consolidate its hold over the Ottoman government. During this period, the

Allies hoped to keep the Turks out of the conflict, but at the same time the British were in con-

tact with Arab dissidents such as Sherif Husayn. When Turkey finally came into the war on the

side of the Central Powers on November 5, 1914, the British had already opened the door for

more detailed discussions with the Arabs, as well as with other non-Turkish peoples in the Otto-

man Empire.

The Ottoman Empire was vulnerable to attacks from Russia in the Caucasian mountains

(inhabited by Christian Armenians anO other ethnic minorities), from Allied fleets in the Black

and Mediterranean Seas, and from British bases in Egypt, Aden, and India. On the other hand,

the southern flank of Ottoman territory offered the Germans access to the British Empire's life

*Sherif refers to the Guardian of the Holy Places. This title hab been confined to the de-
scendants of the Prophet.
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line via the Red Sea and the Suez Canal. Submarine and mine damage to Allied shipping in the

RIed Sea. attacks on Suez across the Sinai p.:ninsula, and .a communications link with aptn

forces operating in East Africa were among the prospects open to the Central Powers, if they

could exploit Turkish territories in Syria and Arabia.

Turkish Arabia Becomes an Area of Sarutegir Imporltmnce
In January-February 1915. the Turkish army, accompanied by Cerman advisers, launched

its first attack against Suez. Although this bold assault was soon repulsed by the British, the

attack alerted the Allies to the danger which the Turks posed in that quarter. In the course of

1915 the Allies suffered a series of military setbacks in the Middle East and Balkans: the Rus-

sian drive into eastern Turkey failed despite an Armenian uprising around Lake Van, the British

drive towards Baghdad came to a halt around Kut-al-Amara (which fell the next year to a Turkish

siege force), and the Allied invasion of European Turkey, the ill-fated Gallipoli Campaign, re.-

suited In an ignominious defeat by the year's end.

These developments, in conjunction with a continued Turkish threat to the Suez-Red Sea

route to India, caused the British to regard the liijaz region with a new interest. In 1916, the

Hijaz was not only the holy land of the Muslim world, but also an area of strategic military im-.

portance. destined to become a battlefield of the war and the scene of a popular uprising.

INSURGENCY

T 4•, J•rnb rolt which occjrr'd in 1916 was precedcd by a series of talks and communica-

tions between British represeatatives in Cairo and Sherif Husayn in Mecca, who was represerted

in rrany of these meetings by his sons Abdullah and Faysal, the chief Arab negotiators and ar-

chitects of the British-Arab alliance. The Sherif had had several preliminary contacts and ex-

changes of views during th• winter of 1914-15 with Arab nationalists, the British, and the Turks.

Sherif Husayn Gains Arab and British Support for an Arab Rerolt

When Sherif Husayn discovered that the Turkish vali (governor) of Hijaz was involved in a

plot against his life, he sent Faysal to protest before the Ottoman government in Constantinople,

but instructed his son to stop off in Damascus long enough to get in touch with Syrian nationalist

leaders there.

In Damascus, FayseJ met with the leaders of al-Fatat and al-'Ahd. On his return from the

Ottoman capital, Faysal found thit his friends in these secret %r.ah societies had drawn up a

protocol defining "the conditions oii which the Arab leaders would be prepaivA to cooperate with

Great Britain against Turkey. "10 Six Arab leaders in Damascus took an oath of allegiance to

Sherif liusayn, recognizing him as spokesman for the Arabs in the event that he obtained a

British agreement on the basis of this protocol, and promising to raise Arab troops in Syria to

fight the Turks. Turkish counterineas-.aes in the summer of 1915 and again in the spring of



1916 destroyed much of the insurgeont organization in Damascus; however, the groundwork had

been laid for Syrian oooperation with the insurgents in the HlJaz.

In the meantime, between July 14, 1915, and January 30. 1916, an exchange of letters be-

tween Sherif flusayn and Sir Henry McMahon, British High Com.rslnioner In Egypt-the now

famous "Husayn-McMahon correspondence"-had led to an official alliance between Husayn and

the British. Without dealing with the intricacies of this controversial exchangt, it may be noted

that the British promised to support Husayn in his effort to free the Arab provinces from Turk-

ilh domination, without ever specifying precisely the territorial limits of the Arab state to

emerge at the cnd of hostilities. Confronted with a plethora of conflicting demands In the Middle

East, the Brti1sh reacted by making a series of vaguely %orded wartime agreements with their

several allies. The difficulties, of course, did not emerge until after the war had ended.

Faysal Raises an Arab Army and Attacks the Turks in the ilijas

Originally scheduled to coincide with and to support the British army's attack on Palestine,

the Arab Insurgency actually began some months sooner than the British expected, when a Turk-

ish crackdown on the Arab underground In Syria and fresh troop movements into Hijaz caused

Arab tempers to rise and prompted Sherif Husayn to act on his own. In May 1916, th- Sherif

sent word to his son Faysal In Damascus urging him to return at once to lead the revolt against

the Turks. Turkish authorities in Damascus were suspicious of Husayn and his sons, but were

finally persuaded to allow Faysal to travel to Medina, on his promise to raise an Arab army to

fight for the Turks-a goal they had long sought to accomplish. Leaving Damascus on May 16,

Faysal visited the sheikhs and clan leaders of the Hijaz, seeking to enlist their sons under his

father's banner. " he insurgent army was thus organized, literally under the noses of the Turks.

Suddenly, on June 5, 1916, the long smouldering issue between Turk and Arab was finally

joined in open revolt and armed conflict. In a proclamation of revolt, Sherif Husayn emphasized

his concern for the welfare of Islam and denounced the secular tendencies of the CUP regime in

Constantinople. The Sherif appealed to all Muslims to follow his example and laid particular

stress on the necessity of curbing Turkish tyranny over the Arabs in Syria.

At the same time, Arab forces--led by Sherif Husayn and his sons Faysal, Ali, Abdullah,

and Zayd-carried out surprise attacks on Turkish garrisons throughout the Hijaz. Military

operations in Hijaz continued unabatedly from early Ju ie to late September. The insurgents,

though poorly armed at the outset of the revolt, outnumbered the Turks and had the advantage of

surprise. They possessied a thorough knowledge of the countryside and were ably supported by

British naval forces in their attacks on the Red Sea ports of Jidda, Rabigh, and Yanbu.

At Mecca, the insurgents, led personally by Sherif Husayn, soon overcame the small Turk-

ish garrison in the city, although the Turks held the outlying forts In the hills around the city for

several weeks. From these positions, the Turks were able to shell the city and, according to
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some smitrceas, damage the Great Molique containing the Kas'bah, the "Black Stone" (leered to

Muslims. The Arabs triumphantly' recounted that Turkish NhellII chipped from the mosque the

name of lVthman D~n Affan, the fourth Muslim caliph wind founder of the Ottoman dynasty-an

Incident which the rebels regarded as an omen of the downfall of Turkish nufthrity over the Arab

world. it The Turks were finally driv'en from the fortressaes around Mecca by Briti~hh artillery

landed at Jidda. B3y the end of Septeynber, Arab insurgents tinder Husayn's son Abdulish had

blasted the last Turkish defenders of Ta 'If out of its surrounding forts, with artillery brought up

from Jidda and Mfecca or captured from the Turkish garrison. 'The attack on Medina. led by

Faysal and All, on the other hand. was not succesisful. and the Arabs fell back to the Red Sea

ports of Yanbu and Rabigh.

Arab Ojffensire flit a Stalematep
The military situation In the Hijaz now reached a temporary stalemate. The Instirgent~s held

Mecca. Ta'If and several Red Sea ports, while the Turks held Medina and all the surrounding

territory in the northern and eastern sectorsj of Hijaz. including Wajh and Aqaba on the Ried Sea.

The Subh Mountains, between Medina and the Red Sea coast, were contested by Faysal's tribal

forces and Turkish troops operating out of Medina. 12

The high-spirited but poorlyv equipped irregular forces of the Sherif and his sons had proved

themselves unequal to T1urkish troops in sustained regular combat. Fearing a Turkish counter-

offensive against Mecca, which in the fall of 1916 the Sherif 's forces %ould ',.v 'wen hat i

pressed to defend, the Arabs entreated the Allies to rush tn the Hijaz arms. m~rney. and military

supplies. 'rhey wanted mountain artillery manned by Egyptians or other Muslim soldiers from

Allied colonial territories and a few airplanes to impress the Bedoula tribesmen. In late 1916,

when the Sherif had more men than arms and the revolt had enthusiastic popular support among

the Bedouin tribesmen but lacked the disciplined and organized regular forces needed to defeat

the Turks in battle, foreign support was crucial to the survival of the Arab movement.

A flies Send Support to the A rubs

The Arab revolt had caught the British unprepared, but they had dispatched Lt. Col. E. C.

Wilson. Governor oi the Red Sea Province of Sudan, to Jidda as His Majesty's chief representa-

tive in the Ilijaz, as soon as this port was liberated from the Turks9. Lt. Gen. Sir Archibald

Murray. in rommand of the British arrmy in Egypt, was, however, unsympathetic to the revolt.

To him~ ý t 'err'n pr'tre a-"i ffutile mid altogethe r too reanote from his primary objective of

defending Suez and defeating the Turkish army in Palestine, which in fact was engaged in a sec-

ond attack on Suez at the time of the Hijaz revolt. On the other hand, Adm. Sir Rosslyn Wemyss,

in command of naval forces in the Red Sea, took an early and active role in support of the Arabs,

bombarding Turkish shore positions and landing supplies to the rebels. S3
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Although the Allied Powers were divided in their councils as to the extent and type of

support thty could, or should, give the Hijat rebels, the French sent to Jidda a small military

raission under Col. E. Bramoed and some artillery manned by Algerian and Moroccan Muslims.

and the British assumed a major military commitment to the insurgents in the winter of 1916-17.

The British military effort was under the overall directi(m of Gen. Sir Reginald Wingate, Gov-

ernor General of Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and an experienced hand in Middle Eastern and African

affairs. who later succeeded MeMahon. Colonel Wilson operated under Wingate. To assist

Wilson, a British Military Mission was set up in Jidda in January 1917, under Lt. Col. S. F.

Newcombe. 14

T. E. Lawrence Ads ae British Liaison WFis Faysal

The key personality in the British involvement with the Arabs was IA. (later Lt. COl.)

Thomas E. Lawrence, a young intelligence officer at British headquarters in Cairo who, from

his student days at Oxford, had specialized in Middle Eastern archeology and Arabic language and

culture. Much of the notoriety and publicity which the Arab revolt was later to achieve in the

Western world was directly due to public interest in and the postwar writing of this highly con-

troversial young guerrilla leader whose literary abilities and forceful, if neurotic, personality be-

stowed a glamour and exotic aura on an episode which more conventional and objective observers re-

garded as a sideshow in the larger experience of World War 1. is

A zealous supporter of the Arab cause, Lawrence had accompanied Ronald Storrs to Jidda in

September 1916 to discuss insurgent needs with Colonel Wilson and the Sherif's sons, Abdullah,

All, and the young Zayd. After traveling to Faysal's camp in the Subh Mountains, Lawrence

became thoroughly convinced that this son of Husayn was the man to lead the Arab revolt. Is A

few months later Lawrence returned to Arabia as British liaison officer with Faysal's army. In

this capacity, he served under Colonel Newcombe's Mission.

Limitations on Types of British Support

Political conalderations as to Britain's broader Imperial interests and certain cultural

factors in the situation imposed definite conditions on direct British participation in the Arab

revolt. For one thing, there was u shortage of British troops. But in addition the presence of

non-Muslims in the Hljaz was considered a sacrilege by devout Muslims, and international reper-

cussions detrimental to both the insurgent and Allied causes could be expected if the Arab revolt

led to large-scale fighting between British Christians and Turklf' Muslims in the holy places of

Islam.

As it %as, the ease and safety with which the faithful were able to make their traditional

pilgrimage to Mecca in the autumn of 1916, under Allied and rebel protection, brought credit to

the insurgent cause-as well as bolstering the Rijaz economy, which was based on pilgrim
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traffic. IT The British could help by sending advisers, arms and equipment, money, and certain

-;iptui ,J % , *;, Iuýap vm#nd off Ice rs.

In addition t) Lawrence. a number of other Arabic-speaking BriUsh officers, as well os

some Egyptians, came to the flijax after late 1916 to serve as advisers 1t1h the insurgents.

Demolition experts and munitions specialists trained the tribal irregulars to use tie explosives,

machineguns, artillery, and small arms which the BriUsh sent the Arabs. Beginning in ti1l6,

the tBritish government paid a monthly stipend to the Sherif of 20,000 pounds, which he, distrib-

uted in wages and bribes to tribal sheikhs who joined the revolt. ts

Of great importance to the military training and professional organization of insurgent

forces were the many Arab officers transported by the Brltish to the llijaz. Turkish-trained

officers, such as Ja'far Pauha al-Askari andNurl Pasha as-Sa'Id of Baghdad* and Aziz All of

Egyrpt-who as Arab nationallsto were sympathetic to the Sherif's revolt-began in the winter of

1916-17 to put together a regular Arab army in the Hlijaz. The limurgents had captured several

thousand Arab and Turkish prisoners during the first months of the revolt, and the British had

taken many more Arab prisoners in the Mesopotamian and Sinai campaigns. In the fall of 1916,

Azxz All began retraining these Arab troops at Rabigh and organized them into a regular army

to oppose the Turkish regulars at Medina, while tribal 1,'regulars under Faysal, Abdullah. and

other Sherifians carried out "pinprick" guerrilla operations in the Subh hills and along the Hijaz

Railway linking Medina with Damascus.

Cultural and Political Conigderations Complicate Arab Revolt

These efforts were complicated, however, by regional and cultural differences among the

insurgents. who included Bedouin tribesmen fromn the tiijaz and urban intellectuals from all over

the Arab world. Moreover, the real centers of authority in every insurgent unit were the She-

rifians, particularly the sons and close kinsmen of Sherif Husayn, and there were often conflicts

between Sherifians and Arab officers from the outside. As presumed descendants of the Prophet

Muhammad, all members of Husayn's clan enjoyed great personal position in the Hijaz and were

acer.rded an elite status among the Bedouin tribes. The Bedouins provided the backdbone of the

Arab revolt in the Hijaz, while the townspeople of the area. many of whom were not natives, were

less inclined to support the illsurg~nts. 19

By late 1916, the Sherifians achieved a more formal political status when Hlusayn's regime

was recognized by the Allied Pow•rs as an independent government. Although his real authority

did not extend beyond rebel-held territory in the llijaz, Ilusayn had proclaimed h;,,-if "King of

the Arabs" on October 29. 1916. and named his son Abdullah foreign minister. The insu.gent

regime was. in fact. very much a family affair.

*Both men later served as prime ministers oi Iraq and both were killed in coup d'tat-
Ja'far in 1937 and Nuri 1958.
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The British refused to recognize Husayn in this exalted capacity, hove~ver, since they feared

that the Sherif's ambitious claims to leadership over Arab rulers who had never before acknowl-

edged the political sovereignty of the Emir of Mecca might drive these Arabs into the arms of

the Turks. Even the pro-British emirs of southern and eastern Arabia, such as Tbn Sa'ud of

NcJd, for example, yere deThfitely not prepared to accept Husayn's overlordship. Moreover, an

Arab kingdom which linked the countries of the Fertile Crescent and Mesopotamia with Hijaz and

Arabia would conflict with postwar British and French interests In the Middle East. Therefore,

when the British finally recognized Husayn's government on December 15, It was modestly re-

ferred to as the "Kingdom of Hijaz."

Strength, Weuory, and Recruitame of Arab Fighters

At the beginning of the revolt the Sherif's forces numbered around 6.000. At the end of the

first three weeks, insurgent strength had climbed to over 30,000 troops-some soureas say

50,00020-although there were only some 10,000 rifles in rebel hands. By early 1917, after con-

siderable waxing and waning of Sherifian forces, the total troop strength of the insurgents stood

around 70,000-28,000 armed with rifles. Estimates of total insurgent strength must be re-

garded with great caution, as these generally included the families and camp followers who at-

tached themselves to the Arab movement at various times.

In the courst of 1917, the insurgents were regularized into an almost conventional Arab

army. The regulars, however, were always a small part of the total force, which was constantly

having numbers of irrgulars attach or detach themselves. After Faysal and Lawrence led this

force north from Aqaba towa,'d Damascus in mid-1917, total insurgent strength was constantly

increased through the addition of Allied tronp contingents and the many tribal warriors out of

southern Syria who Joined the revolt in a pell-mell, bandwagon effect. LawreLce, working with

the tribal chieftains, was responsible for recruiting Bedouins as they were needed from the local

area of operations. According to official British historians, the war was "not unattractive" to

the Bedouin. "He had not to go far from his home, and he returned to it when he chose. The

spoils were his own property. And while all the world was full of paper money, he was paid, and

well paid, in chinking golden sovereigns. "21

Fighting Characteristics of the Bedouin Insurgents

Lawrence appreciated the difficulties as well as the unique advantages of using Bedouin

warriors in military operations against the Turks. Though physically hardy and naturally skilled

in riding and shooting, the tribesmen were a wild and undiaciplined lot. "The actual contingents

were constantly shifting," Lawrence later wrote, "in obedience to the rule of flesh. "22 Some-

times a family owned a single rifle and this would be used by each san in turn, serving a few

days at a time. Families sent their sons to serve under the sheikh to whom they owed allegiance,
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InvtI II thivikho eould command Itround ai hundred followers, Hlood feudo bhte een familiea a.d

clAns 'AerP, MuP;K)adlvly munlundt-d during the revolt, hut the lkdoulnn were not inclined to Iru.t

or work closely %ith their neighbhorN, even against a common enemy.

For thir reason, Lawrenee concluded that the Aedoulnm were good only for defense and

commando-type raiding operations. "One company of Turku firmly entrenched In open country

could have defied the entire army of them,' Laowenc. wrote, "and a pitched defeat, with its eas..

ualties. would have ended the war by sheer horror." The Arabian tribesmen's "acquisitive

reekleaanras made them keen on booty, and whetted then., tear up railways, plunder curavann.,

anti steal camels; but they were too frpe-minded to endure command, or to fight in team,"

Lawrence felt, On the other haIWd if armed with light automatic wteapor;m and allowed to operate

independently in the hills around Medina, the Arab guerrillas could provide an effecUve defen-

sive screen behind which the British and Arab officers could build up a regular Arab force to

challenge the Turks sueeestfullv either In the Ilijaz or southern Syria. 23

Arab. Harass she Hijan Ruilrway

The stalemate reached in the first few months of the Arab revolt was ended in early 1917

with an insurgent attack on the Red Sea ix)rt of Wajh. Abdullah's tribal forces, operating north-

east of the railroadl between Medina and Ha'il, crossed the railroad and took up positions from

which to prevent Tuekilsh reinforcement of the WjaJh garrison from Medina, at the same time

protecting Mecca. Fuysal, with 10,000 men and artillery, moved north from Yunbu to attack

Wajh overland, while ships from the British Royal Navy bombarded the city and landed Muslim

troops. Wajh was taken on January 23 by this naval effort alone, as Faysal's overland forces

were delayed in arriving. The taking of Wajh frightened the Turks, and "Thenceforth there was

never question of a Turkish attack on Mecca. "21

With WaJh as their advance base of operations, the British and Arabs carried out extensive

sabotage operations ag".nst the I ljaz Railway, beginning in February 1917. For example, on

February 12. Maj. II. Garland left Wash with a demolition party of 50 Bedouins and after a week's

jturney by carmel reached the railroad at a point 120 miles north of Medina. They had barely

finished laying the explosives when a Turkish train came along; the engine was derailed and the

cars left stranded between two destroyed portions of the track. Such raids became more frequent

as time passed. 25

Arabs Support British at Aqaba

From early 1917. the Insurgents retained the offensive against the Turks. At this time, the

British army was also on a general offensive-- from Mesopotamia, where Baghdad was taken on

March 11, to the Sinai peninsula, where General Murray's offcnsive came to a temporary 'alt in

April before Gaiza. Ahch was defended by Turkish forces stiffened by German increments. To
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support the BIritish army in aouthern lPalestine, the Alli.', directed the Arab insurgents to attack

Aqali next. In the meantime, Lawrence was sent on it reonnalissance mission through southern

8''rln, nirnied with 400 poundn of gold coins, to enlist this sheikhs of that tirea in the Arab cause.

\Vhen L~awrence's party defeated a Turkish battalion at Abu al-LUssan near Mn'an in a surpriise

encounter, the defenders of Aqaba suddenly tied to Ma'an. Faced with imminent naval bombard-

ment and the prospect of hostilo Bedoulns across their line of retreat, the Turks did not wfnt

to ri-pl'iit the W%'ajh experience.

British Bring Arabs Into Closer Organisadlonal Ties

In June 1917, Gen. Edmund Allenby replaced Murray as British commander In Egypt. More

sympathetic to the Arab movement than Murray and sensitive to its importance in British plans

for Palestine, Allenby hopd to give the Allies some dramatic victories in the Middle East-much

needed at a time when the Allied cause seemed interminably bogged down in Western Eumste and

when the Eastern front was dissolving in the face of Russia's domestic crisis. 24 Accordingly,

Allenby organized a Hijaz Operations Staff in Cairo to coordinate Arab forces, which then in-

cluded Faysal''a Northern Army at Aqaba and the various tribal irregulars under Sherif Husayn

and Emirs All and Abdullah and the other Sherifians in southern Hijaz.

The Northern Army, by this time in many reapoets a conventional force, contained Faysal's

tribal Irregulars; the Arab regulars, now commanded by Ja'far al-Askari, who had replaced

Aziz Ali when the Egyptian officer came into conliict with Sherif Husayn; a British contingent

commanded by Lt. Col. P. C. Joyce and made up of an armored car battery, a flight from the

Royal Flying Corps, a company of the Egyptian Camel Corps, and support elements; and A am*

French detachment under a Captain Pisani. 2? Faysal might be regarded at this time as a regular

commander operating under Allenby's orders. Lawrence, officially described as the British

political officer at Faysal 'a headquarters, led long-range reconnaissance raids through southern

Syria, possibly as far north as Damascus.

Arab-British Attacks in Hijax Tie Down Turkish Army

During the summer, sabotage operations against the railroad continued, often accompanied

by air attacks on Turkish outposts ant) repair parties along the line between Medina and Ma'an.

Whiether by conscious design or accident, British strategy throughout 1917 w.ks to tie down the

Turkish army in the Hijaz rather than to force it to withdraw to Damascus. 26 The Allied drive

into Palestine was finally begun, after sev-rr1l delays, in late 1917, when Allenby took Gaza and

Jaffa in November and on December t captured Jerusalem. This Holy City for three faiths was

the first major city to pass into Allied hands in World War 1.

The British offensive came to another halt in 1918 when troops had to be rushed to the Allied

front in France. During the lull in conventional operations by Allenby's force, the Arab
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!,surgent: continued raidingl and sabotaging Turkish outposts along the railroad as far north as

Damascus. Z'a the spring of 1918, when the BriUsh learned that the Turks wore planning to leave

Arab roole Grow#, Culminalinu or. kuury Into Damawsus

Political work among the Bedouins cast of tih, lklad Sea and Jordan River was also stepped

up in this period. The British dropped leaflets hearing mesanges from both Sherif Husayn and

the British high command urging the Arabs to join the revolution against the Ottomans. After

being in communication with Lawrence and emissaries from Shertf Huvayn and Wrince Fayeal,

Nu.i Shalan, paramount chief of the Ruwalah tribal confederation, and the Druse leader, Husays

al-Atrash, both agreed to oust their lota with the Arab movement. 30

The Bedouins around Ma'an, '\mman, and Der'a wore thus in league with the Allied-Arab

forces, which resumed their advance in September 1918, The final phase of the Arab revolt,

which by this time had been transformed into conventional warfare, saw the railroad junction of

Der'a fall to Faysal's Northern Army and Allenby's troops on September 27-20 and the trium-

phant entry of Allied and Arab forces into Damascus by early October. Desultory skirmishes

continued until the end of the month, when Turkey capitulated to the Allied Powers and signed the

Armistice of Mudros on October 30, 1918. The Turkish garrison at Medina eventually surren-

dered, somewhat anticlimacUcally, some months later. 31

COUNTERINSURG£ENCY

The Turks had had several centuries of practical experience in dealing with problems of

Internal dissidence and tribal revolt In their heterogeneous empire. Their reaction to Arab dis-

affection azad restiveness, in the first years of the 20th century as In earlier times, was one of

constant vacillation between harsh brutality and paternali:,Llv policies, both desigped to weaken

or assuage Arab opposition to Ottoman rule. On the one hand, promises, blandishments, and

bribes were offered to certain individuals, and oceasionally to entire tribe, and ,.oinnmunities; on

the other hand, military force and police repression were also applied liberally in the Arab

provinces. While this approach had not settled any basic problems, it had at least enabled the

Turks to contain dissidence within cc tain bounds. But this was not to be the case in 1916-18.

A Weak Turkish Response to Arab Dissidenre

For a number of reasons, the Arab revolt in 1916 found the Turls iMl prepared. For some

time there had been a restless ferment among the Turkish elite, r•ary of whomn were anxious to

modernize their country's political and social system, as well as its technology and military
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establihhment, Those seoular-mindod reformers, who had moved against SIultan Abdul-liamid It

In 1008, were more .monerned with the empire's Turkish core than %1th its outlying Arab prov.

In•os, whose only basis for inclusion in the Ottoman realm, other then historical conquest, was

religious and sectarian, The Young Turks of the CUP regime regarded the Arabs Ik a conparv-

atlve force in the Ottoman Empire, and to certain Turkish nationaliuts, such as Mustafe Kemal.*

the loss of these "ungrateful" provinces was looked upon as the necessary price to be paid for

achieving a strong, revitalised, and truly Turkish state.

Furthermore, in 1916, Turkey was involved in a major war and was fighting on several

fronts simultanoo•ely. Economically and militarily dependent on Germany and the Central

Powers, the once powerful Ottoman Empire had become little more than a pawn in the European

power struggle. The Turks felt that their primary strategic objectives lay in the direction of

Russia, a traditionally unfriendly country which controlled the Caucasian borderlands and had

well-known designs on Turkey's western anchor in the Bosporus Strait. These purely Turkish

objectives were relegated to second place, however, in the overall strategic plans of the Germans

and Austrians, who were more concerned with the Balkans and the southern flank of Ottoman

territory facing British, French, and Italian holdings in Africa and the Middle East. Indeed,

Turkish control of Arabia was a matter of considerable Importance to German war aims.

Failure of the JA5ad as an Instrument of Turkish Polky

The Germans placed high hopes in the Ottoman Sultan's proclamation in November 1914 of

a holy war, or Jihad, calling on Muslims throughout the world to go to war against the Allies,

whom the Sultan named as infidels and enemies of Islam. The Jihad was regarded hý the Ger-

mans as an excellent vehicle for inciting revolts against the British in India, Egypt, Sudan, and

other colonies; against French and Italians In North Africa; and against the Russians in central

Asia. The Turks hoped it would solidify their hold over dissident Muslim groups, such as the

Arabs, and provide a more legitimate basis for Ottoman rule over the nonTurkish provinces of

the empire, In theory a shrewd move, the Jilhad proclamation actually had little effect on the war

effort and failed to check the spread of separatist ideas among the Ottoman Empire's non-Turkish

populations. Working againat the success of the jihad was the fact that it was the first time it

had been tried in modern times. Indeed, it was difficult for Muslims to perceive the religious

difference between the Christian Allied Powers they were supposed to fight against and the Otto-

man Empire's Christian partners of Germany and Austro-Hungary whom they were supposed to

fight for.

Furthermore, the active support of Sherif Husuyn, as Emir of Mecca and Guardian of the

Islamic Holy Places, was of r rucial importance in the implementation of the jihad Accordingly,

*Mustafa Kemal, better known as Kemal Ataturk, was to emerge in the 19201b as the founder
of modern Turkey.
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the Turks uif'tld him tio tend the' traditimiln Prophet ' atatndalrd to DnnaNmous and to ralloc an

iirlni nmiiemA itii' trihb,, of the IIIJan to tl(ht Milh the Ottomanue army, then prepnring tW attack the

heritlh nt RUPA. After son•m dI, ln y, llusnysn oent the' sa'red honnerl anrd promised eventually to

roise a forer of II jla volunteers., lthough he exprespoed extreme reluctance ovior this point,

arguing that It mighl endanger the holy places by provoking n 11ritish Invasion.

The Turks also recol.eved FIstynl, who)m Itusme.ei sent It l)amnaous to diseuse the matter

further with them, They later allegeld that FqI':nl had takevi ain oath to raise An •rmy and ex-

proessed his rendinexs to dire ano oa nrtyr In the attack on Suez. Rut in exechange the Sheriflans

had demannded a firman (nn Ottoatitn .. yna' •ieoreel granting autonomy to the liiJar, and making •t.o

emirate her'editary In fiusayn'A family, According to Turkish sources, misunderstandingsa ani

s'i,'lonal clashes hetwe ',ysal aid Turkish officials were responsible for the break In Arab-

Turkish rolutions later 111 1I91 3t-MO 3

jomnl Pash Turf" to Reprvewre Merwo In 1915

The 0ht1f r•presentatiUw of the Ottoman government irt the Arab provinoes during World War

wits Ahbmtd Jnmal Pasha, the Turkieh viceroy, who, along with Talnat ani Enver Pasha was one

of the triumvirate then ruling the empire, Differing somewhat front the rxtreme Turk-centered

nationuliam of Tulau$ and Enver PaOha, Jemal Pasha had been appointe,; oommander in chief of

the Turkish Flourth Army and governor of Syria in early January 1915, partly to remove him

from the capital city, Jemal Pasha tried at first to win popular support among the Syrians by

promises of a (ovaprrhinstive welfare program and governmental reforms. These were never to

materiallhie, however, for the resources of the empire were already heavily committed to the war

effort. The Turkish attack on .ue. in late January and early February absorbed Jemal 's more

Immediate attention, and he tried to capltaline on what jihad sentiment there was In the Arab

provincevi. But when the attack failed, he turned in angrr on the Arab nationailat whose activ-

itihs in *)amascus and other Syvr itilen were not unknown to the Turkish police,

PNllce repression and ruthless brutality became the order of the day in the spring of 1915,

when hundredee of Aralb nationalluts were arrested on chargva of collaborating with Turkey's

eneilt,. - the lhrititsh. French, and Russians. Perhapn those arrested Vad Indeed been in some

form of contact with the Allies, but many Arah nationalists were not yet fully committed to comr-

plete. ee.itrt:oln from the Ottoman Empire and only wanted more local autonomy. Tried by mil.

ltr% mtid xqwtlal courts, inanv Arab@ were executed its traitors 1it early August 1915. Most of

the+ot, et'utmti %ter, highlv educated and reeepe.ted le ders (of their communities, hoth Muslim

amid Christian.

Th.ei l-1tie !mfltHr'lNure wPM' iorfectl. legni and proper in Turkish e'yes, sinve they were

ireutu. ae.wziito.t rjeortss plotting to t1uthvert Wttoman nuthority in collumim with Turkey's

ftoretgi• ,,narn + Under the circintatncete, however, T'urkishe tit•,r'vtm might have h, n better



served by political prudence through lenient troatment and political concessions, than by rigid

adherence to the law which created martyrs for the Arab cause.

Transfer of Arab Uaita and a New Wave of And4rab Repreusion

More successful were the various administrative transfers which Jemrd Pasha Inatitut-d in

the summer of 1915 to cope with growing dissidence among Arab contingents in the Turkish

army. Arab soldiers and officers were transferred from Syria and assigned to duty in far-off

posts in European Turkey and Mesopotamia, where they were not affected by popular sentlmont

and were not torn between loyalty to their Arab kinsmen and home communities and their duty to

the Ottomnani state. Although there were some individual defections even in these remote loca-

tions, there was never any organized defection of Arab units in the Turkish army, even after the

Arab revolt broke Into the opeu in June 1916.

In the spring of 1916, Jemal Pasha ordered a new series of mass arrests and deportations

in Syria, imprisoning or sending into exile some 3,000 Syrians by the end of the war. In fact. the

actual timing of the Arab revolt may be traced to Jemal's crackdown on Syrian nationallsts in

May 1916. Torture of Arab prisoners and liberal use of the death penalty were mitigated only

somewhat, even when the Sherif throatened to retaliate by taking similar measures against Turk-

ish officers captured in the Hijaz. 34

One explanation for the repressive measures taken by Jemal Pasha in the spring of 1916

may be that he had apparently been secretly communicating with Russia and France to advance

a personal bargain. Offering to get Turkey out of the war, Jems., as allegedly seeking ilW return

Russian and French diplomatic support for his personal ambitions of building an empire of his

own In the Arab provinces, including the Armenian and Kurdish areas of the Ottoman Empire.

Jemal's seoret flirtations with Turkey's enemies mey well have disposed him to take harsh

measures against the Arab leaders in order to dispel suspicions about his own loyalty. More-

over, it has been suggested that Jemal may have communicated his plans to some Arab leaders,

only to sense later that they could not be trusted and hence had to be eliminated. One of those

sentenced to death on May 0, 1916, Abdul-Karim al-Khalil, itated while standing at the foot of the

gallows, "1 know the real reason for which Jemal Pasha is hanging me and it will be known to

hittory one day, ',31

Turki.h.German Ezpedioien TrigLers RXvlt in Hljav

Simultaneously with Jemal Pasha's suppression of Syrian nt•ionalists, a military move

occurred which directly affected the tim'ng of the revolt. This was the passage through the

14ltjz of a 3,500-man Turkl-h force commanded by Khairi Bey. en route to Yemen. If The stra-

teg•o mnissionof this expedition, which contained a separate German communications team under

Maj. Freihorr Othmar von Stotzingpn, was to establish radio commmunlcatlons with German
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agents in Africa and especiall1y with Genural Lettow-Vorbeck'vi East Africa Command, whose

G)erman -offloe rtd Afrkcan troops gatve tho Central Powero an additional front in that remote

quarter. The Sherif, however, Interpreted the expedition as reinforcement of the Turkish gar-

rison In 11lijas. In fact, the outbreak of the Arab revolt lit June 1916 seems to have caught the

(lermana and Turks largely by surprise, as it had the British.

Turkishl Troops in Hi/en [Unable 7o Hold M~eeoc

At this time, the Turks reportedly had in the JHijaz some 15,000 troops, including one inde-

pendent division which was deployed in several widely separated garrisons and outposts, such as

Medina, Mecca, Ta'if, and the ports along the Red tea. 31 There was also a division in nearby

Asir and two divisions further south in Yemen, but owing to cominunicationt difficulties these

troopa were virtually isolated. The major Turkish force wast concentrated in southern Syria,

where Jemsrl Pasha's 60,000-man F~arth Army guarded the entrance We Palestine. After two

unsuccessful attempts, the Fourth Army was no longer a serious threat to Suez, but Its hold over

Syria remained secure In 1916.

The Turkish garrison In Mecca had only about 1,400 soldiers when the Sherifians attacked.

These troops held the city for only three days, but outside the city the fort of Jiad, which wats

equipped with heavy artillery. resisted for three weeks. A far larger portion of the Mecca

garrison, approximately 3,000 men, was stationed about 70 miles away at the mountain resort of

Ta 'if; this outpost and Its outlyIng forts; resisted until late September, by which time the Turks

had lest several Red Sea ports before combined attacks by Arab land and British navnl forces-a

pattern which was to be repeated later at Wajh and Aqaba. 38

Turks Limuited to Medium. and Alongi, Railway Linme to Dematscua
By the fall of 1916, only the northern and eastern sections of the Hijaz remained in Wtoman

hands. But the countey was still not lost, for the Turks retained a strong garrison In Medina,

commitnded by the. dour Gen. Fakhr al-Din Pasha, who had successfully repulsed Faysal Is

Bedouin army in June. The Medina garrison was reinforced by troops from the IKhairt Bey force

and soldiers sent from Syria to a strength estimated at between 12,000 and 25,000. and became known

as the Hiuau Expeditionary Force. 3 From this stronghold at Medina the Turks were tn a position to

threaten Mecca and the ports of Yanbu, lisbigh, and Jidda. For the first six months of the Insur-

gency, that is, the last al x months of 1918, there wits considerable offensive action by Ottoman

forctes operating out of Medina. During this crucial period, Ottoman field ecnimiaders in the

Hijaz repeatedy called for additional troops and military supplies; however, their requests ukeu-

ally fell on deaf ears, for the government in Constantinople, now dominated by War Minister

Fnver Pasha, was more concerned with the Russian front than with Beodui,' rikbelp In the Hijnz.
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In early October 1918. the powerful Turkish force in Medina moved out to make an offensive

stab toward Ynnbu, from which point it %as planned to assault Mecca by a flanking movement and

thus cut off the rebel capital front its Red Sea ports. Although victorious in meveral conventional

military encounters with the Arab insurgents, the Turkish force failed to reach Yanbu and was

forced to turn back to Medina. Defeated as much by logistical obstacles at by the insurgents,

the Turks lost some 6,000 soldiers to the heat of the desert and to the Bedouin raiders who har-

assed and sniped at them as they marched. After this offensivo, which was their most impor-

tant mingle military campaign against the insurgents. an well as their greatest setback, the Turks

remained bottled ,p around Medina for the duration of the war. 40

But if the Hijaz Expeditionary Force was not able to reconquer southern and western HiJas,

It was nevertheless able to make occasional sorties into the surrounding countryside to ward off

Bedouin attackers and break up any siege force which the Arabs might concentrate around the

city.

After the loss of Wajh in February 1917, the Turks had to contend with increasingly frequent

sabotage attacks on the railroad, Medina's lifeline to Damascus. As a result of Arab guerrilla

operations, trains were usually operated only in daylight, and armed patrols and repair parties

were sent along the tracks to keep them open. The stockpiles of railroad equipment and building

materials which had been built up in Medina before the war, in preparation for extending the line

to Mecca, came in handy during the first year, but by 1918 these supplies had been exhausted.

To protect the railroad, about 8,000 troops were atationed at Tabuk, 300 miles north of Medina,

and a force eventually reaching about 7,000 men was based at Ma tan, about a hundred miles

farther north. Small detachments of these troops were deployed in fortified stations along the

railroad. 41

Turks Face Increasing Loi.tics Problem. and High Csuawidn
Although there were no large-scale military encounters with the Insurgents in 1917-18, the

Turks suffered greatly from attrition of forces and lack of supplies. Eventually the men of the

Hijaz Expeditionary Force were reduced to eating their transport animals. Constantly harassed

by Arab guerrillas and increaingly isolated by sabotage to the railroad, the Turkish army In the

Ifijaz waited stoically for Its fate to be decided by events in Syria, Its commmader, the proud and

stubborn General Fakhr, disregarding all orders from Constantinople to withdraw from Medina

W, Ma'an. 42 This latter city, which was like a buck'e linking the Hijaz with Syria, was never

under serious attack from Britith-Arab forces although there were major skirmishes nearby;

and the Turks retained control of Ma'an until the end of the war.

Accurate fipres on Ottoman eaoualties in the Hijaz are not available, but the AraLs claimed

to have killed some 4,800 Turkish troops by March 1918 and to have wounded 1. 600 and captured

8,000.43
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Rel/atins Beween Turkey md Germany During World War I

The Germans. Turkey's major European ally. were never directly Involved in ceowterinsur-

gency operations in the Hija:, except to provide a few aircraft to overawe the Bedouin. (kerman

activity was confined mainly to Syria and Palestine. The Turkish army had been trained and

equipped by Germany since before World War 1. When war broke out in 1914, there were about

40 German officers with the Turkish Fourth Army in Syria. In preparation for the advance on

Egypt, this army was reinforced by a few German infantry battalions, and German technicians

were sent to southern Syria to construct roads and railways to facilitate troop movements to-

ward Suex. In 1917, when all hope of reaching Sues had faded and Palestine Itself was threatened,

the Germans sent Gen. Erich von Falkenhayn to revitallse the Ottoman military estnblishment.

There was considerable friction between the Turks and their German allies. At the strategic

level, the Turks were interested In territorial aggrandizement in the Caucasus at the expense of

Russia, whereas the Germans were prodding them to accelerate the war effort against the British

in the Middie East. Among the ranks there was some Irritation, since German soldiers were

better paid, better fed, and better supplied than their Turkish counterparts. Betweea Falkenhayn

and Jemal Pasha there was oonsiderable ill will. Jemal wanted Turkish reinforcements, but did

not want Falkeniiaya "in the territory which he ruled as absolute Viceroy. "44 Even after Jemal

Pasha, dispossessed of the Fburth Army, had returned to Europe in early 1918, the Germans and

Turldsh commanders had trouble in getting along. For one thing, language stood in the way.

German staff officers conversed with their senior Turkish officers in French, and orders had tp

be translated before they could be passed. When Falkenhayn was replaced by General der

Kavallerle Liman von Sanders as commander in chief of combined Turkish and German forces on

March 1. 1918, the latter, who had vast experience as Germany's chief military representative in

the Ottoman Empire since 1913, made a determined effort to cope with the problem by making his

staff predominantly Turkish.

In March 1918, when von Sanders became commander in chief of combined Turkish-German

forces, there wre over 6,000 German troops In Syria, Including three infantry battalhons, three

cavalry troops, three machinegun companies, several artillery units, and four squadrons of air-

craft.

Germans 7ry 74 Woo Arabs by, Psk'chologica Operations
The Germans tried to bolster the Ottoman regime through a massive campaign of psycholog-

Ice! warfare, which played on the jihad theme and stressed Germany's respect for Islam and sup-

port of Turkish-Arab n.1t3v in the Middle .7flst. In the fall of 1917. the Germans set up an Arab

freau nr Damascus, rbcwAded by a Dr, Niederntayr and staffed by German orientalists and spe-

ciali*ts in Mtdd)e East4'rn afalrs. Provided with a lavIsh budget, the German-controlled Ari.b

Bureau published pamphlets auzd leaflets extollting the virtues of Pan-Il kmic solidarity against



the infidels .end heretical and misguided followers of Sht'rif Ilussyn. At the seame trms, under

some' preusure from the Germans, the Turks offered high posts to any Arab officers who would

come o-or to the Ottoman aide. It was on von Falkenhayn's suggestion that the Turks promirned

to pardon any Arid) defector w'ho returned to the Ottoman ild..

Revelaioen of the Sykes-Picol Ap..auwa O/jfov Choice To Split Anub.british .4Uiaare

In November 1917, when the now Bolshevik regime In Russia published the text of the Sykes-

Picot agreement, copies of which were in the tsarist archives, a flurry of "op ran from Berlin

to Damascus that this revelation could be used to disrupt the Arab-British allianue. The text of

the agreement sppeared to show that the Arab provinces of the Ottoman Empire were to be di-

vided between British and French spherea of influence in the postwar settlement. Jomal Pasha

immediately sent letters to Faysal and Jatfar al-Askari urging the insurgent leaders to j~du the

Turks In a common defense of Islam, especially in the face of this Angla-Frenob "conspiracy"

to divide and rule the Arabs. Jemial indicated that his government was prepared to grant full

autonomy to the Arkb provinces. The Germans supported this peace overture enthusiastically

and the Arab Bureau gave it wide publicity in Syria, where It produced a certain amount of pro-

Turkish sentiment.

Jemal also invited Faysal to oome to Constantinople for negotiations. Faysal forwarded

this message to his father at Mecca and asked the Sherif how ho should reply to the Turks. The

old Emir Instructed his son neither to accept nor to reject their offer. The Sherif then fov'wardF"'

Jemnal Is letter to London, asking the British Foreign Office for an explanation of the Sykes -Picot

matter. The British government assured the Arabs that there was no definite agreement be-

tween Britain and France regarding the Arab oountries, running contrary to the understanclings

reached in the earlier Husayn-McMahon correspondence, and suggested that Jemal had distorted

the truth to undermnino Arab-British friendship and cooperation. With this explanation, the inci-

dent was closed.

Despite the most determined efforts or the German propaganda machine in Damascus, which

in the Sykes-Picot exposi had an ideal Issue to expolot, the Turks failed to win over the leaders

of tMe Arab rebellion. The memories of four centuries of Turkish arrogance, brutality, and

broken promises were too strong for the Arabs to forget, and this factor-combined with a grow-

ing belief in ulti mate Allied victory, st least in the Middle East-led the Arab leaders to reject

all Turkish offers of autonomy within the empire. Thus fine worda proved no balm for personal

experience of T%-'L'sh nile, and psychological warfare proved no substitute for military success

on the field of batý..e.

Onoernus Alm. Use Prepagandea But With Little Success
By vontrast writh the rather subtle work of the Arab Bureau, Cottoma~n propagonda *-ad notori-

ously crude. Turkish newspapers, mere mouthpiecea for official propaganos, were rmt onliy
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strictly cennorod but were used by the govevmont to spread false information. For example,

when the Turkish Fourth Army met defeat at Suez early in the war, Jemal Pasha announced a

grest victory and held a three-day cotabration in Damascus. By the same token, the misfor-

tunes of the insurgents and their allies were prominently reported nnd their defeat& wildly exag-

gersted.

Turkish propaganda sought to depict Sherif lIlusayn as a traitorous, heretical, and personally

ambitious tool of Christian powers planning the destruction of Islam-charges which clashed

sharply with Husayn's public image and reputation among most Arabs as a revered elder states-

man. The government dismissed Husayn from all the civil and religious offices he held under

the Ottoman Empire and appointed Sherif All Haydar Pasha in his place. Next, the government

forced the ulema (religious leaders) of the empire to Issue a religious decree stating that the

faithful were permitted to fight Husayn, since by his rebellion the Sherif had stepped out of the

community of Islam.

Official propaganda and regime-controlled religious pronouncements were never able to

break Husayn's hold over thz Bedouln tribes of Hijaz and later southern Syria. The only sections

of the indigenous population which were favorably disposed toward Ottoman rule were the mer-

chants mad townspeople In Hlijaz. Often not natives of the area, these cosmopolitans naturally

leaned toward the more secular-minded Turks-whose authority was loosely exercised In this

remote corner of the empire-and feared the fanatical tribal elements who enlisted under the

Sherif's banner. Unfortunately for the Turks, their friends In the towns were never sufficiently

organized to provide any real support for the counterinsurgent cause.

Bribery as a Weapon of War

The Ottomans made a major effort to win tribal support by bribery. Large amounts of

money werý put in the hands of Sherif All Haydar Pasha, and this enabled him to purchase the

friendship of several small chieftains in Hijaz. The lion's share of Turkish gold went to Ibn

Rashid, Emir of Ha'il and a traditional enemy of Sherif Hu.z•yn. The Rashidi tribesmen were

the only Bedouins who brought any, organized support to the Ottoman cause, but their military

effectiveness was limited. The Rashidis were a source of supplies for the Turldsh garrison at

Medina. Another bitter enemy of Husayn. Emir Ibn Sa'ud of Nejd, was approached by the Turks,

who appreciated the intense rivalry between Sa'ud and Husayn for control of Arabia; however.

the British had anticipated this move in late 1915 when they had persuaded Sa'ud to sign a treaty

of neutrality towards Britain's allies in Arabia. Sa'ud could therefore not come to the support

of the Turks by attacking Husayn, since the latter was now an rlly of the British. who controlled

the eastern approaches to Nejd and paid Sa'ud a monthl. iabsidy to ensure his neutrality. The

Ottomans had been outbid by the British. even before the Arab revolt began.



Very often the tribesmen took hrihes from the 'Turks but later finled to live up tW the mlii-

tary obligatons they had as.rumed. Usually they took money from both sides. In the highly

,onmpetitive bribery which developed, the British-through the Sherif-.werc in a position to outbid

the Ottomans, Thu Bedouins sometimes rationalited their shitting allegiances by asserting that

British gold was more shiny, having acquired a touch of piety by coming, as it usually did,

through the Sherifian holy places. Thus, the Turks were outmaneuvered at almost every turn,

even in this area of bribes and blandishment.s, which had long been an Ottoman specialty. 46

Failures of ,.nleigence

The failure of the Turks to organize any significant support among the indigenous poplation

led to great difficulties in intelligence and permitted Arab and even British agcnts to operate

freely throughout Ottoman territory. For example, when Lawrence traveled to the Dumascus

area in June 1917, his famous capture by the Turks at Der'a was purely a matter of accident: a

homosexual Ottoman officer in Der'a had the young and physically small British agent picked up

and brought to his quarters for what could only be described as personal reasons. 46 Although

there was a price on his head, Lawrence was never recognized, but escaped and continued on his

way, without the Turkish authorities having knowledge of his true mission, which was to contact

All Riza al-Rikabi, a trusted Arab officer in the Turkish army. A member of al-'Ahd and al-

Fatit, this senior Arab officer was later entrusted by the Turks to assist in the defense of

Damascus before the Allied advance in 1918. When the British 'rmy approached his position,

al-Rikabi surrendered his forces, apparently by prearrangement with the Allies. 4?

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

A month after the fall of Damascus and the triumphal entry into the ancient city by the vic-

torious British and Arab troops of Allenby and Faysal, all hostilities ceased between the Allied

Powers and the Ottoman Ewpire. OnOctober 30, 1918, Turkey acknowledged defeat lithe Armi-

stice of Mudros. The Turkish garrison in Medina had still not surrendered, however, and its

proud Ottoman commander, Gen. Fakhr al-Din Pasha, refused to honor the terms of the armistice

despite the destitute condition of his garrison, which suffered over a thousand deaths from in-

fluenza. Finally the sick Fakhr was overruled by his own officers. Thus the Medina garrison

of 491 officers and 7,545 men finally yielded to the besieging Arab forces of Emir Abdullah. The

military phase of the Arab revolt was ended. U

Proble'ms Arise in tie Postwar Period To Frustrate Sherifian Hopes

The Arab revolt now entered a political phase, which was not to be so successful. For the

next two years, Faysal a. I other Arab spokesmen tried by diIlomatic means to get the Allies to
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livo up U) their %artinw pr'omises us the Arab lueaders undtirstotod thenm, lFayoul hopud to e~stab-

lish a llashonilte kingdom embracing the Arab prmwinct'u of the defunvt Ottoman E~mpire and vx-

tonding iSherif liuawyn'ae "Arab KinWdtum"-which London had always more ipret'sely termed the

Kingdoam of ilijai -from Egypt to lean aind from Turkey to the shore.. of the Indian (Acean. The

piospect or such a united Arab kingdom under the Iiasht'mile dynasty did not rind universal ap-

pruý,ai, however, even among the Arabsa, and opposition Imnedintoly developed in several (1unr.-,,

tot's.

France' was bitterly opposed ito the ldevn. The French haid :i ways looked upoui Faystil tin ak

British puppet. and they saw the projected Arah kingdom as a British scheme to exclude Freinch

interests from the Middle East. They reminded their British ally of the Sykes. Picot agreement

which divided the Arab lands of the Ottoman Empirv into British and French spheres of interest,

tbritih Interests being paramount in Mesopotamia and Palestine, and France being recognized as

the do~minitnt power in northern SYria and Lebanon.

The Jewish community in Palestine also feared the formation of a unified Arab state, in

which thy would be a. very small minority. Influential Jewish leaders in Britain reminded their

government of its; promise in the Balfour Declaration of November 2, 1917. to support the estab-

lishment of a Jewish national home in Palestine after the war. Thus the Budfour Declaration,

like the Sykes-Picot agreement, had to be taken Into account before any promises; London had

made to the Arab nationalists could be kept.

In reconciling these conflicting wartime promises to their various allies. the British could

take comfort in the knowledge that even the Arabs were not completely united behind the Hash-

emites. lFmir lbn Sa'ud of Nejd, for example, was busy consolidating a kingdom of his own in

Arabia, taking advantage of the collapse of Ottoman rule to bring Asir and lia'il under his sway.

Salud and the other lesser rulers of Arabia had no intention of recognizing the overlordship of

the Hashemnite emir. who had boldly proclaimed himself "King of the Arabs" at a time when his

writ did not extend throughout his own principality of Hijaz . Personal clashes between the She-

rifians and some Arab nationalists In the cities of the Fertile Crescent, which at times had

amarred the wartime alliance, also broke into the open in the postwar period.

The political settlement which finally emerged in the 1920's saw the British in control of

Iraq Iformerly Mesopotamia), Palestine. and Trans-Jordan (formerly southern Syria). The

French were left in control of Lebanon and S.yria-both carved out of northern Syria. Britain

and France administered their areas as mandate territories assigned by the League of Nations

at the San Rtemo conference of April 1920; however, there were grent differences between Brit-

ish and Frenvh attitudes toward Arab aspirations for sel f-determination.

The British (av( red Jewifsh immigration into Palestine and the establishment there, under

international auspices, of a Jewish national home as pledged In the Balfour Declaration-a policy

~%hich later came into acute comnfl iet with Arab nationalism. But Trans-Jordan was reservod



exclusively is an Arab country and was given local autonomy under British protection after

1923. Iraq was destined to achieve its independence from Britain in the 1927-32 period, al-

though treaty arrangements guaranteed Britain's economic and military position in the country.

The French, supported by some Lebanese and Syrian Christians and certain pro- French Muslim

elements, originally intended to annex Lebanon and parts of Syria as colonies of France. The Arab na-

tionali sts, centered around Damascus, were just as determined to have complete independence. In

1919- 20. these nationalists declared Syria's indepndence, elected Faysal king, and established an

Arab government, and in July 1920 the French occupied Damascus by force.41 Accepting mandate

authority in lieu of outright colonial control, France was to remain in Lebanon and Syria until the end

of World War LI. The mandate regimes in these countries satisfied almost no one, least of all the Arab

nationalists.

Only two representatives of the Sherif's Hashemite dynasty survived the political, diplo-

matic, and military disasters that broke over the Sherifians in this postwar period. Driven

from Damascus by the French army in 1920, Faysal was installed by the British as King of Iraq

in August 1921. His brother, Emir Abdul!ah, had been installed as Emir of Trans-Jordan a few

months earlier. To the Hashimite rulers, these thrones were slight compensation for their

efforts in behalf of Arab independence and unity. But worse things were in store for the dynasty.

The pressure of Saudi warriors on the borders of the Hijaz grew more intense, and in 1924

Sherif Husayn abdicated in favor of his son Ali. By the end of the year, the dynasty had been

driven from Mecca and the throne of Hijaz, Tbn Sa'ud absorbing both the land and crown of the

Hijaz. By 1926, Saudi Arabia extended from the Persian Gulf to the Red Sea.

Arab Revolt an Important Element in Final Ottoman Defeat

Although the net political result of the Arab revolt was considerably less than the nation-

alists had hoped for. the Turks were clearly defeated as counterinsurgents. The Arab revolt

represented the culmination of one of the major pressures under which the Ottoman Empire

collapsed during World War I. In this sense, the Arab insurgency facilitated Allied victory in

the Middle East. Although Lawrence later tended to exaggerate the importance of the desert

revolt out of proportion to its actual significance to the Allied war effort, the detractors of the

Arab movement have similarly erred by denying its importance. The Arab guerrillas undoubt-

edly drained off Turkish troops and supp!ies which Allenby would otherwise have faced in

Palestine. Perhaps of greater strategic importance was the fact that the revolt in the Hijaz

frustrated any German effort to cut this "jugular vein" of the British Empire through the Red

Sea. In sum, the desert revolt made a small but crucial contribution to Allied success in World

War I. It also provided a classic case of external support and exploitation of d:imestic political

insurgency within a highly vulnerable empire during an international conflict situation.
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Chapter Two

IRELAND (1916-1921)

by D. J. Go, odspeed
The British hold on Ireland was lost, not so much
by failure toputdown the insurgents' Easter Rising
or the ensuingguerrilla warfare, as by thepublic
indignation that wan evoked both in Ireland and
England by the British resort to terrorism.

BACKGROUND

In Easter Week of 1916, when Lord Beaverbrook, the enormously influential British news-

paper proprietor, heard that rebellion had broken out in Ireland, he telephoned a friend in Dublin

who confirmed the report. "When did it start?" Beaverbrook demanded. "When Strongbow

invaded Ireland." "When will it end?" "When Cromwell gets out of hell."1 That laconic tele-

phone conversation was a crncise summary of more than seven centuries of Irish history.

The English first invat'ed Ireland in the 12th century, but it was not until 300 years later that

the country was systematically subdued. Even then, the subjugation was resisted by each suc-

cessive Irish generation. The Irish resented their conquerors as aliens of another culture, as

economic exploiters, and-when England under Henry VIII became a Protestant state-as reli-

gious heretics. Many factors cemented and preserved the Irish ide&4Ulty-the barrier of the

Irish Sea, the unifying influence of the Catholic church, the revival of the Gaelic language, the

universal resentment aroused by Cromwell's massacres, the establishment of an Anglo-Irish

"ascendancy," the harsh penal laws against Catholics in the 18th century, and the Coercion Acts

of the Victorian era.

Only in one corner of northeastern Ireland was English rule welcomed. In Ulster, Protes-

tant (mainly Presbyterian) settlers and landlords from England and Scotland established them-

selves as a ruling class, more prosperous, better educated, and more privileged than the native

Irish. For economic, social, and religious reasons, this portion of Ireland remained fanatically

loyal to the British and correspondingly hostile to the Irish in the South.
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Irish Grievanes and Disasters Load so Formauion of I.R.B.
Outside Ulster, the Irish blamed the English for a long list of grievances. Throughout the

18th century Irish Catholics were denied the francblso, education, the right to buy land, and the

guardianship of children. All professions except medicine were closed to them, and they were

allowed no part in politics. Prime Minister William Pitt, seeking an answer to Irish unrest,

promised Catholic emancipation if the Cataollc bishops would support his proposal of union with

Great Britain. The Act of Unkon was passed in 18U0, but the promise of emancipation was not

redeentd until 1829.

Between 1846 and 1851, a disastrous potato famine, typhus epidemics, and emigration re-

duced the population of Ireland from almost 8.5 to only 6.5 million. 2 While nearly one million

Irish were dying of famine, England continued to Import the bulk of Irish livestock and agri-

cultural products, Anglo-Irish landlords evicted more than 50,000 families in one year, and

scores of villages were razed. 3 An armed revolt In 1848 was put down, and the oppressive

policies contir.ued.

The Irish rebels received new support in 1858, when one of the survivors of the 1848 re-

bellion, John O'Mahony, founded in the United States a secret society, the Irish Republican

Brotherhood, or I.R .B., dedicated to the cause of Irish independence.4 This organization,

which was supported by the powerful Irish-American society, the Clan na Gael, soon spread

back to Ireland. In 1865 most Irish republican leaders, or Fenians, as they called themselvas,

were imprisoned, but in the next two years there were outbreaks of violence In England and

Ireland, and Irish-American Fenians invaded Canada.

Harshneus and Conciliation; The Issue of Home Rule

Thestedisturbances induce,• ','Yv Minlater Will| nii'i, r ", in 1869 todisestablish the Prot-

estant church in Ireland, and in 1870 a Land Act brought some reform of the more flagrant abuses

of property rights. By a second Land Act in 1881, rents were reduced, and security of tenure

was guaranteed. Nevertheless, the 1870's and 1880's were marked by famine, the eviction of

tenants, and stern Coercion Acts which allowed British authorities to arrest and imprison with-

out trial. Landlords treated peasants with irresponsible cruelty, and the peasants struck back

by maiming cattle, burning ricks, and murdering landlords. Between 1870 and 1886 there were

130,000 evictions. 5 Between 1870 and 1880, the British Parliament rejected 28 '5ills aimed at

improving conditions in Ireland. By 1911, the population of Ireland was reduced w 4.4 million,

while, during the same period, the population of Great Britain nearly doubled.6

In England itself, however, the liberal and nonconformist conscience began to stir during

the last quarter of the 19th century. More important, a new Irish leader, Charles Stewart

Parnell, by his policy of obstruction in the British House of Cominons, did much to draw atten-

tion to Ireland's wrongs.
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The nutjor issue of contention was home rule. Gladstone introduced his first hums rule

bill In 1180, but fierce opposition from the Conservative party and the Orange Lodges of Ulster

led to rioting and bloodshed in Belfast. The bill was defeated, and the new Conservative ad-

ministrotion of Lord Salisbury passed the Crimes Act, empowering the Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland to proclaim any Irish association illegal, placing restrictions upon the press, and cur.-

tailing the right of trial by jury. Within the next three years, 5,000 persons were charged

under the Crimes Act with offenses ranging from shooting at landlords to whistling seditious

songs.'

Despite these Draconian measures, conciliation might have been possible. In 1891 Parnell

died, discredited by being named in a divorce actlon brought by Captain William O'Shea, and Irish

party leadership went to John Redmond, a moderate of the moderates. Home rule within the

British empire would 'have contented the great majority of the Irish people. When Gladstone

introduced a second home rule bill in 1893, it passed the House of Commons, but was rejected

by the House of Lords. Although Ireland as a whole disapproved of the British war against the

Boors which broke out in 1899, Irish regiments fouzght so well in South Africa that Queen Vic-

toria thanked them publicly. After the South African adventure, British statesmen noted with

alarm the evident hostility of the continent and decided to make a serious attempt to conciliate

Ireland.

Irish Extremists on Both Sides Fight Home Rule

Conciliation, however, was the last thing the Orangemen of Ulster wanted, and, in this at

least, the Irish Republican Brotherhood agreed with them. Some of the intellectuals who con-

stituted the loose grouping known as the S3inn Fein-a name meaning "We Ourselves" which was

later applied to the entire insurgent movement-agreed with the brotherhood. Sinn Fein favored

complete self-government rather than home rule.8 Under the leadership of an ardent Sinn

Felier, Tom Clarke, the I.R. B. was reorganizei in 1870 along far more effective lines. A

supreme council ruled the brotherhood with military discipline. Clarke dominated the

supreme council and gathered around him a group of younger men, including Padraic Pearse,

Joneph Plunkett, Sean MacDermott, and Eamonn Kent. 9

After 1910, when the House of Lords lost its power to block Indefinitely legislation passed

by the House of Commons, home rule seemed likely to become a reality. The Liberal Prime

Minister, Herbert Asquith, introduced in April 1912 a third home rule bill which the Lords

automatically reiected, but in the normal course of events it would have received the King's

assent in 1914.

The Unionists of Ulster, led by Sir Edward Carson, reacted violently. Orange riots drove

2,000 Catholic workmen out of the Belfast shipyards in 1912; the Lodges drilled openly, pur-

chased arms and ammunition from Germany, and threatened civil war. Some British
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Conservative leaders reckleusly supported the Ulster Protestants, and when British troop move-

ments were ordered into ttleter to keep Carson's Volunteers from raiding government arms depots. a

number of senior officers at the Curragh Camp resigned their commissions rather than obey. 10

The Irish Form Paramilitary Forces and Plan Rebellion

It was not Ulster action, however, but labor troubles in Dublin that led in 1913 to the forma-

tion of the first openly paramilitary insurgent body in the South. James Connolly, a labor

leader, and the Countess Constance Markievicz, an Irish feminist and later the first woman to

be electod*to the British House of Commons, organized the Citizen Army for protection against

police brutality. 11 Tom Clarke and the I.R.B. were soon in close touch with its leaders. Not

until November 25, 1913, did Irish Nationalists, infiltrated secretly by many I.R. B. members,

form their own Volunteers in answer to the Orange Lodges in the northeast. Dublin Castle at

once prohibited the importation of arms and ammunition into Ireland. 12 When the Irish Volun-

teers landed a shipment of rifles near Dublin on July 26, 1914, British troops intervened. The

Volunteers escaped with their rifles, but the soldiers fired upon a hostile crowd in Bachelor's

Walk, killing three persons and wounding 32 others. 13

The outbreak of the First World War in August 1914 changed the situation overnight. The

Irish Nationalists, under Redmond, pledged their loyal support to Britain; a home rule bill was

placed on the statute books, but, to placate the Ulster Unionists, a Suspensory Act postponed its

operations until six months after the close of hostilities. Most of the Irish Volunteers joined

the British army and went to the front, but a hart* core of about 12,000 remained loyal to their

republican ideals. 14

On September 9, 1914, the supreme council of the IR. B. -directing a brotherhood of per-

haps only 200 to 300 members in Ireland but now in effective control of the republican Irish

Volunteors and the Citizen Army-decided that Ireland should risc in arms before the war

ended. England's difficulty, they believed, was Ireland's opportunity. An !..R.B. representa-

tive was sent to the United States to raise funds, a military council was created, and planning

for insurrection began. t5

INSURGENCY

The opening act of the i •'h insurgency, planned in detail the previous January, took place

in Dublin on April 24, 1916-Easter Monday. The date was supposed to have mystical signif-

icance-this was tL be the day when Ireland rose from the grave of oppression. A republic was

proclaimed, Ith Padraic Pearse its "poet-president." Some 1,100 Volunteers and about 100

men of the Citizen Army paraded with rifles, then moved off to occupy prearranged positions in

Vhe never took her seat, since she had pledged, as an Irish Nationalist, not to do so.
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the city. An attack on Dubltn Castle failed, but railway lines and telegraph wires were cut, and

barricades were thrown up in the streets to block the roads leading into the capital. If

The Failure of gilh Easter Rising

The Easter Rising, thus begun, was to be plagued by a series of omissions and mistakes

which revealed its amateur nature. Plans to obtain substantial foreign aid for wheir cause went

totally awry. Before the rising, Sir Roger Casement, an Ulster Protestant who was also a

Nationalist, had gone to Germany to solicit military aid for the insurgency and to raise a bri-

gade from Irish prisoners of war. He had only limited success. The Germans, however,

agreed to dispatch an old trawler, the Aud, to Ireland with 20,000 rifles and to make local

attacks on the western front coincident with the rising. The Germans scrupulously carried out

their promises. But when the Aud reached the predetermined spot on the Kerry coas3t, no one

met her, and her captain had to scuttle her to prevent her capture by the royal navy.'? Further-

more, the British captured Casement immediately after he landed on Irish soil from a German

submarine on Good Friday. 1s

Communication was also poor. Since I.R. B. leaders in Dublin could communicate with

Germany only through the German consulate in New York City, liaison was neither close nor

continuous. This dffficuly may have been an advantage, however, because the British had

broken the German code and bad thus had warning of at least the gineral outline of the rebels'

plans.19 Furthermore, by a strange oversight, the rebels in Dublin made no attempt to capture

the telephone exchange in the city. Once they had occupied their allotted posts, they stood

passively on the defensive, waiting to be attacked.

The original plan had called for 13,000 Volunteers from the countryside to attack the Curragh,

Athlone, and Enniskillen garrisons in order to prevent the British from reinforcing Dublin.

However, since most of these 13,000 rebels were to have been armed with German rifles from

the Aud, orders had been countermanded and the situation was confused. Enthusiasm in rural

areas also seems to have been less than in Dublin, with the result that there was no general

rising. Some Volunteers from Aildare, Kilkenny, and Maynooth made their way into Dublin to rein-

force the rebels; there wore attacks on police barracks in Wexford and Galway; and in northern

County Dublin a force of 48 Volunteers captured four barracks and made prisoners of 90 police-

men. 20 The rest ot freland remained quiet, and popular feeling by no means favored the rebels.

Casualties Add to Irish Distaste for the Violence of the Easter Riing

In Dublin there was heavy fighting for six days, and, although British superiority was ob-

vious, the insurgents managed to inflict heavier casualties: the rebels lost 56 dead to 130

British, and had 132 wounded to 373 British. But the townspeople of Dublin, most of whom were
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innocent byiitgnders, suffered some 3,000 casualties, 2116 if them fatal, mostly from British

artillery fiv'e, Property damage was estimatad at noarly $12 million.2t The largest gfroup of

surviving rebels surrendered unconditionally on the afternoon of April 29. By 9 o'clock that

evinling, the rising was over.

The truth seems to be that the rebellion of 1916, planned and executed by men totally un-

familiar with military techniques, was an emotional rather than a rational act. Tom Clarke and

the supreme councd of the brotherhood had hoped that the rising in Dublin would spread through-

ouw Lrei•and. Instead, the majority of the Lrish were shocked and indignant at the sudden violence

of the Faster Rising.

Britels Retaliauion Brehu s Life Into the Rebeliion

Irish distaste for the rising was soon dispelled, however, by the harsh British suppression

thitt followed, After Easter Week, a number of secret military trials and executions took

place. Between May 3 and 12, the British shot 15 rebel leaders, including Padraic Pearse, Tom

Clarke, and the wounded James Connolly, the leader of the Citizen Army, who was carried to

his place of execution on a stretcher and propped up in a chair before the firing squad. 22 About

2,000 Irish men and women were transported to the United Kingdom, where they were im-

prisoned without trial .18 Fear, disgust, and anger transformed 1rish public opinion. "Prisoners

who were hissed in the street* by their fellow countrymen at the beginning of May were heroes

by the end of the month.,114 Sinn Fein, which had been almost dead, was revived by the deaths of

the Sinn Feiners.

The British jails, especially Frongoch in North Wales, proved to be schools for Irish re-

publicanism. Here the Irish prisoners were indoctrinated with insurgent ideals, and a new class

of leaders arose to replace those who had been killed in the rising or executed by the British. 25

Eamon de Valera, the only senior officer to survive, emerged as the undisputed leader of the

Sinm Fein movement, and a young I. R. B. soldier, Michael Collins, came into prominence. When

many of the prisoners were released at Christmas 1016, they returned to an Ireland that now

regarded them as heroes.

Sinn Fen and LR.. Start New Political and Military Resistance

In the early months of 1617, the I.R.B. was reorganized, with Michael Collins on the

supreme council. If Seditious newspapers were revived; the Volunteers began to drill again;

and Sinn Fein began to contest and win by-elections, although the successful candidates refused

to take their seats in Westminster.2 7 Do Valera, the Countess Markievicz, and the remainder

of the Irish prisoners were released in June 1917. In October, when Sinn Fein held a national

convention in Dublin, it was attended by 1,700 delegates from all over Ireland, and de Valera

was elected president, 38 The convention decided that Sirn Fein would contest every Irish seat
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at the next general election, and that the successful candidates would form an Irish constituent

assembly.

During the winter of 1917-18, the I.R. B. organized a few raids for arms, and in April,

when the British government passed a bill empowering it to impose conscription In Ireland, the

Nationalist members of Parliament walked out of the House of Commons and returned home to

organize resistance along with Slinn Fein.t9 The republicans gained popular support when the

Catholic hierarchy issued a manifesto denouncing conscription. A 24-hour general strike on

April 23, 1918, was observed everywhere in Ireland except Belfast.30

The Irish people still hoped for home rule after the war, but the republican leaders had no

confidence that the British would keep the promise they had made in the early days of the war.

Michael Collins, now director of organization of the I, R. B., spent much of 1918 organizing an

efficient secret service aný 3ng the police, post office officials, md jail wardens.31

Sins Fein Declares Irish Independence, Seeks Outside Aid, and Begins Operation

The World War I armistice in November was followed by the khaki election of December,

when Sinn Fein captured 73 of the 105 Irish seats. 32 Sinn Fein did not allow these representa-

tives to go to Westminster and, on January 21, 1919, the first Irish Constituent Assembly, the

D&il Eireann, met in Dublin. It declared Irish independence, proclaimed Ireland a republic,

and adopted a provisional constl.tution. 33

De Valera, now president of the unrecognized Irish Republic, was smuggled across the

Atlantic as a stowaway to raise funds and enlist support in the United States. He was success-

ful in both endeavors: An Irish bond loan of $10 million was soon subscribed, and do Valera

received an enthusiastic welcome in many large American cities.

Overt insurgent military operations resumed with the declaration of independence. That

same day, by coincidence, nine Volunteers ambushed a group of the Royal Irish Constabulary in

Tipperary and killed two policemen-the first PnI 'sh fatrt I ,es since Easter Week.34 In the

following months, violent clashes between British forces and Volunteers became more frequent.

Irish Republican Army Turns to Terrorisrm and Guerrilla Warfare

In April 1919, the Volunteers were reorganized into the Irish Republican Army (I.R.A.),

and Cathal Brugha was given the dual appointmerts of Minister of Defense and Chief of Staff. 35

The Dail passed a resolution "that members of the police force... be ostracised publicly and

socially by the people of Ireland." Police agents were assassinated that summer in Dublin, and

there was fighting in Clare, Tipperary, and Limerick.

Insurgent attacks on government forces soon gained momentum. Constabulary and troops

were ambushed, police barracks were raided, political prisoners were freed from jails, aid in
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Dublin a small group of Volunteers known as "the Squad" became full-time terrorists under

Collins' direction. The Squad's principal task was the execution of informers who worked for

Dublin Castle, and this was done so systematically and ruthlessly that the British soon found

their intelligence service almost useless. 36

After September 1919, when the British government suppressed the Dill gireann,37 the

violence in Ireland assumed the proportions of full-scale guerrilla war. The I.R.A. discarded

the green Volunteer uniforms that had been worn during Easter Week and fought in civilian

clothei,. At this time, the chief military aims of the rebels were to obtain arms and ammunition

from their enemies, to destroy by terror and assassination the government's intelligence net-

work, and to build up the Irish Republican Army. 38

Irish Set Up an Underground Government and Attack Selected Targets

Concurrently, the outlawed Dil undertook certain agricultural reforms, administered re-

lief to distressed areas, established consulates abroad, published a daily bulletin which was

circulated both in Ireland and in foreign capitals, and began to set up a complete judicial system

to administer the law in place of the ordinary British courts. 39 Although an attempt to assassi-

nate the viceroy, Field Marshal John Denton French, failed on December 19, 1919, the British

no longer had effective control of Ireland .40 By the end of 1919, an estimated 70 percent of the

Irish electorate wanted to sever the tie with Britain aud to establish an independent republic.

Throughout 1920, the Anglo-Irish "war" continued at an increasing tempo. Easter was

marked by the insurgents' burning of nearly 100 inland revenue offices all over the country.

Coast guard stations, courthouses, and occasionally the private homes of British sympathizers

were also put to the torch. 41 The targets selected were generally those whose destruction would

hamper the British administration without injuring the economy of Ireland. Although it was not

a tal get, the transportation system suffered, because ralwaymen frequently refused to run

trains with police or soldiers aboard. Many branch lines were closed down entirely.

Michael Collins' main efforts were still concentrated against the Royal Irish Constabulary,

which had been augmented by specially recruited British known as the "Black and Tans" and by

Auxiliary Police. During 1920, a total of 176 policemen were killed and 118 wounded,42 but it

was distaste for their duties rather than fear of violence that caused large numbers of Irish

members of the constabulary to resign. On June 28, some 200 men of the old Irish regiment,

the Connaught Rangers, stationed in India, mutinied and demanded the withdrawal of British

forces from Ireland. 43

By midsummer 1920, the I.R.A. was operating in flying columns throughout the country, as

well as laying innumerable small ambushes. Their success was such that smaller police bar-

racks were evacuated, and it was unsafe for British troops or police to move except in relatively

large bodies. One of the most effective blows struck by the insurgents in 1920 took place on the
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Dublin a small group of Volunteers known as "the Squad" became full-time terrorists under

Collins' direction. The Squad's principal task was the execution of informers who worked for

Dublin Castle, and this was done so systematically and ruthlessly that the British soon found

their intelligence service almost useless.3

After September 1919, when the British government suppressed the DWil gireann,37 the

violence in Ireland assumed the proportions of full-scale guerrilla war. The I.R.A. discarded

the green Volunteer uniforms that had been worn during Easter Week and fought in civilian

clothes. At this time, the chief military aims of the rebels were to obtain ai ins and ammunition

from their enemies, to destroy by terror and assassination the government'b intelligence net-

work, and to build up the Irish Republican Army. 38

Irih Set Up an Underground Government and Attack Selected Targets

Concurrently, the outlawed Dail undertook certain agricultural reforms, administered re-

lief to distressed areas, established consulates abroad, published a daily bulletin which was

circulated both in Ireland and in foreign capitals, and began to set up a complete judicial system

to administer the law in place of the ordinary British courts. 39 Although an attempt to assassi-

nate the viceroy, Field Marshal John Denton French, failed on December 19, 1919, the British

no longer had effective control of Ireland.40 By the end of 1919, an estimated 70 percent of the

Irish electorate wanted to sever the tie with Britain and to establish an independent republic.

Throughout 1920, the Anglo-Irish "war" continued at an increasing tempo. Easter was

marked by the insurgents' burning of nearly 100 inland revenue offices all over the country.

Coast guard stations, courthouses, and occasionally the private homes of British sympathizers

were also put to the torch. 41 The targets selected were generally those whose destruction would

hamper the British administration without injuring the economy of Ireland. Although it was not

a target, the transportation system suffered, because railwaymen frequently refused to run

trains with police or soldiers aboard. Many branch lines were closed down entirely.

Michael Collins' main efforts were still concentrated against the Royal Irish Constabulary,

which had been augmented by specially recruited British known as the "Black and Tans" and by

Auxiliary Police. During 1920, a total of 176 policemen were killed and 118 wounded,42 but it

was distaste for their duties rather than fear of violence that caused large numbers of Irish

members of the constabulary to resign. On June 28, some 200 men of the old Irish regiment,

the Connaught Rangers, stationed in India, mutinied and demanded the withdrawal of British

forces from Ireland. 43

By midsummer 1920, the I.R.A. was operating in flying columns throughout the country, as

well as laying innumerable small ambushes. Their success was such that smaller police bar-

racks were evacuated, and it was unsafe for British troops or police to move except in relatively

large bodies. One of the most effective blows struck by the insurgents in 1920 took place on the
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",,Bloody Sunday" of November 21, when they assassinated 14 principal British secret service

agents, discovered by Collins' spies in the Post Office Department in Dublin. 4 Toward the end

of the year, Cathal Brugha decided the I.R.A. should carry the war into England, and there

followed an outbreak of bombings, sabotage, and arson. In Liverpool, 15 warehouses were set

afire on a single night. 45

Public Sympathy Mounts in the English-Speaking World

The insurgents also made effective use of passive resistance as a means of gining external

support, even in the country of the enemy. Hundreds ot suspects who had been incarcerated in

Irish jails without trial went on hunger strikes; they were released when a general strike in

their support was threatened. When Terence MacSwiney, the Lord Mayor of Cork, was allowed

to die in Brixton Gaol in England after a hunger strike lasting 74 days, his death shocked Brit-.

ain as well as Ireland. 46

The Irish struggle for independence was now receiving mounting support in the United

States and within England itself. During the winter of 1920-21, the White Cross relief orgnimza-

tion raised about $5 million for Ireland, most of it In the United States, but some in England

and Scotland.47 In Britain, the Labour party, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Liberal news-

papers, and even some Conservative members of Parliament attacked the government.

Michael Celli=s Rejects British Overtures; The Irish Tie Down 70,000 British Foroes

Peace would probably have been made in 1920, if it had not been that de Valera was still in

the United States and that, after the arrest of Arthur Griffith, .the intransigent Michael Collins

had become Acting President of the Dill. Collins' policy was the same as Clemenoeau's a few

years earlier-"Je fais la luerre. "48

During the first six months of 1921, the attacks by flying columns increased, and all opera-

tions were coordinated by the I.R.A. 's Dublin headquarters. Between January 1 and April 30,

the bodies of 73 Irish Informers were found on the roadsides, each bearing the placard "a warn-

ing to spues."49 On May 25, the I.R.A. burned the Dublin Customs Hcase with all Its files and

documents, having first put most of the Dublin fire brigade out of com~m:taton by tampering with

the flretrucks. 60

Collins never had more than 1,500-3,000 men actively employed In the I.R.A. ,61 but this

force, aided by the cooperation of the great majority of the population, had foiled all the efforts

of 70,000 British troops and police to re-establish British rule in Ireland.

On June 22, 1921, King George V, long distressed by conditions in Ireland, courageously

visited Belfast, where he made a public plea for peace: WithIn a week Lloyd George suggested

a truce to de Valera, who had by now returned from the United States. 52 After brief negotiations
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in Dublin, a troice went into effect at noon on Jull 11, and the military phase of the insurgency

was over.

COUNTERINSURGENCY

When the rising broke out on Easter Monday, 1916, the British quickly dispatched two ad-

ditional brigades and artillery to reinforce their 2,000 troops in Dublin. British fighting in the

capital was tactically inefficient. On the first day of the rising, a troop of lancers was sent

cantering toward the general post office, where the insurgents were ensconced; elsewhere in

the city, massed British frontal assaults were broken by well-aimed rifle fire. Although the

British were able to crush several rebel outposts on Tuesday, they made no impression on the

main republican defenses.

On Wednesday morning the British sent a gunboat, the Helga, up the River Liffey to shell a

portion of the city. Two battalions of the 178th Infantry Brigade, the 7th and 8th Sherwood For-

esters, marched blindly into deadly crossfire near the Mount Street bridge and lost 20 officers

and 216 other ranks (about half of the total British casualties during the rising) before they

overwhelmed the defenders,53 who numbered fewer than 130 men. 04

The suppression of the Easter Rising was never in doubt. By the third day, it had degen-

erated into a number of separate British sieges of insurgent positions. The British had plenti-

ful artillery and ammraition, a secure system of supply, and the sympathy of most of the Irish

public; they also outnumbered the rebels by about ten to one. By April 28, the insurgents were

almost out of ammunition; their forces had been thinned by casualties; the center of Dublin was

in ruins from artillery shells; and the British were relentlessly pressing. Rebel headquarteri

in the post office caught fire and had to be evacuated. Although Lt. Gen. Sir John Maxwell had

been hurriedly sent from Engiand to stamp out the rebellion, it was Brig. Gen. W.H. M. Lowe

who accepted the unconditional surrender of the rebels on Saturday, April 29, 1916.55

Punitive Measures by the British Recreate the Rebellion

The British, engaged in a life-and-death struggle against Germany, were determined to

deal especially harshly with Irish rebels. Ireland was placed under mart!el law, and a total of

3,149 men and 77 women were arrested-more than three times the number of rebels who had

taken part in the rising. N Of these, military courts condemned 97 to death, 73 to penal servi-

tude, and 6 to imprisonment with hard labor; more than 2,000 persons were deported to Eng-

land. 57 Of the senior Irish officers among the rebels, only de Valera escaped execution, prob-

ably because he had been born in the United States. As a wave of protest against the executions

swept England, the United States, and the British dominions, Prime Minister Asquith ordered an

end to the killings. But Sir Roger Casement, who had been captured after landing in ireland

from a German submarine, was hanged in England on August 3.
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Under these measures, Ireland lay sullen and apparently peaceful, but In fact a profound

change had taken place. "The grass," an old proverb says, ,soon grows over a battlefield,

but never over a scaffold."E By their deaths, the Irish rebels had awakened a deep sense of

nationalism in their countrymen. Henceforth, the British in Ireland were regarded as the troops

of an unfriendly foreign occupying power, and the Irish bided their time. By March 1919, most

of the Irish prisoners had been released, but it was soon apparent that the British Parliament

had no intention of keeping the promise to grant home rule. By autumn, Ireland was again in

revolt.

As Rebellion Continues, the British impose Martial Law and Resort to Counterterrorlsm

On December 22, 1919, Lloyd George introduced his Better Government of Ireland bill, by

which he proposed to partition Ireland, retaining six counties in northeastern Ulster as an in-

tegral part of the United Kingdom. &B The proposed legislation did not change Irish attitudes,

and in January 1920, Dublin Castle placed under martial law three counties where disturbances

had taken place, Country fairs and markets were forbidden in theae areas. A number of

republican candidates in local elections were arrested, and arrests were frequently made for

such crimes as seditious conversation and the possession of seditious literature. When a

police constable was assassinated in Thurles in County Tipperary on January 20, police and

soldiers sacked the town, throwing hand grenades into the newspaplr office and "shooting up"

pcivate homes. 59 No casualties resulted at Thurles, but reprisals were soon to become more

deadly.

The Britis, government found it politically inadvisable to admit that open rebellion existed

in Ireland, since it had just fought a costly war for the stated purpose of extending democracy

and the right of national self-determination. On instructions from England, therefore, Dublin

Castle attempted to treat the rebellion in Ireland as a police matter. Rewards were posted for

wanted insurgents; curfews were imposed; and night raids on the homes of suspects were car-

ried out regularly. There were over 4,000 such raidL in February, but they resulted in only

296 arrests.60 These methods were ineffective, and the British inevitably found themselves

adopting the same terroristic tactics as the insurgents. Since the British could not, in the na-

ture of things, select their targets with the same discrimination, the end result was only to

harden public opinion against them. On February 24, Winston Churchill informed the House of

Commons that it would be necessary to maintain 45,000 soldiers in Ireland during 1920.61

During that year, counterterrorism became the primary British tactic. Unofficial murder

by government forces was one way the tactic was implemented. When Thomas MacCurtain, the

Lord Mayor of Cork, was murdered in his home by a gang of masked gunmen on March 19, the

coroner's jury brought in a verdict of willful murder against the Royal Irish Constabulary,
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"officially dt:.cted by the British Governme-at."42 This was the first of many instance& of Sinn

Feiners bting shot out of hand by the polico', but there is no evidence that the murder of Mac-

Curtain was ordered by the government. During the last two weeks of March, the police com-

mitted at least four other murders in various parts of southern Ireland.

Leadership and Organisation of British Security Force,

The executive at Dublin Castle was reorganized at hbout this time, and several officials

opposed to the policy of reprisals were replaced. At the end of March, (Gen. Sir Nevil

Macready was appointed commander in chief of the forces in Ireland with the task of "stamping

out rebellion with a strong hand.", Sir Hamar Greenwood was appointed chief secretary, and

Major General H. H. Tudor was put in charge of the Constabulary. 63 Lord French remained

viceroy.

In March 1920, the first of the Black and Tans arrived in Ireland. The members of this

force, specially recruited for the work on hand, were officially reinforcements for the Con-

stabulary, but were actually to be employed in reprisal operations. A similar force, kiown as

the "Auxiliaries," was recruited entirely from ex-officers of the British army. By early sum-

mer, some 1,500 Black and Tans and Auxiliaries had been sent to Ireland, and the British mili-

tary forces ware reinforced by eight battalions. 64

Reprisal# Grow in Nature and Extent

By the end of June, 15 reprisal raids had been carried out against towns in Ireland, and an

undetermined number of insurgents had been killed. Among civilians, 13 had been accidentally

slain, 5 deliberately murdered, and 172 wounded. Four British soldiers and 56 policemen were

killed during the same time. 65

As usual, events in Ulster complicated an already desperate situation. On July 12, 1920,

after listening to inflammatory speeches, an Orange mob burned and looted the Catholic quarter

of Londonderry while the military made no attempt to interfere. On July 20, the anti-Catholic

pogrom was extended to Belfast, and before the end of the month thousands of Catholic laborers

and their families were driven out of Ulster. By the end of August, 5,000 Catholic workmen had

been expelled from Belfast alone. N

In the summer of 1920, organized reprisals were initiated against the economy of Ireland.

The Black and Tans and the Aaxiliaries began to burn cooperative creameries, mills, and bacon

factories. Over a hundred cooperatives were destroyed. Now, too, when house raids failed to

produce the apecific insurgent sought, a member of his family was frequently murdered in his

stead. 67

On August 9, royal assent was given to The Restoration of Order in Ireland Act, which gave

British military authorities extraordinary powers of arrest and imprisonment and enabled the
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Lord Lieutenant to suppress coroners' inquesteAS On September 3, 1920, coroners' inquests

were abolished in 10 of the 26 counties and replacod by military courts of inquiry. During

September, Balbriggan, Galway, Drumahanbo, Lahinch, and Ennistymon were sacked by police

and soldiers, many of whom were drunk at the time from loot obtained in public houses.69

When Michael Collins had 14 British secret agents assassinated on November 21, reprisals

were carried out the same afternoon. A group of Black and Tans opened fire on a crowd

watching a football match at Croke Park, Dublin. Twelve persons were killed and 60 wounded,

and several hundred more were injured in the rush to escape. 70 That evening, three I. R. A.

men were arrested and taken to Dublin Castle where they were shot by Auxiliaries "while trying

to escape.",7t Ln the month of November, 33 Irish civilians were killed by crown forces, apart

from the /rish Volunteers killed in action. 72

Defection and Indignation Follow Atrocities

Some reaction was bound to set in. In the south the wave of counterterrorism had already

proved too much for many Irish members of the Royal Irish Constabulary. Small mutinies and

resignations became more frequent, and by midsummer no more Irish recruits for the R.I.C.

were obtainable. 73 In August, Sir Hamar Greenwood told the House of Commons that 556 con-

stables and 313 magistrates had resigned during the pact two months. 74

As the counterterror increased, the British government found itself the target of mounting

criticism, especially from the United States and from Labour, Liberal, and Christian groups in

England. The murders of an eight-year-old girl, Annie O'Ne.ll, in Dublin on November 13, and

of a priest, Father Michael Griffin, whose body was found in a Galway bog, intensified this re-

action. 75 Some British authorities in Ireland were also revolted by what they saw. By Novem-

ber 1, 1920, Brig. Gen. F. P. Crozier, the commander of the Auxiliaries, had dismissed 50 of

his men for brutality, but on that date his powers of discipline were sharply curtailed. Crozier

resigned shortly afterwards. 76

An Attempt at Negotiation

When Lloyd George's Better Government of Ireland bill passed the Commons on November

11, 1920, the Labour party demanded that the British army of occupation be withdrawn from

Ireland, that the Dil be allowed to draw up an Irish constitution, and that this be accepted if

minority rights were guaranteed. 77 At this time, of the 68 Sinn Fein members of Parliament

elected to Westminster, only 2 were still at liberty: 10 had been sentenced to death, 21 to penal

servitude, and the remainder had been imprisoned without trial. 78

In December, Archbishop Clune, of Perth, Australia, who had been the senior Catholic

chaplain of the Australian army during the war, acted an mediator between Lloyd George in

London and Arthur Griffith, the Acting President of the Irish Republic, in MountJoy Jail, Dublin.
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Nothing came o; those negotiations, because Lloyd George still believed he could subdue Ireland

by force. His terms for peace at this time included partition, the dropping of the Irish demand

for secession from the United Kingdom, and guarantees for British naval and maitary security

in case of foreign war.

Continued Violene; Casualtiea

Meanwhile, reprisals and terrorism continued unabated. On December 11, the Auxiliaries

and the Black and Tans burned the city of Cork, looted its business district, and opened fire on

the firemen who turned out to fight the flames. 79 Sir Hamar Greenwood declared that the Irish

themselves had burned Cork, and English insurance companies refused to pay claims. After

several British troop convoys had been ambushed in December, an order was iaasued that all

government lorries would in the future carry Irish hostages. .0 On December 20, 1920, General

Macready attempted to check the violence of crown forces by forbidding offenses against

persons and property, but this order proved ineffective. On the 23rd, police at Callan murdered

a woman; and, on the 26th, the Black and Tans invaded a dancehall, killing 5 men and wounding

17.-1

During 1920, crown forces suffered casualties of 303 killed and 369 wounded. Republican

army casualties are not known, but 203 Irish civilians were killed, including 6 women and 12

children. 82

The Conflict Becomn Unpalatable to Both Sides

The final six months of the Anglo-Irish conflict, from January to June 1921, saw no Improve-

ment in the situation. The sterile policy of police terrorism continued, with diminishing effec-

tiveness insofar as the Irish Republican Army was concerned. The British had no idea of how

tt, cope with the situation effectively. Prevented from all-out war and police-state methods by

world opinion and their own proclaimed principles, they could find no way to identify and destroy

a non-uniformed, indigenous enemy who enjoyed the complete support of the local population.

Every reprisal against Irish civilians made negotiated settlement more difficult, and it was far

too late for any moderate policy of conciliation and reform to succeed.

Winston Churchill, Secretary of State for the Colonies, estimawed that to subdue Ireland,

100,000 new special troops and police would have to be raised and that a system of concentration

camps, blockhouses, and barbed wire would have to be set up, similar to that used to subdue the

Boers in South Africa. 3 By now, even Lloyd George realized that such a solution could not be

the basis for a permanent settlement.

The Irish had thus succeeded in their strategy of making British occupation too expensive

and too unpleasant to be continued. Irish and a good measure of world opinion, including British

*See Voi. III, Chapter 3, "South Africa (1899-1902)."
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and American, now supported their drive toward independence. But the I.R.A. still faced a

total of 70,000 soldiers and police, and the Irish too were weary of reprisals and war. Both

sides wore now prepared to negotiate; a truce came into effect on July 11, and a peace confer-

once opened in London on the 14th.

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

Tho Irish people were heartily glad to see the end of terror and countorterror. Economi-

cally, Ireland had sustained grave damage-. Whole towns suffered from industrial stagnation,

more than 200,000 acres of farmland went out of cultivation, cities were in ruins, many dairies

and creameries were destroyed, the transportation system was disrupted, and 130,000 workers

were unemployed. Normal trade patterns were overturned; experts had virtually eassed.84

British delegates took full advartage of this war wedriness In the peace negotiations that

followed the truce. The peace talks dragged on until December 1921, when Lloyd George pre-

sented the Irish delegates with the alternatives of agreeing to his terms or fac.ng a full-scale

renewal of the war. England's terms were accepted, and a peace treaty was signed on Decen-

her 6. It established the Irish Free State, with dominion status within the British Common-

wealth. The 26 Catholic counties were given a largn measure of independence. Ulster was to

decide whether it would join the dominion,

Irish Extremh ts Fight Peace Terms

Unfortunately, this did not end Ireland's troubles, for extreme Irish republicans refused to

accept the treaty, on the grounds that dominion status was only a halfway house on the road to

freedom. Between April 1922 and April 1923, they fought a fierce civil war in the hope of

achieving the republic. The republicans lost the war, largely because of considerable military

aid given by Britain to the pro-treaty party.

After de Valera became president of the Free State in 1932, he used every available tactic

of political harassment to loosen the Anglo-Irish tie. In 1937 he introduced a new constitution

that appeared to be that of a completely independent country-one "the Irish people would them-

selves choose if Britain were a million miles sway. ,,85

Complete Independence Arrives But Does Not End the Legacy of Biuerness

British reactions were only the faintest echo of what they had been after Easter 1916. By

1937, in a world which had changed greatly, the British government was prepared to accept

peaceably a development which only 16 years earlier it had resisted with the Black and Tans.

Some unregenerate Tories growled angrily in their club--, but the majority of the British people

wished Ireland well. Perhaps the tragedy was that they always had. Finally, in 1949, more
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than 30 years after the Easter Rising, the independent Republic of Iroland was formally inaugu,.

rated, and ties with the British Commonwealth were severed.

Uniortuia ,.tely, the deep psychological scars left by the Anglo-Irish war have not entirely

dimappeartwd. Ireland was neutral in the Second World War, remains suspicious of alliances to

whi1uh Great Britain is a party, and is generally reluctant to follow any British lead In the United

Nations. Future generations may forgive and forget the events of 1916-21, but by and large

Irish menand women who lived through "the troubles" have not yet done so.

Thi partitioning of Ireland, moreover, has left grave difficulties in the wake of the British

withdrawal. Until 1964, the 1.It.A. survived as an outlawed force, and perhaps an under-

ground brotherhood still exists. Certainly sporadic violence occurs, but it seems nmlikely that

Irish irredinlUst sentiment will seriously endanger the peace.

This case of counterinsurgency has also dramatized an important military lesson-that a

civilized and dnmocratic nation seeking to put down rebellion must consider its own ethical and

moral tradition as much as the military capacity of the insurgents when choozing its tactics and

estimating its chance of success. For surely the revulsion that the terror brought to both the

British and the Irish people, reared alike to respect human life, affected the eventual outcome

far more than did the handful of rebels who seized the Dublin Post Office on Easter Monday of

1916.
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Chapter Three

PALESTINE (1933-1939)

by Abd&d Majid AbbMa,
Unable to achieve a political settlement accept-
able to both the Arab majority and the Jewish
minority communities in Palestine, the British
used massive police action and military meas-
ures to maintain governmental authority in the
mandatu territory.

BACKGROUND

The insurrection that took place in Palestine during the 1930's was the major one in a

series of explosive reactions by the Arab population against British rule and Britain's endeavor

to promote the establishment of a Jewish national home in Palestine. Other deep-rooted his-

torical factors, new local developments, and worldwide forces ofvarious weights and significance

had their bearing on the struggle, but they did not alter its central theme.

Although the geographical expression "Palestine" has been defined differently at different

times, it applied at this time to that part of southern Syria west of the Jordan River which was

administered by Great Britain under the terms of the League of Nations mandate established in

1920. A holy land for Jews, Christians, and Muslims alike, Palestine was bounded on the north

by the French-held mandate of Syria, made up of present-day Lebanon and Syria; on the east by

the nominally independent emirate of Trans-Jordan, which was virtually a British protectorate;

on the south by Egypt, which at this time was also under British control; and on the west by the

Mediterranean Sea. Palestine comprised some 10,400 square miles, being slightly smaller than

Belgium or the state of Maryland. Within this small territory there was a great variety of ter-

rain and climate. Arid deserts contrasted with fertile valleys, plains with mountains, and lakes

with seaside.

The climate of the coastal and central plains of Palestine is generally Mediterranean, hot

and dry In summer and warm and wet in winter. It is temperate in Jerusalem and the hill

country of Judea and Galilee, where the peaks range between 2,500 and 3,500 feet. In the

Negev Desert and in the Jordan Valley, the lowest place in the world, the climate is subtropical.

Rainfall varies from an average of 30 inches in the hills of Galilee and Mount Carmel to a few

inches in the Negev region and only one inch in the deepest south. I
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The Peoples of Palestine and Their Economic Condition
Palestine's population was overwhelmingly Araband Sunni Muslim by religion, although it in-

eluded important Jewish and Christian minorities. Substartial Jewish immigrntion during the man-

date period notiaeably modified the composition of the population. In 1920, the total population was

673,000, of whom 67,000 or 10 percent were Jews ;I in 1933, when the population totaled 1,141,000,

some 235,000 or slightly more than 20peroent were Jews. From 1933 to 1936, the Muslim population

dropped from 70 to 63 percent, while the Jewish population grew from under 21 to over 2s percent.S

Agriculture was the backbone of the Palestinian economy and the dominant occupation.

Although there was a growing tendency toward urban expansion and rural migration to the urban

centers, there were as yet in the 1930's only four towns with populations above 80, 000- Jeru-

salem (143,800), Tel Aviv (143,200), Haifa (116,400), and Jaffa (86,900). 4 More than 72 per-

cent of the Muslim population were peasants, living in small agricultural communities. 5 There

were also the nomads -more than 66, 000 in 1931 -who enjoyed certain grazing rights.

Traditionally there had been a Palestinian aristocracy made up mostly of Arab landowners

who lived on the land and were closely attached to it,$ as well as a number of non-Palestinian

landowners who were absentee landlords. By the 1930's, the Arab landlord class had been

greatly reduced in numbers through the sale of land to Jewish immigrants who were able to pay

good prices for It. I

In this process many peasants were displ ced. Some remained in the rural areas and were

estimated by Sir John Hope Simpson in 1930 as making up 29 percent of the Arab familes in the

villages, but a large number drifted into the towns. 9 Swelling the ranks of unskilled labor, they

were exposed to the acute strains of unemployment and appalling living conditions. According to

one authority, there'were, in 1935, "some 11,000 landless Arabs living in huts made of rusty

petrol tins" in the port town of Haifa. 10

The Arabs View Palestine as an Arab Entity Guaranteed by Allied Promises

The Arab insurgency in Palestine is only understood after a look at the Interaction of Arab,

Jewish, British, and other interests in the Middle Eastduring this period. Palestinian Arabs, like

Arabs elsewhere in the area, looked upon Palestine simply as "southern Syria" and considered it

an integral part of the Arab world, It The Arabs believed that the Allies (Great Britain and

France) had promised them full independence from the Ottoman Turkish Empire when they joined

the Allied cause In 191&--and that Palestine was intended as an area for future Arab Independence.

They based their belief on such things as the famous World War I corresponeence between

Sherif Husaynof Mecca and the British High Commissioner in Egypt, Sir Henry MacMahon: U.S.

President Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points, which emphasized the right of self-determination;

and the Anglo-French Proclamation of 1918 that reiterated Allied aims as "the complete and
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definite freeon" of the peoples so long oppressed by the Turks and tho establishment of national

governments and administrations deriving their authority from the initiative and free choice of

the indigenous population." During World War 1, British airplanes had carried out a propa-

ganda campalpg In Palestine on this basis by dropping the proclamations of Sherif Husse call-.

ing on the population to join the fight "for the liberation of all Arabs from Turkish rule so that

the Arab Kingdom may again become what it was during the time of your fathers, "tI

After World War I, the Arabs saw their hopes for national unity and self-determination

dashed, when the British and French staked out spheres of interest in the Middle East and Arab

leaders began to squabble among themselves over the future of the Arab world. France ruled In

Lebanon and Syria through the mandate system set up by the League of Nations, while Great

Britain exercised mandates over Iraq and Palestine. Although nominally independent, Egypt,

Trans-Jordan, and the sheikdoms of the Arabian peninsula were under varying degrees of

British control. Frustrated by European domination and the inability of their leaders to com-

pose their differences once independence from Turkey had been won, the Arabs felt betrayed by

the Allies -particularly with regard to Palestine, where the British government was now com-

mitted to promoting the establishment of a naticnal home for the Jews.

The Jews View Palestine sa a "National Home" Guaranteed by the B5Jafer Dceduaiee

Jewish interest in Palestine as the Promised Landto which Jews could return from other

parts of the world had begun to develop around the end of the 19th centu"y. Appearing first in

Russia and Eastern Europe, where anti-Semitism was then strongest, the Zionist movement, as

Jewish nationalism came to be known, aimed at the creation of first a Jewish national home and

eventually a Jewish state.

The so-called territoriallst Zionist parties advocated Tewish emigration to an area more

suitable for Jewish colonizat4,o than they thought Palestine to be. Is On the other hand, the

Zionist International Congress held at Basel, Switzerland, in 1897 undder the leadership of

Theodor Herml defined the aim of the Zionist movement as the achievoment of "a home for the

Jewish people secured under public law In Palestine." 14 Although advocacy of a Jewish state in

the early stages of the mandate was generally avoided except by an extreme wing of Zionism

called the Revisionists, under the leadership of Vladimir Jabotinsky, there was little doubt that

the ultimate Zionist aim would be the creation of such a state. Since this could not be done in

Palestine except at the expense of that country's Arab population, the stage was set for conflict

between Arabs and Zionists. t5

During World War I the Zionists won a major diplomatic victory in the famous Balfour Dec-

laration of November 2, 1917, when the British government, after consultation with France and

*See Chapter One, "Arabia (1916-1918)."
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the United States, promised to support the establishment in Palestine of a Jowlsh national home,

with the undorstanding that "nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious

rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine. "11 Three-way negotiations between

Allied representatives and Zionist and Arab leaders were unable to reconcile the Arabs to the

Balfour Declaration's plans for Palestine, and the Arab community remained as implacably np-

posed to the idea of the Jewish national home as the Zionists were intent on its implementation.

Despite Arab protests, a British mandate government of Palestine confirming the purpose and

content of the Balfour Declaration was set up at the Conference of San Remo on April 25, 1920,

and approved by the Council of the League o: Nations on July 22, 1922. 17

Various motives have been suggested in explanation of the British pledge to the Zionists

and their support of a Jewish national home In Palestine. These included the desire to win sup-

port from Russial and American Jews for the Allied war effort or to influence the attitude of

German Jews, as well as humanit~rian sympathy toward a persecuted race, religious considera-

tions derived from Protestant familiarity with the Old Testament, and even gratitude to Zionist

leader Dr. Chaim Weizmann, who helped the Allied war effort by inventing a new method of pro-

ducing acetone. 18 In addition, British strategic interest seemed to be served by such a policy.

Conslderatios Underlying Britih POL-y on Paleutine

In an age when the British Empire seemed to possess eternal validity, those who thought in

such terms could not fail to observe that Palestine was as Important as Egypt from the point of

view of British imperial communications. Palestine could serve as a military post for the pro-

tection of the Suez Canal, as a terminus to the oil pipeline from Iraq, as a link in the interna-

tional air route to India, and as a starting point for the overland route which connects Iraq with

the Mediterranean. W• Since the Zionists favored the establishment of a British protectorate over

Palestine as the best means of promoting a Jewish national home, 20 Zionist plans seemed to

coincide with British strategic interests at this stage.

Advocates of the imperial interest later argued that, in view of changing world conditions,

some kind of permanent political alliance between Palestine and Great Britain was necessary

once the mandate came to an end. It was noted that Palestine was not only an outpost for the de-

fense of Suez but might also provide an alternative to that waterway, and that an Arab Palestine

without the Jews would be weak and therefore of little strategic use to Great Britain. It was

even mentioned that crown colony status for Palestinc might ensure security and order and "if

Crown Colony status did not satisfy everyone, a solution providing for Crown Colony status for

twenty or thirty years to be followed by Dominion status might be acceptable. " 21

These strategic and imperial considerations were reinforced by strong humanitarian and

religious sentiments. There was a general Christian feeling, especially in Roman Catholic

circles, that the Christian holy places of Palestine ought to be under Christian political control,
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or at least wider aome sort of International Jurisdiction, Moreovor, there was a widespread

humanitarian view in Europe and Amnricia thalt PAieestine was the logical site for a Jewish

national home, and liberal European and American statesmen and nati-Somttic national leaders

alike saw in Jewish emigration to Palestine a solution to the age-old Jewish problem. This

idea gained wide support tY' the 1930's when increasingly bad treatment of Jews in Germany and

central Europe made their position precarious. 22

Allied statesmen, whu were often on close personal terms with prominent Jews and Zionist

spokesmen in their own countries, were profoundly ignorant of the depth ani intensity of Arab

nationalism in the Mlddie East, a phenomenon familiar to only a handful of Western scholars and

Orientalists at this time. rhe Allied governments "apparently thought Cf the Arabs of Palestine

(in so far as they were aware of their existence) as mere Bedouin, as little worthy of considera-

tion as the American Indians, the Bantu, or any other politically unorganized and inarticulate

race of 'natives, ' whose destiny it was to give place to the colonization of more 'progressive'

peoples. "123 Such attitudes permitted the misleading Zionist slogan, "The people without a land

for a land without a people," to go unchallenged in the non-Arab world.

Basic Question for Paue.ine Government Is Jewish Immigration
Following an outbreak of communal riots in the spring of 1920, the British government re-

placed its military administration in Palestine by a civil administration. On July 1, 1920, Sir

Herbert Samuel, a Liberal statesman of Jewish faith and sympathetic to the Zionists, was ap-

pointed as Great Britain's first High Commissioneri+ to the mandate territory. 24 In August, the

Palestine government promulgated its first immigration ordinance, setting the conditions for

Jewish immigration and fixing the first annual quota at 16,500.25 The question of Jewish im-

migration quotas was hereafter to become basic to Arab-British difficulties.

The Zionist Organization was recogAized by the League of Nations as the appropriate Jewish

public body to advise and work with the Palestine government in economic, social, and other

matters affecting the establishment of the Jewish national home and the interests of the Jewish

population in Palestine. Arrangements were made in 1928-29 to inclwle both Zionist and non-

Zionist Jews in a Jewish Agency for Palestine, headed by Dr. Chaim Weizmann, who remained

chairman of the Zionist Organization. A Standing Executive Committee of the Jewish Afency

was headed by David Ben Gurion, and this body established a Foreign Department, headed by

Moshe Shertock. 26 Through these and other Zionist -controlled organizations and bodies, the

Jewish community in Palestine developed what has been described as a quasi-government during

the mandate period.

*British High Commissioners for Palestine during the interwar period included Sir Herbert

Samuel (1920-25), Lord Plumer (1925-28), Sir John Chancellor (1928-31), Sir Arthur Wauchope
(1931-38), and Sir Harold McMichael (1938-44). (Abdullah, Memoirs of King Abdullah of
TransJordan (London: Jonathan Cape, 1950), pp. 227-28).
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A rob Lende.rs Oppose Jewish Immigralion and Spok SelJ.Determinaudon

Meanwhile the' Arab) position had been given articulation In December 1920 at an important

mee41ting At Ileatfal, C~lerd the Third Arai) Congress because Palestinian Arabs had participated In

two previouN congresset hold in Syria. Representatives or Muslim and Christian societies, as

well an prominent members of the Iluttaini and Nashaahihi "families" were among the leading

pitrticipantst In this Congress, which elected Muss Kazem Pasha, former Mayor of Jerusalem, as

chnirani, 'I Repeated several times later, this Arab Congress played an important role in Arab

organization and provided an Instrument for dealing with the mandatory authorities.

The Third Arab Congress passed a 'resolution demanding "self-determination and the estab-

limlhment of u natlonal,i, e., Arab, Glovernment In Palestine. "28 It protested specifirally against

the mandatory's recognition of the Zionist Organization as an official body, the setting up of im-

migration quotas for Jews, the recognition of Hebrew as an official language, and the appoint-

ment of minny prominent Zionists and Jews to high offices in the Palestine government. This

resolution formed the basia of Arab policy In Palestine throughout the mandatv period. ?9 The

Arab Executive Committee, organiz'ed at the 1920 Congress, became the main coordinating body

of Arab political activity for more than a decade. Its members were elected by the Congress

and it wits headed by Chairman Musa Kazemn Pasha. Jamal flusaini was its secretary. 30

In 1921, the Supreme Muslim Council was formed as an official Arab body according to reg-

ulations drawn up bY an Arab assembly and approved by High Commissioner Samuel. It con-

sisted of it president and four members elected for four years. After 1926, the members were

nominated by the High Commissioner. 31 The Council 's functions were nominally to regulate the

religious affairs of thu Muslim community, to supervise the spending of funds belonging to Is-

lamic religious endowments (wýjgPf, and to handle Islamic religiouis appointments. However, as

the Arabs camne to be regarded as merely one of the religious communities in Palestine and

ceased to he identified with the government, their religious representatives on the Council also

became the political spokesmen for their commun),t. This was especially true when H-aj Amin

Iluiusini, the Mufti of Jerusalem, became President of the Supreme Muslim Council. Personal

talent and qualification combined with special circumstance.3 to make Haj Amin a very influential

political figure, and in Jewish eyes he was to be "the symbol of Arab opposition to ZlonliSM. 132

(In the other hand, Arab extremists denounced the Mufti as a British agent. 33

British Pursue a Middle Course That Learejs Both Arabs and Jews Diissatisfied

The basis for Britisli policy in Palestine during the mandate period Was contained and set

forth in the white paper of 1922, which was issued as the official view on Brittain's role as man-

datory of the territory. 34 This document, which first enunciated the principle of "the economic

ab~sorptive' capacity of the country" as a criterion for the admission of Jewish immigrants,
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committed Britain to the principle of a national home for the world'ali Jews in Palestine, but it

did not spell out the Political implications of such a policy. S3 Although going further even than

the Balfour Declaration in the direction of meeting Zionist aspirations, the 1922 white paper

failed to satisfy Zionist demands completely. With the Zionists calling for unlimited Jewish

immigration and the Arabs just as adamantly opposed to even limited immigration of Jews, the

British compromise position left both extremes in violent opposition to the mandatory authorities.

The Arab community steadfastly refused to accept the idea of a Jewish national home in

Palestine, and their leaders continually pressed the British (1) to end Jewish immigration, (2)

to prevent the transfer of land through sale or otherwise from Arabs to Jews, and (3) to estab-

lish representative self-government, in order to give the predominantly Arab population of the

country control over public policy. There was some validity in the charge that Arab leaders

"negotiated with their eyes fixed, not on the political object in view, but on the necessity for

preserving an unsullied reputation for patriotism among their fellow-countrymen. ,,30 But this

contention does not alter the fact that Zionist desires were antithetical to the Interests of the

Palestinian Arab community.

This basic conflict was often obscured or lost sight of in the complex of demands and argu-

ments, claims and counterclaims, that went on in Palestine during the mandate years. The

Zionists argued that the importation of Jewish skill and capital into Palestine was bringing prog-

ress and economic prosperity to an underdeveloped and underpopulated country. They claimed

that the transfer of land from Arab landowners to Jewish settlers did not deprive the Arab peas-

ants of any land which they really needed, and that, in any event, the improved methods of culti-

vation which the Jews brought to the country would enable the Arabs to live better on less land.

The Arabs saw the Jewish influx in quite a different light. Refusing to admit even the partial

truth of Jewish contentions, the Arabs pointed to the creation of a class of landless Arab peasants,

many of whom drifted into the towns in search of employment and lived there in deplorable con-

ditions. 31

INSURGENCY

The violence of the 1930's was thus a direct outgrowth of tensions between the Jewish and

Arab communities which had been steadily mounting since the establishment of the British man-

date over Palestine. There had been similar disturbances, although on a much smaller scale. in

1920-21 and again in 1929. In 1933, as on each of the earlier occasions, the impetus behind the

Arab community's resort to armed violence was increased Jewish immigration.

The year 1933, which witnessed the advent of Nazi power in Germany, brought a new surge

of Jewish immigration to Palestine. The number of immigrants rose from 9,553 in 1932 to

30,327 in 1933, 42,359 in 1934, and 61,458 in 1935. In addition, there were some 22,000 llegal

immigrants in 1932-33.
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Arabs Demonstrate Against Increased Jewish Immigration

Arab leaders reacted quickly to these developments by issuing in early 1933 a manifesto to

the Arab community charging the Zionists with attempting to take possession of the country by

legal and illegal means and accusing thb Palestine government of paving the way for a Zionist

takeover, The manifesto ominously warned that the government must bear the consequences of

its actions. On March 28, 1933, an Arab meeting in Jaffa adopted the principle of economic boy-

cott and noncooperation toward the mandatory.

In October. when the Arab Executive Commlttee called upon the Arabs to demonstrate

against the government, street demonstrations were held despite an official ban. On October 13,

the Committee declared a general strike which led to rioting and disturbances and forced the ad-

ministration to proclaim emergency measures. 35 These initial disturbances occurred in the

cities of Jaffa, Haifa, Jerusalem, and Nablus and were confined to urban Arabs. The attack was

directed against the forces of the government and was, therefore, "for the first time a manifes-

tation of Arab feeUng against the Government as well as against the Jews. "3S

In October 1934, there was another strike and a new outbreak of Arab riots, In which 26 per-

sons were killed and 187 injured by police fire. The area of rioting was wide, extending to Jaffa,

Haifa, and Nablus. 40 In December, an Arab delegation sought an interview with High Commis-

sioner Sir Arthur Wauchope, to whom they submitted the Arab view that the sale of land to Jews

and increasing Jewish immigration had reached such a scale "as to be contrary to the promises

to preserve Arab rights given in the mandate. ,41 Sir Arthur answered that the policy of the gov-

ernment was to increase the productivity of the land and that Jewish immigration was not

excessive. 42

Arabs Organise Politically and Crystallise Their Demands

Arab discontent continued unabated, and, follo%ving the death of the Arab Congress Chairman

Musa Kazem Pasha, Arab political groups began to reorganize and by 1935 to crystallize around

more militant leaders. Six political parties came into being at this time: the Palestine Arab

Party, under the leadership of Jamal Bey Husaini (a kinsman of Haj Amin Husalni, the Mufti of

Jerusalem; the National Defense party, under the leadership of Ragheb Bey Nashashibi (former

Mayor of Jerusalem); the Reform party, with no president, but with Dr. Husain E. Khalidi,

Mayor of Jerusalem, as a leading member of its executive committee; the National Bloc, under

the leadership of Abdul Latif Bey Salah; the Congress Executive of Nationalist Youth, led by

Yacub Ghusein; and the Istiqlal (Independence) party, under the leadership of Auni Bey Abdul

Hadi. 43

Communal tensions continued to mount, and in November 1935 there was a flare of great ex-

citement in the Arab community when a smuggled consignment of arms, addressed to an uniden-

tified Jew, was discovered in the port of Jaffa. On November 25 the leaders of Arab parties
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presented a Joint memorandum to the High Commissioner demanding (1) tstablishment of dem-
ocratic government, (2) prohibition of land transfer to the Jown and the enactment of a low guar-

anteeing a minimum holding to Arab peasants similar to the Five Fedan Law of Egypt, (3) imme-

diate cessation of Jewish immigration and formation of a competent committee to ,toermine the

"absorptive capacity of the country" and lay down a principle for immigration, (4) legislation

requiring lawful residents to carry identity cards, and (5) investigation of Illegal immigration. 44

The British Response Revives Arab Fears

The High Commissioner responded to these demands by proposing a Legislative Council for

Palestine in which both Arabs and Jews would be represented and promising to enact legislation

which would prevent Arab landowners from selling all their agricultural holdings to non-Arabs.

The government also promised at this time to set up a new statistical bureau to determine appro-

priate rates of immigration into the country.

The Arabs, although far from satisfied with the governmfent's proposals, were inclined to

accept the Legislative Council project as a partial settlement of their demands, and they finally

accepted the invitation to send a delegation to London to discuss the Legislative Council idea. 45

In fact, in early 1936, the Arabs seemed for the first time willing to talk rather than fight, but at

this juncture the government suddenly changed Its policy and abandoned the project of the Legis-

lative Council, following a debate in Parliament in which a number of pro-Zionist politicians

attacked the scheme. 46 The abandonment of the project "revived all the old Arab suspicions

about Zionist backstairs influence and British bad faith." A "new wave of despair" overshadowed

the outlook of the Arabs, who saw in these developments "fresh evidence of Jewish influence in

London, and a proof that the self-government institution for which they were asking was as far

away as ever. "4? As a result violence appeared imminent. 48

As Violence Breaks Out, the Arab Higher Committee Is Organixed

Jewish-Arab relations were further exacerbated by a new wave of violence which seems to

have started accidentally when a Jewish immigrant of Greek origin was killed on the road from

Nablus to Tulkarm on April 15, 1936, by a marauding Bedouin. 49 The funeral was the occasion of

serious riots in Jaffa and Tel Aviv. The government resorted to curfew regulations and enacted

new decrees forbidding traffic in arms, ammunitions, and explosives. 60 Sixteen Jews and five

Arabs were killed in these disturbances. 51

After these events, things began to move rapidly. The Arabs called a general strike; and an

Arab High,.,r Committee, with supporting local committees, was speedily organized on April 25,

1936. It consisted of the Mufti of Jerusalem, liaj Amin Hiasaini, as president and Auni Bey Abdul

Hadi and Ahmad Hilmi Pasha of the Istiqlal Party as secretary and treasurer respectively, with

Ragheb Bey Nashashibi, Jamal Bey Husaini, Abdul Latif Bey Salah, Dr. Husain E. Khalidi, Yacub
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Ohumein, Yacub Faraj, and Alfred Rock as members. The last two were Christian Arabs who

were members of the Greek Orthodox and Roman Catholic communltles respectively. 61 This

body superseded the old Arab Executive Committee and undertook to conduct negotiations in the

aname of the whole Arab population of Palestine during the period of the insurgency. It seemed

to be "in closer touch with the rank and file than any previous Arab body" because it was able to

maintain contacts through the local Arab National Committees. 63

Arab Objectives, Srategy, and Operations in 1936

Led by the Mufti of Jerusalem, the acknowledged spiritual and political leader of the Pales-

tinian Arab community, the Arab Higher Committee called for continuation of the general strike

and in a letter addressed to the High Commissioner reiterated the community's demands. These

included the three basic objectives which would keep Palestine as an Arab country and prevent

the establishment of a Jewish national home, namely, the termination of Jewish immigration,

prohibition of the transfer of land from Arabs to Jews, and the establishment of a national gov-

ernment responsible to a representative council. 54

The strike was generally effective, and it soon developed into a general campaign of civil

disobedience on the Indian style, including a refusal by the Arabs to pay taxes. Later, rioting

broke out and disorders spread rapidly, assuming the aspect of a small war in the summer of

1936. Arab peasants carried on a campaign of sabotage and sniping attacks against both govern-

ment troops and police and the settlers in Jewish coloniea. Small armed groups carried on

guerrilla warfare from the hills. Special targets of attack by the insurgents were police stations;

the road, railway, and telegraphic communications; and the oil pipeline running from Iraq to

Haifa. Arab insurgents in the countryside practiced extensive economic sabotage against Jewish

settlers, uprooting their fruit trees and maiming livestock. 55

In October 1936, after mediation by neighboring Arab states, the strike was called off, even

though the insurgents' political demands had not beeni met. One apparent reason for this tem-

porary lull in insurgent activity was to permit the Arab guerrillas, most of whom were peasants,

to participate in the harvesting of the orange crop. Orange exports promised to be especially

lucrative in that year, since Spain, Palestine's chief competitor, was then embroiled in civil war.

Some 800 Arabs, as well as 80 Jews and 28 British, had been killed in the fighting since April. So

W'ith Some External Arab Support, Violence Is Renewed in Mid.1937

To a limited extent, the Arab insurgents enjoyed the advantage of foreign sanctuary and

assistance. From the summer of 1936 on, they drew volunteers as well as weapons and supplies

from neighboring Arab countries, and Fawzi Kawkji, a Syrian military leader with long experi-

ence in previous Arab risings and military organization ID other countries, assumed command of
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Arab guerrilla forces. lie drilled the guer'rilla units in trench warfare and prepared for open

encounter with British forces. ST

Violence broke out anew in the summer of 1937 when the British announced a partition

scheme for the eventual settlement of the Palestine question and Arab terrorists killed the Act-

ing District Commissioner for Galilee, believed by them to be a principal author of the partition

proposal. When the government began suppressing Arab political groups and deporting their

leaders, many insurgent chiefs fled to nearby Arab countries. The Mufti of Jerusalem, for ex-

ample, escaped to Beirut, Lebanon, and hie kinsman Jamal al-Husaini fled to Syria.

By 1938, armed groups of Arab rebels were operating in all the major cities, and rebel

bands openly dominated the smaller towns. Jerusalem and southern Palestine were for a time

almost completely under insurgent control. During 1938 there were 5,700 major acts of terror-

ism, and the total casualty rate increased to fifteen times the figure for the year before. In

1938, 69 British, 92 Jews, 486 Arab civilians, and over a thousand Arab insurgents were killed. a

Inrs.A rab Rivalries and Cohesion

There were perhaps no more than 1,000 to 1,500 armed rebels in Palestine at any one time.

Split up in small groups and living among the largely sympathetic Arab population, the Arab in-

surgents were directed by the Mufti and remnants of the Arab Higher Committee who were out-

side the country. Traditional family rivalries were also reflected among the Insurgent forces.

The Husainis, being the Palestinian clan most active in the insurgent cause, took this opportunity

to pursue their feud of long-standing with the Nashashibis, who as moderates were accused by

the Husainis of being British agents. 59

Many Zionists cherished the oversimplified view that the opposition to Jewish settlement in

Palestine came not from the Arab masses but from a small minority" of effendis, or urban edu-

cated leaders, who cared little for the interests of their people and were motivated by selfish de-

sires and personal ambition. This was a misleading conception; the leaders of the Arab com-

munity in Palestine were naturally drawn principally from the upper and middle classes, who

were better educated and more politically aware, but this did not alter the fact that these effendis

generally reflected the popular feelings of the Arab majority in the country. Zionist leader

DQvld Ben Gurion recognized this when he advised his fellow Zionists to remember "the national

movement behind the plans [of the Arab opposition], its discipline and leadership. "0 With many

of the characteristics of a jihad, or holy war, the insurgency has been described as a "peasant

revolt, drawing its enthusiasm, its heroism, its organization and its persistence from sources

within itself. "MI

COUNTERINSURGENCY
When public order and security broke down in 1933 the mandate authorities were eventually

able to gain a temporary d~tente through a combination of intensive police and military action,
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ec.onomic measures, and the mediation of moderate Aral) leaders. No permanent iolitical set-

tlementt with the Arab insurgents seemed possible at this time b•enuso of basic tontrvadlctions In)

Britain's Palestine policy. On the one hand, public opinion In Britain favored the Zionist

cause. On the other hand, the growing threat of international connlict with the Axis bloc coin-

tries compelled the British to look for allies among the Arab leaders of the Middle East, who

w*,re greatly agitated over the Palestibe question. Unable, therefore, to reach a political under-

standing acceptable to the Arabs in 1935-36, the government faced three more years of vio-

lence. During these years the British and their Jewish and Arab supporters held the insurgents

at bay but were unable to defeat them militarily.

Initial Reaction to the Outbreak of Violence

\W'hen the disturbances began to take on the aspect of a general rebellion in the spring of

1936, the government was not prepared to cope with the situation. It had not seemed necesoary

to maintain a large military force in Palestine, which since 1928 ha4 been under the general

military supervision of the British Royal Air Force. There were very few British troops in the

mandate and no officers above the rank of colonel at the beginning of the insurrection. 62

Finding the forces at hid disposal insufficient either to protect isolated and scattered Jewish

settlements or to attack the bands in the hills, High Commissioner Sir Arthur Wauchope asked

for troop reinforcements from Egypt and Malta In April 1936. V At the same time, curfew reg-

ulations were put into force and all traffic !n arms, ammunitions, and explosives was prohibited.

Troops were sent on patrol duty in the countryside, where they were charged with the mainte-

nance of order and the protection of communications. 64

Police Measurea Against Individuals and Communities

The government took punitive action against particular individuals who were identified as

instigators of the disturbances. One of these individuals was Hassan Sidky Dajany, a Jerusalem

municipal councilor who was president of the Transport Strike Committee. Dajany, who early

in May nad circulated an appeal calling for nonpayment of taxes and for strikes by all Arab of-

ficials, was arrested and brought to trial with his assistants, and a fine was imposed on each of

them. Later, on May 24, 1936, Hassan Sldky Dajany and three othele Arab leaders and four Arab

journalist6 w.ee expelled from Jerusalem and confined to forced residence in the villages. Fi-

nally a concentration camp was opened at Surfend where Arab leaders suspected of instigation

were detained. 65

Other police measures included closing the offices of the Strike Committee and imposing

collective fines on suspected communities and villages when the particular offenders could not

be identified. 66 The Arab working-class quarter in Jaffa, which was an impenetrable labyrinth

of resistance activity and a hotbed of oppowation to the government, was blown up by the military

on June 1 7, 1936. For this action, which was represented as a melsure of town-planning. the

government was later severely criticized by the lligh Court. 67
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Strength and Role of the Britlih Armed Diree.
In July 1936, two cavalry regiments arrived. With this augmentation of forces, the troopo

were authortied to take the offensive against the insurgents, marking a new phate' in the counter-

insurgency. On July 6, some 4,000 men began to comb the area of the Judean 11ills between

Terusalem and Nablus. Other detachments were later sent to search for and seize arms which

might be found in Arab villages. 0

%lhen the situation did not improve, the Colonial Office announced on September 7, 1936,

that the British First Division would be sent to Palestine, with Lt. Gen. J. G. Dill in command

of all British force. in the mandate territory. U During the summer of 1936 the number of

British troops in Pi,.astine rose from less than 10,000 at the outbreak of hostilities to nearly

30,000. To

Although ground forces were needed to combat the Arab guerrilla bands, who were most

active in the hilly interior of the country, the lRoyal Navy and the Royal Air Force also played

important supporting roles in the counterinsurgent effort. The navy was used mainly for trans-

port of troops and supplies, but it also helped to a lesser extent in keeping the port towns quiet

and sometimes in suppressing disturbances. For example, on May Day of 1936, when some

Arabs from outside Haifa who were bent on enforcing te general strike started a riot in that

city and set fire to a Jewish timber yard, sailors from the fleet assisted the police in restoring

order. 71

Airplanes were used in the Palestine campaign mainly for reconnaissance and for transport

of troops whenever landing facilities were available. On a few occasions, the RAF supplied

tactical ground support in combating the insurgents. For example, on June 1, 1936, when a con-

voy was ambushed near Tulkarm, the escort was reinforced and RAF planes helped in driving

away the assailants, whose casualties numbered 10 dead and 20 wounded. 72 A similar action took

place on July 23, on the Tel Aviv road, when a group of Arab fighters attempted to ambush a

convoy escorted by airplanes. Insurgent losses in this episode amounted to 12 dead. 73

Jews Fight on toe Side of the Counaerinsurgents

The government admitted the Jewish population Into a limited partnership in its effort

against the Arab insurgents. Thus 2,800 Jews were enrolled as supernumerary constables, and

the arms supplies which had beer maintained for some time In sealed armories in Jewish quar-

ter's were augmented. 74 The number of Jews who were sworn by the government to defend Jewish

settlements reached 5,000, aside from other guards and patrols.

An important feature of Anglo-Jewish military cooperation was the utilization of Jewish

effort to erect and guard a barbed wire fence about 60 miles long on the Lebanese frontier. This

barrier proved to be very effective in preventing volunteers and supplies from reaching the in-

surgents from that direction. 75 Jewish military cooperation was not limited to purely defensive
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nicaturcs. Soon Jews were admitted also into partnership In the so-called night squads. Thoae

uvr,. mixed groups of British and Jewish fighters under the command of British officers who,

according to a high Jewish authority, sought to "stealthily seek out the villages where terrorists

gather or the hills whenue they descend, ambush them, carry the war into their territory, destroy

them. 'tI These groulp, adopting the guerrilla techniquea of the insurgents, operated as what

might be deacttbd a•. pseudo- or countergangs.

in ndtftion to tA4w regularly authorized Jewish military effort, certain segments of 'he

Jewish population developed independent military organizations, and some of these initiated

violerit action against the Arabs on their own. The largest of these organizations was the

liaganah. the Jewish secret army, which eventually included most of the able-bodied Jews In

Palestine. In 1936, there were some !0,000 members of the Haganah. Although strictly speak-

Ing the liaganah was illegal, the British "tolerated it because its aims were defensive. 'I"

Some Arabs OWp for th, British

In addition to authorized rad unauthorized help from the Jewish community, government

forces, at least in matters of intelligence and maintenance of order, got some help from the

numerous Arab officials, especially the police, who continued to render their usual services.

On June 30. when 137 senior Arab officials of the Palestine government protested to the High

Commissioner against the use of force and adv.ised the cessation of Jewish immigration pending

the arrival of a royal commission of inquiry, the Arab members of the police force abstained

from joining in that action. 78

Those who remained loyal to the government incurred the wrath of their countrymen and

often were the targets of reprisals by Arab insurgents. Several Arab policemen were assassi-

nated at Tulkarm on May 24, 1936. and near Nazareth even after the end of the general strike in

October. 79 Moreover, there were many casualties among Arab servicemen, both Muslim and

Christ:in, who were members of the Palestine Police and the Trans-Jordan Frontier Force. 80

Military Operations and the Imposition of Martial Law

During September 1936, several serlous military encounters took place between the forces

of General Dill and the insurgents near Jenin and Nablus. The Arabs suffered heavy losses, and

most of those killed were found to be from Syria and Trans -Jordan. S1 On October 7, 1936,

another encounter took place near Bethelehem in which an insurgent leader from Syria, Said

Uffnvndi el Asse, was killed and a Palestinian Arab leader, Abdel Kader el Husaini, was wounded

and taken prisoner. 82 These events showed that, in spite of the Syrian Kawkji's efforts to train

the insurgents. the government forces enjoyed a definite superiority when it came to open en-

counter.
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During the fall military offensive the government Instituted emergency regulations to

rtrengthen its hand in dealing with the insurrection. On September 29, 1936, the Palestine

Martial Law Order in Council was published In the afflcial gazette. This order by tho British

government in London gave the High Commissioner extraordinary powers which he could, at his

dtl.retion, delegute to General Dill.

Economib Memmurea Aid the Jews

On the economic side, the 1overnment counted on the loss of income and increasing hard-

ships resulting from the g.naprna istrike to bring the Palestinian Arabs to terms. This may have

been a factor in the temporary restoration of order which obtained in the winter of 1936-37',

when the Arabs suspended insurgent operations, possibly in order to profit from the approaching

orange export season. s3

The most Important positive economic measure which the government took was the author-

ization to load and unload merchandise at Tel Aviv beach, thereby sanctioning the creation of an

all-Jewish port. $4 This undercut the economic effects of the Arab strike and reduced trade for

the Arab port cities. It also hed equally important strategic and political implications, since it

liberated Palestine's Jewish settlements from dependence on Jaffa, which had been the only port

for southern Palestine. 85

British Seek a Political Solution in the Matter of Jewish Immimgration

From the beginning the government recognized the political nature of the Arab insurgency

and realized that it could not be dealt with by purely military action or by economic measures

alone. A radical cYhnge in Britain's policy toward the mandate territory was clearly needed to

meet Arab demands, but on the other hand, the government did not want such a policy change to

appear as a concession made under duress and in response to violence. Of Since the termination

of Jewish Immigration had come to symbolize the minimum condition set by the Arabs for ending

the strike, the British took an adamant stand on this question. Although Jewish immigration had

been suspended once before-in the 1920's by High Commissioner Sir Herbert Samuel, who was

himself Jewish and pro-ZionistST--there was a feeling in 1936 that concessions made as isolated

and temporary palliatives during previous disturbances had only encouraged more serious dis-

orders later. Indeed, the Zionists did not miss a chance to press this view on the government;

when the High Commissioner was inclined to delay action or. the immigration schedule submitted

to him by the Jewish Agency on April 15, 1936, he was advised by the Agency that continued

deferment would be regarded as "a surrender to violence. "c

Acting on these assumptions, the government proceeded in May to set the immigration quota

for 4,500 persons. Although this was considerably fewer than the 11,200 demanded by the Jewish

Agency, it nevertheless indicated the determination of the mandatory to reject the Arab demand
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that all immigration be stoplpd. On the samne day, the British Colonial Secretary, J. II. Thomans,

declared in Parliament that the government intended to appoint a Royal Commission to "investi-

gate the causes of uinrest, " In order to emphasize, the government's hasie stund, hie made It

clear that the investigation would begin only after order was restored and that no change in policy

would be contemplated before the Commission's report was received. 80

This deadlock between the declared stand of the government and that of the insurgents was a

matter of procedure as well as principle. On the one hand, the military situation deteriorated

appreciably in the summer of 1936, and there were more serious and more fiequent gets of vio-

lence and repression still to come. On the other hind, the High Commissioner was evidently

resolved to be conciliatory despite the consequences. 90 One pro-Zionist author, in attempting to

explain this behavior of the government, concluded that the High Commissioner either "misread

the character of the Arab leaders, or vastly overrated their strength. "9S It appears, however,

that in reality both the Arabs and the British were hunting !or face-saving devices in order to

initiate a change of policy which in all probability would not be to the liking of the Zionists,

Arab Governments Mediate and a Settlement is Reached in October 1936

The policy -A "fight but keep talking" disposed the government to obtain the assistance of

Arab rulers of British-dominated neighboring territories. 92 Thus, the Emir Abdullah of Trans-

Jordan invited the members of the Arab Higher Committee to meet with him twice at 'Amman,on

June 16 and August 4, 1936, and he tried unsuccessfully to persuade them to end the strike and

allow the Royal Commission to begin its study of the Palestine question. Next, the Foreign Min-

ister of Iraq, Nurn as-Said, arrived in Jerusalem on August 20, 1936, to offer his mediation. It

was reported that Nuri ae-0l8d met privately with Moshe Shertock and suggested that the Jewish

Agency voluntarily undertake a temporary cessation of immigration as a "spectacular gesture"

symbolizing the genuine desire of the Jews for understanding with the Arabs. At the same time,

there were rumors that Nuri as-Said had made a proposal with regard to the suspension of

Jewish immigration which was viewed with favor by the British government. In the end, Nurt's

suggestion was not accepted by the Jewish Agency and the new British Colonial Secretary, W' G. A.

Ormsby-Gore. wrote on September 3, 1936, in answer to an inquiry by Weizmann, that Nuri had

never been authorized to give the Arabs any assurance regarding the suspension of immigration,

nor had his terms ever been accepted by the British government. 03

Despite these early failures, mediation effortm by the governments of the Arab states still

seemed the only way to end the impasse and, in October 1936, the rulers of Iraq, Saudi Arabia,

Trans-Jordan, and Yemen addressed an appeal to the Palestinian Arahs through the Arab Higher

Committee. It called upon them "to resort to quietness in order to avoid bloodshed, relying upon

the intentions of our friend the British Government and its declared desire to Insure justice. "

The Higher Committee, in agreement iith the local National Committees, appealed to the "noble
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Arab nation in Palestine to put an end to the strike and disordors. "84 The rcs.pons, wil imlu.-

dlmte and, aside from bnoe minor incidents, work was resumed and the insurrection aapplvikrd it

be ended, s

While the government's military operations in September-OCtober 19361 and the evoiionfie

pressures which were brought to bear on the Arab community had thelr' efft-vt on the total Mitum-

Uon, the intervention of the Arab rulers wan perhaps the decisive factor in restoring the eIwela,-

at this time. It was widely believed that the Arabs had reached a prior understanditig witli the

British government regarding Arab demands throughout the Middle East region, 94 iRegarding

Palestine, the British government indicated that "while no concession could be made under

duress, Arab grievances .,ald receive due consideration in the event of restoration of order. "91

British Proposal of Partition Inspires Renewed Rebellion
by Arabs--and Jewish Extremists

The October settlement proved to be of short duration. In July 1937, the Royal Commission

which had been sent to study the Palestine question during the winter of 1936-37, published its

report, proposing a partition scheme, and fighting erupted again. For the next twi years, the

government was faced with renewed hostilities which at times reached more serious proportions

than it, the earlier period. The government's response in 1937 was primarily military, although

attempts to reach a political settlement continued concurrently with military offensives. By

1938, counterlnsurgent forces had lost control of many parts of the mandate territory, particu-

larly in the south, and it was becoming increasingly clear to the British that some sort of polit-

ical understanding with the Arabs would have to he achieved before peace could be restored to

Palestine. 98

The situation was not improved by the appearance in 1938 of a Jewt!.! terrorist organization,

called the Irgun Zvai Leumi (National Military Organization). Affiliated with the extremist wing

of the Zionist movement, the Irgun terrorists advocated a policy of reprisals against Palestinian

Arabs and independeatly carried out acts of terrorism to counter Arab activities, Uhile it is

difficult to give an accurate estimate of their activities, the Irgun was credited with numerous

acts of violence, including two brutal bombings of Arab marketplaces. 99 Although these acts of

terrorism were deprecated by the government -nd repudiated by the leaders of the Jewish com-

munity, Irg•n terrorism nevertheless counted in the military balance against the Arab insurgents

and was thus part of the total de facto reservoir of force on the counterinsurgent side of the

Palestine conflict. 100 With the emergence of terrorist organizations on both sides of the comr-

munal struggle, the government found resolution of the insurgency beyond the means at its

disposal.
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OTIY)UNi AN• 1:ONCLIUsIONS

'rit, %Wiodhead Commitslon, sent to Palestine in 1938 to work out the details of partition,

wims untl•le to ,tevse any plan which would give the Jews a viable ares without leaving a sizable

Aratb ninority eond the bulk of Arab-owned citrus areas in the Jewish zone. Consequently, this

(.% fl.nm ion recoammendeid a ischeme of coonomoi federalism, providing autonomous areas of

Jewii o•ud Arabii, with th, mandatory to determine the fiscal policies of both zones. Early in

11139, the B1ritiah government invited representatives of both the Arab and Jewish commundties

of Palestim, and of the Arab states to attend a Round Table Conference in London. When both

portlem rojectue their proposals, the British proceeded unilaterally to announce a new Palestine

oolic.y, embodiod In the white paper of May 17, 1939. 301

Bridtis ,Solution Please. No One, but World War 11 lumpoes a True#

The 1939 white paper declared flatly that Great Britain was not committed to the creation of

eithor a Jewish or Arab state in Palestine, but would work for the establishment at the end of a

ton-ye'ar ptrlod of it juint Arab-Jewish state, in which the special position of the Jewish national

honm would IN- reoognia.d, British strategic interests guaranteed, and the holy places protected.

Durlng the first live years, a maximum of 75,000 Jewish immigrants would be permitted and

Illegal immlgrants would be either deported or deducted from the official quota; after the first

live yvarw, Jewish immigration would become subject to Arab approval. The sale of land to

Jews wtuld be regulated by the High Commissioner. 181

The Zionists naturally attacked this document, which in fact met many of the demands of the

Aral) Insoirgenta. The Arab leaders, on the other hawd, were encouraged by the whMte paver to

hold out ftor even better terms. With war imminent in the spring of 1939, it was generally

known that Greaat Britain was anxious to win the friendship of the Arab states and keep peace in

the Middle F.atst. a region strategically vital to the defense of the British Empire. The outbreak

or \Vorld %Var 11 in September 1939 imposed a truce in the Palestine conflict, without actually

resolving it to the satisfaction of either the Jews or the Arabs.

rhe Arith Insurgency in Palestine is significant as an illustration of the difficulties facing a

third power in a country torn by religious and communal rivalry among ethnic groops who have

the support of scorelitionists and sympathizers abroad. In the absence of a political consensus

anmong the Jewish and Arab inhabitunts of Palestine, and with virtually no awareness on the part

I ,Jews and Arabs of a -onimon economic interest or identity as Palestinians, the British man-

datory regime operated on the theory that in time such a consensus would somehow evolve. In

t•e meantime, the British sought to pacify and develop Palestine in accordance with a set of often

conflicting and gra~dually changing values and objectives, including humanitarian concern for the

,Jewq its oppressed people and Great Britain's national interest in the Middle East as part of the

7";



life lint, of the British Empire. Public opinion in England thoughout the 1930's remained sym-

pathetic to Jewish alms in Palestine. Nonetheless, some British were disturbed about the com-

mitments made to the Arabs during World War 1, and a few took a pro-Arab point of view. The

British government, moreover, had to maintain amicable relations with the Arab world in the

face of growing Axis influence in the Middle East. Thus, the British operated under special

constraints, their hands tied by international forces and events beyond the borders of Palestine.

Although the outbreak of World War 11 imposed an artificial truce in the troubled territory, their

dilemma was never to be fully resolved, and indeed renewed violence, this time initiated by the

Jewish community, was to follow at war's end.*

*See Chapter Fourteen, "Israel (1945-1948)."
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Chapler Four
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (1917-1921)

by Roneld Ta"p.on
The Bolshevik revolutionists-tureed-rulere were
forced to defend their newly acquired power in
Russia gainst a variety of threats, including for-
olpn Intervention and domestic enemias both to
their Right ud their Left. This papr concerns
the Ukraine, where the fledgling Communist party
and Red army used a highly suooeseafl blond of
terrorism, political machination, and military
force to defeat peasant guerrillas and Tearist reg-
ulaws alike.

BACKGROUND

The terms Insurgency and counterinsurgency usually sugoest a sharp dichotomy, with one

side holding the people and the other side holding the power-an asymmetrical relationsbip, as

the technical jargon has It. In the Russian Revolution this stark contrast became ambiguous.

For Vladimir Lenin, the dominant figure of the revolution, proved equally adept at capturing

people and at capturing power; and his Bolshevik party, the fountainhead of modern Insurgency,

enjoyed so notable a success that It quickly became the chief Russian counterinsurgent force as

well.

If Mao Tse-tung is the father of modern insurgency, Lenin Is surely its grandfather, and his

greatest contribution was the Communist party itself (called the Bolshevik party until 1919). As

established by him in 1903, this movement, though ostensibly only thedominat wingof the Social

Democratic party, was actually a conspiratorial, combat party designed for the seizure of state

power through the manipulation of people. With its officer corps of professional revolutionists,

its organizational principle of so-called democratic centralism, its systematic (1solentifIc")

development of strategy and tactics, and its Machiavellian subordination of ethics to utility, the

party proved equally cp-' " -I legal or illegal, peaceful or violent, political or military, na-

tional or international development. In Lenin's own words, it was the "lever" with which he was

to overturn the whole of Russia. I
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LAeIndet Toeti, w Applied lo/ nsurgency
To accomplish its goal, the Communist party rapidly developed a fundamental technique, the

simultaneous capture of allies and isolation of enemies, sometimes referred to as the "salami" tac-

tic. The problem, as seen by the Communists, was to eliminate all rival leaders of the Ioople or

holders of power, aind the way to do it was to isolate them one by one, utilizing the rest as allies,

whether witting or unwitting, for each sucosseive overthrow. When the enemy in the first round

was eliminated, the ranks of the allies were aipin jplit and a new enemy was singled out for simi-

lar treatment, The leading ally of the Bolsheviks in one round was-quite unknowingly, of

course-the chief candidate for enemy in the next round, The whole maneuver may sound too

brazenly simple, but only he who has not studied modern history can dismiss it. Taught today

in modern texts on oounterinsurgenoy warfare, it was perfected almost 50 years ago In Lenin's

revolutionary workshop. I

When the Tsar of Russia was overthrown in March 1917, the leader of the allies was the

Kadet party, which Lenin immediately, worked to isolate. Behind the Kadets came the Socialist

Revolutionaries (Rse); and Lenin strove to split them and to propel the Left SiRe against the

majority SR@. Kadets, SR., and Mensheviks (the more moderate wing of the Sonial Democratic

party) were all participants in Alexander Kerensky's provisional government-against which

Lenin raised the claims of the First Congress of Soviots, Inside the Congress, the SR1 and

Mensheviks were at first in control, and in this instance Lenin fought to separate the members

from their leaders. Workers in the cities, peasants in the countryside, and non-Russian na-

tionalities throughout the empire were all urged into action in the hope that they would attach

themselves to the Bolshevik leadership.

Above all, and with the most devaaýating effect, Lenin applied his Communist lever to the

10-million-man Russian army. The point is sometimes made that Lenin's road to power, un-

like Mao Tee-tung's, was purely political rather than military. But where Mao was to apply

his party lever to an economically underdeveloped society by concentrating on rural areas and

building up a guerrilla army outside the existing armed forces of the nation, Lenin applied his in

a relatively developed society precisely by concentrating on the cities and by infiltrating and

eventually subverting the existing armed forces. As early as the 1905 revolution, Lenin had not

only attempted an uprising with his own paramilitary force of Red Guards, but he had also infil-

trated the Tsarist army. The surest road to revolution, in Lenin's view, was national defeat in

war, because it opened all doors, even the army's, to infiltration. In this spirit, he greeted the

First World War and the prospective defeat of his own country as events that would clear the

ground for revolution.

The fall of the Tsarist government In 1917, during the third year of the war, confirmed his

highest expectations. The discipline of the Russian army was destroyed, officers were replaced

by soldiers' committees, and all political parties found a fertile field for agitation in the ranks.
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The chief agency of this revolution was the Petrogradl5 soviet which, while still not ,ontrollod by

the Bolsheviks, commanded the ailegiance of the soldiers' committees to such a degrot, that

Kerensky's provisional government could not challenge It, lbolshevik party cello soon lprend

throughout the Petrograd and Moscow garrisons, the Baltic Fleet, and the armies of the North-

em Front, all of which were in strategic proximity to the central cities. In September 1917,

the Bolshevits gained control of the Petrograd and Moscow soviets (the former under the com-

mand of Leon Trotsky), thereby obtaining direct authority over the military forces In the two

capitals.

The actual seizure of power was the work of Trotsky's military revolutionary committee,

established by the Petrograd soviet, and its chief military specialist, Vladimir Antonov-Ovesenko.

On November 7, while popular forces such as worker groups and Red Guards were deployed in

the foreground at Petrograd, special contingents of sailors from Kronstadt, of known Bolshevik,

Left SR, or anarchist sympathies, made the decisive moves by occupying specific strong points.

By the end of the day, the provisional government had been overthrown, and the Seconac Congress

of Soviets, alreadyunder Commisulst control, indicated tdat the operation had transformed the

March revolution into a "proper" revolution.3

i Lenku Tadics, a Applied to the Comolidadon of Power

Once the victory was his, however, Lenin-who had been the chief subverter of power-

became the firm consolidator of power. The Communista now had a world to lose as well as one

to win, and they used every means at their disposal both to retain the control they had and to ex-

tend it frther. Russia's war with the Central Powers, t which Lenin had previously said should

be transformed into a revolutionary war against imperialism, was instead terminated by the

peace of Brest-Litovsk In March 1918, thereby permitting German occupation of the Ukraine

and provoking Russia's former allies, England and France, Into establishing beachheads of their

own on Russian soil.

The old Russian army, gutted by the Bolsheviks and now a liab:lity to them, was replaced by

a new Red army based on strict discipline. Whole groups of the old officer corps in turn formed

the nuclei of the White armies that were to wage a three-year civil war with the Reds.

The non-Russian nationalities, which had been promised independence by the Bolsheviks,

found this promise highly condti~onal. Those nationalities which were beyond the reach of the

Red army, such as the Poles and the Baltic peoples, made good their independence, while other

more exposed nationalities, as the Ukrainians, Georgians, and Turkestanis, were forcibly pre-

vented from achieving self-determination.

*rhe city is now known as Leningrad.
tGermany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey, and their satellites.
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The parties of the provisional government,*as the immediate victims of the Bolshevik coup

d'etat, were suppressed or driven underground, though the SRs made strenuous efforts in 1918

to establish a "true" Russian government in the Urals as a rallying point against the Bolshevik

government in Moscow. I The turmoil of the ensuing Russian Civil War, so much more devastat-

ing for Russia than the First World War, produced a state of anarchy in which it was often im-

possible to tell friend from foe or insurgent from counterinsurgent. In this bellum omnium in

omnes, more than one group acted as insurgent when asserting itself externally against some

stronger group and as counterinsurgent when protecting itself internally against a weaker one.

Such a situation was made to order for Lenin, to whom insurgency and counterinsurgency were

not two antithetical styles of fighting but variations of one and the same strategy. His style,

both before and after 1917, combined political warfare with military means, to capture people

and power.

Scope and Focun of Thi. Study
For purposes of the present analysis, attention will be focused on those relationships during

the Civil War period which most clearly reveal Lenin and the Communists performing a counter-

insurgent role. This paper will pass over the activities of foreign powers and the White armies

(though these were Lenin's principal military opponcts) and dwell instead on the mass move-

ments that were stirred into life by the Revolution of 1917, only to be broken by the victorious

march of Communist power after 1917. The motivation behind such movements was not defense

of the old order against a revolution but defense of the revolution itself against what seemed to

them its betrayal. Since the leaders of these movements were usually incapable of working

both sides of the insurgent-counterinsurgent road, Lenin was cast in the role of counterinsurgent

against them.

The present analysis will, moreover, be limited to the single area of the Ukraine during the

years 1917 to 1921, although other areas, especially Turkestan, displayed rich and varied ex-

amples of insurgency in this same period. The Ukraine was the scene of a particularly wild

melange of insurgent and guerrilla movements caught up in the Civil War, running the gamut

from Petlura the nationalist, through Vinnichenko the socialist, through Grigoriev the peasant

opportunist, and to Makhno the anarchist. All these men were at one time or another allies of

the Soviets, but, having been given the salami treatment, they sooner or later became insurgents

against the Soviets. Taken together, they reflected a popular upheaval of tremendous scope and

vitality which tested most severely Lenin's strategic and tactical prowess. But 1ho same mas-

tery and virtuosity that Lenin had already displayed as chief insurgent, he was no. to demon-

strate in his new role as counterlnsurgent-in-chief.

"•I'he ":Is had received 54 percent of the country'",'Ie vote for a Constituent Asembly in

Novcmber 1917.



INSURGENCY

The fall of the Tsarist regime in March 1917 found the Ukraine much less ready for self--

rule than the Russian portions of the empire. The peasantmajority in the countryside was dom-

inated by the towns, and the towns were dominated by Russians or Russian-oriented Ukrainians.

The Ukrainians Set Up a Rada in Bid for Self.Government

A Ukrainian Central Council or Rada was quickly established to represent the local demand

for autonomy; but even in Kiev, the traditional Ukrainian capital, municipal elections in July

1917 went three to one in favor of the various Russian parties over the Rada supporters. In the

rural areas, however, the Rada parties-the Ukrainian Social Democrats (USDs) and the Ukrain-

ian Socialist Revolutionaries (USRs)-had much more substantial support; in the elections for

the Constituent Assembly late in 1917 they had no difficulty in carrying most of the Ukrainian

provinces. But again, time would show that in their alignments the peasants were peasants

first and Ukrainians only second. The real nationalist core in the countryside was limited to a

thin stratum of intellectuals such as rural teachers, who were mostly USRs. The older Ukrain-

ian leaders in the towns were largely USDs. Among them Vladimir Vinnichenko became chair-

man of the Rada secretariat and Simon Petlura secretary for military affairs.5

In growing rivalry with the Ukrainian Rada organization, there spread out from Russia

proper in 1917 a network of soviets (councils) in various comblimtions of workers', soldiers',

and peasants' representatives. As in Russia, most of the soviets in the Ukraine were soon

brought under the control of the Bolshevik party, but the Bolsheviks were so overwhelmingly

Russian or Jewish in composition that they had little success in obtaining support in the Ukrain-

ian countryside. Thus, in December 1917, when the Bolsheviks tried to repeat their Petrograd

success by summoning to Kiev an All-Ukrainian Congress of Soviets to endorse an anticipated

Bolshevik seizure of power, the Congress got completely out of hand and instead overwhelmingly

endorsed the Ukrainian Rada. The disgruntled handful of Bolsheviks thereupon left the Congress,

quitting Kiev (or the more completely Russianized atmosphere of Kharkov, where a local soviet

congress was conveniently in session. This gathering was promptly upgraded to become the

"true" All-Ukrainian Congress of Soviets, and on this basis a Soviet government of 'he Ukraine

was proclaimed to contest the claims of the People's Republic established by the Rada at Kiev.

Armed conflict was thus precipitated.A

The Rada Is Cast Our of Kiev by Soviet Forces

Civil war in the Ukraine opened with the soviet puppet government at Kharkov serving as

the channel for intervention by the Russian Communists. The original Soviet force of Kronstadt

sailors, Mobcow Red Guards, and local Kharkov volunteers-only 800 strong and with a
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"loot-the-looters" style of operatiow-was cortainly nondtuwript, lWt. it proved to be superior to

the Ruda's somewhat similar levies under Pletlurn,

bi this heyday of propaganda warfare, one agitator was reputed to be worth a hundred sol-

diers: the intelloctual party agitator had the purpose, training, and discipline which the peasant

soldier lacked. On this first invasion, Bolshevik agitators talked, or confused, enough of the

Rada's best contingents into switching sides to smooth the way for a Red capture of Kiev and ex-

pulsion of the lHada In February 1918.

The Redo Brings In C(entral Powers, Who See Up the Skoropaedky Puppet Regime

The •oret. then tried to turn the tables by bringing In an outside force, the Austro-cGerman

troops of the Central Powers, with whom its representatives had reached a separate under-

standing at Brest. Litovsk. For most of 1918. the Central Powers did indeed become the dom-

inant force in the Ukramie, but they soon dispensed with the Ihada in favor of a new puppet re-

gime of their own, headed by a member of the landed gentry, the lHetman Pavel Skoropadsky.

This German-sponsored Skoropadsky regime transformed the Ukraine from a scene of

power conflict into a veritable sea of anarchy. The German goal of extracthig it million tons of

grain from the Ukraine and the aristocratic Skoropadsky's favorable attitude toward restoration

of the landed estates brought the peasants almost universally up in arms. The mort, the peasants

resisted, the more the Germans retaliated; and the more their reprisals took effect, the more

the peasants resorted to guerrilla war.

The lR.da parties were quickly involved, an left wings of both the USDh and the USRa broke

with their leaders and sought more direct forms of struggle, as well as cooperation with the

Bolsheviks. by May 1918. the teft USfs, the group most closely linked with the guerrillas, had

captured their party's newspaper, Worotba (Strugglej. from which they took the name of Iorot-

bisty In forming a separate party of their own. -

As Sheropadky Falls. the Redo Is Revired as a Directory

The Soropadsky regime collapsed following the Germtn surrender In November 1iI91, The

immediate local beneficiary was the old lHada. now revived as a Directory of Five, still headed

by Vinnichenko and PNtlurn, As the hated rule of the Central Powers came to an end, the whole

Ukrainian iopulation was visibly astir, with the Directory seemingly riding the whirlwind and

direct-ing the storm, In mid-Devenmber, Petlu'a entered Kiev in triumph as' the leader of

30,.)00 tr(o)lp. with perhaps twice as many guerrillals ostt'iuaihl him in the I•T'uvhlced.

The Dirertorr F•'#v. Present lotillin, Foretae Orchpation, and Rohberik Hostillv

The Directory's re'lod of rejoicing will hrief, howevesr, as the pradant guerrillas, feeling

the bit il their teeth. ibegu tL act .nm thtir owvn. alti am lforvigit fol-•es, guaVtrally mucvh Stronger



than Petlura's, converged on the Ukraine from ull dirv'tionm. Among the I)irvet~t, rym' tIul)p'Ir)a.

some-as proper Social Democrats and Socialist Revolution&ries-bought to advance the uoci;al

revolution, necessarily cooperating to some extent with the Bolsheviks, only to be shocked lIter

by evidences of Bolshevik bad faith. Others, such as PutIura, sought to institute i military

diutitorshlp that would forgo social pine in order to fight the Bolsheviks. But such action

only alienated the peasants, who were in a radical mood, without stabilIing the military mituntisn.

Among the foreign forces in the Ukraine at the and of World War 1, there were seveal

thousand German troops who continued to occupy some Ukrainian clties-ever after 60,000 Allied

troops, chiefly French, had occupied the principal towns, especially Odessa, on the Black Sea

coast.10 Farther satt, in the area of the Don, Anton Nenikin's White Russian army, soon to in-

clude the Don Cossacks and total 100,000 men, confronted the roughly comparable forces of the

Red army of the Southern Front. And finally, despite a promlse of neutrality, Lenin at an ap-

propriate moment reactivated the Russo--Ukrainian front.

The Direcbory Is Overthrown by thse BehIshik
In November 1918, a Ukrainian Soviet government was proclaimed for the second time.

Antonov-Ovesenko, who had already served as the military commissar for Moscow's first con-

quest of the Ukraine a year before, was given the same post for a repeat performance on a

larger scale. Although the foroes that Moscow could spare were still ridiculously small, the

completely disorganized rabble of the earlier occasion had been left far behind, and the 8,000

men at the start of the Red campaig grew to 46,000 with the capture, of Kiev in February 1919.1"

By this blow, the Rada-Directory government in the Ukraine suffered the fate of the Kerenaky

regim in Russia; Petlura was fortunate to escapo from Kiev with his remaining 20,000 troops

and seak refuge on the Polish frontier, where he intrigued with the new Polish state of Marshal

Jdaef Pilsudski for a later unsuccessful comeback.

The Sovien Governmmw of the Ukraine Finds Thea Peueants

Remain an Isurgumt Threat

With Christian Rakovsky installed as the head of the Soviet goverunkent at Kiev, the team of

Antonov-Oveeonko and Rakoveky now held very much the same position occupied just two months

before by Petlura and Vinniohenko, who had ridden the peasant whirlwind but had been unable to

control it. Of the 46,000 men claimed by Antonov-Ovseenko, perhaps one-third were partisans

who two months earlier had been claimed by Petlura. The guerrilla gale, which at first had

surged so eanily to the Directory's side, had surged Just as easily, when brighter prospects

openied, to the Soviet .do. Would the Communist party succeed any better than the U8Ds and

USRa in directing this storm to Its owu advantage?

Among thoso already moving toward closer relations with the Soviets were the two most

considerable guerrilla leaders of the entire Uluaine-the Atammn (oriporiev and Nestor Makhno.



These men, each in his own way, were among the outstanding insurgent leaders of the 20th cen-

tury, and their deeds significantly affected history. Makhno in particular had few peers. They

stand as prime examples of the Communist tactic of using an ally, literally until the very moment

when he is to be ambushed as an enemy.

The Guerrilla Chief Grigoriev Refuses Soviet Orders

Grigoriev, guerrilla chief of the steppe lands on the west bank of the lower Dnepr, was a

Cossack with military experience in World War I. He had been commissioned as a partisan

leader by Petlura, and then he carved out a career of his own. A briliant irregular fighter,

with the magnetism necessary to hold together a guerrilla band numbering 7,000 by December

1918, he was especially remarkable for his brash and uninhibited self-advancement. Although

he claimed to be a Borotbist (Left USR) as an offset to Bolshevik pressure, he also officially

attached himself to the Red army of Antonov-Ovseenko in February 1919, when he concluded

that it was the winning side.

When Antonov-Ovseenko sent political commissars to bring him under control, however,

Grigoriev ignored them and followed his own inclination, moving south to attack the wealthy,

refugee-jammed, French-garrisoned cities on the Black Sea coast. With some hard fighting,

more braggadocio, and still more sheer luck, he captured Kherson and Nikolaev in March, and

then, with weapons and momentum thus acquired, he staged a triumphal entry into Odessa in

April. The greatly superior French troops, professional soldiers who had survived four years

of war on their own home front, simply refused to face a postwar fight on a foreign front and

had to be evacuated in indecent haste. 12

Still acting against orders and now bursting with colossal self-esteem, as well as several

trainloads of booty, Grigoriev and his 15,000 partisans returned to their rural base withia the

bend of the Dncpr, while Antonov-Ovseenko and his associates alternately raged and applauded.

Ordinarily, the next step for the Bolsheviks would have been to discipline their refractory sub-

ordinate, but on this occasion their hands were stayed by the menace of Denikin's White offen-

sive opening in the east and by the anxious appeals of a fledgling Hungarian Soviet in the west.

Antonov-Ovseenko's ingenious solution was to pack Grigoriev off in the direction of Hungary and

thereby leave the Bolsheviks in full control of the Ukraine, but this plan foundered in the pace of

Grigoriev's contrary intentions.

(;rigoriet" Turnm Agarnst Bolshý riks and Is Crushed

The growing resistance of Grigoriev's peasant followers had forced him to adopt the now

standard Communist practices of requisitioning g-ain, organizing agrarian communes, and

flouting national ndl religious allegiances. Therefore. instead of leaving for the Western front

if May 1919, Grigoricv suddenly unleashed an anti-Bolshevik, anti-Russian, and especially
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anti-,Stult, tvolelion., The tiniina c,•ud hardly have been nu)re dlsantrous for Bolshevik hopes,

for by thim time the peasant masses had again grown dislllusloned-Lonin's Antonovists seemed

no bettor than the Potluriutm.

The Oriporitiv uprising Ibeocme the signal for a general Insurgency which marked the near

breakdown of Soviet rule In the Ukraine, Only by a desperats oonoentration of Soviet forces,

was the military threat posed by Grigoriev broken in the next two weeks, tut in the meantime

the Bolshevik's gluden opportunity of linking up with the Soviet regies In Hungary had been lost

and the ominous threat from White Russian forces under Denikin had materialized, l

Nestor Makhao, Reeelutiomery Anarchist and Peaant Hoe

Especially affected by the Denlkin Invasion that followed was Orlgorlev's colterpMrt,

Nestor Makhno, the dashing young guerrilla chief of the east bank of the lower rwpr-. Unliko

the cynical military adventurer Origoriev', Makhno was a dedicated peasant-anarchist who bad

spent World War I In prison for previous radical activities and whose hatred of aky and all gov-

ern•ents had been confirmed by the experience, Released In 1917, he bad returned to his home

base at Oulai Polye, an overgrown village of 30,000 on the open steppes between the Dnepr bead

and the Asov Sea, where he quickly led 0he local peasants In soicing tho land from surrounding

estates,

The German occupation made Makhno an active Insurgent, siad his taotioa; Kil ad popular

appeal won him a followini tOtat y February 1939 numbered perhaps 10,000 men, or one-half his

claimed strength. 14 This force, spearheaded by a 2,000-man oavairy, was made up chiefly of a

mobile infantry transported in light, two-horse carriages or tatohbakas, capable of holding three

men each and keeping pace with the cavalry on raids that might average 40 miles a day. They

usually fought as scattered bonds, avoiding major engoagments in favor of Nt-and-run tactios.

The terror of the local nobility and other holdovers from the old regime, they were, b the same

token, heroes and uhamppons in the eyes of a peasantry long accustomed to a spllt of rebel-

liousiess. 16

Makhno Views Bbteuvikk as Misguided, Biut Sme GrIgorio• as = AntirevA~enUmry

Tie Idtoloniloal pretensions of Makhno's band were largely supplied by a hlndfu of intelleo-

tual anarchist# who published Nabat (Tocsin) at Kharkov. This group teiped Maklho to estab-

lish what they considered to be the true expression of the 1917 revolution: multiparty loc-a

soviets which were controlled by neither the Conuuunists nor Moscow The progrsm fitted in

with tie ideas of Makhno's peasant followers, who were In a sense "natural anarollsta,' op-

posing all outside governments as designed to reduce them once again to nesr aerfdom. if They

nonethelet.i differentiated between the Reds and the Whites, considering the former a lesser
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*vll-corivet in being revolutioniiry, but Incorrect in trying to capture the revolution for liol-

shevistu alone,

In February 1919, Makhno, like Grigorlov, accepted "incorporntion" into the IRod nrmy bit

at the same time remained virtually autonomous; at one point he too ejected as troublemakers

all the political vommissars assigned to him. Blut when Origoriev staged his anti-klolshavik

uprising in May, Makhno-tor all the easic similarity of their roles-refused to join him. The

right-wing and anti-Semitic nature of Origoriev's appeal alienated, it not Mnkhno's peasant

followers, at least his leftward-looking anarchist advisers, some of whom were themselves

Jewish, IT

Bolseoriks View Makko = Another Grigorier

On May 23, 1919-the day Grigoriev's rebellion was pronounced at an end, though Origoriev

himself was still at larp--Makhno too was caught up in a crisis. With their territorial base on

the Aaov coast, the Makhnovists formed the western end of the curving front between Denikin

and the Red army in the area of the Don. Because the Red army and Makhno were suspicious

of each other, the Soviets supplied the Makhnovists with no weapon. (all Mahhno over had he

captured himself), but just with ammunition, and this only on a day-to-day basis.

The Orlgoriev uprising both exacerbated the tension and interrupted the flow of ammunition,

and charges of bad faith wore freely leveled on both sides, Denikin profited from this dispute

to bear down with particular force on the bullet-starved and emotionally strained Makhnovists,

On May 23, a massive White offensive achieved a breakthrough precisely in Makhno's sector and

began turning the Red front, thereby olpening up the whole Ukraine. Trotsky, now Commissar of

War and already incensed at having been betrayed by onv guerrilla loader, took steps to liquidate

this new one- publicly, Makhno was orJered dismissed- secretly, the instructions wore that he

be shot.ti

Makkno Klls Grgorliev and ursuee White Ruuuian Force

But in the confused conditions of the Denikin invasion, Makhno managed to escape across

the Dnepr with most of his troops, where in July hec at last met up with the fugitive Grigoriev.

A showdovm between these two took place at a mass meeting of their combined forces where,

when Gripriev hinted that the time had come for a deal with Denikin, Makhno denounced him

as an enemy and read him out of the ranks of honorable revolutionists. Grigoriev in alarm

reached for his gun, but Makhno, apparently prepared in advance, bent him to the draw and shot

him dead in the eight of thousands. '•

Adding nost of Grigoriev' men tw hi, own to make a new force of perhaps 15,000, Makhno

succoeeed for two months more in eluding Denikin's forces, which wore meanwhile occupying all

th. major Ukrainian cities and preparing at Kursk for the 300-mile dash to Moscow. On
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September 26, 1019. Makhno warn finally surrounded by supurior Whlit foreeN nvim' i'rnum, l2fl

miles mouth of Kiev. Fighting for his life, It* executed n tenunterencircoemeni ut his ownI and

completely destroyed the White forces that had been lpuroulng him, gaining floaet tit their %vtniponli

for himself.
Then began Makhno's famous two-week dash acrous the Ukraine: he raised reinfortwimvntM

as he wvent, until, hnving recroused the Onepr and reached Vie mhorl' or the Azov SeaN. he ut Home1

of Denikin's principal supply lines running northward to the Moscow front. Denikin StruggledI
another 100 milca, in the direction of Moscow, reaching Oral on October 14; buat within a week
his bold advance had turned Into a collapse from tho combined effect of tho 4Kni army on hll.

front and Makhno's peasant partisans at his rear.

Makhnw Controls the Ukraine Buta Falls To CotusiatUoe a Power Base

It would be the end of the year before tho Red army could drive Denikin out of the Ukraine
and for the third time esatblish a Ukrainian Soviet government. Until this happened, Makhno-
with hic forces now grown to 25,000 men-had ten weeks in which he, even more than Origoriev
before him, was the uncrowned king of the Ukrainian peasant insurgency. 2'

In terms of the political game as Lenin and Denikin played it, Makitno and his peasant,
anarchists made little use of their ten weeks of rule at the end of 1919 except to enjoy them.
Their favorite sport, in the good old anarchist style, was to burn down the local jails and re-
lease the prisoners, hailed as victims of class injustice. They did not understand cities- Makhno
once referred to them as so many sores infesting the body of society-and they sought to level,
if not the cities'I building., at least their social organization, to a pattern more appropriate for
a simple village. They fought againat their present enemy Denikin, but they made no defensive
moves against their ally Moscow-so recently their foe and so soon to become one once again.
lndead they had already demonstrated that, despite their fear and dislike of the Communists, for
Ideological reasons they attill preferred them as allies, not only to Denikin and th foreign
"Imperialists," but Also to Petlura and Grigoriev.

Makhno possessed positive and even attractive qualities-his admirers have referred to him
as the Robin Hood of the Russian Revoluticn. But under the jungle conditions of that revolution,
his quixotic limitations and inability to maneuver could only mean thai he would passively wait
for the Communist ax to fall. And fall it did, beginning in December 1919, when the Rled army,
pressing southward against Denikin, again encountered the peasant guerrillas. It

COUJNTERINSIJRGENCY

To examinet Lenin's method of overcoming the various forms of Ukrainian Insurgency, one

must view his efforte within the larger framework of the Russian Civil War.



Bolshervik FIght Ukrainian Insurprnua WhUi, iu/akenoesyv Fsdi.A Other Fort"

In the three years of the Civil War, Lenin faced three su.cessive major military problems

in addition to those pomed by the Ukrainian insurgents of the Rads-Directory, Orlgoriev, and

Mnkhnn: in 191N, the Austtn-German forces in the Ukraine and pro-Allied Clech mutineers in

the Urals; in 1919, the White armies of Admiral Aleksandr Kolehak in Siberia and of General

DInikin in the Ukraine; and in 1920, Marshal Josef Pllsudski's Polish army and Baron Peter

Wrangel'I Whitm army, both on the fringes of the Ukraine.

I'here was a steady rise In Soviet strength during theme years: in 1918, the Bolshevik army

had been greatly overshadowed by both the Germans and the Western allies; in 1919, it was just

barely equal to the power of the White armies; and in 1920, it was great enough most of the time

to ensure for itself the initiative. At the same tints there was an ebb-and-flow pattern within

this rise in Soviet strength. In the severe winter months from November to March, the Soviets

usually held the initiative. In the temperate season between March and November, the anti-

Soviet forces moved to advance their several causes. Thus in the Ukraine the Red army made

three successive wintertime invasions. Twice it was driven back-by the Germans in 1918 and

by Denikin in 1919. The third time, in 1920, counterattacks by Pilaudski and Wrangel ftailed,

and the Reds were left in control.

During these six distinct phases of marching and cowtaermarchlng across their land, the

Ukrainians staged heroic efforts for national self-rule and agrarian reform. These efforts be-

gun moderately with the Rada's political struggle along national lines in their chief city, Kiev.

Midway, they reached their peak during the Soviets' second invasion under Antonov-Ovaeenko

(November 1918-May 1919), when the Ukrainian insurgeney seemed to break all bounds as its

leadership passed in rapid succession from Petlura to Grigoriev to Makhno. They ended in an

anarchist extreme with Makhno's guerrilla warfare at the grass-roots level in the outermost

steppes. This was the unruly people ýhat Lenin in his new role as counterinsurgent undertook

to quell. And this was the problem in counterinsurgency now to be analyzed, starting with the

first Soviet invasion in the winter of 1917-1918.

Bolsheviks Use Both /a .ilary and PolikIcal MN•e To Conolidae Power

Taking Russia by surprise with their seizure of power in November 1917, the Communists

used the next four nmonths to envelop the country, using the salami tactic to consolidate power.

In the Ukraine, ns has already been noted, they passed from the lRada as ally to the local Soviet

Congress, tuxi from a congress in Kiev to one in Kharkov. What these congresses could not

accomplish, the fledgling Red army undertook to do; and where the Red army still lacked force,

o()litical agitators were available to produce results Everywhere the forces of revolution were
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fluwing, and the Communist party moved In the midst uf this flow, promoting it and capitalizing
on it in order to cupture th1e population for Its own purposes. Using people to win power was

still ibsically an insurgent tactic, even though it increasingly Included a countsrinseurgent sle-

ment in that all rival revolutionary bodies wore oliminatecdn

Moscow Guins Control of Internally Split Ukrainian Communist Pony

The Communists' expanuionist drive was reversed by the sudden seizure of the bulk of

#us*ian territory by German and then Allied forces after March 1918. The tide of revolution

shifted from flow to ebb, and Communist tactics were correspondingly modified from offensive

to defensive. Obliged to withdraw and retreat, the Communist party, especially in the Ukraine,

engaged in a furious debate over the general issue of insurgent- versus counteriaeurgent-type

operations. One group, represented by the Kiev Communists, was impressed by the extent of

anti-German and anti-landlord feelings and wished, as before, to replace the Reds and capture

control of the Ukrainian nationalist and peasant revolution. Few of them were Ukrainias am

fewer still peasans, but as professional insurgents they se.ased the possibilities in the local

movement; and in April 1918, in order to take maximum advantage of it, they proclaimed their

separate existence (i.e., separate from Moscow) as the Communist Party of the Ukraine.

Another group, the Kharkov Communists, however, prided themselves on being more prole-

tarian, more Russian, and more centralist than the Kievane and argued in Marxist terms that the

Ukraine, having no native proletariat, was incapable of true socialist revolution. Thus in August,

when the Kievans attempted to promote an insurrection against the Germans and failed miser-

ably, the Kharkovites were quick to seek and obtain Mosc v's favor. The Kiev autonomists

were subordinated to the Kharkov oentralists, and the Communist Party of the Ukraine was di-

vested of its independence and made into a mere section of the Russian Communist Party. Cen-

tralism was triumphant, and to ensure it Joseph Stalin was made Moscow's special representa-

tive on the Ukrainian Central Committee.23

With Return of Directory at End of War, Moscow Renews Its Fight
To Control the Ukraine

The moment of centralism's triumph in November 1918 coincided with the end of the mili-

tary conflict among the Great Powers; and the collapse of much of Central Europe provided the

great opportunity for the Communists' own war of world-wide political revolution. But the need

for bringing the Ukraine within Moscow's orbit was never forgotten. Thus Antonov-Ovseenko

conducted military operations in the Ukraine between November 1918 and May 1919, driving the

Directory from Kiev in February 1919,

The victory of the counterinsurgent ann' Moscow-centered wing of the Ukrainian Communists,

therefore, did not mean the end of the insurgent wing or the insurgent policies, Indeed, the
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ambiguity of Commiunist policy lay, jpwecuuly hero, sinvu, although Moscow desired vomplete

mulbordinwition of fth lower party units to itself (the Kharkov line), It still wanted the lower unitse

to utiliso all opportunities for capturing the loc-al population (the Kiev line). Thu very VOInqust
of the Ukraine by Antonov.-Ovaoonkols Redt army warn another insurgent, or population-onatching,

offensive which was later turned inW ia counter'insurgent anti powt'r-t'unmol icat Ing d~i'enoivi, *lu"I

when Petlura's Directory appeared most victorious, Ntoscow sucivessfully employed the salami

tactic by aigain proclaiming a Ukrainian tSoviet government and reaffirming the old "lanld to tho

peasants" slogans, thereby slicing through the Directory'# Agrarian bave of support.

AMoscw FRrat Nos., Then Seeks To Destroy. the Peasant Guerrillas of Both
Griporiev and Ma Au..

This population- or ally-snatching aspect of the Bolsheviks' econd Invasion of tile Ukraine

had a new quality that had been missing in their first invasion . v iereas in the earlier instance

the targets of Communist propagandan wore urban dwellers and demobilizid soldiers, on this oc-

casion they wore, above rll, the bands of peasant guerrillas whose defection to the Bolsheviks

brought about Patlura's downfall .When the Bolsheviks took over the Ukraine, the guerrilla

bands were their major allios: Grigoriev drove out the French, and Makhno held the line against

the Whites..

But the insurgent allies were amateurs, the Soviets professionals; and the Soviets enveloped

their partners in a veritable bear's hug of control lines: Red armky command, political comn-

miusars, Communist party, sovint government, supply services, and Cheka police-even agents

specifically assigned to murder the guerrilla leaders if they should defect.

Finally in May 1919, first Grigoriev and then Makhno, sensing that theirday14 as independent

allies were numbered, took steps to break free. This was the decisivc trnanstion point in Lenin's

long-term strategy for the Ukraine; emphasis on husurgent tactics against the "bourgeois"

Petlura forces now gave way to emphasis on counterinsurgent tactics against Moscow's present

allies. "Bandit suppression" became the order of the day, but before Lenin could accomplish

this he himself first had to excape suppression by Denikin. Thus Lenin was able to deal with

Grigoriev's breakaway attempt militarily but could not liquidate him politically before the

Ukraine was Inundated by the anti -Commun ists forces of Denikin; In Makhino's case, time was

too short oven for military action,24

Party Centaise~ts Gain Control in thle U1kraine
From spring until the end uf 1919, Moscow was once again largely on the defensive, first

against Kolchak's White army in Siberia and then against Denikin's in southern Russia, As had

been the case the year before. Comimunist retreats led to the organizational punishment of the

party nutonoinists at the hands of thr party centralistsi, Antonov-Ovseenko was removed from
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hi uconinitind, the Utkrti••lun Front wats discontinuud 14 14 suparlito thoute', of tile lied 1rmy, the

commimsatriats of the Ukrainian soviet govrnmneut lecamnl morue' h'ranih offhps of the MsNvow

commibunrhlto, ants the Ukrnini1•n Connnmunii ('Contrul Commiitte woo fo'r' the limo IwMig mImpl•

atbolished.

lkit though the centralisto aguin won the round orgnpui.utiumally, the utounomisto wore still

able to gpin eon•seuions, iequimitioning of grain wits to continue, but pe•dants were not toA Ix,

further alienated by being forued into communal farms, Exclusive rollan.v ot ItuimLiau und

Jewish leadershl.p in the Ukraine was criticieiod in Lhe Soviot press, aml scathing remarks were

made comparing the Communist regime in the Ukraine to it typical colonial ndmintitrathon

using only a token number of natives in its governing bodies. Whereas Itakovsky, the fled pre-

mier of the Soviet Ukraine, had on the eve of his appointment publicly expressed extreme skep.

tilism concerning the very existence of a Ukrainian nation, uffuiual directives now stated that in

the future Soviet institutions should cater to national feelings and use the native tonpue .•

1Eoscow Accpts Horolbisty Into Ukrainian Government and Gains a United Front

The key issue in this dispute wias th, relationship between the Communist party and the

Left USR party of the Borotbisty. Lenin, remembering his own very profitable maneuver of

briefly allying with the Russian Left Sits, had repeatedly urree P similar policy for the Ukraine.

As a party with considerable grass-roots support but littie likelihood of achieving power, the

Borotbisty supplemented the Bolsheviks very effectively without being able to challenge them on

the field of battle as Grigoriev and Makhno had done. By May 1919, at Lenin's insistence and in

order to offset Grigoriev, a handful of Borotbisty had cautiously been admitted to leading poasi-

tions in the Ukrainian government.

The Borotbisty themselves were ready to extend this cooperation further, and their numbers

had recently been augmented by the ac'nession of Vinnichenko, who had broken with Peteura over

the latter's military dictatorship in western Ukraine. As Petlura moved towards alliance with

Marshal Pilsudski and the new state of Poland, Vinnichenko and the Borotbisty moved towards

alliance with the Bolsheviks.

Finally, in December 1919, Lenin imposed a compromise solution by reconstituting the

Ukrainian Central Committee on a centralist basis ano at the same time conceding to the autono-

mists the setting up of a new Ukrainian Soviet government-in-exile composed of three Commu-

nists, one Borotbist, and one USD independent.29

The formation of this Communist-fBorot,01st united front coincided with the moment when the

Red army, pressing southward against Denikin, first encountered Makhno's guerrillns, then in

pos3ession of much of the Ukraine. The anarchistic idyll of these peasant insurgents in their

power vacuum outside the main Red-White arena was soon due for a rude shock at the hands of

the Bolsheviks when they made their third invasion.
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.4A11ed WFith Ioroetdae Forces, Communuisa O)pen Attack on MNkhno

Dlnrogording th•ir debt to Mlnkuio for him yeomnn aorvico against Donikin, tho Communists

now o|on'l|, Ioved to idostroy him, 'T'hey proclaimed hint an outlaw to We shot on eight, they

hhuil wa'teo his vlhlop and systematicnlly exterminoted nis followers, They brnckoted him with

(orlgoriov uin order to brand him an anti-i-Semite, and they labeled him ai kulnk* in order to sop-

arilte him from his followers.

Above all, the Communists unloosed their most lethal weapon in the form of "Committees

ol the Poor." an agrarian version of the salami tactic. Flnulnting differences of rich and poor

even amongst the egelitarlans, the committees split Makhno's peasant forces and so gained a

fifth-column ally Inside the camp of anarchy. The 2;5,000 troops Makhno had led in December

1919 had been reduced by Mar h 1920 to one-tenth that number, they had been deprived of their

territorial base around Gulai Polye, and they had been broken into little bands of fugitive guer-

rillas. 27

Bolsheviks A4bsorb the Borotbisty and Thereby Gain a Support Base

The Communists' campaign against Makhno on the one hand and their dalliance with the

Borotbisty on the other was hardly accidental. Indeed Ukrainian communism underwent a major

change in March 1920, when the 4,000 Borotbisty at lest completely abanduned their separate

existence and merged outright with the Ukrainian section of the Communist party.

The signi.(!.uice of the merger was considerable, since the Borotbisty, with their strength

among the Ukrainian rural intelligentsia, could claim to represent the best tradition both of the

eada's nationalism and of the guerrillas' agrarianism. They literally made it possible for the

Communist regime to begin to "speak the native language"; and the war-weary Ukrainians, for

their part, could begin to identify themselves with at least the Surotbist additions to the Soviet

government and party Central Committee.

Vinnichenko was offered the posts of Deputy Premier, Commissar of Foraign Affairs, and

member of the Ukrainian Central tommitt . Although he did not accept this offer, the Com-

munists benefited enormously from the very fact that it was made and that Vinnichenko was in

Kiev denouncing Petlura at the moment when Petlura was about to aid in the Polish invasion of

the Ukraine. The reality of Communist control was, of course, not altered, and the Bolshevik

lbin had no difficulty in absorbing the Borothist lamb, but for all that the Communist regime in

the Ukraine emerged newly legitimatized and strengthened against its adversaries in a way it

had not t.een before. 28

•Implying by this term a rich farmer or peasant, often one who had made money by ex-
ploiting the poor.
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The Bialsh.tiks UVa Makkno One* Agta Adinst Thetr Common Enemies,
Then Diesro His Weekened Forms

Despite thim conoentration of counterinsurgent strength in Lenin's hands, the oge do grace
against Makhuio was postponed for another eight months by other, more pressing concerns.

Denikin wav not driven Into the Black Sea until March 1030, and then the remaindier of his forces

immediately reappeared in the Crimea under the command of Wrangel. Als., from April to

September, the war with PilsudskiIs Poland took precedence over everyttng else. But in Octo-

ber 1920, when the lenders in Moscow turned their efforts from Pilsudski to Wrangel, they

thought of a plan for using LakM, . -or, rather, using him up-somewhat suggvstive of their

earlier Hungarian scheme for Grigoriev. This plan was to resurrect the Red-anarchist alliance

and send Makhno to clear a pathway into the Crimea, so that both anarchists and Whites would

be mutually destroyed,

Despite the suicidal nature of the operation, Makhno responded with alaority, for the Whites

were his preferred enemy. He was unhappy in his war with the Reds; he was at a dead end as

far as his guerrilla activities were concerned; and he welcomed a good fight iu a "good" cause,

i.e., the old-fashioned and familiar class struggle. Makhao was shrewd enough not to trust the

Communists completely, however, and he strove to bind them in advance to such specific guar-

antees as he could get.

In November 1920, when the White defense of the Perekop Isthmus to the Crimea proved too

strong to breach, Makimo sent his cavalry, 1,500 strong, some 20 miles farther to the east,

where they stormed across the ice, thereby opening the way to the peninsula and to the quick

expulsion of the Whites. Twelve days after the completion of this mission, his ittle hbnd was

ambushed by Bolshevik troops and treacherously destroyed, only 250 escaping to rejoin Makhno

on the mainland. With a faithful handful of cohorts and others who rose to his call, Makhno

again took the guerrilla road, relentlessly pursued by the very forces he had twice so signally
served, until, ten months later, in August 1921, desperately wounded and with almost all his

comrades dead behind him, he escaped across the Rumanian frontier, a broken man. 23 The

salami one-two was sharper and more brutal for these military allies than for relatively harm-

less political allies like the Borotbisty.

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

The years from 1917 to 1920 saw, in addition to the Communists, at leasttenmajor:politico-

military forces contending for power in the Ukraine in one of the most confused and chaotic con-

tests in modern times. There were the Russian forces of Tsarism, of Kerensky's provisional

government, and of the Denlkin-Wrangel White army,- There were the foreign interventions by

the Germans, the French, and the Poles. And there were the native forces of the Rada-Petlura
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eamip, of the Dorotbhity V'inalrahenko camp, (f the Otit uriev pnterrilas oakmii, and of the h.akhno

aitart'hlot ovimp, Of thes* groups, thre (the Tearilts, the (ermarn, aid the Irench) were 1e-

feated chiefly by forces other than thu Comlmunists, two (the White army anti the Poles) were

eliminated by tho Communists themnselves, chiefly through military means; two (the provisional

governmont and the florotbilsty) were disposed of by the Communists, chiefly through political

,'anouverei and threo (the Reda, Grigoriev, and Makhno) were broken by the Communists

through a combination of military and political warfare. By the end of 1020, the Communists

enjoyed a complete monopoly of power, the ten rivals wereeliminatedor in ruins. and the Uhraln

tan population itself was thoroughly exhausted by the struggle,

After Suppressing Maklho in she Ukraine, ithe Bolsevilks Fare Comtinding
lisurgemn Threats Elsewhere

And then, to cap the climax, came the Communists' mcst strenuous campaign combined with

the Ukraine's most devastating disaster. It began in the winter of 1920-21 with a new outburst

of insurgency in areas outside the Ukraine. At this time, after stirring fitfully throughout the

entire period of the Ukrainian struggle, a Basmachi movement suddenly engulfed a large portion

of Turkestan when the ancient khanate of Bukhara was overthrown in September 1920.30 Also,

Um peasants of Taabov Province in Russia proper birned to insurrection wheo Wransl's de-

feat in November relieved them of the fear that by opposing the Reds they might be aiding the

Whites. Next, in the pace-setting city of Petrograd the workers began to strike and demon-

strate once again, the previously suppressed SR and Menshevik parties re-emerged into active

struggle, the Workers' OpposiUon and other factions threatened the wilty of the Communist

party Itself, and in March 1921 the revolutionary sailors at Kronstadt engaged in open mutiny.

To meet this crisis, Lenin and his associates at the Tenth Party Congress in March 1921

embarked on an all-out counterinsurgent campaign. They crushed the Kronstadt rebels with

rudtless severity; they undermined the resistance movements in Petrograd, Tambov, and Turk-

estan; and they suppressed the existence of all dissident factions inside the Communist party

and all revolutionary parties outside its ranks. With their New Economic Policy, begun in mid-

1921, they undercut peasant and urban opposition by granting basic capitalist concessions for

incentive farming and freedom of trade .31

Famine Aids Communist Consolidation of Power in the Ukraine

Above all, the Communists were able tu increase their control of the population following

the opportune incidence, if not the diabolical manipulation, of the great famine of 1921-22. De-

liberate unleashing of a famine against a recalcitrant population, such as was apparently re-

sorted to by Stalin in the early 1930's or by Mao Tse-tung in the early 1960's, was presumably

not yet possible in the early 1920's, but the spontaneous response tothe famine was still decisive.
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.omhuw the lmpact of famaine,, botb in the Ukraine rad in thb Turkish portion@ of the &)viet

empire0 was moat devastating preoiaoly in those atreas and lamong those social aLrtata whitch had

been moat motivo In resisting the Communist regoln. In the throo steppe provinces of the

Ukraine' on oithtr tido of the Iowe'r Dnepr, where (irigoriev and Maklno had had their haanes,

the crop in 1021 waN only a fraction of the normal yield. In the first half of 1922, deathu from

fAmino, totAling 00,000 in the entire Ukraine, hit with particular force Against these main

strongholds of insurgenoy. From this final devastation, the Ukraine emerged as A conquered

province, deprived of the oapaoity for active resistance.32

A Summation

So complete was the Communist victory in the Ukraine that it stands as something of a

model for the totalitarian method of takeover and control. This method may be described as the

successful combination of two approaches that are commonly thought to be mutually exclusive-

the insurgent and the counterinsurgent. As the Russian Red army, the Communists acted as a

governmental counterinsurgent force suppressing a revolting province and a rebellious peas-

antry and preventing a new occupation by foroign powers. But as the Ukrainian Soviet regime,

the Communists accomplished insurgent aims more successfully than Petlura, Vinnichenko,

G0igorlev, or Makhno, by preventing roestoratt1in of the landlord3' .

The Communists fought from above, using the armed power of the state, and they fought

from below, using the ideological mobilization of the population; and they did both simultaneously

and with equal virtuosity. For them, military and political warfare were not two compart-

mentalized processes but merely aspects of one and the same process of total warfare. The

salami tactic was equally applicable for setting two foreign powers to fightin'g against each other,

capturing the popular following of a rival political leader, or using up the strength of an unreli-

able guerrilla ally.

To be sure, the Ukrainian section of the Russian Communist Party was frequently rent by

the opposing tendencies of the autonomists and the centralists, and this dualism was to continue

despite the offical ban on party factions imposed in 1921. Indeed this dualism is characteristic

of the Communist movement as a whole, since it reflects the coexistence within one body of two

tendencies, the one insurgent in nabtre and the other counterinsurgent. The insurgent tendency

seeks to approach the local population in order to capture it; the counterinsurgent tendency

gravitates toward Moscow in order to keep both party and population under central control. The

resulting tension is an almost unbeatable combination when properly in balance, but It is a bal-

ance that is always breaking down-producing schisms when tbO autonomists break free from

the centralists, or requiring purges when the centralists crack down on the autonomists.

To combat so ambidextrous a foe would seemr to call for equal versatility on the part of the

defender. It is easy to see that Makhno's one-track Insurgency was incapable of victory against
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Lenin's two-track warfare., Put the, much ,arger Imittalions of' [inikin and Wrangel, which aOted

with equal singlenoms of purpose, were also unable to prevail PerhIaps the lesson is that, as

with a goiox boxer, the West's coonterinaurgent "right" needs the support of a genuine insurgent

"loft," Pilnce the sparring partjitr has the peculiarity of fighting with two fiats Instead of one.
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Chapter Five

FRANCE (1940-1944)

by Charles B. MacDonald

Conquered, divided, and pertly it•eupied in 1940,
the French, with Allied aid, created a resistance
force that German and Vichy French counterin-
surgents held at bay, but did not succeed in de-
stroying, until the landing of Allied troops in June
1944 andthe subsequent liberation of the country.

BACKGROUND

In June 1940, the great nation of France, bastion of democracy and individual liberty, with

an army reputedly the world's strongest, lay prostrate, beaten by German arms in a whirlwind

campaign that had also vanquished Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg, as well as the

elite ground troops of Britain. After a campaign of only a month, the Germans entered Paris,

the city in which Frenchmen had eaten rats before succumbing to the Prussian conquerors of

1870-71 and In which French taxi drivers had rushed Gen. Joseph Gallieni's troops to the

Marne to thwart the Teutonic invaders of 1914.

The Nazi armies had begun their march on May 10, 1940, with a steel-tipped main effort

through the sparsely defended Ardennes region of Luxembourg and Belgium. On the 14th, the

Dutch surrendered. In 11 days the Germans covered 240 miles to reach the English Channel at

Abbhvllle and cut the Allied armies off from the heart of France. Anticipating disaster, the

British on the 27th began to evacuate their expeditionary tork Irom Dunkirk. On the 28th, the

Belgians capitulated. On June 10, Fascist Italy moved against the common frontier in the

Maritime Alps to attack the hard-pressed French from the rear. Declaring Paris an open city,

the French government retreated first to Tours, then to Bordeaux, while the Germans on the

14th paraded past the Arc de Triomphe. On the 17th, the aging World War I hero, Henri

Philippe lNtain, Marshal of France, heading a new pvernment, asked for an armistice. In the

early minutes of June 22nd, the issue was settled, siguattres affixed. I
The deed had been accomplished in only 42 days, Nit the recriminations that followed lasted

far longer. The word at first was that political et..mists were responsible, those of the far

right and the far left who had so split France that the nation was reduced to impotence; this,
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plus a soft, effete, demoralized society. These were indubitably part of the explanation, but

with the perspective of time It would become apparent that France's capitulation was more

properly the result of a tradition-ridden military regime being defeated in the field by an ad-

versary who had learned well the lesions of the stalemate of 1914-18 and developed a new mode

of warfare.1

The Armistice Partition Mainland Fraume

Although termed an armistice, it was more correctly surrender. The proud French fleet

And the Empire were the only points d'appui left. The fleet was neutralized in Toulon. Though

the colonies remained basically intact, their exports to the mother country were to 6c rigged

to feed the conqueror. To assuage French pride, there was a token 94,000-man "Armistice

Army," but more than 1,835,000 French soldiers were in German prison camps. Of metro-

politan France itself, the northern half was occupied by German troops; the rest was ruled by

a sterile mixture of French opportunists, collaborationists, and dreamers, who settled in Vichy

and gave that watering place an association with infamy.

The Jemarcation line hetween tOe northern occupied zone and Vichy France in •be south

meandered across the waist of the country, except for a western coastal strip appended to the

occupied zone. Though the geographical split was approximately equal, three-fifths of the

46 million French lived in the northern occupied zone, 5 million of them in Paris. The occupied

zone also contained almost all the coal, iron, and heavy industry, and the bulk of the mechanical,

textile, electrical, and chemical manufacturing. Here were the great breadlande of the north

and of the Paris basin and also the nation's main sources of dairy products and meat. Here too

were the centers of commerce and finance, the main routes of communication, the navigable

waterways, and the ports of the Channel and the Atlantic.

In contrast to the north, the area controlled by the Vichy government was less developed,

but it contained the ports of Marseille and Toulon and a few other important cities, like Nice,

Lyon, and Limoges, plus the agricultural lands of Provence and some of the better vineyards.

The south also had the sun of the Mediterranean coast, the medicinal waters uf the Inland spas,

and the spectacular scenery of the mountains-in the east and acutheast, the Jura and the Alps;

in the center, the sprawling Massif Central bordered by the heights of the Auvergne and the

CUvennes; and in the southwest, the Pyrnoese. These sparsely populated mountain regions-

some so wild that the wolf still prowls-would prove critical In shaping the nature of the insur-

goocy that was to come. 3

These were the two main zones, but the Nazis dismembered France further. In the north-

east, they reaffirmed the old German claim to Alsace and most of Lorraine and annexed these

two regions to the Third Reich. In the north, they incorporated two dipartements, Pas de Calais

and Nord, In the occupied territory of Belgium, and installed a military governor
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(Militirbefeblehaber) from Brussels. In the extreme southeast, they gave Italy a small tip of

land embracing little more than the town of Menton, all that the Italian army had conquered in

the fighting. Later, in 1941, the Germans would create a forbidden military zone* from which

most of the population was expelled and where movement of those who remained was rigidly

controlled; about 12 miles deep, it ran the length of the western coast and in the fall of 1942

would be extended along the Mediterranean coast. 4

De Gaulle Summons French To Comninue Fight From Exile
There was yet another France, a France-in-exile. This Frence WRL s, arcuay evident at

first, except for what seemed at the time a futile appeal from a tall, inscrutable gnLral do

division, Charles AndrA Joseph Marie de Gaulle. On the evening of June 18, even before the armistice

was signed, do Gaulle called upon all Frenchmen who aspired to continue the fight to get in

touch with him in England. He closed with a rousing call to Frenchmen everywhere to keep

alive the spark of resistance. Posters later appeared with even more stirring words from

de Gaulle: "La France a perdu une battaillet mais la France n'a Dan perdu la suerre.,,'

Though few Frenchmen heard de Gaulle's first appeal, broadcast over the BBC, it was re-

peated numerous times. What became the Free French movement dated its birth from the

broadcast, and de Gaulle immediately began working to establish a French National Committee

in England. But it would be a long time before the general would be able to speak from strength.

Confused Sentiments in Frmce Aid Conqueror
The trouble lay in the complex emotional conflicts that beLret almost all Frenchmen in the

wake of the debacle. The armistice was a bitter but ineluctable fact, and the legal authority

of the Vichy government could hardly be ohallenged. Headed as it was by a military hero of

France, the government had a strong emotional appeal as well. People asked whether a benev-

olent dictatorship, which Pltain promptly moved to create, might not be preferable to the dissi-

dent, impotent parliamentarianism of the old Third Republic. Besides, what alternative was

there? Had strong assistance been available from some outside power, the initial determination

to help France that swept her colopies might have been exploited; but no belligerent could fArnish

that aid except Britain, already so beleaguered that it dared not risk bringing Vichy into the war.

This concern, plus a natural hesitation lest they back the wrong horse, made the British cautious

in the degree of support they afforded de Gaulle. 6

A violent Anglophobia fed the confusion. In France, rumor had it that British commanders

had begun their evacuation at Dunkirk without consulting the French, and that Britain had

OXh Germans had quickly closed off the north central d zeftsing re-entry to
refugees, regrouping agricultural lands, and bringing in German colonists. In late 1941 they
abruptly reopened the territory.
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declined to make available the remnants of her fighter aircraft for a last ditch effort to save

France. When Britain extended her continental blockade to the English Channel and Atlantic

ports, some said it was to starve France. On July 3, 1940, British naval units tried to anni-

hilate that portion of the French fleet that had found shelter in Nnrth African waters at Mers-el-

Kebir, pining by this act no French plaudits, Resides, the British were said to be succoring

traitors when they received do Gaulle and his followers; by refusing to accept the trrriatite,

had not de Gaulle rejected the authority of the French state and, by fleeing the country, aban-

doned France in her agony?T

Both Vichy and German propagandists made much of this anti-British sentiment, while the

Germans boasted that Britain soon would be brought to heel. Since the French army had been

no match for the Germans, there were few who, while wishing otherwise, did not expect that

Britain too wuuld fall. With defeat a reality, moot Frenchmen stoically accepted Vichy's at-

tempts to reach .an understanding with the Giermans. The fighting had not continued long enough

for ingrained bitterness to develop, and the German troops were at first impressively correct

Ln their behavior.

The Role of the French Vichy Government in the Unoccupied Zone

But what, specifically, did Vichy want? Vichy was a riddle. There were many in the gov-

ernment who adopted an attitude of mea culp , a kind of regeneration through suffering, as

Pe'tain himself put it in a broadcast on June 25. Strength would come through rejection of

secular things and a return to the ideals of God, country, and family. This was an approach

tailor-made for those of the far right, the people who in prewar years as the Action Frangalse

had pressed their Anglophobia, their anti-Semitism, and their anti-democratic doctrines on the

Third Republic. These people were also anti-German, bv. somehow they believed they might

be allowed to sit out the rest of the war on an island of neutrality, abandoned by their con-

querors to pursue undisturbed their examen de conscience. Then there were others, personi-

fied by Pitain's heir apparent, Pierre Laval, who had become Foreign Minister--out-and-out

collaborationists who embraced the German call to join their side promptly in order to gain a

favored position in the New Order of Europe. And finally there were those who worked with

Vichy because, whatever its sins, Vichy was France, or all that was left of it; and those who

participated in the hope that by maintaining at least the myth of self-government, they might

exert some pressure on the conqueror to improve the lot of France. s

Out of touch with much of the French populace and the creature of a conqueror who incon-

veniently refused to abdicate that role, Vichy France never became a meaningful political entity.

It was a government of bureaucrats for bureaucrats, one continuing drama of intrigues and

struggles among self-seeking conspirators surrounding an enigmatic old man, all of it taking

place on R stage sharply constricted by a world war and the dictates of the Germans.
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To the Germans, Vichy was nothing more than u tool. They found It convenient to have a

supine French government in existence, both to bear some oi the administrativ- urden and to

forestall the formation of a government-in-exile that might awing the colonies and the French

fleet to Britain. All the Germans were willing to grant Vichy were the minimal concessions

necessary to ensure these objectives.

German Policies and Economic Levies

To Adolf Hitler, France, including Vichy, existed for one purpose only-to serve the Reich.

While propagandists trumpeted the call for cooperation, ifitler and hiG ministers imposed de-

mands and repressions that meant only subjugation. There was little delay In putting these into

effect. Almost immediately all military stocks were seized. Occupation costs were assessed

at 400 million francs a day, more than doubling the prewar French budget. The figure was sub-

sequently raised to 500 million, then 700 million. Machinery and vehicles were confiscated for

shipment to Germany; supplies for the G- man forces were requisitioned in the countryside and

charged to the French authorities. The e. thange rate was pegged at 20 francs to 1 reichsmark,

a rate which encouraged occupation troops to buy goods on a large scale to send back to Ger-

many. Systematic levies were imposed on raw materials and products: as much as 80 percent

on French production of petroleum and motor fuel, 74 percent on iron ore, 75 percent on copper.

These levies affected occupied and unoccupied zones alike. Civilian movement between the two

zones was sharply curtailed, and all mail was at first forbidden, although postal cards were

later permitted. Shipments of foodstuffs and other commodities from the colonies were con-

fiscated. In July 1940 came the German annexation of Alsace-Lorraine; by the end of the year

120,000 Alsatians and 60,000 Lorrainers were to be deported to the unoccupied zone. 9

German Administration of the Occvpied Zone

To impose their will on the occupied zone, the Germans had both operational and occupation

forces. The operational troops, who retained responsibility only in the ccastal regions, were

under the Commander in Chief in the West (Oberbefehlahaber WEST), a post held off and on

between 1940 and 1944 by Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt. The head of the occupation forces

was the Military Governor, France (Militirbefehlshabr in Frankreich), General Otto von

Stilpnagel. Because of illness, Stiilpnagel was replaced in February 1942 by his cousin, Karl

Heinrich von Stiilpnagel.* The military governor was directly responsible to the Oberkommando

*After reacting with apparent approval to the attempt on Hitler's life on July 20, 1944,

Heinrich von StUlpnagel attempted suicide but failed and was later executed. His successor
was Gen. Karl Kitzinger.
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der Wehrmacht (OKW), the Armed Forces High Command in Berlin, except In the event of in-

vasion or similar emergency, when he would come under the Commander in Chief in the West.10

The military governor was charged with supply of all German forces, including tactics]

units, and control of the civilian administration, the economy, communications, and industry.

lie seldom exercised this control directly, but instead, from headquarters in the Hotel Majestic

in Paris, supervised and passed orders through French officials. The staff included a chief of

staff for military affairs and another for administrative aa, economic matters. For adminis-

tration, the occupied zone was divided, in keeping with French practice, into regions, d!'arte-

ments, and arrondissements. The central headquarters In Paris and each of the regional and

district headquarters, and sometimes those of the arrondissements, had a consignment of Ger-

man police. There was a proliferation of police, but the main ones were the Abwehr, intelli-

gence service of the German army, and the Sicherheitsdienst (SD), security police of the Nazi

party. Though there were in France only a few Geheime Staatspolizei, secret state police, the

French knew all German police by the dreaded nickname of this force, the Gestapo.

INSURGENCY

For all the despair that accompanied the armistice, it was not long before the strong tra-

dition of independence "12 Individualism, which had permeated the French people at least since

the Revolution of 1789, reasserted itself. At first it took subtle forms: referring to the con-

querors as "ces nwssieurs," passing on bitter little jokes, chalking derisive comments on walls

by night, never understanding either the German language or German attempts to speak French,

or, perhaps, if one were a waiter, simply putting one's thumb in a German officer's soup. I1 One

frail lady of 78 daily stationed herself in the Paris subway to trip German soldiers with her

cane. 12 There were some, even from the first, who risked much, making false papers or con-

cealing and passing on British flyers and escaped French prisoners of war. Others cheated

the Germans in various ways: factory workers let sloppy or inadequate work pass through their

hands, trainmen delayed or even managed to lose shipments destined for the Germans, dock

workers concealed rotten vegetables among good ones so the rot would spread. 1s

For many months resistance remained for the most part an uncoordinated, Individual thing.

In the occupied zone, the omnipresent Germans inhibited even the thought of organizing resis-

tance, and in the unoccupied zone, the cult of Pitain and the myth of a French state had much the

same effect. In any event, the institutions and machinery that might have served concerted re-

sistance had been swept away in the debacle. The Communist party, outlawed and driven under-

ground by the Third Republic before the war, retained its underground apparatus; but the Com-

munists for the first )vat of the occupation were party to the uneasy truce nf the CGermnn-

Soviet nonaggression pact and did not move. 14
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Early Attempts T' Organize Rebollion in Vichy France

Nevertheless, as early as July 1940 there were attempts to form resistance organizations.

In the unoccupied zone an army officer, Capt. Henri Frenay, began that month to organize a

resistance group among his fellow officers. In 1941 he merged his organization with another
that had been born among members of the prewar Christian Democratic party. Together they

were known as Combat, and by the end of 1942 there were about 500 members, mostly in the

southeast and around Lyon. Frenay formed small r~seaux, or networks, some for propaganda,

some for intelligence, and some for sabotage and direct action against the Germans. Is

The resistance org'anizations in the unoccupied zone, which did not labor under the stern

repression of the north, tended to develop on a regional rather than local basis and never ex-

perienced the fragmentation that accompanied early organization in the north. Three major

groups emerged fairly early. One was Frenay's Combat. Another was Franc-Tireur,*

founded under another name in late 1940 in Lyon, capital of the resistance in the south. In-
cluding numbers of students, this group formed small action squads called corps franca, trained

to stage demonstrations, to carry out sabotage, and later to engage in terrorism. The third
organization was Libgration, founded by an ex-naval officer and journalist, Emmanuel d'Astier

de la Vigerie, whose aim was to bring together in one group all wings of the prewar labor

unions, including the Communist.16 In addition to these three main groups, several minor or-

ganizations maintained their independence in the south (e. g., France d' Abord, Le Coq Enohaind,

Libirer et Fidgrer), but they usually worked in association with the larger groups. 1?

De Gaulle Makes Contact With Vichy Resistance

Emmanuel d'Astier's Libdration was the first resistance group to endorse General do Gaulle

as the leader of Free France. This came early in January 1942 after a delegation of leaders

,i•ited de Gaulle in London.

Meanwhile, on January 1, de Gaulle sent into France by parachute a former prefect of

Chartres, Jean Moulin, to coordinate the resistance movement. Moulin's was no easy task,

for each organization jealously guarded its aims and methods, and for them to merge under the

aegis of Moulin was basically an endorsement of de Gaulle. But Moulin hold the key to persua-

sion: money and arms. Libfration having already taken the step, Franc-Tireur followed.

After a trip to London in September 1942, Frenay brought Combat into the fold. The following

month the three groups agreed to form a committee of coordination for the southern zone. A

few weeks later, when Gen. Charles Delestraint (alias Vidal) arrived from London, they merged

their action units wider Delestraint as l'Armee Sicr-te (Secret Army) .18

*Not to be confused with Francs-Tfreurs et Partisans, action arm of the Communist re-
sistance movement.
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Northern Inaurgenc Is Inhibited by German Repression

Ruthlesslv suppressed and confronted with Germans at every turn, the resistance groups in

the northern occupied zone developed on a more local basis and were slower to merge. The

first, in July 1940, was formed by a group of intellectuals associated with the Musde do I'Homme, an

anthropological museum in Paris. In December, this group began to publish a clandestine

newspaper, Rjj•qance, that eventually gave its name to the overall insurgent movement. But

in February 1941 the Germans trapped and executed seven of its leaders, and again in July 1941

and finally in November 1942 snuffed out the new leadership. 1t

So strict was the police regime that as late as 1943 •lme small units in Paris were unaware

of the existence of similar groups in the next arrondissement. On the other hand, the very pres-

ence of the Germans, plus the absence of the Pdtain-Vichy phenomenon, oriented the early re-

sistance in the north less toward political aims and more toward direct military action.

Not long a&fter the organization founded by the ill-fated intellectuals in the Muse'e de I'Homme,

students in Paris created a cell of resistance called Dlfense de la France. Theirs was one of

the first resistance journals. The movement remained independent throughout the insurgency.

It never gained real strength or importance because its leaders refused to coordinate with de

Gaulle until nearly the end of 1943; they therefore lacked funds and supplies.20

Near the end of 1940 and early in 1941 resistance uniti began springing up all over the oc-

cupied northern zone, but one after another they succumbed to German repression or, because

of the repression, failed to expand: L'Armde des Volontaires, Bataillons de Mort, Le Coq

Enchaind, Pantagruel, Valmy, and others. Some merged with stronger groups, more often than

not at the urging of both the British and de Gaulle in London, for it was impossible for those

outside France to deal with such a proliferation. By the end of 1942 the resistance In the north

had gradually coalesced into four main groups: Ceux de la Resistance, Ceux de la Liberation,

Libiration-Nord, and L'Organization Civile et Militaire.

Each of these had its own bloodstained history-Ceux (Those) de la RPsistance was at one

point so harried by arrests and executions that its surviving leader ironically referred to him-

self as "Celui (He) de la R"sistance." Each had at first its own particular complexion and

regions of greatest strength--Llbration-Nord, for example, drew on the old labor unions and

was strongest in the north around Llile and in the northeast; while L'Organization Civile et

Militaire, less militant than the others, was made up mostly of former members of government

and technical, professioral, and career army people and was strongest around Paris. Though

each also had its own idea of what was to become of France after the liberation, all were unified

in the common objective of getting the Germanb of France. As recruiting progressed, the

early identifying features gradually blurred and t'sappeared under the impact of diverse new

membership. 21
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Communist Role in the Inurgenev
The German invasion of the Sovit Union on June 22, 1941, suddenly catapulted into the

resistance a powerful, experienced element: the French Communn ist Party. Calling themselves

the Front National, the Communists tried their usual tactic of uniting in one organization all

facets of antifascsm, but always under Communist leadership and domination.

Frankly political as well as paramiUitary, the Front National sought not only liberation but

also national insurrection to bring to power a Communist government. It woe the only resist-

ance organization to operate in both occupied and unoicupied zones, though it was much stronger

in the north, particularly in Paris. Its action arm, Francs-Tireur8 et Partisans, provided a

ready cadre of capable resistance fighters.22

De Gaulle Moves To Consolidate Control Over the Resiutnce

While the organs of insurgency materialized and coalesced in metropolitan France, the man

who had set himself up as the rallying point for all Frenchmen continuing the fight, Charles de

Gaulle, was engaged in a three-sided battle to retain and solidify his self-appointed pocition. On

the one side, de Gaulle had to win over the French colonies and the French armed forces out-

side France, particularly the more than 300,000 troops in North Africa, who professed loyalty

to Vichy. He had to establish his authority over the resistance groups inside France. And he

had to win acceptance by the major Allies-Britain and, after December 1941, the United States-

for their material assistance was essentialto carryingon the fight against the Germans. Through

it all, de Gaulle insisted on complete autonomy for the French and on his own abeolute authority

in French matters, a policy that complicated the struggle but was essential, de Gaulle believed,

if France was to emerge with its sovereignty intact. 23

The British could hardly be blamed for moving slowly with de Gaulle. Relatively low in

military rank, de Gaulle had served only a fortnight in a political role and that as Under Secre-

tary ef War in the French government wlhsc fall led to the armistice. Though the British had

agreed to allow de Gaulle to set up a "center of resistance" in England, they had not given per-

mission for a French nationa, committee or a government of French exiles when de Gaulle fol-

lowed his broadcast uf rune 18, 1940, with another in which he claimed to have set up a provi-

sional French national committee recognized by the British government. The British failed to

protest publicly, but when de Gaulle's early calls to his brothers in arms produced little re-

sponse, they made it clear that they could not recognize a national committee that did not, in

fact, exist. They nevertheless publicly agreed to recognize de Gaulle as "the leader of all Free

Frenchmen, wherever they may be, who rally to him in support of the Allied cause.,"24

The French were slow to rally. Most of the combatants who had fled to Britain elected to

return to France after the armistice: by mid-summer of 1940 de Gaulle had only about 6,000

men. The British attack on the French fleet at Mers-el-Kebir did nothing to spur recruitment.
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Yet when no other leader arose to challenge do Gaulle, the British gave Increasing support to

what came to be known as La France Libre, or the Free French movement. Together they set

out to swing the French overseas territories to their side, but, despite military expeditions to

Dakar and Syria, they had little success except among the minor possessions. The presence of

Free French troops alongside the British nevertheless cemented relations. On September 24,

1941, de Gaulle, with British approval, set up the French National Committee In London.

Nevertheless, by the start of 1942, the Free French fighting forces still numbered only about

15,000 men.

The prestige of the Free French took an upward turn in the summer of 1942 when a French

force in the North African desert cut Its way out of an encirclement at Bir Hacheim. This had

'i notable effect on opinion in metropolitan France and brought a number of adherents to

de Gaulle's cause. Shortly thereafter, to avoid confusion with Vichy, which many knew as "Free

France," and with various movements that had sprung up in the Americas, de Gaulle changed the

name of his movement to La France Coinbattante, or the Fighting French.

Funds, Supplies, and Equipment for de Gaulle

Meanwhile, in addition to Great Britain, other foreign governments began to recognize

de Gaulle's authority, beginning with the Soviet Union in the fall of 1941. These included most

of the European governments-in-exile and many of the world's smaller nations. But the United

States, which had continued relations with Vichy in order to maintasW a listening post inside

France, still declined formal recognition, even after o.ntering the war in December and aban-

doning Vichy. The reasons were complex, but not the least appeared to be a personal antip-

athy on the part of President Franwdin D. Roosevelt toward the autocratic, seemingly intran-

sigent French leader. Nonetheless, shortly before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor had

brought the United States into the war, Roosevelt had extended the provisions of the Lend-Lease

Act to de Gaulle's movement, thus augmenting his available supplies and equipmenL.

Initially, de Gaulle's National Committee was almost totally dependent on the British

treasury for funds. The first accord during the summer of 1940 had specified that funds be

dispensed as approved by the various ministries of the British government, but at de Gaulle's

insistence this was broadened early in 1941 to provide for a separate annual French budget.

Otherwise, French funds came from the overseas territories and from wealthy refugees and

sympathizers.

For all the gains de Gaulle had achieved by the end of 1941, he still lacked support from the

two main centers of Frrnch strength: North Africa and metropolitan France. The key to the

latter was, of course, ) -navrging resistance groups. The task of winning them over would

have been difficult enough simply because of their diversity, but it was complicated by the fact

that beginning soon after Dunkirk, the British had been trying to mobilize the resistance to con-

form with their own ideas.
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British Organixation in France Suffer. Disaster

lEarly in the summer of 1940, the British had established in London within the Special Op-

orattions Executive (SOE) a French section under Col. Maurice Buckmaster. Ills task was to

recruit and train agents, both French and British, to re-enter France, establish radio commu-

nications with London, help orlanizu the resistance, direct sabotage, and distribute weapons,

ammunition, and equipment dropped by parachute. The first agent entered France by parachute

the night of May 12, 19•1. Other agents were parachuted in, some were later sent by boat, and

still others were transported by Lysander aircraft, a light, slow, unarmed plane that could land

and take off from improvised fields .1b

Colonel Buckmaster's agents and radio operators contributed signally to organizing the

resistance, particularly in getting the intelligence collected by the French back to England.

Theirs was a hazardous operation. Since the Germans possessed excellent sound-detection

equipment, attrition among radio operators was particularly high. But the most disastrous blow

came as a result of British attempts to create one overall organization rather than a number of

independent groups. In November 1941 a denunciation served to wipe out almost the entire

network, leaving only thren agents and no radio operators.

De Gaulle's Organization Steps Into Breach

Just as the British organization in France was being wiped out, de Gaulle's London head-

quarters took on a more integrated form, with the creation of a capable intelligence and opera-

tions section, the Bureau Central de Renseignements et d'Action (BCRA) under Col. Andre de

Wavrin. By this time, also, British confidence in the Free Frerch was increasing, while

de Gaulle had shed some of the British financial shackles.

The French now began, through the BCRA, to assume much of the responsibility for pro-

viding money, organizers, and radio operators for the resistance, while th9 British retained the

final word 3n arms and equipment, since they furnished both the materiel and the means of trans-

port. The way was thus clear for General de Gaulle to establish control over the diverse

French resistance group i, a task begun with Moulin's mission and partially accomplished before

the end of 1942, with the merger of the action groups of the organizations in the unoccupied zone

into l'Armee S~crete.28

De Gaulle Sustains a Test of Strength in North Africa

The crucial struggle for the leadership of the French resistance was destined to take place

not inside France, but in North Africa. In the first step of that struggln, de Gaulle's aspirations

received a sharp blow. In November 194k, on the eve of Allied invasion of North Africa, the

Americans, seeking an anti-Vichyite around whom the French in North Africa might rally,

turned their back on do Gaulle. They were well advised in principle, for North Africa was
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s I r lng% i'ro.%'i•v and do inulie commanded little following; but neither did the man the Amer-

Ivans chose, Oen, Henri Giraud, who had few qualifications as leader of the French forces, al-

though his rnmantle esavle from a German prisorn camp had excited public notice.

A series of misunderstandingis with Giraud-who somehow believed that what was projected was

an invasion of Fran•t, and that he was to be commander in chief-resulted in a delay in reaching

an agreement, so that Ciraud arrived in North Africa oiA on November 9, n day after the

landing. [tis name failed to ,.xorcise any particular influence, and the Vichy French continued

to fight. The key to a cease-fire appeared to lie with Adm. Joan Frangois Darlan, Commander

in Chief of the Vichy French forces, who happened to be visiting in Algiers when the invasion

came, After a series of ambiguous cables exchanged with Vinhy, Darlan agreed to a general

cease-fire on November t0; tbt Gen. Auguste Paul Noguis, commander in Casablanca, doubted

the implications contained in the cables and urged, if not continued resistance, then at least

neutrality. The issue finally was settled in the field when Gen. Alphonse Pierre Juin, French

army commander in North Afriva, ordered his troops on November 12 to turn their guns on the

Germans, who had, in the meantime, executed counterlandings in Tunisia.

As the Allied campaign proceeded, Admiral Darlan fell victim to an assassin's bullet. The

Allies then tried to effect a rNzr.ghemen between General Giraud and General de Gaulle by

means of a French Committee of National Liberation (CFLN) with joint presidency. Though

do Geulle had the largest representation on the committee, Giraud retained control of the

300,000 French troops. In the end, General Giraud's lack of political acumen proved his un-

doing. Having allowed a former Vichy Minister of the Interior, Pierre Pucheu, noted for his

represuion of Communists in 0.- unoccupied zone, to come to North Africa to enlist in the

French forces, Giraud had to contend with violent Communist-inspired demonstrations. These

eventually resulted in Pucheu's trial and death sentence in March 1944. Following a test of

strength with do Gaulle on a minor matter in April, Giraud retired. From this point-April

1944-de GeuUe had no rivals as acknowledged leader of French resistance outside France.

Because events in the interior had also moved in de Gaulle's favor, he had no rivals anywhere.

Joan Moulin Achieve. Centralisation of All French Resistance Under de Gaulle

Having achieved *he first steps of coordination in the south late in 1942, Jean Moulin at-

tained true unity among Use three southern groups with the formation early in 1943 of a central

headquarters at Lyon, Mouvemente IT,!,q do Ri slstance (MUR) .* L'Armee Sicrite now re-

ceived its orders from de Gaulle's London headquarters through MUR; in addition, MUR directed

a new force, l'Organlzation do "sistance de l'Arnie. This was composed of former officers

*It subsequently took the grander title, Mouvement de Lilbration Nationale, but there was

nio broadening of authority.
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and soldiers of the Armistice Army who rallied to the resistance after the Germans, in re-

sponse to the Allied landings in North Africa, had occupied the southern zone and dissolved the

Armistice Army.

German occupation of the southern zone further aided the establishment of a centralized

resistance by removing any sharp distinction between the resistance in the north and that in the

south. Coincident with political organization in the south in March 1943, Moulin-asslsted by a

special delegation from French headquarters in London--achieved military unity in the north

through a committee of direction for the action units of the occupied zone. This brought these

units into l'Armed Sdcrbte. To the committee of direction, each of the four major non-Com-

munist resistance groups in the north sent a delegate. Declining to join, Francs-Tireurs et

Partisans, action arm of the Communist Front National, sent an observer.

Political centralization followed quickly. On May 27, 1943, Moulin conducted the first

meeting in Paris of the Conseil National de la Resistance (CNR), which not only united north

and south but also brought in the Communists and representatives of labor and of the prewar

political parties. Its directorate had six members: Moulin himself as de Gaulle's national

representative and a delegate each from the Front National, Mouvemente Unts de Rdsistance

(the southern federation), the Confederation Gdnorale du Travail (representing all former labor

unions), a so-called Alliance Dimocratique (a coalition of former political parties, into which

the strongly Socialist resistance group, Libiration-Nord, was integrated), and a coalition of the

three other northern resistance groups (Ceux de la Risistance, Ceux de la Libiration, and

l'Organization Civile et Militaire). 27

Jean Moulin's Death Is Followed by Rising Communist Influence

This achieved, Jean Moulin-the man who in 1940 had out his own throat upon arrest by the

Germans lest he talk under torture, had then recovered and escaped to England, and had then

returned behind the lines-had established himself in France as leader of organized resistance

under de Gaulle. He had not much longer to refine the organization. On June 10, 1943, his

colleague, the commander of l'Armee Sicrete, General Delestraint, was arrested and shot. A

fortnight later, as Moulin met with the southern staff of l'Armie Sicrlte and local resistance

leaders in a town near Lyon, the Gestapo smashed in the doors. When Moylin and the others

failed to talk under torture, they were shipped off to German concentration camps. Moulin was

dead on arrival.28

Crisis followed. Without the strong central direction of Moulin and Delebtraint, many re-

gional resistance leaders began to revert to their earlier independence. This proved reme-

diable, for the money, arms, and equipment available only through de Gaulle's BCRA were

powerful levers. Not so readily eradicable was the influence achieved in the interim by the

Communists.
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In view of the blow dealt the resistance by Moulin's arrest, de Gaulle directed that the posts

of .attonal delegate and chairman of the CNR be separated. For chairman, the Communists

throw their weight behind Georges Bidault, who was from Frenay's organization, Combat.

Though the Communists had but one delegate on the six-member directorate of the CNR, they

had ready sympathizers in the delegates from the Confidaration GWntraledu Travail and from

Mouvements Unis do Usistance. Bidault won. Neither a Communist nor a Communist sym-

pathizer, Bidault nevertheless was a man fairly easily swayed; his election, while not putting

the CNR under direct Communist control, meant that the Communists would seldom be openly

or. 3sed. 1s

De Gaulle Insitiuts Political wad Military Reorga=safion To Foreutall Communists

Following the arrest in February 1944 of E. Bolaert, Moulin's successor as nationai

delegate, do Gaulle moved to circumvent the Communist influence in the national council. Ap-

pointing a new national delegate, Alexandre Parodi, de Gaulle also named five others as mem-

bers of a De~lgation Gindrale de Charles de Gaulle and provided an order of succession in event

of arrests. The D6lgation Gingrale, do Gaulle decreed, was the direct representative of the

provisional government of France and thus was predominant in all matters affecting France and

the resistance. The CNR's role was only advisory. so

Much the same denouement occurred on the military side of the resistance organization.

Though de Gaulle appointed a successor to General Delestraint (General de Jussieu-Pontcarral;

then, following his arrest, Gen. Alfred Mallaret-Joinville), the CNR in March 1944 set up a

military committee, the Comiti d'Action Militaire (COMAC), which presumed to have final say

in military matters. Like the CNR itself, COMAC was not Communist dominated but was Com-

munist oriented; 3f its three delegates-one each from north, south, and Francs-Tireurs et

Partisans-one was a Communist and another a sympathizer. De Gaulle countered by strength-

ening his military delegation, sending to France two zonal military delegates and twelve regional

delegates. Then, in April 1944, he superimposed on l'Armee Sicrete a new headquarters, Forces

Frangaises de l'Intgrieur (FFI), to which all military action groups were subordinate. The

commander in chief, located in London, was Gen. Joseph Pierre Koenig. 31

Thus General de Gaulle countered the Communists at the highest levels, but there still re-

mained the danger that they might move at the time of liberation to seize control of local gov-

ernments. This de Gaulle safeguarded against by compiling through the D4legation G0n6rale a

list of commissioners, prefects, and sub-prefects for every region and departement. These

men were to take office upon liberation in the name of the provisional government, while the

regional military delegates assured orderly transfer of the resistance soldiers into the regular

French army. The admiralty, meanwhile, prepared cadres to take over liberated ports; the
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Ministry of Justice organized three delegations to reconstitute the cotrts; and a Mission Mill-

taire do Liaison Administrative prepared to play the part of administrative Jack-of-all-trades,

dealing with such diverse tasks as repairing radio stations, supervising newspapers, protecting

national monuments, and maintaining coal mines and public utilities. n

GuerriUa Recruitment Rise. in Responue to Germas Reprisals

and Deportation of Labor

While all this Jockeying for position took place, the resistance itself was growing from in-

di• idual, unorgauized acts into a large-scale, concerted insurgency. Addition of the Commu-

nists to the rolls in June 1941 had marked the first turning point. The second came on August

21, 1941, in a Paris subway station. A young Communist, burning for cv-cng fcr a oojar"a

executed two days before, fired two telling revolver shotp into a German naval officer candi-

date. 33 As the Germans quickly countered by executing hostages, the resistance underwent an

agonizing moment of reappraisal. But with every roll of German rifle fire, the ranks of the

resistance grew. From this point on, the story of the resistance was written in blood.

The next turning point developed from an accord signed on July 1, 1942, by Vichy's Foreign

Minister Pierre Laval and the Reich Plenipotentdary-Gener&- for Labor Fritz Sauckel in an at-

tempt to satisfy Hitler's insatiable demand for foreign workers. By terms of this agreement,

calted the rleve, the French were to send 150,000 skilled workers to Germany in exchange for

the repatriation of 50,000 French prisoners of war. Though the program was launched with

great fanfare, few workers came forward, particularly after the first reports had filtered back

of living and working conditions inside Germany. By October, four months after the firstappeal,

only 17,000 volunteers had left France. As it became Increasingly obvious that the Germans

would soon turn to forced labor and deportation, young men began drifting to remote farms,

while others went off in groups into the forest and mountains. By the end of 1942 a strange word

began to be heard in whispered conversations--!. U4

It was a Corsican word, meaning a piece of wild land; it had come to be applied to brigands

who hid In the Corsican bush. The French now adopted it as overall title for their new form of

resistance. The individuals within the m were called .

In February 1943, the expected compulsory labor decree, Service du Travail Obliptoire,

was announced. At first it affected only men between the age# of 20 and 23, but later it was

broadened to include almost all the able-bodied population. The reaction everywhere was swift

and vigorous. Young men fled to the backlands, there to organize or be organized by previously

constituted resistance forces into bands varying in size from a few men to several hundred.

L'Armee Screte helped hide, feed, finance, equip, and train them.$&
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Allied Aid to the Frencu

Authorities in London, particularly the British, were reluctant at first to arm the magul

for fear both of premature uprisings and of aiding revolutionary olemente. The British also

questioned how effective these isolated, relatively untrained little bands might be. But in the

end they could not deny the poignant appeals for help. The first parachuting of arms to the

maqui occurred in March 1943 in the Haute-Savoie. The amount of arms and equipment re-

mained relatively smal.l (there were 302 successful drops during 1943), but the restrictions

were imposed less from will than from the number of aircraft that could be spared from other

missions. Yet it deference to their own continuing fears, the British provided no machineguns,

mortars, or othc r heavy weapons, buit mainly light arms such as submachineguns. From lack

of heavy weapons and sometimes from lack of any arms at all, many small maqui were easily

wiped .ut by tl-.c Germuzs. Only after the D-4ny landingp on June 6, 1944, after the a__qui_ In

Brittany demonstrated their prowess, and after more aircraft became available, were large

parachute deliveries made and heavier weapons provided. 36

The mechanics of the delivery operation were relatively simple. Local leaders would trans-

mit their needs and requests through coded messages sent by their radio operators, then anx-

iously keep vigil each night by their radio receivers for the BBC broadcast that would alert them

to the hour and place of delivery. Almost since do Gaulle's broadcast of June 18, 1940, the BBC

bad served as a vital communications link, both as a means of coordinating activities and as a

contact for supplies.

In terms of dollar value, Allied aid to France during all of World War 13, including services

and supplies in the post-D-day period, totaled $ 3,452 million. Britain supplied a $150-million

treasury advance and $435 million in services and supplies; Canada, $25 million; and the United

States, $2,842 million (lend-lease) .37

The U. S. Office of Strategic Services (068) entered the program of aiding the resistance

early in 1943, but not until January 1944, when O6S merged its resources in London with the

British SOE in Specd' I Forces Headquarters, did the Americans begin to participate in arms

delivery. Though this produced a sharp upturn, American commanders, like their British col-

leagues, gave priority to the long-range bombing campaign against Germany and thus could re-

lease few aircraft for supplying the maquis.

Sendng Men Into Frau.ce To Work With thei

In a related program to provide French-speaking organizers and radio operators for the

maqus, the Allies came closer to meeting the demand. To supplement Frenchmen trained by

de Gaulle's BCRA, the Americans began and the British continued to train both Frenchmen and

French-speaking citizens of their own countries. Despite their late start, the Americans para-

chuted a total of 375 American rud French officers into France, while the British over the years
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sent 3M3 agents under their own auspices and 868 on behalf of the BCRA. But by the end of 1943,

the supply of these teams was running out, while the clemands of the ever-multiplying maq!u!!

continued to increase.

An an expedient, the Allies formed special three-man "Jedburgh" teams, named for the

place in Scotland where they were trained, composed of Frenchmen and American and British

officers and noncommissioned officers. Few of the Americans and British were able to speak

French. Unlike earlier organizers, these wen wore uniformb, at once an attempt-in deference

to their inability to speak French-to give them full combatant status under the rules of war, to

recognize the control the maquis had established over certain localities, and to show the French

that invasion was not far in the future. The Americans also provided 374 uniformed officers and

men in 11 teams called Special Operations Groups, composed of up to 34 officers and men armed

and trained to fight with the maqts .38

Intrnal Financing of the Maqs
The task of financing the ma!gus fell largely to the French themselves. The maqguisards

had to be paid at least a subsistence wage, and the resistance leaders pledged themselves to

provide for their dependents and survivors. To augment the money brought in from London,

funds were transferred by special arrangement with the treasury in Algiers and other money

was obtained on promissory notes both from public banks in France and from savings accounts

in the Posts, Telephone, et Telegraph (PTT).

In many instances, when the paqdsrda lacked funds, they requisitioned food from farmers

and issued promissory notes, almost all of which were honored by the French government after

the liberation. As might be expected, there were occasions wheL outlaw elements took advan-

tage of the resistance to prey on their countrymen, but most requisitions were legitimate. 3,

Growth of the Nm is Brings A4xis Attack

By mid-1943, the • in the south, where the forests and mountains afforded ready ref-

uge, were a source of concern to the Germans; in the southeast, they worried the Italians, who

had moved into eight southeastern dmpartements upon German occupation of the southern zone.

There were 3,000 maquisards in the Jura, 350 in the Ain, 1,200 in Haute-Savoie, 1,000 in Savoie.

By the fall of the same year there were 22,000 organized Macts4ards in the south and 8,000

individuals, while in the north, where the terrain was less suitable for hiding, the movement had

spread to 21 departements.

So troublesome were the acts of sabotage, the thefts of arms and equipment, and the am-

bushes of convoys and lone vehicles that by July 1943 the occupying forces had begun concerted

attacks against the maqui. The Italians in the Haute-Savoie moved first, almost wiping out the

maqui f-Lere %mporarUy, but in the process teaching lessons of security that had a long-range
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impact on ute movement. From thiN time almost every qutLl[ had Itoia itAl)Jj•ml06 agents in tite

P'TT, among the Frenh 1volico, ar•i among the population, t14 warn against the coming of the

enemy. Nevertheless, an those In London had fearer, some of the Mpngju"i became too brnoen

and their groupings too) large to be Ignorod, tso that in Fohruary and March 11144 the tOerrU~nn

launched major attacks against the ml-.Ulm on the plateau of (0i4res in the Massif Contral and

in the Ain, 40

Ma Op•era•ins Prior to D.Dev

For all the problems of equipment and supply, the advent of thw i_ e'bunnd the facet

of the French insurgency from underground resistance to guerrilla warfare, The underground

activities continued-providing hiding places and escape routes for airmen, Jews, and others

wanted by the Germans; ffirnitshing military intelligence for Allied planners; circumventing

requisitions of food and slowing down factory produution, sustaining moral. anid recruiting new

resistance workers through the clandestine prose-hut more and more the resistance groups

concentrated on sabotage, ambuashes, and hit-and-run attacks on (•rerman depots and convoys. In

1942 there were 1,429 acts of sabotage important enough to be recorded by the Gera•'ns; by the

winter of 1943-44, the monthly average had increased sixfold.

In an effort to avoid French civilian casualties that ware a by-product of Allied air attacks

on the railroads, the resistance st out to prove that more damage courld be accomplished by

sabotage. In the first three months of 1944, the insurgents sabotaged almost thre times more

locomotives than were damaged by air attacks. Between June 1943 and May 1944, the resistance

damaged 1,822 and destroyed 200 locomotives, damaged 1,500 and destroyed 2,000 passen-pr

cars, and damaged 8,000 freight cars.

For Vichy officials and for informers mn double agents-all considered to be Fronch

traitors-the resistance reserved a special fury. Vichy officials were sometimes murdered In

their offices. In full daylight near the Arc do Triomphe a re sitanos fighter cut down Julius

Rlitter, the notorious Fritz Sauckel's first assistant. Sometimes the insurgent- openly attacked

German prisons to rescue captured comrades. At Amiens, in the north, the resistance and the

Royal Air Force collaborated in aii ingenious raid to rescue prominent French leaders from

prison. In the south, the maquis exorcised virtual control of some dipartements; it was the

threat of this control to routes of communication that prompted the German attacks in the Mas-

sif Central in February-March 1944.41

The Freuch Plan To Rfib on D-Day

Yet the overall aim of the resistance was to get ready for the Allied invasion and to assist

in the liberation nf France. As D-day neared, the FFI staff in London drew up detailed plans

for four major sabotage programs designed to dielay the movement of German reserves against
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tite Ai19d lu,~lingp Phmn VEIRT, iKininst the railrotads mlan rota'tui:, apiunat tiLt rs ds, IPlan

11LE1 U, asnaint "eitrionl imower; mnd Plan VIOET', against underlrorun'i t'tlem. T'lheme plans

wvro to ie met In motion ngirnning on the eve of 1)-dn,a by IV coded msouago over the BBC, e.g,.

"iheods must grow, leOves rumue I" or "The tomatoes must b@ picked," Faoh mosomp wan ap-
plihnble to ui miwoifri plan and a specific region. Thus, to avoid exposing resistanoe forces far

from the site of the Invasion to Urnman reprisals, some arsom were to be alerted to aotion only

after Allied armies had spread out from the beachhead and liberation neared.l

Meanwhile, General do Gsulle, whose main headquarters had been transferred to Algiers,

was having last-minute problems with his aDis 'T'he Americans, in particular, were still

doubUtd about the military utility of the resistance movement and squally dubious about the ca-

pacity of the Fighting French to provide a provisional government for France. Ad they pre-

pared to administer ths territories thwy liberated, they even printed their own currenoy, Gen-

eral do Gaulle, still with no formal mandats from the French people to govern, rematned un-

recognized ls provisional head of state. On June 3, 1044, do Gaulle ch•ngd the hame of his

French Committee of National Liberation to the Provisional Government of the French Repuhlio,

but neither Great Britain tior the United States formally acooepted the change. Not until the eve

of D-day were any arrxgmients made by the Pupreme Allied Commander, Gen. Dwight 1).

Eisenhower, to recognize General Koenig as chief of the FV1, and only then did Eisenhwwer matie

do Gaulle and Koenig privy to the Invasion plans Full recognition of the French leaders had to

await the Invasion itself and the revelation to the Allied leaders that in France the name do Gaulle

had become synonymous with liberation.43

As the lang-awsited moment of Allied invasion approaohed, an army of insurgents stood at

its posts in France, but nobody knew how effective it might be, nor oven how many men made up

its ranks. Some say there were 100,000 aotive resistance fighters at the start of 1944 and that

the figure increased rapidly month by month as arms became available. Some say there were

200,000 at the hour of the Invasion. Nobody kept a roster. 44 And who can say that those bearing

arms were the only active members of the resistance army'? With some notable exceptions, all

Frenchmen by June of 1944 were attuned to liberation and to helping in some small way to

a'nheve it.

COUNTERINSURGENCY

An early as the fall of 1943, Field Marshal von Rundatedt, the Commander in Chief In the

West, had reported that he knew resistance groups were preparing to act In concert with the in-

vasion, but he was powerless to eliminate the threat they posed to his lines of communications, 45

This report was valid toetament to the fact that German efforts to destroy the French insur-

gency by repression lai failed, Given the way the Nazis had oome to power in Germany and the
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tse they witniod to mako of Franme, perhaps repression was inevitablo, *ven Utough there were

Inoteo itmong the c',upyinig froreso who maw the foll,ý of It, 4 In tiny event, it waa abundantly oloar

hb ,hin# 1•144 that the OormAns had failed to pacify the otuntry,

0riginnily, the Gormnns had sought to pin Frvnh cooperation through persuamion rather

thAn force, In the early days, there were minor efforts to appease Vichy and even mn attempt to

found A politiun| party maeI up of collaborationists, the Raessemhlemnnt National Populaire.

And faoin the (.erman Embassy in Paris, a propaganda section groundoutone appeal after another,

urging the 'rntnrriage" of France anid Germany In the New Order of Europe. The German a&n-

bhasador, Otto Abett, who had married i French woman. was held up as an example. Abett,

himself tried to court the French tn such ways as moving the body of Napoleon's son fromVienna

for reinte-ment with tremendous pageantry in the Hatel dee Invalides, 41 But few except op-

xortunista and extremists of the far rtght were impressed. The nature of the German New Order

was all too soon revealed by the early restrictions on movement, press, and radio, and by the

curfews and the economic levies. The Oermans had in their victorious armies a strong arau-

ment for cooperation, but after 1942, when these artaies ceased to conquer, France was no

longer impressed,

German Organisation in Franco

Ruled from Paris by General von StBipnagel, the Military Governor, occupied France was

divided into three subordinate comnuiude-Southweet France, with headquarters at Angers;

Northeast France, with heiadquarters at Dijon; and Northwest France, with headquarters at St.

Germain-en-Laye, Later, after the southern zone was occupied, a fourth command was es-

tablished-Southern France, with headquarters at Lyon. Each of these sectors had several re-

gional (Oberfeldkommandaturen) and district (Feldkommandaturen) headquarters, though in the

south, to keep Alive the myth of Vichy, these were caVed liaison staffs (Hauptverbindunpetlibe

and Verbindungsdt~be) and were manned by civil service rather than military personnel. Re-

lations with Vichy were maintained through both diplomatic channels (German Minister Krug

von Niddu) and military channels (it. Gen. Alexander Neubronn von Eisenburg), the latter

serving primarily as a listening post for St;IipnAgel and for the high command of the armed forces.

The b"sic responsibility for security was held by StIpnapl. Since tactical forces were

authorized to deal with police matters only in the narrow coastal strips in the west and south, he

depended on the police troops of the HWherer SS und Polizeiftihrer (SS Police Chief) in Paris,

wider SS GruppenfUhrer Karl Albrecht Oberg.

Oberg's orgpnization was hydra-headed. Although the main dependence was upon some

2,000 agents of the SD (Sicherheitadienst, the Nazi party's security service), a Befehlishaber

der Orpo (Ordnunwspolizei, the unifoklued regular police) and a Befehlshaber der Sipo (Sicher-

heitspollzei, Nazi party security poll~e) were also under Obergle command. Under the Sipo
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vanic dotauchmonts of Kriminalpolizci (Wriminal police) and the Gestapo (secret state police).

Eavh of these organizations had its own detachments lWth in Paris and at the four sectional head-

quarters,

There were also detachments of Verstaerkter (irenzanfsichtadiontt (VGAD, or border

police) operating along the Swiss, Italian, and Spanish frontiers, and o. the Abwohr, the intelli-

gence service of the German Army General Staff. Though both of these were at first fairly In..

dependent cf General Oborg, they became subordinate in 1943 to the llelchasicherheitshauptamt

(IISHA, or overall German police system) via the Sipo. A cloak-and-dagger group, the Abwehr

hnd posts in Paris, Marweille, Lyon, and seven other large French cities, and it was second

only to the SD in importance among German police.

In each of the four sectional headquarters, Oberg had some German army or Waffen-SS

troops, usually two or three La~desschUtzen (securty) battalions, one or two "local defense",

regiments, and small military police detachments. (As an example, the 200th Landesschiitzen

Regiment, the 19th 88 Police Regiment, and several Oet battalions made up of anti-Bolshevik

Russians were at Lyon.) Some of these troops were stationed at the regional headquarters, and

small detachments of two dozen men went to each district headquarters. For important police

operations, these troops could be pooled within the region or, with Oberg'i approval, on a

broader basis. Through General St•ipnagel, Oberg could call upon tactical commanders to fur-

nish additional troops if needed. Including the army, Waffen-SS, and Ost troops, there may

have been as many as 160,000 German police troops in France.

Organisational Confusion and Rivalry Hurt Getman Security

This layering or over-organization of police forces v.as compounded by the presence in

France of a plethora of other headquarters: Luftwaffe, navy, rear echelon army, and various

German government organizations such as Sauckel's labor office, a propaganda office respon-

sible directly to Reich Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop, and the Organization Todt-a

paramilitary group responsible for building fortifications along the coasts. There were almost

a million Germans in France, including 52,000 soldiers in Paris alone, and an additional 50,000

German civilians.

Though the French might bewail the fact that they had to support this mass, they reaped the

benefit of the conflicting and overlapping authority. One headquarters bid against another for the

best accommodations, the choice supplies. The Ambassador, Otto Abetz, and the Comuaander

in Chief in the West, von Rundstedt, were convinced that the forced labor decree would do exactly

what it did, break the back of French patience; but their protests went unheeded in the face of

Sauckel 's determination. Frenchman fearful of the Gestapo might not have realized it, but

Hitler's dictatorship had produced within the Germau administration a welter of confusion and a

struggle for power and position far outstripping France's unfortunate Third Republic. Paris,

in the words of one ranking German officer, was "a confusion of Babel. "48
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Hota~ps and Nass Reprisals
Almost from the start the Germans took hostages, not hostages in the classic sense of

leaders and people of influenco, but people olnlinat whom they wished to wreak particular ven-

geance, usually Communists and Jews. And for the first killing of a German, 30 Frenchmen

paid with thehi lives. A few weeks later, on September 16, 1941, Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel,

chief of the OKW, decreed that all acts of resistance must be assumed to be of Communist origin

and that for each German soldier killed, 50 to 100 Communists must die. The decree was not

clear as to how it should be determined that a person was a Communist. Three months later

Hitler issued what became known as the Nacht und Nebel decree, whereby all acts of resistance

were to be punished either by death or by deportation to Germany, with no information provided

the victim's relatives as to his fat". Both these decrees were cloaked in ,arious guises of

court loAity, but even this was abolished after the Allied invasion. Executions, Hitler finally

ordered, were to be carried out on the spot. 4S

Mass reprisals became commonplace. In November 1943, 400 men of Grenoble were de-

ported for having sung 'Ila Marseillaise"; a month later, 100 more for no apparent reason. At

Nantua, in December 1943, after insurgents drove a male and female collaborator naked thruugh

the streets, the Germans deported 150 men. In March 1944, in retribution for the killing of a

member of the SD in Limoges, 26 Frenchmen were executed; the next day, in response to a sim-

ilar act in a nearby village, 23. At the town of Ascq, in the Nord, 86 were executed on April 1,

1944, as punishment for a railroad accident that the Germans contended was sabotage. During

the night of May 11, following an act of sabotage near the town of Figeac, almost the entire male

population of 800 was arrested and subsequently deported. But the most notorious reprisals

were reserved for the period following the Allied invasion.

General Security Measures and the Creation of the Mili_.

During the first th'ee years of the occupation, the Germans hunted down the insurgents pri-

marily through harsh police methods: frequent and unannounced checks on papers, frequent and

una.,mounced searches of homes, close checks on ration cards, stringent restrictions on travel,

infiltration of resistance groups, torture of prisoners and threats against their families to make

them talk, use of double agents and paid informers, and imprisonment of all who were suspect

for any reason. They maintained close liaison with the French police, but were increasingly

frustrated except in the southern zone.

In the south, Vichy created several special police brigades specifically to keep track of

Communists and Jews. Out of the L~gion des Combattants, Vichy's attempt to provide a Pm-

blance of a political party backing the government, the regime's Secretary for Maintenance of

Order, Joseph Demand, recruited extremists and recidivists to create, in January 1943, a police

force called the milice. Demand's miliciens taught even the Germans a thing or two about
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brutality. Numbering betwoen 25,000 and 30,000, the i ili.e later spread to the occupied zone

and %yore particularly active in Paris.0

German Inatelligence Penetrates French Organisatlion, But Resistance Growa

German counterinsurgency was undoubtedly aided by the general F'onch disdain for aecu-

rity. To some degree, this insurgent weakness was responsible for many German successes

against resistanice leaders. particularly in the early days. the raids in mid-1943 in whlc'h Gen-

eral Delestraint and Jean Moulin were captured had obviously been planned for a long time, but

the Germans waiteu until the French themselves had revealed further details of their organiza-

tion before striking. At Bordeaux, where the regional reaistance chief, a Colonel Grandclrment,

defected in the early days, the Germans kept him at his post until nearly the eve of the invasio"

when the resistance had grown and they had complete dotails on it, including the location of

large caches of arms.

Yet the Germans found that for every resistance leader taken, for every radio operator

captured, for every insurgent who defected, others took his place. This was almost ensured by

the harsh economic levies, the execution oi hostages, the forced labor decree, and the political

uaportations-these, plus a systematic persecutiun of Jews that began promptly and resulted in

perhapc 140,000 deportations out of a Jewish population of J20,000. $1 The German strategy

against the resistance was based on the theory that terrorism wotuld prompt the French popula-

tion to prevent acts of sabotage. But the nopulation as a whole did not possess this power, even

had it so chosen, and the reprisals and the wide publicity given the terror served merely to

feed the resistance with recruits.

German Defense of Their Installations and Lines e,,f Communication

Unable to prevent ambushes, raids, and sabotage by annihilating the insurgents, the Ger-

mans employed various tactics for protection. Guards at depots and other installations were

doubled and changed at irregular intervals. Guard posts were established along n=Jor rail

lines, and some lines were patrolled. To protect military convoys, armored vehicles were

placed at head and tail. Sometimes motorcycles equipped with machineguns preceded the column

to check for roadblocks and ambushes, and in troublesome regions machinegunners sprayea the

roadsides as the column progressed. Civilians were often carried in prominent spots on the

vehicles, a tactic later used during the fighting in Paris to safeguard tanks. To protect against

"tire bursters" or other devices laid on the roads to damage tires, the Germans sometimes

fixed brooms to the front bumpers of their vehicles. To circumvent mines on the railroads,

they pushed flatcars, sometimes with civilians aboard, in front of locomotive.. All trains
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had heavily nirmt• guardia. Unablh to trust French railway workers, the Germans brought in

35,Ot)00 of their own trainmen to help keep the railroads running.52

Large.Srae A ttocks Against Ihe Maq._•i

Otviously conducting a losing 'a"npaign, the Germans early in 1944 changed their strategy

to kneludti coordinated attacks by large units, ihcluding artillery and sometimes armor and air-

craft, to wilp out nests (if resistance. The first of these large-scale efforts resulted in the fight

on the Plateau of Gliiros inl February-March 1944 where more than 12,000 German police and

troops prvticthally exterminited a band of some 500 magquisarda. At almost the same time the

equivalent (of three German divisions were sweeping the Ain. The first genuine pitched battle

iegan on June 2, in the Massif Central where, over the course of 19 days and throughout the

period of the D.day landings, 20,000 Germans and 11,000 French were engaged.

To pinpoint hostile groupings. the Germans carefully plotted the pattern of sabotage and

parachute deliveries, then moved swiftly to seal off the affected region with roadblocks. Some-

times an area warn small enough to be swept systematically. In one case the Germans sur-

rounded a largp forest and iet fire to it section by section, eventually driving the 'nsurgents into

the open. The fighting in these engagements was fierce. The Ost battalions, the SS units that

had served on the Rtussian front, and the milice were particularly brutal, and the French knew

that capture was tantamount to death.

Germ, n (C:wnterinfdelipien and "Playbark" Operations

Bly these efforts the Germans seized sizable stocks of insurgent arms and supplies. In

some instances, after capturing radio operators, they continued to man the radio posts, often

carrying out the deception long enough to arrange several deliveries of arms on fields staked

out by German police. In one week, from February 22 through March 1, 1944, they seized

during delivery 61 radios and 1,205 containers of arms, and captured 11 British officers.

The Gerrmans asserted that they captured "the FFI code" early in 1944.53 How much use

they could make of it is problematical, for the messages to each local group were ina code in-

telligible only to that particular group. In the first days of June, German agents who had pene-

trated resistance groups did pick up some of the prearranged signals from the BBC alerting the

resistance to stand by for later messages directing execution of D-day sabotage plans, but these

reports were given no real credence at higher German headquarters. 5 4

For all the German efforts and successes, the resistance continued to multiply, so that by

mid- 194.1 the Germana in France faced not only impending Allied invasion but a concerted insur-

gency in their midst. It had ceased to be a question of a "terrorist movement," noted the com-

mander of Army Group G, who was responsible for the Mediterranean coast; it was more nearly

one of the presence of an "organized army" behind the German lines.6 5
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OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

On the night of June 4, 1944, anyone Pcoustomed to listening to the coded messages from the

BBC could have discerned that something out of the ordinary was taking place. There were

many more messagas than usual, and instead of being directed at dispersed listeners, they

seemed unusually intc[,a•ed and consistent. To one in the know, they applied not to various lo-

calities but to the whole of France.

Contrary to plans drawn up by the French themselves, Allied headquarters had decided to

implement the four major sabotage plans--railroads, roads, electricity, anad cables--all over

France, for to alert only one region was to pinpoint for the Germans the site of the invasion

and to forgo maximum effect against the enemy's facilities. Apprised at the last minute of the

change in plans, neither General de Gaulle nor General Koenig protested. All through the next

day and the night of the 5th, members of the resistance stirred, performing dutifully the tasks

assigned them, and all too often so openly that the Germans quickly discerned who was respon-

sible. In the Vosges, for example, 34 maquisards at Corcieux set off to attack htudreds of

Germans in a nearby garrison. The maquisards were wiped out, the village was subjected to a

reign of terror, and some of the leading citizens were shot. 56

There were similar tragedies over the entire country. To many in the resistance, the

messages and a broadcast by de Gaulle himself on D-day, June 6, called for open insurrection.

When they responded, the Germans cut them down. On June 10, the FF1 commander, General

Koenig, issued clarifying orders, but for many this was too late. In the Vercors, for example,

where insurgents in the south had, in effect, proclaimed an independent republic in the name of

France, the counterorders arrived in the midst of a pitched battle. Who but the Germans could

break it off?

Maquis Contributions to Success of Normandy Invasion

Few statistics exist to measure the effectiveness of the four major D-day sabotage plans.

To the bulk of the German army, the operations may have appeared as mere pinpricks, but they

were sufficient to impel the Germans to deploy considerable forces to protect their lines of

communications. In the month of June, the resistance made 486 rail cuts. On D-day, 52 loco-

motives were blown up in one operation at Amberieu. The next day 26 trunk lines were unus-

able, including lines in the invasion area between Avranches and St. LS, between St. L6 and

Cherbourg, and between St. L6 and Caen. This was achieved despite the fact that in Normandy,

as in most other coastal regions, the Germans had fairly well quarantined the coastal strip to a

depth of 30 to 40 relies. French sabotage, when added to Allied bombing, measurably curtailed

the supplies, particularly artillery ammunition, available to the Germans for the Normandy

fighting. By June 20 no rail line was functioning in the valley of the Rh6ne .57
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Though the resistance could do little to thwart the movemenw of German local reserves,

movement of strategic reserves was markedly delayed. The French contend that they delayed

up to 12 divisions for from 8 to 15 days. The most dramatic incident, conceivably a direct con-

tribution to Allied success in the early days of the invasion, was delay of the 2d SS "Das Reich"

Panzer Divislon caused by rall sabotage and by direct action against major columns. Or-

dered to move from Toulouse to counterattack In Normandy, first elements of the armored divi-

sion did not traverse the 400 miles until 12 days after receiving the movement order. Harried

by the resistance and strafed by the RAF, which was kept informed by the resistance, some

4,000 of the division were killed and 400 captured en route. In frustrated fury against the in-

surgents, men of this division summarily shot all male occupants of the village of Oradour-sur-

Glane (Haute-Vienne) and herded the women and children into the village church, there to burn

them alive. There were a thousand victims. .8

De Gaulle Consolidates Political Victory

Meanwhile, Gen. Charles de Gwtlle had been making his first moves to achieve full recog-

nition of his status as head of the provisional government of France. Coming ashore in Nor-

mandy on June 14. he received enthusiastic welcomes in Bayeux and several smaller towns.

With an ease that was to be repeated time after time in other sectors, he successfully implanted

his hand-picked commissioner, prefects, and subprefects in the Bayeux region.

Thre days later, on June 17, General .7isenhower officially acknowledged General Koenig

as commander of French Forces of the Interior and subsequently accorded him the same status

as any Allied commander serving wider the Supreme Allied Command. Though Allied govern.-

ments would retain reservations about de Gaulle until the time of the liberation of Paris, after

Bayeux there was little question but that de Gaulle had triumphed. 54

French Achievements in Brittany and Increased Supplies From the Allies

It remained for the insurgent forces in Brittany to provide the first incontrovertible evi-

dence of the values of the resistance to the Allied armies. When the landings took place, there

were 19,500 men in the resistance in the fivc dipartements of Brittany, of whom no more than

half were armed. Two months later, when operations to clear the peninsula began, there were

31,500 in the resistaice, of whom about 20,000 were armed. Among the groups was a battalion

of French paratroopers trained under the British Special Air Service (SAS). After dropping

into Brittany on the eve of D-day and executing sabotage missions to delay German troop move-

ments to Normandy, the paratroopers came under command of the local FFI chief, Col. Albert

M. Eon.go
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Despite a costly pitched battle ugainst the Germans on June 18 iut Saint-Marcel, which re-

suited from premature assembly of resistance units, the FFI in Brittany were ready to give

battle when the American Third Army turned into the peninsula early in August. Detachments

as strong as 6,000 men seized possession of strategic high ground in the interior. One force

twQ and held an airfield at Vannes; others guarded bridges and defiles. Everywhere men of the

FFI)ept the Americans informed on the whereabouts of the Germans and assumed the tasks of

mopping up bypassed pockets and guarding prisoners. So impressive was the resistance in

Brittany that General Eisenhower later specifically cited its activities. SI

A growing appreciation of the value of the resistance, plus increasing availability of air-

craft, prompted the Allies to step up their supply deliveries after D-day. In Juno they carried

out 1,263 successful sorties, doubling the number flown in April. On June 25, 108 U.S. Flying

Fortresses launched the first mass air drop in daylight, followed by another on Bastille Day

(July 14) with 320 successful sorties, including 85 in the Vercors. Another drop, on August 1,

was of comparable strength, followed on September 9 by a last mass drop in the Doubs by 72

planes. From June through September 1944 over 75,000 containers, 25.000 packages, and 1,100

men (not counting the parachute battalion in Brittany) were parachuted into France.62

German Lines in Southern France Are Threatened by Maqsi.

Meanwhile the Germans in the south were becoming increasingly concerned about their

routes of communication and withdrawal. They were particularly perturbed by threats posed by

the = in the Massif Central and in the Vercors to routes up the Rh8ne valley and by the

q in the Vercors to the Route Napoleon through Grenoble. They also were concerned with

threats by mauis in the Pyrenees and the Massif Central to the communications link-Bordeaux-

Toulouse-Carcassonne-joining the two German armies in the south and southwest. To deal more

effectively with these threats, the commander of Army Group G obtained approval to extend the

"combat zone" to all the coastal dqpartements and to most of the next tier inland, a total of 26.63

Throughout June and July, German forces totaling the equivalent of two or three divisions

patrolled and fought to keep open the Bordeaux-Toulouse-Carcassonne route. These included a

reserve infantry division, contittgents of a reserve corps, and two Kampfgruppen of the 11th

Panzer Division. In early July a force of approximately division strength attacked resistance

strongholds in the Cevennes, declaring that they had killed 335 mui . In mid.-July tacti-

cal forces rescued police and milice whom the magui had surrounded in the Ain and Jura and

reopered supply lines north of Lyon. The Germans claimed 500 insurgents killed and 12,000

to 15,000 dispersed. In the meantime, two other forces of unspecified strength but large enough

to be commanded by general officers were employed in the Massif Centrpl near Limoges and

Clermont- Ferrand.
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The Battle in the Verrors

In third week of July 1944, following preliminary skirmishes in June, the Germans launched

one of their largest set-piece attacks, this against the mE in the Vercors. Here the magui

had assembled a small army of 3,500. plus 30 British and U.S. soldiers, Following an Allied

air drop on July 14, German tactical aircraft launched a series of destructive raids. On July 21

came a concentric ground attack supported by artillery and some tank@ and the landing of a glider

task force of 400 men in the center of the French positions. For two days and nights the nagui-

sard. , with the help of the American Special Operations Group, kept the glider troops surrounded,

but Luftwaffe strikes on the third day cleared the way for relief. By nightfall of July 23, the

"qui had been forced to relinquish most of their key positions. That evening the l'rench com-

mender, Col. Joseph Zeller. ordered the Maquisarda to fight their way out in groups of 30 to

40 men. Many, including the Americans, made tt, but some continued to fight within the Vercors

until August 9.

The Germans admitted losses in the Vercors of 65 killed, 18 missing, and 133 wounded, out

of a total force of possibly 20,000, including the 157th Mountain Division and contingents of the

9th Panzer Div'%ton. The maguis lost 1,031 killed and 288 captured. The Germans partially

destroyed five villages and burned four others to the ground, including La Mure, where they

killed all inhabitants of the twelve homes. Well over a hundred civilianswere murdered in the

Vercors, and the Germans climaxed their infamy by massacring the wounded in the emergency

hospital left behind by the magui_. 64

Maquis Arhievements in Southern France

But what terror had not accomplished in the early days of the resistance, increased terror

could not now achieve. All through the south of France the maqui continued to organize, train,

and arm against the coming of the second Allied invasion. Allied officials estimated that by the

time of their landings in the south on August 15 (Operation ANVIL), more than 70,000 insurgents

in the south were armed. Everywhere they rose, fighting with and in advance of the Allied

troops. Side by side they fought with regular French troops to liberate Marseille arid Toulon,

in the process saving some dock and port facilities from destruction. 6

As the Germans began to withdraw from the south on August 19, the resistance forces har-

assed the noving columns and captured many small garrisons and isolated units. For weeks

no railroad from the south had been open, and the Germans time after time had to fight to en-

sure passage on the roads. Some columns avoided the main roads altogether in their quest for

an escape route.

To the resistance fell the task and the honor of liberating one large corner of France en-

tirclý unaided. This was the vast quadrilateral bounded by the Mediterranean, the Spanish

frontier, the Atlantic, the Loire, and the Rh~ne. It encompassed five regions--Montpellier,

14n
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Toulouse, Limoges, Clermont-Ferrand, and Bordeaux. The FFI freed it all except for the for-

tified banks of the Girondo estuary, where the Germans held otit until the end of the war to deiy

the Allies use of the port of Bordeaux. One rierman column of 18,000 men under Generalmajor

Botho II. Elster, harassed at every turn by the resistance, finally cheated its French purauers

by making contact with an American reconnaissance unit south of the Loire and surrendering

to a U.S. division. The resistance leaders were understandably piqued, for by all rights credit

for the mass surrender belonged to the FF1."

The major struggle in the southwest was not that between French and Germans but the con-

test between Communists and non-Communists in the resistance for control of loca, goveroi-

monte. The resistance forces in four of the five regions had strong contingents of Communists,

and in three of these Communists or crypto-Communists had achieved positions of authority

among the insurgents. But by dexterity, alacrity, maneuver, and subterfuge, the non-Commu-

nists succeeded everywhere except in a few small towns and villages in gaining control and

maintaining it until Gaullist-appointed officials could take ever.

French Ac'compliahments in the North and the Dilemma Over Paris

In the meantime, in the north of France, the resistance had been performing a signal serv-

ice in protecting the southern flank of the American columns that were rapidly pursuing the

Germans toward the east. Almost every America;. unit received help in one wa) or another

from these seemingly unorganized, undisciplined men who appeared out of nowhere with FFI

bands on their left arms. But the crowning achievement of the resistance, and the ultimate test

of atuthority between Gaullists and Communists, was reserved for the city that to Frenchmen

everywhere represents France itself-Paris.

Under Allied plans, Paris was to be bypassed, both to avoid destructive fighting in the city

and to postpone the necessity of diverting military supplies to feed the population.87 The FFI

commander, General Koenig, warned the inhabitants against uprisings; but in the early days of

August, as thousands of Germans began to evacuate the city, Farisians grew restless. A strike

by railroad workers that began on the 15th and spread to the police and other government em-

ployees promoted the atmosphere of crisis. By the 18th, members of the FF1 were moving

about some sections of the city quite openly. Resistance posters appeared, calling for a gen-

eral strike, for mobilization, and for insurrection. When German reaction to these manifesta-

tions appeared to be feeble, small local FFI groups began on August 19, without central direc-

tion, to seize police stations, town halls, newspaper buildings, and the seat of the municipal

government, the Hotel de Ville.

The French challenge, while serious, was hardly formidable, for few of the Parisian FFI

were armed, and thousands of German combat troops with tanks and artillery still held the city.
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The German commander, Generalleutnant Dietrich von Choltitz, was ordered into Paris on

August 7 to maintain the peace, defend the city to the last man, and assure its ultimate destruc-

tion. Choltitz was personally reluctant to turn the city into a battlefield; but with less princi-

pled superiors watching his moves, he could be provoked only so far.

With the help of the Swedish Consul-General, Mr. Raoul Nordling, resistance leaders ar-

ranged with Choltitz an armistice that went into effect the night of August 19, at first for only a

few hours, then later extended for an indefinite period. But many Communists, hoping to take

control of the insurrection and then the government, refused to honor the cease-fire.

De Galle Moves To Enter Paris

Apprised of these developments, Generals de Gaulle and Koenig asked General Eisenhower

on August 21 to move immediately against Paris; but not until the next day, after de Gaulle had

threatened to invoke his po-,es as head of state to order the 2d French Armored Division into

the city, did Eisenhower consent. Iesponding to this threat, to appeals from French envoys

who described the situation in Paris as chaotic, and to indications that the U.S. government had

no objection to de Gaulle's entry into Paris, he agreed late on August 22 to send the French

division.

In Paris, meanwhile, the resistance and hordes of unarmed civilians had already responded

to the cry, "Aux barricades!" They tok over entire sections of the city, but in many places-

at the gcole Militaire, in the Rue de Rivoli near Choltitz' headquarters, and elsewhere-the

Germans showed no signs either of leaving or of giving up. At some points they counterattacked

with tanks against the barricades and buildings held by the resistance.

The news from inside the city provided additional impetus to the French armored columns,

but to little avail. Opposition from German units in the southern suburbs was too strong, and

overiubilant welcomes from civilians meant added delays. The day of August 23 passed, then

much of the 24th, and French armor was still held up in the outskirts.

The French Take Paris--Militarilv and' Politically

As the American command committed the .Ith U.S. Infantry Division to help, the French

commander, Gen. Jacques Philippe Leclerc, decided to send a small reconnaissance party

through back streets to try to reach the Ho1'il dc Ville. The little column arrived shortly' be-

fore midnight. The next day, as German dcfenses melted away, both French and American

troops advanced swiftly through the city to the accompaniment of civilian delirium. Only at iso-

lated points was there real resistance, and tinks made quick work of these. Choltitz himself

surrendered in the Hotel Majestic. By nightfall of August 23, the battle of Paris-no minor en-

gngement, for the FFI lost somewhere between 90 and 1,000 killed, another 1.500 wounded, and

civilian Ic 4ses in both categories were perhaps double these-was over.r
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In the internecine struggle for control of the government that immediately ensued, the

Gaullists once again proved more astute and better disciplined than their Communist opponents.

De Gaulle himself arrived unannounced during the afternoon of August 25 amid a riotous recep-

tion from the populace. DIqpite protests from the American tactical commander that the city

was still unsafe, de Gaulle the next day reviewed a parade by part of Leclerc's armored division

up the Champs Elys~es. Scattered sniping and the discovery of 2,600 Germans with artillery

pieces in the Bois de Boulogne failed to detract from the glory of the occasion.

With the liberation of Paris, all France was at least symbolically free. There would be

fighting in Alsace and Lorraine for many long months; in January a German counteroffensive

would threaten the revered city of Strasbourg; and resistance forces would help to contain Ger-

man pockets in some of the Atlantic ports until the day of victory, May 8, 1945. But the climax

had now been passed.

The Costs and Effects of the French Role During the Occupation

France could be Justifiably proud of the role of the resistance in the liberation of the

country. Its cost had been paid in citizens' lives. From the beginning of the occupation, the

Germans arrested over 600,000 Frenchmen, of whom 250,000 were deported to Germany. Only

35,000 of these returned. Ii. addition, the Germans executed 30,000 Frenchmen in France, and

another 24,000 were killed in resistance fighting. 69

There had been excesses-some used tha cloak of the resistance to settle personal feuds,

some to punish without fair or legal judgment, some to achieve personal gain, others to claim a

patriotic record that they did not in fact possess-but the accounts on the credit side far ex-

ceeded the debits. When de Gaulle moved promptly after the liberation of Paris to disarm the

resistance, there were on the whole few incidents, and at least 137,000 joined the regular army

for the continuing campaign against Germany.

Despite internal conflicts, emotional misconceptions, German repression, and underebtima-

tion and even mistrust on the part of Allied leaders, the French, with Allied aid, had played a

noble role in regaining their freedom. In the process, an originally obscure gdndral de division,

Charles de Gaulle, had created the basis for a future French government that would eventually

assure for France a new place in the councils of tht world.
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Chapter Six

GREECE (1942-1944)

by D. M. Condi

The German occupiers of Greece, aided by their
Italian and Bulgarian satelittes andaGreek pup-
pet government, successtuly employed military
operations and terrorization techniques to con-
tain, if not destroy, the Allied-supported Greek
resistance groups that sprang up during World
War 11.

BACKGROUND

The guerrilla warfare that occurred in Greece during World War 11 was Internaly dominated

by the issue of communism and took on many of the dimensions of the cold war that later devel-
oped between the nations of the West and those under communism. At the time, however, with

the Soviet Union allied with the Western Powers in the most devastating war of this century, only

a few took note. Ironically, although the Axis Powers were ideologically and militarily com-
mitted to the destruction of communism, their counterinsurgent tactics were such that, in the end,

they fostered the growth of the Greek Communist forces.

The setting for these events was a small country strategically located on the northeastern
fringe of the Mediterranean. Bounded by Albania, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Turkey to the north,

Greece dominated the Ionian Sea on the west and the Aegean on the east and looked out upon the

Mediterranean to the south. From Roman times, control of Greece had been essential to those

who would command the ei.rtern Mediterranean area; in modern times, a cornerstone of British

policy had been to ensure that the country did not fall into unfriendly hands. In World War H,

German plans were to challenge this policy.

Its strategic location and its natural beauty notwithstanding, the land itself was economically

unproductive. Of Greece 's 50,000 square miles-an area about the size of New York State-more

than half is mountainous, a quarter suitable for forest or pasturage, and only a fifth arable. Al-

though grains were a major agricultural product, prewar Greece was forced to import about 40

percent of her needs. Because her other crops, such as tobacco, olives, currants, and other

fruits, were those for which demand was elastic, the country was vulnerable to shifts in the world

market.
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More Lndustrialised than other Balkan countries, prewar Groeso novertheluas find to impxirt

approximately a third of her manufactured goods. Income from the Greek merohant marine

traditionally provided the means to pay for imports. By either Western hiropean or North

%merican standards, the Greek standard of living was low.

T/. Tranmporeuion Network
Because the road and rail network in Greece was rudimentary, it was of extreme Importance

from a military point of view. There were only 1,700 miles of railroad, and only one north-south

rail line connecting Greece with Europe. This single-traoek, standard-gauge line came through

Yugoslavia to Salonika, then followed the eastern coast of Greece down to Athena and its port of

Piraeus. Supplies destined for the Peloponnesus, that part of Greece lying south of the Gulf of

Corinth, had to be reloaded at this point onto cars suitable for the meter-gauge track "•f that

area. From Piraeus, supplies could also be shipped to the Greek island of Crete a, .t b

North Africa.

Many Greek roads were fit only for carts or foot traffic, more trails than roads in the mod-

ern sonsa; only a few were paved and suitable for vehicular traffic. One major road roughly

paralleled the rail line from Salonika to Athens ir' estern Greece. In western Greece, one

north-south road connected the cities of Ioannina, Art&, and Agrinion, then turned east to Athens.

Across northern Greece, only one major road, leading from loannina 1v Trikkala to Larisa, con-

nected with the Salonika-Athens highway. The transportation system-so limited in e('*"t and

traversing such difficult terrain-was to offer an extremely vulnerable target for gut244% wir-

fare.

Social and Political Condition. on the Eve of War

The Greek people-numbering about 7,300,000 at the outbreak of World War I1, or fewer than

the present population of New York City-had both high birth and high death rates. In 1928, when

the last prewar census was taken, over 40 percent of the people could neither read nor write, and

the educational system beyond the elementary grades was open to few. Population exchonges

with Turkey in the 1920's had made the Greek population quite homogeneous: 96 percetit %voke

Greek and 97 percent were of the Eastern Orthodox faith. Ethnic minorities-the Jews, Turks,

Chains, Vlachs, and Slavophone Greeks-coristituted less than 5 percent of the population.

Outside the cities and major villages, Greek life on the mainland was frequently circum-

scribed by the mountain environment and its concomitants of poverty, insularity, and suspicion of

strangers. Strongly religious, the village Greeks projected an emotional faith into their daily

lives. And underly'ng all of these qualities in the mountain areas, where the guerrilla war was

to play such an important role, was an element of primitivism-a stoic acceptance of the sad

accidents of fate, as well as an acceptance of the need to become at tirnes the instrument of fate,
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evvn thrvugh the usm, of violonvte, Uveo hod a tradition of both IndIvidual awl national l41niM1-

&an,, glorifih'd In the flight against Ttilkith opprasilon in the l0th century and lingering on In the

custom of vohwlettA or privati, vengeance that lorsinttil In mnany mountain aid Islsand ommunitloo,

Though few mles. separated them, Greeks In th, mountains lIved under very differont Vir-

cunistanchs from those in the cities, particularly Athens, tht, capital and the cntlr nf the

country's intellectual and political life, In Athena, the gamte, %ia politics, ,harnoterisod by its

players' quick perception, sophistlcation, and Individuality of reaction, PIothicl parties were

formed, changed, reorianlaud, and reconstituted in t constant flux,

In thu "year between the two World Warm, Greece had undergone i period of great instabillty

which had boon overcome only with 1osr of democratic liberty. In 1935 the Greek monarchy,

which hod boon suspended for a number of years, was restored when King George 11 returned to

the throne; a year later he acceded to a dictatorship under Gen, loanal Metaxse, To achieve

economic gains and political stability, hletaraa repressed political parties. During those years

before World War I1, the Communist Party of Greece (Kommunistikon Komma Ellrdos-.KKI),

whose secretary general Nikos Zachariadeo was imprisoned, went underground Into clandestine

activity, an experience that was later to serve it well, The parties of the center, on the other

hand, generally declined during the !4etaxas period.

Muussolini's ha.iJn Invmion Is Turned Back

Political events in Greece soon became subordinate to military developments. In the spring

of 1939, the ltian dictator Benito Mussolini, Axis partner of the Germans, invaded Albania and

was soon bogged down in a major campaign In that mountainous and forbidding country. He

therefore decided that he would extend the war into Greece unless Metaxas allowed Italian troops

to use that country as necessary. Although he was believed to be pro-German, Metaxan,* backed

by the King, rejected the Italian ultimatum of October 28, 1940, with its three-hour deadline, antd

called the Greeks to armq.

The Greeks responded in a burst of heroism, and by the end of the year the Italian Eleventh

Army had been driven out of Greece and 30 miles back into Albania. By February 1941, the

Italians were fighting a desperate battle, but the Greek attack had run out of supplies and steam.

As it became apparent that the Germans would come to the rescue of the Italians, the British,

who had already sent a small force into Greece, pulled more troops out of their North African

campaign in order to buttress Balkan resistance and fulfill their treaty obligation to defend the

territorial integrity of Greece.

* General Metaxas died in January 1941 at the heightof Greek success and his own popularity.
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Ger me" /v"M, Ioogo* "11 Cnquor GrVIV

Tt the florman di vitor Adoll Hitler, the 111,11 situation in the Balkans pwt'ented an Intoler-

able throat to his plans for a future major pastorn offensive Caoinst hil obatoneble ally, the U i, V.a It,

The Itlkana, including the nonacquiouoent tountries of Yug•slavia, Albaniau, and Uroece,

constituted the southern flank of this fortheomning theater of wart and Hitler felt that unless he'

seoured It the suooess of his Rususin campailpg Yould be, jeopardised, The Balkans also con-

statutod ak supply route, a staling area, and air bases for the North African theater, where OGr-

man foroes were already engaged in a duel with BritUsh armies for iontrol of the Middle Kast,

On April 6, 1911, German armies attacked through the Balkans with 2? divisions, Eleven

dava later, Yugoslavia capitulatedi and on the 43rd, Greek forces surrendered. The main Drit-

ish fore and some Greek troops, as well as the Greek monarch and government, were able,

however, to withdraw to trutei and the battle continued there until the end of May, thus upsetting

the German timetahle, By then the British navy had effected an evacuation, and the Greek King

and government had been safely withdrawn to Africa. But all of Greece, Inaluding Crete and the

myriad other Greek Islands, was In Axis hands,

Grecrt Is Oermpled by Thn d axs Nreales
German plans for the occupation of Greece were predicated upon their desire to disengage as

soon as possible, to send their troops into the invasion of Russia, scheduled to occur on June 21,

1941. The Germana expected no trouble in Greece; and that country, being neither Jewish nor

Slavic, was not marked for "special" treatment. Hitler himself paid public homage to the Greek

cultural tradition, The Greek army war paroled and sent home, in a move intended both to ob-

viate the need to shelter, clothe, and feed a large number of prisoners of war and to establish

rapport with the Greeks by indioating respect for their show of valor.

The Germans maintained direct control in only four areas, two areas in northeastern Greece

(that around Saloniko, and the mainland area and certain Aegean islands borderingneutral Turkey);

a small area in central Greece, including the port of Piraeus; and most of the Island of Crete.

The Italians, only lately roundly defeated by the Greeks, were allowed to occupy the largest share

of mainland Greece, including Athens and the Peloponnerus, as well as eastern Crete and various

other islands. And the Bulgarians, traditionally feared and hated by the Greeks, were assigned

two islands and an adjacent mainland area in northern Greece.

To administer most of the mainland area, a Greek puppet government was set up-subservi-

ent to the Axis, and particularly to the Germans. Under the succeeding prime ministerships of

the general Georgios Tsolakoglou. the gynecologist Constantinos Logothetopoulos, and the poli-

tician loannis Rallis, this government was simultaneously weak, inadequate, and generally inef-

fective. Many civil servants refused to serve under it, and many who did serve apparently en-

gaged in slowdowns.
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Ompodim NMdr4of Crowe Crew Hf albjp

Thtu first year of the occupation Indlcatted what lift, under the Axix would he like,, In C(r'tt,,

the Germann took reprisalis for the active part that the people had played In the earlier Ittlth fIor

the Island, Italy planned to annex the Ionian Island., Bulgaria annOxed( and begnim U) ,olnni•,

her mainland sont of occupation, most of which wad farming land; during the first year, i00),(000

(lrooka were driven out of wittern Thrace and those who remained fNced extreme voonomit*

duress,

Conditions were appalling, particularly In urban areas. The fooI supply, inmufflient to teed

even the Greeks, wai used for Axis troops and civilians, In the winter of 1941-42, the people ini

and around Athena suffered severely from cold and hunger. 'The fuel supply gave out, the I)renal

ration warn out to about a quarter of normal intake, and on some days even this amount was not

avaianhle, alnlf a million people were reduced to derending entirely on soup kitchens. Il'em-

ployment was considerable; and within two years inflation drove prices up u) a thousand times

the prewar level, while wages rose but a hundredfold. On the black market, the only place many

basic supplies could be obtained, prices were beyond the reach of most Greeks. Ench morning

during that winter the puppet government sent out carts to collect the bodies of those4 who had

died in the streets during the night, The young, the old, and the homeless were the first to die.

A German source estimated that Infant mortality rose from t6 to 50 percent,

Quite unintentionally, the Axis created conditions that were to aid in the growth of ti, iatstir-

gency against Itself: Greek manpower had been returned to Greece, occupation policies had en-

gendered instability and discontent, and Greek pride had been irreparably offended hy the pres-

encoe of Bulgarians and Italians as occupiers.

INSURGENCY

Active insurgency did not start immediately upon the victory of German arms in Greece.

The first months following the Greek defeat may be termed a period of psychological adjustment

to the misfortunes of war, the appearance of a trinational foreign occupation, and the slowly

dawning awareness of the exact meaning of these fateful adversities, Of course, some evidence

of anti-Axis sentiment appeared almost Immediately after the occupation began: foreign flags

were pulled down, British soldiers were helped, foreign broadcasts were listened to, and rumors

and stories floated around. But such incidents as occurred were on the whole trivial.

The Beginnings of Orlganised R .i..e: EKKA

In the summer of 1941, iaowever, there began to be formed a number of resistance organiza-.

tions, mainly in Athens and in other large cities. Of these, three became militarily and politi-

cally significant during the war as active guerrilla organizations operating in mainland Greece-

EKKA, EDES, and EAM/ELAS.
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The first to ho organized wasn EKKA (IFthniki kui Kolnonilki Apoloftheroals, National and

flocial Liberation), formed In July 1941 and representing the political conter. Militarily, it was

opponed to the occupation; politically, it was against either it monarchical or a Communist gov-

ermient In postwar Greece, Its beat known leader was Col. Dimitrios Puaros, who in March

1943. leda A uorilia hand Into the mountains, Unfortunately for Psaros, he came into conflict

with Communist guerrillas who twice fought and Itearly destroyed his band in 1948 And finally, in

April 1944, crushed his third attempt to create a guerrilla force, at which time Psaros himself

was captured and killed. Although EKKA left a political heritage in Athens, it played no further

military role.

EDES Cupu erilas Undor Napd son Zervee

The second. -up, EDES (Ellinikoe Dimokrattkoe Ethnikos Byndesmos, Greek T'*mocratio*

National League), was also organized in Athens in the late summer of 1941 to oppose the occupa.'

tion authorities. EDES originally stood for restoration of a measure of republicanism, in post-

war Greece through such means ats a democratic constitution and a plebiscite Oki the question of

the monarchy. By mid-1942, the group was able to field a urn) 11 guerrilla foroe of about 150

men under Col. Napoleon Zervas, an officer who had been oustedi fron. the Greek regular army

for political activities in the 1930's and had not been allowed to fight in 1940-41.

Zervas, whose reputation in Athens was that of a sport and a gambler, cre-tted a new career

for himself in the mountains of Greece. Rotund, warm and jolly in appearance and manner, and

respected by most of him men and officers, he was particularly admired by the Allied officers

who worked with him. Zervas eventually buillt up a highly centralized organization over which he

maintained personal control; at the same time, he also seemed to have a good grasp of the guer-

rilla tactics his forces had to employ if they were to survive.

Orgarnimatin of the Communist Reuistance Movemenset

By far the most powerful resistance group in wartime Greece was the Communist-dominated

EAM/ELAS. EAM (Ethnikon Apeleftherotikon Metopon, National Liberation Front) was the polit-

ical front; ELAS (Ethnikos Laikoa Apeleftherottlcis Stratos, National People's Liberation Army)

was formed somewhat later. Although EAM was nominally composed of five parties, the controlling

group was the Communist Party of Greece (KKE). Two of the other member parties were con-

sidered to be KKE mateilites; only the remaining two, the Socialist Party of Greece .!nd the Pop-

ular Democratic Unioa, were truly independent. EAM's obje ctives -resistance to the occupiers

and a postwar government based on the people's will as expressed in1 free electionli-were ex-

pressed 'n the most generic and attractive terms. I Although the aims thus stated were almost

*Sometimnes transformed to "Republican" to avoid any connotation of Communist connection.
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univsfilly nItv|' l-phe i II wtit ilm io.•I'i', their ietionh iIullU~to oI ther unatntatd obj,'otivowu re'-

inltanoo 11 1hu ioveupiiir %oull hI, allowinI only through l'AM and Ito tsffiliatua, tsni froo vxiros-

01hOf 11114 11144104 WIII~' wIl du lntivilally lead to making potwiu' Or.eviv at (immhunlat nttatv.
KAM had a veuntral cotmnmittee whoov mvminhra rerpreovntd nueupational groups, urban

entrl•, vinh rural vo"mnuniwilivs, so wrlt #It the fiv imrth,-, Although the KKK, like the other

parity,, h•ld oily On•. %'at on thl, Otntral vommittev, it dominaiid both the committov and KAM

through its 'ontrol of woirker' ortnitations, urban neighborhood groups, anti rural community

origaliattn. A %holp s-riva of orprolitltion, beot known by their initials, wer@ vontrolled hy

VAM, In vilap, u, VtA wac ool -ip t• to Ito rllf worki .TA, for tax ,,ulleotioni KPON, for ergs-

noing youthtt anti A lovtl KAM vommittotp, for ovoriahng aitnd InterpretinX KAM %tahvii, REAM,

the W\Vrkora' NaI.I,,,, ,I Libeuration F'ront, wtas the principal RAM-oontrolled urban orgaizatlon,

A tvitrnri.t ond dtlli'pilnary orpitaittion, OPLA, carried out aerot KAM nasigmontv, KAM Is

tltimatgd to haWve Involved fiore 500,00O to ICO,000 (•voke in ono or anothier of Its orpnliations

duringl the witr, KAM Atooif claimed that In late 194', at the height of its strongth, its enrollment

In all w,'ibolAriea reached 1 ,400,000, 1

forty Opf.ei.si (ado, "M
In 1441 and 1042l KAM's effort* were directed primarily at i'rfeuUing Ito organiastlonal

structure, Through list labor org•ntastion, it supported, with somc• Iuccess, a iiumbvr of smali-

scale strik oe* d anltemotrttdon

Although KMA % wa not to .r1faiav its guorrilla army of SLAB until tht end of 1942, by that

autumn It did ountrl a number of ommil guerrilla banda under the dlrection of Aria Voloukhlotie

i1warn Ath1nasios Klrana snd generally kno•n as Aria), who was himielf 4 Communiat under SAM

di.ctplitno., Iark-bultrded, short, dour, and silent, Aria was known to be a practicing homosexual

and podereat, both cruel id hravv, a sievee diott'tpltnanran. On of tho most remarkable m1n of

the Urvak riiutAvt, I tv %us lJiter dvuserlbed by a Brittih officer Oho know him wrll as "an in-

teiloint. able man with no heart, without hiunisn pity, an e4€olent psychologist, a fanatical leader

of flmn, m "I

fevrde~sadem of Rrdadah F'ervol Into (-ra'r

Thule It the, htill of 104, ther, were manky Greek resistanc-e organiattlunu, ivý of the three

that vtArrhil a manmjor dIwltiiet thrust, only FDV': iand AM had any• guerrilla forces in the field,

and tht#av lorvv,, wveju Juat ItttoIIK started. Thoa ituitiomm was to beg rendered immenasev mrt,o

VAImplex h the oev-nte of th4t fAll, whith intrvidued a !tritimh Military Misaion (UMM) onto the

Urvek oveti)

lot seltt'',.r i 0i4J. Alllied (rr•e1n and fortunes -t'rv still tkt a to%\ ebb, while O)rman vitol-

rtva \,,t,rv at their hoight, 0I thv Furolie.on uountrtia, only Great Pritain ant Plu4vsia wore
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actively E.ighging Axis nrmin'd, tie laitter in i lift-hand-donOh sltrugglh otin her nmii noll. In Africa,

the tk'rmun Iorcus tit Ova, Erwin l Ionlnti had rlapture( T'obruk and advanced to the Fl

Ainntivn line, within 71) miles of Alehxndrin, Dlritl.h forv,, had yet to make n brolkout attempt

from Hl Alamein, and it wnm Importnnt to this eoffort to out tomnnmrl'wi main supplv line, which

rai north through ('rete annd Greece to Yuoslanvia antd thu.' to oentrnl ,lirope.

Sinue Allied airpower was insufficient to interdict this line, the t,,'Pih turned to a dunlpirate

vx, diont, They decided to send In a Mte.do nan party of twelve men who would nook the aid

of the o1rook guerrillas under Aervas, about whom they know, and hit the supply lint, at one of its

weakest points-any one of throe main bridges carrying the only north-mouth railroad through

Greece, 'rho party wan dropped Into Greece in lute September; it made contnat with the guer-

rillns undr both Zorvao and Aria, and, with their Joint rooperastnn, successfully sabotaged the

Gorgopotamoia bridge In Novemher 1942, putting the rail line out of order for six weeks,

Allies DMe&e To Support the Greek Guerrillas on a Permanent Hash
In a rapid change of plans, the Speolal Operations Executive (SO), the British agency re-

sponsible for the Gorpopotamos party, decided not to exfiltrato It as planned but to leave it In

Grace@ to "volunteer" to work with the Greek guerrillas. The twelve members of the original

,party then became liaison officers with the guerrillas. 4 These twelve were soon augmented and

Oreece was divided Into four main aroas, each under a senior liaison officer. By the summer of

1043, British strength had reached some 30 to 40 men, and was probably over 100 by the next

mummer, These men were commanded by Brig, E C. W, .,. are until the summer of 1943 and

after that by Lt, Col. (later Col.) Christopher Montague Woodhouset both commanders had been

in the original Ceirgopotamos party.

In the fail of 1043 the U1MM to the Ureek guerrillas was converted into the Allied Military

Mission (AMM) by thu addition of a U. 8. component, After recalling one American officer, the

U, S. Offioo of Strategic •ervices t088), In December, airdropped Maj, Geradd K, Wines, a man

highly compatible with Woodhouite, to head the American iomnponont of the mission, I Although

Allied In name and personnel, the minsion was dominated I)y the British, whose Interests in

Greece were recognixed tn paramount. The United States had fewer liaison cffloero in Greece

than the British wid, in general, they echoed British policy.

Along with men came suppliets und money fur the Vreek guerrillas. The long air trip, poor

weather conditions, and lack of alrer;Hl originally limited the amou.ai of supplies that were sornt;

laIter tht Isisuo of communism and the use of supplite aup n lever for controlling guerrilla behav-

ior also held down the amounts. A. total of 2,514 tons of supplle was dropped to the Greek

ioerrillas by Allied plnnes, In 1,040 successful sortiem (Ofi Iierrunt of the total number),. Some

suppliea were also brought in hy ship after the guorrills were ablt, to aecqire and hold a navi-

gable port on the west vonat of thr mainland. Gold sivterpilgis were given to the guerrillas to
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hulp dt h.y the c•vt of wlpIx)rting autivi' members and to sustain destitute and homeless Greuks

in the airea. oxt'ume1y rough, and poseibly low, estimates indicate that this coat amounted to

several million dollars,

Biefore the end of 1942, the aituatinn In Greee began to appear somewhnt lens dismal than

before to the guerrillas, The British breakout from El Alamein in October and the fatling IGcr-

man drive at Stalingrad had ohnnged the fortunes of the war; the final outcome, previously muoh

in doubt, now seemed more hopeful for the Allies. Furthermore, within Greece, the success at

aorgopotamos, the presence of the lBritish mission, and the tangible evidence of forthcoming ex-

ternal snpport made it pychologleially and economically feasible for the guerrilla bands to grow.

Communis. Form a Guerrilla Armuy, ELAS
The Communists in E.AM were quick to take advantage of the opportunity. In Lecembor

1942, just after Gorgopotamos, EAM oranNed its National Poople's Liberation Army (Ethnikos

Lalkus Apeleftherotikos Strato,), whose Greek Initials of ELAS approximated the Greek word for

the country, Ellas, Interestingly enough, EAM did not choose the redoubtable Aria to command

ELAS. Instead, It looked for a man of sufficient repute and distinction to be acceptable to non-

Communist Oreeks, particularly officers, whom EAM wished to attract Into ELAS. Finally, in

April 1943, It found in Col. Stephantes Saraphis the man to head its guerrilla army-an appoint-

ment the more remarkable because his small band of guerrillas had only weeks earlier boeo

attacked and disbanded by Communists who had then led him In chains through village streets

where people shouted "traitor" at him. Notwithstanding the past, Saraphis made a good military

commander In the eyes oi RAM/ELAS, Though not a Communist, he was so anti-British that he

apparently preferred evon Greek Communists to British-affiliated non-Communists. T Orianizing

motley groups of guerrillas into something resembling a regular army* of approximately 4,000-

man divisions, with technical services and training facilities, .araphis formed an army bettor

prepared to take over Greece than to take on the occupation armies.

I2LAS Is Orlvaisd #. a To Mainsuin Communist InJluwenc
The growth of ELAS presented a problem to the Communists, whose numbers were small in

relation wt the movement they controlled and whose Inifluonce was being spread thin as the orp-

niuational structure multiplied. A The regular army officers who followed Colonel Baraphis into

ELAS were not Communists, more.:iver, the Communist aim was to draw all of the moat respect-

able elements Mf (reek life into some aspect of EAM, "I.AS activity. The Communists were in a

sense tiking the ealuluted risk of losing control over the resistance organixation thruuth the

sheer weight of non-Communist adherents. Of nevesaity, therefore, the KKE had to devise •a'ys

*In addition, FLAS controlled a navil mection. tomprising mainly small vessels; this was
formed in the %intnbr of 1943-44 Rndl WR# known its ULAN. the Greek People's I.Weration Navy.
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of manipulating both people and organiastions so as to maximisoe Co~mmunist control with the
use of a minimum number of Communists.

The Communist@solived their problom by setting tip a triumvirate command for the General
H~eadquarte~rs (OHQ) of KLAS. As the OHQ was organized in May 1943, Saraphls wits In charge
of military operations only; Arlo warn caNetnilon, responsible for such matters ats unit morale,,
propagunda, recruitment, quartermaster duties, and relations with the civilian populacei and the
Communist Andhreas Tatman, as representative of the EAI Central Committee, was political
adviser and fth moat important figure In the GHIQ, When Turnas was posted to Titole partistan
headquarters In Yugoslavia* in the autumn of 1943, th acting secretary general of the KK~E.
Georgos Blanton, took over this post.

This triumvirate command stru.cture persisted throughout EAM/ELAO echelons dewn to the
tactical level, where the go !l.. almost always a Communist, performed the duties of a
political adviser. In the spring of 1944, the post of political adviser was abolished, but the per-
eons who had held the post usually remained in staff positions. The Communlat-oontrolled
political organization. SAM, always retained an element of direct authority over its military
arm, SLAB.

Guerri~e Strapeh. and Arma Comspeod
EAM/ELAS guerrillas soon outstripped fth forces of Zervas' IDES, which had reached

approximately 8,000 men by the summer of 1943. F'rom a force of 6,000 men in the spring,
SLAB grew to a claimed strength of almost 10,000 in the fall of that year. Furthermore, because
it controlled a far larger area of Greece, It was recruiting at a far faster rate tOa EDES. The
maximum strength of EDERS, In the summer of 1044, was 10,000 to 19,000 men. EAM/ELAS at
the point controlled an area more than four times the size of that of EDZES. By spring of 1944,
Saraphis estimated that SLAB had about 30,000 men organized into 10 divisions; the figure is
believed to have reached 40,000 by the summer, possibly 80,000 by October.

NPaktiei CenAwaddeiens Becnme Inwaviiql Iaywreene In Allid Counc&h

The growth of CAM/ELAS and the hard eividence of Its Communist alms, Particularly Its
constant attacks on other guerrilla bands, were not lost on the British, At the same time, how-

ever, Brigadier Myers felt that the Immediato need to use EAM/ELAO for Allied military ob-
jectives outweighed, at least at that timo, the political challenge SAM presented for the postwar
period. In the spring of 1943, he sought to offset EA/E LAS strength through a National Bands
Agrement, which assigned specific are~as in Groece to various guerrilla groups. all of whom

*See Chapter Eleven, "Yugoslaqla 11941-1944),"



agreed to vooperast and to obey a Joint lGenoral eloadquarters composed of represienttiNvs of

all reoogpnied guerrilla bands and of the Firitish Middle Rust Command, This alreement, though

uigned hv KAM/KlLA, EDE$, EKKA, and the British, was soon sabotaged by I'AM/ELAU. Ilow.

ever, possibly because of Myers' throats to limit supply deliveries, RAM/E LAS did moperate

with the BrirUsh in June and July 1,43 for Operation ANIMALS, an Important cover operation In

Greece designed to mislead the (lormans into believing that an Imminent Allied Invasion, planned

for bicily, would occur In Oreece.

During the summer of 1943, Brigadier Myers was recalled to Middle East headquarters in

Cairo for discussions. He was ex•filtrated In a British plane which picked him up behind German

lines on a landing strip built at Neraida by the Greeks under the supervision of a British liaison

officer. Taking along guerrlla leaders who wanted to meet with members of the Greek govern-

ment-in-exile, Myers arrived In Cairo and soon found himself in the midst of a political im-

brogllo. Communist demands presented by Taimas at this time alerted the Greeks in Cairo and

Prime Minister Winston Churchill in England to the tenor of EAM/ELA8 aims. In this highly

charged situation, Myers became Rgn_ Na D = to King George U and did not rethr that

autumn to Greece, where Colonel Woodhouse took over.*

henceforth, the Communist menace latent in the Greek guerrilla situation was a reoopiaed

fact of life. Churchill now regarded the poliUosl threat implicit in EAM/E LAS as more Impor-

tant than its possible military contribution to the Allied cause, Inside Greece, therefore, the

mission of the British liaison ofMers was to work with the guerrillas, to try to get them to

fight the enemy rather than each other-and, most important, to keep EAM/ELAS from attaining

rich strength that It could seoie power over all of Greece.

During the next year, the relations of the Allied Military Mission with the guerrillas ranged

from invariably excellent in the case of Zervas and EDEn to often execrable In the case of EAM/

FLAS. From the fall of 1043 to the fail of 1944, when Ais forces left the country, EAM/ELAS

movements were predominantly political In meaning even when military in appearance.

ELAS Guerrii//a Go ee lim lespe.o and Anase EDO

EAM•iELAS was greatly aided in its maneuvering@ when, in the fall of 1943, it found an inde-

pendent source of arms and ammunition. In September, following the armistice with the Allies,

the Italian armies in Greece (as elsewhere) capitulated, and about 10,000 to 13,000 well-armed

troops of the Pinorolo Division surrendered to the combined headquarters of the guerrillas and

Colonel Woodhouse, with the proviso that Italians willing to fight the Germans might keep their

arms. EAM/ELAS actually accepted the surrender, since it was In control of the territory in

which the division was stationed. Within days, EAM/ELAS managed to dissipate the strength of

the Italiane; and in mid-October It, disarmed the troopis completely, thus freeing Itself from de-

pendence, for the while at least, on Brirish-supplied urms and ammnittion.
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\Wlth wi,&Ian# at hand, the forces of IRAM/RLAI now sot out to destroy the guerrillas of

tDEM., their strongest competitor. •ut slmultaneowsly the ,ormnns, taking over in Greece from

the Italians, bei, an a aerie# of anttpiorrtila drives that threatened the very oxistence' of the in-

aurgont movevnint, In addition, the British resupplied Zervas very heavily and, though down to

70 men at one point, he managed to pull through.

E.4M/ILAS Soet Condikdoun for Guerrilla Truro

Sporadic fighting in the three-way combat went on all autumn, and the internecine guerrilla

warfare ended only In early 1944, when EAM/F LAS set Its terms for a cease-fire. (1) Zervas

was to repudiate ollaborators in EDES, (3) guerrillas were to remain in their current positions,

and (3) a conference of guerrillas and the Allied Military Mission (AMM) was to be held to dis-

cuss a united guerrilla army and a government of national unity,

The first condition was met. On February 19, 1944, representatives of EAM/ELA4I, EDES.

EKKA, and the AMM signed a document stating that they regarded the Axis-sponsored Greek

nuppet government as the enemy of Greece, At the same time, Zervas repudiated ei ltain mem-

bers of ERIES as collaborators. Seemingly incidental, this repudiation had great significance.

First, It was an indication of what was happening politically to EDES: In Athens, it was divided

between a rightwing and a lettwing eloment that were mutually inoompatible; and In the moun-

tains, it was becoming Increasingly pro-monarchist and rightwing under Zervas, who had

pledged himself asearly as the spring of 1943 to work for the restoration of the King "own with-

out the people's wishes,"10 and who had apparently aocepted into his organisation men of right-

wing, even collaborationist, tendencies. Second, by this repudiation, Zervas acknowledged, to a

limited but important extent, that the EAM/ELAS charges of collaboration had some basis in

reality. EAM/ELAS had won a propaganda point.

The Plalk Armisice

The cease-fire territrial distribution called for under the second EAM/E LAS point was

extremely advantageous to the Communists, but it was accepted in the Plaka Armistice," signed

on February 29, 1944, by EDES, EKKA, EAW1/LAS, and the AMM. This ended the Interguee-

rilla war and gave official sanction to the very real fact that EAM/ELAB controlled most of the

Greek mainland, while EDES, quartered in Epirus, was literally hemmed in along the vestern

coast of Greece.

The third FAM/ELAS demand, concerning a united guerrilla army and a government of

national unity, was beyond the scope of the AMM to dlscumss, and the Plaka Armistice contained

no references to purely political matters. A secret clause, inserted at Woodhouse's behest,

stated that EAM/FLAS, EDES, and EKKA would cooperate closely in plan3 (code named NOAH'S

ARK) to harass the Gernua. withdrawal end would accept the inlltration into Greece of British and

American units.
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Communistu Set lip Underground Government and Challenge Curet Goernmew.inaExile

Having failed at Plaka to produoe any political arrangement, EAM/ELAS now unhlaterally

sut tip Its own political organization to run the part of Greece which it controlled. The creation

of the Political Committee for National Liberation (Politiki Fpitropl Fthnikiu Apeleftherosvos,

or PEEA) was announced on March 2fl, 1944, and attracted a large number of highly respected

non-Communist Greeks. It established itself at Vinlani, where the parish priest admininstered

the oath of office to the loaders. Taking advantage of the groundswell of Greek nationalism, the

Communists disembled-aholishing the post of political adviser in FLAS, for example--tnd hold

elections in the mountains for a pmrliament, Prof. Alexandros Svolos, a man of integrity and

distinction, was brought in to head PEEA.

Through these moves, FAM/J LAS undercut the position of the Greek government-in-exile,

which was now clearly unrepresentative of political life Inside Greece. Furthermore, mutinies

In Greek army and navy units in the Middle East began in April 1944 and could not be put down

by the exile government, Within Greece, EAM/ELAS destroyed EKKA, killing Colonel Psaros;

and in so doing they gained clear political and military hegemony over mountain Greece, with

the single exception of the area around Epirus, in western Greece, which continued to be con-

trolled by the EDES guerrillas. From its position of strength, therefore, EAM/EIAS agreed to

participate in a conference to be held in Lebanon in May to discuss a possible government of

national unity, and it sent a seven-man delegation, including both Saraphis and Svolos, to meet

with representatives of the government-in-oxile.

EAM/ELAS Threat Is Parrid

Although EAM/ELAS obviously felt that its prospects for dominating the new government of

national unity were excellent, this opportunity never developed. The British and anti-Communist

Greeks had quietly joined forces to bring together at the Grand Hotel du Bois do Boulogne, in a

Lebanese village of the same name, a group of anti-EAMi freek politicians exfiltrated directly

from the mainland. Headed by the new Prime Minister of the Greek government-in-exile,

Georgios Papandhrvou, these men closed ranks against the Svolos delegation. Shocked by the

violent political attack upon them at the Lebanon meeting, the representative. of EAMiELAS

accepted virtually all of Prime Minister Papandhreou's eight-point political program, known as

th. IAI.emnon Charter, ta EAMELAS promptly disavowed this action of the Svolos group and re-

fused to loin the neo government, it demanded that Papandhreou resign. Svolos returned to
Greece. With this failure of its political thrust, EAMiELAS wts ready to return to military

meauns, and Snraiphis was ordered to plan for the final destruction of EDES.

This threat, hoe.ever, was dissipated during the summer of 1944 by a number of concurrent

events and actions. Pnpandhreou refu.sed to resign and proceeded to fill the cabinet positions
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he had previously held olpen for EAM/Ei.AH, The BritImh And Americani began to send small

irregular units of Allied troops Into Greece for Interdiction operations against the Germans,

Zvrvats, heavily supplied by the British, ountinued his harassing operations, begun that summer,

ngninat EAM/ELAS guerrillas. A Russian delegation which secretly arrived at ELAS head-

quarters on July 28 failed to send EAM/FLAS the supplies necessary for action against EDES.

Meanwhile, the Germans began a series of heavy |nol.ming-up operations directed mainly against

EAM/ ELAS, And it may be that, in addition to all this, In the summer of 1944 EAM/ELAS

"momentarily lost its nerve," as Colonel Woodhouse later suggested, 11

In any case, the EAM/E LAS offensive against EDES was called off; PEEA and EAM/E LAS

representatives joined the gove'nment of national unity on September 2; ELAS acted to improve

its relations with the British; and finally, on September 26, Saraphis signed the Caserta Agree-

ment. 1i EAM/ELAS thereby accepted a British commander over Its forces, as well as Impor-

tant limitations on its actions-guerrillas were not to attempt to seize power, they were not to

enter the Athens area, and they were to cooperate with EDES in the coming liberation of Greece.

Having lost, for the time being, both its political and military bide for power, EAM/E LAS ap-

parently lived up to the Caserta Agreement when German troops began to pull out of Greece in

the fall of 1944.

Guerrilla Operatlion Stress Attach on Transporbation System
The political events that preceded and followed the guerrillas' cooperation in harassing the

German withdrawal have obscured their military achievements. It is just as well, therefore, to

deal separately and directly with this subject. The Greek guerrillas during World War 11, en-

grossed as they were with the form of the postwar Greek government, were neither particularly

aggressive nor particularly effective; but they added a certain specific value to the overall mil-

itary prosecution of the war.

The primary target for the guerrillas during the entire wartime period was the highly vul-

nerable transportation system. The guerrillas under both Arts and Zorvas aided the British

party in its attack on the Gorgopotamos bridge in November 1942 by engaging the Italian garri-

sons at either end of the bridge while the British demolition party did Its work. Until September

1943, the guerrillas were fairly active, particularly in the Italian zone of occupation, in ambush-

ing road parties, convoys, and trains and In demolishing culverts, bridges, and other road and

rail installations. They reduced the Italian ability to move safely, and their attacks on small

outlying garrisonis often caused these to be withdrawn. EAM/E LAS, in particular, benefited

from this withdrawal, assuming control of larger and larger sections of the country.

Operatious ANIMALS and NOAHS ARK
In June and July 1943, the Greek guerrillag cooperated in Operation ANIMALS by maling a

series of attacks on traitsportation targets and on sriall outlying troop garrisons. The primary



ob)ective of ANIhIALA ws to make the Axis think thit Greece rather than Sicily would I, the

target of the Allied invasion in July; and the British credited the Greek guerrillas with tying

down tt least one and possii)ly two German divisions that might otherwise have boon diverted to

Sicily. Is During ANIMALM, a @ix-man British party sabotaged the Asopos bridge, again inter-

dicting the rail line for a number of wteks. Although FAM/E LAS refused to assist directly in

this operation, their control of the area and their silence mode it possible for the British party

to perform the mission successfully.

After the Germans took control of the Italian-occupied areas in September 1943, guerrilla

operations were confined to small-scale attacks and sabotage; most guerrilla operations it the

following year were defensive in nature. Then in September 1944, the guerrillas put Operation

NOAH'S ARK into full swing, centering their attention on roads and the north-south rail line.

Despite their orderly withdrawal, the Germans were forced to fight their way north and were

undoubtedly slowed up in their retreat from the counitry. In general, Greek guerrilla operations

lacked aggressiveness but had defitc nuisance value for the Allies.

Guerrilla Cmsalies

Even such operations as these were not accomplished without cost. EAM/ELAS claimed

casualties of 4,500 kUled and 6,000 wounded:i6 one out of four ELAS guerrillas. EDES and

EKKA, as well ns other, minor guerrilla groups, suffered casualties, the precise numbers of

which are unknown; many of their casualties were suffered during attacks Initiated by EAM/

ELAS.

COUNTERiNSURGENCY

Dkespite the fact that there was a Greek puppet government in Athens, the occupation au-

thorities carried the major counterinsurgency burden. At first this had fallen not so much on

the Germans or Bulgarians as on the Italians, who had received the largest mainland zone of

occupation. In general. Italian troops were no more effective against Greek irregulars than

they had been somewhat earlier against Greek regulars. The various resistance movements

were organized in Athens under Italian eyes. In 1942 and 1943, the insurgent leaders moved out

of Athena and began recruiting guerrillas in the mountain villages, where the troops of the Italian

Eleventh Army, under Gen. Carlo Vecchlarelli, moved indecisively. The Germans complained

that even vital supply roads were allowed to remain under contest; for example, control of the

Metsovon Highway. the only major east-west road in northern Greece. was Intermittently lost.

When Itallin supply convoys were ambushed or outlying troops attacked, the Italian response was

inconsistent: the troops sent to nearby villages sometimes only made inquiries but sometimes

the%, buried houses and hanged villagers, Very rarely did Italian troops find or engage 0.e
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guerrillas, An experiment in setting up a semi-autonomous Vlach state in southwestern Mace-.

donia, with armed legionaries to cops with the guerrillas, apparently never very offoctive, wait

obandoned in 1942, V During this surnmer of increasing guerrilla operrationJ, the Italians began

to withdratw their outlyina garrisons to the larger towns, leaving the mountain areas to btleomo

guerrilla ground.

Italians Withdraw From War, Leaving Germans Wiah a Guerrilla Problem

By the fall of 1943, the Italian nation, defeated and despairing, had undergone an internal

anti-Fascist coup, and the now non- Fascist Italian government of King Victor Emmanuel III and

Marshal Pietro Badoglio signed an armistice with the Allied powers on September 3, This was

announced five days later, on the eve of the Allied invasion of southern Italy, The Italian moves

had not caught the Germans entirely by surprise, Operation ACHSE (AXIS) had been planned

for the contingency of Italian defection, and German commanders in Italy*and elsewhere knew

exactly what to do. In Greece, the German forces had been increased to five divisions, and a

Bulgarian division was under direct German control. The Germans now demanded the immedi-

ate surrender of the Italian Eleventh Army, which in July had been placed under direct German

theater control,

General Vecchiarelli, highly regarded by the Germans as a "good Prussian," surrendered

immediately, but his Italian army of about 270,000 men did not behave in so disciplined a fashion.

Some 120,000 Italians are estimated to have escaped from the Greek mainland or islands by one

means or another. On a number of islands-for example, Cephalonia, Corfu, Rhodest and

Samoa-Italian forces fought German troops before being subdued. On the mainland, about

12,000 men from the Pinerolo Division and the Aosta Cavalry Brigade wen; Jver to the guerrillas.

Furthermore, many of those Italian units who were surrendering to the Germans withdrew from

their posts before the Germans arrived, giving the guerrillas a chance, quickly taken, to expand

control over areas. Italian troops also forfeited stocks of weapons to the guerrillas, and many

Individual soldiers sold their weapons, adding to guerrilla strength. But by the end of September

1943, the Germans had obtained the surrender of the main strength oftheltallan Eleventh Army. 18

In taking over primary responnbility for the occupation of Greece, the Germans inhorited an

Insurgency problem that had never been adequately coped with and which now had grown in-

measurably more difficult. They estimated that, with the Italian defection, somewhat between

two-thirds and four-fifths of Greek mainland territory was in guerrilla hands. The transporta-

tion system was subject to guerrilla harassment; the Metsovon Highway, in fact, was completely

* For a description of eventt, within Italy, see Chapter Seven, "Italy (1943-1945). "

tThe chief island in the Dodecanese group, Rhodes was taken over by Italy during the Italo-

Turkish war of 1911-12. Ethnically Greek, It was ceded by Italy to Greece after the end of

World War 11.
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closed and supplies were being detoured, It The German response wits, on the whole, orderly

and fatrly effcicent, Almost simultaneously, they met ahout reorganizing the occupntion; taking

steps to improve their troop strength; and ausorting area control, particularly over strategic

atrose and key points,

Germ.an Organusation in Grere Is Comple% and Overlapping

Organizationally, Greece fell under the aegis of the German Southeast Theater, which In-

cluded all the occupied Balkan countries and was commanded by Field Marshal Maximilian Von

Weiche. CrmrAn troolm in Greece were under the command of Gen. Alexander Lothr, who, as

head of Army Uroup E, war directly responsible for both the coastal defense of Greece and its

intermul security. Under Army Group E, the LXVIII Corps and the XXI1 Mountain Corps were

assalkned areas of tactical responsibility-the former for eastern Greece mwd Poloponnesus,

the latter for the Epirus region of southern Albania and western Greece to the Gulf of Patras.

These two corps, with a combined total of three divi•lons regularly assigned, were the mainstay

of General Loehr's tactical strength, althoutgh other commands under Army Group E obtained

corps status by the beginning of 1944. These were Fortress Crete; the Salonika-Aep.an Admin-

Istrative Area, with headquarters in Salonika; and a Bulgarian corps, operating in Thrace and

Eastern Macedonia, which would come under Loehr in the event of an Allied invasion attempt.

Because of certain complexities in the administrative organization of Greece, however, General

Loesh did not have an entirely clear field, In addition to Army Group E, the Germans had at

least two separate military commands In Greece.

One was Military Command Greece, situated in Athens and headed by Lt. Gen. Wilhelm

Speidel, who reported, not to von Weiche, but to the Military Commander Southeast, whose main

and concuming responsibility for combat against Yugoslav guerrillas in Serbia precluded his

paying very much attention to problems in Greece. General Speldel wes supposed to have execu-

tive power and territorial authority to administer Greece, while General Loehr had strategic and

tactical military control. As Laoehr saw his role, the guerrilla warfare in Greece made certain

economic, financial, and administrative requirements tactically necessary. As Speidel viewed

the situation, such tactical requirements paralyzed Nis organization and infringed on his col-

mand. "It was unavoidable," he later wrote, "that these to so widely differing conceptions

should lead to severe controversies. "20

Another source of organizational difficulty was the role of the Senior SS and Police Leader

for Greece, a post ce ated in September 1943, S8 Gen. Walter Schimana, who occupied this

position, was nominally responsible to General Speidel; in fact, he had sole responsibility for

police n atters and did not report on these to Speidel, but, rather, directly to Reichs L'ader SS

Hleinrich Ilimmier In Germany. General Schimana was also responsible for antigUerrilla war-

fare in certain combat areas.!' Thus Sehimanals rolte overlapped and impinged upon thowe otloth
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t'hnerral S ,del (w nru lrl Le., hr, while 8ehimanu himeli wa ill a Imiition to hylmar both of

htli•N, ti•m)mllitnl( i' cM.

In additioni to tht, military hleIdvr, r ), oo other peroon figured lnilx)rtinUy In the ternian

)vtvulittion of Gretlov, The Special Plenin)IentiAry, Amh sinn(kir llermann Nubacher, repre-

Ptnted Ge(rman oIllitcal nnd reonnnnh, Intervsts in the lHlkans and in this role wns directly in-

volved in the artigucrrllla combat In Oreece., fl le s %n sr more concerned, for examp)e, %ith

the long-range eonsequencesa of the growth of •ommunism In Greece than with the tacticnl re-

quirements of Army Group E. The complexity of the German orgnnlaation in Greece and the

interplay between Individual commanders-which reflected the labyrinthlnt, Infrastructure of the

azil administration within Germany-resultod in a certain inconsistency in the direction of

countorInsurgent operations In Greece.

Axi Probbumn Concern•rng Troop Strfpth, Readiness. and Morale.
Not only did the Germans have internal organizational problems in Greece, but they faced

severe difficulties in procuring sufficient troops to manage the occupation. By the fill of 1943,

the Oermr ttack on the U. S. S. R. hod turned into a debacle, and the eastern front was literally

devouring t'jrman divisions. An a result, the nun..ere of troops available for the Southeastern

theater were severely limited•. It is estimated that the Germans at this time had 14 divisions

and about 600,000 men with which to occupy the entire Balkan area, incl, 'ing Yugoslavia, where

guerrilla warfare was competing in its intensity and casualties with the front lines. By the end

of 1943 the German commitment in the Balkans had risen to 20 divisions and about 700,000 men;

but of these only 5 divisionn and an estimated total of 140,000 men were assigned to Greece, and

by mid-1944 this strength was to drop to about 100,000 men.

Furthermore, few of the German divisions in Greece were composed of first-class troops.

Having only a few combat-ready units such as the let Mountain Division, the ,ermanb were

forced to depend largely on an assortment of over-age, postconvalescent units, "fortress" regi-

ments composed of former general military prisoners, and certain "Eastern" regiments com-

posed of U. S. S. R. citizens of Tatar derivation willing to fight on the German side. Some of the

last had to be disarmed In 1944.

Bulgarian troops-estimated at 40,000 in strength-were, with the exception of one division,

generally under their own tactical command. Although the Bulgarians were regarded by the

Germans as good soldiers and effective in antiguerrilla operations, they l-id their own ideas

about running the war in Greece and therefore presented difficulties. They tended to stay In

German-occupied territory after tactical missions were completed, they did not want to turn

over weapons or booty captured from Greek guerrillas, acy diverted troops from coastal de-

fense to internal securit-y, and they were disenchanted by German defeats. By mid-1944 some

Bulgarians serving in German units also had to be disarmed.
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Unfortunately for the OGrmants, the Italiamis-that vast reservlir of potential troop strength-

proved n disappointing source of manpower, Of the thousands anti thousands of Italian troops

who surrendred to the GermAns In the fall of 1943, some wont into priooner-of-war camps,

some Joined noncombat labor battalions, and some took on armtd guard and security duty. Dit

few chose to fight on the 4lde of the Germans, and those few proved generally undependable from

the German viewpoint, When asked to take an oath of allegiance to the Axil, about 30 percent of

the Italians retlued. The Germans dispersed the Italians throughout their own units at the

ratio of one company of 40 Italians per German security battalion, but Italian disaffection In-

creased throughout the war. The Germans could never place complete reliance on the Italian

troops serving in German ranks. 22

Greek Security Battalions

The most effective measure the Germans took to improve their troops strength was to en-

courage the puppet Rallis government to continue the plan initiated in the summer of 1943 of

recruiting Greek security battalions to fight the guerrillas. Total enrollment in these battal-

ions has been variously estimated at between 5,000 wid 15,000 men. Recruitment for the se-

curity battalions often succeeded among those who had been in guerrilla units eliminated by

EAM/ELAS or who feared the growth of a Communist guerrilla group or who were faced with

the problem of survival. Most of the men in the security battalions apparently came from

among the conservative and anti-Communist peasants of the south, particularly those in the

Peloponnesus.

Nominally commanded by Greek officers, each unit in the battalions had a German liaison

officer who was often the actual commander. Because the Greek security battalions were ex-

perienced, were knowledgeable about t!Vz terrain and tlc guerr•,,a enemy, and fought withont'

expectation or grant of quarter, they were extremely effective in antiguerrilla operations.

They must be viewed as an important German success in the counterinsurgency flight.

Urban Security Measures

German strategy, taking into account the severe limitations on resources, was not predicated

upon controlling all the Greek countryside. Troop shortages dictated a plan of antiguerrilla de-

fense limited to securing from attack those areas needed for military purposes-mainly the

transportation network and those towns and villages located along it.

To maintain urban security, the army post or station commander took ordinary precautions-

for example, closing all except certain roads leading from the town and establishing traffic

checkpoints on these. If the threat was great and the population hostile, he sometimes had

trenches, obstacles, observation posts, and combat installations built at vulnerable points.

Guerrillas and even Allied liaison officers were often able to breach these defenses, coming

into and leaving the towns; but the presence of (Wrman troops was generally sufficient to
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preoulude guerrilla attapku within the tnwna. Whnt the (klrmans termed 'outer seuerity" was

thui never complete, but it sufficed.

"Inner socurity"-the protection of important areas or installations within the towns-war

more stringent; and again, while it was impossible to avoid all sabotage, the situation was pn.,

orally supportable, iGince the Germans were forced to use Greek manpower for many Jobs, how-

ever, they could not prevent Intelligence leaks, and this was a continuous problem. Further-

more, the oractice of billeting troops in private homes led to close relations with the population

and security leaks. The Germans complained bitterly that their every step was immediately

known to tho guerrillas, Defensive counterintelligence was always a problem for the Germans,

Defenue of Roads and Radlways

The Greek roads and railways, often stretching through mountains, traversing bridges, and

overlooked by high bluffs, were extremely vulnerable to guerrilla attack. Since there were al-

most no alternative roads or rail lines, protection of the existing network was vital. The Ger-

mans used a number of methods. Road traffic was generally handled in convoys and sent out on

irregular schedules, and the positions of defense vehicles were changed frequently so as to avoid

setting a pattern for attack. In addition, barrier zones were set up, and fortifications crectcd on

each side of Important bridges or tunnels. Strong points were built along the roads and manned

by troops who patrolled the intervening areas. However, since blockhouses were built at inter-

vals of six miles and were sometimes manned by as few as eight men, the system was quite vul-

nerable.

To improve road security, roving motorized road-control detachments were used to supple-

ment the foot patrols; they checked civilians using the road, tested combat readiness of the

strong r'•ints, and came to the assistance of any group under mttae". (s dtachments, oper-

ating at platoon strength, mounted on armored vehicles, and armed with machineguns, 20-mm.

antiaircraft artillery, and searchlights, were effective against both air and guerrilla attacks.

Their use was limited, however, by vehicle and fuel uhortages. Air patrols were generally un-

available, again owing to aircraft and fuel shortages.

Rail lines were defended in much the same way. The area on either side of the track was

restricted and unauthorized personnel in the zone-three miles wide in rural areas-would be

shot on sight. Station houses were fortified and other strong points were established. Armored

cars patrolled the roads and accompanied trains. Furthermore, Greek personnel running the

trains were a form of hostage against guerrilla attack; when their presence proved insufficient

as a deterrent, Greek civilians were rounded up and carried as hostages in cages pushed ahead

of the locomotives.
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Gormo A uiupwrriU Terkes
Combat operations against the guerrillas were characterised by the Germans as either

major or minor, Minor operations occurred when contact with guerrillas warn msd,ýnadvrt-

ently or In response to guerrilla attacks; they were carried out by troop units below divisional
level; and, although sometimes planned, they were usually Impromptu In nature, Small-scale

tactics usually consisted of forming a pocket and combing the areal but since the Germans

lacked secrecy, surprise, and sufficient troops to make an adequate encirclement, their attempts
often degenerated into punitive expeditions, which they did not regard an particularly effective.

Major operations, on the other hand, were, from the German viewpoint, more sucoessful.

Theme were undertaken against strong, entrenched forces and only on the basis of adequate in-

formation concerning the guerrilla.' hideouts and habits. Information was obtained through

ground and air reconnaissance, monitoring of guerrilla radio and telephone communications,

study of captured documents, and the Interrogation of prisoners. The use of spies was also

attempted, but the number caught by the guerrillas appears to Indicate that, in general, theme
were not particularly effective. Even after active operations had started, Intelligence collection

was continuod; the vadue of air reconnaissance was clearly demonstrated; and the monitorinp of

guerrilla communications, which were often given in the clear during operations, was limited

only by the availability of interpreters.

Major operations were minutely planned by one or two officers, and extraordinary attention
was paid to the maintenance of secrecy and security. Only after the plan was complete were

division commanders briefed and rehearsed in a map exercise; they then briefed regimental and

independent unit commanders, but no others. Indeed, attempts were often made to deceive Ger-
man troops, so that leaks in security iukht misinform guerrilla intolligeno.

Major Operations Emphasies Encirdement

The purpose of major operations was not to take terrain, but to destroy guerrillas. The

almost universal tactic planned for a large operation was to make a large encirclement, then to

compress the ring and push the guerrillas inward, and finally to come to grips with and destroy

the guerrillas In battle. To compensate for their lack of traiued, combat-ready troops, the Ger-

mans used second-class troops for stationary blocking operations and first-class troops for as-

sault echelons. When possible, these were followed by reserves, so that local guerrilla break-

throughs could be intercepted. The Germans also tried to cover possible escape routes by eche-

loning machinegun positions in depth. To counteract guerrilla attempts to remain hidden as

troops passed by, German commanders also inaugurated the practice of having a second line to

comb territory already passed by forward units. They also learned that, even after the final bat-
tie had been fought and the guerrillas had surrendered, it paid to comb the area of encirclement

still again: by so doing, they flushed out surprisingly large numbers of hiding guerrillas.
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Ono of the most Interpesting of the (German discoverloeul about tactics concerned the matter

of timing, While It was extremely important to relsh tnd 010e0 the outer encirclement line

quickly, the Germans learned that, from this point on, they should take whatever time was

needed to ensure a slow, steady compression, avoiding gaps In the line and troop fatigue. The

important thing was to keep the guerrillas within the rliig and to destroy them methodically,

Reultss of German Amwiperrla Operations

The Germans inflicted heavy losiuin •n the guerrillas in these operations. 24 In Operation

PANTHER, undertaken in late 1943 to clear major transportation routes, the Germans used

more than two divisions against EAM/ELAS and EDES and claimed 1,400 guerrilla casualties.

In early 1944, German and Bulgarlan troops made a number of sweeps in northeastern Greece

which, according to German records, were highly profitable. In Operation WOLF, the Germans

inflicted guerrilla casualties of 254 dead and 400 capturedi In Operation HORRDO, guerrilla

casualties were 310 dead and 15 captured, compared with German losses of only 18 dead,

wounded, and missing (a r•atlo of 18 to 1); and In Operation RENNTIER, the Germans and Bul-

garlans killed 96 and captured 100 guerrillas, while suffering only 9 casualties (a ratio of almost

22 to 1). Operation ILTIS, however, resulted In a mere 15 guerrilla casualties.

In 1944 the Germans concentrated against the forces of EAM/ELAS. In Operation MAOE-

WITTER, undertaken in the spring of 1944 against ELAB forces In northern Greece, the Germans

claimed to have killed 339 guerrillas and to have captured 75 guerrillas and and 200 suspects.

MAIGEWITTER was followed in June by Operation GEMSBOCK, which employed three German

divisions against 9,000 ELAS and other Communist forces on the Greek-Albanian border. Guer-

rillla lowwo, agai•a isucording to Ger1nw reoords. amounted to 2,500 killed or captured, with

German losses of 120 lolled and 300 wounded-the ratio dropping in this instance to 6 to 1. It

should also be noted that, despite fairly high casualties, the guerrillas successfully extricated

about 72 percent of their forces.

GEMBOCK was followed by Operation STEINADLER. Using about 18,000 troops, the Ger-

mans moved against EIAS forces estimated at 6,000 to 8,000 in north-central Greece. Savage

fighting, including the guerrillas' murder and mutilation of 80 wounded in a German battalion aid

station which they overran, finally resulted in the killing of 567 guerrillas and the German cap-

ture of 976 guerrillas, 341 Italians, and 7 British officers. Despite these heavy losses, the

German commander noted that strong guerrilla groups reappeared in the same area a few weeks

later-corroboration of the fact that ELAS had extricated somewhere between 75 and 81 percent

of its guerrillas.

Operation KREUZOTTER was planned as a three-phase attack: the first two were to be

launched against ELAS forces in southwestern Greece and Boeotia, the third against EDES.

ELAS losses from this August 1944 operation amounted to 298 killed and 260 captured, while the
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(''rmans lost 20 killed, 112 captured, and 1 missing-a ratio of about 4 to 1. The third phase of

KRmIZOTTER was appsaently canceled by the pressure of events in late summer 1044; ulthough

there t, nv hqvt been local action, there is no available German record of large-scale operations

against EDES at this time.

The casualty figures derived from these German operations demonstrate the efficiency of

planned military operations against guerrillas, but they becloud a major point. Although German

milltary operations sucoeeded in inflicting heavy casualties on the guerrillas, in disrupting pier-

rilla organization, and in re-establishing German control over specific points, they did not suc-

ceed in eliminating the guerrillas, whose strength, if not military efficiency, was increasing. In

retrospect, this is not too surprising, since the Gormans lacked both sufficient troops to hold the

ground they gained in operations and the popular support necessary to attempt to destroy the

guerrillas outright. Although tactically they sought to destroy the guerrilla bands, the Germans

were realistic enough to know that, strategically, they could not eliminate the guerrillas in the

country as a whole.

German Attempts To Conerol the Population by Reprisal

Whatever expectation of Greek support the Germans might have had in 1941, the Greeks had

learned by the end of 1943 to distrust and fear the Germans. On the other hand, German tactical

commanders in Greece blamed the Greek population for the existence and growth of the guerrilla

bands. Desiring to separate the guerrillas from the population but lacking the resources for

mass resettlement, German commanders felt that the way to control the population was to show

extreme "firmness": every act against the occupier would bring reprisals, and local inhabitants

would be held responsible for what occurred in their area. The Germans could not have failed

to ,eliza tit the rj-p"&.-e could not actually stop any spenific guerrilla operatin" -r t',t thlv

people were in no position to refuse food or shelter to armed guerrillas who arrived at the door.

Apparently the policy of the Germans was to make themselves even more feared than the

guerrillas-so feared that Greeks would be alienated from and betray the guerrillas in order to

end this double menace to their own existence.

Although reprisals had been taken against the population before the fall of 1943, the ratio had

been generally at 10-to-1, low in comparison with the 50-to-1 tind 100-to-1 ratios imposed in the

Slavic countries. After the German takeover that fall, however, reprisals became more severe,

reaching 30 to I and even 50 to 1. Sometimes the victims were selected from among persons

already imprisoned and marked for death-Jews and known Communists, for example; some-

times they were hostages previously taken to prevent guerrilla attacks; sometimes they were

simply persons taken off the street at rando, ".fter an attack had occurred.

Occasionally minor operations initiated in response to guerrilla attack ended in widespread

reprisals. A mopping-up operation begun in December 1943 in the Peloponnesus, in retaliation
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for an ELAS killing of 78 captured German soldiers the previous day near Kalavrlta, resulted in

few if any guerrilla casualties-but 24 vl'lages and 3 monasteries were destroyed and 696 Oreek

men were shot. 25 Although Ambassador Neubacher denounced the reprisals at theater level,

little change was actually made in the policy, as indicated by the following order, made by the

German theater commander on December 22, 1943. "If such people as are guilty cannot be

found, those persons must be resorted to who, without being connected with the actual deed,

nevertheless are to be regarded as coresponaible. ",21

In April 1944, a similar incident occurred at Klisoura in Macedonia. Here troops of the

7th 58 Panzer Grenadier Regiment, including Bulgarian elements, surrounded the village after

two German motorcyclists had been killed about a mile and a half away. The able-bodied men

bad already fled, and the troops therefore rounded up the aged, the women, and the children, in-

eluding nine less than one year old. All 223 of these were shot to death, and the village was

burned. This incident, remarkable for its savagery, elicited a violent protest from Neubacher,

who called it the "blood bath" of Klisoura. 27 Nevertheless such incidents recurred-in June, 270

inhabitants were shot in Dhistomon. A German secret field police observer noted, however,

that none were "beaten to death by rifle butt or [ killed ] by pouring gasoline over them and set-

ting them on fire, ,28 as presumably had occurred elsewhere. The Dhistomon reprisal was

illegal even by German standards, since it had been initated, not by a divisional commander, but

by a company commander. His regimental commander recommended leniency for him, how-

ever, since the action "corresponded to a natural soldierly feeling" and had obviated the need to

send later "a strong mission with corresponding high fuel consumption. "29 Greek government

sources were to estimate later that by the end of the occupation 1,770 Greek villages lay in

ashes.

Ambassador Neubacher perceived quite clearly the results of such irresponsible and

irrational terrorization. Selection of victims at random meant that pro-German Greeks

ran the same risk as anti-Germans, so that there was no value in being either collab-

orationist or neutral. The reprisals, directed as they were against the aged, the women, and the

children, left men homeless and gave them reason to hate the Germans; they drove men to the

guerrillas, not away from them. And as Neubacher noted, "The political effect .. by far ex-

ceeds the effect of all propaganda efforts in our fight against communism. "SO As the most wide-

spread, articulate, and active guerrilla organization, EAM/ELAS was the undoubted beneficiary

of German methods. This was soon to be proved.

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

On September 10, 1944, the guerrillas began Operation NOAH'S ARK, designed to harass the

final German withdrawal from Greece. By the end of September, the German position in Greece
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was untenable--not am a result of NOAH'S ARK but because of their overall military situation.

By early October, German troopr were out of the' Peloponnesus; on October 12, they left Athens;

by Otober 30, they had pulled out of Salonika; and by early November, they had left the Greek

mainland entirely-in orderly fashion despite the harassment. The Bulgarian withdrawal, com-

plete on October 2,5, was followed by the signing of an armistice on the 28th. The Allied Mil-

itary Mission to the Greek guerrillas ceased to exist am such, although the liaison officers were

often retained to effect demobilization of their guerrilla units.

Me*anwhile, in late September, British forces under Lt. Gen. Ronald Scobie had begun to

enter the south of Greece for Oporation MANNA, counterpart to NOAH'S ARK and frankly de-

signed to keep the Communists in EAM/ELAS from prematurely seizing power before the gov-

erflnent-in-exile could return and consolidate its position within Greece. 31 The Papandhreou

government returned to Athens on October 18, while EAM/ELAS installed itself at Lamia in

central Greece. The question of postwar control of Greece had not been settled, but the period

of Axis ocunterinsurgency was ended.

Costs of the Guerrila War and the Occupation to the Greeks and Allies

The German occupation and antiguerrilla warfare had indeed been costly for the Greeks.

Not only were there more than 10,000 guerrilla casualties, but an estimated 70,000 civilians

were the victims of Axis reprisals. Greek transportation facilities had been wrecked, partly as

a result of guerrilla operations, partly because of Allied bombing in 1944: of 1,700 miles of

railways, only 415 miles were left in a usable state. Occupation policies had imposed a further

cost on the Greek economy: Greek villages had been razed and a large segment of the population

left wandering and homeless, and probably no other country had suffered so much from the ef-

feet* -fn -, 'ging inflation.

In comparison with these Greek costs, those for the Allies had been small indeed. It is

estimated that fewer than 400 Allied troops were involved in Greek guerrilla operations; air-

dropped supplies amounted to only 2,514 tons; seaborne supplies were undoubtedly modest; and

the support cost, in terms of gold sovereigns, has been estimated at several million dollars-a

total small in comparison with other wartime operations.

Costs and Achievements of German Counterinsurgency

German counterinsurgency had limited the achievements of the Allied-supported Greek

guerrilla movement. At the most, only three German soldiers had been tied down by each guer-

rilla; and during many months, the tiedown ratio had been even lower. Furthermore, German

casualties were estimated, on the basis of extremely rough guesses, at only 5,000 to 15,000 men,

with probability strongly favoring the smaller figure. On the other hand, one or tv.wo German

divisions had been kept in Greece in the summer of 1943 when they could have been profitably
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used in Sicily-an important factor. German communications had been Intermittently disrupted,

particularly by the attacks on major bridge Installations. it might be said that. although the

Gekrman war effort was not critically affected by the Greek guerrillas, it had been harassod, its

sharpness eomewt'at blunted, and its psychological Relf-image deflected. Germans had to admit

that, If they were feared, they were also hated; even worde, the growth of the Greek guerr.!'

movement implied Greek belief in eventual German defeat. In this sense, the mere existence of

the guerrillas offered a psychological rehuttal to the Germans.

It has been stated that, in the end, the Germans were able to turn the guerrilla movement

against the Allies. Colonel Woodhouse has claimed 32 that the Germans, recognizing the intense

incompatibility of the Communist aims of EAM/ELAS and those of the British, turned the situa-

tion to their own advantage by leaving stocks of arms for EAM/ELAS to find. This has been

denied by the German corps commander. But whether the events of late 1944 occurred by acci-

dent or design, British troops were to fight EAM/ELAS guerrillas, and this circumstance cer-

tainly played into Axis hands.

EAM/ELAS Bids for Political Power

As German counterinsurgency against the Greek guerrillas came to an end in the fall of

1944, EAM/ELAS, although in control of the Greek countryside, had not succeeded in achieving

its larger objective, domination of the postwar government. Furthermore, with strong British

support, the newly returned government was pressing to demobilize the guerrillas and to create

a new Greek army. Thus the Greek Communists saw their E LAS army, so carefully tended and

saved, in danger of being dismantled.

With time running out, EAM/ELAS tried to delay demobilization of its forces. When this

was unavailing, it prepared to move politically to bring down the Papandhreou government; and

it took certain military steps-bringing troops closer to Athens, calling up its Athenian reserves,

and arranging for a demonstration in the streets, for example-to demonstrate its power and its

popularity. Apparently it hoped, by this show of force, to bring about a new government in which

its voice would be the most powerful.

The "December War" Sets Brltish and Greeks Against EAM/ELAS

The plan backfired because the street demonstration led to bloodshed, and when the Com-

munists undertook further military steps, they were met by Greek government and British re-

sistance. The "December War"33 that followed saw the British bring into Greece troop rein-

iorcements of two divisions from the still active Italian theater.

In the countryside, EAM/ELAS units disposed of Zervas' guerrillas in Epirus and of other

independent bands in Macedonia; but in Athens they were isolated, since British aircraft pa-

trolled the roads and prevented the arrival of trained reinforcements, and the Athenian ELAS
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reserves proved to be untrained and untested. Military pressure finally forced EAM/ELAS out

of Athens.

In this period EAM/FLAS lost even more than the military battle: after December, most

Greeks could neither view it its an orgmaization with noble and patriotic aims, nor ignore any

longer the fact that it was Communist dominated. Taking on its retreat from Athens a number

of civilian hostages, many of whom suffered severely and died in the cold, and leaving behind

the unpleasant evidence of the retribtion it had exacted in people's tribunals, EAM/ELAS lost

its patriotic image. Also, the British, insisting that they would deal only with the real leader-

ship of EAM/ELAS, forced Georgos Slantos, acting secretary-general of the KKE, Into the fore-

ground, thus discrediting the claim that EAM was a united front of many parties. Reorganiza-

tion of the Greek government along coalition lines gave many previously pro-EAM Gr eks a

place of return, and they withdrew from EAM. 34 By early January, EAM/E LAS was out of

Athens and suing for an armistice. The Anglo-EAM "war" came to an end on January 15, 1945.

By the terms of the Varkiza Agreement36 of February 12, 1945, EAM/ELAS agreed to Im-

mediate demobilization and disarmament of Its forces. In turn, the government agreed to main-

tain civil liberties, give amnesty for certain political crimes, purge collnborators, and hold a

national plebiscite on the question of the monarchy. Among Greeks, the political pendulum

moved to the right: the days of the "national front" were over and communism was certainly

discredited, at least for the time being. Unfortunately, no national political consensus was

reached, and dark days still loomed as the Greeks faced the intense problems of civilian dis-

tress, ruinous inflation, economic dislocation, governmental instability, and political immodera-

tion. Worst of all, an even more dangerous period of insurgency* was yet to come.

In Retrospect
Two important strategic lessons t appear to emerge from the Insurgency,-counterinsurgency

experience in wartime Greece, particularly with regard to the later postwar usage of insurgency

as a Communist weapon. First, it demonstrated the difficulties an external sponsor has in

maintaining control over an insurgent movement. This problem may also plague those Com-

munist countries trying to exploit "wars of national liberation." One may ask, therefore,

whether this possibility is given due consideration by the counterinsurgents of the West.

The second lesson concerns the jerman strategic concept. The German counterinsurgents

accepted a limited strategic Rim with regard to the Greek guerrillas, realizing that containment

was sufficient for their purpose, at least until resolution of other problems could free them to

raise the strategic o.Jective. They failed In their aim because they lost the war, and this failure

tends to obscure the inherent validity of their concept. Extrapolating from the Greek experience

SSee Chapter Seventeen, "Greece (1946-1949)."
t For tactical lessons, see "Counterinsurgency" section.
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to Wet present and future, one may ask wheVitr sirnplc dential of vic',ory to) C rmmunimt ineurg•,nt,

in a given area should not be viewed is a %alld ntrategic count.rlnhurgent goal, at least until the

resolution of other problem allows the strategic objective to t- rained.
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NOTES

Author's Note: This paper is based primarily on Ote research that was ac-
complished for and documented within the author's Case Study in Guerrilla War:
Qree- I'ring World War ! ([Washington]: Special Operations Research Of-
fice, 1961). Specific footnotes are included in the text of this paper mainly to
give credit for quotations or opinions cited therein. The bibliography following
those notes should give additional insights into the entire field of insurgency and
countorinsurgency in wartime Greece.
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S3 For text of the Varkiza Agreement, see Woodhouse, Apple of Disoord, pp. 308-310.
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Seth, Ronald. The Undaunted: The Story of the Resistance in Western Europe. New York:
Philosophical Library [1956). On pp. 65-86 of this work, the author attempts to assess
the military significance of the Greek resistance.

8peidel, (Gen. der Flieger) Wilhelm. "Report on Greece (1942-1944)1 My Mission in Greece."
Tr. by H. Heitmann. Unpubaished ms. P-003; USAREITR, 1948. Spoidel discusses quite
frankly German organization and problems in an occupied country.

Spencer, Floyd A. War and Postwar Greece: An Analysis Based on Greek WritiNgs. Wash-
ington: Library of Congress, 1952. This extremely valuable work takes the form of a
series of bibliographic essays and is based very much on the use of Greek texts, although
writings In other languages are also commented upon. Spencer frequently summarizes the
authors' major findings or theses.

Stavrianos, L. S. Greece: American Dilemma and Q=0ortunlt. Chicago: Henry Renery, 1952.
AlmoFr half of this book is concerned with the resistance during World War 11; on the whole,
the author looks with disfavor on the "old-Wber" in Greece, regards British policy there as
unworkable, and appears to view EAM/ELAS as the last hope of Greece.

Stavrlanos, L. S., and E. P. Panaagpoulos. "Present-day Greece," Journal of Modern History,
20 (1948), 149-58. An excellent bibliography on developments in Greece from the beginning
of World War U until 1947.

Sweet-Escott, Bickham. Greece: A Politcal and Economic Srvey: 199-1O953. London: Royal
Institute of International Affairs [1954]. In Part I of this volume, the brother-in-law of
Brigadier Myers undertakes a 76-page survey of the polltics of the war and resistance
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Woodhouse, Cbhristopher] M. An&We of Discord: A Survey of Recent Greek Politics in Their
International Setting. London: Hutchinson & Co., 1948. Woodhouse's book is not a memoir
in the usual sense, but a study of the political aspecta of the resistance. The author makes
full use of his special experience and knowledge as commander of the Allied Military Mis-
sion from the fall of 1943 to June 1944. Unfortunately there is very little in this account on
Greek guerrilla operations or German counterinsurgency.
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\vdis, Stephen 0. The Economy and Finanges of Greece Under the Ocounstion. Now York:
Greek Government Office of Information. C 1948?]. Xydis' report specified the economic
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Chapter Seven
ITALY (1943-1945)

by Masimo Siadori
After September 1943, German forces in Italy and
Mussolini's puppet regime fought not only in-
vading Allied armies, but an internal anti-Fascist
insurgency, supported by the Allies, which con-
tinuously regenerated itself despite the temporary
tactical victories ofcounterinsurgent operations.

BACKGROUND

The anti-Fascist insurgency that sprang up in Italy during the last part of World War II has

been termed a "second risorgimento," in reference to the Italian nationalist movement of the 19th

century and the ground swell of popular approval that accompanied it. The wartime resistance

was the culmination and outward manifestation of a long period of clandestine activity by Italians

who opposed fascism. Therefore, a short review of the Italian situation Is in order if one is to

understand the remarkable events of 1943-45.

About as large as New England and New York State combined, Italy is composed of a conti-

nental part situated between France and Yugoslavia; a long narrow peninsula jutting into the

Mediterranean; two large islands, Sicily and Sardinia, lying southwest and west of the peninsula;

and a number of smaller islands, Traditionally, Italy is divided into three major sections-

northern, central, and southern. Each section, in turn, contains a number of regions which, with

one or two exceptions, correspond to geographically distinct territories, each with its own local

history and culture.

Northern continental Italy makes up about two-fifths of the whole country, composed mainly

of a large, fertile, well-irrigated plain, sloping eastward toward the Adriatiu Sea. Rich in

rivers, continental Italy is encircled on the west, north, and part of the east by the massive

towering Alpine range; in the south, it is dominated by the lower and largely barren Apennies.

The Apennines form the backbone of the peninsula, otherwise a region of small coastal plains

and numerous rivers which may be swollen in winter and spring, but become trickles during the

hot months. Sicily, slightly larger than Vermont, and Sardinia, slightly smaller than New Hamp-

shire, are mountainous and dry. Italy lies entirely within the temperate zone: summers tend to

be hot and dry, winters cold and wet, especially in the north.
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lhaly's People and Soidal Patterns

At the outbreak of World War I1. Italy's population was about 45 million, with the highest

density (about 2,000 inhabitants per square mile) in the northern plain, in a few coastal plains of

the peninsula, and in Sicily, population densities were low in the mountainous areas and in

Sardinia. About one-fourth of the population lived in the countryside; the rest in a few large

cities, hundreds of smaller ones, and thousands of villages. Except for about a million people

who were members of ethnic minorities (Slave in the northeast, Germans in the north, French in
the northwest, Albanians and Greeks in the south), Italians formed a single national unit, though

the regions were highly differentiated. Italians comprise many physical types-Alpines prevail

in northern and central Italy; Mediterranean@, in the south. With the exception of fewer than

100,000 persons (mainly Waldensian Protestants and Jews), Italfaan were considered Catholic.

Believers, whether practicing or nonpracticing, constituted only about one-third to two-fifths of

the whole, most of the others being indifferent, Declared atheists, agnostics, and freethinkers

were, however, few.

The distinction between rural and nonrural populations was sharp, as was that between

socioeconomic classes. There was strong family loyalty and solidarity in most of the rural

and village communities. Educated people tended to be strongly nationalistic, but at the same

time deeply attached to their regions. Urban and rural working classes usually cared little

about the nation. In spite of local phenomena like the illegal Mafia in western Sicily, indi-

vidual Italians usually had little liking for violence. They tended to respect iivc traditional

authority of the clergy and upper classes and felt little devotion to the state, which was always

considered an outsider and-by many-an enemy.

Features of the halian Economy

In the census of 1936, the Italian labor force numbered slightly over 18 million, or about 42

percent of the population. Nearly half were engaged in agriculture; about one-tenth served in

public administration, the professions, and domestic service; while the balance worked in in-

dustry, transportation, banking, and trade. Wage earners numbered little more than half of the

labor force, the others deriving their income from independent activities. Of the latter group,

the overwhelming majority were people with either minuscule businesses or marginal farms.

There was large-scale underemployment in agriculture, and chronic unemployment In nonagri-

cultural activities. A negligible proportion of individual incomes was derived from social se-

curity. Many of the ten million Italian families were aided before the war by relatives who had

emigrated to the Americas or who worked as seasonal laborers in other European countries,

particularly France and Switzerland. At the outbreak of World War II, Italy's gross national

>1i product was, as it still is today, about one-tenth that of the United States. Economic conditions

varied considerably both by class and region: The north was nearly as prosperous as France,

the south nearly as poor as its eastern Mediterranean neighbors.
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The Italian Fascist regime which came to power in the 1920's prided itself on having in-

vented a new economic formula, called corporativism, which differed from both capitalism and

collectivism. Its main features were strict governmental control, subordination of both em-

ployersI organizations and labor unions to the state, a high level of protectionism, and so-called

autarchy-an attempt to render Italy as independent as possible of foreign markets.

During the 1930's the economy stagnated and, judging from congumptton figures for a few

staples, the standard of living declined slightly. Huge sums were spent on wars big and small,

on a large military establishment, on impressive but often wasteful public works, and on attempts

to settle Italian communities in Italy's African possessions-Libya, Ethiopia (conquered in 1936)*

Eritrea, mad Somaliland, Rigid and efficient censorship, limitations on contacts with other

nations, and well-organized propaganda, coupled with the threat of repressive measures, kept

any expression of economic dissatisfaction to a minimum. Economic factors contributed to the

demoralization of the Italian nation in 1942-43, but not so much as military defeats and heavy

human losses.

The Fascist Regime of Beit. Mussolini

Political factors had far more bearing on the growth of the wartime resistance and insur-

gency. The Fascist movement, originally organized in March 1919 by the newspaperman and

former revolutionary Socialist leader, Benito Mussolini, had seized power in October 1922, after

nearly four years of political unrest and considerable violence. The new regime successfully

overcame various crises and, by November 1926, had established itself as an anti-Communist,

totalitarian dictatorship and had created a one-party state.

Convinced Fascists were relatively few in Italy and they were recruited nearly exclusively

from the middle classes. Convinced anti-Fascists were also relatively few. Though most

Italians did not share the Fascist ideology and did not particularly care for Fascist policies one

v ty or the other, It can be safely assumed that until 1937-38 a majority, if they had been able to

express their beliefs, would have approved of Mussolini's dictatorship. The situation changed

during the following years, as the strains imposed by the military effort, and later by the military

defeats, increased.

Until July 1943, the government operated within a strictly hierarchical structure; the effi-

ciency of each echelon depended on that of the echelon immediately above. At the top was Mus-

solini, the Duce, who was just turning sixty and aging rapidly. His physical condition had deteri-

orated, his grasp of events had weakened, and his control over subordinates had lessened. Party

leaders and cabinet ministers were divided into several small cliques, rangirng politically from

those who were absolutely intransigent and totally attached to their German ally, to those who

wanted to liberalize the Fascist regime and were moderately sympathetic to the Allies.

* For Italian oounterinsurgency there, see Vol. M0, Chapter One, "Ethiopia (1937-1941)."
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Among the exremists who supported Mussolini's policies, the principal spokesmen were the
Incumbent and former set *-thries of the rascist party; the group also Included the Minister of

Defense Marshal Up Cavallers and Marshal Rodolfo Oresianl. The moderates' spokesmen were
former Foreign Minister Achille Orandi and two other prominent personalities, Giuseppe Bottai

aid Luigi Federsoni. As time went on, Mussolini's influential son-in-law and Foreign Minister,

Count Galosaaso Ciano, veered from an extremist position to a moderate one. Fascism Ud been

consistently mspported by small but influential groups., monarchist high offIcials and officers,

who*. chief loyalty was to the King and whose most distinguished leaders were Marshals Pietro

Radoglio and Enrico Caviglia; the upper and much of the lower Catholic clergy; business people;

and titled landowners, By 1943, however, all were considerably less enthusiastic about fascism

than they had been in previous years.

11# CIandesuino Anuioelie ioymm e in Italy
Legal opposition to the Fascist government had ended in 1926 when all non-Fascist political

organiastions had been outlawed, but a clandestine, organized opposition had continuously ex-

isted. Relatively few Italians and even fewer foreigners were aware of this; but, on the basis of

the number of people arrested for political reasons, it Is estimated that active anti-Fascists

numbered many tens of thousands. The best organised underground group was the Communst

party, whose acknowledged leader was the Stalinist Palmiro Togliatti, an exile in Moscow. A

democratic underground, whose chief organization had been known as Justice and Liberty, nearly

collapsed, but was reorganized in 1942-43 as the Action party. There were also clandestine

groups of Socialists, conservatives, and anarchists.

Among those who had links with but did not participate in the undergrounds were a few dis-

tinguished personages of the pre-Fascist period: the philosopher Benedetto Croce, former Pre-

mier Ivanoe Bonomi, the economist Luigi Einaudi, and the last secretary general of the Catholic

(Popular) party, Alcide De Gasperi. Among political exiles, the best known were former Pre-

mier Francesoo Nitti (in Paris), former Foreign Minister Count Carlo Sforza (in Brussels, later

New York), the founder of the Catholic party Don Luigi Sturzo (in London, later New York), and

the historian Gaetano Salvemini (at Harvard University).

IaUens Grow WeWry of" the War

On the surface, the Italian scene of early July 1943 seemed much as it had in 1926, butthere

had been changes. The most important of these were the loss of public confidence and vast war-

weariness. Since December 1934. Italy had been almost constantly at war: Conquest of Ethiopta,

participation in the Spanish Civil War,* attack on Albania, and invision of Greece had followed in

*Italians participated in the Spanish Civil War on both sides. Mussolini's government sent
army units to assist General Franco's Falangist troops, while many Italian Communists, Social-
ists, and other anti-Fascists fought on the side of the Spanish Loyalists.
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close succession. Then Italy, formally an Axis ally of Nazi Germany, had declared war on

France and Great Britain in 1940, and on the Soviet Union and the United Statetih4U* e

After 1940, the easy victories of earlier years were succeeded by serious rove es-in the

Balkans in 1940-41, in East Africa in 1941, in North Africa in 1941-43, and on the Soviet front

In the winter of 1942-43. Materiel was scarce and organization lacking; training was antiquated; F

morale, though high in some corps, was low in most. British ships inflicted heavy losses on the

Italian fleet. Although air force pilots were generally skillful, planes and fuel were scarce.

When Allied forces invaded Sicily on July 10, 1943, the 300,000 well-equipped Italian forces

stationed there distintegrated; and the Germans bad to defend the island practically alone. Al-

lied bombing of Rome further lowered morale. When Mussolini met with the German dictator

Adolf Hitler In northern Italy later that month to request greater aid, he received an answer

that was somewhere between noncommittal and negative.

Internal Coup Lea&d to luiman Fitldreaual From War
When the news leaked out In Rome that Italian requests had been refused by the Germans,

two groups decided independently to act against Mussolini. At a meeting of the Gnmd Council of

Fascism on July 24, the moderate majority expressed opposition to the DUoe's policies OW a

motion was carried to lIWOA Mfussollni's powers. And immediately following this amton.8a group

of leading monarchists persuaded King Victor Emmanuel mI to order the arrest of Mussolini and

to appoint Marshal Pietro Badogllo head of the government.

What was meant to be a coup d'etat became a revolution. There was little or no violence,

but within 24 hours most Fascist organizations collapsed. Former clandestine opposition groups

now began to operate overtly, opposing the King and Dadoglio as much as they had opposed law-

solini and fascism. The new government first undertook to carry on the war on the sick of

Germany, but by early August it was attempting to establish contact with the Allies.

The armistice signed wiP the Allies on September 3, 1943, by representatives of the royal

Italian government was made public by radio on the evening of September 8, when a large Allied

force was already in sight of the beaches along the Gulf of Salerno. The King and Marshal

Badoglio, fearing arrest by the Germans, fled Rome on the 8th and took refuge in southern Italy

in territory shortly to be occupied by the Allies.

Italian Institueion Gemerady Disitaeqrse as Allies Lmad in Southern Italy

The announcement of the armistice on September 8, coupled with news of the Allied landind

in Salerno and rumors of more landings elsewhere, caused the collapee of Italy's military and m

civilian governmental structure, including much of the local administration. The process, how-

ever, was far from uniform, either In time or extent. The large civilian police force disappeared

nearly everywhere, while the military police force (Carabinleri) kept Its organization intact and

1
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did Its best to perform its duties. Railroad and postal employees generally remained at their

Jobs, but many local officials went into hiding, courts stopped functioning, prisoners were re-

leased, and prisoner-of-war camps remained unattended. Abandoned barracks and unattended

military depots were often looted by the civilian population, and many soldiers and officers

traded their weapons for civilian clothes-with the result that later there were many weapons in

the hands of the population.

The Italian armed forces generally disintegrated as a fighting force. Although the air force

kept part of its organization, it had few planes. Most naval units sailed to Allied bases and put

themselves at the disposal of Allied naval commanders. Most important, the army dissolved.

As on Salerno's beaches, many soldiers deserted during the night of September 8, and large

numbers of noncommissioned and commissioned officers, particularly noncareer men,* soon

followed suit. Except in a few individual cases, there was little thought of resistance or insur-

gency; most thought that the war had ended and simply wanted to go home. Where a strong

esprit de corps existed (as in some Alpine, grenadier, artillery, and armored units) and where

many a Idlers simply did not know where to go, battalions and even regiments, but rarely divi-

sions, remained intact. A few units, still acting as regular troops but lacking coordination and

precise orders, tried to oppose the Germans. Their resistance, however, was quickly overcome,

with small losses on either side.

The Germou Take Over the Figtk dgah the Affied Arnims ia haly

Italy's defection from the Axis had not taken the Germans completely by surprise. German

troops in Italy had been increased from 7 to 17 divisions by September 1943. The Germans

moved rapidly to demobilize the Italian army, first disarming and later interning or deporting to

Germany such Italian troops as had not deserted. With few exceptions, Italian field and general

officers cooperated. In a report issued November 7, 1943, the Wehrmacht chief of staff an-

nounced that more than half a million Italian prisoners of war and military internees, including

about 25,000 officers, were in German hands.- The Germans had also taken from the Italians

some 4.000 airplanes., 15,000 trucks, 10,04 guns, and 1,000 tanks and armored cars. Alto-

gether, in Italy, the Balkans, and southern France, 83 Italian divisions had ceased to exist.

Simultaneously, the Germans moved to contain the Allied invasion of Italy. Starting on the

night of September 8, German troops in Italy began to occupy strategic points such as cross-

roads, bridges, railroad stations, telephone exchanges, power plants, reservoirs, administrative

headquarters, and warehouses. They occupied barracks, military depots, and defensive posi-

tions along the coast and in the interior. This was done in the area north of a line extending

approximately from Salerno on the western coast of the peninsula, to Foggia, near the eastern
"iF

*It should be noted that most noncareer army officers were nonpolitical, whereas air force
officers were generally Fascists, and naval officers were known for their monarchist sympathies.
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const. The few German unite stationed south of that line and those on the island of Sardinia

were evacuated rapidly to the north, with practically no losses.

While fighting was still going on in the Salerno area, which the Germans defended for nearly

two weeks, the defensive Gustav line was prepared, cutting the Italian peninsula diagonaUlly from

the mouth of the Garigliano River in the vest to a point east of the Malella mountain, on the

Adriatic coast. The Allies reached positions along this line between October 1943 and early

January 1944; but, except for the small Anzio beachhead taken in January 1944, the Germans
hold their line until the Allied breakthrough in Cassino, in the second half of May.

Gormnms Free MuueUsi To Heod a Pappea Geernamnt in Asis.Ueld Aroes

Meanwhile, the Germans took Steps to stabilize the political situation In that part of Italy

which they held. As early as September 9, 1943, they announced a new Fascist government for

Axis-controlled territory In Italy. On September 12, German commandos freed the Does and

on the 23d he was installed as head of the new Italian Social Republic, popularly called the Re-

public of Blb. Except for the operational area along the Gustav line and a few northeastern

provinces under direct German administration, civil authority was placed in the hands of this

puppet Italian government. The whole of northern Italy and ner.rly all of cntral Italy, which

were thus under either direct or indirect German control, were the areas where the Insurgency

took place.

INSURGENCY

Almost as soon as the Italian armistice was awnunced, clandestine roups or squads were

organized in oities and towns, and irregalr bands were formed In the countryside, particularly

in areas situated some distance from German lines of communication. There followed a con-

certed and widespread search for weapons and some clashes with Fascists--on rare occasions

with small, isolated German units-as well as attempts to cross the lines wad establish contact

with the Allies.

Orgwrlstuion of "Mary" BwMh
The insurgent bands organized at this time derived from both military and poi/tical back-

grounds. From the demoralized Italian armed forces, several tens of thousands fled, Indlivid-

ually or in small groups, to hilly and mountainous areas. Although most of these men were

chiefly motivated by their inability to reach home and their fear of capture by the Germans,

there were others who wanted to engage in active resistance sgainst the Germans and their

Italian collaborators. From the latter group, numbering at first only a few thousand, came those

who organized themselves as irregular bands, their purpose at first being purely defensive. By
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theeand of September 1943, suchbbands ocud be found in many of theohigh Alpine Valleys and in

* ~some Apiennine areas.
These military bands were augmented by some escaped prisoners of war, mostly British

an Nva, who joined groups or even established their own small bands, mainly in arelas of

central Italy. These bends were often, but not always, In contact with "military" committees,

organized clandestinely by arm~y officers In Rome, Turin, and som. of the other large cities.
They called themselves Patriots, sand considered themselves part of the Italian armed forces

recognizing the authority of the Italian government set up by the IKing and Marshal. Dadoglio in
Allied-occupied territory. On October 13, 1943, the Badoglio government declared war against

* Germany. For this sector of the insurgency, which described Itself as, but was not, apolitical,

Germans were the main enemy.

Ogesduosiem of the PWlUWe RmdgmCe
Even before the armistice, an articulate political resistance had developed when responsible

leaders of the democratic Action party, the Communist party, and the resrecdSoils
party had agreed on a common action policy. Iihi'Initiative in bringing the three parties to-
gather was often taken by the Communists. TheL universal slogan after the German attack on
the U. S. R. R. in June 1941 was the formation of auiefrnagnsteAds;and they insisted,

in Italy as elsewhere in German-occupied Europe, on including In the unified notional front all

antiFasistpolitical tendencies. The resistance therefore Included two pro-Fascist parties
which had been reorganized between the time of Mussolini'Is dismissal and the announcement of
the armistice: the Catholic party, which took the name of Christian Democratic party and was

i ~beaded by be (lasperi; and the conservative Liberal party, which had governed Italy at the time

fascism seized power sand whose most authqritat:ie ýleaders were Senators Benedetto Croce and
Luigi Elnaudi, former Premier Vittorio Orlando, and former Speaker of the Chamber of Deputies,

Enrico do Nicola. Two smaller anti-Fascist parties, the Republica and Labor parties, had also
been reorganized in some sections of northern and central Italy.

After the armistice, anti-Fascints organized clandestine Committees of National Liberation
(CLNs) in muany of the cities and towns of German-occupied Italy. The CLNs recopnized the

* leadership first of the Rome and later the Milan committees. Committees were generally com-
posed of represenatives of three to six political parties'. In the CU~s, the left was represented

by the Action, Socialist, and Communist parties, the right, by the Christian Democratic and Lib-
ore) parties; and hovering between left and right were the two smaller Republican aNd Labor parties.

Greaui of the PONeke Reslncae siad the Iuseuemag Iumpertinc.
of the cessamausdsPatyw

Covert groups of activists were organized in cities and towns by the parties of the left; in

this. the Communist party considerably outdistanced both the Socialist and the Action parties.
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Covert groups connected with the Christian Democratic and Liberal parties usually engaged only

In such activities as communications, protection, supplies, and finanne.

When members of the Communist and Action parties and a few Socialist& took to the hills

and mountains, they usually avoided the "military" bands. In the countryside, they brought to-

gether and organized into "political" or partisan bands both escaped soldiers and other young

people of military age or younger who were afraid of being conscripted for labor by the Germans

or for military service by the re-established Fascist authorities.

Under the special conditions of hardship, fear, and isolation that prevailed in their new life,

many of these young and essentially nonpolitical Italians were drawn Into a political orbit. En-

thusiasm and idealism were aroused, pride in being Italian was resurrected along lines different

from those of nationalism and fascism, and political ideology was born or strengthened. Young

men in the Communist bands soon found themselves drawn under the spell of experienced in-

doctrinators-men who had fought in the Spanish Civil War, or who had been In Mussolini's Jails

from the late 1920's to their liberation after the July 1943 coup, or who had Infiltrated into Italy

after the fall of France in May 1940 to reconstruct a Communist underground. For many indeed

who fought in the resistance bands, this period became the most meaningthl of their lives, and

political loyalties born under these conditions died hard.

Political and Military Integratiom of the Italian Resistmce
Under the CLN Orgnuisatio

The "political" or Partisan bands kept in touch with the city CLNs, but neither group recog-

nized the authority of the Badoglio royal government. Instead, they recogpized the largely nom-

inal authority of the Central Committee of National Liberation (CCLN) in Rome, headed by the

former Premier and head of the Labor partY , Nnoe Bonomi. After the January 1944 Allied

landing at Anzio, southeast of Rome, NOMVans rushed reinforcements to the area and com-

munication with Rome became extremely difficult. Regional CLNs in central Italy and the Com-

mittee of National Liberation for Northern Italy (CLNAI) then exercised supreme authority over

the "political" sector of the insurgency.

In June 1944, shortly after the Allied liberation of Rome, King Victor Emmanuel, strongly

hated by all anti-Fascists, yielded to Allied pressure and transferred his powers to his son,

Humbert 11, the Prince of Piedmont. Marshal Badoglio resigned, and the former chairman of

the CCLN, Bonomi, became premier. It was hoped that this change would put an end to the divi-

sMon between the "military" and the "political" sectors of the insurgency in German-occupied

territory. The hope was largely realized: Most "military" bands entered the CLN organization

by giving their allegiance to one of the CLN parties, usually either the Christian Democratic

party or the Liberal party. With the formation of the Corpo Volontari della Libertl (Liberty Vol-

unteers) in June 1944, both Patriots and Partisans were to be included in a single "military" orgniza-

tion under the CLNAI.
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CGeneal Cadesioa Fuses Panijans and Paris Ino Liberty Volunto rhs

At the request of the CLNAI, Gen. Raffaele Cadorna, who had distinguished himself in giving
battle to German armored units when they tried to occupy R~ome, was parachuted into northern

Italy In August 1944. It was hoped that he would be able to accomplish two aims. First, it was

felt that he might succeed in acting as arbiter between the two most Influential Partisan leaders,

the democrat Ferruccio Perri, head of the Rosselli and Justice and Liberty bands, which formed

the military organization of the Action party, and the Communist Luigi Longo, head of the Gari-

baldi formations linked to the Communist party. His second mission was to facilitate the absorp-

tion of the "military" bands into the CLN organization. In February 1945, Cadorna was appointed

by the CLNAI as commander of the Liberty Volunteers.

Antagonism between insurgent bands with different political affiliations was at times acute

and clashes sometimes occurred, but on the whole cooperation and concord prevailed. Tension

was greatest in the north-eastern corner of Italy, where Italian Communist bands cooperated

with Tito's Yugoslav Partisans, to the detriment of non-Communist Italian bands. In the western

Alps, relations between Italian bands and French maguis were often unfriendly. The Swiss usu-

ally gave generous help to the bands located near their border.

Strengh and Political Ajffliation of Urban Underground and Guerri//a Bands

No reliable comprehensive strength figures exist for either overt or covert Italian insurgent

groups. Nor is it easy to establish a clear-cut distinction between members of guerrilla bands,

activists in the cities, and thocc: who helped them. It may be roughly estimated that at the begin-

ning of October 1943, one month after the armistice, there were tens of thousands of members in

bands north of the Gustav line while city activists were numbered in the thousands. Winter

brought hardship. Lack of food and shelter, as much as attacks by Germans and Fascists,

caused many bands to disperse; others were reduced to a fraction of their former strength. By

February 1944, there were probably no more than 15,000 to 20,000 mon in the bands, of whom

about three-quarters were in northern Italy and the remainder in central Italy. On the other

hand, the strength oi city activists remained fairly constant.

With the coming of spring, guerrilla strength increased rapidly, thanks largely to the tens

of thousands of young people trying to escape German and Fascist recruitment. By early summer

1944, while the Allies were slowly advancing in central Italy-automatically ending the Insurgency

in liberated areas-there were probably as many as 120,000 Partisans and Patriots in the moun-

tains and 10,000 activists in the cities.

During the summer, in preparation for a stand at the more northern Gothic line, between

Spezia and Rimini where the peninsula joins continental Italy, the Germans engaged in severe and

successful mopping-up operations in the northern Apennines. These were followed in late summer
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and early fall by other mopping-up operations in the Alpine valleys. By the end of October 1944,

Partisans and Patriots were again reduced to only a fraction of what they had been four or five

months earlier. The numbers of city activists remained about the same as before: Many had

been caught or had dropped out, but others had joined their ranks.

As the winter of 1944-45 came to an end, men who had been in hiding during the cold months

returned to the bands and were joined by a number of new recruits. By early April 1945, when

the Allies opened their final offensive, the number of Liberty Volunteers in the German-occupied

area, including a little over one-third of Italy and some 20 million inhabitants, was again esU-

mated at about 100,000. There were probably as many as 90,000 men In the bands, while the city

activists still numbered about 10,000.

In terms of political affiliation, bands linked to the Communists accounted for about 40 to 45

percent of the total strength; tLose linked to the Action party, 25 to 30 percent; and former

"military" bands now linked primarily to the Christian Democratic and Liberal parties, about

20 percent. The remaining 5 to 15 percent belonged to bands affiliated with the Socialist party

or to small unaffiliated bands, of which there were many. All city activists were political. The

majority were Communist party members or sympathizers and most of the others were Social-

ists; relatively few were Actionists or anarchists.

Basic Orgmdsatdon of Units in Cltie and Counryside
In the mountains, the hills, and some large swampy areas of the plain, the basic unit was the

band; in the city, it was the squad. City squads usually varied from 5 to 12 men; only a few

were larger. These were supposed to be organized into brigades, 150 men being the maximum

strength. A band, on the other hand, might vary in size from ten to several hundred men. Var-

ious factors determined the size-the degree of confidence the leader was able to inspire, his

politics, and the availability of supplies-food, ammunition, and clothing, in that order.

Both "military" and "political" leaders in 1943 and early 1944 and the CLN in 1944-45

established a complicated field organization with brigades and divisions, linked to area, pro-

vincial, and regional commands. Theoretically a brigade would include 150 to 450 men, and a

division several brigades, up to a total strength of 4,000 men. There were area commanders,

at first usually appointed by the military committee of the party to which most of the brigades in

the area were affiliated, and later by the regional and central military committees of the CLN.

Provincial, regional, and central military committeee ere usually composed of four to six

members.

This structure was, however, largely nominal. City activists, for instance, only obeyed

orders coming from the political party to which they belonged. Nonetheless, this organization

sometimes served a useful purpose: It provided a certain amount of coordination, distributed

the supplies sent by the Allies among bands of different political coloration, financed the bands,

and maintained communications with otherwise Isolated areas.
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I
Inurgad Aims. end Tdics lain Eriy Operation

Daring the first months of the insurgency, the aim of the bands was purely defensive. They

were generally located in areas of little or no military Interest to the Germans and their main

activities may be described am exclusively internal: orpnization, colleotion of arms and am-

munition, establishment of friendly relations with the local population, military training of new

recruits, communifr'tion with 'ther hands, preferably thoste sharing similar pIitical views, and

collection of food and warm clothing.

In early olast, s, the insurgent bands, who were unversed in guerrilla warfare, met attacks

by trying to defend their positions. This could be done with a measure of success only so long

as ammunition lasted-usually a few hours, occasionally a few days. The bands had small arms

and on rare occasions a few mortars or small artillery pieces; Sten guns and light machineguns

were the most highly prized weapons. After a time the insurgents learned that they should aban-

don their positions before being encircled and that they should avoid battles and concentrate on

ambushes. After these tactics were adopted, insurgent casualties In actual fighting were mini-

mized.

Insurgeuts Provide Alies With Inormation

Immediately following the armistice in September 1943, resistance couriers had been dis-

patched to try to reach the Allies. Many were caught while trying to cross the lines, others

gave up the attempt, but some did get through. It was a while before Allied authorities could

screen them and establish their bona fides, but within three weeks after the Salerno landing a

few were able to return behind the lines in central Italy, carrying with them what mattered most-

a transmitter and a cipher key.

The British and Americans also received the cooperation of •L, the Italian military intelli-

gence agency whose network included active agents on both sides of the line. In October, SIM

missions, acting on behalf of the Allies, went behind the German lines. For several months an

important intelligence network operated from Rome, organized by officers in contact with SIM.

Although strongly resented by the "political" sectors of the insurgency, SIM's cooperation was

valuable. In December 1943, the first Allied mission reached northern Italy. Meanwhile, from

northern Italy, CLN couriers had manged to establish contact with American and British intelli-

gence agents in Switzerland. Among the CLN intelligence networks, two of the most efficient

were OR! and Franchi, both linked primarily with the U. S. Office of Strategic Services (OSS).

Thus the Italians were able to supply the Allies with useful military and political intelligence.

Active Operations Resulb in Limited Achievements

Offensive operations were undertaken largely on the initiative of local leaders trying to in-

terpret general directives that the Allies and the Italian government in Allied-occupied territory
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issued by radio. Raids were directed and carried out against German communication lines,

bridges and railroad tracks were blown up, small Fascist and sometimes German garrisons

and convoys were attacked, and Internment and concentration camps were assaulted to free the

inmates.

In tho spring and early summer uf 1944, bands were able to establish their control over

relatively largo mountainous areas, up to 1,000 ucpqaro milau or more. There they organized

"republics," some of which (Montefiorino in the northern Apennines, Val d'Ossola and Carnia in

the Alps) had civilian populations of 30,000 to 50,000 inhabitants. The Val d'Ossola Partisans

controlled the source of most of Industrial Milan's waterpower, a strategically important area;

short of arms, they were assaulted by the Germans and driven out within six weeks of estab-

lishing their regime. I

City activists engaged in acts of individual and collective terrorism, more often against

Italian Fascists than against Germans. In the industrial cities they also organized sabotage,

slowdowns, and strikes. For example, serious strikes occurred in Milan in December 1943 and

March 1944, and In Turin in November 1943 and June 1944. An active clandestine press was

established and newspapers were published, with some well-known authors contributing. Al-

though harassed, the underground proved adept at moving its presses and substituting new per-

sonnel when necessary. By this means, anti-Fascist and anti-German propaganda was spread

and Information that the occupiers wanted to suppress was circulated. 2

Camauies and Counterintelligence

Overall insurgent casualties were heavy. Unfortunately, it is difficult to make a clear-cut

distinction between those insurgents killed in actual fighting; the more numerous group of those

who were executed after being taken prisoner; civilians killed for having given aid; and civilians

executed or killed in the mistaken assumption they were insurgents or supporters. In addition,

hostages were taken and in many instances executed. In the course of mopping-up operations in

the summer of 1944, entire villages were wiped out. In one case, nearly 2,000 persons were

killed in a single locality, The total number of insurgent casualties was estimated at about

60,030 to 65,000, of whom between 20,000 and 30,000 were killed or tortured to death. ,

Some of these casualties were due to Italian informers, and counterintelligence was always

important to both city activists and guerrilla bands. There was a perennial search for informers

among the local population and for infiltrators into the movement. The number of spies and in-

formers, or of supposed spies and informers, who were executed by the resistance was high and

formed a significant portion of the counterinsurgent losses.

*To these should be added a few tens of thousands of members of the Italian regular armed
forces killed in September-October 1943 after the armistice and those who died in internment
camps, and about 8,000 Italian Jews (one-fifth the total number) killed in extermination camps.
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, Bo, m of Spport for the Rmistance
On the other hand, the Italian onsurglncy could not have maintained Itself for twenty mnonths

had It not been actively supported by large sectors of the population, and at least passively sup-

ported by the overwhelming majority of the nation. Although Fascists and pro-German Italians

were few, convinced anti-Fascists were also few and convinced anti-GermanL, only slightly more

numerous. What mattered above all was the fact that most Italians wanted peace, that in their

minds fascism and Germany meant war and an Allied victory the end of wVar. In the eyes of the

public, the insurgents, whatever their politics might be, were identified with the Allied cause-

that Is, with the end of war and the return of peace-und therefore should be helped.

Farmers, though aware of the possible consequences, supplied bands, refugees, and escaped

prisoners of war with food; gave sanctuary to those who needed hiding; and hid their own young

men to avoid conscription by the Germans and Fascists. Few ever acted as informers, Land-

owners' country villas were often used as hiding places and as concentration points for members

of the resistance. The clergy provided sanctuary in monasteries, convents, and parish houses.

Members of the lower clergy volunteered to act as couriers; the upper clergy used their influ-

ence to prevent executions and deportations, and during the last few weeks acted as interme-

diaries to bring about the surrender of Germans and Fascists. Business people gave money,

some willingly, others under coercion-most hoping to keep on good terms with the winning side.

Industrialists cooperated with the recently established underground unions in order to curtail

production. Great caution was required, because the Germans were active, efficient, and ruth-

less, and a sizable number of Italians were cooperating with them. On the whole, however, a

strong net of anti-German solidarity protected the insurgents; and for the Italians, accustomed

to bitter political divisions and rigid socioeconomic compartmentalization, this was a new and

valuable experience.

Orgauiusation of British and American Aid for the Italian Rmesisuance

Both the expectation and the reality of Allied aid were of fundamenh"m importance to the

Italian insurgency, geared from the beginning to the conviction that the Allies would win the war.

For their part, the Allies had been anxious to establish contact with Italian anti-Fascist groups.

After seven Allied divisions were withdrawn from Italy early in the summer of 1944 for the

planned Allied landing in southern France, any aid the Italian insurgents could offer assumed new

importance. On the British side, the Special Operations Executive (SOE), operating in Italy as

Special Force No. 1, sent representatives to the guerrilla bands, while British Military Intelli-

gence was entrusted with intelligence operations behind enemy lines, and a smaller British orga-

nization, A Force, attempted to recover prisoners of war stranded in enemy territory. On the

American side, special operations were conducted by the Office of Strategic Services, whose unit

in Italy was known as 2677th Regiment. The British and American missions were not integrated;
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each operated in separate areas with its own bands. All clandestine operations in Italy, how-

ever, were coordinated within army group hoadquarters (Allied Armies In Italy, later known as

15th Army Group) and within the combined theater command in Italy (Allied Forces lleadqunrtlrs,

known as AFHQ).

By the summer of 1044, several dozen Allied missions had been sent into enemy territory-

a few by land across the lines, some by sea, most by plane. Missions usually included two or

three people, their composition varied, some being formed only of Allied personnel, others of

Allied and Italian personnel, and still others of Italian personnel only. Approximately 200 mis-

sions were sent to the Italian resistance groups behind the lines of SOE and O0S dhtring the in-

surgency.

Moat Allied Supplies Are A irdropped

Through the info'mation received from couriers and from missions, it also became possible

for SOE and 058 to send supplies to the insurgents by sea or, preferably, by air. The first drops

occurred in October 1943; they increased in frequency and quantity until July 1944. For several

months thereafter, German mopping-up operations, the collapse of the hope that the Germans

would fall that year, the later diversion of supplies and airplanes to the Allies fighting in southern

France and to the Polish Home Army fighting the Germans in Warsaw in August and September,

and the coming of winter brought a decline of Allied aid to the Italian insurgency. In November

1944, the Commander in Chief of the Allied Armies in Italy, General Harold R. Alexander (later

the Supreme Allied Commander Mediterranean), realizing the difficulty of supplying the parti-

sans, directed them to disband for the season.

Some resistance leaders viewed this order as a manifestation of bad faith-an attempt to

prevent the Italians both from participating in the liberation of their country and from creating

the new postwar social order they envisaged for Italy. Also, since most of the partisans then

remaining in the hills and mountains had nowhere to go, it was impossible for them to comply

with the order. 3

Supplies were delivered more frequently and in greater quantities after February 1945.

Supplies included weapons (small arms), ammunition, medicines, clothing, and some foodstuffs.

Allied records indicated that by the end of the war over 6,000 tons ol supplies had been air-

dropped, 68 percent from U.S. army aircraft. 4 This did not mean, however, that 6,000 tons

were recovered by drop-zone crews. Italian estimates of Allied supplies range from 3,000 to

4,000 tons, which may suggest the rate of recovery. Resistance leaders have indicated that this

amount covered about half of what was needed.

Formalisation of Relaioen Between the Allies and the Italian Resistance

Relations between the Italian resistance and the Allied powers in Italy were finally formal-

ized in late 1944. Four representatives of the CLNAI and AFHQ met in November and December
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1044 and rvavlhod an agreement in which the CLNAI gave aosurances that its military arm, the

(nenrnI COmmand of the Volunteers of Liberty, would carry out Allied directives and would

come under direct Allied command As Italy was liberated, and that the CLNAI itself would ree-

oniptze the Allied Military (lovwrnment (AMO) to be established in former enemy:occupied ter-

ritory, Ily thus dealing directly with the CLtNAI, the Allies gave it and its Liberty Volunteers

offlicil statuo, They also agreed to give financial support, up to 160 million lire a month, to the

Volunt,.rs of Liberty. And In i following agreement signed on December 26, 1944, by the same

representatives of the CLNAI and the Bonomi government, the Italian government in liberated

Home reeognited the CLNAI as "the organ of the anti-Fascist parties in enemy-occupied terri-

tory," and appointed the CLNAI as Its delegate in the struggle against Fascists and Germans.

New Misasimo Undertaken by the CLNAI
The new importance of the CLNAI and the Liberty Volunteers was reflected in the missions

assigned them by the A llies-to harass the lines of communication of retreating Germans, safe-

guard the ceonomic resources of the country against German scorch tactics, and maintain law

and order in areas vacated by the Germans until the Allied Military Government should arrive. 5

It was not until early April 1945, however, when the Allied armies were again on the move,

that the military breakthough came near Bologna. Then, while the Germans were slowly trying

to withdraw toward the Alps, the partisans rose. The Liberty Volunteers, swelled in late April

to their greatest numbers, took over in towns, sometimes as in Turin after heavy fighting against

Fascists, or as in Genoa after fighting the Germans, but most often after the Germans had pulled

out or holed up in their barracks and cantonments awaiting the arrival of Allied forces to accept

their surrender. When hostilities came to a close on May 2, 1945, most important towns in north-

ern ItAly were in the hands of the Italian partisans prior to the coming of the Allied armies, and

the mission to thwart German scorch tactics had, in many instances, been successfully carried

out. 4

COU A'ERINSUR;ENC Y

Just as saveral months elapsed before the Allies realized the existence and potential value

of the insurrectionary movement developing in German-occupied territory, so It also took sev-

eral months for the Fascists and the Germans to become aware of the insurgency, to recognize

its exact nature, and to conclude that strong measures would be required to suppress it.

Neil•her Italian Fascists nor Germans Consider Rebellion a Pousibility

There' were many reasons for the delay. The Fascists, accustomed to a docile populace, did

not believe that a mass-supported revolt could be mounted against them. They were convinced
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that their opposition was limited to the small monarchical groups and a few old-time aeUve

anti- Fascists. Moreover, Italian Fascists had an interest in minimizing the size of the insur-

gency as much as possible in order to strengthen their own position with the Germans.

The Germans, In turn, were unable to reconcile an insurrection with their own image of the

Italian nation. Although attempts to enforce labor conscription had caused anti-German rioting

in Naples during the four days preceding the arrival of the Allies, both German experts and

Fascist advisers regarded this as merely an isolated episode touched off by the emotionalism of

the Neapolitans and the proximity of Allied troops.

Similarly, the concentration of thousands of 'bandits" in the upper reaches of the Alps and

Apennines in the fall of 1943 was interpreted as the rather unimportant last act in the disintegra-

tion of the regular Italian armed forces. In the German view, the fact that many disbanded ex-

soldiers had joined together did not mean that they were organized or that they meant to fight;

it was nothing "serious. " German authorities were confident that they would be able to 'liquidate

rapidly what they considered to be only the remnants of the Italian armed forces, to crush totally

any attempts that"Communists" (as Germans tended to call all anti-Fascists) might make against

the German occupiers, and in general to keep the situation under control.

Most of the Italian army surrendered quietly and in unit formation, and the Germans moved

quickly to dispose of disbanded Italian soldiers behind their lines. In late September and early

October, small Germaninfantry units-usually a battalion or less, with some artillery support-

easily cleared disbandedsoldiers and officers from several areas in whichthey had concentrated.

These areas extended iWom the Maiella mountain in central Italy to the southern Alps in Piedmont

and were relatively close to points of military interest to the Germans. Even where disbanded

soldiers numbered several thousands (as for instance at Boves, in Cuneo Province) and had

capable officers to lead them, there was never more than token, inefficient, and badly organized

resistance. Neither side suffered many casualties of dead or wounded. On the other hand,

numerous prisoners caught with weapons were executed, and the remaining captives were con-

scripted for labor.

As Insurgent Activities Grow in Intenuity, Mussolini Becomes Aware of the Threat

Correctly viewing this resistance of a small fraction of Italian troops as a last feeble gasp

of the disintegrated Italian army, the Germans failed to realize that parallel to this residual re-

sistance was a new phenomenon-the formation of insurgent guerrilla bands in the mountainous

and hilly regions and of active clandestine groups in the cities. Several developments before

winter set in should have warned the Germans that something different was taking place. "Polit-

ieal" bands had been formed whose names-Garibaldi, Rosselli, Mateotti-were by now known to

the Fascist authorities m•d were evidence of their political nature and affiliation. Also, a
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large-scale, although partial, strike in Turin at the end of November had litralyved industrial

production, this was of even greater concern to the Germans than Italy's military defection.

Fascist authorities knew, as their reports showed, that the strike had been organized by Com-

munist and Socialist underground labor leaders. Furthermore, in a number of loculit, s Fascist

leaders, including a few high ones, hid been assassinated; 28 lost their lives during the last days

of November alone.

From late November insurrection was in the making. When the January 1944 Allied landing

took place at Anzio, rebel raids disrupted road and rail communications in central Italy. By the

end of January, Mussolini was convinced that the insurgency was as great a threat to both his and

the Germans' position-3 as the Allied occupation of southern Italy. This conviction, however, was

still not shared by the German authorities.

The Divided and Impotent Government Under Mmaolini

Divided authority and conflicting policies presented further obstacles to liquidating the in-

surgency. Despite advice to the contrary, 'ie German dictator Adolf Hitler had decided not to

treat German-occupied Italy as enemy territory (in the category of Poland and Serbia*), hut to

allow it to have its own government and be treated more or less as an ally (in the category of,

for instance. Hungary and Slovakia).

The new Italian Fascist government under Mussolini attempted to maintain a certain status.

stressing its rig): , and seeking a degree of autonoray. Mussolini, however, was a worn-out man

and no longer controlled either himself or his supporters. Describing Mussolini at this time,

German Field Marshal Albert Kesselring remarked that "he w's past his prime, both in health

and power." Neither confident of his followers nor physically energetic enough to act with res-

olution, Mussolini "surrendered more and more to the lethargy of philosophic speculation. lie

was now no longer a dictator," wrote Kesselring, "only a man who through the vagaries of life

had glimpsed the mountaintops .... "?

Mussolini and some of his adherents wanted to remain entirely in control of internal affairs,

including the liquidation of the insurgency. At first they hoped to accomplish this with their own

forces; by the end of spring 1944. however, they realized that they did not have sufficient man-

power, to say nothing of materiel, and concluded that German aid was indispensable. Nonethe-

less, they still wanted to be in control of operations. Other more realistic Fascist leaders,

among them the first Minister of Interior Renato Ricci and former party secretary Roberto

Farinacci, had been willing from the beginning to act in all fields under direct German super-

vision and to accept German orders. A third group, led by Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, who had

*See Chapter Nine, "Poland (1939-1944),' and Chapter Eleven, "Yugoslavia (1941-1944).
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become Minister of Defense and head of the few regular Italian armed forces, rejected a subor-

dinate position and wanted to be treated as Germany's nlly. in both internal and military affairs.

German Reatliomns to the Itlian Fascist Goverumtent

There was a similar lack of consenmus among high German leaders in Italy. The operational

commander, Field Marshal Kesselring, wanted to treat Italians as a vanquished enemy and was

opposed to the creation of an autonomous Italian armed force, either for fighting at the front or

for dealing with the insurgency. He had only reluctantly accepted Hitler's decision to set up a

puppet government in German-occupied Italy,$ and within his own considerable field of authority,

he did his best to disregard the Italians.

On the other hand, the German territorial commander, Gen. Rudolf Toussaint, was disposed

to share the administration of nonoperational zones with Italian Fascist authorities. The chief

German political authority, Ambassador Rudolf von Iahn, was convinced that Italian hostility to

the Germans would lessen if they could feel masters in their own house; he therefore intended to

strengthen the Fascist government and give it a good deal of responsibility. The chief security

officer, SS Gen. Karl Wolff, tended to agree with Rahn. Intrigues and bickering went on for

months. It is doubtful that greater unity would have succeeded in stamping out the insurgency

completely, but quarrels led to delays which were bound to weaken the effectiveness of counter-

insurgency measures.

Fascist Forces: Local and Personal Irregllar.

Mussolini was in a poor position tO deal with the insurgency, since, in the fall of 1943, he

had no armed forces at his disposal. Efforts to create some Italian armed forces were there-

fore made at three different levels: local, often personal, irregular forces; governmental irreg-

ular formations; and governmental regular troops.

In the weeks immediately following the armistice, a few energetic Fascists set up their own

irregular forces. One of the largest-and the best trained and equipped, thanks to the personal

interestof German Grand Adm. Karl Doenitz-was the Xma MAS (10th Torpedo-boat Flotilla). a com-

mando land unit organized around a small core of Fascist naval personnel at the naval base of

Spezia who had refused to go over to the Allies. Prince Junio Valerio Borghese was the orga-

nizer and commander of the ema MAS, which reached a strength of about 4,000 men (over

10,000, according to Fascist sources).

Another well-known but smaller irregular force formed through individual initiative was

the Muti (named for the former Fascist party secretary Ettore Muti, assassinated in August

1943). The Muti reached a strength of about 500 men (4,000, according to Fascist sources). In

certain localities in northern and central Italy, old-time Fascists revived the squadristi, which

20 years before had battled unarmed anti-Fascists. In Rome, Florence, and Verona, Fascists
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organize•d themselves as irregular and revolutionary police corps, replacing the regular author-

Itics. and at times coming into conflict with German mnilitary authorities because of their ex-

ceases. The population called these irregular police corps "bands" and their members "ban-

dits." On their own Initiative, some of these voluntary Irregular formations attacked insurgent

baris in the mountains, usually with little or no success, and engaged, more successfully, in

reprisal] against captured insurgents and those who had helped them.

Fmdsl Forces: (o•eranmeuaI Irregulars

An important attempt to create Fascist armed forces occurred when Minister of DIterlor

Renato Ricci, in collaboration with party officials, tried to set up governmental irregular forma-

tions. In November 1943, Ricci first organized the Republican National Guard (GNR). On

paper, It reached a strength of 140.000 to 150,000 men. In February 1944, the German and

Fascist authorities decided to use the GNR against the insurgents. Only a relatively small

number of units were effectively employed, usually as auxiliaries of German troops; according

to Fascist sources, about 35,000 men participated in the counterinsurgency operations of March

and .APril 1944. Lack of equipment and training coupled with poor morale made the GNR ineffi-

cient. Its members were mainly young men who wanted to avoid German labor conscription and

still helieved, in late 1943. in a German victory. A few months later this belief no longer held.

In view of the ineffectiveness of the GNR. Mussolini, in late spring 1944, entrusted General

Misehi with the command of special counterinsurgent units, the CARS (Corpo Addestramento

Reparti Speciali). The CARS should have included the local Fascist irregular formations, but

the Xma MAS and others refused to cooperate. At the end of June, when it became more and

more imperative to attack the rapidly growing insurgent bands, now supplied with increasing

regularity 1ky the Allies, Mischi had only 3,000 men, instead of the I0,00,' promised him.

In Julý, Mussolini decided to militarize sectors of the membership of the Fascist party,

starting with the thousands of Fascists who had fled from central Italy after the Allied break-

through at Cassino. Called Brigate Nere (Black Brigades), the new units were able to enlist

only about 6,000 party members (30,000, according to Fascist sources). Unlike the GNR, the

Black Brigades were reliable, but they had few men. Equipped by the Germans and acting to the

end as efficient GCrman auxiliaries, the Black Brigades failed to break the insurgency. Instead,

their excesses fanned the hostility of the population against both Germans and Fascists. Other

governmental irregular formations were the CO-GU (Counter-Guerrilla Units), and the RAP

(Anti-Partisan Units). These had only a few members and were relatively insignificant.

Fascist Forces: Regaular Troops

On the third level were regular Fascist government troops. In spite of the opposition of

Field Marshal Kesselring in Italy and of Reichs Marshal Herman Goering and others in Germany,
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Hitler had authorised the formation of an Italian regular armed force, to be commanded by

Marshal Graziani. During the first half of 1944, about 60,000 men, formed into four divisions,

were trained in southern Germany and equipped by the Germans. Two divisions returned to

Italy In midsummer 1944. According to the Germans, 10,000 men deserted Immediately;

according to the Fascists, only 5,000. The other two divisions were sent to Italy before the end

of the year.

Both Field Marshal Kesselring and his successor, Gen. Heinrich von Vletinghoff-Scheel,

refused to have Italian troops on the front, except briefly on a short stretch of the Gothic line

near the Ligurian Sea. During the last few months of the war, the remaining parts of the tour

Italian divisions were used, like the Black Brigades, as auxiliaries of German forces repressing

the insurgents in northwestern Italy (Piodmont and Liguria), the area of most intensive insurgent

activity. On the whole, Italians proved to be ineffective in dealing with the insurgency.

Respoibillaiiy, Orgwuisadon, and Coumum d of GLram Force
for Fighlting the Guerrillas

In the case of the Germans, there was a difference in mission and some rivalry between

regular Wehrmacht forces and special SS units. German regular troops, both territorial and

operational, had taken charge, in the fall of 1943, of disarming Italian divisions and mopping up

concentrations of disbanded soldiers. In the winter and spring of 1943-44, troops belonging to

the territorial command, which controlled 50 of the 60-odd provinces of German-occupied Italy,

engaged in numerous successful mopping-up operations against bands, which German authorities

still believed were mainly the residue of the Italian regular forces. The Wehrmacht was re-

sponsible for the conduct of all operations, including those against guerrillas, in the forward

combat zone. SS units stationed in the cities and Gestapo personnel (not numerous in Italy) were,

on the other hand, mainly concerned with the repression of pro-Allied espionage and sabotage

activities. Until May 1944, antiguerrilla activities outside the forward zone were the special

preserve of the SS Reichsfuhrer.

In May 1944, the Wehrmacht commander, Field Marshal Kesselring, was given "absolute

authority in dealing with the Guerrillas in the Italian theatre of war," with the Supreme 88 and

Police Leader, SS Gen. Karl Wolff, personally subordinate to him. In effect, this mewnt that the

SS conducted operations within its own zone on its own responsibility and also carried out

Kesselring's directives. The function of suppressing insurgent activists in the cities was en-

trusted primarily to 88 units, aided by squads of antisaboteurs and demolition experts. In deal-

ing with the bands, SS units might be combined with Wehrmacht troops, Italian autonomous and

governmental formations, Italian SS units incorporated in the German forces, two below-strength

divisions of "Vlasov's Army,h"* and, toward the end, small groups of miliciens, French

*Recruited among Soviet prisoners of war and anti-Communist exiles from the U.S. S. R.
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collaborators who had fled France before the advancing Allies. In principle, the senior Germnn

officer, regardless of service, commanded. Either closed or mixed units under an Independent

command were also kept in readiness to be committed in large-scale operations against the

partisans. I

Strength .ud Training of Counterimurgent Forews

It was reckoned, rather approximately, that from May 1944 to the end of the war a year

later, as many as one-third of the forces available to the German command in Italy were en-

gaged in fighting insurgents or in Isolating insurgent-held areas. This would include almost

200,000 men; however, these were never all used in counterinsurgent operations at the same

time. The number was high, but with the exception of the German S8, the general quality of the

counterinsurgent troops was mediocre. Fighting against the Allies took precedence over fight-

ing against the insurgents and the best troops were almost constantly on active duty at the front

lines.

To the elements of weakness already mentioned--incorrect estimates about the insurgency,

divided authority, inefficiency of Italian Fascist troops, and mediocrity of most available Ger-

man units-should be added the lack of serious training in counterinsurgent action. The Italian

Fascist governmental irregulars were as undisciplined as the individually formed Fascist ir-

regular groups. Although some German SR units had received antiguerrilla and antisabotage

training and a number of Wehrmacht units had sometimes had considerable experience in fight-

ing insurgents in German-occupied areas outside Italy, these were the exceptions. Much of the

counterinsurgent action was entrusted to officers and men who had received only conventional

military training.

Germans Show No Interest in Nonmilitary Memures

Although it is true that counterinsurgent units easily dispersed bands whenever direct

clashes occurred, German commanders proved least able to deal with the insurgency where it

mattered most-in relation to the support given it by a majority of the Italian population. Also.

both the Germans and the Italian Fascists failed to appreciate the important subjective elements

in the insurgency-the strength of the emotions driving the insurgents, their ideology, political

beliefs, and willingness to accept discipline and face sacrifices. It should be noted, however,

that, with the war already going badly for the Axis, there was little scope in Gcrman-occupied

Italy for effective nonmilitary counterinsurgent measures. The German-sponsored Fascist

government made plans for economic and social reforms, but the German authorities showed a

total lack of interest, and the plans were not implemented.

In view of the situation existing at the time, it is doubtful that implementation of reforms

would have altered events appreciably. The Germans' main nonmilitary concerns were for the
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recruitment of Italian labor, chiefly for use in Germany, and for a high level of industrial and

agricultural output. On both counts, the Germans met with almost complete failure. The fail-

ure was pirt of the general situation, of which the insurgency was another manhiestiton. Only

military success against the Allies could have modified the situation to the advantage of the

Germans.

Germans View GuerrUles More Seriamiy m Caosakies Imcrome
It was not until April 1944 that plans to crush the rebellion were discussed, rather per-

functorily, at a summit meeting between Hitler and Mussolini. This was the first time that the

overt insurgency was recognized by the Axis as sufficiently dangerous to require a general plan

to liquidate it-as distinguished from mopping-up operations undertaken by local German tactical

authorities. Instructions were given to the German military and political authorities In Italy and

concrete steps were adopted soon after to stamp out the insurgency methodically.

If German army commanders in Italy were generally less interested in the antiguerrilla

problem than in their front lines, their Commander in Chief was not unaware of its dangerous

potentialities. By June 1944, with the fall of Rome, Kesselring considered that the Italian in-

surgents "might critically affect the retirement of my armies. "if This judgment concerning the

possible gravity of the insurgent threat was to be confirmed when, for the three-month period of

June-August 1944, Kesselring's intelligence officer reported to him that German losses to the

partisans were 5,000 killed and 25,000-30,000 wounded or kidnaped. According to his own re-

duced estimate, Kesselringthought "a more probable minimum figure" to be 5,000 killed, 7,000-

8,000 killed or kidnaped, and possibly a like number wounded. "In any case." he claimed later,

"the proportion of casualties on the German side alone greatly exceeded the total Partisan

losses. "1i

German Tactics Against Guerrilas and Ppulation

The German theater commander therefore ordered the antiguerrilla war to be fought in the

same manner as the battle at the front. Tanks, artillery, and flamethrowers, formerly reserved

for the front lines, were now to be used also against the partisans. The best troops "were only

just good enough." All plans were enshrouded in secrecy, and strictest security was maintained

over troop movements. Reconnaissance was given the highest priority, because the aim was to

kill "nuerrillas, not capture territory: "The capture of a Partisan hide-out was of no practical

use," according to Keseelring, "unless they defended it. ",12

The Germans were able to take any insurgent-held area once they decided to move in

strength. Although German counterinsurgent units enieted with the destruction of insurgent

bands were usually smaller than their opponents', they enjoyed superiority in armpment.

The scarcity of both planes and fuel, however, minimized the use of the German aircraft for
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countrrin:-.a4-Ciit actions.* Tactics used by German commanders eventually became uniform:

(erman units and Lheir Italian auxiliaries would surround an insurgent-held area: then, after

softening it up with intensive artillery fire, they would advance under the protection of tanks and

armored cars. There were few cases of prolonged resistance.

As an example, after the Allied breakthrough at Cassino in May 1944, 88 troops were en-

trusted with the function of clearing Insurgents from tho Apennine area of the Gotiik 1n1" to
which the Germane withdrew during the summer. The Insurgents numbered several tons of

thousands, and some of the bands held several hundred square miles, Within a few months, the

area was completely cleared, and even later there was no regrouping of Insurgent bands. In the

fall and winter of 1944, the Germans undertook the clearing of partisan-held areas that threat-

ened their lines of communication on their possible retreat through northern Italy. By late

September, using 30,000 troops, they eliminated the Monte Grappa bastion in the Veneto; by the

end of October, they cleared up important partisan-held areas in the Val d'Ossola and Val

d'Aosta; by the end of the year, they had eliminated crack partisan bands In the Veneto and the

Curnia and wiped out the "Republic of Carnia ." Along with heavy partisan casualties, the Ger-

mans inflicted numerous civilian losses through reprisals. 14

German reprisals against the civilian population-destruction of villages, taking of hostages,

and shooting of persons in retaliation for partisan activities-proved sn extremely effective

weapon and helped in area pacification. After several massacres had taken place, insurgents-

either of their own accord or following requests made by religious and lay spokesmen of the

civilian population-would often disperse when warned that SS units were coming. The arrival

of NS units in an area was often enough to stop all Insurgent activities.

In some cases, the Germans tried to isolate and leave partisan-held areas that were not of

direct military interest to them. As relatively few counterinsurgent forces were available,

isolation was effective only where narrow gorges and passes made it possible for amall units to

seal off the area, as in the case of some Alpine valleys.

In the cities, the Germans were able to establish fairly effective anti-espionage and anti-

sabotage networks, using their Italian Fascist collaborators as intermediaries. As long as

they were physically present, the Germans had the situation at least superficially under control,

both in the cities and the countryside.

Mussolini Trim To Re-e.tabtish a Popular Base for Fac/am

As the Axis position deteriorated in the winter and spring of 1944-45, Mussolini's govern-

ment unilaterally undertook certain |,onmilitary moves in an attempt to regain mass support and

* Kesselring claimed that he avoided the use of air power for humanitarian reasons, to
avert civilian casualties. 13
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meet the growing crisis in northern Italy. Between October 28 and November 10, 1944, the

government pressed home to the partisans a series of amnesty bide, hut these met with little or

no success. Is Even at this late dute, Mussolini introduced a series of social reforms. For

example, collective moss halls and communal consumers' cooperatives were established, req-

uisitioning of f.rm produce and food wholesale warehouses was intensified, and the distribution

of merchandise was more carefully supervised.

In January 1945, a series of decrees were drafted to reform taxes, reduce civil service

salaries, and regulate transportation. In February began the socialization of large-scale in-

dustrial plants, Fiat and M'ontecetlii behisg .aaung those affected, though only nominally. Fur-

thermore, Mussolini waa&ved to bring fascism into wider political focus, trying-with no auccess-t#

enlarge its base by establishing collaboration with non-Fascist elements. An opposition news-

paper was allowed to publish for a brief period, and much was said by a few Fascist leaders

about cooperation with Socialists and Republicans. But only a handful responded to these over-

tures, W which were unrealistic in the face of the overall military situation, the total and un-

compromising opposition of the CLN, and the Allies' demand for unconditional surrender.

Germans and Fascist Attempt Surreuder Negoiations

As early as October-November 1944, some German officials, acting through intermediaries,

had made the suggestion to the CLNAI that In return for partisan neutrality when the Germans

withdrew, the Germans would limit their scorch to railway lines. The proposal was not ac-

cepted, but It did produce some discussion in partisan ranks. 1" By March 1945, both Fascist and

German spokesmen were in contact with the Allies to explore the degree of hardness in the un-

conditional surrender line and any possible advantages to be gained. Bringing the captured

partisan leader Parri with him as a token of good faith, the Supreme SS and Police Leader,

General Wolff suggested to Allen Dulles, head of the European O0S, in Zurich that the Germans

would forgo scorch if the Italian partisans would renounce guerrilla warfare and the Allies ac-

cept the German surrender and guarantee personal safety tc prisoners of war. 18 Wolff's pro-

posal came to nothing* and the German surrender by General von Vietinghoff did not actually

occur until April 29. I9

Meanwhile, after the Allied breakthrough at Bologna, Mussolini, through an ecclesiastical

intermediary, looked for a contact with CLNAI leaders to explore the possibility of a safe sur-

render, but apparently he was determined to do this only with German knowledge. When in-

formed, shortly before his one meeting with CLNAI representatives in Milan on April 25, that

*In addition to the Wolff-Dulles exchpnge, there were a few other instances of behind-the-
scenes offers and counteroffers, negotiations, and conversations. Theia, huwever, had little
meaning, because neither the CLN nor the Germans and Fascists could be sure of their inter-
locutors' identity and real authority.
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the Germanat had already niegotiated--and even offered to disarm the llaok Brigadem-the shooked

Mussolini broke off negotiations and fled the city, Thus in the last days of the Axis sllianvi-, It

%as each man for himself. 0

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

In what has been called the "uWlttmatodouble cross," German troops with whom Mussolini

was fleeing Italy surrendered the Duce and other Fascists to Italian partisans without resistance

on April 27. As decided previously by the CLNAI, Mussolini was executed on April 29, 1945,

and his mistress, Claretta Petacci, who had accompanied him, was shot at the same time. Their

bodies were later exhibited, hanging by the heels, in Milan.

Many other Fascist hierarehs and followers met an equally quick fate. Estiniates of re-

prisals taken against Fascist collaborators at war's end range from a low of some 2,000 given

by a postwar minister of interior, to 5,896 by the Rome Institute of Statistics, to 40,000 by the

writer Carlo Simiani, to 300,000 claimed by neo-Fascists. 21 The reprisals undoubtedly included

cases of personal revenge and mistaken identity. Public hooliganism also occurred, looting and

banditry taking place in the name of partisan warfare. These outrages, however, lasted only a

short while, and public order was generally restored surprisingly fast.

Wartime Accmpiishmeats and Postwar Effects of the Resistance

The partisans in Italy made it possible for the Supreme Allied Commander in the Mediter-

ranean Theater of Operations, Field Marshal Sir flarold Alexander, to concede that ftaly had

"worked her passage. "22 Italians provided the Allies with much intelligence information and a

network for sabotage, saved Allied lives both by their escape systems and their tiedown of

enemy troops, maintained control over northern cities before the Allied troops arrived, and

helped to preserve Italy's economic facilities. Finally, they gave Italians back their political

self-re p• ct.

The insurgency, as a source of new-found national pride, was an Important reality. Italians

were proud of their active participation in the war against GCrmany, which had required the

solidarity of a majority of those who, after the armistice of September 1943, found themselves

in German-occupied territoTy, Self-esteem was also enhanced by the fact that measures to

crush the insurgency had failed.

The Communist role in the resistanceprovideda basis for their power inthe postwar period-

in local governments, cooperatives, and labor organizations. Participation In the anti-Fascist

resistance provided a mantle of respectability; It strengthened their ties to the Socialists and

thus made it possible to avoid postwar po!ltical isolation. The determination with which they

had fought the Fascists and Germans helped !he Communists merge into the mainstream of
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Italian political life and win a large vote in successive electionw. In this sense, the effects of

the resistance period are still operating today,

An Aasessment of the Counterinuurgent Failure

Counterinsurgency failed, but one should be aware of the nature ol the failure. It wau pri-

marily the result of Allied victories on conventional military front,4. The half-hearted, poorly

organized, and largely ineffective Italian Fascist counterinsurgent action may be discounted.

One cannot discount German counterinsurgent action. Whenever the Germans decided to act

vigorously against the insurgents, they wet,' ,,uccessfuI--even when their numbers were small in

relation to their opponents'. Methodical, brutal repression and terrorism against the civilian

population gave the Germans results which their Italian auxiliaries were unable to achieve. In

all likelihood, the Germans would have stamped out the insurgency in a few months had riot most
Italians been convinced that Germany was bound to lose the war because of growing Allied supe-

riority.

The course of the Italian insurgency cannot be separated from Allied military initiative and

success. The expectation shared by most Italians-whether they liked it or not-that final
victory would belong to the Allies was the main factor that kept the insurgency going. German

counterinsurgent measures were effective, but their effectiveness was counterbalanced by the

Italians' hope of ultimate success. This hope enabled the insurgency to rise anew each time it

wa crushed.
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Chapter Eight

NORWAY (1940-1945)

by Chwsl 0. Lerche, Jr.
Despite te availability of an eager collaborator
in Vidkun Quisling, German plans for Norway
were frustrated by the rise of an indigenous re-
sistance movement which finally forced the o-
cupyingauthorities to resort to terroristic mesas-
urea they did not wish to use.

BACKGROUND

The Invasion of Norway by Nazi German troops in the early days of World War 11 brought

to an end 1.25 years of unbroken peace that dated from the country's appearance as a modern

nation during the latter years of the Napoleonic wars. Blessed by physical remoteness and

political self-restraint that had kept it out of power politics during the 19th century and World

War I, Norway had developed an articulate and progressive democratic society that asked

little more of the world than to be left in peace.

In 1940 Norway enjoyed one of the highest standards of living In Europe. With a remark-

ably homogeneous population, a stable government, an economy nicely balanced among farming,

fishing, shipping, and light Industry, and with no serious internal or foreign tensions, Norway

and Its fellow Scandinavian countries seemed to have come as close to solving the problems of

20th-century life as any nation in the world. I

The Norwegian economy in 1940 was a model for a small, highly organized society. Agri-

culture and forestry were dominant, and industry and shipping vied for second place. The

country was virtually self-supporting in food and its extensive imports were more than offset

by its shipping earnings. In 1940, Norway had the worJld's fourth largest merchant fleet.

Wealth was relatively evenly divided: Poverty had been all but eliminatnd, and very few Nor-

wegians were rich.

Location and Topography as StratVic Considerations

It was not Norway's economy but her geographic location that made her involvement in the

war inevitable: The Gulf Stream kept Norway'sa west-coast ports open the year around, thus

making it possible for iron ore from neutral Sweden to be shipped easily rnom the Norwegian

port of Narvik to Germany. The Germans were anxiouS to protect this route, the British

equally interested in interrupting the traffic. Germany moved first and Norway fell to the Nazis.
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Norway is relatively large by European standards, being some 3,000 square miles largor

than the British Islea. Its terrmin is mountainous and its coast ine is heavily indented. Although

mountainous terrain would seem to be ideally suited for guerrilla warfare, this proved not to be

true in Norway. The snow that covered Its maoes most of the year made tracking easy. Food

and other necessities were not locally available in the mountainous regions of the interior, sup-

ply by air was extremely difficult, and the valleys were sparsely populated and easily kept under

observation.

Tie Pseple of Norway amd TAdr Polities

The Norwegian population of some 3,000,000 was unevenly distributed: Large clusters could

be found only in the southeast, around the central lakes, and in a thin strip along the west coast.

Two-thirds of the population was rural in 1940, and only 18 urban centers had more than 10,000

inhabitants. Religious homogeneity (97 percent of the population was Lutheran), the absence of

divisive social classes, and vigorous patriotism all tended to unify the people when the Ger-

mans came. Prewar differences, based partly on rersonalities and partly on economic and so-

cial-welfare Issues, were quickly forgotten at the time of national crisis. The monarchy and

the Labor government were both popular. Only a small pro-Nazi group was available for ex-

ploitation by, the occupation forces.

The Norwegian state was headed by a constitutional monarchy so thoroughly Integrated into

Norwegian life as to be frequently classified as bourgeois. The King in 1940 was Haakon VII,

who had ascended the throne in 1905 as the first Norwegian monarch In modern times. From

the 15th century to 1814, Norway had been ruled by Danish kings; from 1814 to October 1905 the

Norwegian crown had been united with that of the Swedes. The Labor party, a socialist party,

lad controlled Norway without Interruption since 1927; after it Same into power, the radicalism

that had marked its earlier history had rapidly dissipated. Its primary opponent was the Con-

servative party; other opposition parties included the Liberals and the Agrarians. Norway's

miniscule Communist party had held no seats in the Storting (the parliament) since the 1920's.2

The only other deviant group was Major Vidkun Quisling's Nasjonal Samling (NS). At its

prewar peak, the Nazi-aping NS had almost 40,000 members, yet it had never won a seat in the

Storting. Prewar Norwegians had largely Ignored Quisling and his uniformed NS followers as

frivolous and Irrelevant to the main course of national affairs. During the 1930's, the electoral

strength of the NS actually declined, and there is no evidence tlbt Quisling ever had anything

like a mass following. His appeal was to disaffected individual s in Norway who might be susceptible

to the fear of the "Bolshevik menace." That so few responded-less than two percent of the

electorate-suggests how little fundamental discontent there was in the country before the Nazis

arrived.
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The Na. Invade N•orwna n.d the Government Fles to London
The government, though ideally adapted to manage in days of peace, was unable to cope

with the events of 1940. Its Inaotion during tOe weeks preceding the invasion indicated its
feebleness, its inability to face the reality of rapidly moving events, and its reluctance to adopt

emergency measures until It was too late 3

In a technical sense, the story of the Nazi invasion of April 9, 1940, and the struggle of the
next 62 days belong in the chronicle of the Norwegian resistance. The principal military pur-
pose of the six-division Norwegian force that took the field against the invading Germans was
to conduct a holding operation-to retain its identity and occupy some Norwogian territory until

an expected Anglo-French relief force arrived. The foreign reinforcements-when they finally
arrived-were inadequately equipped and far too few in number to turn the Germans back. The
battles before June were thus only a preliminary to the undersgound resistance that sprang up

later.
The fighting had not gone on for very long before the Norwegian government faced the al-

tornatives of surrender or the continuation of the struggle from exile. They chose the latter
firmly and without hesitation, and doubters were carried along by the example of the nation's

ImMers. On June 7, 1940, the King and the government went into exile in London, an action
which was taken with the approval of the Storting, which met far in the north, with only five of
its 150 members absent, while it was itself in flight.

With some changes in personnel, the 1940 cabinet remained in control of the resistance at

home throughout the war. The Prime Minister in London was Johan Nygmardsvold. The For-
eign Minister during the days of the invasion was Haltdan Koht; later, in London, he was re-

placed by Trygve Lie. C. J. Hambro, President of the Storting, remained a tower of strength
In the resistance, and Gen. Otto Ruge served in Britain as Commander in Chief of the exile
Norwegian Army of the Resistance.

For five years, the Norwegian populace, left to face the rigors of German occupation,

looked for leadership to their government-in-exile in London. The invasion unleashed a tidal
wave of patriotism: dedication and courage became the public norm, and there was no general
resentment at the government's departure as there was in some other Nazi-occupied countries.

INSURGENCY

The resistance within Norway to the German occupiers and Quisling began almost im-

mediately after the German takeover; its history was one of growing intensification of effort

and national support. By the fall of 1942, resistance was regardcd as a "duty" to be performed
in the most efficient and professional manner possible. The resistance, furthermore, was
united under the leadership of the Norwegian government-in-exile, so that there were coordina-
tion and agreement between the expatriates and the Home Front.
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ABpr and Norggrfa Crewo a Popular and (Inied Hem. Fron em .'ent

The resistance leaders included many of the moot Infnuantlal and respected Norwegian@,

Although the early resistance was spontmeous and usoordinated, It was built into a single

Home Front movement under the outstanding leadership of Pail Berg, Chief Justice of the Nor-

wegian Supreme Court in 1940 and a former Liberal minister. On December 21, 1940, ho and

other members of the Supreme Court resigned in protest against German actions in Norway, a

move that has been called "the first real gesture of resiutanoe,-4 Despite his age (70) and lisa

lack of any mUltary experience, Berg set about uniting the Norwegian reuistance into a single

organization with both a civilian and a military division.

In his work, Chl#%f Justice Berg had the active cooperation of the Primate and "greatest

personality" of the Norwegian state church, Bishop Elvind Berggrav. By February 1941, Berg-

grav had led the other bishops in openly opposing Nazi policies. Pastoral letters challenged

German exeouUons of resisters, the persecution of Norwegian Jews, forced labor practices and

deportations, imposition of Nazi education and orpnizations on Norwegian youth, and the ter-

rorist tactics of Quisling's storm troopers (the Hlird). Berggrv Is credited with bringing the

SociaUats and the trade unio.J into oooperation with the Home Front. In February 1942, Bishop

Bsrgrav joined the other bishops and most of the clergy In resigning; and on April 9, he was

finally arrested. Even in confinement, however, he is said to have continued to communicate

with resistance forces.6

The leaders epitomized the spirit of the people. The Norwegians, a self-sufficient and

predominantly rural people, familiar with the land and able to cope with adverse terrain and

weather, were admirably suited for this type of Insurgency. Apparently spontaneous demon-

strations in enthusiastic support of a British air raid on Oslo occurred in that city as early as

September 1941. Nattonal pride, at first more offended by the role of Quisling and his party

than by the German military victory, was driven beyond endurance by successive humiliations

at the hands of the Germans. National solidarity was assured in an almost universal hatred of

the Germans and the Quislings. It has been said that over 90 percent of the populations sup-

ported the Home Front effort.

Strategy and Tweirs of the Home Front

While the overall aim of the resistance was the liberation of Norway from Nazi nn! Qu•sl-

ling rule, the fundamental strategy of the Home Front was to reduce the effectiveness of the

occupation and to keep alive the Norwegian spirit; only secondarily and later did the Home

Front resort to guerrilla warfare and active military harassment of the enemy.7 The main

tactics of the insurgents therefore included the dIssemination of propaganda, the supplying of

intelligence to Germany's enemies, and covert sabotage. Every effort was bent to negate those
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measures that Germany sought to impose upon the Norwoegin population, particularly the

labor draft and the military servico draft.

Probably the most important function of the resistance was the dissemination of information.

Radio broadcast* and newspapers not spefloito•ly authorised by the occupying forces were made

illegal shortly after the occupation began; however, despite strong opposition from the Germans,

illicit radio reoeivers rapidly came inio useethroughout the country and clandestine newspapers

appeared. It has been estimated that between 200 and 300 such papers were circulating regularly

througliwut the country. As repressivp measures increased in stringenoy, news was spread by

organized word of mouth.

Intolligenoe information, often of vpil1tary significance, was transmitted to London, usually

ty couriers traveling across the North Sea in tiny fishing boats. For example, Norwegian infor-

mation that the German battleship Bismarck had left Ito port in Bergen made it possible for the

British royal navy to intercept the Bimarok and sink her in one of the most dramatic episodes

of the early years of the war. I

In Norway, as elsewhere in occupied Europe, the technique of covert sabotage was expressed

In the watchword of the anti-Nazi resistance, "Work slowly, work badly." In addition, selected

targets were actively sabotaged. Although these efforts were not too successful at first, they

later became highly effective. In general, however, the Norwegians' intent was to undermine

the German war effort but not to destroy Norwegian plants-with the exception of those directly

involved in military production. Norwegian sabotage was therefore oharacterized by a minimum

of physical destruction, but even so it was apparently very tll ing in its effeots.a

Norwegian Efforts To Thwart German Labor Coscription

Efforts to prevent the use of Norwegian labor for German economio and war purposes began

in reiponal to a "voluntary" labor service-made compulsory after May 1, 1941-which at first

affected only Norwegian males between 20 and 26 years of age for a period of 3 months' service.

This relatively mild measure was replaced a year later with a harsher one, when Norwegian

businesses were informed that they were to give up approximately one-third of their personnel

for agricultural work and later another third for work on air fields and fortifications in Norway.

Early in 1943, the Germans announced new plans that amounted to conscription of males between

18 and 55 years old for work on fortifications and railways and females between 21 and 40 to re-

place the men on their usual jobs. Reports soon leaked out that men were being shipped to

Germany or used in semimilitary German 'or' . u.

Norwegian harassment made it exceptionally difficult for the Germans to impose the labor

draft. As early as September 1940, the trade unions had dissolved themselves and destroyed

their memberihLp) lists in anticipation of just such a move. Despite this, however, the Germans

netted an annual supply of about 18,000 workers in 1941 against an estimated supply of 25,000
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from the first plan; and the 19.12 conscription apparently resultel in the immediate transfer of

70,000 Norwegian workers to German defense work.

In 1943 the Norwegian@ redoubled their efforts to delay or obstruct the conscription of

workers, In Oslo the chief of police, Gunnar Etlifeen, refused in August to arrest recalcitrant

womenm for this act he joined the growing list of Norwegian martyrs. It has been claimed that

underground activities were responsible at one point for decreasing to 3,000 workers the 35,000

that the Germans had expected. Eacnpc rates to Britain, Sweden, and elsewhere rose sharply.

Some ides of the effectiveness of the Norwegian underground in thwarting Nazi measures may be

pined from the fact that its "emigration sorvice" transported about 50,000 persons, most of

whom were avoiding the labor draft, to Sweden or England during the war. II

Efforts To Avoid Military Draft and Nasifieation of Youth

Early in 1944, the Norwegian resistance captured plans indicating that Quisling had prom-

ised to mobilize 75,000 Norwegians for service in the German armed foelp. The militarv con-

scription was to be effected under the guise of the labor conscription. Apparently because of the

premature disclosure, which enabled the Home Front to sabotage German records and to hide

Norwegian men of niilitary age, implementation o: the plans had to be postponed for several

months. In June 1944, Quisling complained that "Norwegian youth hides and takes to forests

when we demand that it work for the people of the country. "112

The Norwegians also resisted attempts to nazify their youth. Demonstrations and

strikes occurred in 1941 in protest against the Quisling "Youth Guard" and early Nazi at-

tempts to revise the educational curricula. Further resistance later that year resulted in the

ciowing of many schools throughout the country. Early in 1942 the Quisling government ordered

all youth to join a Nazi youth organization and all teachers to join a Nazi teachers' organization.

Parents and teachers, backed by the bishops and clergy, protested. Most teachers continued to

refuse in the face of threats to deport them to northern Norway for compulsory labor. It is

reported that 1,300 teachers had been arrested and sent to prisons, concentration camps, or

compulsory labor by the end of March. Nevertheless, the postwar royal Norwegian government

reported that "the Quislings had to give in without having carried out their plans.",'3

Milorg-Military Arm of the Resistance

The military arm of the Norwegian Home Front was known as Milorg, the Norwegian Army

of the Resistance or the Force of the Interior. Considered by mos•t Norwngrana to be an agency

of the government-in-exile, Milorg originally consisted of remnants of the six Norwegian divi-

sions that had fought the German invaders. * Milorg probably always had at least 20,000

*A large portion of Norway's armed forces accompanied the government when it moved to

London.
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able-bodied men under its command; the exact figures, however, are unknown. The number of

military personnel fluctuatod constantly, since men wore transferred between London and Nor-

way, usuallyin small boats but also by parachute drops. Some 40,000 Norwegians emerged

from the underground in the last days of the war to arrest collaborators and to hold the country

until the government arrived from London.

It should be kept in mind in evaluating the role of Milorg that the underground was con-

ducting a "war withiout battlefields." Cerman forces occupied all cruoLal points In the country

and held the civilian population substantially as hostages. Milorg's objective was to harass

and embarrass the Nazis sufficiently to make the Norwegian occupation unprofitable, without at

the same time provoking heavy reprisals against either the civil population or itself. If the

insurgents had suffered from an excess of zeal and evoked large-scale and systematic reprisals

(as haprmned In Czechoslovakia and France, for example), the high degree of unity and the in-

tense patriotism of the people might have suffered severely. The primary purpose of the in-

surgent army was thus to be enough of a foroe-in-being on Norwegian soil to cause the Germans

constant and considerable uneasiness ond to force them to dispose themselves against it.

As a result, Milorg worked In loose collaboration with local resistance leaders, pinpricking

the Nazi occupierS by sabotag, minor guerrilla activity, and miscellaneous harassment, No

areas were defended, few Germans were killed, and no pitched battles were fought against the

Nazis,

External Aid for the Noeeegian Resistance
The extent to which the Norwegian insurgency was a part of a multinational effort is signif-

icant. The Nazi successes of 1940 had arrayed a major coalition against the Germans; and

from the beginning, Norwegian insurgents received foreign assistance. At various times and in

various ways, aid was forthcoming from Great Britain, Sweden, France, Canada, Ireland, and

Poland, with Great Britain and Sweden contributing most heavily. Although the exact part played

by Sweden must remain more or less cloudy, her role being complicated by her status as a

neutral, all Norwegians agree that Swedish aid was considerab)e.

Probably the most important foreign contribution to the Norwegian insurgency throughout

the war was the sanctuary and base offered by Britain. The Norwegian royal government found

a home in London from which it could direct its war of insurgent resistance. Norwegian troops

that had been evacuated in 1940 were trained in British and Canadian camps. The British

Broadcasting Compa.ny ,nade its facilities availabPe to the Royal Norwegian Broadcasting Service,

thus opening an invaluable avenue of communication between London and the Home Front. It

was due to British sanctuary that the integrity of Norway's original government was preserved,

and in spite of recurrent tensions, the relationship betwveen the Norwegian government-in-eA•le

and its British hosts was generally close and harmonious. 14
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One example of British assistance was the training of clandestine radio operators. After

the Nazi occupation forces confiscated all radio receivers in Norway in 1941, radio operators

trained and equipped in England were dropped by parachute into Norway, there to play a crucial

role in propaganda and intelligence work. Of several hundred volunteers for this work, more

than one-third eventually lost their lives. Yet it is difficult to imagine how the close coordina-

tion between the London government and the Home Front could have been possible without their

efforts. 15

British Commando Raids in Relation to the Norwegian Resistance

British commando raids on Norwegian coastal installations held by the Germans contrib-

uted indirectly to the resistance. Although these raids were among the most exciting events of

the war prior to the Allied invasion of the continent in June 1944 (and a constant source of grat-

ification to the populace of Britain and the United States), they were neither frequent nor es-

pecially productive of military results, at least in Norway. Casualties (mainly British) among

the raiders were high, and the sabotage was relatively minor. The Germans retaliated fiercely

against the local population, imposing fines, seizing and sometimes executing hostages, and im-

posing much stricter regulations; martial law was eventually invoked in the northern coastal

districts.

In view of the reprisals that they provoked, the raids probably aroused little enthusiasm

among the local population. I, Yet they served a real purpose. By repeatedly demonstrating the

vulnevability of the Norwegian coastline, the raids threw the Germans ever more firmly on the

defensive and encouraged the local populace to believe more strongly in the certainty of eventual

Allied liberation.

Home Front and Milorg Hold Fast to Principle of No Guerrilla Warfare

By October 194.4, the Germans in Norway had more than a Home Front with which to cope.

On the 25th, Soviet troops crossed the Norwegian border in pursuit of German troops retreating

from Finland. The German evacuation of Finnmark, Norway's most northern province, was

-oceompanied by scorched-earth tactics, which brought about the only heavy damage the country

suffered (luring the war. In arctic temperatures and perpetual night, the Finnmark Norwegians

saw their towns and villages burned. their livestock slaughtered, and themselves ruthlessly

evaeuated. Yet, to the dismay of the Finnmark people, Milorg held fast to the principles of the

Home Front leadership and the government-in-exile: It refused to encourage open guerrilla

warfare with its risk of even worse reprisals. Nonetheless, Home Front forces, now rein-

forced by Norwegian paratroopers flown from Britain and by British air and naval operations.

dij( hell) in harrying the German retreat from northern Norway. By December the German
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military commander had succeeded in extricating only two of the seven divisions he was sup-

posed to return to Germany for redeployment. 17

Early in 1945, insurgent operations were stepped up somewhat and entered a more active

military phase as greater quantities of Allied supplies reached Milorg. Norwegians who had

been trained in Britain as secret agents aided the underground in carrying out operations against

ships and railways, factories, and oil stores.

In retrospect, the Norwegian Home Front was a model of common sense and efficiency. Its

roots lay in a broad-based and virtually spontaneous popular resistance to a hated invader and

a despised puppet regime. Popular loyalty remained firmly at the command of the royal gov-

ernment-in-exile and the Home Front. These two entities, led by men of courage and wisdom,

realized that the liberation of the country from the Nazis would come only as an incident of a

general Allied victory. Thus guerrilla warfare with Its resultant wholesale reprisals was not

demanded of the Norwegian people. The wisdom of this policy was demonstrated when the

country emerged from the war relatively intact.

COUNTERINSURGENCY
As German troops were attacking Norway on April 9, 1940, their most important Norwegian

supporter was Vidkun Abraham Lauritz Johnson Quisling. The nature of this man, whose nam:

has become synonymous with treachery and treason, was extremely complex. Is

Vidkun Quisling-the Nature of the Man

Two accounts of Quisling's childhood vary, but both agree on the external factor of his

gloom and eccentricity, if not on the subject of his academic brilliance. Overwhelmingly am-

bitious, showing signs of a sense of persecution, and sensitive to the slightest insult, the adult

Quisling is reported to have lacked the ability to make decisions and to follcw through on deci-

sions once made. Before his career was eventually finishpd, Quisling was to be thrice

rejected-by the Norwegians, by the Germans, and by his own followers in the Nasjonal Samling.

Quisling started his career well enough. After making a good record at the military acad-

emy, he became an otficer in the Norwegian army and at the age of 30 was a captain on the

General Staff. After spending two years in Finland as military attache and secretary to the

Norwegian Legation, he was selected in 1922 by the celebrated humanitarian Fridtjof Nansen

to help in a relief project then under way in southern Russia, In 1927, Quisling became the

jcwtnt representative of Great Britain and Norway in Moscow for timber concessions.

While in Russia, Quisling mefFredrik Prytz, the man who later became the financial backer

of Quisling's party' in Norway and a means of his entrance to elite Nazi groups in Germany. At

this time also Quisling apparently made a fortune in Russia, through collecting art works and

sending them back to Norway under diplomatic immunity. By 1930 he had left the Norwegian
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army, had been quizzed by Soviet police concerning the activities of Prytz, had given up his plan

to live in Moscow, and had returned to Norway a bitter anti-Communist. Married to a Russian

and speaking Russian perfectly, Quisling was sympathetic to the Russian people-and remained

so even after his early feeling for the Communist experiment had turned to bitter hatred.

Writing of his own life at this point, Quisling said, "My interest outside of my daily affairs

has concentrated more and more on the search for a unified theory of existence.... I hope still

to be able to say my word before the final silence comes down.",19 In his search, which became

more political than personal, Quisling was eventually to traverse almost the entire political

spectrum: From his original sympathy for the Communist experiment, a succession of moves

brought him to the extreme right. Trying first the Workers' party, then the Peasants' party,

Quisling finally became Minister of War in the Conservative government of Peder L. Kolsted. From

this position, he launched an extreme attack on the Social Democrats and then tried to replace

Kolsted as Prime Minister.

Q-Ai~sling Foundo a Party. Helps the German Invasion, and
Tries To Set Up a Government

Quisling's party, the Nasjonal Samling (NS), founded in the summer of 1933, became the

final vehicle in his attempt to translate his philosophic quest into reality. The NS was against

Bolshevism and the League of Nations, and jingoistically pro-Norwegian. Although Europe was

in ferment and fascism triumphant in Italy and Germany, Quisling's NS party received only

26,000 votes in 1936, not enough to capture even one seat in the Storting. Almost totally rejected

by the Norwegians, Quisling made his first trip to Berliu in mid-December 1939, when, with the

German naval Commander in Chief, Admiral Erich Raeder, he met with Hitler to discuss the

necessity of a German invasion of his country in order to defeat the British. Hitler's reactions

were ambiguous, but apparently Quisling received support from the influential Alfred Rosenberg,

official Nazi ideologist and intimate of Hitler.20

Accordingly, when the German attack took place on April 9, 1940, Quisling refused to obey

the mobilization order of the Norwegian commander in chief, and evidently ordered his

followers to guide invading German forces. In the confused state of affairs existing in Oslo, he

was able the next day, with some German support, to proclaim himself head of a new Norwegian

government in Oslo. Quisling's effort was shortlived, however, for the Germans desired the

outward symbols of legitimacy: and constitutional practice required that the government both

represent the predominant political party and have the King's assent. Neither condition was

met, and Norwegian reactions were so openly negative that the first Quisling government lasted

only a few days.
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Quisling Aide the German Administration and Becomes

Head of Government in February 1942

On April 15, 1940, the Supreme Court of Norway appointed an Administrative Council of

loyal Norwegians to govern the occupied country. The Germans, however, were dissatisfied

with this arrangement. On April 24, Hitler appointed Josef Terboven as Reich Commissioner,

the highest German authority in Norway. The Germans managed in June to pressure the pres-

idential board of the Storting into requesting the King to abdicate as a preliminary to a peace

treaty, but this the King, safe in London, refused to do. The Germans then rejectcd the efforts

of the five largest Norwegian parties to form an anti-Quisling coalition government. Finally on

September 25, Terboven declared the Norwegian royal house dethroned, the government and all

parties except Quisling's abolished, and the Administrative Council dismissed.

In their place, Terboven became Supreme Administrator of Norway with a board of provi-

sional state counselors (later called ministers) to assist him. Although Quisling himself, while

leading the collaboration, held no public office, most of the counselors were NS party members.

Terboven issued decrees having the force of law and used the German police to enforce them.

Because the Norwegian courts were not allowed to test the validity of these laws, all members

of the Norwegian Supreme Court resigned in December 1940. After that, the court was packed

with men more amenable to Quisling's control. Eventually the court gave legal sanction to a

Norwegian national government under Quisling; and on February 1, 1942, the latter became

Minister Presiden' of Norway with a cabinet of thirteen members. 21

Terboven and Quisling: Conqueror and Puppet

The relations between Quisling and Terbo\ ýn, who remained as Reich Commissioner, have

been the subject of much speculation and are still not altogether clear. As early as August

1940, Quisling complained to Hitler that Terboven did not support the Nasjonal Samling leader

politically. Furthermore, in Germany, Admiral Raeder continued to undermine Terboven's

role, while supporting Quisling. According to Raeder, Terboven fundamentally opposed Hitler's

instructions that efforts were to be made to inculcate a favorable view of the Germans among

the Norwegian populace and that Norway was eventually to be brought as a sovereign state into

a "north Germanic empire."2 2

In a speech in Oslo on October 4, 1941, Terboven seemed to confirm Raeder's estimate

when he complained to the Norwegians that they failed to appreciate German magnanimity in

bringing food to Norway when not bound to do so under international law and when "it is a matter

of complete indifference to Germany... if a few thousand or tens of thousands [ of ] Norwegian

men, women, and .ahildren starve .... ".23 Nevertheless, throughout much of the war, the Ger-

mans in Norway were on their good behavior. To the race-conscious Nazis, the Norwegians

were, after all, fellow Nordics, perhaps better Nordics than the Germans themselves; and the
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occupation of Norway was much milder than that of rnanoe, to say nothing of the horrors visited

on Slavic lurope,

The promotion of Quisling to Minister President dild not Istimi much change in polloy.

Terboven and the CGermans remained the real power In Norway, Quisling's government simply

Implemented German decisions. At his Inauguration, Qutaling "endeared" himself by declaring

that the Norwegian people "need a severe schoolmaster. . , who can teach national dimslplino."14

Although he vested himself with the authority belonging constitutionally to the King and Storting,

Quisling was and remained the creature of the Germans.

tn April 1943, the Nazis curtailed Quisling's powers considerably. Every Quisling mayor

was placed under the supervision of a member of the Reich comma~sioner or of the local armed

forces tWehrmacht) commander, The Norwegian press was told that Quisling did not "Issue"

orders, he "siged" them, D Nevorthelves, if the real authority In Norway was German power,

Its principal and willing indigenous tool-whether officially oonstitvting a government or not-

was the NS.

Quisling/ ri e To Se Up For•#. Similar to N=u JUdais
The Quislingites established curtain instrumentalitios to help control the country and to

aid the Germans. The Nasional Samling Organiaztlon (NSO) was a formalization of the earlier

NS on the lines of Hitler's Sturmabteilungen, or SA, the military force of the Nazi party. The

political troops of the NSO wore organimed as a "State HIrd," a legalized reincarnation of the

pangs Quisling had aued in the 1930's for street fighting an agitation. The H1rd, responsible

only to Quisling, but led by Oliver Moystad and Thorvald Thronsen, was used for propaganda

mirches, party demonstrations, and punitive expeditions. At least on paper, u numnor of miii.

tary and paramilitary organizations were formed. A Norwegian 88. based on the German

Schutzataffeln, was led by Quisling's efficient Minister of Police. Jonas Lise on July 21, 1942, it

was renamed the Germanic 88 Norway, becoming a section of the "Great Germanic 8S." The

Nordland Regiment was formed w fight in the German Waffen.SS under German 88 General

Damm. and a Norwegian Legion, also destined for the fighting front, was formed in Jmno 194-1.

its leadership eventually to be taken over by the German 58. Finally a Norwegian Panzer

Grenadier Regiment was organized to replace both the Nordland Regiment and the Norwegian

Lelgin."

None of these wis very nuooamful. At Its height in 1942, the NSO had 30,000 members or

about I percent of the 1wipul.ution, The State 1turd warn able to recruit only 1,500, the Nordland

Rigimont only a few hundrc•d, and the Norwegian $8 approximately a thousand . The Panzer

Grenadier W)grmont ceOmpltely fulled to materialize, drawing only Mt volunteers during its

first year. A polIce school sponjsited by Quisling followed a similar course, Although 300

o5dbi•,ateot enrmtiod for t, liitit ession in June 1941, the siecond class was canceled owing to P

loc.k oi Litt1tdat*4, atit only I-, I utin expected 500 candidates appeared for th' thitd, 2t



German Forma in Norwn.yi SireonA and Ceuualte
The Grman establishment in Norway was oonsiderable . Norway was an Important area to

the Nazis, both hecaus., of its location as a potentially vulnerAble northern flank and because its

port of Narvik was required for the transshipment of Swedish iron ore. The civilian bureauc-

racy that administered the country, including government officials, party functionaries, police,

and propagandn experts, numbered around 25,000. The head of the German Gestapo (secret

poalio) in Norway was Wilholm Rediess and the oommander In chief of the Wohrmacht (armed

forces) was Gen, Nikolaus von Falkenhorst, At the moment of liberaUon, occupation forces

totaled 400,000-by and large a milange of seoond-grade forces seasoned with an admixture of

first-line troops.

German casualties were not heavyt Only some 3,000 German casualties (dew' and wounded)

wore claimed by the resistance forces. Such estimates are always questionable, but it is cer-

tain that this Is a maximum figure, sines fear of reprisals kept the insurgents from carrying

out overt casualty-inflicting operations. -I

NMI Stra•' in aNorway

The German strategy in Norway was twofold. Politically and economically, Hitler and

Terboven hoped to nosily the country and to integrate it into the new Europe they envisaged.

According to Terboven, the German mission was to make Norway "forget its pro-ZEngish sym-

pathies and orient itself In the European economy under German leadership."1

Militarily, the occupation was to afepard Germany's northern flank from an Allied attack

and keep any rnsistance under control until the Weh'macht had won a battlefield victory. The

nlilitary mission of the Nazt forces in Norway was therefore limited. The ocuipation forme.

intended, if necessary, to punish the indigenous population, but not to carry on mny Lajor caw-

paign against them. In general, such Insurgent forces " might exist were merely to be con.

tained, not met In open combat. Counterinsurgency, at least as far ts it represented a delib-

orate Nazi policy, was aimed at preventing the rise of resistance.

Poitical and Jucdial N~mnflearton

The heart of Germany's counterinsurgent strateg was in the nonmilitary area. In A broad

spectrum of civil and political actions, the Germans penetrated deeply into Norwegian lIfe. On

the level of the ctentral government they first tried to persuade the roy.l government to yield

without resistance, bo., this failed in June 1940; then a plan to create a now pro-German govern-

ment based on existing political parties was abandoned as useless, and finally the puppet Fascist

regrme under Quisling was Imposed in 1942.

"Loal government was also ntitled. In 1940, Terboven set up, in widely scattered places,

i number of regional offices directly responsible to himself, 1h January 1941, local government
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was brought under authoritarian control bY the appoWinMent from Oslo of local presidents and
counciors. Looal autonomy wag thug eliminated.

"Jwticisrl reform,, placed the courta under NS and German contral, culminating In a Nazi-

type " Peoples Court" to try politieal offenses -Also, by a decree on September 17, 194 1
Terboven made violators of his ordiers subject to the Glerman 149 Tribunal, which during the ov-
cupation wave the death penalty to more than 150 persons and imposed long terms of imprison-
ment on many others. Finally, tho NS and its auxiliary organizations were declared part of the
armed forces with the right to bear arms and to be tried only by military law, 30

Attempts To Control N~arevoean Opinion
'The total1-society concept of nazism showed itself in the broad-gauge effort by the Germans

and their Norwegian puppets tn control all of Norwegian society. Control of public Information
media was a prime objoctive of the countserinsurgent forces. r1ollowing the occupation, all
newspapers were immediately placed under the direction of the German military authorities and
the propaganda department. The chief Nazi paper, Fritt Folk, (Free People), seized the offices
and press of the Norwegian Arbeiderbladet, the largest Labor party newspapers, and maintained
Its own subscription list by making it compulsory for civil servants to subscribe. Broad-
casting was considered ala unreliable instrument from the Geruwa point of view, since the
Norwegians listened to London rather than to Nazi propaganda broadcasts; In September 1941,
therefore, all receivers were confiscated and listening became illegal.

In their attempt to divert the mainstream of Norwegian thinking, the Germans and the
Quislingites issued a series of decrees affectinf. the churches, the professions and civil service,
agriculture, industry and labor, sports associations, youth, and education. Insurgent effort was
mainly directed toward thwarting these efforts, many of which have already been described in

the previous section.

Repression Is Used When Norw~gisus Rejhaw To Cooperate

The resistance of the Norwegians to nazification and Germanization led the occupation

authorities to use thr~eats, enact repreasti'e measures, a&W exact reprisals, even though they
would theoretically have preferred voluntary cooperation. Threatening recalcitrant Norwegians
with deprivation of their food ration cards often brought them to terms . Fines were levied on
both a collective and individual basis.- The death penalty wits instituted for a number of of-
fenses, such as assisting the enemy, listening to foreign broadcasts, mid sabotaging industry.

in March 194 1 the Nasional Seining party was given a free hand against anti-Quisling
Norwegians; no legal proceedings would be allowed against members. After riots following

German arrests of the families of young men who had fled to England In August 1941, the Ger-

inas. proclaied at state of emergency in Aidsleawd. ina September. German authorities
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aootcrod Norwegian strikes and pro-British demonstrations in Oslo by proclaiming a state of

emergency. Two prominent labor leaders were exeouted, and mass arrests and deportations

followed, In April 1942, the Germans destroyed 334 buildings at Telwaag in retaliation for the

shooting and death of two German policemen there. 31

Economic difficulties caused by German exploitation of the Norwegian economy aggravated

Norwegian unrest, particularly after the winter of 1941-42, In the 10-month period ending in

October 1042, reprisali' included about 150 persono executed and almost 4,000 arrested or de-

ported. In August 1943, NM.rwegian response to the labor draft was so negative that not only was

the Oslo chief of police shot for refusing to enforce the conscription, but Norwegian police and

paranilitary units were placed under direct German military control. Former Norwegian army

officers were arrested and sent to concentration camps. Oslo University was closed in Decem-

ber because Norwegians were resisting Quisling's introduction of political tests as a condition

of entrance. Sixty-five professor. and 1,500 students were arrested, of the latter, nearly 400

were deported and about 500 were sent to concentration camps.,

Conditions were to get worse before they improved. Before the end of 1944, Terboven had

asked Hitler for authority to make Norwegian employees and their relatives responsible for

sabotage occurring in shipbuilding plants and subject to being shot if it occurred. Imprison-

meat, Terboven noted, did not frighten the Norwegian, who expected Germany's imminent de-

feat: It "gives him on the one hand security and, on the other hand, an alibi with the _mig3rd

government E in London ,".33 He also proposed to introduce German workers, overseers, and

technicians into the Norwegian dockyards to combat the sabotage.*

But in Norway Noel Methods Are Restrained

Nevertheless, on the whole and particularly in comparison with their activities elsewhere,

the Nazis in Norway exercised restraint in executing and imprisoning Norwegians. In all,

approximately 40,000 Norwegians were arrested and put in prisons or concentration camps in

Norwvay. The average sentence was one and a half years, although some were three to four or

more in length. Conditions in the camps, furthermore, were not so severe as in other parts at

Europe. Over 7,000 Norwegians were sent as prisoners to Germany-1,150 regular prisoners

of war, 650 students, and 5,400 political prisoners.

Torture was also employed in Norway, but not so extensively as in other countries. Beating

of arrested persons with sticks or rubber truncheons was apparently permitted in 1941, the use

of calf-pinchers came later, and cold baths (proved "effective" in France) were introduced

"It is not mown whether permiesion was granted for these purposes.
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after 1944. It is reported that a total of 2,100 Norwegians lost their lives* by German nction-

336 executed and approximately 1,500 dead from starvation, illness, and maltruantent,34

Quesieons Coneerwni.R Qauiling'. Usefulness 1o A@e Germano
It has been suggested that the Germans made a single mistake In utilizing Quisling and the

Nasjonal Samling as their instrument. S5 Hle was unpopular with Norwoginns before the war and

hated after his traitorous activity in April 1940. The use of Quisling, in this view, crystallizod

Norwegian opposition to the Germans and out down the possibility of their finding A more popu-

lar collaborative Norwegian government.

The opposite view was put forth by none other than Admiral Raeder, who claimed that

"Terboven also sabotaged Quisling... by making It extremely difficult for him and even dis-

credited him among the population. '3 The nazifiaatioi, dec&c. I +)-, c•, ', rIi'tioni, and f,

military draft were vastly unpopular with the Norwegian people. These steps were all intenst-

flei after Quisling took over in 1942. Whether Quisling was forced into these acta or whether

he undertook them willingly Is possibly beside the point: Quisling's unpopularity forced him to

maintain his position by being of use to the Gernans.

As a result, Quisling faced not only further unpopularity among the Norwegians, hut also a

split between moderates and extremists within the Nasjonsl Samling. By 1943 there were rumors

of these dlfficultles-rosignattons from the NS were forbidden in November 1942; in5 1044, three

Quisling ministers loft the government and Quisling himself was challenged by Jonas Lie, whose

more efficient ruthlessness better suited the Germans, That year, many NS members, forced

out by the extremists, fled to Sweden, eatier to escape both the resistance and their erstwhile

confederate,. When NS members between the ages of 18 and 45 were made subject in Soptem-

ber 1944 to military service within Norwegiun borders, large numbers of Quislingiten took to the

woods. Thus Quisling was rejected finally, not only by the Norwegian people and by his Ger-

man masters, but even by members of his own party ,37

OVT•ME AND CONCLSI/ONJ

The Insurgency-counterinsurgency phase of the Norwegian experience lasted until the German

surrender at Rheims on May 7, 1945. brought the war in Europe to an end. Milorg's 40.000 troops

*rhe fate of an additional 1,400 Norwegian Jews, which was settled in late 1942, was not
the result of any counterinsurgent strategy but of the implementation of Nazi race theories and
may be regarded as part of the nazification process. Norwegian Jews were barred from cer-
tain professions in October 1940, they were registered in June 1042, many were arrested in
September, their property was confiscated in October, and those still left-said to be about 750-
were deported in November to Germany, or Poland, where concentration camps and gas cham-
bers awaited themo. Thirteen are reported to have returned to Norway after the war. 4 Inter-
national Military Tribunal, Trials of the Major War Criminals, XXXIX, 212; Chilaton, p. 539,
n. 3.)
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accepted the surrender of the 400,000 Oerman troops occupying fortified positions in Norway, and the

King and the Nygeardsvold government-in-exile returned immediately from London. N

A Review of German Aim and Their Lack of Suce.s
That German tactics in Norway were effective up to a point cannot be denied, For the bulk

of the Norwegian population wia sufficiently cowed that most refrained from any overt anti-

Nazi action, Movement of the population was restricted, and most people remained at home

and waited for news;3 1 but the record of the five yenrs indicates clearly that the counterinsur-

gency strategy never did more than keep a lid on a pot that simmered constantly. The Germans

achieved their minimum objective of occupying Norway, but had little or no success in attaining

their larger ambition of converting Norwegians to nazism.

In retrospect, the Germans, whose policies in Norway were originally moderate and not

particularly repressive, were caught in 4 downward tqhril an •, tried to Wtilize an unpopular

indigenous government to carry out their designs. Quisling, always a week reed, proved te-

tally impotent as resistance rose and ns evidence of Germany's impending military defeat in-

creased. Preventive counterinsurgency of a positive nature, such as the naotfication measures,

then had to give way to more punitive measures, which in turn aroused ever greater resistance.

The Germans threw away whatever chance they might have had to bring the Norwegians into

their own sphere by acting through an agent who evoked only a negative response among his

countrymen. Hatred of Quisling unified the Norwegian people and, since Quisling exemplified

the German will, hatred of him also came to mean hatred of the Germans. Thus the primary

lesson of the German experience In Norway is one generally applicable in many situations-the

use of an unpopular collaborator may be more harmful to the oounterinsurgent torco than none

at all.

Postwar Cleaning Up and Recoeutrurtion

The first task of the Norwegians, once the Germans had surrendered, was to dispose of the

occupation regime. Terboven and his Gestapo chief Redieas committed suicide, as did Jonas

Lie, the Quisling Minister of Police. 40 Quisling and most of his associates were arrested by

Milorg. War crimes trials were virtually the first order of business when the royal govern-

ment returned. They proceeded strictly in accord with Norwegian law; and Quisling and his

intimates were convicted of treason and executed. All that now remains of Quisling's efforts is

his name, today a synonym for "a traitor, especially one who becomes the tool of the conqueror

of his country."

The wartime government-In-exile resigned immediately after its return from London.

Einar Gerhardsen, wartime mayor of Oslo and an Important figure in the resistance, became

Prime Minister. The Home Front was heavily represented In the new government, and even
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today there are many Individuals motive in Norweioan politics whose status has been enhanced

by their earlier role in the resistance. All Norwegians who had been members of the NSl or

of Nazi-associated orgluiizations lost all rights of cititonship and became-at least for a Ume-

virtually outcasts in their homeland, both legally and socially. The government moved quickly

to clear up the human debris of the war, shipping home all German troops during the summer

of 1945 (after requiring them to clear the mineflelds they had laid, a technique used widely

throughout Europe after the German surrender). Also repatriated were the 3I5,000 slave la-

borers the Nazis had brought to Norway from other countries in Europe.41

In Norway as eisewhet'e, the Nazis left economic and social chaos in their wake. Terbovon

had systematically looted the country of money, foodstuffs, and other economic goods. The

Norges bank was virtually empty and Norway's credit almost exhausted. Production of food,

textiles, machinery, and almost all necespities of life ws drastically reduced b, '%zi depreda-

tions. Epidemic disease, which prewar Norway had virtually stamped out, was again rampant.

An a result of the Finnmark campaign, the northern part of the country wats virtually uninhabit-

able. 43

Nevertheless, the Nazis and Quisling furthered Norway's political evolution by shattering

the dream of neutrality and intra-Scandinavian collaboration as the chief bases of Norwegian

policy. The London government-in-exile had made it clear throughout the war that postwar

Norway would identify itself with the larger world, and the postwar government made good on

that pledge. Today Norway is an active member of the community of Western states. Without

the direct wartime experience of life under Hitler, Terboven, and Quisling, Norway might

never have made this fundamental reorientation in policy.
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NOTM
IBahic contemporary data on wartime Norway, full of the flavor of the time rnd prepared by

author@ still feeling the impact of invasion, detent, and occupaUion, may le found in two wartime
publications upon whioh this study has drawn: Norway: A Handbook, prepared by the Itoyal Nor-
wegian Information Office (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., 1942), and Norway Civil Affairs
Handbook (London: Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force, 1944).

2Franz Borkenau, World Communism, A History of the Communist International (Awn Arbor
Paperbacks for the Study of Communism and Marxism; University of Michigan Press, 1962),
p. 261,

3Sse ,. Clark Choffy, "The Foreign Policy of the Norwegian Government in Exile, 1940-
1945" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The American University, 1961); see also 0. H.
Gathorno-Hardy, Norway and the War (London: Oxford University Press, 1941), pp. 14-27.

4Viscount Chilston, "The Occupied Countries in Western Europe: Norway," in Arnold
Toynbee and Veronica M. Toynbee (eds.), Hi3tler's Euoe jSuvey of International Affairs,
1939-1946. (London: Oxford University Press, 1954), p. 538.

5Toid., p. 539.

ESome sources go as high as 98 percent. See, for example, Nora: A ler-dbook, pp. 63ff.

?&)e Amanda Johnson, Noray, Its Invasion and Ocupation (Decatur, Ga.: The Bowen
Press, 1948), for a detailed account of Home Front activities in all phases.

8See blarch of Times Series, Men of Norway: Norwegian Journalist (London: Pilot Press,
1944), pp. 27-40.

IThe selectivity of Norwegian sabotage efforts is described in Roy Walker, A People Who
Loved Peace: The Norwegian Struggle Against Nazism (London: Victor Gollancz, 1946), pp.
94ff.

l0Chllston, "The Occupied Countries," pp. 541-42.

"lIbid., pp. 538, 541-42.

bQuoted from The Times (London) of June 5, 1944, cited in Chilston, "The Occupied
Countries," p. 543.

I3Chllston, "The Occupied Countries," n. 4, p. 539; for quotation, see The Royal Norwegian
Government, Preliminary Report on Germany's Crimes Against Norwa, (Oslo, 1945), trans.
and extracted as Dec. 079-UK in International Military Tribunal (IMT), Trial of the MaorW
Criminals (Nuremberg: IMT, 1949), XXXIX, 210.

14See Choffy, "Foreign Policy of the Norwegian Government in Exie," chs. IIl-V, for an
analysis of this relationship.
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INDIk l-tihnkuhl, ,h1orry t!.•!•!..,.•.!of.oJoNop!)••U!}•'. WAY ( Lon-

don: ilutohismon and Co.,,id,, 1947), l', -24

'"P1hilip i'Anothl, iaa•ion VI.: _NoIh•w 'to.FiijLNýtnl London: Alliunno Press, Ltd., 10-.1),

"IIChhon, "Th11%v O icupld Countries," p. 5460, ain Lohmkuhl, Journe5!y to London, p. 124.

1ASoe Margrot lovori, Troason in tho Twentieth Contury, tr. Jonathan Steinberg (Now
York: 0. P, Putnam's )ons, 1963), pp. 64-79, for a discussion of Quisling's personality, mo-
tivation, and aims.

'Nuoted in Boveri, Treason in the Twentieth Century, p. 69.

Wosee Raeder testimony, in IMT, TrrWl of the MaprWur Criminal., XIV, 92-93.

2ISoo Chilaton, "The Occupied Countries," pp. 534-38, for events between April 9, 1940,
and ,•nhruary 1, 1942, of

22lnternational Military Tribunal, Trial of the Major War Criminals, XIV, 100, for Raeder's
testimony at trials.

23Terboven, quoted in 10e Times, October 6, 1941, cited in Chilston, "The Occupied Coun-
tries," n. 6, p. 540.

24Quisling, quoted in Chilaton, "The Occupied Countries," n. 1, p. 538.

2SChilston, "The Occupied Countries," p. 543.

2SNorway: A Handbook, pp. 56-5q.

?",Ibid.

2lBbid., pp. 46ff.

29Quoted in Norway: A Handbook, pp. 59-60.

3OThese and other moves are analyzed in Norway: A Handbook, pp. 56, 64, 78-79. See also
Chilston, "The Occupied Countries," p. 537 and n. 5, p. 540; and Clifton J. Child, "The Politi-
cal Structure of Hitler's Europe--Administration," in Toynbee and Toynbee, eds., Hitler's
Euroe, p. 120.

3tNorway: A Handbo0k, pp. 63-80; Chilston, "The Occupied Countries," text and n. 1 and
n. 4, p. 540; and Royal Norwegian Government, Preliminary Report, in IMT, Trial of the Major
War Criminals, XXXIX, 214.

32Chilston, "The Occupied Countries," pp. 540, 542.

33Torboven, undated report to Hitler, reproduced as Doc. 870-PS in IMT, Trial of the Major
War Criminals, XXVI, 388.

S4Royal Norwegian Government, Preliminary RLeport, in IMT, Trial of the Major War Crim-
inals., XXXIX, 212; Chilston, "The Occupied Countries," n. 1, p. 544; and interview, October 10,
1963, with Mr. E. Haslund-Halvorsen of Oslo, an inmate of a large Norwevtan camp for nearly
three years.
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iaChflston, "The Ooouplod Countrios," pp, 53b-36.

3Quoted in IMT, .Zk.qLjt..w. XIV, 101.

SiChilston, "The Ooumped Countries," pp. 54M, 544-45.

,81,ohmkuhl, Journey to London, pp, 124-35.

3SInterview, October 10, 1963, with Mrs. Ebba Haslund of Oslo, who spent the ocoupation
yasrs in a small Norwegian town under German rule. A prominent iitariry figure today, she
began writing during thoso years of enforced inautivity.

0Chilston, "The Occupied Countries," p. 546.

'tJohnsion, Norway, pp. 444-52.

ambid., pp. 223-26; and Royal Norwegian Government, Preliminary W rt, in IMT, Trial
of the MaJor War Criminals, XXXIX, 214.
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Chapter Nine

POLAND (1939-1944)

by James L Kirkman

When there developed a widespread and well-
organized resistance to challenge the Nazi "New
Order" in Poland, the German occupiers (,oun-
tored with collective punishment and special mll-
itary tactics; they were successful to the extent
that insurgent military capability was contained
and only the Soviet military advance was able to
dislodge the Nazis from the country.

BACKGROUND

The name Poland derives from the Slavic word pole, meaning "field," an appropriate de-

scription of the country since 90 percent of the country's terrain is flat or rolling. Elevation

seldom exceeds 1,000 feet above sea level. In 1939 Poland comprised an area of some 141, 075

square miles, equivalent in size to the state of Montana, and almost every section was inhabited.

It was traversed by transportation routes, but vehicular movement was difficult in the forests

and marshes in the northern part of the country. With the richest soil, the best drainage, and

the most mineral deposits, southern Poland wns more developed both agriculturally and industri-

ally than the north.

Of r'oland's 1939 uj•ulatior of about 35 million, approximately 10 million persons lived in

urban areas--Varsaw alone had about 1. 25 million residents. Most of the population belonged

to one of three ethnic groups: there were about 24. 5 million ethnic Poles, 3. 5 million Ukrain-

ians, and 3 million Jews. Of the remaining 4 million, about 700,000 were Germans. Unfortu-

nately, antagonisms within and among these groups hampered social cohesion in interwar Poland

and later precluded a fully unified resistance to the Nazi occupation. In the Interwar period both

the Ukrainians and Jews had their own political parties to express their cultural and, in the case

of the Ukrainians, national separatist aspirations. I

Political Activitie. and View. of Ethnic Poles
Discord also existed among the ethnic Poles. This gave rise in the 1920's to numerous

party factions, fluid party coalitions, and frequent tuz1g"rv in g0vernment. In 1926, however,

control of both houses of the parliament passed to the authoritarian-oriented Non-Party Bloc,

ard the president of the Republic was made a virtual dictator. The Non-Party Bloc, dominant
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during the 19:0'I, 1opitercd iti --Spnmltilt., pisNoed clh.iornil Inwm %knfaIvonibl' to all ethnic zIni

noritie., frteuently imprimoned opposition leaders, atd Increased the Influence of the military In

national affairs. The four major partief--the lN%.s9int party, the Socialist party, the Christian

Democratic party, and the NatlonaliHt par'y--werv excluded from the government. They boy-

cotted some elections, but organized no subvervive activity. 2

In spite of their differences, 0.i'nic Poles were united in two important respects. First,

they were almost unanimous in withholding support from the Polish Communist Party, whose

membership reportedly totaled around 8,000, although some estimates are higher. 3 One reason

is that the party was opposed by the vigorous and Influential Polish Catholic Church. Also, be-

cause of the party's pro-Soviet orientation and activities during the Polish-Soviet War of 1920-

21, It was distrusted by most Poles.* " Second, practically all ethnic Poles were fervent nation-

alists. They had gained independence in 1918 after more than 100 years of nationalistic agitation

and occasional outbreaks, and resistance to a foreign occupier was part of the folklore. Con-

temporary Poles had acquired some knowledge of insurrectionary techniques through acqupint-

ance with Polish classical literature and nonfiction accounts of pact Polish insurrections and, in

a few instances, through personal participation In resistance activities before 1918.5

Cej mans Occupy Poland in Two Stages and Di;ide It Three Ways

In September-October 1939 Poland was overrun by the Germans, and top government and

opposition leaders fled to France as the Nazi German occupation began. At first the Nazis oc-

cupied only the western half of the country, the Soviets having moved into the eastern part in

September 1939, after prior agreement with the Germans. In their half, the Germans detached

the four westernmost Polish provinces, plus some Polish territory around East Prussia, and

incorporated them into the Reich. This area contained roughly 10 million inhabitants, 650,000

of whom were ethnic Germans. The remaining four Polish r,-,inces under German control in

1939 were placed under the personal rule of the German Reich's Law Leader, Hans Frank II, and

eventually termed the General Government. The 1939 poptdation of this area was approximately

12 million, of whom 60,000 to 75,000 were ethnic Germans.

After the German attack on the Soviet Union in June 1941 the former Soviet zone of Poland

also came under German occupation. One part was incorporated into the Reich, another was

included !n the General Government, and the remainder was treated as part of either the Reich

Commissariat for the "East Land" or the Reich Commissariat for the Ukraine. tS

4*Ironically, Polish Communists in the interwar period were considered t•o nationalistic by

the Soviets. In 1937-38 Stalin conducted a purge of the Polish Communist Party's leadership,

and in 1938 the Comintern formally announced the dissolution of the party. It was not recon-

stituted until early 1942, and then an the Polish Workers Party.

tSince little is known about Nazi policy or countermeasures vis-h-vis the Poles in the Coin-

missrriats, this paper will not cover activities in these areas.
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Nt'i Racial Theories Denigrate Poles
The Poles had little working in their favor as the occupation begnn. They had been elasas-

lied by the Nazis no Untermenuchen, or subhumans, and were unlucky enough to occupy land

previously marked by Nazi ideologues as destined to receive the first wave of Gorm~n colonizers

sent out to alleviate the German lebeneraum problem. And the Nazi Fuehrer Adolf Hitler's

directions to Frank in early October 1939, as recorded by Martin Bormann, * sealed the Poles'

fate:

The Poles are especially born for low labor . . . there can be no question of
improvement for them. . . . The Poles are lazy and it is necessary to use com-
pulsion to make them work. . . . The Government General should be atsed by us
merely as a source of unskilled labor . . . the Polish geatry must -ease to exist
. . . wherever they are, they must he exterminated; there should be one master
only for the Poles-the German; . . . all representatives of the Polish intelligentsia
are to be exterminated. This sounds cruel, but such is the law of life. C Priests
willJ preach what we want them to preach. If any priest acts differently, we shall
make short work of him. The task of the priest is to keep the Poles quiet, stupid,
and dull-witted. 7

Hitler's words, though directed in this case to Frank in the General Government, were just

as relevant for Nazi officials In the annexed provinces, for all Poles were subject to this overall

policy. However, there was a certain amount of differentiation in the treatment of Poles in the

two parts, and this followed from the unique role assigned to each. Since the incorporated area

was made an integral part of the Reich and settled immediately by ethnic Germans, it underwent

the most intense and unbending "Germanization." In the General Government section, the sup-

pression and regulation of Polish life was slightly less severe but was certainly greater than in

most other Nazi-occupied areas of Europe: it never had a puppet government, it was designated

as an area of future German colonization, it was relegated and kect to the economic function of

merely providing cheap labor and foodstuffs, and it was subjected to persistent and almost un-

matched hardships and liquidations. The area was often referred to in German releases as "the

Reich's own land."

Hans Frank, Ruler of the General Government Area

In Cracow, Governor General Frank worked with unlimited powers and complete loyalty to

implement this policy, assisted directly by four district governors and a higher SS leader at-

tached to hid office. At first Frank's rule was indeed almost sovereign. He was reaponmible

only to Hitler, Lind his sway was recognized by all Nazi officials in both the Reich proper and the

CGeneral Goverrnuent. One German observer accurately described the situation in those early

days: "Frank was carrying on like a megalomaniacal pasha . . he let nobody interfere, but

ruled like a sovereign. . . . '8 And his policy was equally clear cut. A day after Hitler's

* Bormann was Hitler's party deputy, not to be confused witi the Fuehrer's designated heir,
Hermann Goering.
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pronoun'cement on th,,' I Ples, Frank dutllaredl (to in a rmy oflfiIa, that "Poland shali Im. treat tl fill

a colony: the Riles shall bi, the slaves of the Greater (krman World Empire. ,"

"The man who jutatified his boast was, lit a number of respects, a Nazi archetype. lie was a

charter member of the Nazi party, having joinod in 1920 at the end of his legal studies. The

young Frank's star rose rapidly and he was soon the party's legal expert, able eventually to re-

instate his father, a lawyer bearing the same name, who had lived a troubled life and bien ex-

pelled from the bar for embezzlement. Somewhat exceptional for an early Nazi, Frank was not

only well versed In the law but also well acquainted with literatur- and the fine arts, especially

music. lie apparently had a witty side and some skill in conversational repartee, even in Italian.

An American journalist who knew him felt that Frank's personality made him one of the least

repulsive of the top Nazis. Frank was also kno/n In party circles as energetic, Jew-hating, and

completely devoted to Hitler.

After acting as the party's defense lawyer in a number of trials during the Weimar period,

including the celebrated trial in 1930 at which Hitler himself put in a strategic appearance,

Frank went on in the Third Reich to become the Bavarian Minister of Justice and subsequently a

Reich Minister Without Portfolio, Reich Commissioner of Justice, President of the Academy of

Law and of the German Bar Association, and overall Reich Law Leader. Though he was a lawyer

(specifically a barrister), Frank was not constrained by consideration for legal precedents and

the rule of law. As he had explained to jurists in 1936, "There is no independence of law

against National Socialism. Say to your.:elves at every decision which you make: 'How would

the T'uehrer decide in my place ?' ,,10

At the time of his appointment as Governor General at the wvr of 39. '• ,ttk continued with

his other already impressive duties. Equally important was t•!-•Apý •J)at he was also a member

of the inner core of the party, the twenty-member CentrPl Directorate (Oberste Reichsleitung). 11

His appointment as Governor General clearly indicated the importance attached to that region of

Poland. As for the Poles, Frank asserted to subordinates In December 1940,

The Pole here must feel that we are not building for him a State with a rule of law,
but that hp has one single duty-namely, to work and to be meek. Evidently this some-
times leads to difficulties, but in your own interest you must see to it that all measures
be taken ruthlessly, in order to master all this. You can ab.Alutely rely on mc. . . 12

Suppression of Polish Political and Intellectual Life

The impact of the German policy on the Polish population was immediate, drastic, and per-

vasive. By the end of the first year changes were introduced in all spheres of activity, and Dr.

Frank and his district governors announced to the Poles that henceforth and "forever" they would

live under German "protection." In the annexed area all Poles were expelled from public office,

and in the General Government part all Polish officials above the municipal, ghetto, and commune

levels were dismissed. Those who were allowed to remain in office in the 1,148 municipal.ities
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and In the "th'er local un(ts we -v eioNly s•upervimed hev the (kivernor G(,nerfll's district ,'dwers

or local ,ommissloners. in the incorporated anrean all lPollisb co, orts were nbol she'd. A It Imugh

Polish courtN were prilIttrd to lunction in the Genwer•il Cov.rnment section, 0h y wer, rq.-

stricted to handling nonpolIticnl caneni Involving only Poles. t3

In implementir.g Hitler's October 1939 directives, the ohject of Pol lih education undor the

occupation Icame no. the spreading of knowledge and theoretical learning but rather the cre-

ation of skilled v.'orkers in agriculture and industry. Fxcept for sonw Ukrainians, Polish citi-

zens in both parts were barred from universities, but they were allowed to attend elementary

and vocational schools. In this way, a vast sklled-labor pool was to be developed for use by the

Reich. t4

Polish intellectuals were systematically imprisoned or otherwise ellmihnited. In November

1939, more than 200 teach, -s and assistants at Jagiellonian University in Cracow were arrested.

Fourteen died in prison and others died from the effects of imprisonment. Similar treatment

took the lives of other Polish professors, including 65 at the University of Pnznan. 1r

Other actions were taken to sugppress Polish culture and self-expression. The occupation

authorities confiscated privately owned radios, while selected news items and official announce--

ments were made public through loud speakers. Polish newspapers in the incorporated area

were closed and those in the General Government part were brought under censorship. Towns

in the annexed provinces were given new German names and use of the Polish language in

schools or on signs was forbidden. 10 In the General Government section, Polish legitimate

theaters were closed and movie theaters were restricted to showing trivial films or those de-

picting the greatness of Germany. In this area, publication of any book, journal, diary, or music

was prohibited; and Polish bookshops were forbidden to sell books on world affairs or politics. i?

German Economic Policies for Poland

Furthermore, Dr. Frank, this time as a regional official of the Reich's Four-Year Plan-

the Nazis never tired of devising new positions and bewildering organizational patterns-imple-

mented measures to eliminate Poles from managerial or entrepreneurial jobs and to relegate

the nation to the role of providing cheap labor and foodstuffs for the Reich. The first step en-

tailed not only the expulsion of numerous Peles from their jobs but also the confiscation of banks

and industrial property and the closing of many commercial firms. By April 1944, in the com-

mercial sector alone, the process of "rationalizing" the economy had closed aLout 100,000 out of

130,000 establishments in one section of the annexed part and about 152,000 out of 203,000 retail

and wholesale concerns in areas controlled by the General Government. Is Moreover, factories,

machinery, and enterprises seized by the General Government were often dismantled and shipped

to Germany. According to Hermann Goering* in October 1939, this physical transfer of property

*Goering wore severial hats too. He was then littler's designated successor, a field-
marshal, and the delegate for the Four-Year Plan.
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%AN to14 include 101 fliulilUes not consildered "absolutely essential for the maintenance at a low

ts'v.,i tif the hbrr' 4-NitWnve of the Inhahitunts. "1i

The' l'ole. Nerev forerd to produve foodatuffm for export to Germany, a requirement that

cro.ted great haritahtp. Ity September 1941, the PolN-i in the General Government region were

ri'hwed Ut a bare eubsetonnev level. In that month a medical officer informed Frank that the

health of the, population had detwc\krnted because most of them were consuming only 600 cal-

orlos i. day. in 19142 malnutrition reportedly approached famine proportion, yet Frank in 1hat

yvar tv'mmitted the (Oneral Government to increase the deliveries of bread grains to Germany

by i half million tonh, Pole. In the incorporated area probably received a slightly larger food

ration, perhaps 10 pervent more. 70

Iportuauion of Forred Labor

The next niep, and the one that caused much fright and a greater degree of misery, was the

deportation of Mlo',s for fored hltor in Germany. In the General Government section, the use

of coercion to obtain workors was made official around April 1940. A common procedure

thereafter wits to cordon off an area and take almost everyone found within the cordon. The

raids occurred during day or night and seemed to hit randordy, At times, though, the Governor

General may have urged nix rmen to discriminate and seek mainly those in nonessential work or

those deemed to be idle. Dr. Frank certainly had been advised that the procedure as followed

wai "wild and rethless" and had "badly shaken the feeling of security of the inhabitants. "21

According o German records, b, August 1942, 800,000 workers had been sent to Germany

from the General Government; by December 1942, 940,000; by June 1943, 1,250,G00. An addi-

tioral 200,000 persons had probably been shipped eastward to Nazi-occupied Russia by the end of

1942. " From the incorporated part alone, perhaps 2 to 3 million Poles were forcibly shipped to

the farms and factories of the Reich by early 1944. 23

Reseutlemet of Poles To Accompliah "Germanisation" of Poland

A great number of Poles were dislocated by resettlement programs organized for political

and racial reasons. Reichafuehrer SS Heinrich Himmler organized this program, acting in his

capacity as the Reich Commissioner for the strengthening of Germanism. Himmler assigned

h'_gh priority to populating the annexed area of Poland with Ger-an workers and farmers and

moving out the "foreign race. " Accordingly, some one to two million Polish citizens in the

incorporateu part, including most of the area's Jews, were moved cast to the General Govern-

ment region and were replaced by a somewhat larger number of ethnic Germans settlers. Marty,

perhaps most, of these deportations occurred during the winter of 1939-40 in weather near 40

degrees below zero. The deportees reportedly were given a day's warning and allowed to take

with them a few portable objects. Frank commented that the deportees were not being provided
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with food or clothing and that any disturbances, would be met with the strictest methods. Later,

he remarked that the trains arrived in the General Government area with some cars "overflow-

ing with corpses. "24

Some Poles in the General Government section wore also displaced by ethnic German set-

tlers brought there by the "Germanization" program. There were two resettlement programs.

The main one was carried out in the winter of 1942-43 around Zamosc and the other in the sum-

aier of 1943 around Lublin. In the Zamosc operation alone, 30,000 to 40,000 ethnic Germans

were brought in and about 50 percent of the area's native peasants were displaced. Displaced

Polish families were broken up, strong members being sent to work in Germaaay. iaw Lamnasc

operation took place on short notice k,,\nldwinter. According to Nazi records, such displace-

ment operations resulted in considerable loss of life. 25

A resettlement program in reverse separated "racially good" Polish children from their

parents and transported them to Germany to be reared as Germans. An estimated 100, 000 to

200,000 children were taken to Germany during the occupation. 26

"Special" Treatmemn for Jews

Special racial treatment was reserved for the Jews. Heinrich Himmler and his deputy

Reinhard Heydrich were in charge of this particularly gruesome and difficult aspect of the occu-

pation. Frank %cnt hIs full support and urged the cooperation of his staff, remarking at a top

level meeting in December 1941, "As far as the Jews are concerned, I want to tell you quite

frankly that they must be doiAe away with in one way or another.... Gentlemen, I must ask you

to rid yourself of all feeling of pity. We must annihilate the Jews. "27

Most of the 650,000 to 1,000,000 Polish Jews living In the annexed area had been deported to

the General Government part, probably in the general 1939-40 deportationb of "foreign races"

from the incorporated area. In December 1941, just before the extermination program began,

Jews in the General Government area probably numbered about 3.5 million,* concentrated in the

ghettos of large cities and forbidden to leave under penalty of de.,k . The Jewish ghetto of War-

saw, an area of about 100 square blocks, was enclosed by an eight-foot wall. Inside, as many as

15 persons lived in each room, the electricity was cut off at night, &.nd the food ration fixed at

4. 5 pounds of bread per month. V

The evacuation of the ghettos and extermination of the Jews in Poland began in the spring of

1942, when the Nazis announced that the Jews were being transported to work in the east. In

addition to the Jews put to death in extermination camps, many must have died of starvation or

illness. The emptying of the Warsaw ghetto, the first night of which saw the indiscriminate

* Roughly a half million of these were non-Polish Jews who had been brought by the Nazis
from other occupied countries.
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shooting of numerous Jews in their apartments, began in July 1942. At this time there were

about 400,000 inhabitants in the ghetto. The regular evacuations were stopped in September

1942, leaving about 80,000 inhabitants in the ghetto, but were resumed in January 1943. By

April 1943, when the ghetto uprising began, the ghetto population had been reduced to around

60,000. By January 1944, most Polish Jews had been exterminated. At that time Frank re-

ported that only 100,000 out of 3,500,000 Jews were left in the General Government arep.. 2I This

extermination program was not a matter of counterinsurgency but of Nazi racial policy.

INSURGENCY

The indigenous resistance that began immediately after Poland's defeat in September-

October 1939 was at firit largely uncoordinated. It consisted principally of minor acts of prop-

aganda, sabotage, and sniping by individuals or by small, short-lived groups with such romantic

names as "The Avengers. "30 There were also some Jewish units engaged in smuggling Jews

from the Nazi zone to the Soviet zone.

Early Rmitance Organisation h Formed Mainly by Ethnic Poles

Within six months, however, nationwide underground organirations developed. Significantly,

the main ones developed within the framework of the army and of the four major prewar political

parties-the Christian Democratic, Nationalist, Peasant, and Socialist parties. 21 This fact re-

vealed both the basic strength and weakness of the insurgent movement at this stage. On the

positive side, the course taken by these elements meant that almost all organizations represent-

ing non-Communist ethnic Poles, roughly 70 percent of the total populatio.i, were united at least

in their common determination to resist the occupation. It is significant in this respect that no

group produced at this time or later a major collaborator-a result both of the Polish attitude

and lack of a serious German attempt to find cne.

On the other hand, nonethnic Poles representing the rest of the population engaged at this

time in mainly passive resistance or none at all. Jewish leaders in the first three years largely

restricted their illegal activities to those designed to preserve Jewish culture and education:

some forbidden schools were maintained, news and information sheets were secretly distributed,

and records of Nazi activities and Jewish scholarly endeavors were clandestinely stored. 32 This

relatively isolated and passive course of the Jews in the ghettos probably resulted from their

unpleasant experience with Polish anti-Semitism before the war, the lack of outside aid, their

relative freedom within the ghettos, and their extreme vulnerability to Nazi reprisals.

Practically no resistance came from the Ukrainian-Poles or the Polish Communists in the

first year or two. Most Ukrainians lived in the Soviet zone and did not come under German con-

trol until the latter half of 1941, and even after they came under Nazi administration they
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received relatively favorable treatment Also the anti-Soviet sentiment of many Ukrainians

predisposed many to cooperate with the Germans. Reasons for cooperation gradually diminished

during the occupation, however, and many Ukrainians in Polaiid did engage In resistance, though

they were never integrated into the resistance movement of the ethnic Poles. At first, Polish

Communists remained inactive, not only because of the treaty of nonagression and cooperation

between the Nazi and Soviet governments, but also because of internal party disorganization.

Not until January 1942, well after the German attack on the Soviet Union, did the Polish Com-

munists reconstitute their party and begin resistance work, Their actual contribution through-

out the occupation was generally minor, although they were able, through adrm t "DVuiwada, to

get a lot of political mileage from their activities, 33

insurgent Aims and Strategy

Among the ethnic Prllish groups there developed by the spring of 1940 basic consensus con-

cerning political aims and insurgent strategy. This was made possible by the emergence of the

major political parties to dominance both within the government-in-exile, led by Gen. Wladyslaw

Sikorski, and within the resistance movement in Poland. Rapport was good, since the groups

embraced compatible nationalist and basic political orientations. Their aims were the mainte-

nance of Poligh nationhood and Institutions In Poland, the liberation of the country from both the

Nazis and Soviets, and the postwar establishment of a democratic non-Communist state. 34 Tlhs

anti-Communist and anti-Soviet orientation proved to be crucial in its consequences, because the

Poles, by both geography and the fortunes of war, were placed largely at the mercy of the Soviets

in obtaining needed aid.

The Poles' strategy in early 1940 called for two phases of insurgent operations, an under-

ground phase and a military phase. In the first, the government leaders in exile aad the under-

ground leaders in Poland would seek the support of Britain and France in establishing a secret

underground "state" in Poland with functioning ministries and headed by a "government dele-

gate." The leaders planned to unify the major insurgent groups by subordinating them to the

general direction of the government delegate and the day-to-day cooordination of a military officer

designated by the government-in-exile. A anified movement would then conduct sabotage and

intelligence activities to help the Allies and train secret militias for a future uprising. Further-

more, in Poland a secret council of the major-party heads would act as a parliament of sorts

and nominate the man for the government delegate post, the official appointment to be made by

the government-in-exile. This council would also administer the finances of the resistance and

apportion appointments to secret "state" ministries. 35 In the military phase of the insurgency, a

general uprising of the secret militias would be timed to coincide with a collapse of the German

armies or the Nazi regime, provided that adequate external, aid for the insurgnnts was assured. 31

No plans were made at this time for protracted guerrilla warfare.
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OrFanisaltion and Leadership of the Polish "'Home Army"

In 1940-41 the insurgents successfully implemented Jmportant aspects of their underground

strategy with the formation of a skeleton underground "state" md a united administration for

insurgent operations. The latter structure was comprised of the government delegate and his

regional assistants, the military commander vith hi' scattered network of subordinate army

officers, and the major-party leaders and their council and local organizers. Unfortunately, It

never operated smoothly, and rivalry between the political leaders and the military commander

revived the old lqsue of political versus ,idlitaz'y influenie in I-otisn Ilne. Nevertheless, suffi-

cient unity was achieved to permit the military commander to direct in Warsaw in 1944 a con-

certed insurrection led by a combined "Home Army," as the Polish-government-sponsored in-

surgents were eventually known collectively. 37

The top posts in the Polish resistance were held by a number of different persons, mary of
whom were of nominal importance as personalities. These were, however, the leaders respon-

sible for day-to-day coordination of operations during the occupation. The second and third of

the four military commanders achieved some renown by virtue of their central roles and long

service. These wer-i Gen. "Grot" !towecki and Gen. Tadeusz "Ber" KomorowskI, former colo-

nels in the prewar Polish army. In London there was Prime Minister Wladyslaw Slkorski, per-

haps the major Polish wartime figure. After his accidental death in July 1943, Sikorski was
succeeded by the colorless but respected Stanislaw Mikolajczyk of the Peasant party.

Problems in Communication
The most serious organizational problem for the insurgents was the maintenance of networks

in that area of Poland incorporated into the Reich. Controls there were so stringent and the

eventual placement of Germans in Polish homes and neighborhoods so pervasive that the popula-

tion and insurgents found it extremely difficult to engrge in large-scale clandestine work in this

area. Also, communication between insurgent leaders in Warsaw and their subordinates in the

annaxed area was tenuous because of heavy German patrolling along the border separating the

General Government from the incorporated area. Consequently, after a few months of activity

and many losses in personnel, the insurgent command decided to restrict operations in the Reich

part and maintain there only a skeleton staff whose members had German physical features,

German-language fluency, and documents attesting to their "German" nationality. 36 A similar

organizational problem existed in the Soviet part of occupied Poland.

Insurgeat Operations Occur Mainly in the General Government Area

Insurgent success was centered mainly in the nonincorporated sections of Poland, where

underground and sabotage operations reached an impressive degree of sophistication and inten-

sity in the ye~ars 1941-44. Underground "state" ministries succeeded in training a corps of
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civil bureaucrats and operating secret schools for Polish children. A 10-court judicial system

benched by professional jurists or lawyers tried 2,000 suspected collaborators and handed down

200 death sentences, duly carried out by a population-control section of the insurgent-operations

administration. As for propaganda, 200,000 copies of leaflets, newspapers, and other materials

were printed and distributed daily; and in Warsaw alone in the second half of 1944, 120,000

training manuals were pjhlihshed. Sbet'age operations from January 1941 to July 1944. resulted

in the destruction of an estimated 4,326 mntnr V,,,,.1•A, 9x -10rft '.,874 ton- of fuel. in

the same period 5,733 Germans are reported to have been killed, including both the Higher SS

and Police Chief in Poland, and the Nazi director of the Labor Office. 3'

By 1943-44 approximately 26 separate munitions shops were produeing fully one-third of

the insurgents' munitions, with stocks of self-manufactured flame-throwers and hand grenades

totaling, in the spring of 1944, about 900 and 320,000 items respectively. A reception system

was devised that handled drops from ovor 450 RAF flights. These drops supplied the insurgents

with another third of their munitions an- 353 special advisers. Intelligence operations were

highly developed too. In the years 1942- t4 about 300 radio-dispatched intelligence reports as

well as a courier-dispatched intelligence summary were sent to London every month. And

during all these years resistance membeship continued to grow. Sworn members totaled

100,000 in 1941, 300,000 by mid-1943, and 3BO,000 by August 1944. Most of these members held

regular jobs and were organized by occupations. 40

Jews Prepaie To Resist Extermination

Before the Home Army moved up to its military operations phase, the Nazi genocide pro-

gram prompted the Jews in Poland to engage in open warfare. The immediate cause was the

ghetto evacuations, begun in early 1942. As a result of these, many Jews throughout Poland fled

to the forests to organize partisan ac tion or fought police in the ghettos. 41 By far the most sig-

nificant action occurred in the form of a general ghetto uprising in Warsaw in April-May 1943.

As early as the spring and summer of 1942, some Warsaw Jews reporterly carried out a

few acts of sabotage and assassination, but serious organizational steps were taken only after

the summer evacuations of the g~ietto. In October 1942 young Jews of the German-run ghetto

factories organized the Jewish Combat Organization (JCO) and began to plan armed resistance

against future deportations. Most members were drawn from Zionist, Socialist, and Communist

groups. Their leader was 24-year-old Mordechai Anielewicz, a Zionist with a journalit tic

background. The Jews' single and desperate aim was to make the ghetto evacuation, If and when

it was resumed, as costly as possible for the Germans. Their quickly evolved strategy called

for construction of suitable defensive positions, procurement of munitions, marshalling of popular

ghetto support, and a last-ditch defense. 42
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Between October 1942 and April 1943. which might be termed an underground phase, Jewish

preparations progressed, Often under the guise of constructing the air-raid shelters ordered

by occupation authorities, the Jews constructed many subterranean bunkers with interlocking

passages and links with the sewers. These comprised both the key defensive positiops and a

system of lodging, trensportation. and communication. When completed, thc bunker system was

quite elaborate-it contained at least 631 units. Entrancen to these hideouts were usually well

camouflaged and difficult to detect visually, and they led to rooms situated sometimes as much

as seven feet below the ground. Many bunkers housed whole families and were equipped with

washing facilities, toilets, and enough food for many weeks. 43

It is difficult to assess the Jews' success in obtaining munitions, particularly the quantities

acquired. What is more certain is that their arms were mainly small-caliber weapons. Ac-

cording to some reports, the JCC) received only 50 large pistols and 50 grenades from the Home

Army; other sources believe that th.- Home Army supplied numerous revolvera, rifles, machine-

guns, fuses, explosives, and 1,000 hand grenades. The Ccmmunlsts reportedly contributed 9

revolvers and 5 hand grenades. Most munitions were secured by black-market purchase, raids

on German stocks, and self-manufacturing. 44

In the third area of preparation, the marshalling of popular support, JCO members under-

took the distribution of numerous leaflets and entered into discussions and debates at ghetto

meetings. They also liquidated several overzealoua Jewish police, Gestapo agents, and collab-

orators. Before definite confirmation of the mass killings of Jewish men, women, and children

reached the ghetto in April 1943, this psychological campaign had only limited results; after this

date, however, popular support was much more readily given. 45

The Battle of the Warsaw Ghetto Begins on April 19, 1943

Preparations for resistance were not fully complete in January 1943 when the Germans re-

sumed the evacuations, but a few JCO squads did successfully ambush a German patrol, killing

20 and causing the Nazi authorities to suspend evacuations temporarily. Final preparations

were theo made by the JCO-squads were drilled, lookouts were posted along the walls, etc. -

and the Jews were ready for full-scale action on April 19, 1943, when the Germans re-entered

the ghetto. On that day defensive operations began, with the ghetto defenders directing their fire

on German patrols from barricades and roof-top positions. 46

Organized Jewish forces numbered between several hutidred and a few thousand, divided into

groups of from 20 to 30. The core of the forces were young people 18 to 25 years old. Many

were women, In the ensuing battle, which lasted until mid-May, this force was scattered over

an area of 100 square blocks. Except for some contingents of the Polish Workers Party, the

Labor Zionists, and unsupervised bands, all insurgent grorps were unified iindcr JXO command.

By and large the Jews fought alone, though Home Army, leftist, and Communist units of unknown size
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reportedly helped at times by attacking German positions on the perimeter of the ghetto or

fighting with Jewish units in the ghetto. come help was also received from presumably unarmed

Jews who infiltrated into the ghetto from the "Aryan" side after about two weeks of fightiti'g. 4?

The defenders' tactics involved both guerrilla-type offensive action and positional defensive

warfare, with the latter being used increasingly as the German ,weeps through the ghetto be-

came more devastating. Offensive tactics were primarily confined to the first week of fighting,

when the insurgents frequently ambushed the Germans from vantage points in the upper stories

of buildings. Interconnecting passages between attics provided escape and communication

routes. In the second week the main scene of battle apparently ahifted to the bunkers, arms

factories, and sewers, which were increasingly used by the insurgents for logistical purposes.

Throughout the struggle, high morale born of desperation was the main factor that sustained

resistance. Although noncombatant inhabitants did surrender as the Germans advanced through

the ghetto, the young fighters seldom gave up. Resistance was so unexpectedly stiff and enduring

that German estimates of the duration of the uprising had to be revised more than once. But the

JCO was fighting a losing battle. Its inadequate firepower and lack of defense against the Ger-

man block-by-block burning of buildings proved decisive. After about four weeks of fighting,

the Germans had completely crushed the Jews. 48

Deteriorating Relations Between the Home Array and the U.S.S.R.

It was also in 1943 that the Home Army began its military operations, though on a small

scale. Some partisan units were formed around mid-year to absorb refugees who had sought

security in the forests. These proceeded to attack German settlements newly implanted around

Zamosc and to sabotage the logistical facilities servicing German troops in the Soviet Union. 4

These activities were limited, however, and did not constitute an insurgent move into military

operations.

In the autumn of 1943 an increasingly difficult international situation led to a major modifi-

cation of insurgent strategy. Since their victory at Stalingrad in 1942, the Soviets had assessed

Home Army activities as essentially anti-Soviet in nature and had adopted a policy inimical to

the interests of the Polish insurgents. They publicly attacked the "passive" policy of the Home

Army, laid claim to eastern Poland, refused to enter talks leading to the coordination of Home

Army and Red army operations, and-after the Katyn Forest massacres controversy* in the

spring of 1943-broke off relations with the Polish government-in-exile and backed the formation

of an exile Polish Communist governmnent. By mid-1943, therefore, Polish leaders both in

London and in Poland realized that they could not counton Red army support for a Polishuprising. 50

*See "Counterinsurgency" section for Nazi exploitation of this event, p. 268.
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Planning for Military Operutiors

In this tense International atmosphere the TEMPEST plan was drawn up and adopted in late

194:1. This plan called for a new, "quasi-military" phase entniling a buildup of partisan detach-

ments behind the German eastern front, intensification of sabotage behinJ German lines, harass-

ment of retreating German units, and occupation of evacuated or nearly abandoned localities in

the line of advance of the Red army. Government-in-exile and insurgent leaders felt that

stepped-up operations against the Germans were both feasible in view of the war situation and

necessary in order to reassert Polish administration and counter Soviet charges that the Home

Army wao led by "pacifists. " In the spring and summer of 1944 the plan was executed with some

success. Home Army troops participated in the liberation of W11no, Lwow, Lublin, and other towns.

Reporter4ly, the greatest obstacle was not the retreating Germans but the Soviet NKVD, which often

disarmed Home Army units and arrested and sometimes executed Home Army officers, 51

The major deviation from the TEMPEST plan, and that which constituted the short"military"

phase of the insurgency, was the Home Army-directed Warsaw insurrection of August-September

1944. The insurgents' decision to carry out a military operation was politically as well as mil-

itarily motivated. Politically, the insurrection would refute Soviet allegations of Home Army

inactivity atnd securc the capital before the Soviets arrived; militarily, it would cut key German

logistical lines leading through Warsaw and hasten a German defeat. According to General

"Bor" Komorowski, Polish insurgents presupposed the continuation of the Red army offensive,

which by July 1944 had brought advanced Soviet troops to within 10 miles of Warsaw. It was

anticipated that the insurrection would have to be sustained for only a week or ten days, after

which the Soviets would arrive, 52

Home Army Begins Wearsmi Insurrectiod of 1944

The uprising began on August 1, 1944, with the insurgents donning identifying armbands and

engaging in sharp and sustained offensive operations against German-held offices, public build-

ings, plants, bridges, etc. Home Army forces numbered about 40,000, including roughly 5,000

women who were mainly organized into messenger, propaganda, kitchen, medical, and mine-

laying services. Subordinating themselves to the tactical direction of Home Army officers were

600 Polish Communist fighters and a battalion of other radical leftists. In addition, thousands

of Warsaw citizens and nearby villagers lent their active support. Popular support for the up-

rising was unanimous and spontaneous 53

Keyed up with enthusiasm and fighting against German forces of about equal numerical

strength, the insurgents achieved their tactical objectives in the first week in spite of their in-

ferior firepower. Within the first week about two-thirds of the city was In insurgent hands and

the bridges across the Vistula leading to the German eastern front were cut off. The battle

picture was that of isolated German strongpoints surrounded by insurgent-held blocks of
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buildings, the latter in turn surrounded by German troops on the periphery. The insurgents

were able to sustain offensive action and maintain control over most of the city until the final

week of August, at which time their position began to weaken because of growing logistical prob-

loni•. 54

Two Problems: Logia.lc and Lack of Red Military Support

Logistics occupied much insurgent time and ingenuity. Openings were blasted between

attics, cellars, and ooirtyards; and many sewers were lined with duckboards, ropes, lights,

and traffic controllers to provide a maze of passages that permitted the concealed passage of

supplies and personnel. The main logistical problem, especially acute in Septembor, was the

depletion of ammunition and food stocks. A number of RAF drops and, after the second week in

September, American and Soviet drops supplemented libme Army stocks of self-produced and

captured German munitions, but reportedly these drops failed to supply the needed daily quota

of five tons. A food and water shortage became especially critical in September, during which

time numerous persona fainted from weakness or contracted dysentery and other diseases. This

condition could be relieved only by a total liberation of the city, and here the actions of the

Soviets proved decisive. 55

In the first week of the uprising the Soviets brought their western offensive to a halt. For

weeks thereafter, Home Army leaders, exile government leaders, and even President foosevelt

and Prime Minister Churchill sought to persuade the Soviets to resume their ground and air

advance in coordination with Home Army operations and to make U. S. flights to Warsaw possible

by extending landing privileges at Soviet-held air bases 50 to 150 miles from Warsaw. 51

These Western proposals met with little success. The Soviets maintained that a new con-

centration of Germans in Warsaw, brought about by the uprising, made an immediate takeover

of that city impossible at the time and that a general German counterattack aloi, the front was

at the same time delaying the planned flanking of Warsaw. As for not extending landing rights

to the Americans, the Soviets replied that they did not desire to associate themselves with an

uprising which they regarded as an inopportune adventure. 5V

Around mid-September, however, the Soviets did give landing privileges to the British and

Americans and also commenced their own nightly air drops. In addition they dispatched two

battalions of untrained Polish troops recently drafted into the Red army. But the crucial factor

was that the Red army did not resume its major offensive. An advance was made to the suburbs

of Warsaw, but it stopped short of crossing the Vistula River.

Thus facing serious logistical problems and desperately needing outside reinforcements,

the insurgents entered the final phase of the uprising in the last two weeks of September 1944. 58
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COUNTERINSIiR4ENCY

Within the first year of the occupation of Poland, the Nazis must have fully recognized the

measure of the oocupation problem confronting them. Ethnic Poles were almost unanimous in

their hostility and organized resistance was quickly emerging. The insurgents alm.•,I at nothing

less than the total liberation of Poland from foreign rule. Nazi pelicy, on the other hand, was

to maintain total and continuing Nazi rule over the Poles and to relegate them to a servile eco-

nomic role. Poland became espocially important for the Nazis after they invaded the Soviet

Union and, later, sought to sustain their hard-pressed armies on all fronts-from Poland the

Nazis were extracting badly needed foodstuffs aid manpower, and througli Poland they were sup-

plying their armies in the Soviet Union.

German Policy Accepts a Limited Degree of Insurgency in the

General Government Area

In 1939-40 the Nazis embarked on a counterinsurgent prograin in both the annexed area and

the General Government region, the objective of which was apparently to limit insurgent acts to

certain "tolerable" limits. Subsequent Nazi action and statements imply that such limits were

not exceeded so long as insurgent activities did not endanger the ethnic Germans settled among

the Poles, especially in the annexed area, interrupt Nazi economic policy, or disrupt Wehrmacht

operations on the eastern front. This is not to say that the Nazis envisa,s-d no permanent solu-

tion to the insurgent problem. They apparently felt that tl, i annexed area ard the General Gov-

ernment area could be made completely secure only after Poles were displaced by Germans as

the exclusive or majority "racial" stuck. Indeed, such a displacement was partially executed in

the annexed part during the war, and plans. were laid for a similar displacement to be carried

out in the General Government area after the war. 69

During the occupation, Dr. Frank took some half-hearted steps toward reform and pacifica-

tion in the General Government area, but in essence the absence of a true pacification effort was

the distingmshing feature of the Nazi counterinsurgent effort in both the incorporated and the

Ceneral Government areas. The Nazis' lack of interest in reforms was clearly stated in a news-

paper article written by a deputy of the Nazi party in the General Government. This high official

publicly declared that the aim of the party was not to-make the Poles "Nazi-minded" but to see

that "leadership here is German ... here the sun shines primarily for Germans. "G0

In the incorporated part, Nazi control measures were extraordinarily stringent, in order to

make the area safe for Gern'•an settlers. Eventually, 1 to 3 million German farmers, bureau-

crats, and other civilians w, ! Nhving and working among 5 to 7 million Poles in the annexed part.

The Nazis apparently were able to place one or more German families in every block or neighbor-

hood and to establish a pervasive, German-staffed "block-warden" system. Surveillance in the
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annexed area was so intenmive and arrests so frequent that the Poliulh Innurgents were forced to

abandon plans for building more than is skeleton underground network nind had to confine thoir

operations to petty sabotage. Indeed, it was difficult for them to maintain even an organized

underground nucleus. In one district, five consecutive hlome Army commanders were arrested

In a period of two years. 61

In the neighborlng General Government area, lians Frank did not seek to mrIntain such a

high degree of control. Irdeed, this would have been imponsible, Oince there were no more than

250,000 German civiliarn to administer between 14 and 18 million Poles. 03 Consequently, it was

here that the insurgents were able to mount a serious challenge to the occupiers and tax German

counterinsurgent efforts.

Security Forces Availabl, in the General Government Area
Overall responsibility for the counterinsurgent program in the General Gov&Tment area

rested, of course, with the Governor General, but Reichstuehrer SS Heinrich Himmler was

vested with concurrent general responsibility, a factor which gave rise to tension between Frank

and Hlmmler and to their subordinates in the General Government. In their counterinsurgent

program in the General Government, these Nazi leaders relied mainly on German personnel:

the Elite Guard (58), Security Service (SD), Secret State Police (Gestapo), the Armed Forces

(Wehrmacht), German gendarmes, and a special police force consisting of German males be-

tween 18 and 40 years old. 63

A major exception to the use of German forces was the employment of Ukrainian, Latvian,

and perhaps LUtouisran troops for ghetto guard duty. There was also the "Blue Police," a uni-

formed force of ethnic Poles, but its loyalties were uncertain, and the Germans restricted it

mainly to patrolling and routine criminal investigation. Despite restrictions on its activities,

many of Its personnel aided insurgents by providing needed documents and transporting insur-

gent supplies under "official" cover. There were also Jewish policemen equipped with rubber

truncheons who patrolled the ghettcos. In the Warsaw ghetto there were 2,000 such policemen,

who did much of the actual eva.uation work in the summer of 1942. Their service v'ani rewarded

when most were themselves evacuated for extermination at the end of the summer. 64

Drastic Steps To Prevent the Growth of Resistance

The control program implemented in the General Government eection in 1939-40 waa three-

fold, consisting of preventive measures, an extensive psychological campaign, and measures for

detection and containment of resistance action. One of the first preventive steps was taken in

1939 when Frank's officials ordered the Poles to have their 100- to 500-zloty bills specially

stamped. They were allowed to keep only a certain amount of this stamped money, while any

additional funds had to be deposited. This measure limited the availability of funds for insurgent
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uov, Another preventive step wtmsistod of informing German officials in the General Govern-

ment section that (krmon men Ab)rking there should be joined as soon an possible by their

wiveas, This pointr, conveyod in a Nazi vircilbir, implied that lonely Germans might be suscep-

tible t) the charms of women in the Polish resistance, The circular noted the extreme nation-

allom and resistance skill of Polish women and characte'rized them an "the most dangerous

women In Eurupo. "'1A

The moot drastic preventive measure was what was termed "extraordinary pacification"

AusstrordoenUIchyelfriedunge1 .aktion). Governor G'neral Frank, who apparently organized

this step, describod it:

The men capable of leadership whom we have found to exist in Poland must be liq-

uldated, Those following thtem must ... be eliminated in their turn. There is no need
to burden the Reich and the Reich police orpnization with this. There is no need to
@end these elements to Reich concentration camps.... N

The upshot wao the arrest of some 3,500 to 4,000 persons and the immediate execution of about

half. This surprise action took place in the first half of 1940, mainly in May and June and con-

current with the Nazi Invasion of the Low Countries, when Frank expected world attention to be

diverted, The victims included members of the intelligentsia, former politicians, landowners,

clerio'inen, etc, -in short, any person deemed a likely leader of resistance. There Is no doubt

that many potential and actual underground leaders were liquidated at this time. Among those

executed were the heads of the Peasant and Socialist parties. 67

NaL Peycdoeodiraq Opstratins

in their psychological operations, which were constant during the occupation, the Nazis

generally stressed three themes. One recurrent idea was German invincibility. The second

was the German struggle against the Jews and, after June 1.441, against the Communists. The

third theme was German readiness to punish the Poles severely so long as any resistance con-

tinued.

hlien In the sprinag of 1043 the mass graves of over 10,000 murdered Polish army officers

were found in the 9 Atyn Forest near Smolensk, the Reich Minister of Propaganda, Dr. Goebbels,

immediately saw the prnpaganda value of this discovery and noted that "We shall be able to live

on it for a couple uf weeks.... The Katyn incident is developing into a gigantic political affair

which may have wide repercussions. We are exploiting it in every manner possible. "168 Every

Nazi organ immediately charged the Soviets with responsibility for this massacre, and the In-

ternational Red Cross was invited to inventigam. In Poland this was the central propaganda

theme for more than "a couple of weeks." Dr. Goebbels had several Polish Intellectuals taken

to the scene, and it is known that their reports were carefully studied by the Home Army. Nazi

efforts undoubtedly paid off- the incident provided the pretext for the U. S. S.R. to sever rela-

tions with the Polish government-in-exile, and the Polish population and Home Army were un-

doubtedly alienated from the Soviets.
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Not only did German propaganda, through its controlled mass media and posters, stress

German readiness to punish any kind of resistance, but this theme was also brought forcibly and

unmistakably to Polish attention through physical reprisals. In February 1940, Dr. Frank spoke

of these reprisals to a German newsman in terms indicating his early mastery of the situation-

"I. for every seven executed Poles I wanted to hang out public announcements, then the forests

of Poland would not suffice to produce the paper for such announcements. 'U Later, Frank be-

came less self-assured.

Mass Reprial ea Both a Puniive an. d Preventive Measure

At times hostages were held in case an act of sabotage or other resistance occurred. There

is some indication that Governor General Frank preferred to use only captured resistance per-

sons as hostages,70 but he appears not to have pressed this point. Consequently both captured

insurgents and innocent citizens served as hostages. Persons were also selected at random-

sometimes all residents of a block or a whole village population were rounded up and then either

executed, imprisoned, or deported for acts of resistance committed in the locale by persons

unknown. 71 Reprisals were thus adminiotered on a collective-responsibility basis in an effort

to terrorize the general populace.

German officials felt that if reprisals were rigorous enough the majority of Poles would

eventually seek a cessation of resistance activity; at the least, they expected terrorization to

keep resistance within tolerable limits. Reprisals were conducted in an effort to force insurgent

leaders to slacken their overt activities or, in one unsuccessful case, to prompt a Home Army

leader, General "Bor" Komorowski, to surrender. 72 Yet another reason was the German belief

that mass executions could be used to obtain denunciations of underground members. In the

period of most intense underground and quasi-military activity, from October 1943 to March

1944, the Germans conducted daily roundups of pedestrians and posted public notices that the

arrested persons, whoie names were listed, would be releaised if their families denounced an

underground member. The following day, executions would take place. In this five-month

period alone, some 15,000 Poles were executed, an average of 150 persons a day. 73 Still another

reason for mass executions, specifically mentioned by Frank, was that the Nazis could not per-

mit Germans to die without inflicting even greater losses on the Poles, in order to preserve the

dominance of the German "racial strain. "'4

Some Nasi Token Memaurm at "Pacifieatein"

Although the Nazi psychological effort was mainly to terrorize, there were a few isolated

attempts to get specific groups of Poles to do their bidding willingly, or even to drop certain

programa causing trouble. During the evacuations of the Jewish ghettos in 1942, Nazi represent-

atives used deception to try and convince suspicious and recalcitrant Jews that they were being
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evacuated to work camps where they would receive humane treatment and their children would

have schools and playgrounds. 71 In late 1943, Frank did intervene and manage to halt a resettle-

ment program that had aroused enough resistance to threaten the security of the entire Lublin

district. This program apparently had been initiated over Dr. Frank's head by Himmler and

had caused the resignation of the Nazi governor of Lublin.

Dr. Goebbels' observations on this point, recorded in his dary before Frank was able to

get the program halted, are interesting and reveal that there were elements in the Reich favoring

a greater emphasis on pacification. The Minister of Propaganda bitterly noted that of the 50.000

Poles marked for deportation from Lublin, 25,000 had escaped and joined the partisans. Now

190,000 more Poles were scheduled for evacuation, and Goebbels, protesting this action, wrote,

"Dr. Frank ... hasn't sufficient authority to put his foot down on the encroachments of the police

and the SS. It makes you want to tear out your hair when you encounter such appalling polltit-al

ineptitude. "76 Goebbels stated that, while philosophical and ideological aims were bting subor-

dinated in the Reich proper for the sake of the war effort, such was not being done in the occu-

pied areas where "... our politicos actas though we were livingin profound peace." He concluded

by caustically asserting that this whole affair demonstrated once again the need for leadership

in the Reich and the occupied areas, and the lack of "clarity and logic" in the Reich's policies.

Perhaps to pacify the Poles, but possibly to provide for his own defense in the event of a

German defeat, Dr. Fran'k in late 1943 and early 1944 also undertook t, allow a token expression

of Polish culture. In Cracow he opened a Chopin museum and a theater where Polish actors

could perform Polish plays. It But neither this cultural move nor the attempts to placate the

Lublin peasants constituted major deviations from the general Nazi effqrt at control through

terror. No concerted effort to pacify the Poles was undertaken.

Nasi InteUfigence Penetrates and Limits Resistance Operations

In addition to these indirect or preventive measures, the Nazis employed a variety of

measures for detecting and controlling invurgent activities. A number of police measures were

invoked. Streets, railway stations, and other communication points were watched closely and

spot checks of identity cards and other papers made frequently in such places. Different docu-

ments were required in the various districts, and they were often changed, thus making it diffi-

cult for the insurgents to keep their forged papers up-to-date. Special Gestapo agents disguised

as beggars, etc. , circulated among the Poles in efforts to get pictures or descriptions of under-

ground workers. Gestapo "spotters" were posted in likely spots to look for identified persons.

It was apparently this "spotter" technique that led to the capture of the second commander of the

Home Army. General "Grot. ,Is

The Gestapo also watched the homes of persons living in hiding to catch them if they re-

turned. This resulted in the capture of Alexander Debaki, a top leader in the Nationalist party.
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Agents provocateurs wore also infiltratod 11;& undorground cells, One such agent worked his

way to the top of his organization, an independent group, and then managed to become a leader of

a coalition of about 20 independent organizations. As a result, many leaders In this network

were thereafter captured, and the national movement was also placed in jeopardy because of the

close liaison between its leaders and these independent leaders. 71

Special units were assigned to detect and pinipoint insurgent radio stations in communication

with London. These units, scattered all over Poland. could detect a transmission and begin

searches to pinpoint its point of origin within 15 to 60 minutes of its commencement. At first,

uniformed personnel driving cars equipped with bulky direction-finding equipment would conduct

these searches, but these were easily spotted. The Germans then began to use personnel in

civilian dress, supplied with devices that could be concealed under +ýeir apt.aru1 wau making

their final approaches on foot. When airplanes were used te pinpoint insurgent stations, they

would climb high over an area under surveillance, cut their engines and glide over the area in

silence. In this way they often escaped detection by insurgent lookouts. When a station was

pinpointed, troops would cordon off the area and conduct a house-by-house search. The method

was so efficient that few insurgent radio operators operated for more than a few months, before

capture. 50

It should be mentioned that the Nazis were apparently most successful in infiltrating under-

grounds and conducting mass arrests in the six months following June 1940, i.e., immediately

after the fall of France. Earlier, insurgent leaders had built mass-membership organizations

hastily, sacrificing discipline and security procedures, because they anticipated a quick Anglo-

French victory and a concomitant need for a general insurrection thrwnghout Poland. Such or-

ganizations were relatively easy prey for extended and concerted police countermeasures, and

the Nazis succeeded in arresting whole units In (ate 1940 before insurgent leaders managed to

restrict temporarily the influx of new members and to Implement better security procedures. s8

For the most part, the Nazi control program kept insurgent operations in the General Gov-

ernment region within tolerable limits during the years 1939-44. There were, however, signs

that the Nazis In this region were seriously worried from mid-1943 on about the efficacy of their

control program. Some high Nazi officials admitted that a state of emergency existed in the

area because of stepped-up insurgent operations. In the same period, mass executions were

greatly increased, approaching or surpassing the level of intensity seen earlier. 62 In two in-

stances the control program clearly broke down,: both the Warsaw-ghetto uprising of early 1943

and the general Warsaw insurrection of late 1944 required the application of tactical military

measures before they could be crushed.

General Stroop Begins Armed Attack on the Ghetto

On April 19, 1943, the Germans commenced military operations against the ghetto. 3 The

campaign that followed lasted for about a month, weeks longer than the Germans originally
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expected. The German commander was SS Brigadefuehrer and Polizei Generalmajor, Juergen

Stroop, 18 and police chief for the District of Warsaw. Stroop had at his disposal during the ghetto

campaign an avernge daily force of about 36 officers and 2,054 men; about 30 of the officers and 1,190

of the men were Germans, with military expe. rience of no more than three to four weeks trainirg. The

units under Mtroop comprised a Waffen 8S Panzer reserve and training battalion, a Waffen 88 Cavalry

reserve and training battalion, an 88 police regiment, a Wehrmacht antiaircraft battery, and some en-

gineering units. Stroop also had a Polish police group of 4 officers and 363 men; a Poll sh fire brigade

with 166 men; and a battalion of foreign troops, probably Lithuanians, with 2 officers and 335 men.

Apparently Stroop did not anticipate any need to adopt special, urban counterguerrilla tactics; he

appears to have assumed that superior firepower wculd suffice to crush the insurgents quickly,

,vcrn though vits f.-ren were small and had little or no military experience.

Durang the first five days of battle, the Germans relied mainly on conventional tactics. Be-

ginning early each morning, troops would move through the ghetto in a single-direction sweeping

operation, assisted by armor (one tank and two armored cars) and with artillery and air support.

At night the German forces would withdraw from the ghetto and reinforce the guard at the wall.

The Ge.rmans found that the Jews had manned the sewers, but in these first days German troops

were unable to get at them. During most of the first week, German success was apparently

limited to the capture and dismantling of some Jewish-occupied armaments shops and the evac-

uation of many noncombatants. The troops were unable to take many prisoners or permanently

secure parts of the ghetto. When they succeeded in taking positions in buildings, the insurgents

escapld Into the labyrinth of passages, bunkers, and newers. After the Germans withdrew at

night, the Jews would emerge to retake the positions they had abandoned during the day.

New Tactics Demonstrate Difficulties of Overcoming Dutermined Urban Resistance

To overcome this j roblem the troops adopted new measures near the end of the first week. In

one successful operation, the attack was delayed until midmorning and was then launched from all

sides of the ghetto. This surprise encircling operation, which caught many defenders unprepared

and prevented them from concentrating their defenses, resulted in the capture of many insurgents.

The most drastic and successful measure adopted at this time was the block-by-block burn-

ing of the ghetto. By systematically burning the buildings, leaving only shells, the Germans

greatly reduced the number of defensible positions, destroyjed numerous hard-to-find bunkers

located beneath the buildings, and captured many Jews fleeing the fires. This was accomplished

with relatively little expenditure in men, materiel, or time. By the end of the campaign, most

buildings in the ghetto had been destroyed by fire or bombardment. Only the German-held pris-

on was left standing. Thousands of insurgents and noncombatants were forced from buildrngs

and bunkers and captured, and probibly another 5,000 to 6,000 were killed in fires.



But even this systematic, block-by-block burning of the ghetto failed to eliminate all re-

sistance. Many insurgents escaped and operated from bunkers that survived the fires or set up

new positions in the ruins of burned-out buildings. Daily troop sweeps of tho ghetto were thus

necessary to ferret out and destroy the remaining defenders. To achieve maximum effect from

these sweeps, the German commander divided his forces into units with specific zones of re-

sponsibility, so that his men would become quite familiar with the special features of the build-

ings in their zone.

Even so, it was often impossible to locate bunker entrances, especially after the defenders,

somewhere around May 1, began to remain silent in their attempt to escape detection. Do,'4

were then used to locate entrances, and prisoners were reportedly tortured for informatir t

about the locations of the bunkers. When bunkers were found, they were destroyed by fire, dy-

namiting, or flooding. In the last case, pneumatic drills were used to bore holes into the bunker

openings and water was forced through the holes. 84

The Germans had to overcome Jewish combatants not only in the ruins of buildings and in

bunkers but also in the sewers. German troops blew up stretches of sewer pipe, placed barbed-

wire netting across the tunnels at strategic points, and bricked up many sewer outlets. In yet

another move, they simultaneously opened 183 sewer openings around the ghetto and placed

smoke candles in the openings, forcing many insurgents to the center of the ghetto, where they

were captured. 8s They tried to dam up the sewers to flood the rest of the Jews out, but this step

was frustrated when the Jews blew the valves so that the flow of water resumed. Finally, Ger-

man troops were forced to enter the sewers and engage the Jews who were there.

Measures To Cut Off Jews From Any Outside Aid

To prevent reinforcement of the Jews in the ghetto, the Germans maintained around the out-

side wall a cordon of guards comprised mainly of foreign and ethnic-Polish personnel. They

placed blown openings in the wall under machinegun crossfire and initiated patrols of the "Aryan"

neighborhoods immediately surrounding the ghetto. Night patrols wrapped their feet in rags to

muffle their footsteps.

Other measures were designed to obtain the support, or at least noninterference, of the

ethnic Poles in Warsaw. Governor General Frank issued a proclamation asking Warsaw's

citizens to help the Germans in their struggle against "Communists and Jews." The Germans

also posted notices that persons caught attempting to enter the ghetto without authorization would

be shot. To enlist the support of Polish policemen in apprehending Jews who escaped from the

ghetto, the Germans told the policemen that they could keep one-third of the cash found on cap-

tured Jews. Tht last measure reportedly met with some success.
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The Death of the Ghetto: German.Jewish Losses Compared
By May 16, 1943, after about a month of fighting, the cumulative effects of the counter-

measures had crushed all Jewish resistance. The d(cisive factors were superior German fire-

power and the piece-by-plece leveling of the entire ghetto, Victory was not achieved until all of

the Insurgents were either captured, killed outright, or buried under the rubble. Captured Jews,

combatants and noncombatants alike, were often executed immediately after being pulled from

the bunkers.

According to General Stroop, Jewish hisses during the campaign were 56,065, of whom

7,000 were killed in combat; he estimated that an additional 5,000 to 6,000 lay buried in the

ruins. It is not known how many of these were combatants and how many were noncombatants.

Statements about counterinsurgent losses vary. German records list 15 Germans killed and

scores wounded, one Polish policeman killed and five wounded, and foreign-troop losses of aboc'

a dozen wounded. Statements by Home Army insurgents indicate that German losses may have

reached 300 killed and 1,000 wounded. Of

The Deline of Dr. Frank Epitomeis Naxi Intra.Parly Rivalry and Friction

In a way, Dr. Frank was a near casualty of the conflagration. His prestige In Nazi circles

was already waning, and the temporary breakdown of order ,n Warsaw almost finished him. One

cannot be sure about the reasons for Frank's decline, but there is evidence that his problems

were both administrative and personal and began possibly as early as the first few months of

1942. He may or may not have been an efficient administrator-there are conflicting reports.

In any case a corruption scandal developed at that time in the General Government to cast a pall

over the Governor General's competence. This occurrence led the anti-Nazi Ulrich von Hassell

to note privatelv that "Frrank ... is a weak character. ""T Ataboutthe sametime, Frank seems to

have developed tome last minute reservations about the genocide program that was then entering

the mass execution stage, though the nature of his doubts is obscure and did not prompt him to

raise serious objection. The same von Hassell recorded in May 1942:

Frank disapproves of these things, but is powerless because his own record is
not clean, lie is therefore completely in the hands of the S. S. The S. S. leader

'io has been put at his side, or, more accurately, has been placed above him,
vats him as if he were non-existent. 88

One must interpret the above diary entry most carefully, however, for the Governor General's

own party speeches of that period reveal almost a giddy enthusiasm for the extermination. But

the reference to the SS is undoubtedly accurate.

Dr. Goebbels, who because of his closeness to Hitler wielded more power than his title

might indicate, wrote of Frank even before the ghetto uprising that he had allowed his authority

to be undercut and that "The Fuehrer no longer has any respect for him. "80 In a May 19413 diary

entry, Goebbels recorded that "Events in the General Government have now progressed to the
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point where Governor General Frank can no longer be kept in his position. Reaent events in

Warsaw finilly broke Dr. Frank's neck." And a few days later, Goebbels noted that the Fuehrer

ha.d decided to replace Frank. SO

The Governor General was apparently losing an intra-party struggle of sorts with Heinrich

Himmler, involving among other things a long-standing disagreement over police reprisals.

Often Frank seemed to favor a more lenient or discriminating application of force than that ap-

plied by Himmler's subalterns. And increasingly the 88 in the General Government, though

technically under Frank's day-to-day direction, made their own policy. st It in difficult to tell

whether Frank's disagreement centered on the merits of the Issue or on an underlying jurisdic-

tional rivalry--probably both. Whatever the cause, Frank's resentment of the 58 became very

real.

It should be added that the Governor General also had his share of complicating personal

problems. There was the not inconsiderable matter of his marital trouble, which prompted the

Fuehrer to intervene and forbid a divorce. Goebbels felt that Dr. Frank's behavior In the epi-

sode was "not exactly noble" and served "...to play havoc with t6e ftehrer's relationship to

Frank. 11I9 Added to this was Frank's rather ludicrous feud with Himmler over the merits of the

legal profession. Himmler frequently discoursed on legal subjects-it was something of a hobby

with him-and particularly on the "parasitic" function of the "legal gentry"; Frank's resentment

of this, strangely professional, did not fail to Impres the Reihsalbehrer 88 unfavorably. Is

In spite of all of this, the Governor General survived and continued in his office. Dr.

Goebbels complained In mid-1943 that "Frank is to be given one more chance to prove his

worth. "154 The Governor General and the 88 maintained basic security in their divergent ways

for more than a year. In late 1943, when insurgent operations reached new plateaus of violence,

Frank, in a pacification attempt, managed to get % Lublln resettlement program halted and

made a couple of moves to allow greater Polish cultural expression, while at the same time the

SS supervised greatly increased, indiscriminate roundups of hostages and mass executions.

Geerad Back-eZeIwk Directs German E ffore To Defeat tMe Warswm Uprising

In August-September 1944, the general Warsaw uprising occurred and the Germane com-

menced their second military campaign against insurgents in Poland. 95 Although the Germane

employed some tactics used in the earlier ghetto operations, this second campaign differed sig-

nificantly from the earlier one. The most apparent difference was of course the scope of the

new campaign. All of Warsaw was the battle zone and a larger commitment of troops was nec-

essary. By the climax of the battle the Germans had introduced about 40,000 troops, including

forces of tho SS; military police; Luftwaffe ground staff; Hermann Goering, Viking, and Toten-

kol (Death's Head) Panzer divisions; and the 73d Infantry Division. The Kaminsky Brigade of

former Soviet soldiers was also used. Commanding all the troops was the 88 Gen. Erich Von

dem Bach-Zelewski, an officer with previous counterinsurgency experience.
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During the first three days of the battle the German response wons mainly defensive, at leftst

on the v:istern side of the Vistula where the hattle centered, In this period over 1,000 German

troops were captured by the Home Army, 50 tanks were lost, control of two-thirds of the city

and the key bridges was lost, and German-held strongpoints in the city were isolated and placed

under siege, by and large the limited offensive action of the Germans seems to have consisted

of reprisals against civilians and sporadic probes. Reportedly, houses were set afire, hundieds

of persons were herded into basements and grenaded, and many captured youths and men were

shot. Civilians lashed to ladders were used as shields in some actions, an unsuccessful measure

as Home Army troops fired anyway. The Soviet Kaminaky Brigade is said by a Polish source to

have been responsible for many of these atrocities.

Grermans Go on Off.nuive, VUing Special Tactic.

A concerted counterattack was finally launched on August 4, from which time the Germans

wcre engaged in offensive operations to retake the city. Their immediate objective was to open

up the main arteries and bridges leading across the Vistula to the eastern front. Using tanks,

artillery, and incendiaries to set fire to the buildings along these routes, the Germans managed

by around August 9 to force back Home Army units from the major east-west roads and bridges.

To prevent major sniping activity by Home Army personnel who returi. d and set up positions in

the ruins along these roads, the Germans bricked up the windows of the ruins adjoining the roads.

With this initial objective achieved, the Germans began a campaign to retake all of the city,

a far more difficult task and one that would require special measures. The German attack was

planned to maximize the two German assets-good vehicular mobility across and around the city

and superior firepower. Tank, artillery, and air support were therefore concentrated on one

sector of the city at a time, thus achieving the firepower and armor needed to destroy the forti-

fied positions of the insurgents. After success in one sector, attention was shifted to another

sector; in this way a piecemeal destruction of insurgent positions was accomplished. The Ger-

mans took peripheral sectors first and then worked toward the center of Warsaw, but they

shifted momentarily to concentrate on securing those sectors along the western bank of the

Vistula after the Red army advanced to the eastern bank in the third week of September.

The sequence of steps in the daily attack procedure became fairly routine. In the mornings

the Germans would begin with a Stuka attack at 300 feet and intensive artillery saturation. Then

in the afternoon, insurgent positions would be attacked with remote-controlled mobile mines,

followed by Tiger tanks and the infantry. Fighting, always vicious on both sides, was often

house-to-house or even floor-to-floor. The Germans seldom used their artillery at night, so

that the insurgents often took advantage of this lull to counterattack and attempt to reoccupy

positions lost during the day, The climax of the fighting came in the last week of August, when

major sections of the city fell to the Germans. Thereafter, the insurgents were on the defensive

and faced growing logistical problems.
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The Germano also employed extensive measures to cut off insurgent food and supplies. One

step apparently Involved the evacuation of peasants from villages sarrounding Wirsaw. To dig-

rupt Allied airdrop activities, the Germans set up intensive antiaircraft barrages and launched

grenades into drop zones lit up at night. These barrages forced 'British planes to bypass War-

saw and drop supplies in a forest north of the city, thus greatly complicating Insiurgent logistical

problems. When the insurgents in Wareaw, assisted by Home Army partisans located in the

forest, managed to get many of the supplies dropped there, the Germans moved to dustroy this

forest base. Forest fires were set, but the guerrillas succeeded in putting them out. Only to-

ward the end of the uprising did the Germans succeed in encircling the forest and capturing or

killing most of the insurgents located there.

The Germans also uadertook to interrupt the insurgents' use of the sewer,, employing many

of the measures used in the ghetto campaign. But there were some innovations. Depinned

grenades were suspended into the dark sewers to explode on contact with persons traveling in

the tunnels. Petrol v-ts poured Into the sewers and set afire. The Germans also opened man-

holes and posted sentries at tho openings to drop grenades into the openings at the first sign of

movement.

Germans Use Propaganda, Offer Combatant Rights, and Effect Surrender

Interestingly enough, there were some attempts at propagandistic persuasion. In an effort

to convince the insurgents of the hopelessness of their action during talks with Polish leaders,

the Germans referred to Soviet hostility toward the Polea and the inaction of the Red army. In

one attempt to confuse, the Germans resorted to black propaganda, distributing leaflets ostensibly

signed by General "Bor" that ordered Home Army fighters to cease operations because of lack of

Soviet support. Another black leaflet sought to create in isolated Home Army units the impres-

sion that their commander was considering joint German-Polish action against the Soviets.

After these attempts, all of which failed, the Nazis' propaganda effort was aimed mainly at

inducing surrender. The Germans promised combatant rights to the Insurgents and humane

treatment for civilians, all of whom would be evacuated from the city. Until the last week in

September, the Poles were disinclined to accept these overtures, but in the closing days of

September, when hunger and thirst had become acute and no prospect of a Soviet offensive was in

sight, the Home Army commander agreed to the German terms. The surrender agreement was

signed on October 2, 1944, and the city's inhabitants and Home Army persomnel, including Gen-

eral "Bor," were soon thereafter taken into captivity and evacuated. General "Bor" later

claimed that the campaign cost the Home Army about 15,000 in killed, captured, or wounded.

He somewhat optimistically put German losses at 10,000 killed, 7.000 missing, and 9,000

wounded. 96
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A Note on Casualtie. InflIvied and Nuff red by the Germans in Poland
With these military tcampaignms against the Warsnw Jewo in 194:1 and against the Home Army

in Warspw in 1944, the Nazis cruLdhed the two major insurgent olJMrattons in the General (k)vern-

ment area. Considered together, these two battles may have exacted a heavy toll in German

lives; they were certainly costly in insurgent lives. It is estimated that, whereas the (Germnans

may possibly have lost between 5,000 and 10,000 men, the Jewish and Polish insurgents suffered

aixmt 25,000 killed in aution.

Numerouti itas•ts on both sides alswo) curred in the tGeneral Government section as a result

of the overall Nazi occupation policy and Polish underground activities. Before 1943 the Nazis

executed perhaps 17,000 ethnic Poles; from 1943 on, they probably executed close to 1:,000. In

addition, almost 3,500,000 Polish Jews were liquidated in the infamous "special aiction. " On the

other hand, German losses, excluding those killed In the two battles of Warsaw, did not exceed

6,000. 97

OUTCOME AND CONaLUSIONS

Judged in terms of the limited Nazi occupation objective, it is probably correct to say that

the Nazis were generally successful in their counterinsurgency campaign. At no tim, did i sur-

gent operations decisively Interfere with Nazi occupation policy or war plans. The Poles wore

fully exploited economically, virtually all of the Jews were exterminated, and the lives of Ger-

mans in the annexed part were protected. Furtlhermore, there is no evidence that Polish insur-

gent operations ever decisively affected the Wehrmacht.

Nazi counterinsurgency in Poland demonstrated the efficacy of a stringent control program

in achieving limited, short-range objectives. The application of unmitigated coercion and pun-

ishment, coupled with extensive police control measures, enabled the ociupler, at least for five

years, to utilize a relatively isolated country's economic productivity, to mantain life-or-death

control over an entire population, and to use the region as a base for external military oper-

ations, Almost complete hostility to the Germans among the Polish population was not sufficient

to overcome the ruthless application of force by the occupier.
On the other hand the stringent and often brutal control measures that made this a strong

and largely successful counterinsurgency program also made it a potential failure. Since the

measures only controlled and did not pacify the population, the Nazis were always confronted by

a hostile people, potentially willing to cooperate even with the Soviets. This became a threat to

the Nazis when the Red army entered Poland. As it turned out, however, the Poles remained

largely lsolated. International poli!tics precluded their making a militarily significant contribu-

tion to the liberation ot their country.

As for Hans Frank, he lived through the collapse of his satrapy in Poland and was brought
to trial at Nuremberg by his Allied captors and convicted of crimes against humanity. His end
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wat oddly befitUng it life marked by a parndoxlial mixture of hard core Nazism and cultural re-

finement. F'rank neither committed suicide at the last moment nor asserted his belief in the

correctnesns oi his past loyalties and notionx. Instead, he became peniltnt and hbe'ged God's

forgiveness bertose he was hanged on October 16, 1946.
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Chapter Ton

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (1941-1944)

by Charles V. P. von Luttichau

German occupation policies during World War 1
stimulated the growth of a Soviet partisan move-
ment whichacted in support of the Soviet armies'
main defenave effortas- German military power
then had to be diverted from major offensive op-
erations to contain the guerrilla threat to their
rear area security.

BACKGROUNVD

Operation BARBAROSSA, which launched the German invasion of the Soviet Union in the

summer of 1941, was met, not only by a stubborn defense by Soviet conventional arms, but also

by insurgency and guerrilla warfare in the occupied rear areas. As an element of what Premier

Joseph Stalin was to call the Great Patriotic War, guerrilla activities continued for three years

on an ever-increasing scale. They did not end until the Red army had pushed German forces

across the western frontier into Poland in the summer of 1944.

The intense and protracted struggle between the German occupation forces aMd the Soviet

partisans has a special place in the operations of World War II because of the vast area over

which it took place, the great numbers of men involved on both sides, the objectives of the two

opponents, and the techniques that were employed. Many situations and problems encountered

today in guerrilla and counterguerrilla operations occurred in occupied Rut sia, where terrain,

climate, and population offered innumerable variations on the theme. It would be strange in-

deed if there were not lessons for future application from this "greatest irregular resistance

movement in the history of warfare . "I

The Soviet Union is the largest continental state in the world-three times the size of the

United States. The scene of the guerrilla warfare in World War II was European Russia, which

equals in size the remainder of Europe. 2 The GermFAns had planned to occupy about half of

European Russia, but since they did not fully succeed, the insurgency was limited Wo its western

third.
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European Russia and the Main Areas of G.errilla Operations

Furopean Itusia is a land of low relief,.1 Its main geographic feature Is the 1,,ast Lurop•ani

Plain, which extends from northern (lrmany to the Urna MountUin, . The heorttland (if this vast

expanse is the Moscow region,. rho shortest route to Moscow from the west is the so-colld

northern land bridge, which runs along the blunt spine of the Smolonak-Moscow ridge. Napoleon

took this route in 1812; Mo also did the Germans with their main thrust In 1941. To the north of

the land bridge lion a wide belt of primeval forests and awnnips extending toward Leningrad. In

the center of this forbidding area lies Polotak, To the south of the land bridge sproadis one ol

the most formidable terrain obstacles of Europe, the Pripyat Marshes. Toward the east the

marshes give way to an equally large, densely woodd area, whose hub is Bryansk. The Ukrain-

ian black earth region and the stepper c(over the southern portion of European Russia. Htere a

second invasion route leads from south Poland to the industrial regions of the Dnepr Dend and

the Donbas, and eventually to the Caucasus and Urals, Great rivers-among them the Dnestr,

Dnepr, Donets, Don, and Volga-impede an invader's advance in this zone.

During World War U, the vast swami) and forest areas on both sides of the main route to

Moscow became the strongholds of the partisan movement. The main centers were at Polotak

and Bryansk. In contrast, the Ukraine, whose wide open spaces offered tow safe areas for par-

tisans, remained relatively free of guerrilla activity.

Of the three main industrial regions in western Russia--Leningrad, Moscow, and a portion

of the Ukraine-the Germans captured only the Donbas (Donets Basin) in the Ukraine. The

areas occupied were largely agricultural, and Soviet evacuation and scorched-earth policies

tended to reduce the industrial capabilities of the captured regions.

All of European Russia except for the Black Sea coast suffers the hardships of a harsh con-

tinental climate. Sunumers are short and hot anc the relentless grip of dark winter seems end-

less. To make things worse, spring thaws and autumn rains turn the !ind and its roads into a

sea of mud. During these two mud seasons, each lasting for weeks, vehicular traffic comes to

a virtual standstill. 4

By western standards, the Russian system of communications in 1911 was wholly inadequate

for the requirements of modern warfare. Only three main communications arteries extended

from Poland eastward, and even these rail lines and roads were poor and often structurally un-

sound. The absence of lateral links in the system was one of its greatest weaknesses. In ad-

dition, communications were highly vulnerable to attL•k because the many bridges and culverts

offered inviting targets for sabotage or demolition.

The People of the U.S.S.R. and Their Insurgent Past

In 1941 the Soviet Union had an estiwrated 200 million inhabitants of whom almost three-

fourths were concentrated in European Russia. Approximately 50 million Russians fell under
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tt�rnIErLArY (Mirmun rule. Altheuj�h iti� ethnic groups were then reKiftered In Russia and 149

different languages were spoken, five group. awcnunted for 90 pevoent of the population the
tireat Itussions (�2 percent), the Ukrainians (10 percent?, the Muslim Turkic nations (Ii per-
�ent) , and the Cnucasirn� tribe. ond the lIeiorus�iaais (4 percent ea�'h) . AixuI one-third of the

p('opie I ived in cities . b

The Octolor revoluUon of 1917 and the ensuing oonsolidation of Bolshevik control ha�
ended a long Russi'in tradition of conspiracy and insurgency against established authority. After
the Bolsheviks had become ruler., they had ruthlessly suppressed insurgent effort. by disaident
gioups . * Even the methods hind experiences of partisan warfare had been relegated to the nafe
repositories of history books. Despite &k later propaganda claim., the Soviet partisan move-

ment of 1942-44 was the result, not of a spontaneous uprising oi the masses, bit of deliberate

plans and determined sotion on the part of the Communist party and its national, regional, and

local loaders.

C�.rmwu Actions Unwinuuu�iy Enrour.p Growth of time GuerrWa Moz.ns.,ue

Assuming that the as yet. undefeated German force could vanquish t�he Soviet Union in a bold

blitz campaign, the dictator ol Germany, Adolf lUtler, and his advisers neglected to plan ade-
quately for other contingencies. Guerrilla warfare was hardly considered, During the offen-

sives of 1941, which carried the German armies to the gates of Moscow, the Germans bypassed

large numbers of Soviet soldiers and scores of military depot.. In their headlong rush to the

east, the Germans neglected to mop up the rear areas and thus handed to the Soviet leaders the
opportunity to organize the Red army stragglers into the nuclei of a partisan movement. The

swift advance of the Germans also cut off many p'Lrty officials, stranding them behind the front.

With no chance of survival if the Germans should capture them, these bypassed Russianu "'t to

work building a Communist underground arsi partisan movement, for which they furn�gbied tJae

leadership. German tactical reverses in the winter of 1941-1942 gave the partisans the oppor-

tunity to consolidate.

The growth of an anti-German guerrilla movement was greatly aided-almost ensured-by

the repreat lye nature of Nazi occupation policies, which were designed to enslave the Russian

people, exploit the economic assets of the country, and deny large groups of the population the

political freedom they were seeking. The Nazis were totally Indifferent as to whether the oc-
cupied peoples. in the course of being exploited, starved to death.� Thus the partisan move-
ment, which at first had found little or no support among the people, gradually became the focal

point of opposition to the Germans and often the only refuge for the persecuted.

*See, for eiample, Chapter Four, "U.S.S.R. (1917-1921)."
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In II allRI'uas to tho ltUP10111 INKple' oil July~ :1 1141, 11 days after tile German Assault,

Stalin allignald the' forniatitul of the' *vlLt paithiron ifovelnent:

PIIIi'thliiuni t*lg, mountd~tt anti of foot, must be' formodý
dil"Iiono. and groupes must be' orgunizod to combat enemy
tttkopN. to fornont partisan warfare overywhero, to blow
up tiridgr,4 wt roseda, damage telephone lines, not fire to
forest*, store*, tranoports. In the occupied region. con-
ditionm must be made unbearable for the enemy and all
hit, cevompipices. They must he hounded and annihiklated
at overy Mtop and all their measures frustrated. "

This wits the broutl directive' that governed all plans and activitiom of the partisan movement

throuaghout itit ex~iste'nce.

A4n Os.rerviou 4),f the Insurgenr'v-Its Phasaes and Its Strength
The' Movement developed in, three' phases. 'rho first, from June ito December, 1941, was the'

formative' peraiol. At this time the movement wats small, numbering only sonme :30,000 men.

'11w Geranw invasion andi Ita speed of advance caught the U.S.S.R. off guard and plunged Soviet

plants anti preparations Into it disamrray that could not be overcome by improvisation. The first

hard-corei partisans, most~ly Red army and Communlst party mein, lacked popular support,

guerrilla training, and tiadqunte commnuniontionti, Their operations were generally unsuccessful.'

During tile second phnto-, lJanuary Uo August 1942, niter the Gberman defeats in the winter

battle's, the partisan movemeont was reorganized by the Sov'iet High Command. 'righter control,

beotter trainling, and at vast Increase in logistical support accompanied an expansion in strength

to aOxim wlb',oot). 'I'li tormor batttalion-size units biecame reginionts, brigades, and larger

groups, which aggressively sought control over large areas behind the German lines. Partisan

intissitis shifted (roin simple harassment of rear areas to planned operations in tactical sup-

pwort of thle fled army, with emphasis onl catting lines of communications and gathering intelli-

gunve. in those initsions tht) partisan units weve fairly effective, although their successes

provoked liirtto.svule countermVIAsures and often led them intn pitched battle with German forces

inI which they suffered~ heavy losses .

inI the later sunmmer of 19-12, the partisaln mnovement gradually passed into its third andx

mature phise . lBy the time ol the Georman surrender at Stalingrad in early 1943, it had become

clear that the Gercnimn a rmies would eventually hav'e to retre~ and that the Soviets would re-

turn und reinstitute coiatrol ov-r (vermatn-held areas, Partisan strength and local support

nocordinoly l'craenned. 'Fhe guerrillas reached their p)eak number of about a quarter of a minl-

lion InI the surnmer of 19413. But the rapid growth of the movement diluted the fighting qualities

of Ountsi While tile original partisun forinatiow.n had consisted largely of former Rled army



personnel, up to two-thirds were now local conscripts. Despite stepped-up training, efficiency

remnnined low. This, however, was partially balanced by the change in the attitude of the popu-

lation from indifference to moderate support. T'he organization and control of the partisan units,

as well as logistics, were also improved by the Soviet High Command.

With the westward advance of the Red army, partisan missions changed from acts of terror

against collaborators and sabotage against economic and Industrial installations to a "war of the

rails," the concerted, large-scale attack against German supply lines. These activities-coor-

dinated In the late summer of 1943 and again in January-February 10'44 with massive Red army

operations--culminated in June 1944, in guerrilla attacks designed to paralyze the German army

just before the launchingof the final Sovietoffensive. This much-propagandized effort, the effec-

tiveness of which may have been somewhat overemphasized, was the final effort of the movement.

Shortly thereafter, Soviet armies crossed into Poland, thus obviating the need for guerrilla

warfare.

Soviet Planning for Guerrilla Warfare

While the operations of the partisan movement passed through three phases, only one basic

change in its organization occurred. At the beginning of the conflict, when 8talin had called for

the formadion of partisan units, the instrument for executing these orders did not exist. One

reason for this was the fact that the Soviet strategists apparently had envisioned an offensive

toward the west, which would have made a partisan movement unnecessary. Another reason

may have been the fear that open preparations for guerrilla warfare would have shaken the

confidence of the people in the government. A general scheme for partisan warfare had been

plannec., however, though only the highest political and military leaders knew about it. Based

on a regional concept, it was to be implemented by the party, the NKVD, and the Red army. 10

In the init al confusion following the German invasion of 1941, which came as a complete sur-

pritie to Stalin and his close advisers, the Soviet leaders were only partially successful in Im-

plementing their secret plans. These were based on the assumption that a slow and deliberate

Ree& army withdrawal would allow party and state officials time to organize multilayered and

complex partisan and diversionist networks. The party Central Committee at the All-Union and

Union Republic levels was to organize the insurgency along administrative channels leading

from the oblasts or provinces, to the rural and city districts, and to state complexes such as

the railroads, industrial plants, and government farms. At the oblast and district echelons, a

dual command structure consisting of an overt and an underground organization was to be estab-

lished. In the event of German occupation, the overt organizations were to be evacuated, to-

gether with certain key elements of the population and all essential industrial machinery; the

underground cadres were to stay behind and activate a partisan movement.
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The NKVI) had the special task of forming a secret network of diversionist igroups 1%f nnts,

not exceoeding seven operatives each, for active sabotage. In addition, NKVD districts we..,

ordered to organize home defense units known as destruction battalions. Tho missions of these

units were primarily defensive: to prevent enemy sabotage and to guard installations. The

NKVD was also charged with the security function of screening prospective leaders and members

of the partisan movement. As the German armies advanced deeper into Russia, the destruction

battalions were assigned to the partisan movement anwl were incorporated as combat battalions

(or!yads) into the party regional underground organization.

Training and especially supply of the regional partisan movement became the responsibility

of the Red army, specifically the Tenth Departmoat of the Main Administration of Political

Propaganda, which was under the immediate control of the Central Committee of the Communist

party. Through these channels, army fronts (army groups) and armies were ordered to or-

ganize, direct, and supply partisan groups behind the German lines. Directives enjoined com-

missars and party members never to surrender; if cut off, they were to continue the battle in

the German rear with sabotage and terrorism. II

Genesis of the Guerrilla Mowement and lIt Political Implications

The Red army units bypassed by the German army initially constituted a larger reservoir

of manpower for guerrilla warfare than did the regionul partisan units. Army leaders and po-

liUtcal commissars prnved to be an efiective andi fanatical cute around which the tens of thou-

sands of stragglers Pad escapees from prisoner-of-war camps could be organized. Partisan

units were first formed in the areas in which large encirelement battles had been fought. In the

Ukraine, where terrain did not favor guerrilla activities and popular support was not at first

forthcoming, the Soviet command resorted to the expedient of dropping small groups of para-

troop commandos behind German lines with orders to destroy specific targets and gather intelli-

gence. These efforts, which bore the marks of hasty improvisation, achieved little or nothing.

In the eyes of the Soviet command, however, the value of the partisan movement was not

diminished by its small accomplishments. Faced with a choice between abandoning the move-

ment or trying to make it an effective instrument of political strategy and tactical operations,

the Russians in the winter of 1941-42 decided on the latter. A strong argument In favor of

revitalizing and reorganiz!ng the partisan movement was undoubtedly the fact that only through

an underground could the Communist party hope to maintain a political hold on the occupied

areas. This factor may well have outweighed any possible military considerations.

Development of a Centralized Partisan Organization

U the partisan movement was to live and succeed, an effective chain of command was ur-

gently needed. The Soviet leaders shifted emphasis: instead of dealing separately with
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numurous amall and often isolated Individual partisan units, they began to consider the move-

ment as a whole. A centralized orl;uniration was gradually developed and was complete by the

spring of 1942. The new orgpnlaaticn was sufficiently flexible to allow for regional differences

and shlfting tactical needs, but the line of authority was always clear-cut, What was more, the

new organization proved Itself effective in action throughout the remainder of the struggle.

Absolute contrcl of the partisan movement was vested in the Central Committee of the

All-Union Communist party and its exeoutive organ, the National Defense Committee. Is New

in the chain of comimand was the Central Staff of the Partisan Movement, established on the

same level am the Red Army Supreme Command. The Red army's influence over the partisan

movement, which had been greatest during the first phase, found recognition in the appointment

of Marshal Kllmenti roroshilov as its oommander in chief. The real power, however, lay with

the party and Its reprsentative, Panteleimon Ponomn'enalo, first secretary of the Belorusslan

Communist Party. He was the chief of staff and appela' to )Ave been the actual commander of

the movement. IS

The central staff controlled the partisan front staffs, which were organized at the level of

the various army front headquarters. Thus, for example, the Kalinin Front, West Front, and

Bryanek Front, which together opposed the German Army Group Center, were each paralleled

by a partisan front staff, whose function it was to pass on directives received from the central

staff, issue additional orders for its own sector In coordination with the front staff, handle per-

sonnel and logistical matters, and collect intelligence data. On the level of each field army, a

partisan operational group fulfilled similar miss ions on a commensurately narrower scale.

Organisation of Partisans Behind German Lines

In the German rear areas, the partisan movement retained a dual chain of command-par-

tisan and party. Operational partisan centers, similar in structure to the operational groups,

were established to control partisan operations over large areas. They received their orders

from their corresponding operational groups and in some instances from higher partisan staffs,

including the central staff.

Next in the chain of command were the partisan brigades, sometimes also referred to or

designated as regiments. The brigades had developed from the 9 , often by absorbing one

or more of them during the period of expansion. The partisan units of 1941 had rarely exceeded

300 men. By 1942, however, the new brigades numbered 1,000 to 2,000 members and sometimes

more. The size of a brigade wae governed by practical considerations: on the one hand, the

shortage of qualified commanders and the need for control and sustained operations made it

imperative to enlarge the otryads; on the other hand, the strength of the brigades had to be

tailored to match the resources of a given base area and the available means of communications

and control. Units that grew too large became attractive targets for large-scale countermeasures
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ORGANIZATION OF THE SOVIET PARTISAN MOVEMENT
AFTER SPRING 1942

All-Union Communist Party

Central CommitteeI
NatinalDefense Commi-itee

SuCpremeoCmmand I Central Staff
Red Army Partisan Movement

I I_
Front L F Staffs -. Territorial Partisan

High Commands -- - Front I Staffs J

I Field Army OeainlGop
Commands ____

FRONT LINE

Operational Partisan Territorial Party
CentersCetr

in the Enemy Rear in the Enemy Rear

IPartisan Brigades t~strict Party
or Regiments - frnommittees

and faced destruction. There was a great deal of variatior in the organization of brigades, but

most were subdivided into battalions. In some instances a partisan division cummand was

created as an intermediate headquarters between partisan centers and brigades or independent

regiments.

The Communist party held the reins through two channels. One was through a comimidsar

and an NKVD official operating on the level of the military commander at all echelons of the
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Red airmy and the partisan movement. The other channel was through the National Defense

Committee and territorial partisan staffs, territorial party centers in the German rear, ant

district party committees in the occupied areas. At corresponding levels in the enemy rear,

the party territorial organization and the partisan movement closely coordinated their missions.

Logstics and Discipline

Logistic support for the partisan movement, which had been hephazard in 1941, was tightly

controlled after the new organization took hold. Ammunition, weapons, explosives, medical

supplies, spare parts, and even the morale builders of tobacco, liquor, and mail were airdropped

or landed on partisan-built landing strips. Key personnel were brought in and casualties-even

some prisoners of war-taken out on a regular basis. Allotment and shipment of supplies was

from major supply bases to subsidiary bases, and this distribution was regularly handled by

supply sections. For staples the partisans continued to rely on local resources. During the

last phase of the war, partisan supply developed into a large-scale logistical operation, but al-

though partisan units were often heavily armed, in some areas even with tanks and crew-oper-

ated weapons, they were not nearly so well equipped as regular units. The Soviet command de-

termined the flow of supplies and could ruuge the expected success of any operation by the de-

gree of support it could make available. Recaloitrant units and those that showed poor internal

discipline could be brought to heel simply by withholding supplies, andl the central staff never

hesitated to use this method.

Discipline became a real problem after the rapid expansion of the partisan units. Later

conscripts proved less willing or able than the first recruits to accept the rigid disciplinary

standards that had prevailed earlier. The Soviets were able to maintain discipline only through

continuous, determined efforts of the military commanders, commissars, and party officials.

Often draconian measures had to be taken, including the shooting of culprits before assembled

partisan units. By this means and because the Germans regularly shot "bandits" even when

they surrendered, desertions were held to the relatively low level of 10 percent or less.

Such was the organizational structure, implemented early in 1942, of the Soviet partisan

movement. That structure provided the basis for the growth and expansion of the movement

and converted it into a formidable Instrument of Soviet defense.

COUNTERINSURGENCY

The German attack on the U.S.S.R. in June 1941 followed Adolf Hitler's decision to destroy

the Soviet Union, to take possession of European Russia as far east as the Volga River and as

far south as Astrakhan, and to dominate these large territories by a combination of military,

political, and economic measures. After this, he reasoned, he would be master of the European

continent and thus in an unassailable position.
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V-4* Pjgg fo th Irtragjo of Russia
llotwt-oon July 19-1o) anti Jurme 194t, uornian political and military agencies workedl on phiis

for the campaign against and tho occupation of Rtumhin Specific pla~ns dealt with a Wlit;* cam-

paiga, to be conducted and su(ccessfully concluded in the summer of 1941, iand with the military

occupaLtionl, political adcministrantion, andi economic' expl~oitation to) follow. To some degree the

ex-3Cutiq)fl of theme plans influenced the rise and devolopment of guerrilla activities in the -Sov'iet

Union.

The military campaign plan, BAtRBAROSSA, assignedl to three army groups-North, Center,

and South-the mission of crushing the Soviet armed forces in the western border zone by a

series of deep penetrations combined with successive encirclementa, employing large armored

forces am spearheads. A total of 142 German and the equivalent of 40 other Axis divisions, and

somffe 3.000 tanks and planes were to be committed to the campaign. Hitler was bent on two

main thrusts, one aiming at Leningrad in the north, the other at Stalingrad and the Caucasus in

the south. The army, on the other hand, intended to drive straight fox, Moscow. The Germans

never resolved these conflicting strategic concepts. Vacillating from one to the other anti in the

end combining them, the German High Command lost the advantage of concentrating Its force,

wasted time unnecessarily, and ultimate-ly failed to obtain even one of its main objectives. 14

To Hitler. the war with ituassa was more than just another military campaign. His political

objectives were to "destroy Bolshevism root and branch' and divide Russia into "socialist states

dependent on Germany. " Later he summed up his policy as "first: conquer;~ second-, rule; third:

exploit.'"P Tne army's place in this scheme wa. confined U) defeating the Sov~iet armed forces.

Hitler delilxwrately curtailed the army's jurisdiction: as it advanced east, the army was to pass

the respontilbility for administering the conquered rear areas on to at political administration.

Adminuistration of German-.Occupied Areas and Rear Area Security,

This political administration was delegated to) a newly created ministry under the Recich

Minister for Occupied Eastern Terr itories, Alfred Rosenberg, and to its subordinate reich comi-

missariats that were to operate in the Baltic States, Bielorussia, the Ukraine, and-so wvent th'e

plans-Moscow and the Caucasus. Heinrich Himmier-who as Reichisfiiher SS (SChUtzstaffeln

(ier- Nationnlsozialistisc'hen Deutschen Arbeiterpartei) headed a Nazi party, organization having

uiiusu.-l political. military, and police functions-was empowered to "clean up" these areas by

eliminating all (.'uinmunist functionsries and other "undesirables." The army protested against

these so-called Commissar Orders as senseless and potentially damaging to rear area securitY.

Hitler's answer was to authiorize the SS to extend its activities right into the tacetical operations

zone.

Deprived of an overall rear area security mission, the arm.% assigned the responsibilit% for

suc'h svcuritY functions as it retainedi to its chief of supply and administration (G-4) and his
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couterpnrts on the army group and army levels. For administrative purposes, the army groups

and field armies subdivided their rear areas into regional, rural district, and urban areas. Rear

areon security was thus removed from the operational chain of command.

On the promise that the campaign would be so short that the Russians could not raise an

effective partisan movement, and owing to manpower shortages, the German army planners

decided to forgo organizing special counterguerrilla forces. For guarding supply routes and

Instalhltions, controlling traffic, and handling prisoners of war, the army highcommand assigned

three security divisions to each army group. A typical security division comprised one infantry

regiment, one artillery battalion, and some national giard and police battalions. Except for

certain specialhized units, these were th( forces whose principal mission would be to deal with

the guerrillas. The security divisions probably had a complement of 100,000 men in 1941 and

up to 150,000 in 1943, a number too small to cope with the growing partisan movement. They

were poorly equipped and organized, and they lacked mobility. Their greatest deficiency, how-

ever, was their lack of training for guerrilla warfare.

The German decision not to organize counterguerrilla forces was soon seen to have been a

mistake. The first incidents of guerrilla activity occurred within days of the German attack

and forced combat units to turn back to pacify sectors in their rear instead of executing their

primary missions. Even after security forces had been assigned, their Inadequacy in numbers

and capabilities required the diversion of combat elements for rear area security tanks. Field

commanders were thus confronted with the dilemma of continuously having to decide between

carrying nut operations at their front or at their rear. The problem of countaring guerrilla

activity proved to be insoluble because, from the very beginning, the Germans approached it

defensively.

Germans Gain Experience With A ntiguerrilla Operations

German counterguerrilla operations may be divided into three phases coinciding with the

development of the Soviet partisan movement: June-December 1941, January-August 1942, and

September 1942-July 1944.

During the first phase, the Germans had an important advantage in that the partisans did

not have the support of the people. Many elements of the population hoped to win German sup-.

port so as to achieve at least a modest degree of political freedom, while the masses of the

people were passive and did not oppose the occupation.

Most guerrilla activities were on a small-unit scale and German counteroperations gener-

ally did not involve units larger than divisions. Indeed, in most cases only battalions and regi-

ments were involved. German tactics generally consisted of guarding main lines of communi-

cations and applying normal security precautions at headquarters and installations. When par-

tisan bands caused trouble in specific areas, the Germans launched r large-scale attack that
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usually suuceeded in dljperaLng or eliminating them, The ratllo of partisuns to unatiguerrillt

forces in these engagements OVerAWId alxmit one0 tO eight. The ueutil tactical maileuvor wias

encirelement and concentric attaUk. These tacties wore most succiessful in the Ukrnine, where

the terrain anl the rolat-voly small number of parthiuns favored tha German aipprol•ch. They

were least effective in the central and northern soctoris of the conquered areas, where large

number@ of partisans were operating,

Germane Codify Their Tactics

By the altlof 1941, enough first-hAnd experience had been gathered that the army high coin-

mand could issue guidelines for antiguerrilla warfare. These reflected the situation at the time

and proposed tactical remedies, but did not take into sufficient account the underlying causes of

the partioan movement, which were political, psychological, and economic. In An~y case, it was

Lmpossible for the army to adopt measures that would counteract the political blunders of Nazi

functionaries in the occupied areas.

The army high command distinguished five types of antiguerrilla measures. Pacification

operations, Involving the complete occupation by troop detachments of all signifieant localities

in a partisan-controlled area, were effective but time-consuming and exceeded the army's ca-

pabUity. Large-scale operatiuns, in which partisan groups were encircled and destroyed by far

superior forces through concentric maneuver, were also no effective method, provided enough

troops could he assembled to draw a tight ring around the guerrillas and their stronghold. Small-

scale operatioms usually consisted of attacks by relatively small-unit strike forces on specific

objectives, such as guerrilla armed camps; such attacks made the utmost use of the elements of

surprise and prior intelligence. Mopping-up operations, employed after a partison unit had been

broken up by some other action, were intended to clear an area or supply line. Thu establish-

ment of strongpointa was a defensive measure designed to protect certain localities containing

troops, headquarters, or supplies and was used most often along lines of communications. 16

Germane Recruit Local People Who Do Not Support Partisans

In areas under its control, the German army soon resorted to recruiting indigenous forma-

tions, which were quite successfully employed in police and guard duty and in intelligence work.

A wide variety of units was organized, among them the auxiliary guard and service troops

(Hilfswachmannschaften or "Hiwi's"), engineer groups, and local auxiliary police (Ordnungs-

dienaist). The Germans also made extensive use of locally recruited agents (VertrRuensleute

or "V-Leute"). These indigenous forces materially assisted local administration, conserved

German manpower, and helped to restrict partisan activities.

During the first phase of counterguerrilla operations, in the last half of 1941, the Germans

were successful because the partisans were unorganized and the people did not support them. It
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was a period of experimentation for the Germans. There was not enough time, however, to

apply the new guidelines before one of the worst winters in Russian history combined with Ger-

man military defeats to frustrate such gains as the Germans had been able to make against, the

guerrillas.

As Winter Sets In. Army Commanderm Stress Intelligence and Payops

The second phase of counterguerilla operations began with the German halt before Moscow

in December 1941. Throughout the winter months, it took every ounce of German strength and

every last man to hold the front and to guard the tenuous supply lines. Large areas in the

armies' rear were thus stripped of garrisons and fell prey to the partisans. Disintegration of

sections along the German front allowed the IRussians to establish corridors to many partisan

areas. The three largest stronghold positions were east and northwest of Vitebsk, north and

south of Bryansk, and in the Yclnya-Dorogolbuzh nrci, south of the Smolensk-Vynzma railroad.

German commanders, meantime, had begun to apply the new doctrine and techniques in an

effort to counter the growing partisan threat. They improved their intelligence capal)ilities

through radio intelligence, reconnaissance prisoner interrogations, and agents. Commanders

were therefore generally well informed about partisan strength, dispositions, and intentions.

The German army also made progress in some of its proplgandn efforts. For the first

time, promises were given that the lives of commissars would be spared if they surrendered;

and this policy sometimes bvooght unexpectedly good results. Within their narrow jurisdictions,

some field armies unofficially instituted a policy of encouraging defections. Psychological ad-

vantages also accrued from the fact that many Russians served the Germans in indigenous police

units.

Limitations on Antiguerrilla Operations

In counterguerrilla operations the Germans were hampered by limitations of strength.

Their operations had to be highly selective and, since they required the use of sorely needed

combat forces that hadi to be withdhrawn temporarily from the front, could be launched only when

the situation had become critical, or when results appeared to be extraordinarily promising.

By the spring of 19.12, rear area commanders were no longer able to cope with the partisan

threat to their lines of communications. The Germans were now forced to commit entire com-

bat divisions, supplemented by security and indigenous forces and supported by planes, in care-

fully planned annd meticulously executed encirclement operations, if they wished to phcifv a large

pa rtisan-controlled area. They tried to compensate for the shortage of troops with intensive

air raids and strafing of recogmizcd partisan strongholds. In addition to the physical damage

that could be inflicted on base camps, air attacks appeared to Ib effective in breaking down

partisan morale. But the Luftwaffe never had enough planes to exploit this opportunity.
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Operntion 11.4HANNOER Broaks Up So'ipe (Group Rdor

,\ good example of the tyl)o of lnrge-scale operations the Germans launhedi in the' apring

'and sunimer of 1142 was Operation IIANNOVER. The (iormans committed elements of three

corps, with sevon divisions aind numerous snaller units, numbering 11,000 to 20,000 mon.,

under the dir-etion otl the F.ourth Arm,. They woere deployed against Soviet Group leitov, con-

slating of an estimated 1i,000 partianns and regular forces that the Ited army lad infiltrated.

Tho area in which Soviet Group Dolov hold complete control wAs located southwest of Vya rma,

between Yelnya and Dorogobuy.h. It measured about 70 miles in length and is) milhs across To

eliminate Belov, the Germans encircled the entire area; then, in operations lasting a full month

(,MNay 24 to June 22, 1942). they attacked from three sides, driving the partinaus, against the

Fourth, pinching off sizable elements in two successive uncirclemonta, before pushing the rem-

nants against u final blocking position. Th, hard core of Delov's group broke out, of the

tightening ring during the last phase, but most were wiped out in subsequent pursuit. The

Germans Inflicted casualties of about 16,000, including over 5,000 killed, and they captured or

destroyed 16 tanks, 251 guns, and 15 planes. Approximately 2,000 guerrillas somehow mpa.ngk(d

to hide,

The Germans followed up the -.'peration with a progrem of political pacification, which was

greatly simplified by the fact that few males were left in the area, Efforts were made to win the

suppoit of the inhabitants and convince them that their lot would be eased if they cooperated by

forming self-defense units and reporting partisans to the German authorities. These efforts

were so successful that the Soviet command was unable to revive the partisan movement in this

area despite repeated efforts.

Nevertheless, the Germans paid heavily for their success. They lost about 500 men killed

and 1,500 wounded or missing-loss than 15 percent of partisan losses but 10 percent of their

own strength. The fact that Belov and his closest collaborators w'-re able to escape proved to

the Germans that they had not concentrated enough troops for the initial operation. The opera-

tion also showed that, given adequate resources, time, and support, regular troops could elim-

inate the partisans even in forbidding terrain. On the other hand, it should he pointed out that

Operation HANNOVER was not representative of the German counterguerrilla effort. It showed

what could be done under favorable circumstances, but these did not prevail In most of the Ger-

man rear areas. In the sectors under its Jurisdiction, the German army had developed new and

efficient methods, but it lacked sufficient means to apply them. The army was thus unable to

destroy the partisans before the Russian armies took the offensive.

*At that time German divisions were at best about half strength.
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As Germans Begin To Pull Back, They Come Increasingly Into Conflict
With Partisans

The last phase of German counterguerrila operations began in the fall of 1942. German

armies had reached as far as the Caucasus and Stalingrad, but then the fortunes of war changed.

Stalingrad was the flaming signal. On February 2, 1943, 22 German divisions, reduced to

280,000 men and cut off at Stalingrad from the rest of the G'irman army, surrendered. From

then on the Red army steadily rolled back the German lines. The great withdrawal began at the

western approach to the Volga and ended in the summer of 1944 ou the banks of the Vistula. As

the German army fell back, it crowded into areas where the partisans had thrived with relative

impunity. Althiough German supply lines were now shorter and should have been easier to guard,

the partisan movement had grown into a more formidable threat. The Germans countered with

a series of large-scale antiguerrilla operations and intensification of local antipirtisan actions.

To conserve their own forces, they used non-German Axis troops in security missions, and re-

cruited and employed indigenous units.

The German army had learned during the winter crisis of 1941-42 that only aggressive

tactics could check the partisans. Holding garrisons and outposts, perfunctorily patrolling

partisan-infested areas, and making occasional sweeps or stabs at recognized strongholds meant

remaining permanently on the defensive. It had become abundantly clear that rear area security

troops alone could not contain the guerrillas. Combat troops had to be committed, pressure

maintained, and the support of the people won.

Hitler Approves a New Army Policy But German Authority Remains Divided

Some steps in the right direction had already been taken. The army staff had made the

first move in the spring of 1941 by enjoining subordinate commands to refrain from indiscrim-

inate collective reprisals. In August 1942, the army high. command shifted the responsibility

for counterguerrilla operations from the chief of supply and administration to the deputy chief

of staff for operations. This decision reflected the fact that counterguerrilla operations had

become as vital as operations at the front and acknowledged that both areas of operations were

interdependent. Experience also had shown that tactical commanders were more eager to com-

mit combat forces in antipartisan operations if they were given control.

Hitler sanctioned the new army policy on August 18, 1942. 1? Not only was the war against

the partisans to be considered a part of general operations, but military means were to be com-

bined with political, economic, and psychological measures. In an attempt to pacify aninsro.?

ingly hostile population, assurances were to be given of at least a minimum subsistance level in

the standard of living, and rewards were to be offered to those who would collaborate against

the guerrillas. Reluctantly, Hitler also approved the recruitment of native Russians for the
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formation of indigenous military and paramilitary units-which had in a number of cases already

been quietly accomplished-and their commitment in counterguerrilla operations.18

Although control of operations was placed in the hands of tactical commanders and the dual

chain of command in the military establishment had thus been abolished, division of responsi-

bility persisted outside the army combat zone and rear areas, Behind these, Himmler was

given sole responsibility for all antipartisan actions, operating through the reich commissars

and the military governors. The authority of the SS was also broadened to encompass the col-

lection and evaluation of all intelligence on the partisan movement.

A Series of New Moves To Counter the Partisan Warfare

To overcome the perennial shortage of security forces, Hitler ordered army training and

replacement ,mits, schools, and air force ground installations redeployed from Germany to

areas under partisan pressure. He directed that security forces that had been pressed into

frontline duty be returned to their primary function. The term "partisan," connoting freedom

fighter, was to be replaced by "bandit," in a psycholgical move designed to discredit the

guerrillas.

Himmler and the Armed Forces High Command (OKW) both issued formal directives on

specific tactics and procedures for counterguerrilla operations in September and November

1942.19 The most important of these new instructions dealt with intelligence, population con-

trol, and the use of indigenous personnel. Tactics remained essentially unchanged.

The most useful source of German intelligence was the monitoring of Soviet radio broad-

casts; interrogations of local residents and agents' reports often filled in essential details about

Soviet intentions. To seek out partisan units and test the loyalty of the inhabitants, the Germans

formed mock partisan bands. All residents were registered and the movements of non-residents

controlUt.

A Network of Strongpoints and Armed Interlock ig Villages Protected by Local Units

The Germans originated a system of interlocking strongpoints along main supply arteries

and raised self-defense units in the villages under their administration. They were thus able

to spread a network of armed villages (Wehrd6rfer)--precursors of strategic hamlets-across

many districts, and they reinforced the system by providing reliable signal communications.

u, ... •iI1 oL ineir strongpoint System, they eciared Li . :a I '11' wide along

the supply routes were security zones and patrolled them with mobile commando groups

(Jagdkommandos).

In villages the Germans raised auxiliary police forces (Ordnungsdienst or OD) to maintain

order and provide local security under the direction of appointed mayors. In regions under
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heavy partisan pressure, the OD was reinforced by militia units (Milizgruppen) of up to battalion

strength. The objective was to provide each district with one militia battalion, subsequently

renamed cL,;Ul guard (Volkswehr) battalion. The expansion of the militia led in 1943 to the es-

tablishment of the Osttruppen or eastern troops, which resembled a foreign legion.

The number of indigenous forces could be quite impressive, as the example of the larger

Bryansk area shows. The eastern portion of the Bryansk area, under the control of the Second

Panzer Army, had 13 eastern troop and 12 civil guard battalions. In the western portion, under

the control of Army Group Center, the 221st Security Division built 119 armed villages and

manned them with 10,000 OD men. 20

Experiments in Local Autonomy: Kaminsky and Vlasov

!n the Lokot district, some 50 miles south of Bryansk, Hitler had in one instance already

permitted an experiment in quasi-autonomous government. A Russian collaborator by the name

of Bronislav Kaminsky took charge of the district and formed a brigade of 12 battalions. Dis-

ciplined,. mobile, and well armed. Kaminsky's followers numbered 9.000 men by the fail of 1942.

With this force, he not only kept his own district free of partisans, but supplied German author-

ities with antipartisan units for employment in neighboring districts. While it lasted, the dis-

trict was a model of successful antipartisan control achieved by gaining the support of the

people,2

Another opportunity for rallying the Russian people in the occupied territories was handed

the Germans when captured Gen. Andrei A. Vlasov lent himself to form a movement and army

known by his name. It was to be organized from among Russian prisoners of war for the pur-

pose of uniting all Russians in an anti-Communist state. Although Vlasov had some success,

especially in the field of psychological warfare, the very existence of such a movement ran

counter to Hitler's long-range plans. Not until 1944, when it was much too late, did Vlasov

obtain official German recognition.

Germans Fail To Exploit Russian Grievances

The German failure to exploit fully and completely the various collaborative indigenous

movements was a singular mistake in itself, but it betrayed the basic Nazi view that the Slavs

were Urtermenschen, or inferior people. German activity in a number of spheres-the harsh

treatment of prisoners of war, the cruel administrntion of forced labor, the unallevlated food

shortages, the closing of local schools-provided realistic corroboration of their basic attitude

toward the local peoples.

Given this view of the Slavs, it is not surprising that the Germans failed to rake advantage

of perhaps the principal means by which they might have obtained widespread popular support-

by dividing the Soviet collective farms among the peasants, the largest population group in the
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ocuupiod zone, Plhne for land reform wore sporadically implemontod, with uaome sucouss,

dueing 1041, and agrarian reform aotually uucamO policy in February 1,942. In the areas under

Nazi administration, la•d reform was often viewed coldly, but some reloirma were instituted in

army areas. In general, the reforms were poorly conceived and, in practice, the initially anti-

Soviet poasant-who, under the GOern4 " as WerlKS l *ets, could not own land but had to meet

crop quotas-was unable to perceive any advantage in a foreign administration. Even the reli-

gious issue was not exploited by the Germans; for example, German chaplains were not allowod

to minister to the local population. The effect of these policies wae to confirm the Soviet popu-

latton's utter disillusIonment with the Germans. With the battle for popular support lost through

conditions beyond its control, the German army turned to military means to ombrat the partisan

menace.

Lar'egea/o Operadkons Against GurrilUm i. the Bryansk Aream
Typical examples of oounterguerrilla operations In 1943 are provided by actions the Second

Panser Army took in May and June of that year in the Bryansk area. During thetwelve months

preceding May 1943, the Oermans had eliminated an estimated 5,000 guerrl a had evacuated

several thousand local residents. However, in the spring of 1941, the partoa~i were averaging

90 attacks a month, mostly against lines of oommunIcations-some 550 miles of roads and rail-

roads, None of these attacks crippled German supply, but about half of them caused delays of

up to twelve hours. Partisan strength in the greater Bryansk area fluctuated between 10,000

and 20,000, with half concentrated In the forests south of the town and the other half unevenly

divided between the northern and western sectors. They were supported by a large number of

looal sympathizers. Uhe partisans presented a great danger to the Germans in dhe event of a

general Soviet offensive in the area, and the Second Panzer Army realized that it must deal with

this threat while it oould.

The panzer army planned five separate, coordinated, and large-soale operations for May

and June 1943, committing an estimated 50,000 men. The two larest wad most effective opera-

tions were FREISCHUTZ, northof Bryansk, and ZIGEUNERBARON, in the southern forest. Both

were executed by regular combat forces, each under an army corps. The panzer army had little

time to plan the operations borause the troops were needed for the planned German nummer of-

fensive at Orol, nor could enough troops be assigned to accomplish a thorough alean-up opera-

tion. Military poerations were further complicated by the planned evacuation of very large con-

tingents of the loca' popWlation. In what had become a standard procedure, the partisan units

were onciroled anti then driven against a torrin feature selected as the beet blocking position.

Generally, the partisans at first avoided Wuing drawn into a set-pieoo battle and withdrew. When

cornered, the hard core and the leaders broke out and escaped, but not without suffering very

severe personnel and materiel losses and the destruction of their camps.
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In the five oporaUons in the Bryansk forests, the Germans killed or oapturtid some 7,000

pirrtisonh sird evacuated about ;U5,000 Inhabitants, while lostrg some .00 killed :and 000 wounded.

The bWa were routed and dispersed, losi'•g their strongholds and their soure.• of food, shelter,

and supplies. Hut about half of the partiouns got awny, With massive Soviet stupport, dclivored

mainly by air, they reorgnizxod and attempted to resume their activities within a few weeks.

The ptutior army, however, kept up the pressure with a aeries of eight smaller operations late

In June, Uiven more troops, time, and air support, the Germans might have eliminated the

remaining partisans, who wore now deprived of their supporting population, But events at the

front prooluded full commitment and exploitation.

Dre/vn# of Lines of Communications During the German Withdrawal

The war in Russia, now 3trotching into Its third year, out deeper and deeper into the Ocr-

man army's strength, The attrition showed most revoalingly in the reduced quality and cala-

bilities of security forces and air force, The Luftwaffe was no longer able to prevent rein-

forcement and supply of the partisan movement, an effort to which the Soviet command com-

mitted morm and more of its air strength.

To hold their own, the Germans were forced to employ increasing numbers of security

units: some 150 German battalions, 90 collaborator battalions, 30 satellite battalions, and

about 50,000 indigenous auxiliary police, which added up to abou1t a quarter of a million men. In

addition, Hitler was compelled to shift ton training and reserve divisions to the roar areas in

the vast. These military security measures succeeded in keeping the German supply lines

open and rear installatiots reasonably safe during the final German withdrawal from Russia.

The achievement was limited, hut the requirements of fighting a total war and the restrictions

under which the army had to operate made it impossible to pacify the occupied ar'as.

OUTMOME AND CONCLUSIONS

The throe-year struggle between the Soviet partisans and the German occupation forces

won decided by the victory of the Red army over the Wehrinacht, In this victory, Soviet pger-

rillas aided the Soviet army. The jil~mificanoo of Russian partison warfare lay in the fact that

it emerggd as a new weapon, to be reckoned with henceforth as an Instrument of strategy and

tvon of national policy

The Russians in 1941 had twon quick to realizo the potontial of a partisan movement and had

umployod it with determination in boris defensive anti offonsivu operations. Partisan activities

maty Ix judged by their objectives and the degree of their accomplishments.



Partisan Obtjoerfhd and Acudetmenea Reieoted
Piartiban ibjit'tivou wore military, economic, and political in na.tre, Military missions

woro to harnas the occupation forces, Infliot maximum damnage on installations and communica-

tions, anid gthor int*1lilgnue, Tho economic objective was to reduce or prevent German ex-

ploiation of the oucupiud arnus. The political aim was to maintain the sllegia;.io to the Soviet

Union and its Communist regime of the Russian population under German domination.

The Soviet partisans were most successful in their military objectives, Fly adopting an or-

ganhiation and chain of commnmd suitable to the missions of the partisan movement and the en-

vironment in which it had to operate, the Soviet leadership in effect created a fourth service and

used it as a formidable weapon against the German invaders. Guerrillas killed an estimated

35,000 occupation troops, executed innumerable Wets of sabotage, ud provided valuable inteUl-

gence* But their main achievement lay In their continued presence behind German lines, where

they spread Insecurity, fear, and terror, They forced the Germans to assign tans of thousands

of security troops to the never-ending task of protecting communications and rear area installa-

tions, and to divert combat divisions from the front. The partisans accomplished this at a

small expense to the Soviet war effort because the hundreds of thousands of Russians in the oc-

coupied territories could not have served their country's cause in anly other way.

Nevertheless, the partisan movement had its limitations. It could persist because the Ger-

mans Waled to deal with it effectively. Partisnas could operate only in favorable terrain and

with massive outside support. The rapid growth of the movement dilutsd its units and made

them vulnerable to German oounterrnasures. Larp units lost their moblity and often were

trapped in encirclements by regular forces. In such battles the partisans were Invariibly de-

fested and their usef*ulness, even If they avoided destruction, was greatly impaired, usually for

long periods of time.

In the eoonomic tield, the partisans were unable to reduce materially the Gerinm exploita-

tion of the country, largely beciuso they did not control the economtcally vital areas such as the

big cities and especially the Vkraine.

The success of the partisan movement in maintaining a poliUcal hold over the population in

occupit areas was not so much the result of adroitness as of intimidation and, above all, the

stupidity and ruldiessness of German occupaUon policies. Even so, more than a million Soviet

citizens actively collaborated with the Germans; and millions more, by their indifference and

pnuislvity, abettod Nazi designs.

So•e Leosee hom aA. Ge~rman E oxpract

The Germlans, on the other hand, had initially underestimatsd the threat that guerrUlas

inight present to tteir rear area security. When the danger suddenly became real, they lacked

the technlique% sd the meanb to meet the challenge. Preoccupied with tactical operations and
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hanlpuml' byv 11 lack of iamnixwer, thei' r counte rguae r rill it opern ionm and security inuatiu ru" we rv.

pailiiitive, largely designedl to keep the dimoease from spreadling, but not to eliminatel Its causes.

A basnic reason for the German failure in counterguorrilla operations lay in ili~erla pol-

ivied of exploiting the occupied areas whatever the cost to the Noviet population, hilitarily,

Uorman eintignurrilla otfforts were hurt 1 lk1ittler's iensimtonve on dividing responsibility listwovit

mllitary and political agoncies. The lack of central direction wnai compounded by inconsiatent

po~licies, a didmal shortage of troops, rind an esseontially defensive attitude. Tito Germans did

little to compensate for the partisans' advantAige of favorablu terrain.

The early decision to bypaiss the swamps and forests and the subsequent failure to cleanl

them out thoroughly proved to be mistaken thatt could not bW remedied. Vital lines of commnuni-

cations out through these very regions and thus wore vulnerable to partisan attacoks. The device

of buzilding stronapoints and clearing strips astride the main supply routes seemed to ho the

maswer to making the supply lines secure, but the Germans never had the forces to fully Imple-

mont this technilque .
The Germans could not out off outside support for the partisans, and thay could not Isolate

them from their local support, whether voluntary or impressed. Most importanti3, the Ger-

manit failed to croetv a climate of' confidenve and trust between themselves and the Russian

peopleo. Under these circunistinces, the most effective German measures proved to be largo-

scala L'ountorguerrs~la operations and the ostab~itument of armed villages protected by indig-

enoum militia and civil guard units, backed by Gt~rman security forces.

In World War 1U the Soviets used guerrilla warfare as a wOapon1 in support of their regular

army in both defensive and offensive operations. Since then, the Soviets have both fought insur-

gent. in areas under their control and supported guerrilla warfare as a tool of insurgency in

various non-Communist countries. In those now applications. the Communists have drawn

upon many of the techniques used in World War 11; it is to be hoped that the free world will nlso

benefit from both the lessons and mintAikes of the Gerrman experience in Russia.
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Chapter Nine

POLAND (1939-1944)

by James L. Kirkman

When there developed a widespread and well-
organized resistance to challenge the Nazi "Now
Order" in Poland, the German occupiers coun-
tered with collective punishment and special mil-
itary tactics; they were successful to the extent
that insurgent military capability was contained
and only the Soviet military advance was able to
dislodge the Nazis from the country.

BACKGROUND

The name Poland derives from the Slavic wrd pole, meaning "field," an appropriate de-o

scription of the country since 90 percent of the country's terrain is flat or rolling. Elevation

seldom exceeds 1,000 feet above sea level. In 1939 Poland comprised an area of some 141,075

square miles, equivalent in size to the state of Montana, and almost every section was inhabited.

It was traversed by transportation routes, but vehicular movement was difficult in the forests

and marshes in the northern part of the country. With the richest soil, the best drainage, and

the most mineral deposits, southern Poland was more developed both agriculturally and industri-

ally than the north.

Of Poland's 1939 pupulation of about 35 million, approximately 10 million persons lived in

urban areas-Warsaw alone had about 1.25 million residents. Most of the population belonged

to one of three ethnic groups: there were about 24. 5 million ethnic Poles, 3. 5 million Ukrain-

ians, and 3 million Jews. Of the remaining 4 million, about 700,000 were Germans. Unfortu-

nately, antagonisms within and among these groups hampered social cohesion in interwar Poland

and later precluded a fully unified resistance to the Nazi occupation. In the interwar period both

the Ukrainians and Jews had their own political parties to express their cultural and, in the case

of the Ukrainians, national separatist aspirations. I

Political Activities and Views of Ethnic Pole.

Discord also existed among the ethnic Poles. This gave rise in the 1920's to numerous

party factions, fluid party coalitions, and frequent t=j w-,re In government. In 1926, however,

control of both houses of the parliament passed to the aumoritarian-oriented Non-Party Bloc,

ar~d the president of the Republic was made a virtual dictator. The Non-Party Bloc, dominant

2M3
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during the 1930's, fostered anti-Semitimn, passed electoral laws unfavorable to all ethnic mi-

noriUes, frequently imprisoned opposition leaders, and increased the influence of the military in

national affairs. The four major parties-the Peasint party, the Socialist party, the Christian

Democratic party, and the Nationalist pary-were excluded from the government. They boy-

cotted some elections, but organized no subversive activity. 2

In spite of their differences, ethnic Poles were united in two important respects. First,

they were almost unanimous in withholding support from the Polish Communist Party, whose

membership reportedly totaled around 8,000, although some estimates are higher, 3 One reason

is that the party was opposed by the vigorous and influential Polish Catholic Church. Also, be-

cause of the party's pro-Soviet orientation and activities during the Polish-Soviet War of 1920-

21, it was distrusted by most Poles.* 4 Second, practically all ethnic Poles were fervent nation-

alists. They had gained independence in 1918 after more than 100 years of nationalistic agitation

and occasional outbreaks, and resistance to a foreign occupier was part of the folklore. Con-

temporary Poles had acquired some knowledge of insurrectionary techniques through acquaint-

ance with Polish classical literature and nonfiction accounts of past Polish insurrections and, in

a few instances, through personal participation In resistance activities before 1918. 5

Gea mans Occupy Poland in Two Slages and Divide If Three Ways

In September-October 1939 Poland was overrun by the Germans, and top government and

opposition leaders fled to France as the Nazi German occupation began. At first the Nazis oc-

cupied only the western half of the country, the Soviets having moved into the eastern part in

September 1939, after prior agreement with the Germans. In their half, the Germans detached

the four westernmost Polish provinces, plus some Polish territory around East Prussia, and

incorporated them into the Reich. This area contained roughly 10 million inhabitants, 650,000

of whom were ethnic Germans. The remaining four Polish provinces under German control in

1939 were placed under the personal rtile of the German Reich's Law Leader, Hans Frank II, and

eventually termed the General Government. The 1939 popidation of this area was approximately

12 million, of whom 60,000 to 75,000 were ethnic Germans.

After the German attack on the Soviet Union in June 1941 the former Soviet zone of Poland

also came under German occupation One part was incorporated into the Reich, another was

included in the General Government, and the remainder was treated as part of either the Reich

Commissariat for the "East Land" or the Reich Commissariat for the Ukralne.tf

*Ironically, Polish Communists in the Interwar period were considered too nationalistic by

the Soviets. In 1937-38 Stalin conducted a purge of the Polish Communist Party's leadership,

and in 1938 the Comintern formally announced the dissolution of the party. It was not recon-

stituted until early 1942, and then an the Polish Workers Party.

tSince little is known about Nazi policy or countermeasures vis-a-vis the Poles in the Com-

missariats, this paper will not cover activities in these areas.
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Nui Racial Theories Denigrate PoN
The Poles had little working in their favor as the occupation began. They had been classi-

fied by the Nazis as Untermenschen, or subhumans, and were uillucky enough to occupy land

previously marked by Nazi ideologues as destined to receive the firstwave of German colonizers

sent out to alleviate the German lebensraum problem. And the Nazi Fuehrer Adolf Hitler's

directions to Frank in early October 1939, as recorded by Martin Bormann, * sealed the Poles'

fate:

The Poles are especially born for low labor . . there can be no question of
improvement for them. . .. The Poles are lazy and it is necessary to use com-
pulsion to make them work. . .. The Government General should be used by us
merely as a source of unskilled labor . the Polish gentry must cease to exist
. . wherever they are, they must be exterminated; there should be one master
only for the Poles-the German; . . all representatives of the Polish intelligentsia
are to be exterminated. This sounds cruel, but such is the law of life. [ Priests
will] preach what we want them to preach. If any priest acts differently, we shall
make short work of him. The task of the priest is to keep the Poles quiet, stupid,
and dull-witted. 7

Hitler's words, though directed in this case to Frank in the General Government, were just

as relevant for Nazi officials In the annexed provinces, for all Poles were subject to this overall

policy. However, there was a certain amount of differentiation in the treatment of Poles in the

two parts, and this followed from the unique role assigned to each. Since the incorporated area

was made an integral part of the Reich and settled im:mediately by ethnic Germans, it underwent

the most intense and unbending "Germanization." In the General Government section, the sup-

pression and regulation of Polish life was slightly less severe but was certainly greater than in
most other Nazi-occupied areas of Europe: it never had a puppet government, it was designated

as an area of future German colonization, it was relegated and kept to the economic function of

merely providing cheap labor and foodstuffs, and it was subjected to persistent and almost un-

matched hardships and liquidations. The area was often referred to in German releases as "the

Reich's own land."

Ham Frank, Ruler of the General Government Area

In Cracow, Governor General Frank worked with unlimited powers and complete loyalty to

implement this policy, assisted directly by four district governors and a higher SS leader at-

tached to hid office. At first Frank's rule was indeed almost sovereign. He was responLible
only to Hitler, and his sway was recognized by all Nazi officials in both the Reich proper and the

General Goverrnent. One German observer accurately described the situation in those early

days: "Frank was carrying on like a megalomaniacal pasha . he let nobody interfere, but

ruled like a sovereign. "Bs And his policy was equally clear cut. A day after Hitler's

*Bormann was Hitler's party deputy, not to be confused with the Fuehrer's designated heir,
Hermann Goering.
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pronouncement on the Poles, Frank declared to an army olflvial that "Poland shall be, treated Rs

a colony; the Poles shall be the slaves of the Greater German World Empire. "I

The man who justified his boast was, in a number of respects, a Nazi .rchotype. Hfe was a

charter member of the Nazi party, having joined in 1920 at the end of his legal studies. The

young Frank's star rose rapidly and he was soon the party's legal expert, able eventually to re-

instate his father, a lawyer bearing the same name, who had lived a troubled life and been ex-

pelled from the bar for embezzlement. Somewhat exceptional for an early Nazi, Frank was not

only well versed in the law but also well acquainted with literatur, and the fine arts, especially

music. fie apparently had a witty side and some skill in conversational repartee, even in Italian.

An American journalist who knew him felt that Frank's personality made him one of the least

repulsive of the top Nazis. Frank was also known in party circles as energetic, Jew-hating, and

completely devoted to Hitler.

After acting as the party's defense lawyer in a number of trials during the Weimar period,

including the celebrated trial in 1930 at which Hitler himself put in a strategic appearance,

Frank went on in the Third Reich to become the Bavarian Minister of Justice and subsequently a

Reich Minister Without Portfolio, Reich Commissioner of Justice, President of the Academy of

Law and of the German Bar Association, and overall Reich Law Leader. Though he was a lawyer

(specifically a barrister), Frank was not constrained by consideration for legal precedents and

the rule of law. As he had explained to jurists in 1936, "There is no independence of law

against National Socialism. Say to your.selves at every decision which you make: 'How would

the Fuehrer decide in my place?' ",10

At the time of his appointment as Governor General at the -sv of 39. Yr•,hk continued with

his other already impressive duties. Equally important was-ti .o•]p Jat he was also a member

of the inner core of the party, the twenty-member Central Directorate (Oberste Reichsleitung). I1

His appointment as Governor General clearly indicated the importance attached to that region of

Poland. As for the Poles, Frank asserted to subordinates in December 1940,

The Pole here must feel that we are not building for him a State with a rule of law,
but that he has one single duty-namely, to work and to be meek. Evidently this some-
times leads to difficulties, but in your own interest you must see to it that all measures
be taken ruthlessly, in order to master all this. You can ab&.lutely rely on me. . . 12

Suppression of Polish Political and Intellectual Life

The impact of the German policy on the Polish population was immediate, drastic, and per-

vasive. By the end of the first year changes were introduced in all spheres of activity, and Dr.

Frank and his district governors announced to the Poles that henceforth and "forever" they would

live under German "protection." In the annexed area all Poles were expelled from public office,

and in the General Government part all Polish officials above the municipal, ghetto, and commune

levels were dismissed. Those who were allowed to remain in office in the 1,148 municipalities
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and in the nther local unite we.,e ciosely supervised by the Governor General's district leaders

or local commissioners. In the incorporated area all Polls•, courts were ftbolishedl Although

Polish courts were permitted to function in the General Gov,,rnment section, they w(rv re-

stricted to handling nonpolitical cass involving only Poles. 13

In implementing Hitler's Octoher 1939 directives, the object of Noiiýh education under the

occupation became no'. the spreading of knowledge skid theoretical learning but rather the cre-

ation of skilled wvorkers in agriculture and industry. Except for sonme Ukrainians, Polish citi-

zens in both parts were barred from universities, but they were allowed to attend elementary

and vocational schools. In this way, a vast skfiled-labor pool was to be developed for use by the

Reich. 14

Polish intellectuals were systematically imprisoned or otherwise eliminated. In November

1939, more than 200 teach, -a and assistants at Jagiellonian University in Cracow were arrested.

Fourteen died in prison and others died from the effects of imprisonment. Similar treatment

took the lives of other Polish professors, including 65 at the University of Pnznan. Is

Other actions were taken to suppress Polish culture and self-expression. The occupation

authorities confiscated privately owned radios, while selected news items and official announce-

ments were made public through loud speakers. Polish newspapers in the incorporated area

were closed and those in the General Government part were brought under censorship. Towns

in the annexed provinces were given new German names and use of the Polish language in

schools or on signs was forbidden. Is In the General Government section, Polish legitimate

theaters were closed and movie theaters were restricted to showing trivial films or those de-

picting the greatness of Germany. In this area, publication of any book, Journal, diary, or music

was prohibited; and Polish bookshops were forbidden to sell books on world affairs or politics. I?

German Economic Policies for Poland

Furthermore, Dr. Frank, this time as a regional official of the Reich's Four-Year Plan-

the Nazis never tired of devising new positions and bewildering organizational patterns-imple-

mented measures to eliminate Poles from managerial or entrepreneurial jobs and to relegate

the nation to the role of providing cheap labor and foodstuffs for the Reich. The first step en-

tailed not only the expulsion of numerous Poles from their jobs but also the confiscation of banks

and industrial property and the closing of many commercial firms. By April 1944, in the com-

mercial sector alone, the process of "rationalizing" the economy had closed about 100,000 out of

130,000 establishments in one section of the annexed part and about 152,000 out of 203,000 retail

and wholesale concerns in areas controlled by the General Government. Is Moreover, factories,

machinery, and enterprises seized by the General Government were often dismantled and shipped

to Germany. According to Hermann Goering* in October 1939, this physical transfer of property

*Goering wore several hats too. He was then Hitler's designated successor, a field-

marshal, and the delegate for the Four-Year Plan.
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was to Inalude all flalitUes not considered "absolutely eassential for the nmintenanoce at a low

hvel of the bare existence of the Inhabitunts. III$

Tho, Poles were forved to produce foodstuffs for export to Germany, a requirement that

craniat great hardship, ly September 1941, the Poles in the General Government region were

reluced to a bare aubsoltence level. In that month a medical office" Informed Frank that the

health of the population had dtatn\orated because most of them were consuming only 600 cal-

ories a day. In 1942 malnutrition reportedly approached famine proportion, yet Frank in that

yvar cummitted the General Government to Increase the deliveries of bread graine to Germany

by a half million tons. Poles In the incorporated area probably received a slightly larger food

ration, perhaps 10 percent more. 20

Deperelueio of Forred Labor
The next step, and the one that caused much fright and a greater degree of misery, was the

deportatUon of Polos for forced iabor in Germany. In the General Government section, the use

of coercion to obtain workers was made official around April 1940. A common procedure

thereafter was to cordon off an area and take almost everyone found within the cordon. The

raids occurred during day or night and seemed to hit randomly. At times, though, the Governor

General may have urged his men to discriminate and seek mainly those in nonessential work or

those deemed to be idle. Dr. Frank certainly had been advised that the procedure as followed

was "wild and ruthless" and had "badly shaken the feeling of security of the inhabitants. "21

According to German records, b.3 August 1942, 800,000 workers had been sent to Germany

from the General Covernment; by December 1942, 940,000; by June 1943, 1,250,000. An addi-

tUoral 200,000 persons had probably been shipped eastward to Nazi-occupied Russia by the end of

1942. It From the incorporated part alone, perhaps 2 to 3 million Poles were forcibly shipped to

the farms and factories of the Reich by early 1944. 23

IResul~memt of Poles To Accomplish "Germanisation" of Poland

A great number of Poles were dislocated by resettlement programs organized for political

and racial reasons. Reichsftuehrer SS Heinrich Himmler organized this program, acting in his

capacity as the Reich Commissioner for the strengthening of Germanism. Himmler assigned

high priority to populating the annexed area of Poland with Germin workers and farmers and

moving out the "foreign races. " Accordingly, some one to two million Polish citizens in the

incorporated part, including most of the area's Jews, were moved east to the General Govern-

ment region and were replaced by a somewhat larger number of ethnic Germans settlers. Many,

perhaps most, of these deportations occurred during the winter of 1939-40 in weather near 40

degrees below zero. The deportees reportedly were given a day's warning and allowed to take

with them a few portable objects. Frank commented that the deportees were not being provided
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with food or clothing and that any disturbances would be met with the strictest methods. Later,

he remarked that the trains arrived in the General Government area with some cars "overflow-

ing with corpses. "24

Some Poles in the General Government section wure also displaced by ethnic German set-

tlers brought there by the "Germanization" program. There were two resettlement programs.

The main one was carried out in the winter of 1942-43 around Zamosc and the other in the sum-

mer of 1943 around Lublin. In the Zamosc operation alone, 30,000 to 40,000 ethnic Germans

were brought in and about 50 percent of the area's native peasants were displaced. Displaced

Polish families were broken up, strong members being sent to work in Germany. i'hu Zafrosc

operation took place on short notiet k\\nidwinter. According to Nazi records, such displace-

ment operations resulted in considerable loss of life. 25

A resettlement program in reverse separated "racially good" Polish children from their

parents and transported them to Germany to be reared as Germans. An estimated 100, 000 to

200,000 children were taken to Germany during the occupation. 26

"Special" Treatment for Jews

Special racial treatment was reserved for the Jews. Heinrich Himmler and his deputy

Reinhard Heydrich were in charge of this particularly gruesome and difficult aspect of the occu-

pation. Frank lcnt lis full support and urged the cooperation of his staff, remarking at a top

level meeting in December 1941, "As far as the Jews are concerned, I want to tell you quite

frankly that they must be doite away within one way or another.... Gentlemen, I must ask you

to rid yourself of all feeling of pity. We must annihilate the Jews. "12

Most of the 650,000 to 1,000,000 Polish Jews living in the annexed area had been deported to

the General Government part, probably in the general 1939-40 deportations of "foreign races"

from the incorporated area. In December 1941, just before the extermination program began,

Jews in the General Government area probably numbered about 3.5 million,* concentrated in the

ghettos of large cities and forbidden to leave under penalty of deas.- The Jewish ghetto of War-

saw, an area of about 100 square blocks, was enclosed by an eight-foot wall. Inside, as many as

15 persons lived in each room, the electricity was cut off at night, und the food ration fixed at

4.5 pounds of bread per month. W

The evacuation of the ghettos and extermination of the Jews in Poland began in the spring of

1942, when the Nazis announced that the Jews were being transported to work in the east. In

addition to the Jews put to death in extermination camps, many must have died of starvation or

illness. The emptying of the Warsaw ghetto, the first night of which saw the indiscriminate

* Roughly a half million of these were non-Polish Jews who had been brought by the Nazis
from other occupied countries.
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shooting of numerous Jews In their apartments, began in July 1942. At this time there were

about 400,000 inhabitants in the ghetto. The regular evacuations were stopped in September

1942, leaving about 80,000 Inhabitants in the ghetto, but were resumed in January 1943. By

April 1943, when the ghetto uprising began, the ghetto population had been reduced to around

60,000. By January 1944, most Polish Jews had been exterminated. At that time Frank re-

ported that only 100,000 out of 3,500,000 Jews were left in the General Government arep.. 2 This

extermination program was not a matter of counterinsurgency but of Nazi racial policy.

INSURGENCY

The indigenous resistance that began immediately after Poland's defeat in September-

October 1939 was at first largely uncoordinated. It consisted principally of minor acts of prop-

aganda, sabotage, and sniping by individuals or by small, short-lived groups with such romantic

names as "The Avengers. "30 There were also some Jewish units engaged in smuggling Jews

from the Nazi zone to the Soviet zone.

Early Reistance Organisation Is Formed Mainly by Ethnic Poles

Within six months, however, nationwide underground organiiations developed. Significantly,

the main ones developed within the framework of the army and of the four major prewar political

parties-the Christian Democratic, Nationalist, Peasant, and Socialist parties. M1 This fact re-

vealed both the basic strength and weakness of the insurgent movement at this stage. On the

positive side, the course taken by these elements meant that almost all organizations represent-

ing non-Communist ethnic Poles, roughly 70 percent of the total population, were united at least

in their common determination to resist the occupation. It is significant in this respect that no

group produced at this time or later a major collaborator-a result both of the Polish attitude

and lack of a serious German attempt to find one.

On the other hand, nonethnic Poles representing the rest of the population engaged at this

time in mainly passive resistance or none at all. Jewish leaders in the first three years largely

restricted their illegal activities to those designed to preserve Jewish culture and education:

some forbidden schools were maintained, news and information sheets overe secretly distributed,

and records of Nazi activities and Jewish scholarly endeavors were clandestinely stored. 32 This

relatively isolated and passive course of the Jews in the ghettos probably resulted from their

unpleasant experience with Polish anti-Semitism before the war, the lack of outside aid, their

relative freedom within the ghettos, and their extreme vulnerability to Nazi reprisals.

Practically no resistance came from the Ukrainian-Poles or the Polish Communists in the

first year or two. Most Ukrainians lived in the Soviet zone and did not come under German con-

trol until the latter half of 1941, and even after they came under Nazi administration they
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received relatively favorable treatment. Also the anti-Soviet sentiment of many Ukrainians

predisposed many to cooperate with the Germans. Reasons for cooperation gradually diminished

during the occupation, however, and many Ukrainians in Poland did engage in resistance, though

they were never integrated into the resistance movement of the ethnic Poles. At first, Polish

Communists remained inactive, not only because of the treaty of nomaggression and cooperation

between the Nazi and Soviet governments, but also because of internal party disorganization.

Not until January 1942, well after the German attack on the Soviet Union, did the Polish Com-

munists reconstitute their party and begin resistance work, Their actual contribution through-

out the occupation was generally minor, although they were able, through adrnit w•npaganda, to

get a lot of political mileage from their activities. 33

Inuurgent A ims md Stresqy

Among the ethnic Pnlish groups there developed by the spring of 1940 basic consensus con-

cerning political aims and insurgent strategy. This was made possible by the emergence of the

major political parties to dominance both within the government-in-exile, led by Gen. WMadyslaw

Sikorski, and within the resistance movement in Poland. Rapport was good, since the groups

embraced compatible nationalist and basic political orientations. Their aims were the mainte-

nance of Polish nationhood and institutions in Poland, the liberation of the country from both the

Nazis and Soviets, and the postwar establishment of a democratic non-Communist state. u This

anti-Communist and anti-Soviet orientation proved to be crucial in its consequences, because the

Poles, by both geography and the fortunes of war, were placed largely at the mercy of the Soviets

in obtaining needed aid.

The Poles' strategy in early 1940 called for two phases of insurgent operations, an under-

ground phase and a military phase. In the first, the government leaders in exile arid the under-

ground leaders in Poland would seek the support of Britain and France in establishing a secret

underground "state" in Poland with functioning ministries and headed by a "government dele-

gate." The leaders planned to unify the major insurgent groups by subordinating them to the

general direction of the government delegate and the day-to-day coordination of a military officer

designated by the government-in-exile. A unified movement would then oonduct sabotage and

intelligence activities to help the Allies and train secret militias for a future uprising. Further-

more, in Poland a secret council of the major-party heads would act as a parliament of sorts

and nominate the man for the government delegate post, the official appointment to be made by

the government-in-exile. This council would also administer the finances of the resistance and

apportion appointments to secret "state" ministries. 35 In the military phase of the insurgency, a

general uprising of the secret militias would be timed to coincide with a collapse of the German

armies or the Nazi regime, provided that adequate external aid for the insaiants was assured. 34

No plans were made at this time for protracted guerrilla warfare.
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Organisation and Loodership of the Polish "Home A rmiy"
In 1940-41 the insurgents successfully implemented mrnportant aspects of their underground

strategy with the formation of a skeleton undergrouAd "state" and a united administration for

insurgent operations. The latter structure was comprised of the government delegate and his

regional assistants, the military commander with hiM scattered network of subordinate army

officers, and the major-party leaders and their council and local organizers. Unfottunately, It

never operated smoothly, and rivalry between the political leaders and the military commander

revived the old iqsue of political versus iillLary influence in i-uisn lthe. Nevertheless, suffi-

cient unity was achieved to permit the military commander to direct in Warsaw in 1944 a con-

corted insurrection led by a combined "Home Army," as the Polish-government-sponsored in-

surgents were eventually known collectively. 3?

The top posts in the Polish resistance were held by a number of different persons, many of

whom were of nominal importance as personalities. These were, however, the leaders respon-

sible for day-to-day coordination of operations during the occupation. The second and third of

the four military commanders achieved some renown by virtue of their central roles and long

service. These were) Gen. "Grot" Rowecki and Gen. Tadeusz "Bor" Komorowski, formar colo-

nels in the prewar Polish army. In London there was Prime Minister Wladyslaw Sikoraki, per-

haps the major Polish wartime figure. After his accidental death in July 1943, Sikorski was

succeeded by the colorless but respected Stanislaw Mikolajczyk of the Peasant party.

Problems in Communication
The most serious organizational problem for the insurgents was the maintenance of networks

in that area of Poland incorporated into the Reich. Controls there were so stringent and the

eventual placement of Germans in Polish homes and neighborhoods so pervasive that the popula-

tion and Insurgents found it extremely difficult to engtge in large-scale clandestine work in this

area. Also, communication between insurgent leaders in Warsaw and their subordinates in the

anncxed area was tenuous because of heavy German patrolling along the border separating the

General Government from the incorporated area. Consequently, after a few months of activity

and many losses in personnel, the insurgent command decided to restrict operations in the Reich

part and maintain there only a skeleton staff whose members had German physical features,

German-language fluency, and documents attesting to their "German" nationality. 38 A similar

org~nizational problem existed in the Soviet part of occupied Poland.

Insurgent Operations Occur Mainly in the General Government Area

Insurgent success was centered mainly in the nonincorporated sections of Poland, where

underground and sabotage operations reached an impressive degree of sophistication and inten-

sity in the years 1941-44. Underground "state" ministries succeeded in training a corps of
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civil bureaucrats and operating secret schools for Polish children. A li-court Judicial system

benched by professional Juristo or lawyers tried 2,000 suspected collaborators and handed down

200 death sentences, duly carried out by a population-control section of the insurgent-operations

administration. As for propaganda, 200,000 copies of leaflets, newspapers, and other materials

were printed and distributed daily; and in Warsaw alone in the second half of 1944, 120,000

training manuals were published. %boetage operations from January 1941 to July 1944. resulted

in the destruction of an estimated 4,326 mntnr va,,IlMP, 29 nircraft av"d 1,674 tn"" of fuel. In

the same period 5,733 Germans are reported to have been killed, including both the Higher SS

and Police Chief in Poland, and the Nazi director of the Labor Office. 3

By 1943-44 approximately 26 separate munitions shops were producing fully one-third of

the insurgents' munitions, with stocks of self-manufactured flame-throwers and hand grenades

totaling, In the spring of 1944, about 900 and 320,000 items respectively. A reception system

was devised that handled drops from ovor 450 RAF flights. These drops supplied the insurgents

with another third of their munitions an, 353 special advisers. Intelligence operations were

highly developed too. In the years 1942- 14 about 300 radio-dispatched intelligence reports as

r:e@l as a courier-dispatched intelligence summary were sent to London every month. And

during all these years resistance membership continued to grow. Sworn members totaled

100,000 in 1941, 300,000 by mid-1943, and U0,000 by August 1944. Most of these members held

regular jobs and were organized by occupations. 40

Jews Prepate To Resist Exterminaaien

Before the Home Army moved up to its military operations phase, the Nazi genocide pro-

gram provipted the Jews in Poland to engage in open warfare. The immediate cause was the

ghetto evacuations, begun in early 1942. As a result of these, many Jews throughout Poland fled

to the forests to organize partisan action or fought police in the ghettos. 41 By far the most sig-

nificant action occurred in the form of a geneTal ghetto uprising in Warsaw in April-May 1943.

As early as the spring and summer of 1942, some Warsaw Jews reportedly carried out a

few acts of sabotage and assassination, but serious organizational steps were taken only after

the summer evacuations of the g~aetto. In October 1942 young Jews of the German-run ghetto

factories organized the Jewish Combat Organization (JCO) and began to plan armed resistance

against future deportations. Most members were drawn from Zionist, Socialist, and Communist

groups. Their leader was 24-year-old Mordechali Anielewicz, a Zionist with a Journalistic

background. The JewsI single and desperate aim was to make the ghetto evacuation, if and when

it was resumed, as costly as possible for the Germans. Their quickly evolved strategy called

for construction of suitable defensive positions, procurement of munitions, marshalling of popular

ghetto support, and a last-ditch defense. 43
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Between October 1942 and April 1943, which might be termed an underground phase, Jewish

preparations progressed, Often under the guise of constructing the air-raid shelters ordered

by occupation authorities, the Jews constructed many subterranean bunkers with interlocking

passages and links with the sewers. These comprised both the key defensive positiors and a

system of lodging. trensportation. and communication. When completed, the bunker system was

quite elaborate-it contained at least 631 units. Entrance, to these hideouts were usually well

camouflaged and difficult to detect visually, and they led to rooms situated sometimes as much

as seven feet below the ground. Many bunkers housed whole families and were equipped with

washing facilities, toilets, and enough food for many weeks. 42

It Is difficult to assess the Jews' success in obtaining munitions, particularly the quantities

acquired. What is more certain is that their arms were mainly small-caliber weapons. Ac-

cording to some reports, the JCO received only 50 large pistols and 50 grenades from the Home

Army; other sources believe that the Home Army supplied numerous revolvers, rifles, machine-

guns, fuses, explosives, and 1,000 hand grenades. The Communists reportedly contributed 9

revolvers and 5 hand grenades. Most munitions were secured by black-market purchase, raids

on German stocks, and self-manufacturing. 44

In the third area of preparation, the marshalling of popular support, JCO members under-

took the distribution of numerous leaflets and entered into discussions and debates at ghetto

meetings. They also liquidated several overzealouo Jewish police, Gestapo agents, and collab-

orators. Before definite confirmation of the mass killings of Jewish men, women, and children

reached the ghetto in April 1943, this psychological campaign had only limited results; after this

date, however, popular support was much more readily given. 45

The Bowle of ste Warsaw Gheno Begins on April 19, 1943

Preparations for resistance were not fully complete in January 1943 when the Germans re-

sumed the evacuations, but a few JCO squads did successfully ambush a German patrol, killing

20 and causing the Nazi authorities to suspend evacuations temporarily. Final preparations

were then made by the JCO-squads were drilled, lookouts were posted along the walls, etc. -

and the Jews were ready for full-scale action on April 19, 1943, when the Germans re-entered

the ghetto. On that day defensive operations began, with the ghetto defenders directing their fire

on German patrols from barricades and roof-top positions. 46

Organized Jewish forces numbered between several hundred and a few thousand, divided into

groups of from 20 to 30. The core of the forces were young people 18 to 25 years old. Many

were women. In the ensuing battle, which lasted until mid-May, this force was scattered over

an area of 100 square blocks. Except for some contingents of the Polish Workers Party, the

Labor Zionists, and unsupervised bands, all insurgent groups were unified under JCO command,

By and large the Jews fought alone, though Home Army, leftist, and Communlst units of unknown slze
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reportedly helped at times by attacking German positions on the perimeter of the ghetto or

fighting with Jewish units in the ghetto. %ome help was also received from presumably unarmed

Jews who infiltrated into the ghetto from the "Aryan" side after about two weeks of fighting. 4?

The defenders' tactics involved both guerrilla-type offensive action and positional defensive

warfare, with the latter being used increasingly as the German ,weeps through the ghetto be-

came more devastating. Offen'jive tactics were primarily confined to the first week of fighting,

when the insurgents frequen'Jy ambushed the Germans from vantage points in the upper stories

of buildings. Interconnecting passagos between attics provided escape and communication

routes. In the second week the main scene of battle apparently shifted to the bunkers, arms

factories, and sewers, which were increasingly used by the insurgents for logistieal purposes.

Throughout the struggle, high morale born of desperation was the main factor that sustained

resistance. Although noncombatant inhabitants did surrender as the Germans advanced through

the ghetto, the young fighters seldom gave up. Resistance was so unexpectedly stiff and enduring

that German estimates of the duration of the uprising had to be revised more than once. But the

JCO was fighting a losing battle. Its inadequate firepower and lack of defense against the Ger-

man block-by-block burning of buildings proved decisive. After about four weeks of fighting,

the Germans had completely crushed the Jews. 45

Deteriorating Relations Between the Home Army and the U.S.S.R.

It was also in 1943 that the Home Army began its mflitary operations, though on a small

scale. Some partisan units were formed around mid-year to absorb refugees who had sought

security in the forests. These proceeded to attack German settlements newly implanted around

Zamosc and to sabotage the logistical facilities servicing German troops idi the Soviet Union. O4

These activities were limited, however, and did not constitute an insurgent move into military

operations.

In the autumn of 1943 an increasingly difficult international situation led to a major modifi-

cation of insurgent strategy. Since their victory at Stalingrad in 1942, the Soviets had assessed

Home Army activities as essentially anti-Soviet in nature and had adopted a policy inimical to

the interests of the Polish insurgents. They publicly attacked the "passive" policy of the Home

Army, laid claim to eastern Poland, refused to enter talks leading to the coordination of Home

Army and Red army operations, and-after the Katyn Forest massacres controversy* in the

spring of 1943-broke off relations with the Polish government-in-exile and backed the formation

of an exile Polish Communist government. By mid-1943, therefore, Polish leaders both in

London and in Poland realized that they could not count on Red army support for a Polish uprising. so

*See "Counterinsurgency" section for Nazi exploitation of this event, p. 268.
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Planning for Milliary Operatiors

In this tense international atmosphere the TEMPEST plan was drawn up and adopted in late

1943. This plan called for a new, "quasi-military" phase entat!ing a buildup of partisan detach-

ments behind the German eastern front, Intensification of sabotage behine, German lines, harass-

ment of retreating German units, and occupation of evacuated or nearly abandoned localities in

the line of advance of the Red army. Government-in-exile and insurgent leaders felt that

stepped-up operations against the Germans were both feasible in view of the war situation and

necessary in order to reassert Polish administration and counter Soviet charges that the Home

Army was led by "pacifists, " In the spring and summer of 1944 the plan was executed with some

success. Home Army troops participated in the liberation of W1fno, Lwow, Lublin, and other towns.

Reportedly, the greatest obstacle was not the retreating Germans but the Soviet NKVD, which often

disarmed Home Army units and arrested and sometimes executed Home Army officers. 51

The major deviation from the TEMPEST plan, and that which constituted the short "military"

phase of the insurgency, was the Home Army-directed Warsaw insurrection of August-September

1944. The insurgentsI decision to carry out a military operation was politically as well as mil-

itarily motivated. Politically, the insurrection would refute Soviet allegations of Home Army

inactivity and secure the capital before the Soviets arrived; militarily, it would cut key German

logistical lines leading through Warsaw and hasten a German defeat. According to General

"Bor" Komorowski, Polish insurgents presupposed the continuation of the Red army offensive,

which by July 1944 had brought advanced Sou'et troops to within 10 miles of Warsaw. It was

anticipated that the insurrection would have to be sustained for only a week or ten days, after

which the Soviets would arrive. 52

Home Army Begins Warsaw Insurrecdion of 1944

The uprising began on August 1, 1944, with the insurgents donning identifying armbands and

engaging in sharp and sustained offensive operations against German-held offices, public build-

ings, plants, bridges, etc. Home Army forces nunmbered about 40,000, including roughly 5,000

women who were mainly organized into messenger, propaganda, kitchen, medical, and mine-

laying services. Subordinating themselves to the tactical direction of Home Army officers were

600 Polish Communist fighters and a battalion of other radical leftists. In addition, thousands

of Warsaw citizens and nearby villagers lent their active support. Popular support for the up-

rising was unanimous and spontaneous 53

Keyed up with enthusiasm and fighting against German forces of about equal numerical

strength, the insurgents achieved their tactical objectives in the first week in spite of their in-

ferior firepower. Within the first week about two-thirds of the city was in insurgent hands and

the bridges across the Vistula leading to the German eastern front were cut off. The battle

picture was that of isolated German strongpoints surrounded by insurgent-held blocks of
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buildings, the latter in turn surrounded by German troops on the periphery. The insurgents

were able to sustain offensive action and maintain control over most of the city until the final

week of August, at which time their position began to weaken because of growing logistical prob-

lemis. 54
Is-

Two Problems: Logis~ia aend Lack of Red Military Support

Logistics occupied much insurgent time and ingenuity. Openings were blasted between

attics, cellars, and oourtyards; and many sewers were lined with duckboards, ropes, lights,

and traffic controllers to provide a maze of passages that permitted the concealed passage of
Ime

supplies and personnel. The main logistical problem, especially acute in Septembor, was the

depletion of ammunition and food stocks. A number of RAF drops and, after the second week in
ten

September, American and Soviet drops supplemented libme Army stocks of self-produced and

captured German munitions, but reportedly these drops failed to supply the needed daily quota
of five tons. A food and water shortage became especially critical in September, during which

ber
time numerous persons fainted from weakness or contracted dysentery and other diseases. This

condition could be relieved only by a total liberation of the city, and here the actions of the

Soviets proved decisive. 55

In the first week of the uprising the Soviets brought their western offensive to a halt. For

weeks thereafter, Home Army leaders, exile government leaders, and even President Roosevelt

and Prime Minister Churchill sought to persuade the Soviets to resume their ground and air

advance in coordination with Home Army operations and to make U.S. flights to Warsaw possible

by extending landing privileges at Soviet-held air bases 50 to 150 miles from Warsaw. 1

These Western proposals met with little success. The Soviets maintained that a new con-

centration of Germans in Warsaw, brought about by the uprising, made an immediate takeover

of that city impossible at the time and that a general German counterattack along the front wasid
at the same time delaying the planned flanking of Warsaw. As for not extending landing rights

to the Americans, the Soviets replied that they did not desire to associate themselves with an

uprising which they regarded as an inopportune adventure. 57

Around mid-September, however, the Soviets did give landing privileges to the British and
,re Americans and also commenced their own nightly air drops. In addition they dispatched two

battalions of untrained Polish troops recently drafted into the Red army. But the crucial factor

was that the Red army did not resume its major offensive. An advance was made to the suburbs

of Warsaw, but it stopped short of crossing the Vistula River.

Thus facing serious logistical problems and desperately needing outside reinforcements,

the Insurgents entered the final phase of the uprising in the last two weeks of September 1944. 5
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COUNTERINSURGENCY

Within the first year of the occupation of Poland, the Nazis must have fully recognized the

measure of the occupation problem confronting them. Ethnic Poles were almost unanimous in

their hostility and organized resistance was quickly emerging. The insurgents alm¢,l at nothing

less than the total liberation of Poland from foreign rule. Nazi policy, on the other hand, was

to maintain total and continuing Nazi rule over the Poles and to relegate them to a servile eco-

nomic role. Poland became especially important for the Nazis after they invaded the Soviet

Union and, later, sought to sustain their hard-pressed armies on all fronts-from Poland the

Nazis were extracting badly needed foodstuffs and manpower, and through Poland they were sup-

plying their armies in the Soviet Union.

German Policy Accepts a Limited Degree of Insurgency in the

General Government Area

In 1939-40 the Nazis embarked on a counterinsurgent program in both the annexed area and

the General Government region, the objective of which was apparently to limit insurgent acts to

certain "tolerable" limits. Subsequent Nazi action and statements imply that such limits were

not exceeded so long as insurgent activities did not endanger the ethnic Germans settled among

the Poles, especially in the annexed area, interrupt Nazi economic policy, or disrupt Wehrmacht

operations on the eastern front. This is not to say that the Nazis envisagv'i no permanent solu-

tion to the insurgent problem. They apparently felt that tho annexed area aw', the General Gov-

ernment area could be made completely secure only after Poles were displaced by Germans as

the exclusive or majority "racial" stuck. Indeed, such a displacement was partially executed in

the annexed part during the war, and plans were laid for a similar displacement to be carried

out in the General Government area after the war. 61

During the occupation, Dr. Frank took some half-hearted steps toward reform and pacifica-

tion in the General Government area, but in essence the absence of a true pacification effort was

the distinguishing feature of the Nazi counterinsurgent effort in both the incorporated and the

Ceneral Government areas. The Nazist lack of irterest in reforms was clearly stated in a news-

paper article written by a deputy of the Nazi party in the General Government. This high official

publicly declared that the aim of the party was not to -maie the Poles "Nazi-minded" but to see

that "leadership here is German ... here the sun shines primarily for Germans. ",50

In the incorporated part, Nazi control measures were extraordinarily stringent, in order to

make the area psae for German settlers. Eventually, 1 to 3 million German farmers, bureau-

crats, and other civilians w, a living and working among 5 to 7 million Poles in the annexed part.

The Nazis apparently were able to place one or more German families in every block or neighbor-

hood and to establish a pervasive, German-staffed "block-warden" system. Surveillance in the
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annexed area was so intenslve and arrests .o frequent that the Polish InmurKents were forced to

abandon plans for building more than a skeleton underground network and had to confine their

operations to petty sabotage. Indeed, It was difficult for them to maintain even an organizod

underground nucleus. In one district, five consecutive Home Army commanders were arrested

in a period of two years. #I

In the neighboring General Government area, Hans Frank did not seek to mr.tntain such a

high degree of control. Indeed, this would have been impomsible, since there were no more than

250,000 German civilianm to administer between 14 and 18 million Poles. 61 Consequently, it was

here that the insurgents were able to mount a serious challenge to the occupiers and tax German

counterinsurgent efforts.

Security Forces Available in the General Government Area

Overall responsibilitj for the counterinsurgent program in the General Government area

rested, of course, with the Governor General, but Reichsfuehrer 88 Heinrich Himmler was

vested with concurrent general responsibility, a factor which gave rise to tension between Frank

and Himmler and to their subordinates in the General Government. In their counterinsurgent

program in the General Government, these Nazi leaders relied mainly on German personnel:

the Elite Guard (SB), Security Service (SD), Secret State Police (Gestapo), the Armed Forces

(Wehrmacht), German gendarmes, and a special polire force consisting of German males be-

tween 18 and 40 years old. 63

A major exception to the use of German forces was the employment of Ukrainian, Latvian,
and perhars IApmanian troops for ghetto guard duty. There was also the "Blue Police," a uni-

formed force of ethnic Poles, but Its loyalties were uncertain, and the Germans restricted it

mainly to patrolling and routine criminal investigation. Despite restrictions on its activities,

many of its personnel aided insurgents by providing needed documents and transporting insur-

gent supplies under "official" cover. There were also Jewish policemen equipped with rubber

truncheons who patrolled the ghettos. In the Warsaw ghetto there were 2,000 such policemen,

who did much of the actual evacuation work in the summer of 1942. Their service was rewarded

when most were themselves evacuated for extermination at the end of the summer. 64

Drastic Steps To Prevent the Growth of Resistance

The control program implemented in the General Government eection in 1939-40 waa three-

fold, consisting of preventive measures, an extensive psychological campaign, and measures for

detection and containment of resistance action. One of the first preventive steps was taken in

1939 when Frank's officials ordered the Poles to have their 100- to 500-zloty bills specially

stamped. They were allowed to keep only a certain amount of this stamped money, while any

additional funds had to be deposited. This measure limited the availability of funds for Insurgent
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Use. Another pruventive step consisted of informing German officials in the General Govern-

ment section that German men working there should b, joined as soon an possible by their

wives. This pointer, conveyod In a Nazi circtilar, Implied that lonely Germans might be sucep-

tible to the charma of twoen in the Polish resistance. The circular noted the extreme nation-

alism and reslistance skill of Polish women and characterized them as "the most dangerous

women in EIrupe. -I'

The most drastic preventivo measure was what was termed "extraordinary pacification"

AAuasero..entic.he Befriedunnaktton). Governor General Frank, who apparently organized

this step, desoribod it:

The men capable of leadership whom we have found to exist in Poland must be liq-

uidated. Those following them must ... be eliminated In their turn. There is no need

to burden the Reich and the Reich police organization with this. There is no need to
send these elements to Reich concentration camps.... of

The upshot wana the arrest of some 3,•00 to 4,000 persons and the Immediate execution of about

half. This surprise action took place In the first hall of 1940, mainly in May and June and con-

current with the Nazi invasion of the Low Countries, when Frank expected world attention to be

diverted. The victims included members of the Intelligentsia, former politicians, landowners,

clerg'ymen, etc. -In short, any person deemed a likely leader of resistance. There is no doubt

that many potential and actual underground leaders were liquidated at this time. Among those

executed were the heads of the Peasant and Socialist parties. ST

Nei P.yck desgranO operaio.n
In their psychological operations, which were constant during the occupation, the Nazis

generally stressed three themes. One recurrent idea was German invincibility. The second

was the German struggle against the Jews and, after June 1.41, against the Communists. The

third theme was German readiness to punish the Poles severely so long as any resistance con-

tinued.

%%%en in the spring of 1943 the mass graves of over 10,000 murdered Polish army officers

were found in the K Atyn Forest near Smolensk, the Reich Minister of Propaganda, Dr. Goebbels,

Immediately saw the propaganda value of this discovery and noted that 'We shall be able to live

on it for a couple uf weeks.... The Katyn incident is developing into a gigantic political affair

which may have wide repercussions. We are exploiting it in every manner possible. ",S Every

Nazi organ immediately charged the Soviets with responsibility for this massacre, and the In-

ternational Red Cross was invited to invesaigate. In Poland this was the central propaganda

theme for more than "a couple of weeks." Dr. Goebbels had several Polish intellectuals taken

to the scene, and it Is known that their reports were carefully studied by the Home Army. Nazi

efforts undou.btedby paid off- the Incident provided the pretext for the U. S. S.R. to sever rela-

tions with the Polish government-in-exile, and the Polish population and Home Army were un-

doubtedly alienated from the Soviets.
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Not only did German propaganda, through its controlled mass media and posters, stress

German readiness to punish any kind of resastance, but this theme was also brought forcibly and

unmistakably to Polish attention through physical reprisals. In February 1940, DrL. Frank spoke

of these reprisals to a German newsman in terms indicating his early mastery of the situation:

"I, for every seven executed Poles I wanted to hang out public announcements, then the forests

of Poland would not suffice to produce the paper for such announcements. 'IV Later, Frank be-

came less self-assatred.

Mass Reprisal. as Both a Punitive and Preventive Measure

At times hostages were held in case an act of sabotage or other resistance occurred. There

is some indication that Governor General Frank preferred to use only captured resistance per-

sons as hostages,70 but he appears not to have pressed this point. Consequently both captured

insurgents and innocent citizens served as hostages. Persons were also selected at random-

sometimes all residents of a block or a whole village population were rounded up and then either

executed, imprisoned, or deported for acts of resistance committed in the locale by persons

unknown. 71 Reprisals were thus adminintared on a collective-responsibility basis in an elfort

to terrorize the general populace.

German officials felt that if reprisals were rigorous enough the majority of Poles would

eventually seek a cessation of resistance activity; at the least, they expected terrorization to

keep resistance within tolerable limits. Reprisals were conducted in an effort to force insurgent

leaders to slacken their overt activities or, in one unsuccessful case, to prompt a Home Army

leader, General "Bor" Komorowski, to surrender. 72 Yet another reason was the German belief

that mass executions could be used to obtain denunciations of underground members. In the

period of most intense underground and quasi-military activity, from October 1943 to March

1944, the Germans conducted daily roundups of pedestrians and posted public notices that the

arrested persons, whoze names were listed, would be released if their families denounced an

underground member. The following day, executions would take place. In this five-month

period alone, some 16,000 Poles were executed, an average of 150 persons a day. 3 Still another

reason for mass executions, specifically mentioned by Frank, was that the Nazis could not per-

mit Germans to die without inflicting even greater losses on the Poles, in order to preserve the

dominance of the German "racial strain. ,,74

Some Nasi Token Measures at "Pacification"

Although the Nazi psychological effort was mainly to terrorize, there were a few isolated

attempts to get specific groups of Poles to do their bidding willingly, or even to drop certain

programa causing trouble. During the evacuations of the Jewish ghettos in 1942, Nazi represent-

atives used deception to try and convince suspicious and recalcitrant Jews that they were being
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evacuated to work camps where they would receive humane treatment and their children would

have schools and playgrounds. 71 In late 1943, Frank did intervene and manage to halt a resettle-

ment program that had aroused enough resistance to threaten the security of the entire Lublin

district. This program apparently had been initiated over Dr. Frank's head by Himmler and

had caused the resignation of the Nazi governor of Lublin.

Dr. Goebbels' observations on this point, recorded in his diary before Frank was able to

get the program halted, are interesting and reveal that there were elements in the Reich favoring

a greater emphasis on pacification. The Minister of Propaganda bitterly noted that of the 50,000

Poles marked for deportation from Lublin, 25,000 had escaped and joined the partisans. Now

190.000 more Poles were scheduled for evacuation, and Goebbels, protesting this action, wrote,

"Dr. Frank. .. hasn't sufficient authority to put his foot down on the encroachments of the police

and the SS. It makes you want to tear out your hair when you encounter such appalling political

ineptitude. "TO Goebbels stated that, while philosophical and ideological aims were being subor-

dinated in the Reich proper for the sake of the war effort, such was not being done in the occu-

piedareas where ". .. ourpoliticos actas though we were livingin profound peace." He concluded

by caustically asserting that this whole affair demonstrated once again the need for leadership

In the Reich and the occupied areas, and the lack of "clarity and logic" in the Reich's policies.

Perhaps to pacify the Poles, but possibly to provide for his own defense in th.u event of a

German defeat, Dr. Frank in late 1943 and early 1944 also undertook to allow a token expression

of Polish culture. In Cracow he opened a Chopin museum and a theater where Polish actors

could perform Polish plays. It But neither this cultural move nor the attempts to placate the

Lublin peasants constituted major deviationit from the general Nazi effort at control through

terror. No concerted effort to pacify the Poles was undertaken.

Nasi Inteffigence Penetrates and Limits Resistance Operations

In addition to these indirect or preventive measures, the Nazis employed a variety of

measures for detecting and controlling insurgent activities. A number of police measures were

invoked. Streets, railway stations, and other communication points were watched closely and

spot checks of identity cards and other papers made frequently in much places. Different docu-

ments were required in the various districts, and they were often changed, thus making it diffi-

cult for the insurgents to keep their forged papers up-to-date. Special Gestapo agents disguised

as beggars, etc. , circulated among the Poles in efforts to get pictures or descriptions of under-

ground workers. Gestapo "spotters" were posted in likely spots to look for identified persons.

It was apparently this "spotter" technique that led to the capture of the second commander of the

Home Army, General "Grot. "TO

The Gestapo also watched the homes of persons living in hiding to catch them if they re-

turned. This resulted in the capture of Alexander Debaki, a top leader in the Nationalist party.
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Agents provocateurs were also infiltratod Into underground cells. One such agent worked his

wny to the top of his organization, an independent group, and then managed to become a leader of

a coalition of about 20 independent organizations. As a result, many leaders in this network

were thereafter captured, and the national movement was also placed in jeopardy because of the

close liaison between Its leaders and these independent leaders. ?t

Special units were assigned to detect and pinpoint insurgent radio stations in communication

with London. These units, scattered all over Poland, could detect a transmission and begin

searches to pinpoint its point of ortgin within 15 to 60 minutes of its commencement. At first,

uniformed personnel driving cars equipped with bulky direction-finding equipment would conduct

these searches, but these were easily spotted. The Germans then began to use personnel in

civilian dress, supplied with devices that could be concealed uyder telr app,•luI anW making

their final approaches on foot. When airplanes were used to pinpoint insurgent stations, they

would climb high over an area under surveillance, cut their engines and glide over the area in

silence. In this way they often escaped detection by insurgent lookouts. When a station was

pinpointed, troops would cordon off the area and conduct a house-by-house search. The method

was so efficient that few insurgent radio operators operated for more than a few monthp before

capture, 00

It should be mentioned that the Nazis were apparently most successful in infiltrating under-

grounds and conducting mass arrests in the six months following June 1940, L. e,, Immediately

after the fall of France. Earlier, insurgent leaders had built mass-membership organizations

hartily, sacrificing discipline and security procedures, because they anticipated a quick Ango-

French victory and a concomitant need for a general insurrection thrmigbout Poland. Such or-

ganizations were relatively easy prey for extended and concerted police countermeasures, and

the Nazis succeeded in arresting whole units in late 1940 before insurgent leaders managed to

restrict temporarily the Influx of new members and to implement better security procedures, t

For the most part, the Nazi control program kept insurgent operations in the General Gov-

ernment region within tolerable limits during the years 1939-44. There were, however, signs

that the Nazis in this region were seriously worried from mid-1943 on about the efficacy of their

control program. Some high Nazi officials admitted that a state of emergency existed in the

area because of stepped-up insurgent operations. In the same period, mass executions were

greatly increased, approaching or surpassing the level of intensity seen earlier. 82 In two in-

stances the control program clearly broke dowu: both the Warsaw-ghetto uprising of early 1943

and the general Warsaw insurrection of late 1944 required the application of tactical military

measures before they could be crushed.

General Stroop Begins Armed Attack on the Ghtsto

On April 19, 1943, the Germans commenced military operations against the ghetto. 83 The

campaign that followed lasted for about a month, weeks longer than the Germans originally
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e pected. The Germin commander was SS Brigadefuehrer and Polizel Oeneralmajor, Juergen

Stroop, 88 and police chief for the District of Warsaw. Stroop had at his disposal during the ghetto

campaign an average daily force of about 36 officers and 2,054 men; about 30 of the officers and 1, 190

of the men were Germans, with military expertence of no more than three to four weeks trainirg. The

units under Stroop comprised a Waffen SS Panzer reserve and training battalion, a Waffen SS Cavalry

reserve and training battalion, an SS police regiment, a Wehrmacht antiaircraft battery, and some en-

gineering units. Stroop also had a Polish police group of 4 officers and 363 men; a Polish fire brigade

with 166 men; and a baitalion of foreign troops, probably Lithuanians, with 2 officers and 335 men.

Apparently Stroop did not anticipate any need to adopt special, urban counterguerrilla tactics; he

appears to have assumed that superior firepower would suffice to crush the insurgents quickly,

ivcn though •s•rsrrfs wp-.e small and had little or no military experience.

During the first five days of battle, the Germans relied mainly on conventional tactics. Be-

ginning early each morning, troops would move through the ghetto in a single-direction sweeping

operation, assisted by armor (one tank and two armored cars) and with artillery and air support.

At night the German forces would withdraw from the ghetto and reinforce the guard at the wall.

The G,.-rmans found that the Jews had manned the sewers, but in these first days German troops

were unable to get at them. During most of the first week, German success was apparently

limited to the capture and dismantling of some Jewish-occupied armaments shops and the evac-

uation of many noncombatants. The troops were unable to take many prisoners or permanently

secure parts of the ghetto. When they succeeded in taking positions in buildings, the insurgents

escaped into the labyrinth of passages, bunkers, and sewers. After the Germans withdrew at

night, the Jews would emerge to retake the positions they had abandoned during the day.

New Tactics Demons.rate Dijficudies of Overcominug Dtermined Urban Resistance

To overcome this problem the troops adopted new measures near the end of the first week. In

one successful operation, the attack was delayed until midmorning and was then launched from all

sides of the ghetto. This surprise encircling operation, which caught many defenders unprepared

and prevented them from concentrating their defenses, resulted in the capture of many insurgents.

The most drantic and successful measure adopted at this time was the block-by-block burn-

ing of the ghetto. By systematically burning the buildings, leaving only shells, the Germans

greatly reduced the number of defensible positions, destroyed numerous hard-to-find bunkers

located beneath the buildings, and captured many Jews fleeing the fires. This was accomplished

with relativcly little expenditure in mer, materiel, or time. By the end of the campaign, most

buildings in the ghetto had been destroyed by fire or bombardment. Only the German-held pris-

on was left standing. Thousands of insurgents and noncombatants were forced from buildnags

and bunkers and captured, and probr.oly another 5,000 to 6,000 were killed in fires.
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But even this systematic, block-by-block burning of the ghetto failed to eliminate all re-

sistance. Many insurgents escaped and operated from bWnkers that survived the fires or set up

new positions in the ruins of burned-out buildings. Daily troop sweeps of the ghetto were thus

necessary to ferret out and destroy the remaining defenders. To achieve maximum effect from

these sweeps, the German commander divided his forces into units with specific zones of re-

sponsibility, so that his men would become quite familiar with the special features of the build-

ings in their zone.

Even so, it was often impossible to locate bunker entrances, especially after the defenders,

somewhere around May 1, began to remain silent in their attempt to escape detection. Dogs

were then used to locate entrances, and prisoners were reportedly tortured for information

about the locations of the bunkers. When bunkers were found, they were destroyed by fire, dy-

namiting, or flooding. In the last case, pneumatic drills were used to bore holes into the bunker

openings and water was forced through the holes. 84

The Germans had to overcome Jewish combatant&, not only in the ruins of buildings and in

bunkers but also in the sewers. German troops blew up stretches of sewer pipe, placed barbed-

wire netting across the tunnels at strategic points, and bricked up many sewer outlets. In yet

another move, they simultaneously opened 183 sewer openings around the ghetto and placed

smoke candles in the openings, forcing many Insurgents to the center of the ghetto, where they

were captured. s$ They tried to dam up the sewers to flood the rest of the Jews out, but this step

was frustrated when the Jews blew the valves so that the flow of water resumed. Finally, Ger-

man troops were forced to enter the sewers and engage the Jews who were there.

Measures To Cut Off Jews From Any Outside Aid

To prevent reinforcement of the Jews in the ghetto, the Germans maintained around the out-

side wall a cordon of guards comprised mainly of foreign and ethnic-Polish personnel. They

placed blown openings in the wall under machinegun crossfire and initiated patrols of the "Aryan"

neighborhoods immediately surrounding the ghetto. Night patrols wrapped their feet in rags to

muffle their footsteps.

Other measures were designed to obtain the support, or at least noninterference, of the

ethnic Poles in Warsaw. Governor General Frank issued a proclamation asking Warsaw's

citizens to help the Germans in their struggle against "Communists and Jews." The Germans

also posted notices that persons caught attempting to enter the ghetto without authorization would

be shot. To enlist the support of Polish policemen in apprehending Jews who escaped from the

ghetto, the Germans told the policemen that they could keep one-third of the cash found on cap-

tured Jews. The last measure reportedly met with some success.
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The Death of the Ghetto: German.Jewish Losses Compared

By May 16, 1943, after about a month of fighting, the cumulative effects of the counter-

measures had crushed all Jewish resistance. The decisive factors were superior German fire-

power and the piece-by-piece leveling of the entire ghetto, Victory was not achieved until all of

the insurgents were either captured, killed outright, or buried under the rubble. Captured Jews,

combatants and noncombatants alike, were often executed immediately after being pulled from

the bunkers.

According to General Stroop, Jewish losses during the campalign were 56,065, of whom

7,000 were killed in combat; he estimated that an additional 5,000 to 6.000 lay buried in the

ruin.. It is not known how many of these were combatants and how many were noncombatants.

Statements about counterinsurgent losses vary. German records list 15 Germans killed and

scores wounded, one Polish policeman killed and five wounded, and foreign-troop losses of abov"

a dozen wounded. Statements by Home Army insurgents indicate that German losses may have

reached 300 killed and 1,000 wounded. SB

The Decline of Dr. Frank Epitomizes Nasi Intra.Party Rivalry and Friction

In a way, Dr. Frank was a near casualty of the conflagration. His prestige in Nazi circles

was already waning, and the temporary breakdown of order in Warsaw almost finished him. One

cannot be sure about the reasons for Frank's decline, but there is evidence that his problems

were both administrative and personal and began possibly as early as the first few months of

1942. He may or may not have been an efficient administrator-there are conflicting reports.

In any case a corruption scandal developed at that time in the General Government to cast a pall

over the Governor General's competence. This occurrence led the anti-Nazi Ulrich von Hassell

to note privately that "Frrnk... is a weak character. "IT At aboutthe same time, Frank seems to

have developed home last minute reservations about the genocide program that was then entering

the mass execution stage, though the nature of his doubts is obscure and did not prompt him to

raise serious objection. The same von Hassell recorded in May 1942:

Frank disapproves of these things, but is powerless because his own record is
not clean. lie is therefore completely in the hands of the S. S. The S. S. leader
v lio has been put at his side, or, more accurately, has been placed above him,

cats him as if he were non-existent. 88
One must interpret the above diary entry most caretully, however, for the Governor General's

own party speeches of that period reveal almost a giddy enthusiasm for the extermination. But

the reference to the SS is undoubtedly accurate.

Dr. Goebbels, who because of his closeness to Hitler wielded more power than his title

might indicate, wrote of Frank even before the ghetto uprising that he had allowed his authority

to be undercut and that "The Fuehrer no longer has any respect for him. "S9 In a May 19413 diary

entry, Goebbels recorded that "Events in the General Government have now progressed to the
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point where Governor General Frank can no longer be kept In his position. Recent events In

Warsaw finally broke Dr. Frank's neck." And a few days later, Goebbels njted that the Fuehrer

had decided to replace Frank. 90

The Governor General was apparently losing an intra-party struggle of sorts with Heinrioh

Himmler, involving among other things a long-standing disagreement over police reprisals.

Often Frank seemed to favor a more lenient or discriminating application of force than that ap-

plied by Himmler's subalterns. And increasingly the 88 in the General Government, though

technically under Frank's day-to-day direction, made their ova policy. It It is difficult to tell

whether Frank's disagreement centered on the merits of the issue or on an underlying jurisdlc-

tional rivalry--probably both. Whatever the cause, Frank's resentment of the 88 became very

real.

It should be added that the Governor General also had his share of complicating personal

problems. There was the not inconsiderable matter of his marital trouble, which prompted the

Fuehrer to Intervene and forbid a divorce. Goebbels felt that Dr. Frank's behavior in the epi-

sode was "not exactly noble" and served "... to play havoc with the fPebrer's relationship to

Frank. "12 Added to this was Frank's rather ludicrous feud with Himmler over the merits of the

legal profession. Himmler frequently discoursed on legal subjects-it was something of a hobby

with him-and particularly on the "parasitic" function of the 'legal gentry"; Frank's resentment

of this, strangely professional, did not fall to impres the Roichftaehrer 88 unfavorably. 98

In spite of all of this, the Governor General survived and continued in his office. Dr.

Goebbels complained in mid-1943 that "Frank in to be given one more chance to prove his

worth. '104 The Governor General and the 88 maintained basic security in their divergent ways

for more than a year. In late 1943, when Insurgent operations reached new plateaus of violence,

Frank, in a pacification attempt, managed to get %1.3 Lublin resettlement program halted and

made a couple of moves to allow greater Polish cultural expression, while at the same time the

88 supervised greatly Increased, indiscriminate roundups of hostages and mass executions.

Genera Back.Zelkwkl Direct# German Effort To Defeat the Warseaw Uprising

In August-September 1944, the general Warsaw uprising occurred and the Germans com-

menced their second military campaign against insurgents in Poland. '5 Although the Germans

employed some tactics used in the earlier ghetto operations, this second campaign differed sig-

nificantly from the earlier one. The most apparent difference was of course the scope of the

new campaign. All of Warsaw was the battle zone and a larger commitment of troops was nec-

essary. By the climax of the battle the Germans had introduced about 40,000 troops, including

forces of the 88; military police; Luftwaffe ground staff; Hermann Goering, Viking, and Toten-

!S2d (Death's Head) Panzer divisions; and the 73d Infantry Division. The Kaminsky Brigade of

former Soviet soldiers was also used. Commanding all the troops was the 88 Gen. Erich von

dem Bach-Zelewski, an officer with previous counterinsurgency experience.
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During the first three days of the battle the German responso was mainly defensive, at least

on the western side of the Vistula where the battle centered. In this period over 1,000 German

troops were captured by the Home Army, 50 tanks were lost, control of two-thirds of the city

and the key bridges was lost, and German-held strongpoints in the city were Isolated and placed

under siege. by and large the limited offensive action of the Germans seems to have consisted

of reprisals against civilians and sporadic probes. Reportedly, houses were set afire, hundreds

of persons were herded into basements and grenaded, and many captured youths and men were

shot. Civilians lashed to ladders were used as shields in some actions, an unsuccessful measure

as Home Army troops fired anyway. The Soviet Kaminsky Brigade is said by a Polish source to

have been responsible for many of these atrocities.

German, Go on Offemive, Using Spec ia Tacticn

A concerted counterattack was finally launched on August 4, from which time the Germans

were engaged in offensive operations to retake the city. Their immediate objective was to open

up the main arteries and bridges leading across the Vistula to the eastern front. Using tanks,

artillery, and incendiaries to set fire to the buildings along these routes, the Germans managed

by around August 9 to force back Home Army units from the major east-west roads and bridges.

To prevent major sniping activity by Home Army personnel who returs. d and set up positions in

the ruins along these roads, the Germans bricked up the windows of the ruins adjoining the roads.

With this initial objective achieved, the Germans began a campaign to retake all of the city,

a far more difficult task and one that would require special measures. The German attack was

planned to maximize the two German assets-good vehicular mobility across and around the city

and superior firepower. Tank, artillery, and air support were therefore concentrated on one

sector of the city at a time, thus achieving the firepower and armor needed to destroy the forti-

fied positions of the insurgents. After success in one sector, attention was shifted to another

sector; in this way a piecemeal destruction of insurgent positions was accomplished. The Ger-

mans took peripheral sectors first and then worked toward the center of Warsaw, but they

shifted momentarily to concentrate on securing those sectors along the western bank of the

Vistula after the Red army advanced to the eastern bank in the third week of September.

The sequence of steps in the daily attack procedure became fairly routine. In the mornings

the Germans would begin with a Stuka attack at 300 feet and intensive artillery saturation. Then

in the afternoon, insurgent positions would be attacked with remote-controlled mobile mines,

followed by Tiger tanks and the infantry. Fighting, always vicious on both sides, was often

house-to-house or even floor-to-floor. The Germans seldom used their artillery at night, so

that the insurgents often took advantage of this lull to counterattack and attempt to reoccupy

positions lost during the day. The climax of the fighting came in the last week of August, when

major sections of the city fell to the Germans. Thereafter, the insurgents were on the defensive

and faced growing logistical problems.
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The German@ also employed extensive measures to cut off insurgent food and supplies. One

step apparently involved the evacuation of peasants from villages surrounding Warsaw. To dis-

rupt Allied airdrop activities, the Germans met up intensive antiaircraft barrages and launched

grenades into drop zones lit up at night. These barrages forced British planes to bypass War-

saw and drop supplies in a forest north of the city, thus greatly complicating insurgent logistical

problems. When the insurgents in Warsaw, assisted by Home Army partisans located in the

forest, managed to get many of the supplies dropped there, the Germans moved to destroy this

forest base. Forest fires were set, but the guerrillas succeeded in putting them out. Only to-

ward the end of the uprising did the Germans succeed in encircling the forest and capturing or

killing mo-t of the Insurgents located there.

The Germans also uzdertook to interrupt the insurgents' use of the sewers, employing many

of the measures used in the ghetto campaign. But there were some innovations. Depinned

grenades were suspended into the dark sewers to explode on contact with persons traveling in

the tunnels. Petrol vas poured into the sewers and set afire. The Germans also opened man-

holes and posted sentries at tho openings to drop grenades into the openings at the first sign of

movement.

Germcu Use Propasndea, Offer Combnawu Rights, and EfJecd Surrsnder

Interestingly enough, there were some attempts at propagandistic persuasion. In an effort

to convince the insurgents of the hopelessaness of their action during talks with Polish leaders,

the Germans referred to Soviet hostility toward the Poles and the inaction of the Red army. In

one attempt to confuse, the Germans resorted to black propaganda, distributing leaflets ostensibly

signed by General "Bor" that ordered Home Army fighters to cease operations because of lack of

Soviet support. Another black leaflet sought to create in isolated Home Army units the impres-

sion that their commander was considering joint German-Polish action against the Soviets.

After these attempts, all of which failed, the Nazis' propaganda effort was aimed mainly at

inducing surrender. The Germans promised combatant rights to the insurgents and humane

treatment for civilians, all of whom would be evacuated from the city. Until the last week in

September, the Poles were disinclined to accept these overtures, but in the closing days of

September, when hunger and thirst had become acute and no prospect of a Soviet offensive was in

sight, the Home Army commander agreed to the German terms. The surrender agreement was

signed on October 2, 1944, and the city's inhabitants and Home Army personnel, including Gen-

eral "Bor," were soon thereafter taken into captivity and evacuated. General "Bor" later

claimed that the campaign cost the Home Army about 15,000 in killed, captured, or wounded.

He somewhat optimistically put German losses at 10,000 killed, 7,000 missing, and 9,000

wounded. 9s
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A Note on Casualits Inflictd and Suffered by the Germans in Poland
With these military campaigns sgainst the Warsaw Jews in 1943 and against the Home Army

in Warsaw in 1944, the Nazis crushed the two major insurgent operations in the General Govern-

mont area. Considered together, these two battles may have exacted a heavy toll in German

lives; they were certainly costly in insurgent lives. It is estimated that, whereas the Germans

may possibly have lost between 5,000 and 10,000 men, the Jewish and Polish insurgents suffered

about 25,000 killed in an~ton.

Numerous masses oil both sides also occurred in the General Government section as a result

of the overall Nazi occupation policy and Polish underground activities. Before 1943 the Nazis

executed perhaps 17,000 ethnic Poles; from 1943 on, they probably executed close to 15,000. In

addition, almost 3,500,000 Polish Jews were liquidated in the infamous "special action," On the

other hand, German losses, excluding those killed in the two battles of Warsaw, did not exceed

6,000. 97

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

Judged in terms of the limited Nazi occupation objective, it is probably correct to say that

the Nazis were generally successful in their counterinsurgency campaign. At no tim' did imsur-

gent operations decisively interfere with Nazi occupation policy or war plans. The Poles wLere

fully exploited economically, virtually all of the Jews were exterminated, and the lives of Ger-

mans in the annexed part were protected. Furthermore, there is no evidence that Polish insur-

gent operations ever decisively affected the Wehrmacht.

Nazi counterinsurgency in Poland demonstrated the efficacy of a stringent control program

in achieving limited, short-range objectives. The application of unmitigated coercion and pun-

ishment, coupled with extensive police control measures, enabled the occupier, at least for five

years, to utilize a relatively isolated country's economic productivity, to ma4,ntain life-or-death

control oiver an entire population, and to use the region as a base for external military oper-

ations, Almost complete hostility to the Germans among the Polish population was not sufficient

to overcome the ruthless application of force by the occupier.

On the other hand the stringent and often brutal control measures that made this a strong

and largely successful counterinsurgency program also made it a potential failure. Since the

measures only controlled and did not pacify the population, the Nazis were always confronted by

a hostile people, potentially willing to cooperate even with the Soviets. This became a threat to

the Nazis when the Red army entered Poland. As it turned out, however, the Poles remained

largely isolated. International polftics precluded their making a militarily significant contribu-

tion to the liberation ot their country.

As for Hans Frank, he lived through the collapse of his satrapy in Poland and was brought
to trial at Nuremberg by his Allied captors and convicted of crimes against humanity. His end
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was oddly bcfitUng a life marked by a paradoxical mixture of hard core Nazism and cultural re-

finement. Frank neither committed suicide at the last moment nor asserted his belief in the

correctness of his past loyalties and actions. Instead, he became penitAont and beN'ged God's

forgiveness before he was hanged on October 16, 1946.
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(Chapter Ten

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (1941-1944)

by Charles V. P. ron Lullichau

German occupation policies during World War H1
stimulated the growth of a Soviet partisan move-
ment whichacted in supportof tih Soviet armifis'
main defensive efforts; German military power
then had to be diverted from major offensive op-

erations to contain the guerrilla threat to their

rear area security.

BACKGROUND

Operation BARBAROSSA, which launched the German invasion of the Soviet Union in the

summer of 1941, was met, not only by a stubborn defense by Soviet conventional arms, but also

by insurgency and guerrilla warfare in the occupied rear areas. As an element of what Premier

Joseph Stalin was to call the Great Patriotic War, guerrilla activities continued for three years

on an ever-increasing scale. They did not end until the Red army had pushed German torces

across the western frontier into Poland in the summer of 1944.

The intense and protracted struggle between the German occupation forces an• the Soviet

partisans has a special place in the operations of World War II because of the vast area over

which it took place, the great numbers of men involved on both sides, the objectives of the two

opponents, and the techniques that were employed. Many situations and problems encountered

today in guerrilla and counterguerrilla operations occurred in occupied Russia, where terrain,

climate, and population offered innumerable variations on the theme. It would be strange in-

deed if there were not lessons for future application from this "greatest irregular resistance

movement in the history of warfare. "I

The Soviet Union is the largest continental state in the world-three times the size of the

United States. The scene of the guerrilla warfare in World War II was European Russia, which

equals in size the remainder of Europe. 2 The Germans had planned to occ,'py about half of

European Russia, but sirice they did not fully succeed, the insurgency was limited to its western

third.
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European Ru.sia and the Main Areaa of Guerrilla Ope ration.

Furopean Russia is a land of low relief. I Its main geographic feature is the FIast Luropoan

Plain, which extends from northern Germany to the Ural MountaInsa The heartland (if this vast

expanse is the Moscow region, The shortest route to Moscow from the west is the so-called

northern land bridge, which runs along the blunt spine of the Smolensk-Mosvow ridge. Napoleon

took this route in 1812• -oe also did the Germans with their main thrust in 1941. To the north of

the land bridge lies a wide holt of primeval forests and swamps extending toward Leningrad. In

the center of this forbidding area lies Polotsek. To the south of the land bridge spreads one of

the most formidable terrain otwtscles of Europe, the Pripyat Marshes. Toward the east the

marshes give way to an equally large, densely wooded area, whose huh is Brymnsk. The Ukrain-

Ian black earth region and the steppe cover the southern portion of European Russia. Here a

second invasion route leads from south Poland to the industrial regions of the Dnepr Bend and

the Donbas, and eventually to the Caucasus and Urals. Great rivers-among them the Dnestr,

Dnepr, Donets, Don, and Volga-impede an invader's advance in this zone.

During World War 11, the vast swamp and forest areas on both sides of the main route to

Moscow became the strongholds of the partisan movement. The main centers were at Polotak

and Bryansk. In contrast, the Ukraine, whose wide open spaces offered tow safe areas for par-

tisans, remained relatively free of guerrilla activity.

Of the three main industrial regions in western Russia-Leningrad, Moscow, and a portion

of the Ukraine-the Germans captured only the Donbas (Donets Basin) in the Ukraine. The

areas occupied were largely agricultural, and Soviet evacuation and scorched-earth policies

tended to reduce the industrial capabilities of the captured regions.

All of European Russia except for the Black Sea coast suffers the hardships of a harsh con-

tinental climate. Summers are short and hot anO the relentless grip of dark winter seems end-

less. To make things worse. spring thaws and autumn rains turn the land and its roads into a

sea of mud. During these two mud seasons, each lasting for weeks, vehicular traffic comes to

a virtual standstill .4

By western standards, the Russian system of comnmnunications in 19,1i was wholly inadequate

for the requirements of modern warfare. Only three main communications arteries extended

from Poland eastward, and even these rail lines and roads were poor and often structurally un-

sound. The alsence of lateral links in the system was one of its greatest weaknesses. In ad-

dition, communications were highly vulnerable to attL.k because the many bridges and culverts

offered inviting targets for sabotage or demolition.

The People of ihe U.S.S.R. and Their Insurgent Past

In 1941 the Soviet Union had an estimated 200 million inhabitants of whom 9flnost three-

fourths were concentrated in European Russia. Approximately 50 million Russians fell under
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timporary German rule. Altough 182 ethnic groups were tLon registered in Russia and 149

different languages were spoken, five groups accounted for 90 percent of the population: the

Great Itufsiant (52 percent), the Ukrainians (19 percent), the Muslim Turkic nations (11 per.

cent), and the C~iucasian tribes and the lielorussinns (.1 percent each). Atxut one-third of the

ijKepc lived ill cities. h

The Octobor revolution of 1917 and the ensuing consolidation of Bolshevik control had

ended 1a long Itussi-in tradition of conspiracy and insurgency against established authority. After

the Bolsheviks had become rulers, they had ruthlessly suppressed insurgent efforts by dissident

groups. * Even the methods ind experiences of partisan warfare had been relegated to the safe

repositories of history books. Despite aL !safr propaganda claims, the Soviet partisan move-

ment of 1941-14 was the result, not of a spontaneous uprising of the masses, but of deliberate

plans and determined action on the part of the Communist party and its national, regional, and

local leaders.

German Acciona Unwittingly Enrouroe Growth of the Guerrilla Motement

Assuming that the as yet undefeated German force could vanquish the Soviet Union In a bold

blitz campaign, the dictator of Germany, Adolf Hitler, and his advisers neglected to plan ade-

quately for other contingencies. Guerrilla warfare was hardly considered. During the offen-

sives of 1941, which carried the German armies to the gates of Moscow, the Germans bypassed

large numbers of Soviet soldiers and scores of military depots. In their headlong rush to the

east, the Germans neglected to mop up the rear areas and thus handed to the Soviet leaders the

opportunity to organize the Red army stragglers into the nuclei of a partisan movement. The

swift advance of the Germans also cut off many party officials, stranding them behind the front.

With no chance of survival if the Germans should capture themn, these bypassed Russians -1 to

work building a Communist underground and partisan movement, for which they fur•rbd Me

leadership. German tactical reverses in the winter of 1941-1942 gave the partisans the oppor-

tunity to consolidate.

The growth of an anti-German guerrilla movement was greatly aided-almost ensured-by

the repressive nature of Nazi occupation policies, which were designed to enslave the Russian

people, exploit the economic assets of the country, and deny large groups of the population the

political freedom they were seeking. The Nazis were totally indifferent as to whether the oc-

cupied peoples, in the course of being exploited, starved to death.-' Thus the partisan move-

ment, which at first had found little or no support among the people, gradually became the focal

point of opposition to the Germans and often the only refuge for the persecuted.

*See, for example, Chapter Four, "U.S.S.R. (1917-1921)."
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In an1 suldirvas to th. UMissin p opl oiJuly 1, 1941, 11 doys after the German assault,

Stalin signaled tho forniaatima Of the *vievt partiaaan movement:

Ilairtiiian units. mounted and onl foot, must be formed;
diiviasioi~b and groups muost ho orgunizod to combat enemy
truops, to fomont partisan warfare everywhore, to blow
up liridgviq andr rouds, damago tolephone lines, not fire to
foreasts, atoreis, tranopcirts. In the occupied regions con-
dition. must be tuado unbearable (or the enemy and all
his ateconiplies. They must Ile hounded and annihilated
at every stop and all their measures frustrated.T

Trhis was tho biroad directive that governed all plane anti activities of the partisan movement

throughout Ilai extintonce,

A4n Eh,orrdeu- of the' Ineurpone , -Its Phases and Its Strength

V'h movolment developled in three phases. Trhe first, frorm June to December. 1941, was the

formattive perio~mi. At thin time the movement was small, numbnring only somie 30,000 men.

Trhe 0aranw Invasion andi ita speed of advance caught the U.S. S. R. off guard and plunged Soviet

plans rindi prelarations into a dinarray that could not be overcome by Improvisation. The first

har-.core partisans, mostly Ited army and Communist party men, lacked popular support,

guerrilla training, and ndequate communicationts. Their operations were generally unIsuccessful. 8

During the second phime, January to August 1942, uiter the German defeats in the winter

battles. the partisan movement was reorganized hy% the Soviet High Command. righter control,

Wetor traiining, and it vast increase in logistical support accompanied an expansion Iin strength

to abOit 1.1)o,ooo. 11th former battalion-size units became regiments, brigades, and larger

group's, which aggressively sought control over large areas behind the German lines. Partisan

inmissions sliffteti from simple harassment of rear areas to planned operations in tactical sup-

Imm Of thle [led army, with emp~hasis onl cutting lines of communications and gathering intelli-

guntte. In thuse missions the partistan units were fairly effective, although their successes

provoked large-scale countermeAsures and often led them into pitched battle with German forces

Iin whica they suffered heavy losses. 3

Ini the litter summer of 19412, the partisan movement igradually passed into its third and

mature phasec. Bly the tirne ut the German surrender at Stalingrad In early 1943, it had become

vclar that the German armies would eventually have to retre~. nd that the Soviets would re-

turn and reinstitute control ovcr German-held areas. Partisan strength and local support

aeco.1rdino~y lytereaned. 'Fhe guerrillas reached their peak number of about a quarter of a mil-

lion hi the suImmer Oi 1943. Blut the rapid growth of the movement diluted the fighting qualities

of kinits. While thle origrinail partisan formatiolis had consisted largely of former Red army



personnel, up to two-thirds were now local conscripts. Despite stepped-up training, efficiency

remained low. This, however, was partially balanced by the change in the attitude of the popu-

lation from indifference to moderate support. The organization and control of the partisan units,

as well as logistics, were also improved by the Soviet High Command.

With the westward advance of the Red army, partisan missions changed fromn acts of terror

against collaborators and sabotage against economic and industrial installations to a "war of the

rails," the concerted, large-scale attack against German supply lines. Theme activities-coor-

dinated In the late Hummer of 1943 and again in January-February 1944 with massive Red army

operations--culminated in June 1944, in guerrilla attacks designed to paralyze the German army

just before the launchingof the final Soviet offensive. This much-propagpndized effort, the effec-

tiveness of which may have been somewhat overemphasized, was the final effort of the movement.

Shortly thereafter, Soviet armies crossed into Poland, thus obviating the need for guerrilla

warfare.

Soviet Planning for Guerrilla Warfare

While the operations of the partisan movement passed through three phases, only one basic

change in Its organization occurred. At the beginning of the conflict, when Stalin had called for

the formation of partisan units, the instrument for executing these orders did not exist. One

reason for this was the fact that the Soviet strategists apparently had envisioned an offensive

toward the west, which would have made a partisan movement unnecessary. Another reason

may have been the fear that open preparations for guerrilla warfare would have shaken the

confidence of the people in the government. A general scheme for partisan warfare had been

planned, however, though only the highest political and military leaders knew about it. Based

on s regional concept, it was to be implemented by the party, the NKVD, and the Red army. 10

In the init al confusion following the German invasion of 1941, which came as a complete sur-

pritie to Stalin and his close advisers, the Soviet leaders were only partially successful in im-

plementing their secret plans. These were based on the assumption that a slow and deliberate

Ree army withdrawal would allow party and state officials time to organize multilayered and

complex partisan and diversionist networks. The party Central Committee at the All-Union and

Union Republic levels was to organize the insurgency along administrative channels leading

from the oblasts or provinces, to the rural and city districts, and to state complexes such as

the railroads, industrial plants, and government farms. At the oblast and district echelons, a

dual command structure consisting of an overt and an underground organization was to be estab-

lished. In the event of German occupation, the overt organizations were to be evacuated, to-

gether with certain key elements of the population and all essential industrial machinery; the

underground cadres were to stay behind and activate a partisan movement.
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The NKVD had the special task of forming a socret network of r iversionist groupq of arontv,

not exceeding seven operatives each, for active sabotage. In adititio•i, NKVU districts we, ..

ordered to organize home defense units known as destructiont batialions. Thv missions of these

units were primarily defensive: to prevent enemy salhottje and to guard installations. The

NKVD was also charged with the security function of sc,-cening prospective leodors and members

of the partisan movement. As the German armieki advance d deepter into Russia, the destruction

battalions were assigned to the partisan movement and wero incorporated as combat battalions

(otrynds) into the party regional uiderground organization.

Training and especially supply of the regional partisan moteMant ) .came the responsibility

of the Red army, specifically the Tenth Departmo.at of the Main Administration of Political

Propaganda, which was under the immediate control of the Central Cou imittve of the Communist

party. Through these channels, army fronts (army groups) and armiea were ordered to or-

ganize, direct, and supply partisan groups behind the German lines. Directives enjoined corm-

missars and party members never to surrender; if cut off, they were to continue the battle in

the German rear with sabotage and terrorism.-I

Genesis of the Guerrilla Movement and Its Political Implications

The Red army units bypassed by the German army initially constituted a larger reservoir

of manpower for guerrilla warfare than did the regionrl partisan units. Army leaders and po-

litical commissars prnved to be an effeutive aWJ fanatical cure around which the tens of thou-

sands of stragglers e ead escapees from prisoner-of-war camps could be organized. Partisan

units were first formed in the areas in which large encirclement battles had been fought. In the

Ukraine, where terrain did not favor guerrilla activities and popular support was not at first

forthcoming, the Soviet command resorted to the expedient of dropping small groups of para-

troop commandos behind German lines with orders to destroy specific targets and gather intelli-

gence. These efforts, which bore the marks of hasty improvisation, achieved little or nothing.

In the eyes of the Soviet command, however, the value of the partisan movement was not

diminished by its small accomplishments. Faced with a choice between abandoning the move-

ment or trying to make It an effective instrument of political strategy and tactical operations,

the Russians in the winter of 1941-42 decided on the latter. A strong argument in favor of

revitalizing and reorganizing the partisan movement was undoubtedly the fact that only through

an underground could the Communist party hope to maintain a political hold on the occul)ied

areas. This factor may well have outweighed any possible military considerations.

Development of a Centralised Partisan Organization

Uf the partisan movement was to live and succeed, an effective chain of command was ur-

gently needed. The Soviet leaders shifted emphasis: instead of dealing separately with
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numerous small and often isolated individual partisan units, they began to consider the move-

ment as a whole. A centralizod orlpnization was gradually developed and was complete by the

spring of 1942, The new organization was sufficiently flexible to allow for regional differences

and shifting tactical needs, but the line of authority was always clear-cut. What was more, the

new organization proved itself effective in action throughoul the remainder of the struggle.

Absolute control of the partisan movement was vested in the Central Committee of the

All-Union Communist party and its executive organ, the National Defense Committee.1I New

in the chain of command was the Central Staff of the Partisan Movement, established on the

same level as the Red Army Supreme Command. The Red army's influence over the partisan

movement, which had been greatest during the first phase, found recognition in the appointment

of Marshal Kllmenti Voroshilov as its commander in chief. The real power, however, lay with

the party and its representative, Panteleimon Ponomp-renko, first secretary of the Belorusslan

Communist Party. He was the chief of staff and appeU'3 to lave been the actual commander of

the movement. Is

The central staff controlled the psrtisan front staffs, which were organized at the level of

the various army front headquarters. Thus, for example, the Kalinin Front, West Front, and

Bryansk Front, which together opposed the German Army Group Center, were each paralleled

by a partisan front staff, whose function it was to pass on directives received from the central

staff, issue additional orders for its own sector in coordination with the front staff, handle per-

sonnel and logistical matters, and collect intelligence data. On the level of each field army, a

partisan operational group fulfilled similar missions oft a commensurately narrower scale.

Organisation of Partisan Behind German Lines

In the German rear areas, the partisan movement retained a dual chain of command-par-

tisan and party. Operational partisan centers, similar in structure to the operational groups,

were established to control partisan operations over large areas. They received their orders

from their corresponding operational groups and in some instances from higher partisan staffs,

including the central staff.

Next in the chain of command were the partisan brigades, sometimes also referred to or

designated as regiments. The brigades had developed from the 2_t d, often by absorbing one

or more of them during the period of expansion. The partisan units of 1941 had rarely exceeded

300 men. By 1942, however, the new brigades numbered 1,000 to 2,000 members and sometimes

more. The size of a brigade was governed by practical considerations: on the one hand, the

shortage of qualified commanders and the need for control and sustained operations made it

imperative to enlarge the otryads; on the other hand, the strength of the brigades had to be

tailored to match the resources of a given base area and the available means of communications

and control. Units that grew too large became attractive targets for large-scale countermeasures
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ORGANIZATION OF THE SOVIET PARTISAN MOVEMENT
AFTER SPRING 1942

All-Union Communist Party
Central Committee

National!Defense Committee

--Supreme Command I Central Staff
Red Army Partisan Movement

Front Territorial Partisan
L High Commands r n Staffs

[ Field Army,, omns - • Operational Groupsl

Commands ~ P~oaGop
FRONT LINE

Operational Partisan Territorial Party
Centers Centers

in the Enemy Rear in the Enemy Rear

SPartisan Brigades L '- trict Party
or Regiments .__7 : irmmittees

and faced destruction. There was a great deal of variation in the organization of brigades, but

most were subdivided into battalions. In some instances a partisan division command was

created as an intermediate headquarters between partisan centers and brigades or independent

regiments.

The Communist party held the reins through two channels. One was through a commissar

and an NKVD official operating on the level cf the military commander at all echelons of the
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Rlad :trmy and the partisan movement. The other channel was through the National Defense

Committee and territorial partisan staffs, territorial party centers in the German rear, and

district party committees in the occupied areas. At corresponding levels in the enemy rear,

the party territorial organization and the partisan movement closely coordinated their missions.

Logitirs and Didpline

Logistic support for the partisan movement, which had been haphazard in 1941, was tightly

controlled after the now organization took hold. Ammunition, weapons, explosives, medical

supplies, spare parts, and even the morale builders of tobacco, liquor, and mail were airdropped

or landed on partisan-built landing strips. Key personnel were brought in and casualties-even

some prisoners of war-taken out on a regular basis. Allotment and shipment of supplies was

from major supply bases to subsidiary bases, and this distribution was regularly handled by

supply Sections. For staples the partisans continued to rely on local resources. During the

last phase of the war, partisan supply developed into a large-scale logistical operation, but al-

though partisan units were often heavily armed, in some areas even with tanks and crew-oper-

ated weapons, they were not nearly so well equipped as regular units. The Soviet command de-

termined the flow of supplies and could gsuge the expected success of any operation by the de-

gree of support it could make available. Recalcitrant units and those that showed poor internal

discipline could be brought to heel simply by withholding supplies, and the central staff never

hesitated to use this method.

Discipline became a real problem after the rapid expansion of the partisan units. Later

conscripts proved less willing or able than the first recruits to accept the rigid disciplinary

standards that had prevailed earlier. The Soviets were able to maintain discipline only through

continuous, determined efforts of the military commanders, commissars, and party officials.

Often draconian measures had to be taken, including the shooting of culprits before assembled

partisan units. By this means and because the Germans regularly shot "bandits" even when

they surrendered, desertions were held to the relatively low level of 10 percent or less.

Such was the organizational structure, implemented early in 1942, of the Soviet partisan

movement. That structure provided the basis for the growth and expansion of the movement

and converted it into a formidable instrument of Soviet defense.

COUNTERINSURGENCY

The German attack on the U.S.S.R. in June 1941 followed Adolf Hitler's decision to destroy

the Soviet Union, to take possession of European Russia as far east as the Volga River and as

far south as Astrakhan, and to dominate these large territories by a combination of military,

political, and economic measures. After this, he reasoned, he would be master of the European

continent and thus in an unassailable position.
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a Pl ' (or thr Invasion of Rusaia

I)etwt-an July 1910 ard Jur.e 194,, German political and milltary agencies worked on plans

for the campaign against and the occupation of Russia. Specific plans dealt with a blitz cam-

I)aign, to be conducted and successfully concluded in the summer of 1941, and with the military

occupation, political adminiotration, and economic exploitation to follow. To some degree the

ex-3cution of these plans influenced the rise and development of guerrilla activities in the Soviet

Union.

The military campaign plan, BIARIAROSSA. assigned to three army groups-North, Center,

and Houth-the mission of crushing the Soviet armed forces in the western border zone by a

series of deep penetrations combined with successive encirclements, employing large armored

forces as spearheads. A total of 142 German and the equivalent of 40 other Axis divisions, and

some 3,000 tanks and planes were to be committed to the campaign. Hitler was bent on two

main thrusts, one aiming at Leningrad in the north, the other at Stalingrad and the Caucasus in

the south. The army, on the other hand, intended to drive straight for Moscow. The Germans

never resolved these conflicting strategic concepts. Vacillating from one to the other and in the

end comhining them, the German High Command lost the advantage of concentrating its force,

wasted time unnecessarily, and ultimately failed to obtain even one of its main objectives. 14

To Hitler, the war with Russia was more than just another military campaign. His political

objectives were to "destroy Bolshevism root and branch" and divide Russia int) "socialist states

dependent on Germany." Later he summed up his policy as "first: conquer; second: rule; third:

exploit." V, The army's place in this scheme was confined to defeating tbo Sovielarmned forces.

littler delilxrately curtailed the army's jurisdiction: as it advanced east, the army was to pass

the responsbtility for administering the conquered rear areas on to a political administration.

.4dministration of German-Occupied Areas and Rear Area Security
'rhis political administration was delegated to a newly created ministry under the Reich

Minister for Occupied Eastern Territories, Alfred Rosenberg, and to its subordinate reich com-

missariats that were to operate in the Baltic States, Belorussia, the Ukraine, and-so went the

plans-Moscow and the Caucasus. Heinrich Himmler-who as Reichsfiiher SS (Schutzstaffeln

(ter Nationalsozialistischen Dcutschen Arbeiterpartei) headed a Nazi party organization having

unusual political, military, and police functions-was empowered to "clean up" these areas by

eliminating all Communist tunctionarics and other "undesirables." The army protested against

these so-called Commissar Orders as senseless and potentially damaging to rear area security.

Hitler's answer was to authorize the SS to extend its activities right into the tactical operations

zone.

Deprived of an overall rear area security mission, the army assigned the responsibility for

such security functions as it retained to its chief of supply and administration (G-4) and his
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cowiterpnrts on the army group and army levels. For administrative purposes, the army groups

and field armies subdivided their rear areas into regional, rural district, and urban areas. Rear

area security was thus removed from the operational chain of command.

On the premise that the campaign would be so short that the Russians could not raise an

effeotive partisan movement, and owing to manpower shortages, the German army planners

decided to forgo organizing special counterguerrilla forces. For guarding supply routes and

installations, controlling traffic, and handling prisoners of war, the army highcommnand asigned

three security divisions to each army group. A typical security division comprised one infantry

regiment, one artillery battalion, and some national guard and police battalions. Except for

certain specialized units, these were ths forces whose principal mission would be to deal with

the guerrillas. The security divisions probably had a complement of 100,000 men in 1941 and

up to 150,000 in 1943, a number too small to cope with the growing partisan movement. They

were poorly equipped and organized, and they lacked mobility. Their greatest deficiency, how-

ever, was their lack of training for guerrilla warfare.

The German decision not to organize counterguerrilla forces was soon seen to have been a

mistake. The first incidents of guerrilla activity occurred within days of the German attack

and forced combat units to tum tack to pacify sectors in their rear instead of execeting their

primary missions. Even after security forces had been assigned, their inadequacy in numbers

and capabilities required the diversion of combat elements for rear area security tasks. Field

commanders were thus confronted with the dilemma of continuously having to decide between

carrying nut operations at their front or at their rear. The problem of countering guerrilla

activity proved to be insoluble because, from the very beginning, the Germans approached it

defensively.

Germans Gain Experience With Anuiguuerrilla Operations

German counterguerrilla operations may be divided into three phases coinciding with the

development of the Soviet partisan movement: June-December 1941, January-August 1942, and

September 1942-July 1944.

During the first phase, the Germans had an important advantage in that the partisans did

not have the support of the people. Many elements of the population hoped to win German sup..

port. so as to achieve at least a modest degree of political freedom, while the masses of the

people were passive and did not oppose the occupation.

Most guerrilla activities were on a small-unit scale and German counteroperations gener-

ally did not involve units larger than divisions. Indeed, in most cases only battalions and regi-

ments were involved. German tactics generally consisted of guarding main lines of communi-

cations and applying normal security precautions at headquarters and installations. When par-

tisan bands caused trouble in specific areas, the Germans launched a large-scale attack that
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usually succeeded in didpersing or elintinating them, The rtilo of partimana to antiguerrillh

forces in these engugenients uveraged about ono to eight, Thu usuni tactical maeouvor wim

encirclement and concentric attack. Theoe tactics wore most successful In thW Ukrnino, where

the terrain and the relat~voly small number of partisans favored the Oerman aipprouah. They

were least effective in the central and northern soctors of the conquered areas, where large

numbers of partisans were operating.

Germans Codtjy Their Tactics

By the (all of 1941, enough first-hand oxperience had been gathered that the army high com-

mand could issue guidelines for anUguerrilla warfaro. These reflected the situation at the time

and proposed tactical remedies, but did not take Into sufficient account the underlying causes of

the partisan movement, which were political, psychological, and economic. In any came, it was

Impossible for the army to adopt measures that would counteract the political blunders of Nazi

functionaries in the occupied areas.

The army high command disttnguished five types of antiguerrilla measures. Pacification

operations, involving the complete occupation by troop detachments of all significant localities

in a partisan-controlled area, were effective but time-consuming and exceeded the army's ca-

pability. Large-scale operations, in which partisan groups were encircled and destroyed by far

superior forces through concentric maneuver, were also an effective method, provided enough

troops could be assembled to draw a tight ring around the guerrillas and their stronghold. Small-

scale operations usually consisted of attacks by relaUvely small-unit strike forces on specific

objectives, such as guerrilla armed camps; such attacks made the utmost use of the elements of

surprise and prior intelligence. Mopping-up operations, employed after a partisar.n unit had been

broken up by some other action, were intended to clear an area or supply line. Thu establish-

ment of strongpoints was a defensive measure designed to protect certain localities contamnlng

troops, headquarters, or supplies and was used most often along lines of communicoatons. 16

German. Recruit Local People Who Do Not Support Partisans

In areas tinder its control, the German army soon resorted to recruiting indigenous forma-

tions, which were quite successfully employed in police and guard duty and in intelligence work.

A wide variety of units was organized, among them the auxiliary guard and service troops

(Hilfswachmarmschaften or "Hiwi's"), engineer groups, and local auxiliary police (Ordnungs-

dienst). The Germans also made extensive use of locally recruited agents (Vertrauensleutle

or "V-Leute"). These indigenous forces materially assisted local administration, conserved

German manpower, and helped to restrict partisan activities.

During the first phase of counterguerrilla operations, in the last half of 1941, the Germans

were successful because the partisans were unorganized and the people did not support them. It
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Wil itsa priod of experimnelintation lot thu ermni.lm, Thvrv was not enough time, hiwvoyr, It)

tylply tile now P.1dhlolles WIoiure One Of the WOrNt WintlorM II ItuN1,1111 hitSOty t(4111hiin11110 With (kir-

nin millitary doifoats to flltIatrito such gaini aso the Oermann had heon ahle to aiako agn inal the
jolerrl'lits.l

.44 Winter Seena In, Army Crommnnders Stress. Iae/rifienare andi Piyops

Thi voneld phase of co.interguerillil (0l)OVrItiOdI5 hu*o i- with the (Grftman halt beforo'e M•hosc'ow

in LMeomber I9II. 'T'hrou•hout thie winter months, it took every otinvt, of (k'roman strength and

every last man to hold the firont and to guard I'm tenuouN supply linel , .Large areas in the

ivirles' IErear were thus strilplvd of garrisono and foil proy to the piairtisans, Disintegration of

scetionu along tlie German front allowed tile Itosslilan to establillh corridors to miany partivan

areas, The three largest stronghold ipoltions wore east and northwest of Vitebsk, north and

south of Jryanak, and in the Y'vlnya-Dorogolmy.hi urea Mouth of the 8rmolonsk-Vyitzma railroad.

German commanders, meantime, had begun to apply the new doutrino and techniques in an

effort to counter the growing liartisilm threat. They improved their Intelligence calpablilties

through radio intelligence, reconnaissance prisoner interrogations, and agents. Commanders

were therefore generally well informed abxout partisan strength, dispositions, and Intentions.

Tito German army also made' progress in some of its propaiganda efforts. For the first

time, promises were given that the lives of commissars would be spared if they' surrendered;

and this policy sometimes irouuItht unexpectedly go|od r'swilts. Within their narrow jurisdictions,

some field armies unofficially instituted a policy of encouruging de'fections. Psychological ad-

vantages also8 accrued fron the fact that many Russians served the Germans in Indigenous police

units.

Limitations on Antigauerrilla Operations

In counterguerrillh operations tle Germans were hampered lky limitations of strength.

their operations had to be highl,% selective and, since they required thle use of sorely needed

combat forces that had to be withdrawn tenlporarily fromi the front, could be launched only when

tile situation had become critical, or when results appeared to be extraordinarily promising.

Ily tile spring of 19.42, rear area commanders were no longer cable to cope with tile partisan

threat to their lines of communications. The (;crnians were noow forced to commit entire com-

hat divisions, supplemented by securlty, av•o'•,ligenous forces and supported by planes, in care-

fully planned and nieticulouAly executeu encirclement op)erations, if they wished to pacify a large

J)artisan-controlled area. They tried to compensate for the shortage of troops with intensive

air raids and strafing of recogidzed partisan strongholds. In addition to the physical damage

that could be inflicted on base camps, air attacks appeared to be effective in| breaking do\w

partisan morale. But the Luftwaffe never had enough planes to exploit this opportunity.
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Operntion iH.4NNOVER Braks U/p S'oit (Group Bfelor
A good exnmple of the tple of large-scale operations the (Germnans liunhed in the npring

andt suntmor of 1942 was Opurotion HANNOVEIR, The tirrmnns committed elements of throe

corps, with seven divisions un(i numerous .nuiller units, numbering U4,000 to 20,000 nton,n

under' the dirpe'tion of thu i'ourth Army. They we#re deployed against Soviet Group iBolov, von-

sisting of nn estimated 18,000 partisans and regular forces that the Red a'my had infiltrited.
The urea in which Soviet Group Belov held comnploto control wit located southwest of Vynnzma,

between Yelnyii and Dorogobuzh, It measured about 70 miles in length and .1o miles across. To

eliminate Dolov, the Germans encircled the entire area; then, in operations lasting a full month

(MAy 24 to June 22, 1042), they attacked from three sides, driving the partimsavi against the

Fourth, pinching off sianble elements in two successive encirclomonts, before pushing the rem-
nants against u final blocking position. ThMj hard core of Delov's group broke out of the

tightening ring during the last phase, but most wore wiped out in subsequent pursuit. The

Germans inflicted casualties of about 16,000, including over 5,000 killed, and they captured or

destroyed 10 tanks, 251 guns, and 15 planes. Approximately 2,000 guerrillas somehow managed

to hide,

The Germans followed up the -."peration with a program of political pacification, which was

greatly simplified by the fact that few males were left in the area. Efforts wore made to win the
support of the inhabitants and convince them that their lot would be eased if they cooperated by

forming self-defense units and reporting partisans to the German authorities. These efforts

were so successful that the Soviet command was unable to revive the partisan movement in this

area despite repeated efforts.
Nevertheless, the Germans paid heavily for their success. They lost about 500 men killed

and 1,500 wounded or missing-less than 15 percent of partisan losses but 10 percent of their

own strength. The fact that Belov and his closest collaborator3 w.re able to escape proved to

the Germans that they had nut concentrated enough troops for the initial operation. The opera-

tion also showed that, given adequate resources, time, and support, regular troops could elim-

inate the partisans even in forbidding terrain. On the other hand, it should he pointed out that

Operation HANNOVER was not representative of the German counterguerrilla effort. It showed
what could be done under favorable circumstances, but these did not prevail in most of the Ger-

man rear areas. In the sectors under its Jurisdiction, the German army had developed new and

efficient methods, but it lacked sufficient means to apply them. The army was thus unable to

destroy the partisans before the Russian armies took the offensive.

"•At that time German divisions were at best about half strength.
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formatioln of indigtnouti militairy and paramniitary unltrn-which had in ii umllor of nnoui already

hWoot aitiy IVUi'Yolliiihsl-tld thuir utnmitioni t In uountrlat•arrlllt oUw'ititonf, l

Although contI'ol Wf 11writtiol•o woso platuod in tho hititdw of tnetititi uoinmandorn onul tho dual

oniwn oif vonimnhd in thi" i iter ry eptnblislimlltt had thus been otxbolinhud, division of iosponli-

hility pIr'istod oitmidu till, armly oommit isolo andI ruor arona. iJohind thoeo, Hlimmior was

givon lolu sol ionallihility for till antipartilmin auctons, optirnting through the roioh vomminusnrl

mId thi military lovernorm, Tho authority of th HS woon alloi brndodnod to anoompass the col-

hooion und ovaluntion of ill Intoitiionuvo on the pa; tlatn movement,

.4 S•ripe of Now Moto To Counfor th/ Partslan Warfaro

To overcome the p|ronnial shortage of security forces, Itler ordered army training and

replanoment unite, schools, and air foreo ground installations redeployed from Germany to

nrena tindar partisan proasuro. lie direoted that seocurity forces that had boon pressed into

frontlinu duty I* retturned to their primary function. The term "partisan," connoting freedom

fighter, wait to be 'oplactid by "bandit," in a psyoholgical move designed to discredit the

ge ao'rikiia,

htininler and the Armed Pore•s High Command (OKW) both tesued formal directives on

apoctaito tatioo and procedure# for ountsriuoerrrflla operations in September and November

IP4C 10 'ho most important of thetse new instruatione dealt with Intelligence, population oen-

trot, anti the uea of indigenous personnel, Tactics remained essenUally unchanged,

'rho moat useful source of German Intelligeno was the meoni. ring of Soviet radio broad-

vanta; intorroiulions of local renidants and agents' reports often filled In essential detaile about

&Swlut Intentions., T-i soak out partian unita and teat the loyalty of the Inhabitants, the Oermane
formod monuk partisan bands ý All rosdents were r•;glatered and the movements of non-reeldent&

klontrolit.

A Network #f Stronappoint arnd A4rxid Instwlorki# V'illqag 'b.oteled by L"ra Unft.

Th (Olrmanso originated it nyastm of interlocking otronigpoints along main supply artevtieo

and rained soli-elotonv unit* in tio villages uider their administration. They were thus able

to asprnd a network tif armed villags tWohtrdlrifor)-precursors of etratogit hamleta-acroas

many districta., and they rtintred t11w ysytom by providing rolintgle aignal oommunt i.atione,

tho oupply ilutee were securit.y wanes and patrolled them with mobile commando Wroups

tjang'konnimandom).

it% vill.esx ith (evrninit-n rainard auxtilary Ioleie forces t(Ordtunigsdi•tat or OD)) to malntain

%order and pruvide local ascurity under the iirtwutton of appointed mayoras. It reloono wider
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heavy parthian pressure, the 01) wits reinforced liy militia twitm tMiltzgrtiippui) of up to buttaklion

strength. The objective wits to provide% each distrivt with one nihi~ itabttitlion, wubsequtietly

renatmed ek~U guit-ui Volkoswohv) battalion.- The expanfsionf (if the militia led in 1114.3 to the cli-

tabliahninnt of the Oottruppuai or eastern troops, which rvacniblud it foreign legion.

The nuniber of indigunous forcesi could Ix) quite impreasive, [IN the Oxamplev of the largur

Bryannk area shows. The nastern po~rtion of thu lirynank niva, undor the control of the Socondl

Paiwer Armyv, hakd 13 eastcrn tiaop) and 12 civil guard battiullons. In the western portion, widur

the c'ontrol of Army Group, Co~nter, tho 22 Int Snourity Division buil t 119 armead villiigeoi and

manned themi with 10,00t0 01) men.1

Experime'nus in Local Aulousomyv: Kaminsky and Pleaov

in the Lokot district, vionit, 50t miles south of Bryansk, Hitler had fin one instance al ready

pormnitted an extxerimont In quasii-nutonomous government . A Russian collabmortor byv the name

of lironihlav Knamiisky took oharge of the district and formedl i brigade of 12 ba~ttalions. Dis-

riplined. mobilo, andl well armed. Knitmnuky 's followers num~bered( 9,000 menc by the fall of 1942,

With thi, forcv. he not only kept his own district free of partisans, but su)pplied German author-

Ities with tintiparlioun unitsa for employment in neighboring districts. While it lasted, the dis-

triet was n model of sucrnuueful antipartisan control tichievedt by gaining the support of the

poupitt. I.

Another opportunity for rallying the Rtunsiati people in the oucupied territories was handed

the Germans when caiptured Gait, Andrei A. Vladov, lent himself to form a movement and army

knowu by tits name. It wvas to be organized from among Rtumsian pirisoners of war for the pur-

p(o5C of uniting all Russians in un anti-Communist state. Although V'lasov had soma auticoss,

especially in the field of psychological warfitre, the vory existionce of much a movement ran

counter to 111ttlr'si long-range plansi, Not witil 19,i4, when it wits much tot) late, did Vlmsov

obtaitn offiviail Gormi~n recognition.

G4,rmanA Fail To Exploda Rus sian Grealnces..
Trhe Uerman failurt,1- v-xi ~lvit fully anmd completoly tht: %artous codllaborative indigenous

nmovemients wits it singular mistake tit itmelf, hut it hwutrua'ed tho basiv Nasi view that the Slays

wereUgtrmnVbn or inforior people . Gem'nian notivaN., in it number tit aphervi-.the harsh

treatment nif prisoners of wor.i the cruol ailminisiration (if [oi'ced labtor, the unalleviatod foodi

MI%)11405A~le eioiing 0( 11ml St'i~tols .--prEoii~dw roalistiv vorlt reortion .if their btiasic attitude

toat)WI' the locall peoplos.

(hjvejm this viow of the Slivs, it io ,ott aur~prisinig thitt the terivmansi failvd to take advantage

of iw-411MI14 Ow prinvijl iemin li00i whielh theyv might hanvu obttaineod witiv~iprfiutf popiular Hiutpol-~

by div iltl~ilix O ?klivt vdollectivu' to rms Am ong~ the peastintmi. tho laragotit iKIuItOIM01 gr'oup in the



ocoupied zone, Plans for land reform wore sporadioally implnemented, with some iucceas,

during 1041, and agrarian reform actually lucame policy In February 1942. In the areas under

Nazi administration, land reform was often viewed coldly, hut some rekew'ms were instituted ini

army aroas. In pnerul, the reforms wort poorly concoivod and, in practice, the initially anti-

Soviet peasant-who, under the r could not own land but had to meet

crop quotas-was unable to perceive any advantage in a foreign administration, Even the reli-

gious issue was not exploited by the Germans; for example, German chaplains wore not allowed

to minister to tho local population. The affect of these policies waJ to confirm the Soviet popu-

lationIs utter disillusionment with the Germans. With the battle for popular support lost through

conditions beyond its control, the German army turned to military means to combat the partisan

menace.

Larg•e-Scae Operations Againsa Guerrillas in the Bryanhk Area

Typical examples of counterguerrilla operations in 1943 are provided by actions the Second

Panzer Army took in May and Juno of that year in the Bryanak area. During thetwelve months

preceding May 1943, the Germans had eliminated an stUmated 5,000 guerriUps and had evacuated

several thousand local residents. However, In the spring of 1943, the parUsa1 were averagfng

90 attacks a month, mostly against lines of communications-,some 550 miles of roads and rail-

roads. None of these attacks crippled German supply, but about half of them caused delays of

up to twelve hours. Partisan strength in the greater Bryansk area fluctuated between 10,000

and 20,000, with half concentrated in the forests south of the town and the other half unevenly

divided between the northern and western sectors. They were supported by a large number of

local sympathizers. The partisans presented a great danger to the Germans in the event of a

pneral Soviet offensive in the area, and the Second Panzer Army realized that it must deal with

this threat while it could.

The panzer army planned five separate, coordinated, and large-scale operations for May

and Juno 1943, committing an estimated 50,000 men, The two largeat and most effective opera-

tions were FREISCIIHTZ,northof Bryanak, and ZIGEUNERBARON, in the southern forest. Both

were executed by regular combat forces, each under an army corps. The panzer army had little

time to plan the operations because the troops were needed for the planned German summer of-

fonsive at Orel; nor could enough troops ho assigned to accomplish a thorough clean-up opera-

tion. Military uperations were further complicated by the plnnmed evacuation of very large con-

tingents of the locaa' population. In what had become a standard procedure, the partisan wnits

were encircled ana then driven against a terrain feature selectee as the best blocking position.

Generally, the partisans at first avoided bting drawn into a ,et-piece battle and withdrew. When

cornered, the hard core and the leaders broke out and escaped, but not without suffering very

severe personnel and matertul losses and the destruction of their camps.



In the five oporatlons In the Bryanak fore•it, tho Germon. killdxl or capturod m-use 7.000

pixtiaeana ard evatuatiod about 3n5,000 inhabitants, while hosirg some 200 killed ond 000 wounded,

The hands ware routed and dispersed, losing their mtronghouldse and thoirsourves bof food, Nheltor,

and supplis., But atbout hull of the partisans got away. With masnidv, Soviot mNulort, delieOred

mainly by air, they reorganized and attempted to resume thnir actlvitioa within a few weeks.

The pwator army, however, kept up the pressure with a series of eight smaller operations late

in Juno, Ulvon more troops, time, and air suppurt, the Germans might have eliminated the

remaining partisani, who were now deprived of their supporting population. [kut events at the

front precluded full commitment and exploitation.

Dfwma.. of Lines of Communicestionm Duriung the (,erman Withdrawal

The war in Russia, now Utrtthtng into Its third yanr. cut deeper and deeper into the Cer-

man army's strength. The attrition showed must rovealingly in the roducod quality and oapa-

bilities of security forces and air force. The Luftwaffe wau no longer able to prevent rein-

forcoment and supply of the partisan movement, an effort to which the Soviet command com-

mitted morv and more of its air strength,

To hold their own, the Germans were forced to employ increasing numbers of security

unitsi some 150 German battalions, 90 collaborator battalions, :10 satellite battalions, and

about 50,0(00 indigenous auxiliary police, which added up to al'aut a quarter of a million men. In

addition, Hitler was compelled to shift ton training and reserve divisions to the roar areas in

the east. These, military security measures succeoded in keeping the German supply lines

two.n trod rear installations reasonably safe (luring the final German withdrawal from Russia.

rico aehiovement was limited, but the requirements or fighting a total war and the restrictions

under which the ormy had to operate made it impossible to pacify the ocoupied arvas.

OUTCOME AND CONCLISIONS

The throe-year struggle between the Soviet partisano and the German occupation forces

wos decided Iy the victory of the Hed army over the Wehranacht, In this victory, Soviet guer-

rillas aided tN, S.oviet army. The .ilmiificance of Russian partisan warfare lay in the ftat that

It emergedn as a iow weupon, to be reckoned with henceforth as an Instrument of strate*- and

tven of nationi,! .s ii 'vy

The Russians in i9t, ilhad Iee hon quiek to realize the potIntial uf it partiamn movwment andhnd

emploved it with determination in both defensive and offensiv., oterattions. Partisan activitieit

II1y te judged by their obttjevtivea and the degree of utteir acoapliahntents

?11.



Partisan ObJecedv.o and A rhioemsna Reviewed
PIr.tionn p,•twtivoen wore military, uounoml, and political in nature. Military missions

wore to harass the ocaupation forces, Infliat maximum danage on installations and communica-

tionm, =n1 gathor intalliignco. The economic, ob)octivo was to reduce or prevent German ax-

ploitation of the tbuuuptiud aren. h•h political aim was to maintain the alloejwmo to the Soviet

Union and its Communist regime of the Russian population under German domination.

The Soviet partisman were moat succeasful in their mUitary objectives, By adopting an or-

ganization and chain of command suitablo to the inissions of the purtisan movement and the en-

vironment in which it had to operate, the Soviet leadership In effect created a fourth service and

used it an a formidable weapon against the German invaders, Guerrillas killed an estimated

35,000 occupation troops, executed Innumerable acts of sabotage, end provided valuable intelli-

aonce. But their main achievement lay in their continued presence behind German lines, where
they spread Insecurity, fear, and terror. "They forced the Germans to assign tens of thousands

of security troops to the never-ending task of protecting communications and rear area installa-

tions, and to divert combat divisions from the front. The partisans accomplished this at a

small expenve to the Soviet war effort because the hundreds of thousands of Russians in the oc-

cupied territories could not have served their country's cause in any other way.
Nevertheless, the partisan movement had its limitations. It could persist because the Ger-

mans tailed to deal with it effectively. Partisans could operate oidy in favorable terrain and

with massive outside support. The rapid growth of the movement diluted Its units and made
them vulnerable to German countermeasures. Large units lost their mobility and often were

trapped in encirclements by regular forces. In such battles the partisans were invariably de-

feated and their usefulness, even if they avoided destruction, was greatly Impaired, usually for

long periods of time.

In the economic field, the partisans were unable to reduce materially the German exploita-
tion of the country, largely because they did not control the economically vital areas such as the

big cities and especially the Ukraine

The success of the partisan movement in maintaining a political hold over the population in

occupied areas was not so much the result of adroitness as of intimidation and, above all, the

stewpidity and ruthlesniess of German occupation policies. Even so, more than a million Soviet

citizens actively collaborated with the Germans; and millions more, by their indifference and

ptwaivlity, abettod Nazi designs.

Some Ltoeons From the German Experience

The Germans, on the other hand, had initially underestimated the threat that guerrillas

might present to their rear area security. When the danger suddenly became real, they lacked

the techni-,,eu and the means to meet the challenge. Preoccupied with tactical operations and
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hIInllKr.1 bl) l4eck of IaInplIwe'r, it heir llontergui'uilla opt rations and veurity i.v.t-111ru" were

i)palliative, largely deollmgne to keep the disea1se14 from Ipeadling•, but not to VlimilhiltAl its L'CaUSN.

A Imaisi reason for the (k.rman (allure in vounterguorrilla operations lay In Iliilcr'lI pol-

ivie, of exploiting the oeeupleld area whalevei, the cosl to the Soviet population. Militarily,

k.nrm~nn antilluerrilla itefforts were hurt hy Ilitie'm' inmimtonnc, on dividing responsibility betweila

mililtary and politiena agencios The lnck of central direction wani compounded by inconsiitent

policies, a disnmal shortage of troops, and an essentially thifensive attitude. The Gtero nsti did

little to compensate for the portisains' advatntag of favorable torrain.

The early decision to by\pass the swamps lnd forests and the subsequtent fal1ilure to clean

them out thoroughly proved to be mistakes that could not be remedied. Vital lines of communi-

cationst cut through these very regions und thus were vulnerable to partisan attacks. The device

of Wsilding stronlpoints and clearing strips astride the main supply routes seemed to be the

answer to making the supply lines secure. but the Germans never had the forces to fully imple-

ment thii tecluhique.

The Germans could not cut off outside support for the partisans, and thoy could not tsolnte

them from their !uccl support, whether voluntary or impressed. Most importantl,3, the Ger-

mans failed to croeme at climaw of confidence and trust between themselves and the Russian

people. Under these circumstunces, the most effective German measures proved to be large-

scale counterguerrilli operations and th estaiblishment of armed villages protected by indig-

enous militia and civil guard wists, hacked by German security forces.

In World War II the Soviets used guerrilla warfare as a weapon in support of their rogular

army in both defensive and offensive operations. Since then, thie Soviets have both fought insur-

gents in areas under their control and supported guerrilla warfare as n tool of insurgency in

various non-Communist countries. In those new applications, the Communists have drawn

upon many of the techniques used in World War II; it is to be hoped that the free w.rld will Also

benefit from txth the lessons and mistol.vs of the Ckirman experience in Russia.
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Chapter Eleven

YUGOSLAVIA (1941-1944) by Earl Zlemk.

Although the ineuegente of the Yugoslav resist-
ance movement were bitterly divided between
Communists and detniks during World War II,
neither the puppet governments set up in Croatia
and Serbia nor the Axis occupation troons were
able to destroy these threats to their own safety-
despite a policy of repression seldom equalled in
modern history.

BA CKGROUND

Yugoslavia is the largest of the Balkan countries, covering 99,000 square miles or about tho

area of Wyoming. Half of the terrain is mountainous, the rest mostly rough and hilly. Only the

Voivodina, a small triangle north oi the Danube River between Hungary and Rumania, is a true

plain. The major mountain ranges are the Dinaric Alps in the northwest and the Balkans in the

southeast. The climate Is typical of continental middle Europe, with relatively hot summers

and cold winters. A thin strip along the Dalmatian coast has a Mediterranean climate, but the

mountains prevent the warming influence of the sea from extending more than a few miles In-

land.

""he ms•t dlsincti,"- feature in the phys!-al geograph-. of tugo.avm is th," Karot, an e€tcn-

sive ilmestone region in the Dinaric Alps. Here rain water has dissolved the limestone to pro-

duce unusual land forms. Drainage is mostly subterranean. The few streams and rivers run

in steep-sided gorges, often plunging underground for long stretches. Desolate plateaus and

blind, saucer-shaped depressions mark the landscape. Wild, inhospitable, partly desert-like,

thinly populated, with few roads-the Karat is a natural stronghold for insurgents. I

Ethnic and Religious Diversity of the Peoples of Yugoslavia

The population of Yugoslavia, according to the last prewar census in 1931, was slightly

under 14 million. 2 Population density is directly correlated with terrain elevation: in the

Morava River valley between Belgrade and NIA there are 175 persons per square mile; on the

other hand, the lower mountainous regions, with elevations of 3,500 to 4,500 feet, have only 60

to 100 persons per square mile, and the higher mountains, fewer than 40. Settlement is mainly

In the river valleys. 3
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Nfk,' 20 ethnit, grioullp have been Identified wilnin tho itaoidvJMi' 'wrleio, Thit f iiet. ln'•,rgoe

art, the Serhs (41 percent), Ihe Croaitm 1 24 pereant), iat|d the ,Ni()veno (I) percent). '! heae threv,

tognther with MnlaoedoanlA (5 percent), Montenegrina (3 1wrcent), MuslimN not ,laswliled aN Iw-

longing to tiny ethniu group (5 iwercont), alnd mt siall numiber of lkillgarians, (oniprios the group

known before World War 0 as the ftrbo-Croats. Altoguther, theme groups aeccount for 87 per-

cent of the tntatl oIpulation. 4

The chief religions are the Serbian Orthodox (49 percent), Roman Catholic (37 porcent),

and Muslim (11 percent) , The religious divisions follow ethnic and geographic lines: Croats

nod Slovenes, living In the west, are nearly all Catholics; the Serbs, Montenegrins. and Mace-

donLamn, living in the ea.t, are mostly Orthodox, Adherence to the Orthodox religion is con-

sideror one of the attributes of Serbian nationflity-the many Muslims who live in Serbia are not

considered Serbs.

The history of the South Slavs* has accentuated their ethnic and religious differences. The

Croats and Slovenes--Catholic, using the Roman alphabet, and associat-4d through much Jf their

reuer.t history with the Austro-Hlungarian Empire-have tended to identify with the West and to

regard m•.mclves as culturally more advanced than tho other ethnic groups. On the u•iaer hand,

the Serbs-Orthodox arad using the Cyrillic alphabet-have regarded themselves as rightfully

predominant on the grounds of number and their successful fight against the Turks for national

independence after half a millenium of foreign rule.0

The territory that became Yugoslavia in 1918-19 had, in fact, been for hundreds of years

the frontier between the Slavic-Christian West and the Turkish-Muslim East. Until the mid-19th

century, the country, except for Croatia and Slovenia, was under Turkish control and had suffered

the effects of corruption, religious discrimination, oppression, and denial of political and per-

sonal rights. The result was to reinforce political turbulence and to impress on the area a tra-

dition of violence in perswnal, ethnic, religious, and political conflicts. Justice tended to become

a personal or familial responsibility and, in the blood feud, strictly a matter of vengeance.

Cruelty, outlawry, and sudden death became the commonplaces of everyday life, with the moun-

tains offering protection for political dissidents, outlaws, and insurgents.

Economic Problems of the Interwar Years

Although Yugoslavia did not lack natural resources of coal and metals, the country skirted

the edge of economic disaster during the period of its independence after World War I. Its eco-

nomic problems stemmed mainly from its heavy dependence on agriculture, which, according to

the 1931 census, engaged 76 percent of the population. Various land reforms had reduced most

peasant holdings far below the 25 acres estimated to be the minimum needed to sustain a family.

*The name "Yugoslav," also speiled Jugoslav, means South Slav.
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'rhe 6trn' nhOX)v SulIply' Airoitly xvo•led tOw hirand, nni ti e hirth rely, in the intorwrnr years

vonsistently the highont In uirOg'lk' tiuaidt the &vict Unnirn, grcrav'ated the problem. Lack of

'npitlt and fragmentation of holdingb made agrlinalturo moure primitive and loea productive than

it had boen before World War 1,

The economy just before the Oerman invasion in 1941 warn marked by persistent unemploy-

ment, low wagea, high prices, nmd heavy expenditures for armaments, nearly all of which had to

be bought from foreign mamufacturers. Itemittanoon from emigrants to the United States and

South America formed a substantial ii•'t of the national income, 7 Depression and unemploy-

ment ware causing rumblings of discontent even before the occupation occurred.@

Nwui Germany Attacks and Overrome Yugoalavila in April 1941
Although there was political disaffection as well as economic discontent-the Serbs con-

trolled the government and the army, with concomitant dissatisfaction on the part of the large

Croat and Slovene minorities-the ultimate downfall of the Yugoslav monarchy came, not through

internal weakness, but through German force. On March 25, 1941, Yiigoslav ministers signed

the Tripartite Pact, and by so doing linked Yugoslavia to the Axis powers of Germany, Italy, and

Japan. A surge of popular protest greeted the news of the signing and two days later, on March

27, a military coup replaced the regent, Prince Paul, and his government with the young King

Peter II.

The Yugoslav reaction enraged the German dictator Adolf Hitler, who was seeking freedom

of movement to invade the U. S. S. R.; and he ordered the immediate destruction of Yugoslavia,

stating that "the blow should be carried out with unmerciful harshnsh and the military destruc-

tion done in lightning-like fashion. "9 The German invasion began on April 6, 1941, and ended in

unconditional surrender 11 days later, forcing King Peter 11 and the royal government to flee

first to Cairo, later to London. The Yugoslav army never had a chance. Some Croat forces re-

fused to fight, and many Croats even greeted the Germans as liberators. 10

The Axis Divides Yugoslav Territory

After the surrender Hitler implemented his decision "to destroy Yugoslavia as a military

power and a sovereign state.,""1 Hungary, allied with the Axis powers, was given two slices of

Yugoslav territory north of the Danube and west of the Tisza. Italy was aliowed to annex south-

ern Slovenia and most of the Dalmatian coast and to occupy Montenegro and parts of Croatia and

Macedonia. Montenegro became a nominally independent principality In personal union with the

Italian Crown, ostensibly because the Italian queen had been a Montenegrin princess. 12 Bulgaria,

another Axis ally, was given Macedonia, except for the western region, which was incorporated

into Albania, then under Italian control. Germany annexed northern Slovenia, took over direct

administration of the Voivc. -a east of the Tisza River, and occupied all of a much smaller
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3t-rhit~ik Shorn Lit the Vovthina. Niontenegro, imid hactxdonia, Ikrbiai wits :vduced to approxi-

rttntely its. iii t before' the 1T1alkan Warit of 1912- 1.1 undwl as given an inieffectual puppet govern-

Gen. r NlilIan Neditf. .

Cro'at ia, I ncludin l~kitsnill aind Herzegt'ovi na, ix'(.anit' a nom in illy inde,iwiidlent kingdom under

Tomilslav If, the Italian IMke of 81poletto, who wisely never enteretA 0he c:ountry to claim his throne

throne, The gove~rnmeflnt. of Croatia wam taken over by the Poglavnik (Lender) Ante Pavelid and

his 1'staii, in Olli Fasel~it group which had little genuine support In the country. 14 The pop-

ulation of Croatin Includvd at large Serbian minority, and Piivelic' reportedly declared that a third

ot this group would have to leave the country and another third would he killed. At carrying out

tht, latter part of the statement he was to ho better than his word. IN~ The Germans and Ttalians divided

Croatia into spheres of influence, the Germans moving Into the northeastern half. Thus after

11 days of war, Yugoslavia was politically fragmented and subjected to military occupation by

its neighbors.

INSU RGENCYI

In the sudden and complete Yugoslav collapse, thousands of Yugoslav soldiers found It

relatively easy to avoid the Inconvenience of surrendering themselves and their weapons to the

Ge~rmans. Most, no dloubt, wanted nothing more than to go home, but some refused to recognize

the surrender as final. Indeed, the quickness of the defeat was such that the country was psy-

chological 1)y unconque red; the spirit of rebel lion was especially widespread and spontaneous among

St'rbs. Eventually, two major resistance groups were formed-one Scrbnatiunalist and one Corn-

mun~ti. Cooperating at first against the occupiers, they were soon split by political differences.

Col. Drala 3fihailovic' Organ izse First Resistance Against the Axis Occupiers

The earliest Yugoslav reuhiltance force was formed by Cob. Drala Mihailovik', a senior of-

ficer of the royal army. Withdrawing to the mountains of western Serbia, by mid-1941 he had

organized the nucleus of an insurgent force, with headquarters at eadak,

Mihailovik' had been a brilliant staff officer; but, 48 years old at the time of the invasion, he

was unknown outside the army and was not popular with his fellow officers. Like de Gaulle in

France,* he had been an importunate critic of national strategy and policy. He had opposed the

accepted strategy of defending Yugoslavia on the borders and had argued instead for a rapid

withdrawal to a mountainous redoubt In Bosnia and western Serbia. He had been arrested for

openly criticizing the government's policy of appeasement of the German minority In Siovenia.

In February 194-1, at the height of the government effort to preserve strict neutrality, he had

*See Chapter F ive, "France (1940-1945)."
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attended a party givcn by the British Military Attach6. For Lluit he was placed under arrest (0,4

several weeks and then assigned as chief of staff in an unimportant conmwiw on the southern

Adriatic coast. When war broke out, he was made chief of staff of the Sarajevo Karrison.

Mthallovid's decision not to obey the surrender order was primarily another manifestation

of his independent spirit, The springing upat the same time of other Serbian nationalist groups,

known as detniks, was wholly spoataneous, and in the first months the units of both Mihailovid and the

Cetniks were for the most part out of touch with each other and with the outside world. MihniloviV

only began to emerge as the recognized detnik leader in September 1941 after he succeeded in trans-

mitting a radio message to the royal government-in-exile in London via the British naval station on

Malta. A month later the British Middle East Command sent a liaison party. In January 1942 the

exile government appointed Mihailovid its minister of war and commander in chief of the Royal

Yugoslav Army in the Fatherland. He was promoted rapidly through the ranks from colonel to

army general. 18

From the first, Mihailovid did not regard his mission in Yugoslavia simply as resistance to

the occupying power. He was at least equally intent on p~eserving his country from the occu-

piers' ravages, on seeing the monarchy restored at the end of the war, and on re-establishing

Serbian political predominance within Yugoslavia. Mihailovid succeeded in making himself a

popular hero but failed to extend his control sufficiently to create a true national resistance

movement. He was not a completely successful leader of his own orgar, zation. In a multina-

tional state, he fought for Serbian supremacy and for an exile government of doubtful popularity .t7

With a loose, 19th-century-type, peasant militia organization, he at-tempted to make headway

against a highly organized, tightly controlled rival movement.

Yuroslav Communists Under Tito Organise Partisans
Following German Attack on U.S 5.R.

The other group, which came to be known popularly as the Partisans, had its roots in the

Yugoslav Communist Party, which had beenoutlawed in 1921, and was led by theparty's Secretary

General, JosipBroz, who had adopted the party name of"Tito" (The Hammer). Theparty's role

from the German invasion of Yugoslavia to the German attack on the Soviet Union on June 22, 194 1, Is

unclear. Some say that it remained passive; the party, however, claims to have been laying the

groundwork for future activity. In any event, on July 4, the Central Committee completed plans for

an insurrection and creation of partisan units.18 Tito set up headquarters in Serbia in Uiice and

sent lieutenants to organize the resistance in other provinces.

The prospects of a successful Communist-led resistance were not good. The Communists had

a small underground organization in being; they had a cadre of Spanish Civil War veterans; and

they had a party membership, by their own count, of 12,000 membors and 15,000 Young Communists .19

Their greatest handicap was their communism, which possessed no attraction for their best source

of potential recruits, the religious and conservative peasantry.
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On the other hand, the Partisans, wuitkv Mi•hillovhlc, were not commlttcd to (in exclusive-

nationality i)olley. Also, RInve (unlike the Netniks) they were riot the trustees of an established

order, they stood to lienefit from arny trend tow:ird increased disorder. And in Tito they had an

experienced and gifted orginizer.

Born in Kumrovetz, Croatia, in 1892, the son of a peasant blacksmith, Tito had early gone

to work Ii, factorios in Croatia and in Vienna. Drafted hito the Austro-Hungarian army in World

Wnr I, he had been captured by-according to some reports, he had deserted to-the Russians.

He became a Bolshevik. Escaping from a prison camp ii central Asia In 1917, he made his way

to St. Petersburg to join the Russian revolutionists. Three years later, after attending the

Comintern Institute in Moscow, he returned to Yugoslavia.

Tito's subsequent life, until World War n, was that of a professional Comintern agent.

During the early years he was a factory organizer and made frequent trips to Moscow to keep

out of the hands of the Yugoslav police. In 1927 he became secretary general of the Croat

branch of the Communist party. The next year he was arrested and sentenced to five years' im-

prisonment. After his release, he left the country and set about systematically obliterating his

former identity. Under various aliases such as Babitch and Walter, he worked mostly in Vienna

and Paris. Achieving almost complete personal anonymity, he was remembered later by those

who knew him then only as a short, dapper man who liked good living. During the Spanish Civil

War, he handled Balkan recruiting for the International Brigade, staying in Paris while the men

who were to become his closest associates in the Partisan command, the so-called Spanish no-

bility, acquired their fighting experience in the civil war. 20

In 1939 Tito took over underground direction of the Yugoslav Communist Party, first from

Zagreb, later from the home of a wealthy supporter in Belgrade .21 During the invasion and

.. months of occupation, re held the party strictly to t."..,,,. -, line, and the Partisans were

initially orgp-ized in the pattern that the Q.,iviet government had established for its own occupied

territories. Until well into the war, Tite revealed nothing about himself other than his strange

nickname. Mihailovid, when he met Tito, believed he was a Russian because he spoke Serbo-

Croat with an accent. 22 In Cairo, as late as 1943, British Intelligence officers were uncertain

"whether Tito existed at all and if so whether he was a man or a woman. ",23

As Insurgent Operations Begin, Tito and Mihailovil Promise

Mutual Support-But Their Forces Clash

The first overt acts of insurrection recognized as such by the Germans came in the

third week in July 1941 when a Germnm generl,'s car was attacked and an ammunition

dump at Semendria was blown up. -24 Whether these acts were accomplished by Partisans

or Oetniks apparently could not be determined.
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w'er'e o'nly 2i1 1111(.", ,l,•:'t . :,i111 IN tw 11111 fil PII I, thu two inflsurgent groups faced the problem of

s(ittlmivi thvir i',iation•i with taich otherI. Mihalilovi(c ap•lared to have %.he greater potential. He

hnd the ,,stahli:,hed (et•tik orgainization, which provvitled a recruitment and supply system of

sorts; and he had ties with the puppet government in Bvlgrade. 2S He was supported by the royal

Yugoslav government-in-exile, which had appointed him minister of war and argued his case in

London. Furthermore, his policies in Yugoslavia coincided, at least during the first two years,

with those stated by the British in August 1941: "to prepare a widespread underground organ-

Ization ready to strike hard later on, when we give the signal." Meanwhile, guerrilla opera-

tions were to be limited to those which would "cause constant embarrassment to the occupying

forces, and prevent any reduction in their numbers,"2E After this, some supplies began trick-

ling in, and for more than a year, In fact, the British supported only Mihailovih.27

The Partisans, on the other hand, were still quite weak in 1941. Tito's most likely source

of aid and support, the Soviet Union, was suffering a series of crushing defeats and had more

than enough troubles of its own. Lacking a support organization, he was in fact attempting to

aibolish the traditional village communes and to substitute people's liberation committees to be

responsible for local administration, as well as for Partisan recruitment and supplies.

During September and October 1941, Mihailovi6 and TVto met several times to seek a basis

for collaboration; but the ideological gulf between MLhaLlovlic, the monarchist and Serbian na-

tionalist, and Tito, the Communist and Croat, was unbridgeable. Tito's main object in the nego-

tiations appears to have been to undermine IMLihailovid's sources of support. On Cctober 21, he

demanded tl,-. the village communes be abolished and replaced by people's liberation committees

and that service in both the 6etniks and Partisans be voluntary rather than obligatory. Five

days later, Tito and Mihailovij met once more and, without reaching any agreement in substance,

promised each other general support. But on November 2, open fighting broke out between the

6etniks and the Partisans. Henceforth the Yugoslav insurgency had the additional aspect of a

civil war. 2

Forced Out of Serbia, Partisans Reorganize

Driven out of his Serbian headquarters at Ulice lit the late fall of 1941 by German attacks,

Tito retreated first into eastern Montenegro and then into northwestern Bosnia, where Ustali

excesses had created favorable conditions for the insurgents.29 In late 1941, the Partisans

claimed an effective strength of 91,000;30 their actual effective strength was undoubtedly very

much less. In 1942 Communist insurgent activity shifted still further westward into Italian-

occupied Croatia and Montenegro.

The forced movement out of Serbia produced a significant change in the Partisan organiza-

tion. Until then the Partisans had intended, like the 6etniks, to base their organization on the
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torriturial prilciple so that units would Wx formWed i1n(1 would operate in their local areas, from

which they wouli also draw recruits and supplis. By early 1942, however, the Partisan com-

niand decided that it needed a force that couhi operate anywhere instcuad o' being tied to n local

area . Without entirely abandoning the territorial principle, it also began to form "proletarian

brigades." using, at least at first. people from cities and towns without local ties, givng them

a strong military organization.31 The Partisan reorganization and development into a mobile

military-type force were greatly aided by the Italian occupation forces, which focused on es-

tablishing control of the Dalmatian coast and ignored the Croatian interior.

Italian policy also deliberately strengthened the 6etniks. In a game that the Germans re-

garded with great misgivings, the Italians attempted to play off the oetniks against both the

Partisans and-surprisingly enough-the Ustai. By late 1942 the Italians had reportedly armed

and supplied 19.000 &tniks in Croatia and were using them as a major anti-Partisan force.32

Tito Adopts a National Front Strategy

•n the matter of securing Soviet support, the Partisans-or the People's Army of Liberation,

as they were then calling themselves-had little success during 1942. The Russians, still pre-

occupied with their own troubles and very dependent on the good will of the Western Powers,

apparently urged Tito to play down communism and work toward establishing a national front.

In September, to Tito's huge dismay, the Russians elevated the royal Yugoslav ministry in

Moscow to the rank of an cmbassy.33 Grudgingly, Tito took thK hint. He created the People's

Liberation Anti-Fascist Fvont, of which the elected representative body, the Anti-Fascist

Connell of the People's Liberation of Yugoslavia (AVNOJ), met in Bihac on November 26, 1942.

AVNOJ. which claimed to represent all the national groups and a broad spectrum of political

opinion, appointed an executive committee which assumed the functions of a government but

avoided claiming actually to be a government.34

As a national-front movement, the Partisans had considerable appeal. They adopted a

federalist approach which avoided the old conflicts between ethnic groups and was viewed

favorably even by numbers of anti-monarchist Serbs. The scarcity of Communist recruits

forced them to seek and tolerate nor Communists in the rank and file. Partisan propaganda

during this period carefully avoird any attack on King Peter in London.35 The Partisan leader-

ship remained under tight Communist control; but Tito, besides being an unshakable Communist,

was also an exceptionally capable leader who exerted wide personal attraction.

Partisans Find Two Major Sources of Supply-the Allies and the Italians

Successful counterinsurgency operations made the first eight months of 1943 a period of

deepening crises for the Partisans, except in one important respect. The exception was the
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\I.avti~ng oi iiiiiish illterest, Nw 1 1h 1%h liv prinig Iwo pixpt-d L.ondol'l .ti d~i to4i' 411, ItsItt'-i'.,t ý d.-. l

uniki' ('apt. F. W. IDt':ii'it toi 'itAu . ihV Brlitlis WereV 'IIMS~tl-i lid With 1Jlh 1,iim'i(,ltp

ankii rg ' by\ ev idence of N'.tnik coila bo':ition with the ita i ars aisi the Nedi' I epuppjt gove ra

l~ilt-lit of I'Irbia ' ", ito, Nvhate' e I his pI )I itic a ppea red to K'v activelY y '01II1.i tted( aga inst the

occupation powers,

In September the Biritish sent Brig. Fitzroy Macl~ean, a former foreignI service officevi and

rieniber of Parliament, -j4 head of a larp~e military rnli.q..4ikn w~ -rito. The addition o~f ;in Amieri-

can, 'Maj . Linn ("Slim"') Farish, made the mission ostensib~ly Allind,* although it was aiwaivs a

British "show.'" At the same time, the British mission to Mihiallovic' wats strengthenedi. 1

The tide turned definitely for the Partisans on September 9, 19-13, when the Italions sur-

rendered. 'rhe Italian mihlit~ary collapse was sudden and complete. it opened to the Partisans

not only the mountains of Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Montenegro, but the whole Dalmatian coatst

and offshore islands. In addition, they secured the weapons and equipment of six Italian divi-

sions and enlisted the support of approximately two more.:a In a few weeks they obutaied con-

trol, if only temporarily, of the whole Yugoslav coast and at sizable part of the Interior.

Partisans Create an Underground Government and Gain Increasing Allied Support

On November 29, 1943, in Jajce, the AVNOJ met for the second time and declared itsel, the

supreme legislative and executive body of Yugoslavia and "deprived" the royal government-in-

exile of the right to represent Yugoslavia "anywhere." It named the National Committee of

Liberation as the future government and elected Tito as premier, at the same time creating for

him the rank of Marshal of Yugoslavia. 39

More important for the Immediate future was the upsurge in outside recogn~ition and sup-

port. The British were considering establishing a beachhead on the Balkan peninsula, and Tito

had an effective military force. Estimates of his strength by British and Americarl observers

placed it between 150,000 and 220,000 men, a substantial force in any case.40 At the Tehran

Conference in early December 19-43, the British urged full recognition ..nd support for Tito, and

sit Cairo, on December 5, the Combined Chiefs of Staff directed Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,

Commander in Chief, Allied Forces, North Africa, to support "The Patriots in the Balkans to the

greatest practicable extent." 41

letnik and Partisan Strength Compared

As Tito's fortunes rose, Mihailovi ' s declined. To compete with the Partisans, Mihailovi6

created an elaborate military structure with a general staff, corps, and brigades. But his

70,000 to 80,000 Ctetniks remained scattered and only nominally subordinate to him. 42 P the

"* Farish was killed in Yugoslavia. When a full-scale American mission was later Bentito
Tito, the MacLean mission reverted to Its original status.
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fall of 1943, nearly all of the 6.tnik dotA,&.hment commnanders had negotiated truces with the

OrmAns. Mlihiloviil denounc•d them its traitors, but he himself clearly regarded the Com-

munist 11nrtiasn as the main enemy.43

WIuring the first half of 1944, the Partisans wore in trouble again, though less seriously than

In the previous yoer. lky late 1941" the Germans had occupied the coast and most of the Islands,

and in tOw winter they began pressing in on the Partisans' mountain strongholds. The Partisans

had 11 corps, 3L divisions, and 50 territorial dtachments, but the corps numbered at most

10,000 to 15,000 men each and the divisions had the strength of regular regiments. The German

estimate, in contrast to much higher Allied figures, placed Partisan strength at no more than

110,000 men. 4

T11o's Fortunes Rise-Briaish End Aid to Mihailovii and
Rueiaves Send Minion to Partisans

Whatever his military fortunes, Tito's political prospects had co-tinued on the upswing.

EIarly in 1944. the British decided to break with Mihailovicf and shift their full support to the

P~artissns, In January 1944 Churchill initiated a personal exchange of letters with Tito. In

March the United States sent a mission to him, although, in accordance with the Tehran and

Cairo discussions which had envisioned support for both insurgent movements, the United States

also sent a mission to Mihailovid. During this period the British mission was being withdrawn.

By mid-May the British lad persuaded King Peter II to dismiss his prime minister, and to ap-

point, under Dr. Ivan Subalek, a government committed to achieving an agreement with Tito. 45

In late Fehru.&ay 1944 a Soviet military mi: 'on arrived, but officially the Russians showed

only lukewarm interest in Tito. Their miss ., on its arrival in Italy in January, had seemed

to hav•, no more than a vague idea of what it was to do, and It was prepared to deal with both

Mihailovklt and Tito. 46 The first sign that the Russians' interest might be greater than it ap-

peared came in MNarch, when Tito, apparently on 0- Ir advice, attempted an offensive into Serbia.

At the end of May the Germans staged a successful raid on Tito's lheadquirters in Drvar, almost

capturing him. As the situation deteriorated, rito was forced to ask the Allies to evacuate him

and his staff, and on June 3 he was taken by air to Bari. It was possibly a coincidence that one

of the few Soviet crews flying support missions for the Partisans in a lend-lease Dakota managed

to be the one that evacuated Tito. Later in the month he moved %ith his headquarters to the

Allied-held island of Vie. 47

A Summary of the Allied Effort To Aid the Yugoslav Guerrillas

By mid-1944, Tito's prestige stood so high that he could command a major Allied support

effort. Between June 1941 and June 1943, total supply deliveries, mostly British, to the Parti-

sans had amounted to no more than 6.5 tons, while the (detniks had received 23 tons. Between

June 194:3 and June 1914, deliveries to the Partisans rose to 3,564 tons by air and 14,050 tons
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by sea; almost two-thirds of this tonnage was delivered between January and June 1944. In the

fall of 1943, the Allies had taken Vis as a commando and transshipment base, and during the

first half of 1944 the Allies began operating aircraft from bases at Bari and Brindisi in Italy.

At Brindli, Partisans who had been brought out for medical treatment packed the supplies,

which consisted mainly of small arms, ammunition, dynamite, rations, clothing, and medical

supplies, but also included gasoline, oil, jeeps, and occasionally mules.

On June 4, 1944, the Allies established the Balkan Air Force (BAF), with two offensive

fighter wings, a light bomber wing, and a Special Operations Wing. Operating mostly with RAF

units, although several U.S. Army Air Force elements were included, BAF had major respon-

sibility for supporting the Partisans. The Balkan Air Terminal Service (BATS) was activated

to maintain and operate the 36 landing strips used in Yugoslavia. Allied planes had begun

bringing out Partisan wounded in early April and during the next 13 months they evacuated, all

told, 19,000 persons. By the end of April 1945 the Balkan Air Force had flown 9,211 success-

ful sorties out of 12,305 attempts and delivered 18,150 short tons of supplies. Eighteen air-

craft had been lost. The Soviet Union furnished crews to fly six leased U. 8. aircraft. 48

Final Operations Secure Titos' Control Over Yugoslavia
The late summer of 1944 brought victory into sight for Tito. In the fourth week of August,

the Soviet Second and Third Ukrainian Fronts smashed German Army Group South Ukraine on

the lower Dnestr. Rumania surrendered on August 23, Bulgaria on September 8. On Septem-

ber 6, a Soviet armored spearhead reached the Danube at the Iron Gate, 100 miles east of

Belgrade.

The first week of September the Mediterranean Allied Strategic All Force Joined the Parti-

sans in RATWEEK, a series of intensive raids on German communications lines out of Greece

through Yugoslavia. Allied heavy bombers flew 1,373 sorties and dropped 3,000 tons of

bombs. 49 For the first time in the war the Partisans were able ,i perate successfully in

Serbia.

On September 21, Tito disappeared from his headquarters on Via. He was not heard from

again until he reappeared in Yugoslavia as the Partisans were moving from the west into Serbia

to meet the Russians advancing on Belgrade. In Moscow in the meantime, he and Stalin apparently

had agreed that the Russians would participate in the attack on Belgrade butJeave the reconquest of

the rest of Yugoslavia to the Partisans. When Belgrade fell on October 20, the war still had

some months to go; but for Tito and the Partisans, the major effort was over.

COUNTERINSURGENCY

During the period of partition and occupation. Dr. Ante Paveli6, installed by the Germa 1.t

as head of the Croatian government, was the sole indigenous political figure to attain any kint of
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stature, and that entirely as the most vicious of all Axis collaborationist leaders. Born In 1889,

Pavelic began his career as a Cront separatist shortly after World War I. In 1928 he had

founded a secret terrorist organization, the Ustali (rebellion); and a year later he had been

fo•'ced to flee abroad, first to Bulgaria and then to Italy.

In Italy and Pt a center near the Yugoslav border in Hungary, he organized his followers in

the Ustadi along military lines and worked at various plots and plans against the royal Yugoslav

government. The assassination of Yugoslav King Alexander at Marseilles in 1934, in which

Pavelid was implicated, made him to some degree a Croat national hero. But the numbers of

lus outright supporters remained small, and the years in exile gave his movement the appear-

ance of a foreign conspiracy. After 1937, as a result of a warming trend in Italian-Yugoslai,

relations, the Italian government forced him to disband his organization. In early 1941, when

it appeared that Yugoslavia would join the Tripartite Pact, the Italians demanded that he cease

even the minor political activity he was then conducting in Flnrence.

The .'Vasi Use Parelie To Create a Reign of Terror in Croatia

Pavelic's opportunity came as the result of an interview between a German Foreign Minis-

try representative and the Ustalt underground chief in Croatia, the former Col. Slavko

Kvaternik. On the basis of that interview, Hitler decided to make use of Pavelid and the Ustagi

in Croatia. Although an upwelling of separatist sentiment was to have been expected in Croatia

in any case, Kvaternik's proclamation of Croatian independence on April 10, 1941, several hours

before the German troops arrived may have hastened the Yugoslav collapse. Probably more

important to the Germans, it gave the Nazi invasion the appearance of not being entirely naked

German aggression.

Having returned to Croatia and declared himself the Poglavnik (Leader), Pavelic* failed

from the start to attract any genuine popular support. The Croat nationalists who had stayed at

home regarded him and his fellow e'mlgrds as interlopers. The nation at large was dismayed

when It learned that he had ceded Dalmatia to Ital-:.

Most damaging was Paveli~s unleashing of the Ustadi in the summer of 1941 on a wave of

repression and murder,50 particularly aimed at the large Serbian minority of Croatia. As the

head of a nation in anythirg like the normal sense, Pavelid was a disastrous failure. In their

sphere, the Italians practically excluded the Pavelie regime from any share in the administra-

tion even though Paveli6 had originally been an Italian prot4gd`.S His German advisers would

gladly have seen him removed. Even Kvaternik, whom he had promoted to field marshal, be-

came involved In a planned coup before being dismissed in 1942. The hard core of the Ustaih,

fearing the consequences of a change, stayed loyal; but that Paveli' held power throughout the

war must, in the end. be credited entirely to Hitler, who regarded the ruthless police state as

the most suitable form of government for the German satellite countries.
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In Serbia Nedie Attempts To Play an Ameliorative Role

To Serbia, the potential nucleus of a resurgent Yugoslavia, Hitler denied even the dubious

comfort of a homegrown tyranny. That Milan Nedic'. head of the puppet Serbian government,

lasted out the war is attributable not to any support, either internal or external, but only to the

utter insignificance of the administration he headed. Nedi6, 59 years old at the time of the in-

vasion, had been a famous and popular general. A hero of the Balkan Wars and World War 1,

he had been minister of war ond the navy until November 1940, when he was removed as a re-

suit of a policy dispute in which he apparently argued for an agreement with the Axis,d2 During

the invasion he held a troop command in southern Serbia,

Nedic' was Yugoslavia's Pftain. He knew when he agreed to head a government that he

would be powerless. but he hoped that his personal prestige would be enough to keep the Serbs

from acts that would provoke the Germans to more severe measures than they already Intended.

Had he wanted to, he would not have been able to conduct a coherent policy; both the Germans

and his own appointees Ignored him.53 His officials cultivated ties with Mihailovid"s organi-

zation, but did it in such a manner that neither the Germans nor the Allies could determine

whose interests, if any, were served thereby. Had he been allowed to, Nedid might have pre-

sented a better defense than the postwar Yugoslav government cared to hear. Unlike Pavelli,

who escaped into a comfortable retirement abroad, Nedid' accompanied the retreating Germans

and was extradited to Yugoslavia by the Allies in September 1945. Shortly thereafter, before

he could be brought to trial, he allegedly committed suicide by jumping from a window in the

state prison in Belgrade.

Axis Troop Deployment, Organisation, and Strength

In German eyes Yugoslavia was, throughout World War !I, both an occupied country and,
t together with Albania and Greece, part of a potentially active theater of operations. As a con-

sequence, the foreign troops in the country, except the Hungarians and the Bulgarians, always

performed two functions, the one territorial (occupation), the other operational. It Is, there-

fore, not possible to state-as both the Partisan and the Allied commands were in the habit of

doing duringthe war-that at any given time a specific number of Axis divisions were being tied

down by the insurgents. The operational requirements of the theater weighed at least as heavily

as the insurgency in determining the deployment of forces and, in fact, strongly Influenced the

response to the insurgency.

From April 1941 to September 1943 the main operational responsibility in Yugoslavia fell

to the Italians, because they held the coast. The operational command was the Italian Second

Army under Gene. Vittorlo Ambrosio (April 1941-January 1942), Mario Roatta (January 1942-

January 1943), and Lorenzo Dalmazzo (January 1943-September 8, 1943). The Second Army,

for a time redesignated General Headquarters Slovenia-Dalmatia, apparently also executed the

territorial functions In the Italian-occupied areas.
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The German operational command during the same period (from April 1941.-September

194:1) was the Twelfth Army, redesignated Army Group E in January 1943. The commanding

generald-who, until a reorganization of German forces In the Balkans in the fall of 1943, were

also the Armed Forces (Wehrmacht) Commanders, Southeast-were Field Marshal Wilhelm

List (April-October 1941), Gen. Walter Kuntzo (October 1941-August 1&12), and Gen. Alex-

ander Loehr (from August 1942). The German Twelfth Army and Army Group E headquarters

wore located in Salonika and were mainly concerned with the defense of Greece and the Aegean

islands.

Territorial responsibililty In Yugoslavia, so far as the Germans exercised it, was In the

hands of the Military Commander, Serbia, who was for the greater part of the period (November

1941-August 1943) Gen, Paul Bader. The Military Commander, Serbia, was subordinate to the

Armed Forces Coummander, Southeast (who was in the Armed Forces Hi1gh Command channel)

but received his directives through the Army High Command. hi Croatia, the German Pleni-

potentiary General, Gen. Edmund von Glaise-Horstenau (May 1941-August 1944), exercised

primarily advisory and liaison functions.54

The strengths of the Axis forces in Yugoslavia up to the Italian surrender in September

1943 can be estimated only roughly. The Germans apparently had in the neighborhood of 100,000

men, fewer in 1941, more in 1942 and after; the Italians, about 200,000; the Bulgarians, less

than 100,000. The highest annual strengths in divisions S.5 were as follows:

1941 1942 To September 1943

German 4 7 11
Italian 18 22 19
Bulgarian 2 6 8

24 35 38

Some Yugoslav Forces Also Serve the Axis

Indigenous military forces supporting the occupation powers varied widely in strength and

effectiveness, and they were slow in coming into being. The most effective were the 369th,

373d, and 392d Infantry Divisions, which were formed of Croatian recruits with Volksdeutsche

(ethnic German) officers and trained in Germany as part of the German army. Less satisfac-

tory was the SS-recruited 13th SS "Handschar" Division of Balkan Muslims. None of the four

divisions was specifically intended or trained for counterinsurgency operation.', and none was

in action before the spring of 1943.56

The largest of the indigenous forces was the Croatian army. It was composed of the regu-

lar army-a drafted militia of very low quality-and the "elite" Usta9l units. Together the two

reached a peak strength of about 150,000 in 1943. The Ustagi units, originally the Poglamnik's

bodyguard, eventually expanded to form one division and fifteen weak brigades. They were the
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chief instrument for the liquidation of the Sorbian minority in Croatia, and of all the counterin-

surgenoy forces they were by far the most ruthless.

Because German policy aimed at preventing a resurgence of Serbian nationalism, the Ser-

bian forces remained weak, fragmented, and ineffective. 'Me only armed forces the Nedid

government controlled were the Serbian National Guard, which had an authorized strength of

15,000 (never attained), and some (detnik detachments not affiliated with Mihallovid. In Serbia

the Germans formed, under army command, the Serbian Volunteer Corps (9,000 men In 1943)

and, under the SS and Police Commander in Serbia, ten auxiliary police battalions. The most

effective of the German-controlled units in Serbia was the so-called Russian Serbia Corps, five

under-strength regiments recruited from survivors of the White Russian Wrangel Army who

had emigrated to Yugoslavia after the Russian Civil War and of Russian refugees from

Rumanian-occupied Bessarabia. 57

Initial Nasi Policy Is Terrorisation

In their first reaction to the insurgency, the Germans resorted to their by-then standard

Initial approach of punitive deterrence, or Abeohreckung. On September 16, 1941, the Armed

Forces High Command ordered the execution of hostages at the rate of 50 to 100 for each

German soldier killed, the executions to be accomplished in such a manner as to "Increase the

deterrent effect."I

The executions were in fact carried out on approximately the prescribed scale-Z0,140

hostages were shot between September 1, 1941, and February 12, 1942-and they did partially

achieve the desired deterrrnt effect. Mihailovid', whose overriding Interest was in preserving

Serbian hegemony in a restored Yugoslavia, became more cautious in his operations, In order

to forestall a blood bath that could decimate the Serbs. 59

Germaus Drive Partisans Out of Serbia

The Partisans, too, were vulnerable. Although they had started early to establish a broad

base similar to that of the detniks, it is doubtful whether In 1941 they had any significant

strength outside their core area. In November 1941, the Germans, employing one full division

and elements of three others, combed the mountains and closed In on the Partisan centers of

Ufice and dadak. At the end of the month the Partisans broke up and retreated piecemeal into

eastern Bosnia. By their own reckoning they suffered heavily in that operation, which the

Yugoslavs later designated as the "first enemy offensive" (of seven). Gut of a 20,000-man

force their casualties amounted to 4,180 killed, 3,800 missIng, and 6,700 wounded.40 Politically

and strategically, the defeat was equally serious. The Partisans had lost their foothold In

Serbia, which with Belgrade was the key to political control of Yugoslavia. For the next three

years, the return to Serbia would be the Partisans' ultimate and, much of the time, remote goal.
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The German success, however, was less ,itan complete, and its shortcomings established

the pattern that assured the Partisans' survival and eventual victory. The anti-Partislnl oper-

ation showed that in the mountains it was all but impossible to draw an encirclement tight

enough to prevent the escape of every guerrilla. Add to that a primitive communications net-

work that prevented rapid troop movements, insufficient troops, and a division of responsibility

between two occupying powers-and full suppression of the insurgency became a will-o'-the-

wisp pursuit. Tite drew the proper conclusions and began organizing accordingly.N1

Axis Offensive# of 1942 Drive Partisans Into Favorable Territory

The official Yugoslav division of Counterinsurgency operations into seven offensives pro-

vides a useful framework within which to describe an otherwise largely incomprehensible series

of events; it is, however, a framework invented and imposed on the events after they had oc-

curred. The "second offensive" is an example. The Germans planned it, apparently, as a

"-mall operation by three German regiments and several Croat battalions, with the modest

objective of clearing the Partisans out of the mountains between Sarajevo and Viegrad after

their retreat from Serbia. Conducted between January 5 and February 5, 1942, in deep snow

and bitter cold, it caught the Partisans in a moment of weakness and, consequently, dealt them

an unexpectedly severe blow. Their losses, according to the Yugoslav figures, were 2,750

killed, 1,120 missing, and 5,800 wounded, out of possibly not much more than 10,000 men.*

Tito, his headquarters staff, and the survivors of this second German offensive escaped south

to Foba on the border of Bosnia and Montenegro.6 2 The Partisans wore badly weakened, but

fortu•e worked toward their survival. In withdrawing south past Sarajevo, they had crossed

into the Italian occupation zone, and the Italians were much less inclined toward strenuous

counterinsurgency operations than the Germans.

In the "third offensive," the Partisans lumped together all the counterinsurgency actions

against them between March and September 1942. Actually, the counterinsurgency forces

undertook only one significant operation during that time. In the spring tc Military Com-

mander, Serbia, enlisted the Italians' reluctant assistance in an operation against the Partisan

center at Fodsa. With three German divisions, three highly unenthusiastic Italian divisions, and

a collecion of detnik detachments in the Italian service, the attack began on April 20. The

Germans moved out from the north, the Italians closed in on the east and west, and the detniks

*Although it is difficult to appreciate why a military force should want to Inflate its own

losses, the Partisan figure, as given in postwar Yugoslav publications, consistently seems

high. One reason might be, since exact-strength figures are seldom given, to give the impres-

sion that the force engaged was larger than in fact it was. In general, the losses in killed and

missing correspond to the German estimates. The greatest apparent discrepancy is in the

numbers of wounded. The total figures of 399,880 wounded and 31,200 dead of wounds, for in-

stance, would. if correct, give the Partisans a bettor recovery rate than most regular armies

with full medical establishments.
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completed the ring on the south. In the wild mountains around the hoadwaters of the Drina a

tight encirclement would have been impossible to maintain even if the Italians had been more

determined. By mid-June the Partisans had broken out and begun to retreat north. 3

The Partisans' march north took them deep into the Italian sphere of interest in Croatia.

Again Tito had made a fortunate choice. The area was one which had e),perienced the depreda-

tions of the Ustali. The Croat array A.rnd the detniks were not strong enough to put up serious

opposition. and the Italians were willnIng to tolerate anything that would weaken the Croat puppet

government. During the summer the Partisans moved north and west through the mountains.

In the communities along the route of march, which also were the chief sources of Partisan

supplies, numbers of men volunteered or were drafted. In Croatia the Ustadi reign of terror

drove It, more volunteers. Early in November, having covered 180 miles, the Partisans stopped

at Biha in northern Bosnia.64

Germans Almost Smash Partisans and tetniks in Two Major Operations of 1943

By fall 1942, the Germans had begun to worry about possible Allied landings on the Yugoslav

coast. They believed that In such an event the detniks and the Partisans would abandon their

own quarrels and turn completely against the occupation powers. In October the Germane be-

gan to plan and negotiate with the Italians for Operation WEISS (White) to smash the Partisans

In the Bihad area and for Operation SCHWARZ (Black) against the concentration of 16etnik de-

tachments in Montenegro.

The Partisans' turn came first. Operation WEISS-the "fourth offensive"'-began on Janu-

ary 20, 1943, with Germans, Italians, Croats, and d etniks advancing to encircle the Bihad

center. While a mobile German unit drove straight through from ncrthwest to southeast, tLe

rest closed in from the sides. On January 24, the Germans took Bihae, but the Italians had

failed to close the circle on the south, and the Partisans escaped through the gap. In the second

half of February the Germans and Italians pursued the Partisans as they headed south toward

Montenegro, a march made difficult by the winter weather. Pursuing German and Italian forces

drove Tito to make crossings of the Neretva and Drina Rivers against detnik and Italian block-

ing detachments. In Montenegro, they pushed Tito south past his former center at Foda to the

Durmitor Mountains, where he arrived greatly hampered by many wounded and an outbreak of

7,phus. Tito's luck appeared to be running out. Sick and near starvation, his men, then

numbering about 20,000 in the Durmitor, needed a long rest, but their retreat had taken them

into exactly the area in which the Germans had planned their offensive against the 6etniks.

With heavy reinforcements of 40,000 Italian troops and 10,000 Bulgarian and quisling Croat

formations added to their own augmented strength of 50,000, the Germans began Operation

SCHWARZ-thc "fifth offensive"--on May 15. The Partisans in the area had no choice but to

break out and get on the move again. Their first intention, to break out to the southeast into
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Albania, proved unfeasible. At the end of May, two attempts, one to cross the Drinai and another

to cross the ,utjeska, failed. Finally, betw•oen June 5 and 9 they forced a crossing of the

Autjeska and began a retreat north into eastern Bosnia.65

The Germans claimed to have killed 5,600 detniks in SCHWARZ.o1 In the summer the

Germans, in a raid on 6adak, captured part of Mihailovid's headquarters staff; and police raids

throughout Serbia, reaching even Into the puppet government, threatened the 6otnik organiza-

tion .67 Individual detnik leaders began truce negotiations with the Germans. Thus mid-summer

1943 was a time of crisis for the detniks ac well as the Partisans.

Italian Surrender Creata Crisia for German Organisatlon and Operation

Suddenly, in September 1943, the German situation in Yugoslavia changed completely. The

Italian capitulation at that time forced the Germans to assume operational responsibility for the

coastal defense and territorial responsibility for the former Italian occupation areas. On the

coast and in the whole former Italian occupation zone. the Partisans, having fallen heir to sub-

stantial stooks of Italian weapons and equipment, were there ahead of them.

To cope with the Gerhmans' vastly increased military and administrative responsibilities,

Hitler appointed Field Marshal Maximilian Freiherr von Weichs as Commander in Chief of the

Southeast Theater and at the same time made him his own subordinate by naming him also

Commanding General, Army Group F, with operational command in Yugoslavia and Albania. To

oversee the coastal defenses on the Adriatic, von Welchs was given the Headquarters, Second

Panzer Army, undez Gen. Lothar Rendulie. Below the theater command but not directly

subordinate to it, the Wehrmacht appointed Gen. Hans Felber, Military Commander, Southeast,

giving him territorial command in Serbia, Croatia, and Montenegro.68 For the first time,

Hitler also undertook to approach the Balkan problem politically, appointing Ambassador Her-

mann Neubacher as Special Plenipotentiary of the Foreign Ministry in Serbia, Montenegro, and

Greece. 69

For the Germans the first essential was to restore the seaward defenses. That they did,

if not with ease at least with notable dispatch, considering the Partisans' initial advantage and

their own relative weakness. Army Group F had about 300,000 troops, less than half of them

German and of those a good part neither fully trained nor equipped for combat, 70 By November

1943, in a series of offensive moves which the Partisan Yugoslavs have lumped together as the

first phase of the "sixth offensive," the Second Panzer Army succeeded in occupying the coast

and the islands except Vis, which was occupied by several battalions of British Commandos and

which, lying as far offshore as it did, would have required a full-scale amphibious assault.
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Some Ge'rmans Retuonise Problems Inherent in Poliry of Terrorism

(k•rmitn agencies in Yugoslavia also proposed, in the fall of 19413, several palliative meas-

ures, but all encountered Hitler's opposition and therefore were not tried. As early as Decein-

ber 1942 the Army Group E chief of staff (later Army Group F chief of staff) had argued that

the Partisans should be recognized as legal belligerents, in the hope, first, that they might then

operate according to the rules of land warfare and so remove some of the terror of the guerrilla

war and, second, that the German troops fighting the guerrillas "would be esteemed higher in

our own OKW. . . with respect to decorations and assignments mentioned in OKW reports,

etc. ... ,,71 Ambassador Neubacher proposed to strengthen Serbia by returning Montenegro to

It and giving the puppet government more power. He hoped in that way to create an indigenous

counterweight to the Partisans and to the vicious but ineffectual Ustaki government in Croatia.

Neubacher and the Armed Forces Operations Staff also urged an attempt to get a full-fledged

truce with the 6etniks by negotiations with Mihailovi6. 72

Only two new approaches were given trials, and both were so limited in scope that they had

no practical effect. By personal intervention in specific cases Neubacher managed to reduce

somewhat the shooting of hostages. 73 And in the late fall he secured the release of the captured

detnik leader "Pope" Djuri&i6 and secured permission for him to organize a small anti-Partisan

unit that later fought effectively in Montenegro. 74

Germans Hold Partisans Out of Serbia

Intelligence against both the Partisans and 6etniks was not difficult, because both Tito and

MihallovI6 had to depend heavily on radio in exercising command, and the Germans had reduced

breaking their codes to a routine. In October and Novem.ber 1943, the Germans observed a

movement of strong Partisan units westward into eastern Bosnia. The Partisans marched by

day and hid off the roads at night. Radio intelligence, confirmed by a captured order, revealed

that Tito was preparing an offensive into Serbia. By early December Tito had assembled his U

and TI! Corps, which the Germans estimated to number 30,000 men, east of Sarajevo and south

of Vi~egrad.

Knowing where the Partisans would be, General Rendulic was able, by an ostensibly random

series of troop movements, to set a trap. In three operations-KUGELBLITZ (Ball Lightning),

SCHNEE-STURM (Snow Storm), and WALDRAUSCH (Forest Rustle) -running from early De-

cember 1943 to late January 1944, the Germans put a disastrous end to the Partisans' first at-

tempt to break into Serbia. The Germans placed Partisan losses in December and January at

over 27,000.75
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In March IP44, Tito staged a second attempt to break into Serbia.* The time was well

chosen, Nearly all of the German troops that normally conducted counterinsurgency operations

had been withdrawn for the occupation of Hungary, All the Military Commander, Southeast, had

left were some Bulgarian occupation troops. Serbian detachments, and a detachment of the

Brandenburg Division. The latter were German special forces troops, mostly Volksdeutsche

who had lived in the country in which they were to operate and had been trained to fight as regu-

lars or in Tar.ung (i .e.. in enemy uniform) as sabotage and covert reconnaissance units, Tie

"division" existed only as a cover name. By mid-March Tito had deployed an estimated 17,000

Partisans south of Vi.ýcegrad. On March 21 they crossed the LiUn River into Serbia. A week

later they reached the Studenica and Reca Rivers and on Ma1vch 31 they broke a line the Mili-

tary Commander. Southeast, had established in the Ibar valley. In the meantime, von Woichs

had ordered some of the forces back from Hungary. But by the time the Partisans reached the

Ibar it was clear that their offensive had run out of momentum. They did not have the command

capacity for lengthy offensive operations, and, forced as they were to live off the land, they had

constantly to spread out in all directions. By April 2, the Military Commander, Southeast, was

able to begin the counternttack without waiting for the troops from Hungary.

Germans Uset Nnew SNark Tactics in Attempts To Destroy Partisans

In the spring of 1944, the Germans changed their tactics. Instead of the conventional en-

circlements. which required more troops than they could spare, they decided to form shock

detachments. which would drive into the Partisan centers from all directions, split them apart,

and then attempt to run down or wear out the survivors. The new tactics were tried for the

first time in late April in Operation MAIBAUM (Maypole) against Tito's force retreating from

Serbia. The operation fell short of the desired success, hut it apparently forced Tito, who at

first seemed intent on staying close to the Serbian border, to change his mind and withdraw his

main force into northwestern Bosnia.

The new tactics were used again a month later in Operation ROESSELSPRUNG (Knight's

Move) against the Partisans in the whole area between Biha6 and Banja Luka. The intention

Was to drive into insurgent territory along all the roads, take the airstrips and fixed supply

dumps. smash the command apparatus, split the Partisans into small groups, hunt them down,

and wear them out or destroy them. An added feature was an attempt to capture Tito and his

staff by dropping as SS parachute battalion on his headquarters at Drvar. The deployment was

kept under elaborate and tight security.

The operation began on May 25. 1944, with the parachute drop on Drear. Although Tito, his

headquarters staff, and the Allied and Soviet missions escaped, the operation was a substantial

*According to the Germans, there is evidence that the Russians had a hand in planning this.
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suvv'ess. Ti to had to a sk th, Allies z. to v\.vuztate hill) and hls staff I)f y iir. Whetin I artl aii radioi

traf fI dtelined by half , the (Clem1iii ns correctly dd(hed t hat Tltol'o command systtiln hod been

Iadly danimged. Tito announced losses of 29,450 dead, 1,800 missing, and 19:,600 wounded in

this "seventh offensive," which included both MAIIIAUM and 1(0ESSEISPIUNG, In the raid on

DL'var, the Germnins vounted 20 British and Americans dead. German losses were also high,

though probably lnot So high as the 4A,960 killed and 7,840 captured that the Partisans claim¢ed,

The Germans wore Ixlthered particularly by the strong Allied air support for the Partisans.

For the period of IROESSELSPRUNG (May-June 19,14) they completely lost control of the air over

Croatia, and their own air movements had to be made at night. '-

With Troops Withdrawn To Parry Russians, Germans

Manage To Hold and Then Retreat

By late July, the Germans found that the Partisans had recovered and were deploying for

still another attempt to break into Serbia. Tito's MIl Corps was assembled in eastern Bosnia and

his I and 11 Corps were deployed near the Montenegrin-Albanian border. The Germans intended

to hold the north group and planned Operation RUEBEZAHL (Mountain Sprite) against the

stronger southern group. Before it could be organized, the Partisans attacked. On August 4,

the Partisans' I and II Corps crossed the Lim River and the next day they reached the Ibar

valley. RUEBEZAHL began on the 12th and in a few days the Partisans were driven back across

the Lim. In the fourth week of August, however, Soviet foros broke through the German East-

ern Front and Rumania surrendered. Three German divisilO1U, including the crack 1st Moun-

tain Division, had to be taken out to build a front against the Russians. On August 30,

RUEBEZAHL had to be stopped for lack of forces. The Partisans had again been driven out of

Serbia, but at the end of the month the German commander was forced to evacuate Orvar, Jajce,

and several towns in Bosnia taken during the spring and summer. 78 RUEBEZAHL was the last

concerted counterinsurgency operation the Germans conducted in Yugoslavia.

In early September 1944, the Germans managed again to keep Tito from gaining a firm foot-

hold in Serbia during Operation RATWEEK. But the Russians were closing in on Belgrade from

the east and, by the end of the month, the Partisans were In position in advance on the capital

from the wvest. 79 On October 20, 1944, Belgrade fell to Russia and Partisan forces, and the German3

withdrew from southern Yugoslavia. Although Partisans continued to operate behind German lines,

the period of insurgency was at anend. In the capital, Tito met with representatives of the govern-

ment-in-exile and signed with Dr. §ubakic an agreement concerning formation of a regency

council preliminary to creating a new government. Meanwhile, the Russians turned over to Tito

the Yugoslav front-a fortunate circumstance for the Second Panzer Army, since the uncertain

performance of the Partisans-turned-regulars enabled the C,ermans to stage a phased -'A:drawal

to the Drina after the defeat at Belgrade. 80
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G.erman Casuaties, as Compared With Yugmtelav

Thu fesste of ,w insurgent and counterinsurgont forces are difficult to calculate. The

initwnr Yugoslav gwvornment listed total Partisan and Yugoslav losses to May 1945 as 245,349

imrsaoa dead, :3911,sKo wounded, 31,200 died of wounds, and 28,923 missing. They lumped all

"onemy" casualties tagether and claimed ,4417,000 killed and 559,434 ,eaptured (including 150,000

Army Group F troops taken prisoner after May 1945). They set the total losses inflicted on the

unemy In the seven offensives alone at 132,000 killed and 25,625 captured. 81 The only German

casualty figures available, not including indigenous and other foreign troops, give for the entire

houtheastern theator, from April 1941 to November 30, 1944, the totals of 24,267 dead and 13,060

woundud and miaFing.S2

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

After Belgrade was taken, Tito and the Partisans were in unchallenged control of liberated

Yugoslavia. The Germans were primarily concerned with getting Army Group E out of Greece

and Albania. An those troops came north, they raised the German strength in Croatia, but by

then the southeastern theater was completely on the defensive. Mihailovi6, his forces shattered,

had withdrawn into the Bosnian mountains. Tito was in the capital, and he had a political, mili-

tary, and administrative organization capable of taking over the key positions in the government.

With the war still on, a policy of tight state control in the Communist style was easy to justify.

The introduction of conscription gave him a hold on the country's manpower; and, in any case,

he had the armed strength to enforce his decisions. Moreover, his assumption of power was

not merely a military coup: he enjoyed substantial genuine popular support; whatever internal

opposition may have existed was totally disarmed and helpless. The Germans, although they

still hold nearly half of the country, hardly counted; and Tito had the favor and support of both

the Western Powers and the Soviet Union. The Soviet armies across the Danube in Ilungary

were less than a day's march away.83

)Lfter the takeover, Tito's popularity continued to rise. Appreciating the strength of mon-

archist sentiment in Serbia, he abolished the clenched-flst salute in the armed forces and by

various other means short of substantive concessions continued to cultivate an image of him-

self as flexible enough politically to be able to cooperate with the monarchists.* To the 6etniks

and collaborator troops he offered an amnesty and an opportunity to "redeem" themselves by

service in the Nationnl Army of Liberation. The Germans contributed to the bwcess of the

amnesty by allowing Pavelid to launch another wave of repress!on against the Serbs in Croatia.

*With Tito's forces ascendant, Mihailovii, abandoned even by the exile government, went
into hiding. On March 13, 1946, he was apprehended and subsequenLly tried for treason. On
July 17, he died in Belgrade !efore a Communist firing squad.
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11itler believeil he had to give the Poglavnik a freo2 hand in order to keep him as an ally. In the

reaction, 6etnikm and Croat soldiers began to desert to the Tito forces in large numbers,84

Tile Move. To Achieve His Political Objectives

On the larger political questions affecting the settlement, Tito quickly showed himself much

less accommodating. In a June 1944 meeting with Dr. 6ubadil, Tito had agreed In secret to

recognize the royal government and had in return been appointed Supreme Commander of the

Yugoslav Armed Forces. On August 21, 1944, he and gubaid had issued declarations of mutual

amity and tolerance. 85 Meeting with Aubali again in late October, this time in Moscow, Tito

showed that he was determined to have by far the better of the bargain. He demanded an over-

whelming majority of the posts in the new government for the Communists, a Regency Council

to represent the King pending complete liberation of the country, and a plebiscite to determine

the final for3Z of government. The King, meanwhile, was not to set foot in the country. &abeic

had no choice but to agree. H

The Western Powers became aware of a pronounced change in Tito's attitude after he be-

came established in Belgrade. In November, British field artllle.yrmen operating guns for the

Partisans were suddenly ordered out of the country with the curt explanation that no agreement-

"such as has been signed between Yugoslav and U.S.S.R. fo-ces"--existed to permit American

or British troops on Yugoslav soil. The hint was broad and clear- Tito would not tolerate

Allied ground operations on any scale in the Balkans.S7 On the other hand, the Partisans still

needed and received Allied supplies and air support. From October 1944 to the end of the war

Allied aircraft continued flying supply and support missions for the Partisans out of Italy.68

As the months passed, Tito displayed no inclination to put into effect Ids agreement with

§ubalid. Finally, in February 1945, the Great Powers-meeting at Yalta, where Churchill and

Stalin agreed to share influence in Yugoslavia "50/50"--sharply urged TiLe and Aube1i6 to get on

with the business of forming a government.8 On March 7, the Regency Coicil and interim

government were formed. Tito became the Minister President and Lbaei•, Foreign Minister.

Of 28 ministries, the Communists held 20, members of the former exile government held 3,

and representatives of other parties held 5. 9o

On March 20, 1945, with Allied equipment and supplies shipped in through Dalmation ports,

the Partisans began their final offensive against the Germans. The attack was aimed northwest

from the vicinity of Bihac' toward Venezia Giulia, the district around Trieste that had been in

dispute between Yugoslavia and Italy since World War I. Across the Adriatic, the Allied armiep

began advancing through Italy on April 1. Territorial acquisitions were contrary to Allied pol-

icy, and Tito had agreed in February that operations in Venezia Giulia would come under the

Allied Supreme Commander. On May I and 2, the Partisans occupied Venezia Giulia and Trieste

just a step ahead of the Allies. In June Tito agreed to evacuate Trieste and Pola but retained the

military government of the rest of the province. 91
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The Postwar Gorernment of tuaoslaria Is Communi.i
After the German surrender, Tito set about adjusting the political settlement In Yugoslavia

to his own titate. On August 7, at the third meeting of the Anti-Fascist Council of the People's

Liberation. the AVNOJ became the People's Provisional Assembly and assumed the task of pre-

paring elections for a constituent assembly. The People's Provisional Assembly included

among its 211 members of minority of "undiscredited" members of the last prewar parliament.

The elections were held on November 11 and on the 29th the Constituent Assembly met and pro-

claimed the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia.92 By the turn of the year Aubadih and the

other "bourgeois" representatives had been forced out of the government. The constitutiov

ratified on January 31, 1946, committed the country to a Communist dictatorship in the Soviet

style. 93

The settlement proved viable. The dislocation and suffering caused by the guerrilla war-

fare had created conditions conducive to communism. Tito was not only a doctrinaire Com-

munist but a capable national leader, and the country was so situated geographically that it could

turn either to the East or to the West. One of the new government's gre& test accomplishments

was the ipparent solution of the nationalities problem by adoption of the federal principle.

Furthermon'c. Tito was able to begin immediately with the rebuilding of the cotitry. The war

had wce.n tremendously costly in both human and economic terms: civilian casualties amounted

to nearly I1 I)ercent a1' the population, roads and railroads were almost completely destroyed,

and agriculture and manufacturing suffered heavily. But the population loss was at least eco-

nomically endurable in a country that suffered from a chronic oversupply of labor; and the

spirit of optimism and national purpose that prevailed immediately after the war, plus sub-

stantial foreign aid via the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency, were sufficient to

accomplish the most essential reconstruction in abouL two years. 94

Yugoslavia's most serious postwar liabilities were the inherent wenknesses of Marxist eco-

nomic theory when put into practice and the Stalinist drive in the late 1940's to subjugate the

country politically and economically to the Soviet Union. In the two years after it was sum-

marily read out of the Cominform in 1948. the Yugoslav regime successfully withstood the

greatest threat to its existence by finding economic and political support in the West. In the

1950's the government's partial abandonment of rigid centralized planning achieved some Im-

provements in industry and agriculture. Vulnerabilities stili continue to exist, however, in the

economy, particularly in agriculture, which has not made significant progress beyond the low

state of the 1930's, and in the cohesion of the system itself. As the cases of Milovan Djilas and

Vladimir Dedijer, dedicated wartime Partisans who later criticized the government openly, seem

to indicate, there may be a lack of political unity within even the inner circle of old-time Com-

munists.
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The Counterinsiortency Campaign in Review
Militarily and politically, the Yugoslav Partisans were the most successful of the World

War 11 resistance movements. They evaded destruction by the occupation forces, contributed to

the German defeat, and outmaneuvered and outfought their indigenous rivals and opponents.

Their principal asset was a capable, flexible, and aggressive leadership. They had the advan-

tage of nearly ideal cotS1tlons for a successful insurgency: rugged terrain, a populttor, inured

to hardship and willing to accept guerrilla activity as an almost normal pursuit, indigenous op-

position that was both unpopular and inept, and occupation forces that for various reasons could

not carry out a thoroughgoing campaign of repression but at the same time were unwilling to

adopt other, more conciliatory counterinsurgency methods. Moreover, the Partisans were af-

fillated with the winning side in the war and enjoyed the support of both the Western Allies and

the Soviet Union-and they were favored by a large measure of luck.

The Yugoslav experience illustrates three major difficulties of organizing a successful

counterinsurgency campaign: the cost, the tactical problems, and the persistence of outside in-

fluences on the outcome. It seems likely that, had the Germans been willing to pay the price in

terms of troops and materiel, they could have eliminated the insurgency at any time before the

summer of 1944. But in doing so they would not have gained a proportionate advantage in terms

of their total situation, and the strength they would have needed to employ against the insurgents

could always have been employed to better purpose elsewhere. Consequently, the counterLn-

surgency operations had to be conducted within the limits of a tactical duel in which neither side

could secure decisive superiority.

The Germans developed two tactical forms: the encirclement with convergence, which re-

quired relatively large forces and a degree of precision difficult to achieve in rough terrain;

and the direct thrust, which required surprise, speed, and accurate intelligence. Both were

effective, but both fell short of full effectiveness against a determined and skillful opponent. In

isolation the insurgency might have ultimately withered and died Re the result of the military

operations against it, but with the other forces that came Increasingly into play, survival alone

became for the insurgents the guarantee of eventual success. By political repression the Our-

mans themselves nourished the insurgency. More important, the raoral and physical support the

Partisans drew from oi~aide the country-the expectation that Germany would lose the war and

the political and military assistance from the Allies-tied the success of the insurgency to the

result of the whole war and reduced the counterinsurgency operations, so far as any permanent

effect was concerned, to exercises in futility.
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Chapter Twelve

CYPRUS (1954-1958)

by Chariloos G. Lagoudakis

When Greek Cypriots, backed by Greece, de-
manded union with Greece-and Turkish Cypriots,
backed by Turkey, refused such a settlement-
Great Britain simultaneously fought thecolony's
Greek Cypriot irregulars and sought a political
solution that would both end the conflict and save
the military bases critical to British interests
and commitments.

BA CKGROUND

Cyprus is an island whose immediate history has been predicated upon its geographic loca-

tion in the eastern Mediterranean and its utility to Great Britain as a strategic base. It lies 40

miles south of the Turkish coast, 60 miles west of Syria, 240 miles north of Emt, and 150

miles from the nearest Greek island of the Dodecanese group off the coast of Asia Minor, Cov-

ering an area of 3,572 square miles, Cyprus is larger than Delaware and smaller than Connect-

icut. From late 1954 to the end of 1958, it was the scene of continuing insurgent activity by it-

predominantly Greek population.

Much of Cyprus is covered with low mountains. The Kyrenia range, which borders the

narrow northern coastal plabi, is too easily accessible to sustain safe guerrilla activity. South

of the Kyrenia lies tl'e fertile plain of Messaoria which leads to the lofty and extensive Troodos

massif, with its deep valleys and broad tracts of thick forests. The Troodos range, where the

2 guerrillas were concentrated, covers an area 50 miles long and 15 miles wide. Troodos has

j commanding approaches and peaks, plentiful water, unscalable rocks, hidden caves, and com-

plicated ridges. Linked to the guerrillas' hideout on Mount Troodon was an underground re-

sistance structure located in the urban centers and operating through a chain of Greek villages

loyal to the insurgency. I

The Population of Cyprus: Its Ethnic Background and Geographic Piutribution

By the end of 1954, the population of Cyprus was 517,000, with a density of 145 persons per

square mile. It was increasing at the relatively high rate of 1.66 percent annually. Greeks
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constituted about 80 percent of the population; another 118 percent were Turks. and the remlain-

Ing 2 percent included British. Arnicnlans. nnd Lebanese.'

Grek satecretedin1830. Greek sentiment for independence therefore continued in these

islands. with the aim of %anion wx~osis) with Greece.

The size and location of the urban population.. which provided the leadership and most of the

resources for the insurgency. are of special significance. About 25 percent of the Cypriots

live In six scattered urbaxn centers. From the Inland capital of Nicosia (Lefkosin), the roads

lead to the ports of Famagusta (Varosha) on the east coast, Larnaka and Limanssol in~ the south,

Paiphos 'Ktinini in the west, and Kyrenia in the north. Connected by good roads, these urban

(evillers c'ontrol thle apI)r)1oqhcs. to hideouts and strongholds in the mountains. British Governor

Sir 1dmn Harding, referring to the fight against the Greek Cypriot gruerrillas, observed that "no

n,: it r\ hot mov iv be olng on fin the Kyrenin and Troodos mountains, control of Nicosia and the

e *~'mi~nieitbn o thev ports is vital to control thle island as a whole.'

British Adtirity in cýyprus A rouse Greek Expectations of Enosis

Apprehensive about Russian moves Into the eastern 'Mediterranean and Middle East. Great

lwitaiin Iin 1 -.- concluded \\ith Tu~rkey an agreement known as the Cyprus Convention. 1Wy its

termis. (;reat Britain pledgedK to help Turkey defend herself against Russian incursions. In re-

turn, thle Sultan consented that Cyprus. juridically still Turkish, be occupied and administered

b)\ Great T1ritaill.

When Cyprus came under British rule, the enosis movement in the island gained a new

lease on life. The Cytmriot Greeks hoped that Great Britain wvould mcd Cyprus to Greece, just

as 1.5 yeairs earlier It had transferred to Greece the Ionian Islands in the Adriatic Sea. This

hope was not realized. When Turk~ey joined Germany in World War I and declared war on Great

Britain. the Briti,,h abrogated the Cyprus Convention and annexed the Island In November 1914.

In 191.5. however, they offeredi to cede Cyprus to Greece on condition that Greece join thle Allies.

Thv (;rvcek king. Constantine 1. who favored Germany,, declined, but the offer ereated an epc

tation among the Greeks that the British government was committed to enosis if Greece should

enter the war on the Allied side. Although Greece (lidt Join the Alieis in 1916, thle offer was not

iv9:ncwt-d. Rather, thc British anneCXationI Of Cyp)ru8 was confirmed in 1923 at the Pence Treaty

(if Lau-ianne . to whic-h both Greece and Turke) were signatories. Two years later-, Cyprus of-

Belual k lweainii a c rovm c-i''flV fry the Itrit Lsh Eimplre.



British Interesu and Turkish Ferlings Milliate Again Eamis

Ag•in after World War 11, the Greeks expected the British to permit Cyprus to unite with

Greece, in recognition of Greek and Greek Cypriot participation in the war effort against the

A.ill, But the British, who may not have been particularly opposed to enosis in principle, now

feared that Greece, threatened by communism after World War II, might fall into the Commu-

nist camp. The time was thus considered not propitious to unite Greece and Cypru.i. By 1950,

Cyprus had again acquJred great strategic significance for the British, who needed to protect

their Middle East oil lines and who had already left Palestine and were being slowly forced out

of Iraq, Jordan, and Egypt. For the British, enosis was out of the question. ,

Furthermore, Turkey began to take a strong stand against enosis, using the issue in the

later 1950's partly to divert public attention from its own internal problems. At this point,

Great Britain feared that concessions to either Greece or Turkey might so irritate the other as

to threaten the NATO alliance in which all were partners. 1 In July 1954, British policy with

regard to Cyprusv was that it could "never expect to be fully independent. "8

The Turks on Cyprus, forming almost a fifth of the popu.'ation, were widely scattered in

villages and towns all over the island, Once the ruling class of Cyprus, the Turks hUB lived

quietly and in most instances contentedly under the British, disregarding in the main the entire

enosis movement. When it appeared possible, however, that enosis might be carried out, the

Turlksh Cypriots began to call for union with Turkey, or if that failed, at least partition of the

island. 9 Thus the Greeks and the Turks entered into open controversy about the future of the

Island.

British Economic and Political Administration of Cyprus

Under British administration, Cyprus enjoyed an economic prosperity that contrasted with

the impoverished state of the dwindling population that had suffered inefficient administration

and heavy taxation under Turkish rule prior to 1878. 10 British efforts to reforest the island, in-

troduce modern methods of cultivation, work the mineral resources, and maintain a stable

economy produced in Cyprus a standard of living higher than that in either Greece or Turkey.

The economy of Cyprus is unusually diversified for the size of the country. In 1954, ap-

proximately 50 percent of the gainfully employed population was engaged in agriculture. Of the

gross domestic product, Dgriculture accounted for 25 percent, mining about 14 percent, and

manufacturing and construction about 18 percent. Despite the insurgency, the national income

of Cyprus rose from £61.4 million in 1955 to £72. 8 million in 1956. Taking into account a

development plan for which the British allocated £500,000 for a six-year period ending in 1960,

the economic prospects of Cyprus were too encouraging to justify a sense of economic dissatis-

faction on the part of the population.
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In the sume way, the adininistraion of the island was nut, a basic factor in fomenting tile

insurgency. The island wa.t governed under a DrIlish high commissioner who in i925 assumed

the title of governor. Thv leginlative council, which then included the governor, nine official

members, twelve members elected by Greek voters, and three chosen by Turkislh voters. wn.

suspended in 1931 after Greek disturbances over education, finances, and the importance of the

legislative council. 1i Legislative authority was then vested in the governor, who had an execlu-

tive council, consisting of four official and three nonofficial (two Greeks and one rurkj mem-

Iers. The function of the executive council was to advise the governor on new legislation.

T'he island had only limited tief-government at the municipal level. There were 16 munic-

ipalities that elected their municipal councils in proportion to their Greek and Turkish popula-

tions, but the 625 villages had commissioners appointed by the governor. There were 246

Greek and 56 Turkish villages: in some 323 mLxed villages, the governor appointed separate

Greek and Turkith commissioners, knomi as muktars. 12

Role of the Ethnarrhy and the Communiut Party in the Greek Community

Utnder this system of government, political parties in the Western sense failed to develop

among either Greeks or Turks. The nationalist Greeks relied on the structure of the church,

which had represented the Greek majority under Turkish rule within the millet (ethno-religious

community) system of the Ottoman Empire. The archbishop or ethnarch, who was traditionally

elected hy universal suffrage. was the ecclesiastical leader of the Greeks and secular head of

their community. The etht:'rclhy has a long history that goes I)ack to Suithn M•ehniet 11 11451-81

A.D.), who recognized the patriarch of Constantinoplc as head of all Greek Christian sub•ects.

with jurisdictional rights over them. The ethnarchie council of Cyprus. which planned and in-

itiated the armed uprising in Aprit 1955, consisted of nabut 30 lay members representing all

Greek groups, except the Communists, on all parts of the islands, 0

"The Greek majority had consistently rejected any forn, of self -govern nent. insisting oil

"enosis and only enosis." In May 1948, the British had made the island new constitutional

offers, to include a legislature of 26 members, all but 4 of whom were to be elected. Of the

elected members 18 were to be on the general electoral register and 4 on the Turkish coli-

munal register. Although the ethnarchy refused to participate in the provisional consult:tive

assembly, the Comimunist Party of Cyprus (AKEL) accepted the idea of self-goverrinmuent. With-

out the Greek Cypriot nationalists, however, the consultative assembly was unahic to produce

an acceptable constitution. The ethnarchy took the view that aMy acquiescence to a constitution

would be a betrayal of the enosis movement. ti On January 15, 1950. the etlnarchy held a pleb-

iscitt which showed 97 percent of the Greek Cypriots voting for enosis. AKEL then had little

influence against enosis. On Decemblxr 13, 1950, the ethnarch. Archbishop Makarios III.

issued in Cyprus a proclaniation for a united struggle.
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Greek Cypriot Leaders: Makarioe and Grium

The dominant personality of the Greek Cypriot insurgency was Arch'ishop Makarios 111.

Born Michael Charalambos Mouskon in August 1913 of a farm family in the village of Ano

Pannyin in the Paphos district, he received his early education at the old and rich monastery of

Kykkou. After studying theology and law in Greece and the United States, he was elected the

bishop of Citium in 1948 and assumed the ecclesiastical name Makarios, meaning "blessed."

In October 1950, at the age of 37, he was elected archbishop of the church of Cyprus, by popu-

lar vote of e Greek community. His mission as an .thnaroh and as Makarios III was to con-

tinue the struggle of his predecessors for enosis. 15

In 1952, Makarios invited the Cypriot-born Lt. Col. Georgios Orivas, a retirad officer of

the Greek army, to organize the military aspect of the insurgency. Choosing Digenis Akritas,

the name of the legendary hero of a Cypriot medieval epic poem, as his nom de guerre and

keeping his true identity secret, Grivas became the architect of the underground and the guer-

rilla structure of the insurgency. 16 The high repute of the archbishop and the guerrilla activity

of Grivas during World War U provided the Greek Cypriots with two leaders who had the pres-

tige and practical knowledge to initiate rnd conduct the insurgency.

The primary factor in the Cyprus insurgency was the historical background of ethnic, cul-

tural, and social affinity to Greece rather than discontent with current political or economic

conditions on the I.siand. The British could not curb the sentiment for enosis which had grown

for 135 years, and they were unable to convince the ethuarchy to stop agitation for union with

Greece.

INS!UiIGENCY

The main objective of the growing insurgency in Cyprus was union (enosis) with Greece.

Lacking the means to confront Great Britain militarily, the immediate aims of the Cypriot in-

surgents were to secure the direct support of the Greek government, to use the United Nations

to build up favorable international pressure, and to persuade British public opinion that self-

determination was long overdue for Cyprus. When the British government declined to discuss

the possibility of enosis with Greece, Greek Cypriot leaders were convinced by the spring of

1954 that armed resistance would have to be undertaken. Vi

The Greek Government Supports Enosis; EOKA Formed

At this point the Greek government of Prime Minister Alexandros Papagos departed from

its post-Lausanne policy, which had tried to resolve the Cyprus question within the framework

of friendly Greek-British relations; on May 3, 1954, he appealed to the United Nations for the

right of self-determination for the people of Cyprus. 1s This action came into conflict with
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British policy which held that Cyprus could never expect to be fully independent. The United

Nations declined to place the question on the agenda of the General Assembly.

Prime Minister Papagos also pledged Greece's support to Archbishop Makarios for an

armed insurgency in Cyprus. VI On September 24. 1954, the Greek government again appealed

to the United Nations for self-determination on behalf of Cyprus, but no favorable action was

taken. This left the way open for Colonel Grivas to enter Cyprus in the fall of 195.4 with a

small group of armed Cypriots who, calling themselves the National Organization of Cypriot

Fighters (EOKA). promptly organized a campaign of violence. No overt acts of violence oc-

curred. however, until the spring of 19`55.

Greek Cypriol Strategy

The overall strategy of the resistance movement in Cyprus was less military than political.

The leaders of the enosis movement could not expect to drive the British out of Cyprus by force

of arms. and the insurgency had only a limited military objective-to avoid a direct military

confrontation and to keep the British off balance while pressure built up from below, There-

fore. most of the resistance was passive.

This strateg was imposed by mtlitai- necessity. Cyprus was an isolated island which,

under a British air and naval blockade, could expect no significant logistic support from out-

side. With their very limited resources, the guerrillas could not safely develop lines of suplply,

depots, and other installations. They could employ no conventional tactics, and their supplies

of arms and ammunition were sm|ll. Without a hinterland for retreat, the insurgents had to

base their tactics on the use of hideouts from which small-scale operations could be conducted.

The EOKA guerrillas did not even have the status of irregular combatants, who could claim

recognition under the terms of the Geneva Convention.20

EOKA employed demonstrations, sabotage, sniping, arson, hit-and-run raids on isolated

military posts, and the liquidation of collaborators primarily to create a climate of emergency.

These incidents were used not so much to achieve any military objectives as to supply the

ethnarchy with support for the argument that the popular will for enosis could not be suppressed.

Propaganda at home and abrond was the principal weapon of the insurgency. The object was to

create psychological pressure which would force the British to discuss self-determination for

the Island-and self-determination meant enosis.

The Ethnarchy and hs Supporters

The Greek Cypriots pursued these political aims under the supreme authority of Arch-

bishop Makarios Ill, whom the British administration recognized as the spokesman of the Greek

Cypriot community. In the fall (if 19535, the British began to negotiate with him for settlement.

\W'hen evidence Indicated. however, that Makarios was connected with the militant underground,



he was exiled to the Seychelles Islands in the Indian Ocean un March 9, 196G. .1 But Makarios

was indlspensable, and the British were unable to find another (0reek Cypriot lender with whom

tu continue ntgotiations while the Greek Cypriot resistance continued for another year. Follw-

itg a statement by Makarios that EOKA would cease operations if the British ended the state of

emergency, and an offer ,y Grivas of a truce if Makarios wore released, the British released

the archbishop from exile on March 28, 1957, on condition that he not return to Cyprus. This

ban was not lifted until 1989, but in December 1957 the British resumed talks with him as the

only leader who could speak for the Greek Cypriots.

Except for the Greek Communists, who originally and for most of the period opposed

enosis, and for the few Greeks with vested interests in the British administration, who at most

reg-rded the insurgency as premature, the ethnarchy appears to have had overwhelming popular

support. Most Greek Cypriots placed their resources and organizations at the service of the

enosis movement.

Greek Communistm and Turkish Cypriots Oppose the lnsurgency

Only +wo groups in Cyprus actively opposed the insurgency-the Greek Communists and the

Turkish Cypriots. Although the Communists had a strong hold over organized labor, AKEL

exerted little influence on the enosis movement, Probably underestimating the prospects of the

insurgency, AKEL prematurely issued a declaration 22 on January 3, 1955, denouncing EOKA;

and on April 24, the Communist Party of Greece (KKE) further irritated the nationalists by

revealing in a broadcast beamed to Cyprus that the man behind the nom de guerre Digenis, the

leader of EOKA, was none other than Col. Georgios Grivas. 23 By the spring of 1958, EOKA

and AKEL had begun a war of their own in which as many Communists were to be killed as

British agents. 24

Although the leaders of the insurgency sought to avoid conflict with the Cypriot Turks, the

involvement of the latter on the side of the counterinsurgents made conflict inevitable. The

first Turk to be killed, on January 11, 1956, nearly a year after the insurgency began, was a

policeman, as were the next two "turkish casualtlos in March and May. This conflict with the

Turkish police, who composed the major part of the local Cyprus force, eventually culminated

in an intercommunal war which, beginning in June 1958, lasted for two months and resulted in

fatalities of 53 Turks and 56 Greeks. 25 Thus EOKA faced, in addition to the British and the

Communists, a third opponent in the Turks.

Organisauion for Insurgency

The political and inilitary structure of the insurgency centered on the Pan-Cyprian National

Organization of Youth (PEON), 26 which Archbishop Makarios established in 1950 with the
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assistance of Grivas. The organization spearheaded social action throughout the Island, con-
ducting demonstrations and protestations. This open youth activity had a unifying effect and in-
tensified the traditional feeling of the older generations for enosis. When in 19.53 the Bi~rtish

* proscribed PEON, It went underground andi another equally militant youth group, the Orthodox
Christian Union of Youth (01IEN), came Into existence.

The complex political structurc of the insurgency also included the powerful and influential
Pon-Agrarian Union of Cyprus (PEK), wvhi(;ý represented the vast majority of the Greek peas-
ants of Cyprus. Among the workers, the nationalist Confederation of Cypriot Workers (SEK)
supported the Insurgency, but Its trade anion role was secondary to that of the Communist-
controlled Pan-Cyprian Federation of Labor (PEO). Only about 50 percent of the urban labor
force was organized. Although the Communists had n strong hold over most organized workers,
both organized and unorganized workers wvere under the overall influence of the church. Tile
non-Communist Greek press in Cyprus actively supported the insurgency. The popular will to
fight was strong.

Grima~ Recruitsi Guerrillas
Evidence indicates that Grivns? had begun planning the insurgency as early as 1950, soon

after the defeat of the Communist guerrillas in Greece. Ills agents had canvassed for potential
fighters long before the winter of 195.1-55, when Grivas personally reviewed each candidate in
Cyprus anti made the assignments himself. The guerrilla binds and SalbOtalgC units Consist, I Of
youing men recruited mainly from the ranks of thle youth organization P'EON. 27 A priest known
as Panpagnthangclou or PnpaIstavrou was the ipr~ncipal recriutftngy agent. Underi the blessing of
the church, he ndiministered the EOKA oath, which in essence called for liberty or death, Thei
first recruits were sworn In on November 18, 195.1, in Nicosia. where thle Pan11-C~prian Gvm-
nasiunm (Junior' college) had been the traditional youth indoctrbiation center of' the cnosts move-
meat. Manky secon(aryý school youths also went underground, and later in thle inSUrgency' youn1g
girls were trained to use revolvers. Except for Colonel Grivas, there were no knowni vol-

unicers from Greece among the Cypriot fighters. 28

EOI{A's leadership, which developed during thle winter of 1954-55, wis highly centralizedj.
At the top of the ipyramid was Grivis-Digenis. "In character." wrote a lrifish Officer whlo
foitght him. "he is austere, self -disciplined, dletermined, energetic and ruthless to a degr-ee...
ait' execllent admninistrator . . ,.1 a mas9ter Of (liSguisC aI fanatCica champ1Iion Of enoSiS. N

tremel-1 rightwing in polities. orl\!Is Was-1 Utrmd 'patho10logically an11ti -COrn niunli st h) Mti

Governor hardling. 2,1

E(IKA Intelligene. anti Couinterintelligenc'e
Wilth onlv a small central staff, Grivas' mobile E'OKA head~quarters were defended bY ai fewy

guerrilla groutpm, each numJlering from five to ten men. plroll the winter A4 19511 to t 1w spring



of 1053, Grivas,' hlu•dtlutrtcrN we, re' In thou villago ol Khloraka., on tho %Yest coast of the island.

[it April 1955, he moved to Stiovolos, it suburb of Nicosia, setting up headquarters in the home

.a "a politically irreproachable man," In June 1055, Grivas took cover in a prototype hide near

the summer headquartern of the British governor in the Troodos mountain, 30 Orivas-Dlgenis

himself became practically invisible, protected ra ha was by intricate and tight security and an

excellent counterintelligence net. He eluded IHritis• intelligence and searches through all four

years of the insurgency,

''Cli EOKA tntelligalnj netwvork • mpeientR in all parts of the six districts of Cyprus. It had

spies and infor rots high in the civil service, in the lower levfjli of the adminsetration, within

the British military establishment, and even among the minorities. Barber shops were centers

for transmitting intelligence. Thert were 20 intelligence operational areas covering the whole

island, and 8 large monasteries and their dependencies offered church facilities for the

clandestine movement. The Kykkou monastery wns the principal communication center. 31

EOKA had excellent British maps, showing commuAt.tons facilities and "branch cart tracks"

which were the principal avenues of the underground. The courier service between Athens and

Nicosia remained intact throughout the insurgency.

The EOKA underground had cells all over the island, most of which operated with the object

of spreading out and diverting British security forces. The guerrilla outposts in the area of

Macheras and the Troodos mountains were described by a British source as extraordiiary ex-

amples of military engineering. 32 Here the hard-core EOKA fighters moved under heavy cover

within a network of hideouts.

EOKA Operations

The signal for the armed resistance was given on April 1, 1955, when bombs were exploded

in the three principal cities of Nicosia, Limassol, and Larnaka. This date has since been ob-

served as EOKA Day. The first ambush of British troops did not occur until that November at

Khandria. The most outstanding EOKA ambush was conducted on December 15, 1955, when a

British patrol under Maj. Brian Coombe was trapped on the road near Lefka.

Although guerrilla operations were fought by relatively few men, they fought well and,

when necessary, to the death. Marcos Dracos, one of the principal guerrilla chiefs, fell de-

fending himself in January 1955, and became the first hero of the insurgency. In February 1956,

EOKA guerrillas fought a long delaying action against superior British forces until some 30

men, among them the famed insurgent Polycarpos Georgiades, were taken prisoner. A typical

guerrilla operation was the skirmish fought by the Afxentiou band of four men on March 3, 1957,

at the forest of Macheras. Here Gregory Afxentiou, whose guerrilla name was "Zidvos," was

trapped and killed, to become the principal hero of the insurgency. 33
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External Sourc. of Supply and Political Aid
Most of the arms and explosives used by EOKA apparently came from Greece. The person

principally responsible for supplying EOKA was reputedly Efstathopoulos, a former member of

Grivas' wartime "X" organization- a second agent was a wealthy Greek. Zafirios Vahvi.

Weapons were smuggled by cfiques; but, after the British established naval patrols, weapons

were imported in parts by travelers and through the mails. The January 25, 1955, capture of

the Aghios Georgios schooner, which carried a significant consignment of dynamite, pistols,

grenades, and automatic weapons, was a heavy blow to EOKA. 34 There is no evidence that

Gmeek security authorities ever took any action to prevent the export of military supplies from

Greek ports.

When hostilities finally ended, EOKA turned in 600 guns, 2,000 bombs, 3,230 pounds of ex-

plosives, and thousands of rounds of ammunition. MoRt of these weapons dated from World

War 1. However, it appears that the best weapons were stored away for future use. It is esti-

mated that of 4.,75S home made bombs, 927 caused major damage and 855 minor damage, and

2.970 laded to explode or were discovered by British security officers. These bombs are es-

timated to have caused nabut £I0 million damage to the British ndministration of the island,

anthough their cost to EOKA was only C50.000.35

The principal external aid to the Greek Cypriot insurgency came from Greece and the

Grecks overseas. More than 100,000 GrcekCypriots living abroad-in England, the United

States. Africa, and other parts of the world-pressed the Cypriot aim for union with Greece.

Private Greek agents, acting for EOKA from Greek and other Mediterranean ports, supplied

arms and ammunition. In addition, from 1954 on, the Greek government formally espoused the

campaign for enosis:51ý it provided open IN .a!, rt and extensive propaganda through its

diplomatic and consular establishment, dirougho. world. The Greek Foreign Office of-

fered its facilities to the Panhe: enic Committ, Le Union of Cyprus with Greece (PEEE),

which was under the active chairmanship of the Archbishop of Athens andI of All Greece. The

Athens radio initiated a camp, ,i against British rule in Cyprus in such a manner that the

British felt obliged to jam the Greek broadcasts starting in "March 1956. The Greek govern-

ment brought the Cyprus question to the United Nations on :a numher of occasions-in May and

September 1954, September 1y., July 1957, and August 1958.3- The United Nations took no

action that would militatc against British interests in Cyprus, but Athens and the Cypriot

ethnarchy were able to argue their case internationally and to gain a propaganda advantage.

COUNTERINSURGENC Y

1'rom the day the IBritish took over the island in 1878, they were aware of the el|osis move-

moent. British diplomacy, however, was able io contain the problem until 191)7, when the United
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Kiligdomi Nvis no longor uble. to provide defeilse support to tirevve, Froim t ht,% ton. the United
Kingdom liad little lever-age onl tile tIreek gov'ernmnent atnc thus lost the k"y to) keeping the Cyprus

question quiet.

Underestitmating tilt intensity of tile pomtwa t' dt'inand for vnwui in hoth (et'vee tnai CyprtmN
Biritishl authorities appear to hanve been slow to take those mecasures that woulud have either pre-
vented the Insurgency or postponedl n settlemniet. The proscription of PL~ON in 105:3 by the
government of' Cyprus was Indicative of the Btritish estimalte that thle ennsis m~ovement could bw

contained within police proportions.

The Britisha Offer Political Alternatives to Enosia
To counter the growing feeling for self-determination among the Greek Cypriots, the

British had advanced veveral constitutional plans for self -government; these plans, however,

excluded enosis, The first postwar constitutional proposal, made in May 1948, had been re-

jected by the Greek Cypriots. In July 1954, the British made it similar proposal, only to have

it rejected again, partly in reaction to British plans to move their Middle East land and air
headquarters from Jordan to Cyprus and partly because the undergruund was already getting

underway.

After the Greek government brought the Cyprus problem to the United Nations in May 1954,

the British governmevn In June invited the foreign ministers of Greece and Turkey to a confer-

ence in London for the purpose of considering "political and defense questions which affect the
Lastern Mediterranean, includirg Cyprus. "38 On August 29, the Tripartite Conference as-
sembled against the background of a warning by Archbishop Makarios that the Cypriots would

not consider binding any decision that they did not ratify. Each nation then stated its own po0-
sition. The British favored self-government but not self-determination; the Greeks insisted on

the right of Cypriot self-determination: and the Turks wanted partition. The Turkish press
threatened to make counterclaims against Greek territory In western Thrace if self-

determination were permitted. The conference broke up in September 1955 following Turkish

riots in Istanbul against the Greeks living in that city. The major and perhaps the only ac-
complishment of the Tripartite Conference was to emphasize the international Implications of
the Cyprus problem. A few weeks after the Tripartite Confercnve, the Cyprus question was

taken up by the General Committec of the 10th General Assembly of the United Nations, but at-

tempts to Inscribe the question on the agenda were voted down. 39

Governor Harding Reinforces the Police and Puts Emergency Measure~s Into Effect

When Field Marshal Sir John Harding, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, assumed the

governorship of Cyprus and the personal direction of the counterinsurgency effort on October 3,
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1133 lit, he rein toel. Ou hut iah miilitary~ Irainewoik onl the Island. Il Ic bought %%-ilth hinin :00 topi-

unitel I II t&111Ii po4)1 illflin of till ranIks n isflil mk bIM ut appaIrenlt ly he had litl 11th.sivcees in wociling

likil il thes llwal pol1lee, Iircvill ililthe prti-EO KA vilements. i' Within wvulks of himi arrival., he lw''

dta14.01-41 it *lt#, i dtI ('1i't livyill Cypruman 0(.3 eii'riteically resuimed to Iks with Archbishop.

Motul~t~om %hIO Wi~%t-il und/Itilrult~hury I 9511.

The Militt litVill CIWgeliv dvetlfit'd (in Novvtinier' I 26 1955,1 inclueldt the prf..9eription of all lith-

pirincipaul trvvk orilaunintioutu in Cyprum, Thv Communist Party of' Cyp~rus was proscrib~ed in

DIri i i'~ 115, Nit 111 111rIne iptil litlor ar'm (I' OI was eveni then perin it ted to operate as a

vuieor~wight Io 11h4 otitlawed SEK , the nait onialist labor organizaution supporting EOKA. Meail-

Otlie, tiLovernour Ihurdinic proniulgatd vint-rgency regulations. For example, offenders under 18

convIvted for in offensei under the emerguncy regulaitions could be sentorved to not more

thit 12. troke' wvith "it light rod or cane or birch." Any Greek possessing an EOhKA leaflet

Whitmisubjvot tothree yearitiliprlitonment. Persons suspected of underground activities could 1w

devtoninc without trial, but such dotontion was generally restricted to persons known to be actively

fin sympilathy with the inisurgencey. During the first yeair of the iiisurgcne;*,, some 13J6 Greeks

wrv dta tin ed til Owt bmiis (if flth lit%% lit%%- and somie twio persons were senteiwvd by thv cour'ts

toi terllms of foi~~~o~h~n r forbidden act' s. 11

The' BRitiA Exile A4rchbishaop Mak anoi anud Take. Strong De~fensire. Measurets

NivanlhiviI, P)Nritishi nci.-itiztiuins %%,ith lit-e rchbihiklil were dragging. When Mankarios de-

linedw to tleniuinuii E I)A 's terroil-s at-tivitits , thlt gove enor .ook a drastic step. In Mta rch

115) lit,o . h iled Ow lie ,ivihitslcij, tokethev \\'!fit file thishop of Kyrenia , a princuipul spokesman for'

I 1iv eiitisis IlII)V iviii'itto tI i hv S-ycetivlts Islainds, on evide'nce t hat the church leadex's w~e c con -

lit-cteu \%Itl lthe l:( )lA unudecH ntaiid. C~olmunnkni' ation betwevin Insurgents anic counterinsurgents

thus I irtike dow~n, and tho IIrihibsh set oult to c rush E( KA.

Ill ibis ti lint, counterterror-ist opera~tionls were well structuredl The B~ritish reorganized

111ir in lte rnal stworiti oil the basis (it joint civil-niilitary\ poliee *t.10ns in eachi of file sLx ad-

miliist rat ht tiist)",WŽt of ('ypi:\s, All important buildings were protected Lwk barbed wire and

sandbags. To prewnt logistic support fromn reaching the insurgents , armied patrols a nd convoys

(4 Land Hov-ers Itraveledi tile roadcs , while the niavy and air force kept a constant blockade of' the

ishlami Cv prus was like an, a rated camip. 1-1

Seeking to pacify the island, the Britigh p)robe)d intri the niountaiiis .st'fl ch(2d villages. set

upl uuua1d blocks, establiShed patrols, rounded up~ personls for detentlion, effected. en iews. mladt.

niass arrests for interrogation, and caui'ied out punithv actions after each EOKA killing..

;reek ('Yprii us e lainued thai tl!?, British violated bumian rights bY mass (detenutions . SeVNere co -

1OwS , flOggiiugs ol ýouthIS, and kho invasion of' homnes and churlCheCs. Ill the BlmitiSh view., tllheSe
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ntivasur, wert, r "trivial,," ldesig ed to inflict "indignities rather than sufferings." British

nuthoritie.s have' sHtesurttd that they applied counterterrorist measures in such a manner that they

could avoid inflicting hardship on law-abiding Greek Cypriots. As an example, the British point

to the incidet at Lvfkoniko, where an LOKA bomb exploded and killed members of the Highland

Light Infantry football team, but there were no reprisals against the Greeks ol this village. 43

The British Attempt To Detect and Destroy the Guerrillas

Througlh Intelligence and Military Operalions

The British had a large, island-wide intelligence and propaganda network. Security meas-

ures included the maintenance of dossiers on Greeks communicating between Athens and Nicosia.

The search ftr Grivas-Digenis was vital to the British, who had lost track of him after he en-

tered Cyprus secretly in the fall of 1954, The British even used a pack of bloodhounds to try to

track him down, but Grivas later claimed that by using garlic he threw his four-footed pursuers

off his scent. British intelligence offered L 100 for a suit worn by Grivas, but the EOKA leader

had his wife in Athens burn all his clothes. The British intercepted phone calls, orders, and

letters and in the summer of 1956 even claimed to have captured Grivas' diary. But although

the British gained good insight into EOKA, they failed to find Grivas.44

The main British military tactic was to establish close cordons within which security forces

could smoke out and destroy hidden guerrillas. In January 1955, this tactic was successfully

employed in tracking down Marcos Dracos. That May, a similar operation was conducted against

EOKA caves in the mountains above the town of Polls in the northwestern part of Cyprus. In

February 1956, some 30 EOKA guerrillas were similarly rounded up, among them the famed

Polycarpos Georgiades. 45 In March 1957, another guerrilla chief, Gregory Afxentlou, was

smoked out in an operation that effectively employed helicopters.

These intensive British operations usually combined elements from the army, navy,

marine commandos, air force, a parachute regiment, and police with dogs. Slow Chipmunk and

Pioneer aircraft, as well as helicopters, were used to fly over road convoys and military ve-

hicles and to spot and track any visible activity. Nearly all standing formations of the British

military establishment were eventually used in Cyprus, with troop strength reaching approxi-

mately 25,000 to 30,000 men. For much of the period, there was a well-armed and 'rained

British soldier for every 20 Greek Cypriots. A major problem, however, was apparently that

British troops were inexperienced in arranging and maintaining the cordons, especially at

night, and consequently were reluctant to expose themselves to the "ghost-like assassins" of

EOKA. 46

The military campaign against the insurgents was in full swing by the spring of 1956, when

security forces were strengthened to conduct a large-scale offensive operation in the Tr... ios

mountains. Probably because of this pressure, the EOKA leader Grivas-Digenis offered a
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truce in August, but British terms were unconolitiAial vurrenIdeo, mad these wero rojoctew

After the Suez crisis in the summer of 1956, the Bratimh had available comnsideraino roinforood

mobile strLktng forces and a large number of helicopterv whose ptlots had learned to overcome

the technical dificulties of operating over stoop moUwtain slopes, Nonetheloss, the insurgency

reached a peak in November 1956; during this month, 416 acts of v'olence weo'e recorded, in-

cluding 16 killings-as against the previous high of 395 aeis in Mity.

Another all-out British offensive wits launched in Marvh 1957. According to a British

source, it this counteroffensive had lasted a little longer, the nisurgenoy might have boon

suppressed. 41 However, on March 14, EOKA suspended operations at the request of Maknaros

as a condition for his release on Maveh 28, 1937. For seven months there were no acts of

violence, but EOKA recommencod I*i campaign in Qetober 1957, apparn'ntly to increase the

pressure in connection with the forthcoming debate on Cyprus in the United Nations General

Assembly.

Increming Use of Ieecfion Techniques and Dv, lr-e

While British operationts had some effect, EOKA's guerrilla force had remarkable re-

cuperative powers. For each guerrilla killed or captured, one soon replaced him from the

waiting list of Cypriot youths. In May 1958, a large offensive covering an area of five square

miles was mounted north of Limussol, with the object of capturing the elusive EOKA leader

Grivas-Digenis. A great variety of devices Was used to smoke out Grivas-Digenis and his

guerrillas from their hides in monasteries, villages, and caves. H1elicopters, dogs, fast pa-

trol boats, and planes flying searchlights were all employed. Although EOKA guerritlas were

pursued relentlessly and at high pressure, and a reward of L 10,000 was offered for Digenis,

dead or alive, the British failed to capture the EOKA leader..18

The royal engineers, who had an outstanding record of efficiency and determination, dis-

covered and destroyed scores of hideouts. Later in 1958, the sappers acquired a new piece of

secret electronic equipment which would reveal whether the floor or the wall of a structure was

solid or hollow and measure the size of the space. While this device proved effective, it was

introduced too late to change the course of events. 49

The Turkish Cypriots Demand Partition and Turn to Violence

In mid-1958, the British faced, in addition to EOKA's Greek insurgency, a new problem

in relation to the Turkish community of Cyprus. To some extent the Britik)., h,.d relied on the

Cypriot Turks, who had villages located in all parts of the island, to supply the greater part of

the government's local police. British intelligence also made good use of Turkish sources of

information covering EOKA movements. Although the British welcomed support from the
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Cypriot Turks in combating EOKA and probably sought Turkish cooperation in countering

Gireece's claim to Cý,prus, they were ftnalW, confronted with an Intercommunal war that flared

during the last year of the insurgency.

Until the beginning of 1958, tension between Greeks and Turks had been light. In thot year,

however, Turkish resistance developed, not only against the Greeks, but also agAinbL the

British, who appeared to the Turks to be yielding to Greek pressure. 10 Under the leadership of

the president of the Turkish community, Dr. Fasil Kutchuk, a practicing physician, the Turks

demandea the partition of the island. The Cyprus question thus became a three-way conflict.

The instrument of Turkish violence was the militant TMT (Turk Makavet Teskilati, or

Turkish Resistance Organization), mbhich in 1957 replaced a previous Turkish tndergrowid or-

ganization called Volkan. $I The leader of TMT was Rauf Denktash, a practicing lawyer. Al-

though Denktash was a political opponent of Dr. Kutchuk, the latter approved of TMT's actions

since he felt that partition of Cyprus was the only acceptable solution. TMT men, some of

whom were trained in Turkey, were well armed. They soon succeeded in infiltrating the ranks

of the Turkish police in the service of the Cyprus government.

In January 1958, TMT was responsible for violent Turkish demonstrations in which seven

Greek Cypriots were killed. On June 7, a bomb exploded at the Turkish Information OffiL,.e in

Nicosia, and this became the signal for more trouble. The British immediately imposed a cur-

few, but, three days later, when it was lifted so that the Turks could buy food nnd provisions,

an orgy of looting broke out in the main municipal market. Despite British efforts, inter-

communal clashes continued throughout June and July before the situation was brought under

control. 52 Although some incidents occurred later, this was the last major outbreak of fighting.

The End oj the Emergency; Its Cost in Caauahlies

In July 1958, EOKA responded affirmatively to British calls for a military truce, but in

August Makarios opposed British plans for settlement and fighting broke out again. After four

months of %iolence, EOKA renewed the truce, and 1959 began with good prospects for an agree-

ment. It was not, however, until December 4, 1959, that the state of emergency was finally

lifted.

In summary, by the end of 1958, some 393 persons had been killed and 1,076 wounded as a

restIt of the insurgency. Of the 393 fatalities, 142 were British, 218 Greek Cypriots, 29

Turkish Cypriots, and 4 others. Of the wounded, 684 were British, 197 Greek Cypriots, 172

Turkish Cypriots, and 23 others. In addition, Greek-Turkish riots and the intercomilunal

strife in mid-1958 caused casualties to Greek Cypriots of 60 dead and 98 wounded, and to

Turkish Cypriots of 55 dead and 86 wounded. 53
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Renerwed Efforts To Find a Politeol Solution for the (:ypriot QueeLen

The counterinsurgeney was militarily inconclusive, and the British appear to have realized

that the insurgency could not be suppressed by military measures alone. BItat political over-

tures had also been unavailing--talks with Makarios had broken down, the Tripartite Conference

in London had failed, and the United Nations had declined to take a sul)stantive position on the

case, consistent with its resolution of February 1957 which had asked all the parties involved to

settle the question amicably among themselves.

Throughout the period of the emergency, the Btritish had realized that the problem requird

a political solution. By the end of 1957, it seemed imperative to establish a new policy to deal

with a situation that was deteriorating into an intercommunal war having international repercus-

sions for' Greece and Turkey. In December 1957, the British had therefore replaced Governor

hlarding with Sir Hugh Foot, f4 a man who had successfully worked out a political settlement in

Trinidad. Sir Hugh came to Cyprus at a critical time in the emergency, when the possibility of

a Bettlement appeared most dim and the Greek atnd Turkish communities were nearing their

clash. By mid-June 1958, the British were ready with a new proposal and, on June 19, Prime

Minister Harold Macmillan announced a new British policy for Cyprus.,,

The new plan provided for a seven-year period of administrative partnership between

Greece, Turkey, and Great Britain. This was to be a form nf tridominion which would permit

a separ-ate house of representatives for each of the two communities, dual nationality for those

who wished it, and an ultimate joint sovereignty over Cyprus by the three powers. Neither

partition nor self-determination was to be allowed for seven years. but no solution was ruled

out thereafter. Hence. no party was callled upon to abandon its ultimate aiins. The Greeks

promptly rejected these proposals, but the door had been opened for the termination of violence

and for the initiation of negotiations which culminated early the next year in agreements reached

in Zurich and London.

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

In December 1958, Athens and Ankara initiated talks in Zurich for a settlement of the

Cyprus question, and on February 11, 1959, the two countries reached an agrc,Žment for an

independent Cyprus. The Idea of an indrpcadeat Cyprus was acceptable to Archbishop Makarios.

who in a press interview in September 1958 had advocated independ2nce, excluding either

enosis with Grtece or the partition of the island between Greeks and Turks, under the proviso

that uny changes in the status of Cyprus would be subject to the sanction of the United Nations.

The Settlement Rules Out Both Enweis and Partiuion

The final settlement was concluded in London on February 17-19. 1959. between Greece.

Turkey. and the United Kingdom. The representatives of the Greek and Turkish communities in
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Cyprus were invited to initial the settloment oullint-d In the Zurich-London agroumrinta. Three

trvativa--, the Treaty of EStablishment, the Treaty of Guarantee, and the Treaty of Allian'e-,

formed the Imsim of the settlement and were given constitutional force, 19

Dasically, the settlement treated a Republic of Cyprus with limited independence. It ex-

plicitly ruled out the union of Cyprus with Greece and any partition of the island between Greeks

and Turks. To guarantee theme basic provisions of the settlement, the independence of Cyprus

wus restricted in both internal and external affairs by the tripartite agreements and a consti-

tution which Incorporated the principle of equal and separate existence between the island's

Greek majority and the Turkish minority.

The settlement defined the territories which make up Cyprus, including British bases at

Dhekelia and Akrotiri over which the United Kingdom has conditional sovereignty. The two

bases cover an area of 99 square miles, which approximates the size of Malta, and contain 13

villages with a population of about 8,000 Cypriots. Certain villages within the base area are

excluded from British control. For the administration and the maintenance of these bases, the

agreement authorizes the use of facilities and services in other parts of the island. The

agreement significantly provides that, in the event that the British liquidate the bases, their

territory will revert to Cyprus.

Greece, Turkey, and Great Britain were committed to defend the independence of Cyprus.

T he settlement explicitly prohibited "any activity likely to promote, directly or indirectly,

either union with any other State or partition of the Island." To enforce this provision, the

treaty gave each of the guarantor powers the right to take action, jointly or singly, "with the

sole aim of re-establishment of the state of affairs created by the Treaty of Guarantee." Greece

and Turkey acquired the right to station troops on the island at the ratio of 950 and 650 respec-

tively, in order to "resist any aggression, direct or indirect, against the independence or

territorial integrity of the Republic."

Structure and Organization of the Republic's Government

The settlement included an agreement on the basic structure of the rep,' - government.

This agreement served as a framework for the Constitution, and a Joint Conk ional Com-

mission, estrblished to draft the specific provisions, completed its work on April 6, 1960.

The new state was given a presidential system in which the p. f:6ident was to be elected by

the Greeks and the vice president by the Turks. The two heads of state would each have,

separately and cojointly, the power of final veto over legislation and decisions of the council of

ministers on foreign affairs, defense, security matters, the budget, aid taxation. In foreign

affairs, the veto was not applicable to the republic's participation in international organizations

and pacts to which Greece and Turkey were parties. It was apparent that in the absence of
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ugtuWwill between the Greek and Turkish Cypriots these provisions of the mettlemnnt could parn-

lyr.e the administration of the state.

Furthermore, the settlement provided for proportional representation of th,, Greek and

Turkish communities in the various branches of the government, but the proportions were not

figured on the actual strength of the two communities. In the council of ministers, the houlse of

representatives, the civil service, and the police, the Greeks were given 70 percent and the

Turks 30 percent of the positions. The army was to include 40 percent Turks. Moreover, the

Constitution required separate Greek and Turkish administrations in each of the five principal

munlcipalite s-a provision which was to become a source of conflict between the two communi-

ties from the outset of the settlement. Each community was given a communanl chmber with

the right to levy taxes from its own constituency for religious, cultural, eduwetlonal, and other

purely communal nceds.

Constitutional provisions placed the administration of baittce in neutral hands. The

supreme court, with one Turkish and two Greek memberis, was to bV presided over by a

neutral non-Cypriot judge with the right of two votes. The constitutional court was also placed

under another neutral preeiding judge who had the deciding vote between one Greek and one

Turkish memnlxr of the court.

For the transfer of sovereignty, a transitional committee and a joint council of seven Greek

and three Turkish Cypriots were set up, with the responsibility for drawing up, adopting, and

reorganizing the government's machinery. After a year and a half, preparations for independ-

ence were completed.

The Insurgency was thus finally terminated by a political settlement designed to recognize

the Greek character of the majority in Cyprus, to protect the national character and culture of

the Turkish minority, and to provide the United Kingdom with defense facilities essential to its

national interest in the area.

The Settlement i .Acceptod 1v the' Grreelk und Turkish Corernmenus

and by the Turkish Cypriots

The Greek Parliament ratified the agreements on February 28, 1939, and the Turkish

National Assembly approv'ed them on March 4. Great Britain welcomed the settlement. In

Cyl)trus, the respons, \% at less positive: The Turks pledged themselvcs to "observe to the

letter" the Cyprus settlement, and thei Greeks accepted the Zurich-London agreements with

obvious reservations. E~thnarch Makarios did not participate in the Greek-Turkish negotiations

at Zurich, and in London he argued against certain provisions of the settlement. He finally

accepted the agreements as the first stage toward ultimate independence. Grivas-Digenis

issued a statement on March 17, 1959, acknowledging the agreements, and called upon Greek
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Cypriots "to remain united around our Ethnarch, who today in our symbol ol unity and rti''ngth.

soon :after, however, he denounced the settlement and took issue with Archibishol) Mokrioti.

Presidential elections were held in mid-December 1959, with the result that Archbishop

Makarion was elected president by (18 percent of the Oreek vote. The Turks deelared Or.

1asil Kutchuk to be vice president without an electoral contest. The elections for the house of

representatives were held on July 31, 1900, and the two communal chambers were elected on

August 7. A British-Cypriot Base Agreement was concluded in ,July 1900. The Constitution

was put into force on August 16, 1'960, when Cyprus was de-lared an independent republi. 18oon

after Cyprus became n meWmhr of the United Nations and the British Commonwealth of Nations.

The Basic Problem Remains: Greek Cypriots Still Want Fi k

The four-year insurgency in Cyprus had inflicted significint, but not irreparable damages

on the economy of the island. There was a clear decline in the revenue and expenditures of the

government, and many development projects had had to be suspended. Nonetheless, the com-

mercial and industrial life of the island had continued to expand.

The most serious consequence of the insurgency was the deterioration of relations between

the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities, which had been living at peace for nearly 8t0 years

under British rule. An independent Cyprus emerged with two hostile camps. Although the

settlement took into consideration this consequence of the insurgency, the agreements them-

selves contained the seeds for continued strife between the Greeks and the Turks on the island

and consequently for possible conflict between Greece and Turkey. The Turks welcomed the

agreements, but the Greeks accepted them only reluctantly. It was the obvious intention of the

Cypriot Greeks, who had little choice in the settlement, to bring about changes that would make

Cyprus either more independent or an integral part of Greece.

The settlement began to brenk diown in December 1963 when Archbishop Makarios proposed

thirteen amendments to the Constitution with the view of overcoming an impasse that had de-

veloped over the administration of the municipalities. -The Turks promptly rejected the

Greek proposals. The ensuing violence betw',en the two communities has undermined the

very foundation of the regime created by the Zurich-London settlement. As of this writing,

the situation is still unresolved.
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Chapter Thirteen

IRAQ (1961-1964)

by Mildred Vreeland

Althoitghthe government of Ihaq was unable to do-
feat the Kurds militarily, It warn politically able to
avoid yielding to Kurdish demands for virtual au-
tonomy, leaving this problem of internal conflict
still inremolved

BACKGROUND

In one of a long series of encounters with the Kurdish minority withln Its border@, the Iraqi

government faced guerrilla warfare lasting from September 1961 to February 1960-. During the

course of the two-and-a-half year rebellion the government changed hands twice; throughout the

same period the Kurds were led by a single man, Mullah Mustala Baryani, the remarkable mili-

tary leader of one of the many Kurdish tr boa. The insurgency did not constiute the first Kurd-

ish effort to assert cultural and political autonomy; the Kurds in Iraq no well as in neighboring

countries have long sought to establish various degrees of autonomy from central rule. In this

particular effort, the Kurdish minority in Iraq attemptett to Pon•, rni and express through military

means the political strength which they felt their numbers 4ind cohealveness warranted, but which

had never been fully recognized in Baghdad.

Iraq, somewhat larger than the state of Cxilfornia, covers an area of approximately 171.600

square miles. It is hounded on the north by Turkey, on fne east by iran, on the west hy Syria

anld Jordan, and on the south by Kuwait and Saudi Arabiai however, since It han acceat to the

Persian Gulf, it is not a landlocked country. rhe no,'thern tarrier of Iraq. though ragged terrain,

i close enough to the U. S. S. R. for that arca to have once served an a sunctuary for ilarrani ansi

his followers after an earlier unsuccessful effort to estjil-olsh aun independent Kurdl•h state, the

Repuhlic of MIathabud. in northern Iran in 1l10,

TopograpAk emd :linmte in iroqi Kurditan
Tit* iigltting r, the early Io6wt't was rionfine'i w the peduominawitly Kurdish iinrtlh•as utri'01

of Iraqi lath' north ti1 ihit s.aeit, ie iharuoterrzvd .Y high motintai is, broti4n e'cia.nieontlly w)v

fertllte \'alle.v ol urvring siiv, th,•is a•.ound Welinu•iýa lying v,,rN hrotd. Toward the south of

the area, the mmuntains givi. way to widta itin* around the cities of MNoivll. Arbil, ond Kirkxik.
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A.rbitrartil. Iracld thicoug the northernmost, boarely accossiblh, mountain oreoluent art th10

botundaries with fran and Turk-,1. MtI-•1 ih#' plains und valleys, passage it difficult, impedt-d

I) the rugged mountamni ond doop gorges, There tire few roads, purtivularly in the venter of the

region, and manny of the•ft that exixt are noa-rali targets for amnbush. ,everal or the townot and

ulit ite,, iiveatt,(o at l the toot of encireling ri.agen, from which the rebels could observe troop

movements and romimand satmes to the tiwens.

Thoufla Iraqi it? a whole has well-defined summer and winter seasons. Iraqi Kurdistan con-

mtitutes a ltirly d. ,tinet (,Itmatir zone. Rainfall is greatest in this area, the vity nf Mosul hit%-

ift the hg-he-, averati, reaft1 of the entire country. *rherv in snow every year, And in

Jttunry snow olten c'overs tlj' mountains above 3,500 feet, During the course of tihe rebellion,

government troopm, unused to) the cold, halted ground activities In the wintcr; and the insur-

gentm took the Opliit'tUntl to consolidate thtIr position nand prepa re for spring offcnsoi 's.

Etknic and Cultural Separation of Kurds and Arabs
iF'timates or the Kurdish population in this area of the world vary so greatly as to be almost

meaningless. The Kurds estimated their own numbers at about 12 milion in 1962, a figure

which Included ýlyrln, Turkey, Iran, and the U. & S. R.. as well as Iraq. Estimates of the number

of Kurds in Iraq alone ranged from 800,000 to more than 2 million in 1961; informed foreign

soureve placed the number somewhere between 1, 2l million and 1.9 million. I Of a total Iraqi

population of about 7 million in 11,61. the Kurds thus constituted an important ethnic minority,

the largest of several, some of which lived in the uame area as the Kurds, Except for an un-

known number living in tlo. mouth and alghdad, the Kurds are overwhelmingly concentrated in

the four northern prov'ativs. Within thls region, the area between the cities of Mosul and Kirkutk

mid Ili the valley of Sul, immnniya Province Is relatively densely settled; settlement thils out to)-

ward the northeast. Mosul and Kirkuk, the svond and third largest cities in Iraq, are heavily

Kurdish; Kirkuk, like Arbil, Is predominantly so. Suleimanlya is almost xclusively Kurdish

and has long been a sent eat Kurdish nationalist sentiment. '

The gre•t majoritv of Kurds wert, tribally organized formers and herdeown. Tribal tvt,•

were strongest in the mountains, weaker in the plains, nnd virtually broken among city Kurds, a

oovi•l factor which had a mixed effect on the insurgency. Animosity between tribes divided the

Kurids. and for this reaonn Kurdiveh supptrtt for Wirzani unai not complete, At the siame time,

these aninnoxitie•s were the vaCtia*.a whichi triggered the revolt. \t additional 'ompliciatin

Jintor \apts tlh, ,onflet iett\•ti teinhal and uhbim tlementli. intellectual urhall Kurlod regardt'd the

tribal Kurrds as, in Matrlxist I rmis, aitnchroniticit'letidal elements. Tribal lo aitlees, on thie other

hand, greatily iaeilltated the rteruiltment nn(i orgunim.tion of t•e ilta emd rebtl forces, nnd flit-

tribal valuem oi courage, endue:envt,, and virililt" supported t high' mnorale.



rhv, Kurlwd arte culturally distinvt from their Arab cuuntrymen. They sp*ak several dialects

of Kurdirih, an Indo. .uropean language related to Persian-although many urban Kurds also

spea'k Arabic-and thoy claim a separate literary and cultural heritage. Rural Kurda wear a

dtittinctive 'outume of huggy trousers, shirt, wide sash, and turban, One of the mitjor Kurdish

grievances was the lack of Instruction in their own language in the schools and universities. A

common religion. islam, constituten the Kurds' only bond with their Arab nelghbors. As Bunnite

Muslimsa, whose tribal leaders often hold both r,,liglous and politioal authority, the Kurds hold a

balance of religious power between the Muslim Arnbs, who are roughly divided between Sunnite

and Shiite adherents. Kurdish support enables the Arab Sunnites to justify their historical

monopoly of political and economio power in the country.4

The distinction between Kurds and Arnbs, accentuated by the geographical concentration of

the Kurds In the north of Iraq, has hindered their assimilation into a single Iraqi nationalism and

bred Kurdish distrust and animosity towards what has been viewed as an alien government. The

suspicion was mutual, and it seemed that the Kurdish streak of independence contributed to the

unwillingness of the Arab majority to place Kurds in prominent political and administrative

positions-a gituntion which, in turn, fed Kurdish hostility. The more vigorously the Kurds

pressed their demands, the more untrustworthy they probably appeared to the Arabs. This later-

play was, and still seems to be, beyond the ability or willingness of the central government to

change,

A Baeckgound of Resol/

Next to their status as a discontented ethnic minority, the most significant factor contribut-

ing to the outbreak and Igrowth of insurgency among the Kurds was their long history of efforts to

enjoy somre form of autonomy. In the 20th century, this history Included a brief period, in 1918,

of British-supported Kurdish government in part of the area; recognition of Kurdish autonomy

and even independence in the 1920 Treaty of Mvres; Kurdish revolts in the 1930's and 1940's;

and the attempted establishment, with Soviet sponsorship, of the Kurdish Republic of Maha'ad in

1946, These efforts were made less because of any precise definition of autonomy per me than

because of Kurdish dislike Ior central rule by either Turks or Arabs. It is likely that from thitau

Huccessive experiences and their concomitants of broken promises and unfulfilled glarantees, the

Kurds learned to beware of negotiations and agreements unless they were supported by concrete

actCs.

Eonomn e Fedor# in th I/murenry
Economic conditions were in one sense tundamental to the developmunm of tLN, insurgency.

The main thrust of economic development in Iraq was felt outaide Iraqi Kurdistan, and Kurds felt

that the government's exiwncliture for development and public services !n tim north had uot been
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owtitabio . A~lthough ul ur tw b' aillo h1,1 tu'vil Ikia III aw rA V . 111011 t poIjIkIAV %%F jAs Ilui t- II fill-

Prove water control maill irrilotio Ill tilt 4thesuih 's to~ stoie it %%I4I VI,1 ite Mitim, Ov)epilu tilt poten'.l
tial of the area, the Kurdiph farmer and herd"11:1tn lived In .1 reintivi ev'cononiv biiekwater. Rvil-
eraily cut off iiom the comni me,'ial ma rket. This4 situattion, ag~roviited by tilt,' t-ieononti hlock .

Wed Imposed by the contral pWevrinnwnt after Iivi inpurgveny 1hrokt out. t'ontriliuttdi indirectly% it)

the insurgimney since vil lagers hall little to lose bly turning owis' ihoir produve to the reh)(l armiy.

Orl the other hand, the Kurdish population wasn relatively prosperous In that the land was fertile,

water was plentiful, and the principle of individual land ownership wita more widely established

than in the south.

Perhaps the, moist Important econtomic factor was the presence In the Kurdish area around

Ki1rkuk and Miosul (if the country's largest oilfielda. Ono of the Kurdish demands was to gain

lpost~tssive rights over the fields and at greater share of oil revenues, but the central govern-
nment, overwhelmingly delmindent oni oil Income wvan reluct-int oven to vonsider such an arrange-

ment. At the same time, the government must haO-heon aware of the vulnerability of oil oper-

tations to rehel activities-a vulnernbility which the insurgents were happy to demnonsttrate an

more than 0114' Iovet'Lapln, *

Poftiaieu Isolation of Kurds
F~rom I 1I25 until 11154 thle Iraqi national government wits a constitutional monnreliy; In 193~,4

after a violent revolution, the monarchy wits roplaced by a republic governed under a Ponstituation.

However, neither "republic" nor "constitutional monarchy" aiccurately described the political

system of Iraq. Actual control rested in thle hiands of a few men who donminated the scene onl the

basis or personal leadership rather than programs and Issues. Successive governments wv~re

strongly ituthoritarlan and repressive, and governmevnt and politics had long beecn ithe province or

Arahs in Blagtidad.
The Kuritim, isolated politically from Lhe government, had little. ',otce In either their own

prmvinclul affairs or in the decisions of tho administration in linghducl. Although It wats customi-

ary (or the go.vernment to appoint one or two Kurds to the cab~inet (usually as iniulisterH without

Por"YsliQ or ministers of Kurdish affairs), thle K~urds either did not regard theme atppointe'es as

truly repreuenvitive or elue coneidered their positions to reflert Arab condescension rather than
real polit.ical cotteession.

Town uuid city Kurds chafed tinder tho discrimination imposed Upon them hiy their minority

status, In a soviet'% Ntbc4rv the poptilla!I01 Wast largely rural, conservative, and trihally oriented

fT'at rdhehs 1wriocivally tialmtaged installzations of thle lrrn Petroleum Company. In August
11)(12, ain oil piplwine wos 11leýkn uip and, in August and Novembewr 19112, two oil technicians were

,tixuetved, ito Iw a'cei nmec lw we%% ko later with gifts.



and whoro? middle and working o'laoscam evikiri'tly t'xistt'd. edut'ated uirbain Kurtim were panrticulatrly

menksitive and v'ulnerablie, Limnited bky their owii ve'ry natrrow ImtlitivaI hunsv, the' young Kurdish

intelliectual* could have exprt'amed their political aspirntions hent through staite or att.'-

controlled institutions: but they were barred f'rom posts of' ~icminisrrative remns~bltiity aind

politl~ml power In tho central, and even provincial, government, -

Kur'dish Militaryv Experiencee in iragi Army
,rie isolation of the Kurds, however, did not extend to the military sphere. The satme char-

acteristics of tribal Kurds that made theia excellent guerrilla fighteris hand long qualified them

for gt**viae in the national army. Estimates or the proportion of Kurds Ma the armed forces tand

police ranged as high as one-third, although they worth seldom promoted to the higher ueloif-officer

levels, 4 Service in the army was considored a desirable occupation. Regular soldiers werQ

apparently viewed as distinct from Kurdish mercenaries (or josh, meaning "jackass") who were

hired by the central government or who joined it because of tribal tanimosities and were then

used in actioik against their own people,

During the insurgency, several thousand Kurds of all ranks were to defect to the rebel side,

bringing skills in Lontmunicatlonm and logistics, military materiel, and intelligence-, othurs who

remained In the army passed tin intelligence or acted as, Intermedliaries during periods of

negotiation.

Political Factors Underlying tihe Insu rgueny
Before the 1958 revolution, Ira~qi polities presented both stable and unstable aspects. De-

spite many changes in government, a limited number of people had continued to share power,

throughout. The overt political interests they represented tended to counterbalance each other,

and politics dealt mainly with disputes within gun already established elite. On the other hand,

instability was evident in the number of groups, whose membership continued to grow, which

were outside the political systeon, and in the severely repressive measures which the elite 10HZ

It needed to take against even the mildest opposition. These groups, some of them represented

in political parties, shared an opposition to the pro-Western orientation of the elite, which they

felt had isolated Irpq from the res~t of the Arab world. Many also shared a vague desire to re-

form the political, social, and economic institutions of the country, including the oppressive a~nt

unproductive land-tenure system. Dominating these groups were young, educated Arabs, includ-

ing officers in the Iraqi armed forces.

In 1959 Brig. Ahdul Karim Kanssm succeeded in organizing oufficient Support within the

armed forces to overthrow the government and the monarchiy. The new, government, headed by

iKassem, was organized In a period of great expectations and was originally popwilar because oi

its program of social and economic reforms and its cfforts to re-establisti ties with the Arab



~ tIA itut airound I11100, however, t he relginim ecat',sm InvrL'ingly ,reprer vv, tit energivil

~iiI-4'vtt'i i orl 'Ind mort, to 14" uring Kitsoem 's position om '.kbiv JA'aoitr. "Koiuiern's own poil t-

Wlln huit, wn%. flarjr), lIt( rilt.1ne'd grunt populatrity umong the poor, hut this support will% not

orgiintK4(. lihvivut permittedi liw, vnvrgttIv W-oups Into thv pol iticatl symiitei, tie aittemptedl to

iniiintain hiH jutsithiltl by playinig on til' Iouj off ngafl nit the otther, Inedudini, the Conmmunispts. fiv

tried Vi ensure the lovaltv oif the armed forces by ineren sing their nuinterl'a benef'its.

Almost fIroin the very beginning of hise re'gime, howltver, Kasscni succeedced In ailienating the

very elements that hlit() supported him revolution. A running disputo with Nasser of Egyplt turned

Mul-Aritb nationnliimtm against him-, one a f the first tr' go was Col. Abdul Siatur Muhamnied Aref,

n leader In the 195A revolution. Armed fo-eves surpprt for Kossem wnet considierably weakened

when, tifter an uprising instigated in Momul byv nationalist army of flyera in March 105~9, Kassern

purged the army (if hundrvfls of offive(rm. Having legiti ndmed the Communist party, Kaspivi

turned against it when Its ponwer appearedt to biecome lto) great: and it too became tin enemy. It

wits against this lhatkground of growinp political instability that the Kurdlish Insurgency b~roke

out In 181,1 The unsuccesst'ul handling of the campaiign against the Kurds augmented forees

leniding to Kamseni's downfall less than two years naftr hos~tilities liegan.

TIhe Kurdish rebellion of 19(61-04 passed through a series of poilitical and military phases In

responwe to the vairying policies of the ventral government in Baghdad. The period preceding

nhfllitry hostilities, fron 11i-Zliani 's return from exile in ~'Sptember 1 95A to Maorch 11101.1 was

cht hrtiite ri zed hY fruitlesmi Kurdish efforts it) obtauin various concessions from the Knosemk goy-

eminevnt. The millitary phose, of the Insurgency may hev divided Into two svparute but overlapping

skiges. The first, beginning in the lute spring of 1961, was the L'ofsol idlition of Barzzini 's p-osi -

tion against rival Kurdish tribes supporting the government-the Hakani, Miarl, aind Barwnri

tribt-s in the northwtest, and the Bradost, liarki, aind Lolan triben in the northeast. Ay mid-1962,

thevse tribal enemides had b~eenl defeated; some were driven from the, counltry. others fled to Kurd-

imh i eties under Iruoli militiarY protection, aind somec joined Barz.ani.

Kuarth Gain, Evarly Military Suessa
Hlostil ities het~een the Korrds and the Traqir army-the seecond stage --bolit out on Septembehr

10. 1961. although lBarzani and Kurdish party leaders, did not decide to light until it week later.

lhanr.ani himizselfI was appa veritY Iv reuetant to fight lit thalt partliularti tiime. but was kitvousll-o

able to restruin the Kurds involved in the 9epltenmber Plash. T

BY the I'nd oif Owe s~ummer of I 962, Kurdish force'm at thue height ot thevir mitlitariy Lesuc~s.

hazd e-stablishetd control ove~r ' irtuali- tht, %%hole, of the Kurdish area of Iraq. This roevess



cappe|d a seriue of lrmull tactical victories extending from the area in Zakho in the northwest

during the winter of 19(01-142, through the northeast In April-June 19692, and then rapidly in a

great arc mouth from Rawandut to the Tigris River in July and August 1962. Caught and Immo-

hilized in this are was a large part of the Iraqi army. With winter cante a slowdown in the pace

of hostilities, and the Kurds employed the period to consolidate their positions around the major

cities of Suleimantya, Kirkuk, Arbil, and Khanequin, all of which they avoided occupying, 8

Reactions of Kurds and Arabs to the Revak
By the end of 1962, most of the Kurdish populhition supported Bllrzani-a far larger propor-

tion than any previous leader had been able to organize. This active support had developed

from a very modest beginning and from very disparate sources, Although sentiment for auton-

omy was widespread, it was undirected until Eartani was able, after hostilities broke out, to

give it positive conten. as a national uprising. Yet Kurdish nationalism alone does not seem

sufficient to account for the wide support given the rebellion. Kurdish views on nationalism

tended to vary widely, and nationalism was certainly not strong enough to u.•-ronme the hostility

of several large Kurdish tribes toward Barzani. The process of unting the Kurds behind Bar-

zani was greatly accelerated when government forces unleashed indiscriminate terror raids

against the population.

Some Arab support, though largely a function of politics in Baghdad, was also evident: as

dissatisfaction with the Kassem regime grew, so did support for the rebel demands. A high

point was reached in April 1962, when Barsani issued a public declaration that his aim was not

full independence but autonomy within the Iraqi nation. A few days later, is qtatement was signed

by several prominent Arab Iraqi leaders supporting the demands. Most Arabs, however, un-

doubtedly continued to regard the Kurds an rebellious bandits, and strongly Pan-Arab nstion-

alists accused Kassem of being too soft on the Kurds. I

The Kurdish Support Base Is Divided
Aside from incipient nationalist sentiment, reaction against government attacks on noncom-

batants, and the positive response to Barzani's military success, the Kurdish rebellion was

supported by the tribal and political party bases upon which the insurgency was organized. These

two sources of support represented inherently hostile elements: on the one hand, the traditional

tribal structure and, on the other, the Intellectual urban Kurds who made up the Kurdish Demo-

cratic Party of Iraq (KDP).

Unable to agree in peacetime, the tribal Kurds and the KDP worked together when faced

with a common enemy; but, even during the rebellion, it was difficult for the two elements to

consummate politically their military success and to arUculate precisely their demands, In

fact, the division between the tribal Kurds and the KDP Inhibited full KDP support for the
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irmurgenL' until it was well into Its first yoar, Once thv Iplry wasn committeid, howe-tver. It

helped ito awell Ipopular Kiurdish support frot the rebel lion, extending what had bee-n it tribal a fni r

to the cities and to the urban population, among whom tribal ties were weak.

Weaknesses of the' Kurdish Demeocratic Party

The relative weakness and hesitancy of the political arni of the rebellion, the Kurdisnh Domn-

ocratic Party of Iraq (KIWI), may be explained by its history and Its early association with the

Communist party. Little Information io available on the structure of the KJ)P. the extent or Its

menmbership, and its organizution. Eittabilshed In 1940 and composed mainly of young. urbnn,

educated Kurds, the party wait undoubtedly narrowly based, Its first and only chairman up

through the revolt was Bnirznni, who was chosen for his leadership, extending bade to the 1930lOIs,

of the Kurdish nationailiot movement. Party activities, however, wer.- initiated ann controllt-d

matinly by the necretary general, Ibrahim Ahmed, and later by a prominent party, officer. Jc'al

Talaban, bcith urbianized Kurds, Barzatii apparently accorded little respect or support to Ahmied.

although his relations with Talabani appeared cordial. The party languished during Harzani's

12-year exile in the V.S.$. R. following the collapse of the Kurdish Republic of Mahabad In 19461.

Even after his ruturn to Iraq in 1938, Burznni concerned himself litt~le wvith party affairs, excevpt

the most critio'al decisions regarding relations with the central government and Communist

influenev.

The- KDP had it central committee and pollttsiro-terms conveniently adopted from Comn-

munist political terminology-and apparently maintained or supported various ancillary organ-

iezations suvh its the Kurdish Women's Federation and the Kurdish Students' Federation. The

narrow base of the party and the mutual distrumt with which traditional tribal Icaders and party

figures viewed each other were major weaknesses, ns was Barzani's indifference toward, even

contempt for, party politici.. Other weaknesses arose from the Communist influence in the

party and the sometimes hesitant efforts of the party to free itself from this Influence.

Rel4ation.shi p of the' Comuvuniat Party to the' Kurdihl Reivll and the' KO.P

Front the time of its formatlor, the KDP and iti leaders had maintained relations, generally

opiPortunistic, with the Communist party.' 0 This association was based mainly on the participa-

ton ol the KDP and its smaller predecessors in the attempt to) establish, with Soviet support,

thie Kurdis~h Republic of Mahahad in neighboring Iran. For much of the 1950's, a separate and

relatively strong pro-Communist wIng existed in the party. By mid-1959, however, Barzanl

himnis-If intervened to removv the principal pro-Communist leader, and the KD13 initiated efforts

to 4-suhl ibli contact with other n~ational parties.

Trhe interustg ol the Communist Party of Iraq, a national party largely Arab In Its member-

ship. lit% primarily Vit Baghdad; and its squppnrt for the Kurds varied, depending largely on its



laehitioniA with th. centraal governmont, Upon voming to o)o\%1,r in 118t14, (04-nrai Kimmimn haid ix, r.

mitted thei Cniimmuniht party it) envrgt, from underground, and his rehlattonnhip with the' parly wots

niternately cordiail and hostilh ns hi, found It useful and threatening, Even though Otn Con.munilMI'4

fell from favor alter 1959, they maintained tonuous ties with the regime. Keasnem weiim leally

harried them, ,ut he wits generally restrained by his unwillingnpsm to risk offending the ovit-t

Union, which supported Nio regirne, and hy his own vhanging politival needs. Bly 19559 it was

clear that the Communist party would not extend consistent suppo-t to Kurdiah cfforts,

At the same time, its past ambiguous association with the Communist. hampered the KDP in

Its efforts to mend relations with other national parties after 1959. The KDP, moreover, re-

mained committed to an outlook and political program usually attributed to the Communist pIarty;

KDP leaders saw this as necessary if they were to compete successfully with the Communist#

for the young Kurdish intellectuals, Indeed, Marxist views prevented the KDP from devoting It-

self wholeheartedly to the Insurgency, initially under tribal leadership, until well Into 1962,

Once having committed itself, however, the KDP began a slow and difficult reorientation to the

right as its leaders adjusted themselves to the reality of having to work with tribal authorities.

The process was by no moans complete, however, and iundor"itedly there remained within the

KDP many Commmnist sympathizers.

Kurdish Underground Adctivtli.

Although the KDP maintained a form of underground organization, the insurgency did not

pass through an initial stage of underground resistance. When guerrilla warfare broke out, the

existing underground assisted in various ways. Its activities included collection of funds and

arms, provis(on of medical supplies, recruitment of doctors, support of guerrilla dependents,

and propaganda activities. The Kurdish newspaper, Khabat, continued to he published olandes-

tinely during the insurgency after being formally suppressed by Kassem. On the other hand,

there was at first little organized foreign propaganda, except that occasionally undertaken In

Lausanne, Switzerland, by the Committee for the Defense of the Rights of the Kurdish People, an

organization only indirectly related Uo the KDP. Barzani himself ruportedly made the first ef-

forts to get foreign correspondents into the K.urdish area. The initial support activities of the

KDP were in general modest or ineffective. Medical support and funds were never adequate.

Barzani criticized the failure of the KDP in this regard.* although most of the activities

which the party did undertake could not have been carried out by the tribal organiization. During

1963 the party's efforts became increasingly effective, not only in the collection of arms and

ammunition and hit the training of raw urban recruits who joined the guerrillas in increasing

numbers, but also in the extension of a form ef political organization in the villages and towns

"0 According to Schmidt, the almost complete lack of medical care was one of Barzani's
major complaints against the KDP.
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under inaurg~int control through the election of mnunoils and the appointment af administrati.,

officers., Moreover, gfter Its slow Mtart, which contrasted snhrply with the, dtermined andl

stingleminded military opirations of the tribal guerrillas, the KDP gradually nitrengthetid and

enlarged its own military forven and expanded the scope of their uctivitles,

Kurdlah Guerrilla OrgunisalI. and Leadership

The guerrilla forces were, organized Into three regional commands, corresponding to the

northwest, southeast, and central regions of Iraqi Kurdistan, These commands also reflected

social and political realities. The northwest command, covering a tribal region, was based on

tribal forces organived into tribal units. The southeast command, encompassing an area where

tribal organization was weak or nonexistent, was organized around the KDP, and its units drew

heavily on young volunteers from towns and cities. The central command combined both these

elements, and, possibly for this reason, was directly under Barmani's guidance. Within the

commands were subcommands, whose leaders were ranked according to the number of men

under their control; distinctions were maintained between officers, noncoms, and pui vates.

The character of the guerrilla army was set Initially by its tribal and mixed tribal units.

The tribal forces bore the brunt of the fighting. The hard core of the tribal force was the Pej

Merga (To The Death), composed largely of partisans of the Barzani family and Ptq RSociated

tribes, who had fought previously with Barzani in Mahabad. The principal military leaders were,

with a single notable exception, tribal figures. Barzani himself was the military leader of the

-Barzani family and Its associated tribes. The first of his commanders, Assad Hoshewi, from

one of the associated tribes, was a long-time comrade in arms and commanded the northwest

third of the Kurdish forces. Another leading military figure, Abbas Mamand Agha. was chief of

the Ako tribe, the largest in the central region. The exception was Jelal "'alabani. an officer of

the KDP and a former editor of Khabat, who commanded the southeast forces and helped organize

party support for the rebeeion. ( As the insurgency proceeded, an overall military organization

was developed, although Barzani generally gave his commanders wide discretion.

Kurdish Strength, Recruitment, and Training

Kurdish strength fluctuated. In September 1961, according to Barzani's account, his original

force numbered between 7,000 and 8,000. By mid-1962. there were between 15,000 and 20,000

active guerrillas, including about 4,500 Pej Merga. In addition there was an armed rotating re-

serve, the members of which were called up for six months' service; and an emergency re-

serve, the members of which could be called up fcr a few days' service by local commanders,

but normally remained in their villages. 12

Recruitment seems to have presented few problems among the tribal units. Those lormed

by Talabani and the KDP, however, r.pparently had greater difficulties in the early stages of the
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revolt. 'rhu.u units did not havu tho advuataagu Inherent in tribal organisation, and it was more

diffivcult lr an urhnn wvluntet'r to lenvo him family than for a tribesman. By 1904, however,

Tslubhni olalmed to have orgunzed someo 9,000 men Into battelions, and press reports Indicated

thaet tn Increasing proportion of now recruits wery city Kurds, As rebel succeemese mounted,

thie rebellion attracted increasing numbers of deserters from the government side, * By the end

of the summer of 1962, the Kurds estimated some 3,000 army and police deserters had joined

the rebels, an extimato which was increased to 8,000 a year later. IS

Little training and indoctrination were required for the tribal units. The tribeumen gen-

erally were excellent marksmen, accustomed to the rough and mobile life required by guerrilla

operations. Members of the Pej Merga had had previous battle experience, some as early as

the 1930's. The KDP units, on the other hand, had virtually no previous military experience,

and their military achievements were correspondingly less noteworthy.

Logisticu: Supplie, Weapons, and Funding

Gc ierally, recruits were expected to bring with them their own equipment, clothing, and

arms, which the command then replaced or supplemented as necessary. Tribesmen wore the

familiar Kurdish national costume, and its usual whites, browns, and greys blended well with the

surrounding countryside, a useful camouflage against air attack. There were nn insigrn, al-

though members of the Barzani and related tribes wore red-checked turbans as a distinguishing

feature. Talabani's forces, on the other hand, adopted a khaki uniform. By 1964, the forces

were assuming a more military and less tribal aspect, In part because of the presence of a

number of former officers and troops of the Iraqi army, and in part because of the growing

number of urban recruits.

Compared with government forces, the guerrillas were poorly armed. They possessed only

light weapons and equipment-no armored transport, heavy guns or artillery, tanks, or aircraft.

Because the Kurds depended heavily on captured ammunition, the most practical weapons, though

not necessarily the most highly esteemed, were Soviet and British arms used by Iraqi army and

police. The Czech Brno rifle, a favorite for its long-range accuracy, was also one of the most

difficult to supply with ammunition, since it was used by neither the Iraqi nor the neighboring

Iranian forces. Though less well armed than the government forces, the insurgents were also

less burdened by heavy equipment and its logistical and support requirements, and they compen-

sated for their disadvantages in armament by mobility and marksmanship. 14

Logistical problems wera eased by the limited requirements of guerrilla operations. The

rebels, though they ate well, lived off the land, a practice that did not appear to be unduly onerous

for the villagers. The Mosul area in northwest Iraq, where Barzani first launched his attacks

*On the other hand, the Kurdish rebels also estimated that, by the end of 1963, some 3,000

to 4,000 Kurds were still fighting on the government's side.
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against government forces, was chosen because it was one of the richer Kurdish provinces.

Thereafter, as the revolt spread to the east and south, the villagers either donated the necessary

food or set aside a portion of their produce for the insurgents. Is Sometimes cash was paid for

the food. Of needed support, the insurgents most often lacked cash funds and medical assist-

ance.

Such funds as were obtained came from the occasional capture of army or police payrolls,

from KDP collections among Kurds in the south; and from wealthy Kurdish businessmen and

landlords, who were expected to contribute. Few fixed bases were maintained, since Barzanl

wAs almost continually on the move, As the rebellion progressed, caves were converted into

small arsenals of captured weapons, armories, sewing and repair shops, camps for the few

prisoners kept by the insurgents, rest areas for the wounded, and storehouses for less perish-

able food supplies. Such caves, scattered throughout the mountainous regions, also housed vil-

lagers and refugees who fled air attack by day to return at night to complete their chores in the

valleys.

Intelligence and Tactics

The Kurds were aided by good intelligence and counterintelligence work. With 50 or so

captured wireless radio sets, they were able to monitor communications within the Iraqi forces,

using defected signal corps specialists to break government codes. The information gained in

this way provided the Kurdish commands with excellent and up-to-date military intelligence.

Information acquired through monitored broadcasts, together with that obtained from deserters

and KDP intelligence sources, contributed immeasurably to the guerrillas' success. For their

part, the Kurds took extraordinary precutions to ensure the secrecy of their operations, fearing

that even friendly villagers might inadvertently betray their plans.

The guerrillas' tactics, well suited to their capabilities, tended to offset the advantages the

Iraqi forces derived from their air superiority. Limited almost completely to travel on foot,

the rebels nevertheless moved with considerable speed over long distances. Deception and aj.i-

bush were used with consistent success. Except in a few major engagements, the rebels oper-

ated in small, dispersed groups, and usually at night; and they generally avoided camping in

villages. Their tactics were aimed at achieving control over the countryside and transportation

routes, surrounding and isolating the major garrisoned towns and cities, and raiding outlying

police and army posts. No attempt was made to occupy urban areas or to cut off completeiy the

flow of supplies into them. By this forbearance, the rebels protected the Kurdish city populations

from aerial bombardment, which would probably have occurred if the cities had been under rebel

control, and at the same time burdened the government forces with administrative duties. The

insurgents, however, demonstrated their control in other ways-by an occasional siege, by en-

tering the towns for supplies, by interfering with subsidiary oil pipelines and abducting oil tech-

nicians, and hy blocking roads and railroads.
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lhI'l'L, Is nu avtuaI&'w it.'tount of rebel losses or of vivilinn uasualties r'esulting fron bomh..

higo. B&%rgant votiniated that for every rebel loss, the government suffered '10, and areouintN of

Individual skirmiahea suggest that the rebels invariably suffered fewer casmualtiei, Indiscrim-

hiate retaliatory bombing of villages by the government, however, resulted in a r,,Intiwly high

toll among civilians,

Kurd. Define and Promote Their Political Demands

Bnrzani and the KDP leaders shared the task of interrelating military and political moves

during the insurgency. Such coordination was probably difficult, given the great difference in

outlook between the two elements and Barzani's relative indifference to party affairs. Although

party leaders apparently recognized their dependence on Barzani and the tribal forces, Barzani

seemed lesb aware of the party's role in the rebellion. In general, through a mixture of indif-

ference and design, Barzani left to the party leaders a large part of the responsibility for Initi-.

sting discussions with the central government and for contacting major political groups in

Baghdad. On the other hand, Barzanl and Talabani clashed over the political advisability of

establishing contact with the Egyptian government.

The KDP appears to have taken the lead in formulating in more precise terms the rebel de-

mands on the central government. The overall demand was not for full independence but for

government recognition of a Kurdish "right" to autonomy within the Iraqi nation. For most

Kurds, possibly even including Barzani, the demand for autonomy needed no further elaboration.

The term encompassed a variety of sometimes conflicting hopes rnd aims-the right to use the

Kurdlsh language In the schools, the resurgence of Kurdish culture, escape from central rule

and taxes, strengthening of tribal authority, economic development and modernization, respon-

sible positions in the government and administration for educated Kurds. The Kurds insisted on

a "fair share" of oil revenues and elimination of all but Kurdish forces in the north, although

these would remain under Baghdad command. A local legislative council and provincial execu-

tive were to be filled by Kurdish appointees. As these aims were finally defined, they amounted

to demands for Kurdish self-government in all matters except national defense and foreign

policy.

Kurds Set Preconditions on Negotiations But Keep Open the Door

Furthermore, the Kurds set two important conditions. The first was that negotiations were

contingent on the government's recognition of the Kurdish "right" to autonomy. Discussions

with the central government rarely progressed beyond consideration of this demand, with the

government raising all kinds of semantic barriers. The second condition was made in the spring

*Estimates of total casualties vary widely, but are generally agreed that rebel losses were
far fewer than government losses.
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of 1961, when lItar~nni puhlirlly demanded that Knsse'in relorm himI "incomrnpt'nt di tatotnrhil,

"'hatever Ktmsem nmay hnv, thouight of the other Kurdl•h demands, he was nbvlinuly inapublle

of meeting this one. lHarrani 's statement appeaIre•. indeed, to indicate that he had W\iven up

attempting to no'ri.tintc with the ri-gime, apparently preferring instead to concentrate on achiev-

ing an overwholming military succems which would speak for itself, to

The insurgentm avoided auts that might bar their eventual reintegration into the Iraqi state

and estahlished no formal diplomatic tics with other nations. However, several contacts of

potential significunue were made, Between October 1960 and March 1961, shortly before the

outbreak of the rebellion, Barzani had revisited the U, S. S. R. to attend Soviet national festivities

and may have obtained some promise of support at that time; but there is nothing in subsequent

events to indicate that any was received or even expected. Limited support was apparently ob-

tained from the Kurds in Iran and Turkey, particularly in easing transportation and communica-

tion to the outside world. Between February and June 1963, when negotiations for a political

settlement were being conducted with the central government, Talabani twice visited Egypt, and

there are indications that he received a sympathetic hearing. Iraq's relations with other re-

gional Arab states, notably Syria and Egypt, implied for the Kurds a larger framework in which

they had to operate; and Talahani, much more than Barzani, appreciated these implications.

But there is no evidence that the insurgents received substantial military or financial assistance

from nther countries,

COUNTERINS URCENCY

The most notable features of the counterinsurgency effort were, first, the instability of the

central government and, secondly, a marked consistency in approach. despite this innttnhilitly.

The approach, given the government's unwillingness and inability to deal with the Kurdish prob-

lem in a political context, necessarily aimed at the forceful military suppression of the insur-

gency. Neither Kassem nor his successors, at least until the February 1964 ceasefirc, made

any real concessions to the insurgent demands. These leaders were certainly aw-are of the

nature of the insurgent goals; but, in turn, each government equivocated or misrepresented or

ignored the political aspects of the problem, depending on events in Baghdad and the changing

relations between Iraq, Syria, and Egypt to save the situation. Political insecurity made govern-

ment leaders doubtful of their ability to adjust to a strong and coherent Kurdish state within

Iraq-which might lead to possible similar demands from other, though much smaller, ethnic

minorities-or to withstand Arab pressures against the emergence of such a Kurdish state.

Past Efforts To Contain the Kurdish Problem

It was not a question of recognizing the rebellion-the Kurdish problem had long bce'n rec-

ognized. It was rather a question of what kind of response the central government should makre.
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lWvor, 1938 the vonntltutionul monarchy had made some very modest prugross in dealing with

the Kurds. The areas around Kirkuk and Mosul had benefited from the prosperity bared on oil

production, and the Iraqi Kurds generally had come to realize that th-ir future was tied to the

nation. llowever, the monarchy dealt with the Kurds mainly by maintaining intertribal feuds and

preventing the coalescence of Kurdish sentiment around the KDP and the Communist party.

Governmont handling of the Kurds was greatly facilitated by the absence from 1946 to 1958 of

Barzani, the only Kurdish leader of sufficient stature to inspire organized action, Characteris-

tically, succesive governments earnestly advocated a peaceful settlement of the Kurdish prob-

lem, with stress on the peace rather than the settlement, only to revert, sooner or later to re-

pressive methods.

In the beginning, General Kassem's relations with the Kurds were cordial, This cordiality

may best be explained in terms of the emotional tide of reform and good will that followed

KassemIs overthrow of the monarchy in 1958, Kassem was himself part Kurdish, and he titled

his new republic a "partnership of Arabs and Kurds," a term incorporated in the new constitu-

tion. Iraq's subsequent withdrawal from the Western-oriented Central Treaty Organization was

welcomed by the Kurds, who regarded this military alliance between Turkey, Iraq, and Iran (all

with Kurdish minorities) as an anti-Kurdish pact. Kassem granted Barzani's request to end his

long exile in the U. S. S. R., and on his return the Kurdish leader was accorded a hero's welcome

and given luxurious living accommodations in Baghdad. In return, Barzant expressed his loyalty

to the new regime, and the Kurds In 1959 helped Kassem to quell a military revolt in Mosul. I'

Iraqi.Kurdish Relations Deteriorate

Relations between the Kurds and Kassem gradually deteriorated. As might have been antic-

ipated, Barzani's return signaled renewed Kurdish efforts to obtain political, cultural, and eco-

nomic concessions from the government. Resuming his former political role, Barzani undertook

to reclaim tribal lands which had been confiscated and redistributed to rival tribes in his absence.

Kassem's own initial policies had already raised Kurdish hopes, and the KDP sent several dele-

gations to Baghdad. At this point, several factors combined to cause Kassem to alter his ap-

proach to the Kurds. The first was his own increasingly unstable political position, which led

him to fear the development of any strong and potentially competitive political element. More-

over, Kassem wished to enforce in the north as well as in the south his authority, taxation poli-

cies, and land-reform program, all of which were opposed by tribal leaders. IS

Accminpanying these developments was the formation in Baghdad of a subversive Arab move-

ment aimed at the overthrow of the Kassem regime. Traditional national political parties had

been rendered almost impotent by Kassem, who simply bypassed them; however, the clandestine

Iraqi Ba'ath Party (the Socialist Party of the Arab Renaissance), founded in 1941, grew from a

position of relative unimportance in 1958 to substantial strength in 1960 by embracing the growing
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number of Arabs disaffected with thL, regime. The party was a militant anvilgam of itwiaihsm.

anti conmuniPni, and Pai,-Arabism, and ith leade'rs werei' dlturbed Iy Kastenen', ,"'ilgc.

The growing itrength of Harzani, the invigoratioti of the KDP, and the expression of Kurdlmh

demands were all u.doubtedly regarded am threats by Kamserm, concerned as he was over his own

political weakness. In the context of his growing hc~stliity to the Communist party after 1959,

Kassem may also h 4ve feared a close association between the Communists and the KDP, By

1961 he had resorted to the practice employed by his predecessors of exploiting tribal feuds

among the Kurds. Tribal clashes, together with highly provocative government troop movements

in the north. led to the outbreak of hostilities in the summer of 1901.

Strength and Weaknessee of Iraqi Security Forces

At the onset of the insurgency, the Iraqi army numbered about 60,000 men, organized into

five divisions, one armored and four infantry. This strength was less than real! indeed, one

infantry division was largely on paper. Another was supposedly designed specifically for moun-

tain combat and was headquartered in Kirkuk, but the extent of its adaptation was the possession

of animals for transport through rough terrain. The othor two infantry divisions were roughly

divided between service In the north ani garrison duty in the south. Half the armored division

was stationed in Habbaniyab, the other half was used in support of other units. In addition to the

regular army, iraq had about 10,000 police and 7.,000 Kurdish mercenaries organized into auxil-

iary units.

Under Kassem, somewhat over half (30,000 to 40,000) of the troops were employed in the

north. 19 The commitment of only half his forces to the campaign reflected Kassem's weakness:

he wished to keep a large part of his military resources close to home; also, government forces

had been debilitated by the purge of the officer corps after the 1959 military rebellion !n Mosul.

By 1963 casualties and desertions reduced the number of committed troops, desertions occurring

most often among the Kurdish regulars and mercenaries, the troops most qualified for counter-

guerrilla warfare in mountainous terrain.

The Army's State of Readiness: Equipment and Training

The army was quite well equipped; about three-fourths of all its maf -iel was of recent

Soviet origin, including tanks, armored vehicles, and guns up to five inches in caliber. It also

had older British equipment. By early 1962 the air force had in operation about a dozen Ilyushin

bombers and 40 MIG-15's and MIG-17's, as well as British Venoms, Vampires, Furies, and con-

ventional Hunters; later that year the government acquired 10 TU-16 jet bombers. The bombers

operated out of Baghdad, the fighters out of Mosul or Kirkuk. 20 The government received con-

siderable external assistance, in the form of material aid, from the U.S. S. R.
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Neltiwr the army nor the lair force was fully trained in the use of the new Soviet equipment,

nnd much of the equipment itself was not us,:'fui outside the plains. The jet aircraft had to be

flown too high and fast for close support of ground operations or for pinpoint bombing. The

armed forces were, furthermore, not trained to meet the special reqclirnments of antiguerrilla

warfare in mountainous terrain, and there is no evidence that the troops were given special

training. Again and again they succumbed to precisely the same kind of guerrilla trap or tactic.

Casualty rates were high. Morale was understandably low.

Government Tactics and Truce Offers

Troop tactics seemed extraordinarily well designed to alienate the Kurdish population with-

out achieving true military gains. The objective was apparently to deny territorial control and

support to the insurgents and to keep open the main communications routes, but the army very

quickly found itself trapped in garrisoned towns and cities, forced to devote itself to breaking out

of or lifting sieges imposed by the insurgents. Supplying isolated garrisons became the most

challenging of missions, for which the troops generally had little initiative. Militarily unsuc-

cessful, the government resorted to continual bombardment of villages and towns. Apparently,

they hoped to hit insurgent encampments, but the rebels rarely used populated areas as camps or

headquarters. Kassem's economic blockade of the north similarly backfired.

The few positive measures taken by the government were Kassem's several offers of truce,

amnesty, and pardon. A number of Kurds reportedly took advantage of the amnesties, on an in-

dividual or tribal basis. The government attempted to make propaganda capital of the defections;

but, in view of the guerrilla military successes in the summer of 1962, this propaganda fell on

deaf ears in Kurdistan. Also, truce offers were often couct ed as ultimatums and only succeeded

in offending Kurdish pride. Even when followed by brief talks, such offers often failed. Con-

sidering the Kurds' suspicion of verbal assurances, it is probable that they were unwilling to

enter into negotiations until they had achieved an overwhelmingly superior military position from

which to bargain.

Kassem hI Overthrown and the New Regime Negotiates With the Kurds

During the last half of 1962, moreover, an important development occurred, of which Kassem

was unaware-contact was established between the Kurdish Democratic Party and a group of "free

officers" a.ssociated with the Balath movement. 21 Although these contacts were initiated by the

"free officers," they represented one of the most notable political achievements of the KDP and

offered the Kurds some hope of ultimate success in negotiations with a new Iraqi governm ,ri..

By offering Barzani a possible future alternative to the Kassem regime, these discussions may

have justified his earlier decision in the spring of 1962 not to attempt serious negotiations with

the government for a settlement. By early 1963 the "freo officers" and the Ba'ath movement had
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pilianned a. c'oup to )w leod I)ý owe m-m ernd surportmih by the air force, The most promininnt figurv

in tht- coup) was Ahdful Rialm Mfuhamnied A rvf, Kassem '8 formner partner In the 1 959 revolution,

whom t1w Ba 'athists intrndvd to> use as a figurehead. On Febhruary R, 1 963, Kassem was over-

thrownm.

W~ith the appearance of the Ri 'ath regime came a new set of factors. influencing he, counter-

insurgencyv campaign, The first of these was the severe purge conducted by the 13a''thists

against the Communist party and the rapid cooling of relations between the new government and

V' U. S. S. R. . which shortly afterward halted military assistance to Iraq. Following these dc-

velopnients, both the Communist party and the U. S. S. R, declared, finally, their full support for

the Kurdish insurgency. Many Iraqi Communists (led to the Kurdish area. This support tested

the views of the insurg~ents toward the Communist party, but the 1CDP apparently stood firm

against a resurgence of' Communist influence In Its ranks. The refugees wvere given sanctuary,

hut they were not welcomed into the insurgent armed forces or given positions of political im-

portaince. 22

rn view of the contact between the KDP and the Ba'ath movement during 1962, the movv to-

ward negotiationsi was almost automatic following Kassein's dow-nfall. Initially, the discussions

between the government and the Kurds offered some prospect of success; the governmecnt con-

ceded on Mar'ýh 9, as a semantic substitute for autononny, Kurdish rights based on "decentraliza-

tion.' VWry quickly it be~came apparent, however, that the government did not take the negotia-

tions seriously. The KDP delegation to Baghdad, in which key party members participated,

experienced a frustrating series of meetings with official e0. iinofficial governmecnt represecita-

tivek. between February and June 1963. The most important of these mceetings was the April 24

presentation by the Kurds, headed by Talahani, ot n,~'ijor.nda outlining specific Kurdish de-

mnands (which the gov('rnni('n! already knew). On June 9, the government arrested the Kurdish

delegation, with the exception of Talabani, who was in Cairo, On June 10 hostilities were re-

sumed. V>

The New fla'ath Government Resumes Anti.Kurdlish Operations

Although there had been incidents which the government e~nployed to ýustify its changed

policy, there seems little question that the Ba'ath government was responsible for the sudden

renewal of the fighting. LBa'ath policy, like Kassem's, was apparently influenced by fear ofaz

competitive political element a;'d a desire to assert a single national authority. In sonic re-

spects. thu new government was even less secure than Kassem's: it had no popular m1ass tollow-

Iag, and its own membership was divided between extremist reformers and conservatives and

between pro-Nasser and anti-Nasser elements. The extremist, anti-Nasser elemnents that suc-

ceeded in dominating the political coalition by May 1963 had a very narrow base.
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nio'ath loliivy, mnr,-over, haui a iptcial ideologicul content. Militantly Pan-Arab, Da'uth

lt'itder.4 rcfu4t'd to entt-tain any suggeustion of Kurdish autonomy. Just as the Kurds feared sub-

mersion in a larger Arah fedvration, so the Ba'ztthists fea "ed a loss of what they considered

Auah tvrritnry, particularly oil territory. Moreover, having turned against the Commu•ist

party, they feared that an autonomous Kurdistan might be used as a base for Commurist subver-

nion. Its self-consciously Arab, almost racist, approach gave the Ba'ath counterinsurgency

campaign a distinctive tone. Its reprisals were more vicious and widespread than those of the

previous regime, its purpose stronger. With the infusion of new life into the army, troop morale

improved briefly and the new regime's initial offensive was comparatively successful.

The Ba'ath Government Makes an AlOut Military Effort To Stamp Out
the Kurdish Revolt

The Ba'ath altered somewhat the composition of government forces. Kurdish soldiers still

in the government forces were transferred to the south-their special skills largely lost to the

northern campaign but their defection also less likely. A national guard was organized. Ap-

parently designed primarily as a counterweight to the regular army, it participated in mopping-

up operations in towns and villages. Certain logistical problems developed as Soviet military

assistance was reduced and then withdrawn; some aircraft had also been damaged in the coup.

However, the new regime received military aid forn Great Britain, and noteworthy support

came from Syria in the form of a 5,000-man brigade and apparently some aircraft.

Employing some 80 percent of the entire army force against the Kurds,24 the Balath govern-

ment was at first successful. The largest offensive, in July 1963, was directed toward asserting

control over the Rawanduz Gorge, with the aim of dividing the rebel forces in the north and south.

From the beginning, the armed forces deliberately turned on civilian targets. The economic

blockade was intensified. The conclusion seems inescapable that the Iraqi government was

seeking to destroy the Kurdish military capability and national spirit.

Although temporarily successful, even these efforts failed. The insurgents were forced to

abandon a large part of the territory gained the previous year,26 particularly in the east-central

region; however, they had, by October 1963, recovered the initiative and looked forward to the

winter when they could reinforce their positions and prepare for a sipring ofensive. By Febru-

ary 1964, a year after the coup, the government had lost control over the areas regained the

previous June and July. 26 The army was again on the defensive, trapped as before in garrisoned

islands. It was reported that even around the large Kurdish cities, troops seldom ventured out

without a large convoy with tanks, and rarely at night. 27

A New Coup Brings in a New President and New Negotiations

Meanwhile, like its predecessor, the extremist Ba'ath regime was undermined in Baghdad,
and for somewhat similar reasons. The government had taken on too many enemies at the same
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timel: IN Communists, the Kurds, And President Nnoser of i,.gyvt. The Watler of the Novemk'tr

I, I ,163, coup that followed, ousting the "W'nth extremists, was again Abdul Salanm Muhnamimd

Aref, who %aa noteworthy for being able in the spave of a few months to negotnite with the Kurde,

authorise the bitterly fought 1963 campaign against them, head the new Bn'nthist government. :and

conspire against it.

The coup weakened the military vigor of the counterinsurgency campaign. Army units were

withdrawn southward, sacrificing military strength in the north. Moreover. since several key

military figures were involved in the political maneuvering in Baghdad, their military duties

probahly suffered. There followed an indevisive period in which the Kurds, taking advantage of

government weakness, consolidated their hold over the north. *

Again the government had an opportunity to negotiate with the Kurdish insurgents, and again

the rebels were in a strong military position from which to bargain. A second round of negotia-

tions, coinciding with an offer bY President Nasser of E*'pt to arbitrate the dispute, was begun.

with tribal an well as party leaders participating in the discussions.

OUTCOML AND CONCLUSIONS

ttostilities betweeii the new government and the rebels were ended on February 10, 1964, by

two cease-fire statements issued by Barzani and President Aref. For his part, Aref, who had

strengthened his position against the Ba'ath extremists and was busy mending Iraq's relations

with Egypt, was apparently prepared to discuss the question of Kurdish rights. The govern-

ment's eeos•-fire statement included a reference to the "national rights or the Kurds within one

Iraqi national unity," an amnesty for political prisoners, and a promise to undertake reconstruc-

tion measures in the north. This last promise wuis amplified later to include certain economic

development projects.

P•liaictl S•uem. SOil Eludes the Kurds

But the Kurds were to be disappointed again. The crux of the problem stemmed from cer-

tain secret clauses that were not signed. These spelled out additional conditions to be met by

the government before the insurgents laid down their arms, including the withdrawal of all but

the mountain infantry division from Kurdistan and the working out of a definition of Kurdish

rights. The government, however, was unwilling to proceed on the basis of these clauses, al-

though at the same time it expected the Insurgents to disarm. 28

After twice bringing their military efforts to a successful conclusion, at least in the geo-

graphical arca of Iraqi Kurdistan to which they were confined, the Kurds had the greatest

* Some repn'it- give the Kurds an even greater area than they had before their setback in the

summer of 1963.
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difficulty in translating this success into political terms at the negotiating table. By March

1964, the insurgents had still not obtained the clear, written, signed, and published agreements

for which they longed and which their past experience had taught them to demand. The prospects

for another indefinite period of 1,aguely defined government responses to Kurdish demand& were

excellent.

One of the Kurds' difficulties was, clearly, having to deal with successive governments that

were unwilling to negotiate with them as equals, much less as military victors. The insurgents

gained nothing at the conference table, except a period of quiet wl'ch they could use to rest, to

resupply, to rearm, and to tighten their political control over the Kurdish area. The govern-

ment, by perhaps deliberately misreading what was an informal agreement preceding the cease-

fire announcements, proved itself more adept at the bargaining table than Barzani or the KDP.

At the same time, Aref succeeded in pushing onto the insurgents the responsibility for the next

move. There matters stood from March 1964 to March 1963.

Relative Strength of tCioe Governmem and the Kurds

Each side to the dispute-the insurgents and the central government-possessed strengths

and weaknesses. The Kurdish insurgents had achieved a notable military victory, which they had

followed up with political organization throughout the area they controlled. The stalemate, in-

volving such a large proportion of the nation's population and area, was more intolerable for the

central government than for the rebels; and this was the basis of the Kurds' bargaining power as

they aought recognition of their "state's rights."

But theirs was an ethnic revolt and lacked genuine popular support outside Kurdistan. Fur-

thermore, if they attempted to abandon purely guerrilla operations and to assert formal political

control over the large Kurdish towns and cities, they would expose the inhabitants to retaliatory

bombing attacks. The degree to which they could take advantage of their ability to disrupt oil

operations was limited by their reluctance to antagonize directly the Western interests repre-

sented in the oil company. The insurgent response was thuL vendent on many factors, includ-

ing political developments in Baghdad and perhaps mediation by a foreign power.

Equally important to the Kurdish position were political events in Kurdistan itself and,

possibly, a loss of revolutionary momentum. Within the insurgent movement, there remained

the basic conflict between party and tribal elements. The KDP, including Talabani, were re-

portedly unhappy-more so than Barzani-with the cease-fire arrangements. But it is doubtful

whether the party, without Barzani's leadership and his tribal resources, would bave been able

to initiate a more forceful approach to resolving the impasse. A resolution of this conflict was

left pending until a setUement had been reached with the central government; its very postpone-

ment, however, allowed the government to take advantage of Kurdish disharmony.
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For its part, the cvntral government had suffered a resounding military defeat in Iraqi

Kurdistan, although it retained the ultinmite ndvantage of air superiority. The clear lesson to be

(rawnIM ro frt its experienc,, %kas the failure of purely military and purely conventional efforts

agidnst guerrillhs operating in familiar terrain and with the support of the local population, The

chronic instability of thtc central government was, of course, another grtat \\eakiics. Instability,

however, seems to have been much loes responsible for the government's failure to defeat the

Kurds in the north than its relatively consistent choice of military suppression as the only tactic

and its Ioor military skills in this type of combat. Poiltical instability, moreover, did not ap-

pear to be a weakness at the bargaining table. A major strength of the government, despite its

military fiilure, wits simnlv its refusal to nntine -""4""1ly with Lhe Kurds.

A New Round Start.

It was conceivable that such a stalemate could have been prolonged indetinitely. The gov-

ernment certainly had reason to• blieve that time would exacerbate the internal differences

among the Kurds and might well work in its favor. On the other hand, it had to consider that

time might also operate al~ainst the tribal organization and in favor of the KDP: young, enthusi-

astic, and increasingly strong, the party could well become a more formidable 1l3,itical opponent.

It was perhaps this reasoning that led the government to resume hostilities in April 1965, the

date of this writing.

A resolution of the Kurdish problem in Iraq may well involve issues that transcend the

boundaries of the state. The possibility exists that Kurdish leaders may declare complete polit-

ical Independence in any area they control militarily, sever their ties to Iraq, and seek to engage

support from a major external power. In view of its past ties to the Communists, the KDP might

consider calling on the Soviet Union for support. although its present leaders would probably be

very reluctant to take such a step. Their experience has taught them the limitations which such

support could well impose. They are undoubtedly also aware that Soviet support would be Von-

ditional upon Soviet relations with Iraq and with the Arab world in general. It is thus within the

context of the Arab states, and particularly through the influence of Nasser of Egypt and his re-

lationship with politicians in Baghdad, that a final resolution of the Kurdish problem seems to lie.

In the event that external influences do not operate to the advantage of the Kurds, the central

government of Iraq will again have to choose between accommodating Kurdish demands or elimi-

nating through military force any future expression of the Kurdish problem.
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munists in Kirkuk.
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Chapter Fourteen

ISRAEL (1945-1948)

by Samuel L. Sharp
World War TT was scarcely ended when the Brit-
ish were faced in Palestine with growing Zionist
agitation and terrorism aimed at the creation of
a Jewish national home; a moderate counterin-
surgency policy contained the insurgency while a
political solution, previously unacceptable, was
sought and found.

BACKGROUND
Jewish insurgency against the British in Palestine from 1945 until the new state of Israel

was formed in 1948 cannot be properly understood without at least a brief survey of the histori-

cal background of the problem and some understanding of the situation in and around Palestine

at the end of World War U.

Palestine, the Promised Land of antiquity, was for centuries the object of fervent prayers

and dreams for the Jews in dispersion. This religious yearning was translated into secular

and political terms with the emergence of a movement among the Jews of Russia and eastern

Europe to establish agricultural settlements in Palestine. Their goal was both to escape anti-

Semitic persecution and to promote a "normal" socioeconomic structure among a people limited

to urban and commercial pursuits in the lands of their exile. The first colonies were estab-

lished in 1882 and efforts were made to enlist rich Jewish philanthropists to support land pur-

chases and the development of the pioneering settlements.

A political formulation was given to the striv1,ng for return to Zion by Lr. Theodor Herzl,

the author of Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), on whose initiative a Zionist congress was

called in 1897 in Basel, Switzerland. The congress proclaimed the existcnce of a Jewish nation,

called for the solution of the "Jewish problem" by the establishment of "a home in Palestine"

through the concerted efforts of the leading nations of the world, and created the World Zionist

Organization. Although Herzl personally was at one point willing to coneider areas other than

Palestine for Jewish colonization, the Seventh Zionist Congress (1904) rejected the "territori-

alist" solution and stressed the continued and exclusive interest in Palestine. I
/4/

/
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Thea Balfour Declaration and the British Mandate in Palestine

The• cause of politioal Zionism received powerful support durbig World War I with tile is-

suance of the Balfour Declaration on November 2. 1917, which committed the British govern-

ment to efforts di rected at the establishment of it Jewish national home in Palegitine. Why the

document was issued niat how the British expectedi to square their commitment wli, the political

promises made to Arabs in the process of enlisting their assistance against the Turks is of no

ilmportunce in this account. However, the emergence of a vigorous resistance on the part of

Palestinian and other Arabs to .TeNkish immigration nd colonization efforts became one of the

main factors in the reformulations of the scope of the British commitment to the Jews.

Within the framework of the peace settlements after World War I. Great Britain was given

the mandate over Palestine by a decision of the Supreme Council of the victors on April 25,

1920, confirmed by the Leaague of Nations on July 22, 1922, The mandate incorporated into its

text. amost veratim, the lalfour Declaration and the obligation to establish a Jewish national

home iin Palcstine.2 The Zionist Organization obtained recognition as the official Jewish Agency

for cooperation with the mandatory power in establishing a Jewish national home. Even prior to

the confirmation of the mandate by the League of Nations, the British defined the area of the

Palestine mandate as excluding from Jewish immigration and colonization lands east of tie

.jovdan River (which later became the emirate of Trans-Jordan, nucleus of the present Kingdom

of .Jord:an. In the so-called Churchill Memorandum of June 3, 1922, the promise was made to

the protesting Aralbs that Jewish immigrration would be subjected to the Iiiatts of economic ab-

sorptive capacity of the country; it was furthermore stated that the mandate did not obligate the

British to work for the eventual establishment of a Jewish national state in all of Palcstine.

The Jetrish Coa.';aunitv in Palestine and Its Quasi.Goaernment

The composition of thc Jewish community in Palestine, as it was found by the British at the

beginning of the mandatory period and as it developed in the interwar period, is of great signifi-

cance for an understand(itrg of the degrece of support on which the insurgency of the post-World

War II years was able to count. The interest of Jews in Palestine was worldwide; the Zionist

Organization, officially recognized as the Jewish Agency for Palestine in the mandate, was an

international organization, However, of crucial importance was the ability of the Jewish com-

munity in Palestine (known in Hebrew as the Yisht; ) to organize itself and to perform what has

been aptly described as the function of quasi-government. Paradoxically, the local Jewish com-

munity enjoyed no ufficial status until 1927 when the Palestine government issued regulat!ons

givilg it legal existenc ,-• a religious rather than as an ethnic or political unit. In fact, how-

ever, the quasi-government came into existence in 1920 with the first elections, by secret ballot,

of an Elected Assembly (Assefath ha-Nivharim) which .. i turn vppolnted a National Council

(iVaad Leuni) whose Executive Committee was in actual charge of community affairs. Originally
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concerned oudy with social and religious matters, the qunsl-goverrnment alho took over educa-

tional and health services. After 1923 the National Council was permanently represented oi the

Zionist General Council.

Like the Zionist Organization, the Jewish Agency was essentially an international NIAY;

enlarged in 1929 to include representatives of forinally non-Zionist Jewish groups, the Agency

at all times remained under Zionist direction. With its headquarters loca ed in Jerusalem, the

Agency as well as the formal representation of the Yishuv trained a number of people as ex-

perts in essentially governmental functions and prepared the core of a civil service. After the

first outbreak of Arab hostilities against Jews, the Jewish community also built up its quasi-

military arm, the Haganah (Defense) to compensate for the inadequacy of protection measures

taken by the British government in Palestine. By 1936 the quasi-army had some 10,000 trained

and armed member s. The authority of the quasi-government was recognized by all Jewish

groups, with the exception of sonic religious fanatics and the numerically insignificant Com-

munists.

With the Palestine mandate launched agaJnst this background of conflicting promijes and

subjected to reinrtcrp'etation even before it became formally operative, the Interwar history of

the area was one of mounting tension caused by vigorous Zionist efforts to bring In and settle

increasing numbers of Jewish immigrants, efforts which clashed with the awakening ambitions

of the Arab community.

One View of British Reactions Toward Jews

An important factor in the way the mandate was interpreted and administered was the atti-

tude of the British officials in charge. An authority on the Middle East, Professor George

Lenczowski, has made certain observations relevant to an understanding of the circumstances

of the post-World War II Jewish insurgency. Service in Palestine, he stated, was not con-

sidered very desirable by the British colonial officials. These men, who had a long experience

of dealing with "backward" races, were, in Professor Le. c',.owski's opinion, "somewhat at a

loss facing the woll-educated European and often sophisticated Zionist community . -The av-

erage Jewish intellectual .. was more highly educated, and perhaps more intelligent, than his

British counterpart in the Palestinitan administration ... 3

According to Professor Lenczowski, the inevitable tensions arising from a situation novel

to the experience of the British administrators caused "many a British official who initially was

not prejudiced against the Jews" to become "anti-Semitic after a tour of duty in Palestine.

This was certainly true of many army officers." In this connection the almost complete refusal

of Jewish women to fraternize should be mentioned as a not insignificant factor in shaping the

attitudes of British personnel. Although such attitudes were certainly not invariably true, their

prevalence may go a long way toward explaining why the Palestine mandate came to he looked

upon increasingly as a liability by successive British governments.
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4rsob Rebel Against Jerwih Immigration and Aigainst Plan of Partition

'nuh British were also forced to viow the mandate in the light of Arab resistance to con-

tinued Jewish Inmnkgration, and on veveral occasions thin opposition flared up into systematic

rv'tidt and terroc', otipecially in the 19,10,1-* On every major occasion, u Royal Commission

would iW' appointed to investigate the cause of the outbreaks and to propose remedies

The Itoysl Pefl) Commission of 1937 suggested partiwu, of the country into an Arab state,

a Jewish state, and an intwrnational zone to remain under British administration and to include

Jerusalom and other places of roligious importance to the Christian world. A technical corn-

mnisiion to work out the details of the partition plan was even dispatched to Palestine, but the

Blritish government announced in advance that it was not to be bound by its recommendations. By

the fall of 1U38 the partition plan was all but abandoned, largely in response to the Arab re-

ivllion.

""rhese events taught the lesson that the use of violence as a political weapon produced re-

sults which otherwise appeared unobtainable. "4 Both the extreme Arab leaders and the mili-

tant fringe noticed the value of what ilurewitz calls "the terrorist extensionof pressure politics."

Jews .Split on Policy of Restraint and Irgun Turns to Violence

It is important for the history of the Jewish insurgency after W.'orld War If to remember

that the first organized acts of Jewish counterterror occurred in response to the violence prac-

ticed bky the Arabs in 1937. In opposition to the policy of restraint thavlagah) proclaimed by

the official Zionist leadership and the Jewish quasi-government, vltenents of the opposition

Revisionist party began to carry out acts of reprisal against the Arab community. After a

.,oukig Revisionist was sentenced to death in June 1938, the lrgi'n Zvai Leumi (National MJilitary

Orgnniyzation) proclaimed its organized existence and launched wholesale retaliatory att;.1eks.

culmina*ting in the explosion of land mines in an Arab fruit market which killed 74 and wounded

121) personn. rhe Irgun also began clandestine radio broadcasts and the distribution of illegal

m•mi)hlets and posters.

British Propose a New Solution, Which Both Arabs and Jews Reject

After abandoning the partition plan, the British government initiated a new phase in its

approach to the Palestine problem by calling :s conference in London with the participation of

Palestinian Arabs, the Jewish Agency and also-for the first time--representatives of the in-

dependent Arab states, thus recognizing an international Arab interest in the issue. A state-

ment published on the occasion of convening the conference reserved the right of the mandatory

Iee Chapter Three, "Palestine (1933-1939)."
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power to make its own decisions if no agreed solution could be reached at the conference. Par-

ticipants were invited to present their views, including "arguments for the modification of the

inandate.''

At the conference-which actually meant separate talks by the British with Arab and Jewish

delegations-the rapidly worsening international situation and the desire of the Chamberlain

government to Lppease the Arab side in order to counteract increasing pro-Axis sentiments in

the Middle East, determined the direction of the British proposals, including drastic curtailment

of Jewish irunigration and land purchases and abandonment of partition schemes in favor of a

unitary Palestinian state, in which the numerically stronger Arabs would prevail. The British

proposals were rejected by both Arabs and Jews, and the conference collapsed.

New British Plan for a Joint Arab.Jewish State Pleases Neither Side

The British government then came out with the promised unilateral solution in its white

paper of May 17, 1939. The document rejected outright the idea of a Jewish state, but also

pointed out that no promise had ever been made to turn Palestine into an Arab state. The

British proposed to establish, after a transition period of ten years, a joint Arab-Jewish state

on the basis of a constitution drafted by both elements, with the cooperation of the British,

giving due recognition to protection of the holy places, the special position of the Jewish national

home, and British strategic interests. Only after the establishment of internal peace among

the Arabs and Jews would complete independence be granted.

Meanwhile, in recognition of Arab opposition, a limit of 75,000 would be put on Jewish im-

migration over the next five years, after which continued influx of Jews would be permitted only

with Arab consent. Illegal Jewish immigrants would be deported and the numbers of those who

might enter Illegally in spite of British measures to prevent immigration would be deducted from

the general legal quota. The sale of land to Jews would be prohibited in some areas and strictly

regulated in others.5

The white paper of 1939 met wit' the determined opposition of the Jews while it encouraged

extremist Arab leaders to hold out for even greater concessions. "By the eve of World War

11,", to quote Hurewitz, "the Palestine mandate had already begun to break down, .. . The

Chamberlain Government alienated the Zionists without befriending the Arabs. .... Since the

1939 white paper was never rescinded, the mandatory ruled in Palestine without the consent of

either section of the population, and the government was gradually transformed from one that

by and large was benevolent into one that was increasingly autocratic." 6

Because of the disruption of League of Nations activities, the new policy of the British

government never came up for appraisal by the Council of the League. However, a majority of

the Permanent Msladate Commission of the League criticized the white paper as incompatible
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with the terms of the mandate. In the protest of the Jewish community of Palestine against the

provisions and the spirit ot the white paper lie the roots of the Jewish insurgency after World

War n.

During World War 11 the Jews Fight for Britain and Prepare Postwar Position

The outbreak of the war, however, brought in Palestine "an artificial truce" and an end to

open hostilities. Jews everywhere found themselves automatically committed to support those

fighting Hitler. Jews in Palestine openly and understandably offered their supportto the British,

and many Jews enlisted as volunteers in British formations. A Jewish Brigade was authorized

in 1914. The presence of many Allied troops in Palestine during the war and the occasional use

made by the British of Jewish military contributions had its postwar effect, by permitting the

Jewish community to. build up its store of arms and ammunition by various means, legal as well

as illegal.

During the war the Zionist Organization in the United States adopted the "Biltmore program,"

which supported the demands formulated by David Ben Gurion, head of the Zionist Executive

Council. for a Jewish state In all of Palestine, a Jewish army, and unlimited immigration. Thi6

program, after Ix-ig• endorsed by the General Council of the Zionist Organization in Jerusalem

tNovember 10. 1942). became the official Zionist policy. It reflected the bzlief that American

support would be more decisive than British opposition in the postwdr period.

Condition of European Jewry ao War's End Makes Palestine Problem Critical

At war's end in August 1945. President Truman called upon the British to grant 100,000

permits to Jewish refugees for immigration to Palestine. The British then proposed an Anglo-

American commission of inquiry, which held hearings in the displaced persons camps as well

as in Palestine. This unofficial committee was followed by another investigating body, this time

composed of British and U.S. government officials, which recommended a return to the Idea of

a federated Arab-Jewish state in Palestine, a solution totally unacceptable to all concerned.

A complicating factor was the existence of a vast reservoir of displaced persons anxious

for immigration to Palestine as a result of the Nazi policies and the dislocations of World War

U. Despite the widespread implementation of the Nazi policy of Jewish genocide, some Jews

survived in German concentration camps. Others, especially Polish Jews, had found refuge in

the Soviet I nion and after the war preferred not to return to their destroyed homes and non-

existent occupations in Poland but to continue into Germany. This was also true of surviving

Jews from other eastern European countries for whom, as a middle-class group, the advent of

Communist governments held out little hope of economic adjustment. The movement of those
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people into Gern•any and Austria was not entirely spontaneous-there was evldenc•t of Ua1 under-

ground helping Jews from eastern Europe enter Germany by the thousands through not vory

tightly controlled irontier points in Poland and Czechoslovakia.8 But Germnny. with its anti-

Semitism, offered no permanent refuge for most of these people. Thus a compelling hunnli-

WLrian argument was available in support of the political ambitions of Zionism.

In sunmation, Jewish freedom to renew the Zionist fight after the downfall of Hitler, the

formulation of demands for Jewish statehood as official Zionist policy, the increase of pres-

sureo for immigration to Palestine for the remnants of Europe's decimated Jews, and British

attempts to continue in essence its white paper policies after the war brought about the full de-

velopment of Jewish insurgency in Palestine.

INSURGENCY

The ending of the five-year period for limited Jewish immigration provided by the 1939

white paper and the apparent British determination in 1945 to prevent further immigration

brought the Palestine situation to the point of explosion. The purpoe of the insurgency was to

apply and maintain pressure against the British mandatory administration and to force eventual

acceptance of Jewish objectives, primarily that of unrestricted immigration into Palestine. On

this postulate all Jewish factions agreed, although they differed on many other points of the

political program.

The Jewish Community Is Widely Divided as to Aims., Parties,

and Insurgent Organisation

The most active insurrectionists desired an independent Jewish state comprising as much

of Palestine as possible. The overwhelming majority of Zionists came to accept the idea of a

Jewish state in a partitioned Palestine. There was a small minority such as the Thud group

which considered an Arab-Jewish raC.rochement possible, but even such groups advocated un-

restricted Jewish immigration.

Within this loose framework of objectives the political makeup of the Yishuv was constantly

shifting, there being 10 parties involved in the 1936 elections, but 24 by the 1944 elections (be-

sides several which refused to participate). Political coalitions were formed and broken, and

every party had its moderate and radical wings. Out of the 1944 elections the Mapai, or Pales-

tine Labor Party, emerged with 63 seats. Since it was the political element of Histadrut, the

major federation of labor unions, its power reached into all aspects of Yishuv life. Histadrut

was at that time the largest employer, trader, banker, distributor, producer, and publisher in

Palestine and had done a great deal to spark the economic development of the country.

With such multiple political splits it is understandable that the active insurrectionist movement

should have had several branches differing in degrees of moderation or extremism. There were
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three distinct groups involved in active insurrootioiiist activity: the Z'va Haganah (Army of

Defense), the Irgun Zvai Leumi (National Military Organization), and the Lokhame Horuth

Israel (variously known as the Fighter& for the Freedom of Israel (FFI), Lehi or LIlY, or Stern

Group or Stern Gang).

The Hagjanah: Genesi, Strength, Training, and Weaponry

The most important by far was liaganah, which had evolved from the Hashomer (Watchmen)

in the pre-World War I villages. After the British acquired the m.ndatc they had the option

either to garrison every village or to legalize some kind of Jewish defense organization. The

first was too expensive and the second would have led to parallel Arab demands; so the admin-

istration, in a manner which typified its Palestine rule, tolerated the existence of Haganah with-

out giving it official sanction. "liaganah, forced into illegality, led a kind of semi-underground

existence. "9

Some 30,000 Jewish volunteers who had served with the British forces during World War II

formed the postwar nucleus of a trained Jewish army. 10 Hagannh strength at the end of the

mandate in May 1948 was a mobilized force of 35,000.f1 During the period of the insurrection,

llaganah was divided into reservists, the static defense force, and the Palnmah, or special

striking force. Palmah was officially a part of Haganah, but operated under a separate head-

quarters which was the intermediary between Palmah units and the Haganah high command.

Tactically Palmah enjoyed almost complete independence and was the only permanently mobil-

I'ed Hagnnah group. It had a bare nucleus of a navy and an air force, which flew its first

plane on March 27, 1948. Its membership of about 3,000 included 1,000 girls. 12

Training for Haganah and Palmah units was difficult and was often interrupted when British

patrols appeared in the neighborhood. Units living in the settlements paid for their keep by

training only half the time and working the other half. The special training for squad and pla-

toon commanders in particular took place in the remote settlements. A one-year compulsory

training for high school seniors was instituted in November 1945, but it was of the most rudi-

mentary sort involving basic fieldcraft and use of arms. 13

Since it was a capital offense to bear arms, the logistic problem presented serious diffi-

culties. Haganah's close connections with labor groups made transport accessible, as the trans-

port cooperatives were run by Histadrut, the federation of labor unions. Arms were deeply

cached in small lots throughout the settlements and villages, though British search parties found

many of them. Weapons weve obtained from a "•ariety of sources. Some were purchased in the

Unitvd States, many from the Arabs, and Czechoslovakia proved to be a good source. Also,

small but growing local manufacturing facilities began to turn out Sten guns, hand grenades, and

2-inch mortars with their shells 14
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When ilaganah openly showed its cached weapons after the termination (if the mandate, the

tally was 22,000 rifles (many obsolete), II. 100 submachineguns (many locally produced Stan

guns), 1,500 light machineguns, a few xaediQI machineguns, 105 3-inch morta-s, 682 2-inch

mortars, 16 Dsvidka mortars, 72 PIATS and antitank rifles, and 4 65-mm. guns. lb A Novem-

ber 1947 tally of weapons was appreciably lower than this, but this indicates the type and lim-

itations of armaments, for which ammunition was a major problem.

The Irgun Under Menachem Begin Is More Violent
and Extremie t Than the Higanah

The Irgun Zvai Leumi (IZL) embraced violence as a political instrument. Organized ac-

tivities on the part of the Irgun first became evident when the white paper of 1939 was issued.

The Irgun declared a truce with the British during World War 11, but began active insurrection

again in 1944 when the interim period allowed under the white paper was running out. An off-

shoot of the opposition Revisionist Zionist Organization led by Zeev Jabotlnsky, the organiza-

tion rejected the authority of the Jewish Agency, of the official Zionist leadership, and of

Haganah. 18

In 1944 and most of 1945, the Jrgun had to operate clandestinely within the Yishuv, in op-

position to Haganah, and it maintained its clandestine character until the end of the mandate. The

Irgun declared "war" against "the British Administration in Eretz Israel Ethe Zionist term for

Palestine ] which hands our brothers over to Hitler. Our people is at war with this regime-

war to the end."'?

Menachem Begin was commander of the Irgun from 1944 until its dissolution, but never

held a military rank within the organization. The central Irgun organization consisted of a high

command with regional commanders responsible to it. The Irgun was organized into four

sections-the Army of the Revolution (AR), the Shock Units (SU), the Assault Force (AF), and

the Revolutionary Propaganda Force (RPF). The AR existed mostly in theory until after No-

vember 1947, when every Irgunist was drafted into a regular AR unit. The SU was intended for

operations in Arab areas, but it merged operationally with the AF, which carried the burden of

Irgun operations during the insurrectionist phase. The RPF was responsible for the clandestine

wall newspaper, Herut (Freedom), clandestine radio broadcasts, and the public information

programs of the Irgun. 18

The hard core of activists on full-time service ranged from "at times less than twenty,

never more than 30-40, with the rest on call when needed.'19 The total strength, according to

Begin, was "hundreds and then thousands," while Kimche refers to "several hundred" in early

1947 with two or three thousand activ' sympathizers .20 Logistical problems were similar to

those of Haganah, but perhaps more difficult since the Irgun lacked the degree of sympathy that

Haganah commar-.ed within the Yishuv. Transport was obtained by capturing British jeeps or
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truck* when needed or by borrowriv er "requisitioning" local trucks. Explosives came from

Arab suppliers or from raido on British 1"ls.

The Stern (Canug-More Radical Tcan Ithe Irgun

The unofficial name of the FFI or Stern (0roup was taken from its original leader, Abraham

Stern, who had broken with the Irgun to form a more radical wing. Stern was killed in a fight

with the police in 1942, but the Stern Gang eontinued operations and, unlike the Irgun, never de-

clared a truce during World War U. Details of its organization are not known, but it had at

least five groups, including an operationo group and an information group known as Group V.21

The Stern Gang had an estimated strength of 250 to •00 in 1944 and of not more than 150 active

fighting members in early 1947.22

Jewish Objectire.. Strategies, and Tactics

The strategy and tactics ot the three organizations varied within a framework of the broad

objective to force the British into greater compliance with Jewish goals. Haganah was split on

the question of a Jewish state, many of its supporters holding out only for some sort of autonomy,

The Irgun envisaged the creation of a Jewish state covering both sides of the River Jordan,

while the Stern Group spoke of a state within "historic frontiers," a rather vague definition

since, as Avner comments, "nothing in history is so elastic as frontiers."23

Haganah objectives tended to concentrate around the immigration question and the British

interception of illegal immigrant ships. Haganah called its methods "constructive action," and

its terrorist tactics were brought into play against patrol launches, radar sites, and installations

and equipment which might be used to intercept illegal immigrant ships. The core of its resis-

tance program was Aliyah Beth (illegal immigration), which required a Haganah network all

over Europe to recruit, help, and arrange transportation for immigrants. 24

The Irgun and Stern Group agreed in their general strategic outlook. The British, they

felt, would never permit unlimited Jewish immigration or a Jewish majority in Palestine unless

forced to do so. They also believed that the Arabs and Jews could have worked out their dif-

ferences had the British not set the two groups against each other.25 On tactics they split. The

lrgun claimed it never killed save in self-defense, and it disowned the terrorist assassination

techniques employed by the Stern Gang. Both relied on terrorism, but in different degrees, to

force British withdrawal from Palestine and the creation of a Jewish state.

Jewish Operations Against the British: An Eye for an Eye

In October 1945, Haganah's illegal radio, The Voice of Israel, announced the formation of

an active resistance movement. 26 After the Labor government had come into power in England

in Judy 1945. even the Irgun and Stern Gang had been quiet, waiting to see if a change in
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government in Gruet Britain meantt a change of policy In Paleatin,, By November, lvwtwvor,

terrorism war again becoming rampnat, with the difference that thi* time the fiatumnh was

joining in. Under the increased suppressuie mjasures invwke4 by the British mriltmry .ommnnd, 'N

the Yishuv solidilled its passive remistance and th pattern of the insurrection agsin thie laBrit-

ish became clearer.

The insurrectionlst groups all maintained exten~ivio ind detailed observation ,f British

movements, and both Jewish and British observeri comeented that the Jewish intelligence aye-

tem was first-class.21

The Stern Gang blew up trucks and conducted pssaslinqtvas. In Febriry 1946, ilagannh,

the Irgunand the Stern Group cooperated in attlacks on airbelds at Lyddc and Kastina, combined

with attacks on British mobile units. The Irgun attacked a poelce station at Rainat GCan to ohbairn

arms and, in June 1946, kidnaped five British officers from an officers' club as hostages for

some of thoir members under death penalty. One of the Irgun's major operations, in July 1946,

was blowing up a wing of the King David Hotel In Jerusalem which was used as British Command

Headquarters .2S

On May 4, 1947, the Acre Prison was attacked by the Irgun, the wall was breached with ex-

plosives, and 214 Arab and 41 Jewish prisoners escaped. Barclay's Bank was robbed several

times, a Stern Gang specialty to gather funds. Roads were mined, railroads blown up, airfields

raided, British armories pillaged for equipment, and clandestine newspapers and radio broad-

casts maintained to condemn British actions, moves, and methods. Shell Oil storage tanks were

attacked and set on fire, radio stations and police stations attacked, and passive resistance by

the Yishuv encouraged.

The Irgun's retaliatory measures against the British took varicua forns. Wher, i-!tish

military courts, in addition to prison sentences, called for 18 lashes for varios prisoners, the

Irgun retaliated in December 1946 by having equal whippings administered to four abducted

British personnel. 29 The British then abolishec¶ flogging. As Polk comments, "during twenty-

five years of peace the Agency had urged that this be done-with no success. The moral seemed

clear. "30 Another, even grimmer, retaliation occurred in July 1947, when two British army

sergeants were hanged by the Irgun in retaliation for the British execution of three Irgun

members.

In 1948, the insurgents had reason to believe that their goal was in sight, and raids on the

British shifted mainly to collection of materiel. On April 4, 1948, a British antitank artillery

regiment camp near Pardess Hannah was captured by the Irgun and the guns and ammunition

taken; this was followed two weeks later in the same area by the capture of a British ammunition

train. However, anti-British operations generally ceased as the possibility of a political settle-

ment appeared-after three years of armed insurgency.
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COUNTER INS (JR(GENC "

For the British, the throe-yoar military struggle against insurgency in Palestine came

close on the heels of total involvement in World War U. British troops relieved of thoir duties

in Europe as the war ended in 1945 were moved into Palestine to moot the accelerating surge

of terrorism.

British Mission and Major Problem

The primary mission of the British troops in Palestine was always "to keep the peace and

maintain order," but during the course of the insurgency the nature of their role changed, just

as did the role of the various Jewish groups. British efforts moved from a buildup and training

phase, when the special techniques needed for operations were learned and refined, to a period

of intense operations when British-Jewish relations were most violently hostile, and then to a

final phasing-out as an end to the mandate was in sight.

Throughout the insurgency, the British were faced with the remarkable cohesiveness of the

Yishuv, or Jewish community. The Jews' complete lack of cooperation with the authorities

afforded the terrorists protection by mere passive resistance. Because the Yishuv was seem-

ingly impervious to subversion and generally resisted all British efforts to enlist informants,

intelligence was a special problem for the counterinsurgency forces. 3V The Palestine experience

was a clear demonstration of the difficulty of conducting counterinsurgency operations in the

face of popular resistance.

British Strength and Training

In early 1946 British troop strength reached the level it was to maintain until withdrawal

from the country began in early 1948. The 0th Airborne Division, 3d Infantry Division (minus

some units), and the 9th Infantry Brigade were the main British units, supported at first by two

squadrons of Halifax aircraft and later by air support from various bases throughout the Middle

East.32 An unofficial source states British troop strength in November 1947 was 90,000, besides

7,400 soldiers in the British-officered Arab Legion, 3,000 with the Trans-Jordan Frontier

Force, and 4,000 members of the British police force.33 The British government in an official

publication claimed that 84,000 British troops were involved and that the operation from the

end of World War II to the end of the mandate cost the United Kingdom 100 million pounds. 34

Although many of the troops brought into Palestine in mid- and late 1945 had been through

World War 11, the requirements for Palestine were sharply at vnartince with their previous cx-

lerience. A team of specialists trained British troops in the special techniques of this new

warfare-how to throw a cordon around a given area, avoid unnecessar. force, enforce curfews,

maintain road restrictions, and make searches and arrests.35
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Tactics Stress Cordon and Seareh Techniques
"Cordon and search" was a valuable technique. Areas in Arab villages and Jewish settle-

ments were cordoned off for house-to-house searches to apprehend illegal immigrants and

Jewish terrorists and to find and confiscate illegal arms .36

Since all Arab and Jewish employees were considered unreliable, optimum security pre-

cautions were maintained when a search was being planned. A minimum of personnel was in'-

cluded in the planning, no telephones were used, written instructions were avoided, troops in-

volved were permitted to continue normal plans even when the officers knew such plans would

be inrrupted by a search duty, and often troops leaving a camp on a search would head at

first in the wrong direction to mislead observers outside the camp.

Various techniques were tried for spotting insurgent activity. Aircraft were used for pa-

trolling and spotting Illegal immigrant ships and often for spotting insurrectionists after an

attack. Air photo reconnaissance was the primary means for planning cordon and search

operations until troops became personally familiar with the areas concerned. One of the more

unusual methods employed during searches was the use of "metal-sniffing" dogs, used to locate

arms caches, in cases where metal detectors had failed. 37

Averaging about six a month, the cordons and searches varied in size. The largest one

was undertaken beginning the day after the attack by the Irgun on the King David Hotel on July 22,

1946. First, Jerusalem was searched, 46 Jews were detained, and a nightly house curfew was

imposed on the city. Operation SHARK began before dawn on July 30, continued until the after-

noon of August 2, and involved the entire 6th Airborne Division, with some additional troops from

the lst Infantry Division. Every house and person in Tel Aviv and part of Jaffa was subjected to

a close search in an effort to ferret out members of the Stern Gang and the Irgun. Some 787

people were detained and sent to the detention camp at Rafah for more thorough interrogation.

Five arms dumps were found, the largest in the basement of the Great Synagogue, along with

some forged bonds and forging equipment. 38

Other Tactics: Patrols, Curfews, etc.

Besides these operations, patrols were regularly conducted to enforce curfews, to hinder or

prevent training by insurrectionist groups, and to curtail movements by day. They sometimes

included intensive patrolling of the railroad system to prevent sabotage. The Irgun and Stern

Group, for instance, carried uut 21 attacks against the railroads in the first three weeks of

November 1946 and brought on a strike by the Arab engineers and firemen. In order to start the

trains runningnormally again, the entire 6th Airborne Division was fully occupied for two weeks

in railroad protection. Such intense guarding was slowly reduced as attacks against the rail-

roads cen.ed, and eventually the regular patrol patterns were resumed. 39 Airfields and police

stations were also objects of regular patrols.
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Curfews were im;Kosed for various reasons. Tel Aviv was placed under a curfew In Octo-

ber 1945, following a viot, and again in late December 1945 ns a punitive measure for terrorist

activity. At the end of June 1946 a punitive curfew was imposed on Rehovoth until 6 p.m., ow-

ing to "bad beh..viour of Jews in town" the day before, during operation AGATHA, an intensive

settlement search for Palmah members and Hiaganah leaders. 60 After rittacks by insurrectionist

groups, as, for example, when five British officers were kidnaped, curfews were imposed to

help the search that followed. Sometimes the prime purpose was to curtail movement, during

the day or night or both, or to prevent demonstrations such as that of April 16-17 when four

Irgun members were executed at Acre Prison, An 1l-night curfew was imposed on parts of

Haifa at the end of July 19417, following the announcement that Jewish immigrants on an illegal

immigrant ship, the President Warfield, were to be shipped back to Germany. A few curfews

were imposed in 1948 in order to hinder Arab-Jewish clashes.

Snap searches of buses, offices, and housing areas were also made, in attempts to find arms

and explosives. Road restrictions were occasionally imposed, using roadblocks and after-dark

road curfews. Often a show of force was used either to prevent riots or to que)) disturbances.

British Remand Palestine Problem to the United Nations and Decide on Withdrasial

In 1947, the British set in motion events which were to change the character of the struggle

and, eventually, to end it. In April of that year, they transferred consideration of the Palestine

problem to the United Nations. A Special Committee (UNSCOP) was created to study the prob-

lem and report to the General Assembly. On November 29, 1947, the General Assembly voted

33 to 16, with 10 abstentions, for the partition of Palestine.

The plan was accepted by the Zionists, but violently opposed by the Arabs, who vowed to

resist its implementation. Early in 1948, troops and guerrillas from neighboring Arab coun-

tries began to attack Jewish villages, and Jewish efforts were diverted more and more from the

British to this Arab threat. Meanwhile, the British announced that they would not cooperate in

executing the partition plan and would withdraw from Palestine by May 15. 1548.

British Limit Operations to Holding Actions Until Their Withdrawal Is Complete

After the U.N. vote, therefore, the British engaged primarily in measures to keep the peace

during the remaiining months of the mandate. They quelled a riot that broke out between Jewish

and Arab prisoners in Acre Prison when the partition vote was announced on November 30, 1947.

Jeep patrols "to restore confidence" and armored patrols in Haifa were other peacekeeping

efforts. In January, British troops conducted flag marches through selected Arab areas and

relieved a Jewish settlement under Arab attack, a type of activity which became more frequent

as the mandate was running out. Relief of Jewish convoys and skirmishes with Arab forces
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w'ere' not uncommon, and searches of houses used by snipers, both Jewish and Arnh, result(d In

seizure of arms. British equipment was particularly covwted by boxth sides and was xcvxptional-

ly liable to heavy attack pMmed at its capture. The British increased security m, isurcs but

still lost supplies.

Until the ver end of the mandate, illegal immigration was prevented. During the last

three a•d a half months, the Royal Navy took over all responsibility. Prior to that time, the

navy had intermepted illegal immigrant ships as they entered the three-mile limit, and the re-

sponsibility for transshipment had then been turned over to the army. Aircraft were used for

patrolling and spotting such ships.

In the spring of 1948, r. last-minute American attempt to jettison the partition plan once

more in favor nf a U.N. trusteeship failed to pass. On May 15, 1948, the withdrawal of British

troops was completed and the independence of Israel was proclaimed, bringing to an end the

period of insurgency and counterinsurgency.

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

Though the final solution to the Palestine question was in greater part political, it was the

militant Jewish insurgency that created the climate and maintained the pressure which led to

this political solution. Only through this pressure were the British forced to seek solutions

outside of their own sphere of control and nass the problem to the United Nations. Whether the

Jewish state of Israel would have come into being without the insurgency is very doubtful.

In summary, the insurgency can be credited with a number of achievements, all of which

helped to attain the common objective of the three insurgency groups-the formation of the

state of Israel. It forced the British to undertake heavy commitments in Palestine, commit-

ments which they were not ready to maintain over an indefinite period. It focused world atten-

tion on Palestine and its attendant problems, including the plight of the remnants of European

Jewry who were still in displaced persons camps. It built throughout t0e Yishuv cohesion and

a sense of purpose-which increased rather than decreased under British efforts to break the

insurgency and which was required for creating the state of Israel. It created a climate of un-

certainty and fear which demoralized the British serving in Palestine and eroded the British

will both in Palestine and ia the United Kingdom, so that by 1947 the British government was

willing to accept any graceful-or even not so graceful-escape from a situation promising

nothing but increasing embarrassment.

Problems Limit Achievements of the Counterinsurgency

The British had faced serious problems. They undertook counterinsurgency operations in

an entirely hostile climate and attempted to operate without any local support. They were at a
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tdimtadvanta4t, in that theyv could not iduntify their enemies in the total mass of population, where-

are the inaurgenta knew pirveisel) who and where their enemies were. They could enforce the

nittticltory admiunitration'ti rule and variotus policies such as nonimmigration only by constant

vaglhm'e and pr'eilure, maintained uit high cost with a lavish use of manpower-all of which ef-

Iort served only to maintain it mta.tua quo. Thety operated in a vacuum without a set military

goal an an nelhievaible end, it condition which further demoralized tho troops.

It, libst that the counterinsurgency effort was able to achieve with a large outlay of men

un-I materiel wits limited control and the successful blockade of illegal immigration. Counter-

insurgency foi'ect were operating against it different cultural community which they little under-

ittoIM, uid the Iortes themselves had no direct stake in the outcome. The insurgents, on the

other hand, were cohesive and dedicated because their personal and "national" interests were

very dire(,tly involved, far beyond the point ol prestige or traditional spheres of influence moti-

vtling BIritish policy. Furthermore, the p)st-World War II period was one when British colo-

nial polivy was being redefined and the aims of empire were changing; British effort was thus

vroded lty the knowled1ge that what was fought for today might be given up tomorrow as a matter

of p30lley realignment.

Violence has often forced recognition of reality in a political situation which has resisted

all other pressures, and the Palestine Jewish insuigency certainly helped bring the reality of

the situiation home to the British government. Counterinsurgency, to succeed, needs to offer

feanible alternatives to the insurgency, but the alternatives offered to the Jewish insurgents

were not :nceeptbl)le and thus not leasible. Insurgency is often an effective spur to finding ad-

dtitionaLl p)ossibilities in seemingly impossible political quandaries. Thus with added pressure

trom the Palestinian Jewish insurgents, Britain found the U. N. altermetive at least accept-

able, it not desirable, in the absence of any better solution.
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Chapter Fifteen

LEBANON (1958)

by Abdul Asia Said
In the 1958 Western-oriented Chamoun govern-
ment, facing an insurgency with international Im-
plications, called upon the United States for aid;
although U. S. forces responded to the call, the
insurgency was ended, not by fighting, but by po-
litical concessions that recognized the histori-
cally unique and neutral position of this Christian-
Muslim country in the Middle East.

BACKGROUND

In defiance of the Biblical dictum about a house divided against itself, Lebanon has some-

how managed to endure. This small country, hardly twice the size of Delaware, is more than a

geographic expression or a political entity: it is a state of mind. It is a colorful miniature of

diverse peoples, an ornate mixture of religious groups, a patchwork of loyalties, a manifold

terrain, a diversity of climatic conditions, a mosaic of communities, and a multiform society.

In the summer of 1958, the questions of presidential succession and Lebanon's place in the Arab

world brought a full-scale crisis that menaced the delicate balance in the country and threatened

the fragile edifice of the Lebanese state.

The country is divided into four natural belts, all running parallel to the Mediterranean

coast. The first belt is a fertile coastal strip intersected by mountains and extending from the

Israeli border In the south to the Syrian border In the north. Immediately east of the coastal

strip Is the Western Range, with Mount Lebanon rising over 10,000 feet, the highest point in the

Levant (the eastern littoral of the Mediterranuan). Here there are abundant water and intense

cultivation. The third belt, about 70 miles long and about 10 miles wide, is a plateau area

bounded by low hills. Along the Syrian border there is a high mountain range, known as Anti-

Lebanon, whose peaks rise to 7,000 feet. This fourth belt, unlike the Mount Lebanon range, has

a scant water supply and is sparsely populated.

The climate of the country is as varied as the terrain. In the t.:'atal strip, the winters are

mild and the summers are moderately hot and quite humid. The mountain :,ones are character-

ized by cold winters with heavy snow; the summers there are cool and pleasant.
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E~thnic WINd Religious DivrsitUy in Lebanon

Ethnic anid social conditions in Lebanon nake this small country of 1. 5 million people a
veritable melting pot, Thlere are at least 14 different religious commiunities in Lebanon, each

conscioud of its separate identity, sensitive to Its rights. and retaining its unique outlook and

orientation,

Official records indicate that Christians constitute about 55 percent of the population, or

773,%',,00 persons- including 424,000 Maronites, 149,000 Greek Orthodox, and smaller numbers of

Greek Catholics, Armenian Orthodox and Catholics, Syrian Orthodox and Catholics, Protestants,

Roman Catholics, and Chaldeans. The Muslims and Druzes, on the other hand, are estimated to

number 024,000-including 286.000 Sunnis, 250,000 Shil~tes and $8,000 Druzes . Considering the

tact that the most recent census was taken In 1932, however, the Muslims' claim that they now

constitute a majority at' the Inhabitants Is not altogether unreasonable. I

Economic Contditions in the 1950's
In 195A. the Lebanese enjoyed one at the highest standards of living In the Middle East. The

economy wiias thriving, and the annual per capita Income was somewhat over $300. This Income

was high in comporison with the other countries in the Mfiddle East, and, although the distribution

of wealth might appear unsatisfactory by Western standards, it was tar better in Lebanon than

in other Arab states,?

The revenue from tourism, banking, and commercial and professional services, which to-

gether make tip the largest at the three pillars of the Lebanese economy, provided f'or 65 percent

of the total national income. Industry provided over 15 percent at the total income, making

Lebanon the most ind-striali?.ed Arah state. Agriculture, on the other hand, played a less im-

portant role in Lebanuii than In other Middle Eastern states. Although Lebanon produces fruits,

vegetables. and some cereal grains, the country Is not agr icultu rally self-sufficient. 3

AlMthough economic conditions were relatively good in the 1950's, the opposition to the gov-

ernment claimed that ngrb. ulture and Industry were being administratively ignored because ot

the pressures exerted by the powerful mercantile interests, which werf, heavily represented in

the government . Despite these criticisms, however, economic' conditions were not an appreci-

able tactor in the outbreak of the 1958 insurgency. The wages of the labor force were generally

on the rise, andl the government had constructed a hydroelectric plant and initiated an irrigation

project as p)art of a program to modernize agriculture and industry.

Gorernmenl aznd .4dminisiration
A part of the Turkish Ottoman Empire before World War I and a French mandate into the

period of World War 11, Lebanon achieved full independence In 1943, although the French did not

leave until the end of the wvar. Lebanon has had long experience with strong executives and
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bureaucratic government through both Its traditional and colonial structures. 'rho vountry has

a parliamentary system modeled after the French, but the actual working of the government Isn

characterized by two phenomena- It is unitary in nature with extreme centralization of decision-

making, and the executive-bureaucratic branch Is predominant. Autonomous local government

is nonexistent in Lebanon, and the legislative and judicial branches of the national government

are subordinate to the executive and central bureaucracy.

The president of Lebanon is not a figurehead but a true chief executive. Elected by pai'lin-

ment for six years, he Is not supposed to succeed himself under the Lebanese Constitution.

Nonetheless, Bisharah al-Khurl, the country's first president, had been elected to two consecu-

tive terms. When rumors circulated in 1952 that parliament would attempt to re-elect al-Khuri

to a third term, a general strike and the army's course of neutrality compelled him to resign

two years before the end of his second term. Whether al-Khurt's successor, President Camille

Chamoun, should be permitted to serve a second term was to become a crucial factor in the

governmental crisis of 1958.

Despite his limited time in office, the president possesses fairly comprehensive powers.

For example, he appoints and dismisses the prime minister and other cabinet ministers, as well

as other public officials- he can initiate legislation on grounds of urgency, and has suspensory

veto power which only an absolute majority in parliament can overrule. Furthermore, he can

dissolve parliament for one month and can call parliament into extraordinary sessions. Al-

though in all of those measures he must consult his ministers, they are subordinate to the pres-

Ident by the nature of their appointment.

Cabinet members, who may or may not be members of parliament, are responsible to both

the president and parliament. The Lebanese parliament, known as the Chamber of Deputies, is

elected for four years. Its composition is determined by the size of the various religious com-

munities as established by the French in 1920, on a proportion of six Christians to five non-

Christians.

The National Pact Between Muslims and Christians

A central feature of the Lebanese political system is a kind of gentleman's agreement.

arrived at in 1943 between Muslim and Christian leaders of the country and known as the Na-

tional Pact. According to this unwritten agreement, Lebanon is understood to be an Arab

country, but of a special character by virtue of Its cultural and spiritual ties with the Christian

countries of the West. In foreign policy, Lebanon is expected to adhere to the general orienta-

tion and mainstream of Arab international policy; in return, Muslim leaders in Lebanon and the

other Arab states are expected to recognize and respect Lebanese independence as a separate

state. Thus, with the Mar'onite Christians agreeing to give up the protection of France and the

Christian West and the Muslims agreeing to forgo annexation with Syria and the other Arab

states, Lebanon was launched as an independent *tite.
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The National Pact also providetl for the distribution of offices and political posts in the

Lebaense government In accordance with a spocini formula basod on religion andi timetimes

called the "confessional" system, This formula requires that the president be it Muronite, the

prime minister it %unni Muslim, and the speaker of the Chamber of rxeputica a Shi'i Muslim. .1

PAscri upon an interpla.% of politicis and religion often bewildering to th%. outsider, the con-

fessional systom tends to perpetuate strife and tension andi givoto pol itical prcse In Lebanon

it parnrohial and particularistic coloration. 'rho political life of the country Is characteriz~ed by

a fragmentation that results in provincialism and extreme sectarianism. Ideological differences

between Lebanes~e political teacherm aire usually less important than their religious sect affilia-

tion and family connections.

Calwiral Background and Orientation of Lebanese Politics
In general, Lebainetie Christians it ýe inclined toward Western political values and institutions,

while the Muslims ire more oriented toward traditional political concep~ts. This disparity of

Outlook is further compounded bky differences within the mixture of indigenous political cultures

thait have been~ include-i within the boundaries of the present Lebanese state. Consequently,

communicatilun between the various Lebanese communities Is restricted and the development of

it synthesivxed national consciousness faces strong resistance.

Lebanese leaders luive arrived in the political arena through a wide variety oif systems.

ranging from the largely patriarchal system where leaders are recruited on the basis of wealth

and family lineage, to a religious system where leaders are recruited on the basis of their re-

ligioum affinities, to narrow..based oligarchies where leaders are recruited from profebsional

anti business groups . * This situatloa explains the high degree of substitutabil ity of roles in the

Lelianese political process. Accordingly, in Lebanon there has been little consensuts ats to the

legitimate ends and means of political alction. The intensity and magnitude of political discus-

sion have often had little relationship to actual dec ision- making in the country.

The manner in which interests are articulated and organized in Lebanon is especially In-

teresting. Informal groupings 4pf a patriarchal or communal character have been persistent in

Lebanese political life. Thus the chairacter of political issues is largely determined by religious

and clan groupings. On the other hand, associational interest groups, such as labor unions and

chambers of commerce, have not been, an integral part of the political process. Hlence, partic-

ular economic or occupational interests are gear rally latent andi are expressed indirectly througfl

clan or religious associations and institutional interest groups, suc'h its the army and bureanuc-

racy.

- Vor an explanation of the theoretical framewvork underlying this description, including such
concepts as "political recruitment," "interest articulation." and "associational interest groups.
see Gabriel A. Almond and James S. Coleman (eds.), The Politics of the Lieveloping Areas
(P~rinceton: Princeton Univetrsity Press. 1960).
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Major Poliuiral Farctons

A oursory view of the aims and purposes of the major political factions in Lebanon at the

time of the itasurgency reveals the nature and chiracter of the political system which came

apart in 1958, Most of Lebanon's political groups are not parties in the Western sense of the

term. They are all based on religious or clan foundations and often have little or no ideological

content. They have very narrow bases of popular support and serve essentially as vehicles for

competition between different leaders or between different regions of the country. Some of

these political groups are formed for limited objectives and they often disappear when their

objectives are achieved. Some of the nportant parties and groupings in 1958 were the 3la'ath,

Progressive Socialist, Najjadah, Phalanges Libanuises, Communist, National Organization,

Constitutional Union, National Bloc, and Parti Populaire Syrien, also known as the Syrian Social

National Party.

The Ba'ath, or Arab Resurrection Party, hard spread throughout the Middle East from its

birthplace in Syria. Stnading for Fan-Arabism, the Ba'ath appealed mainly to young Muslims

and, to a lesser extent, the Christian luwligentsia. Led by Jibran Majdalani and Abdul Majid

al-Rafi'i, it drew ita chief support in southern Lebanon and in the northern Lebanese cities of

Tripoli and Baalbek.

The Progressive Socialist party, under the leadership of Kamal Jumblatt, a Druze feudal

chieftain, drew most of its membership from the Druzo sect in central and southern Lebanon.

While it alledgedly stood for democracy, socialism, and a purely secular state, in realitly its

orientation was based on its leadersI changing and fluctuating whims.

The most militant and radical Muslim group was the Najjadah, a Pan-Islamic group which

advocated the amalgamation of Lebanon with the United Arab Republic. The Najjadah, which had

"a strong emotional appeal to traditionalistic Muslim youths of the lower classes, was primarily

"a youth movement of paramilitary nature, guided by Adnan al-Hakim.

The Phalanges Libanaises, the Christian counterpart of the Najjadah, stood for the preser-

vation of Lebanese sovereignty. Organized arourd the personality of Pierre Jumayyil, it found

its chief exponents in the Beirut area and in the Metn area.

Thq illegal Communist party, led by Faraj-Allah al-Hulu, had underground headqualters in

Beirut with branches in Sidon, Tripoli, Tyre, and Baalbek. Alienated intellectuals and some

university students were attracted to the party, which actually had very little to do with the 1958

insurgency.

The National Organization, led by Rafiq Naja, represented Islamic mercantile and bourgeois

interests; its chief supporters were found in Beirut. The Constitutional Union, under the leader-

ship of former President Bisharah al-Khuri, was composed of Christian mercantile interests of

Beirut. Another segment of Christian mercantile interests, organized by Raymond Edde, was

the National Bloc,
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T'he NMrI lhiupialaire Myrion (1418) . led by Amad al-Auhqnr, invluded In Its following pro-

k'wu6iutnnill vivoilosrvict? anix armny personnel iand sonic students, as well as some discontented

lntd youthlttl rovolutionary groups. It tidvocated immediate unity with Syria, based on Syrian

rather than Aral) natiunalisniJ' One of th. oldest and most militant ideological parties in Lob-

anton, tho 1PH' had branches in Syria, .Jordiut, atid Iraq. The object of official persecution In

Hyria Atut Iraq, Oihe ITS warn actively opposed in Lebanon by religious stects, both Muslim and

Christian, the feudatl Interests. the Communists, the Pan-Arablists, aid Lebanese nationalists..

Its ruppiort of the Charnoun government In 195o %van purely a tactical alliance utmcdutpreventing

a l'an. Aral'ist union uf Lebanon with other Arab states whose governments were Inimical to the

MVHiim-Chriatian I'rdrtion Feeds Opposition to President Chamoun

Alt1hough the Arnh nationial nlo%ement had been strongly supported by Lebanese Christians

lit thv W~ginning o( thim century, 'ky the 1950's the majority of the Christian Lobanese tended to

vItow i all - Ara Wisin with lipiivrthtnsion, They felt that its effect would be to reduce them to the

1Ntt11kis ofl ,4Cvon)(i .elnss vililena Lebansea Muslims, on the other hand. rescnted that so many

of lit#, hest and most intliacatitl po~sitions In Lebanon's civil service, armay, and private ernter-.

pt'ist. wert' t'ntriakII0 by% Christians. i'rhey also complained of lack of ediucational opportunities.

*rhe mutiilijim felt that thL' comixsition of government should reflect the numerical ratio of

acttual rel iglia ifus atUltionl, which they claimed had flow shifted in their favor. The position of

tiny Muth un prime minister, the.\ stated, should have more power, and the powers of the Chris-

tiati piresident Mhould lie reduced.ý In Muslim oyes, Lebanon Is Aral) orientation was being comn-

promflised( 1ky, lutt(Iiphts t4- increane WO~tern Intl'encc in the country. rhey sought administrative

dietentraliatlnton andi teirminaitioni of %%fiat they alleged to Wx political corruption In President

CaimilleIt Chaimoon's admin istimration. 7

Charges ot political corruption have been commonplace in Lebaniese history, but Chamoun's

actions, which had succeeeded in antagonizing most of the influential leaders of the country, fo-

cused part icula r attentioni onl governmental mismannagemen~t during his term of office. Eventually

there was hardly a leader of tiny influence who remained friendly to President Chamoun. and

pol itical groups began to assume a definite anti -government orientation. Chamnoun's bid for a

sv(c,11d eterm, Illustrated by his attempts to amend the Constitution to allow for presidential suc-

c~tbsitot1 to nouthtet term ini office, together with his purge of traditional political leaders, prob-

11I~ly acetd its a principal favtor in the insurgency.

Cold War Issum Contribute to the Growing Disaffection
A contributing factor wvas Chamioun's foreign policy, which emnphasiz.ed close collaboration

with the West att a timeo when must Arahb governments itad adopted a strong neutralist posture in



the cold war confrontation, Chamoun's support of the pro-Western Prime Minister tif Iraq,

Nurl as-Said, in the latter's quarrel with President (o mal Abxdul Nasser of Egypt and the United

Arab Republic, aroused further dissatisfaction.

Opposition to Chamoun's admlnistration started as early as 1955. with the formation of the

Baghdad Pact, when Lebanon was debating its stance toward this complex pro-Western military

alliance. The first opposition spokesman was the Progressive Socialist leader, Kamal Jumblatt,

who accused the Chamoun administration of preparing to join the pact.s Lebanon did not in fact

Join the Baghdad Pact, but Muslim suspicions of Chamoun's Intentions were aroused over the

issue.

The combined Israeli and Anglo-French attack on Egypt in the Suez crisis of 1956 was also

the cause of Intense anti-government feeling in Lebanon. Chamoun's refusal either to join other

Arab states in active support of Egypt or to break diplomatic relations with Britain and France

was the starting point of a tragic series of developments which were to culminate in the Insur-

gency of 1958.

Although no official statement was Issued, it was generally understood that Lebanese V Jzme

Minister Abdallah al-Yafi's cabinet had been sharply divided on the policy to be pursued by

Lebanon in the Suez crisis. Whereas Yafi and Minister Without Portfullo Sa'ib Salam were

thought to have urged that diplomatic relations with Britain and France be broken off almost

immediately after the Beirut meeting of the Arab Ivhads of state, President Chamoun was be-

lieved to have resisted the pressure to break off relations with the European governments. In

any case, Chamoun apparently considered that his ministers were deliberately seeking to em-

barrass him and he accordingly put pressure upon them to resign, which they did.

The next fateful step in the Lebanese drama occurred on March 16, 1957, when Chamoiu

declared Lebanon's adherence to the Eisenhower doctrine, under which Middle Eastern govern-

ments m ght call upon the United States to intervene militarily in their defense.

Chamoun's Political Opposition Forms the United National Front

This act closed the ranks of the different factions of opposition and led to the formation of

the United National Front (UNF) in April 1957. The establishment of the UNF created an Im-

pressive anti-government force combining 23 influential political leaders and including such men

as Sa'ib Salam, Kamal Jumblatt, Rashid Karami, Husayn al-Uwayni, All al-Bazzi, Ilyas al-Khuri,

Phillipe Taqla, Henri Far'un and Ghassan al-Tuwayni. The United National Front brought to-

gether the Najjadah, National Organization, Progressive Socialist, Ba'ath, and other political

factions. Later, the Congress of Parties was formed as a spokesman for all opposition views,

including other anti-government factions not members of the UNF. The initial aim of the UNF

and other anti-government groups was simply to oppose Chamoun's administration.
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rho lilsathists drew heavily upon Lhe sapport of their strong orgnization in Syr,- and were

assisted by U.te Communist underground which Nelped the lBa'ath to organize and a# ..,inister

rebel quarters In Beirut. Tho Najjudah daso threw its full weight in support of the insurrection,

and Jumblatt'a Progressive Socialist perty assume'd a central role in the growing Insurgency.

Finally, the Arab Nationallst Movement, which sas not a political party but a loose Pnd socially

heterogeneous movement of Muslim Intelleftuals advocating Arab union, supported anti-

government groups.

Presideat CAnoamn Wine at the Polls and Takes a Pro.Western Poition

General elections for the Lebanese Chamber of Deputies were held in June 1957 during a

critical period In which several Incidents and serious rioting occurred. The result was an over-

whelming victory for Chamnun supporters and a correspondingly heavy defeat for the UNF op-

position parties led by Saolb Salam. it was now widely believed that Chamoun would use what

the opposition called a "packed parliament" to amend the constitutional provision limiting a

president to a single term, in order to keep himself in office for another six years, if not for his

lifetime.'

The new cabinet, formed on August 18, was led by Sam! al-Suluh and included the strongly

pro-Western Charles Malik as foreign minister. Whether Chumoun's appointment of Malik was

merely an immediate reaction to his clash with Yafi and Salam or grew out of a longst~nding

di Ile tf change Lebanese foroign policw, is not (lear. In any event, Malik's swift and unqualified

support of the Eisenhower doctrine split the country into two hostile camps. Among Arabs the

Eisenhower doctrine was widely regarded as being aimed against Nasser and the Pan-Arabist

policy he espoused. Malik's decision violated a cardi•al principle of the Lebanese National

Pact regarding foreign policy, namely, that in any international issue Lebanon must never side

with the West against the Arab states.

INSURGENCY

The spark thich touched off armed conflict between the opposition forces and the Chamoun

government was the murder of Nasib al-Matni, the Maronite Christian publisher of the left-wing

newspaper Telegral, on May 8, 1958. On the following day the United National Front declared a

general strike throughout the country and demanded the immedia'e resignation of President

Chauoun.

A ims and Early Operations of the I'T

The avowed aim of the UNF at this stage of the revolt was to bring about the resignation of

Chamoun and the holding of new parliamentary elections, followed by a reversal of the country's
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pro-Western alignment. 'Ito leaders uf the movement have denied charges that they wanted to

unite Lebanese territory with Nasser's United Arab Republic and adopt a pro-Soviet foreign

policy. Apparently enthusiasm for Nasser varied widely among insurgent grt lips and their

leaders, who were in complete agreement only in their opposition to the Chamoun regime. 10

In the initial phase of the crisis, the opposition consisted of both organized political groups

and elements drawn from the streets. The insurrection itself actually began with rioting and

street warfare in the cities, and this sproad into the countryside near Tripoli, Sidon, Hirmil,

Baalbek, and other Isolated areas, ultimately takixg the form of over, guerrilla warfare. No

areas were ,ander absolute insurgent control; however, most of the old sector of Beirut, known

as al-Basta, the al-Monsuri Mosque area uf Tripoli, and the Sidon and Shul areas to the south

of Beirut were within the insurgents' sphere of influence.

As still legal political parties in opposition to the Chamoun government, the Lebanese in-

surgents did not need to develop a genuine underground organization. Many of the functions oi

an underground were performed quite openly by the opposition groups brought together by the

UNF.

Psychological warfare, for example, vWI carried on by open as well as clandestine mass

media. Insurgent propaganda was expressed In two important Beirut newspapers. al-Siyasah

and Beirut al-Masa. The insurgent Voice of Free Lebanon began broadcasting on May 16, 1958.

Through continuous broadcasts the Lebanese people were called upon to revolt against President

Chamoun, who was branded a criminal and "a stooge of Western imperialism." In June 1958, in

Beirut, the Najjadah Party established a new radio station, the Voice of Arabism, which trans-

mitted in Arabic, French, English, and Armenian. In late August, a third anti-government radio

station, the Voice of the Revolution, appeared in Beirut. Press and radio propaganda from Cairo

and Damascus was also very important in fanning the flames of insurgency in Lebanon.

Sporadic acts of terrorism were committed in many Lebanese cities during the summer of

1958. Terrorists working for the insurgents succeeded in infiltrating government-controlled

areas, planting bombs and dynamite, and generally creating chaotic conditions. Although at the

peak of insurgent activity as many as 50 explosions took place daily, the number of casualt~es

remained small. It appears that bombs and explosives were planted only when it was reason-

ably certain that premises were vacant.

Insurgents' Military Organisation and Leaderahip

The military organization of the insurgents remained loose and decentralized. At the out-

break of the rebellion there were three separate commands, later unified under Mu'in lHammud.

After the arrest of Hammud, Sa'ib Salam assumed chairmanship and formed a number of com-

mLttees, including a Finance Committee headed by Husayn al-Uwayni.
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In Tripoli, the leadership of the insurgency was taken over by Rashid Karami, who estab-

lished an eight-man Central Command to make policy decisions and direct local inourgent ac-

tivities, as well as an Executive Committee, headed by Tal'at Karim, and a Revolutionary

Court

In Sidon, the insurgency was controlled by Maruf Sand, with ,alah la'ad acting as his prin-

cipal adviser and subordinate. Various committees such as Finance, Ordnance, Internal Secu-

rity, and Publicity were established.

In the Shuf area, Kamal Jumhlatt assumed the leadership of the insurgents, who constituted

the best organized anti-government force. It has heen claimed that they were trained and sup-

plied with military materiel by Syrian army officers. Jumblatt established various adminis-

trative units, with his home town, al-Mukatarah, as his base of operations.

in tOult Uallbek and Hirmil areas there was no unified command. Here the leadership was

divided among several local political leaders, with little or no coordination.

Internal Support: Recruaitment, Training. and Logisisra

The Communists sided with the insurgents but their help was seldom sought, to most rebel

leaders, the Communists proved to be an embarrassing ally. 11 While the vast majority of the

Muslims supported the insurgency, the Christian population was split, with some Christians

aiding the insurgents or at least remaining neutral in the struggle.

There were apparently no regular recruiting centers. In general, recruits were drawn from

the population living in rebel-dominated areas in the cities and from the followers of chiefs in

the countryside. Most rural inhabitants supported their traditional leaders, and cases of indi-

viduals changing allegiance were extremely rare.

While some of the recruits received limited military training, there is no evidence of elab-

orate training camps in any of the insurgent areas. Political indoctrination of the insurgent

fighting force was conducted through mass media controlled by the rebels and by word-of-mouth

communication from tribal chiefs sympathetic to the insurgents.

Local logistic support varied from one insurgent sector to anotv.' r. In the cities of Beirut,

Tripoli, and Sidon there were a number of tixed bases. The equipmtwt .•. the rebels consisted

of rifles, machineguns, mortars, grenades, and bazookas. Initially rebel forces in Beirut suf-

fered a shortage of ammunition, but the insurgent leadership later establishe-1 a workshop in

Beirut which produced armsa and ammunition. Additional weapons were captured from loyalist

forces.

External Support for thea Insurgengs-Advanta5es and Disadvantages

Most of the insurgents' external aid came from the United Arab Republic-Egypt and Syria.

President Chamoun claimed that Lebanese insurgent forces were trained by Syrian military
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offitvers. Ito further alleged that recruitment offices were established in Dltnincus wundter the

direction of Bourhane Adham, a Syrian army officer, nel in Items undor the direction of Alxiul

Hakim, another Syrian officer. The government ulso accused the iyrians and E~yptinna ol fur-

nishing the rebels with military materiel, volunteers, and about 200 million Syrian pounds. 12

The material aid furnished by the United Arab Republic to tho Insurgents appears to trave been

effective mainly in the Baalbek and Hirmil areas.

The moat important result of external aid may have been to raise the morale of the rebel

forces. It did not appreciably change the course of the insurgency, but it did enable the Chamoun

government to make political capital of the fact that some aid had been given, in order to con-

vince the United States that lebanon was in danger of being invaded by the United Arab Republic

and pro-Soviet factions. United Nations representatives in Lebanon did not support the Chamoun

government in its charges of UAR involvement.

Military Operahions

Insurgent strategy and tactics differed from one area to another. In the cities, fighting was

largely confined to sporadic street clashes, planting time bombs, and throwing hand grenades.

In Beirut the only heavy fighting occurred in mid-June when the residence of the Prime Minister

,*as burned anti that of the President subjected to heavy fire. In Tripoli fighting assumed greater

intensity; the city became a virtual battlefield, with heavy shelling by the insurgents and exten-

sive use of machineguns. In the countryside a few pitched battles were fought, with official

buildings, Installations, and police outposts as targets.

The rebels held several strategically important positions, such as Mount Lebanon, which

was very difficult to attack but relatively easy to defend. Here Jumblatt's forces could harass

loyalist attackers almost at will. Similarly, the rebels were strong, if not very well coordi-

nated, along the Syrian border, across which they got supplies and reinforcements. This made

it nearly impossible for the government to quell the insurgents In this area.

The most important battles occurred early in the insurgency, at Bayt al-Din between May

13 and 16, at Fraydis on June 9 and 10, and when Jamhiatt attenplod to occupy Beirut on June 30.

During the period of June 30-July 5, Jumblatt mounted a major offensive centeredt upon the vil-

lage of Qubr Shmui and the Beirut International Airport near the capital. WJ'h the defeat of

Jumblatt's forces in narly July, tho military acLion of the insurgency wa, virtually ended, al-

though political intrigues continued throughout the summuer.

Exce: t in the Shuf vector, the Lebanese insurgency was iess than a full-scale civil war, but

it was definitely more than strei, rioting and mass demonstrations.
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In.urKe, nl •lrrm•h •, Unknou, n0 and Cu•ua///• Remain/•m/|ma/•i

It Is difficult tx• detel'minz, the strontL•h of the insurgent foroea• however, the tnaurgenta

had the support of mon! of the •abitantz tn rebel-controlled areitz, There are indlelttion| that

Tripoli had the largetJt far, urgent force, in the cities, rebel strength declined with the passaic

of timt,, in the t.zuatryalde, however, wherz, rebel uhlefs appeart• to hitve succeeded in re-

cruiting moat tJ.alv ttduita of military age, insurgent forces contbmed to p• strength with the

progress of the intturgeney, tz

'l'hert• are no reliable figures available on Insurgent ©aaualtiea; only ovealionitl eotnmun/-

que'u on inattrgent clashes with government forages wore issued, with en©h eldr •tvtnli It different

estimate el eitautltivs, it is reascmably safe to €onclude. however, that the t•ttmber el lnaurz•nt

dead Itmt •ounded for tht• cnttr• period did not exceed 3,000 and m•ht h•, eloq•!' to IO00.

COUNTER INNU RGENC|'

The first clashers between governmtmt forces and the tnsurgenttJ occurred m Tripoli on

May 9, 1958, hut it was not until May i2, when violence reached Beirut, that the Chamoun gov-

ernment seemed to have ret:ognized the gravity of the crisis. By that time, barricades had

gone up in most of tlw principal tx•s, dividing government-held areas from rebel-controlled

zones. Although bomb explosions anti sporadic burets of gunfire became dally occurrences,

there were at first no serious confrontationa between loyalist foreelt and the insurgents, The

outbreak of armt•! insurgency nevertheless soon reduced the goverr, ment to a state of political

chaos and military paralysis.

President Chamotm attempted to win support from the Christian element of the population

by putting the crisis in a Muslim-Christian context. Moat of the Maronite clergy and n majority

of the Christians gent.rally supta•rted the government throughout the rebellion. Some Christian

leaders, however, s i(Ic(i with tht, insurgents, and others remained neutral. The Maronitc l)•t-

triarch, [or vxam:)ie, withheld his support of the Chamotm regime and insisted on a negotiated

settlement with the insurgents, tt

•h¢, Arm.•/'l • €• i•qttrcd Arbitrator

Before tht' outhre•k of hostilities, the commander of the 7,000-man Lebanese arm)', Gen.

Fund Ch•.hab. had w•trned President Cheat)on that, in the event of such an insurgency, the army

w•mld not Ix, in :t posit•on to resist do•ble prcssttrcs from out, ida the country n•.d f•,•n• rebel

agitation inside the ct•untz.T. Ci•ehab fcartd Ihat if his army--itself balanced precaz'iously be-

•veen Christian and Mualim troops--participated in this civil fight, it would actually fall apart.t•

By withholding fuU support from the government, Chehab may have actually contributed indirectly

to the outLreak of the rebellion. Once violence began, the army, regarding the crisis as a power
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st,'uggle among politicians, refused to commit itself to either side, It assumed instead the role

of arbitrator between the government and the opposition, trying to protect both sides from total

defeat and to minimize the scope of hostilities,.

Only when insurgent attacks became too intense (lid the army and air force intervene, but

they never put themselves at the complete disposal of President Chamoun. For example, when

rebel forces threatened the Beirut International Airport in early June, the army went Into action

and carried the day for the counterinsurgent side. Army units also saw action against the in-

surgents in Tripoli, Yet, at the same time in Beirut, army units prevented the police from en-

tering rebel sectors of the capital. The army aloe imposed strict press censorship-which

allowed the press to criticize both sidiLs, but not the army.

The Government Dspeusd on Paramulitary Forces

Because of the army's neutrality, the counterinsurgents faced acute military problems. Ex-

cept for poorly trained and equipped gendarmes, the government had at its disposal only loyalist

civilians who had been hastily organized into paramilitary units. Coordination of these forces

was difficult.

Counterinsurgent forces consisted of the Phalanges Libanaises, the Parti Populaire Syrien,

a few Druzes, and other pro-Chamoun elements, who were organized to fight for the government

in the countryside, together with the gendarmes of the national police force, which was generally

loyal to the government during the crisis. The major figures were Naim Mughabghab; Majid

Arslan, Minister of Defense; Pierre Jumayyil, leader of the Phalanges Libanaises; Oahtan Ham-

adah; and PPS leader Asad aj-Aahqar. These men were politicians who led their followers in

support of the Chamoun administration.

The militant Christian and pro-Chamoun party of Pierre Jumayyil, Phalanges Libanaises,

had a total of about 40,000 members and sympathizers, but few of these had any military training.

Though not particularly useful in field operations, the Phalangists were active in Beirut and

other cities, where they erected barricades and bore the brunt of the street fighting,

Asad al-Ashqar's militant and disciplined Parti Populaire Syrien, which backed Chamoun

against their common enemies, had some 3,000 armed and well-trained men in the field and has

been called the backbone of the loyalist forces. The PPS received its weapons from Iraq and

Lebaneee army supply depots and had a well-established training center at Nabi Uthmanl6 until

rebel attacks broke up the camp. There was a serious political problem involved in the gov-

ernment's use of PPS troops, however, since most of the regular army personnel thoroughly

disliked the PPS and distrusted its political leadership

An Estimate of Pro-Government Strengths and Casualties

r Total troop strength of counterinsurgent forces has been placed at around 6,000, including

2,000 gendarmes, 3,000 PPS fighting men, and about 1,000 others. In actual battles, however,
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the number of p'o-govtrnment forces often ex netmtl these figures. For example, chore wert

some 9,000 loyalists involvedt In the defense of the Beirut Inte•natienal Airport, including gen.,

darmeu and PPS troopps, with some traqi and Jordanian members; as the battle progressed,

more than 1.000 soldiers from the regular Lebanese army Joined In on the counterinsurgent

side.

The exact number of oounterinsurgent casualties Is not known. However, the following

figures were publicized for a f(ow of the conflicts which took place. In the first riots that broke

out in Tripoli, following the murder of al-Matni, the official casualty figures listed 13 dead and

110 injured from ,MA-y 9 to May 11. Loyalist casualties in Tripoli during the rebellion wore

108 killed anti several huntdred wounded, more titan rebel casualties there. In the battle of the

Beirut Internathdnal Airport, claims of 300 Loyalists killed or wounded were made, while some

observ'ers felt casualties were far smaller These figures, however, were not denied by the

go\'ernment, I.

Operalons of thie Army and Paramilitary Fores.

Theli military tactics of the counterinsurgents were adapted to the local situation. In the

cities, the gendarmes and Phalangists were used to enforce curfews, make arrests, erect bar-

ricades. and otherwise control the population and protect government positions. Police units

were sometainws emploved tactically against rebel-held sectors, Ih Beirut, where heavy fighting

began in mid-June, the army usvid aircraft to reconnoiter rehel areas but at the same time

denied the i)police free access to these areas. The government expelled several thousand Syrians

whom it actcused of aiding the Insurgents. Only in Tripoli was there heavy fighting involving

the regular army.

Ira the countryside, a few pitched battles were fought In which tanks, automatic weapons,

machineguns, and morUtrs were used by xoth sides. When the regular army did become in-

volved in the fighting, as in the Wittles of Fraydis and Ayn Zahalta on June 9 and 10 and at the

International Airport, armored columns and air support were made available to the counter-

insurgents,

In the Shuf area, the government organized a paramilitary force consisting of gendarmes

and civilian loyalists to oppose Jumblatt's insurgent force, hlere the supporters of Chamoun and

the followers of Christian chiefs who saw the insurgency as a religious war were equipped with

rifles, automatic weapons, armored cars. artillery, and various military transport vehicles

which they received from local army supply depots.

The official radio network was at the government's disposal, and this medium was used to

jam inflammatory broadcasts from Syria and the United Arab Republic, as well as to broad-

cast counterinsurgent propaganda. Syrian and Eg'ptian newspapers were also banned, and

strict censorship of the Lebanese press was enforced by the army, which looked with disfavor
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t~n the Qxtramlsta uf either side, Two pro-Kovernment nowspapers which were, pernitted by the

army to operate throughout the summer wore the Voice of Reform, published by the PPH, sand the

Voice of Ltbanon, controlled by the Phalangists.

The Gorernment Seeks External Support

Lacking the means of militarily ending the Insurgency, the government wan forced to choose

another course of action. Since it regarded the Insurgency as a domestic governmental crisis

into which foreign Arab interests had injected themselves, the government attempted to find out-

side aid to help it regain control of the situation. Claiming massive intervention by the United

Arab Republic in support of the rebels, Lebanon complained first to the Arab League and later

to the United NJtions,

As the Lebanese crisis became the focus of tho cold war, it acquired all the attributes that

have characterized East-West confrontations, The United States and its allies denounced the

insurgency as a Communist plot designed to comrpromise the tbrritorial integrity of Lebanon.

The Soviet Union responded by blaming the entire crisis on "Western imperialism," particularly

that of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France. The United Arab Republic sharply

denounced the Western powers, acosing them of instigating turmoil in Lebanon. India sup..

ported the position of the United Arab Republic in the United Nations, as did Burma, Indonesia,

Yugoslavia, aad other neutralist powers.

The United Nations Investigates

In early June, the U.N. Security Council sent a team of observers into the country to in-

vestigate the charges of the Lebanese government. Composed of U.N. representatives from

the Scandinavian countries, Italy, Netherlands, Canada, India, and other neutral nations, the

United Nations Observer Group in Lebanon (UNOGIL) arrived on June 12 and remained until

November. The team of several hundred U.N. observers, headed by Maj. Gen. Odd Bull of

Norway and former Ecuadoran President Galo Plaza, set about its mission of investigating

Syrian, Egyptian, and other foreign Influenices in the country, by patrolling government-held

roads and areas and making air reconnaissance flights over rebel areas.

By mid-July the U. N. observers had gained freedom of access throughout the country,

including rebel areas, and were able to report that they had found no hard evidence of the kind

of massive infiltration and arms-smuggling across the Syrian border which the Chamoun gov-

ernment had charged. U.N. SecrE ,ai ..oral Dag Hammarskjdld reported that the Lebanese
'8

question was, by and large, an internal matter.

By this time, the military phase of the insurgency was virtually over, but the political

crisis continued unabated, with the insurgents now demanding the immediate resignation of

Chamoun, although the government had already announced soon after the outbreak of violence
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that It had nu Intention uf asking for a oonatitutlonal amendment to allow the President a second

term In office,

A Omp in Iraq Involves t•e United Stina and Creat Britain in liebnncie Criais

In the midst of' this political deattlock, n swift and unexpected turn of events in Baghdad In-

troducad a now factor tnto the Lebanse crisis, when the pro-Western Iraqi government ol Nuri

as-Said was ,verthrownby a military coup which in Western eyes threatened the stability of the

entire Middle East. Throughout the 1950's, Nurl al-Said had been the only prominent Arab

leader to oppose Nnsuer. The revolution in Iraq was viewed by the U.S. and British govern-

monts an the opening gambit in Nasser's drive to eliminate their Interests from the Middle East

and to incorporate ILebanon, Jordan, and Iraq into the United Arab Republic.

The Chamoun government had appealed to the United States on several occasions for mili-

tary assistance and even direc•t intervention under the Eisenhower doctrine, on the grounds that

lelennon's territorial integrity and national independence were threatened by forcign forces. In

the wake of the sudden revolutionary upheaval in Iraq, the United SUites and Britain decided to

act. On the afternoon of July 15, U. S. forces, which had been concentrated in the eastern Medi-

terranean theater since May, began landing In the Beirut area. Simultaneously, 2,500 British
'9

troops were flown to 'Amman, capital of Jordan, to stabilize the adjacent area.

The Ui.S. Commitmena in Lebanon

Taking the position that the government headed by President Chamoun was Lebanon's legiti-

mate political authority, the United States used its military power to protect the regime from

violent overthrow, but at the same time it employed diplomatic and political pressures on Leba-

nese leaders to bring about a solution to the governmental crisis acceptable to both sides. Pri-

mary responsibilit3 for this delicate task was entrusted to Under Secretary of State Robert

Murphy, whom Prtsident Eisenhower sent to Lebanon as his special political representAttive,

Murphy urged Chamoun-whomi he found a "tired and worried man," fearful of assassination and

a virtual self-made prisoner for the past 67 days-to hold a presidential election without delay

anti, in a series of meetings, he reassured insurgent leaders that the U-S. presence was not to
20

support Chamoun personally

The overall mission of U S. forces in Lebanon was to safeguard the lives and property of

Americans there, prevent the overthrow of the Lebanese government. protect its members. and

provide a stabilizing influence in the country, U.S. President Dwight David Eisenhower wished
21

to demonstrate U.S. willingness to act in support of ;Its friends
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U.S. Commander., R,seltions With Lebanesae, Strength. Casunaties. and Comt

Although the Lebanese insurgents bitterly denounced the landing and threatened to meet the

Amorivans with armetd force, thu military operation proveeded peacefully and without physical

rosistanco. Winen the Lebanese army commander, Uen. Fund Chehab, demanded that the U.S.

marines remain aboard ship, Marine Ccnamander Brig. Gen. Sidney Scott Wade poStponed do-

ployment for one hour, while U,S, Ambassador Hobort M, McClintock and Adm. James L. Hol-

loway, Jr,. , in overall command of the Lebanese operation, met with General Chehab and other

Leh1ammese representatives to work out a compromise on details of the landing. It was decided

that US. forces would secure and remain in the port area of Beirut and a zone around the

Beirut International Airport and along a communications corridor between those pointa.

Relations with the Lebanese people were generally good, despite the high degree of tension

in the crisis atmosphere of the country. The U.S, air force dropped a million leaflets through-

out the country explaining why American forces were in Lebanon.22 The Lebanese army func-

tioned as a buffer betweeti American forces and the Insurgents, especially in the al-Basts area

of Beirut. Cooperation between U.S. and Lebanese forces was symbolized in the joint teams of

American and Lebanese military personnel which begavi patrolling the city within a few days

after the landing. Later, the United States held a series of field exercises in which Lebanese

officers and soldiers were included as observers for training purposes,

From an initial landing force of some 5,000, the total number of U-8. troops in Lebanon

reached almost 15,000 by the middle of August. Of these, about 6,000 were marines and more

than 8,000 were in the army, under the command of Maj. Gen. Paul D. Adams. The operation

was efficiently conducted and is generally regarded as a successful show of military force to

accomplish a political objective. With the exception of one American killed by a sniper bullet,

there were no casualties among U.S. forces. These remained in ,ebanon until October: the

last troops and tanks were withdrawn on the 25th. The cost of this 102-day operation has been
23

set at $200 million.

Other External Assistance

According to the claims of Lebanese Insurgents, the Chamoun regime received large quan-

tities of military aid, not only from the United States, but also from Great Britain, Turkey,

Iraq, Jordan, and Bahrain. The facts are not clear, but it appears that whatever military aid

may have been given the counterinsurgents by these latter countries was negligible. Most of tie

foreign assistance was in the form of unofficial volunteers from Arab countries, along with a

small. amount of weapons and ammunition. Foreign military casualties have been listed as 55

BNhrainis, 32 Jordanians, and 17 Iraqis.
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Rpooleulon of ths. Issuaes and "wanminaion of the .' S. Role
This brought peace between the twne contanding faction., ecei the Lebtanone criois came tot an

end, 1'o new Ko~r'ami governmont renounced the. I'ienheowor doctrine, anti diplomatit' relationnt
with the Uneited Arab Rtopubl ic wvt o rostorod, *rho incpondonc'e of Lebanon was reaffirmed,
antci Egypt's AMOWu Nitmoot' publicly tiunled any wishicto unite ILebanon with thi United Arah Itepub.

Ilie, teinless by% the volunto ry andi ga'uino doalro of tho Lebanose people - B the end of October,
the last Americani troons had 1:41 Oviritt

The presence of VS, troops In Lobanon luring the criss summer of 10flU has generally
woun regarded as haiving had a positive influence an the course of events. Troop conduct was
exemplary, ond the mutual cooperation of both militavy tend political officern Rave evidence of
UI ahililities to plaky a difficult role In a complex came of vounterinsurgency. U.S. policy aind
atutions it) restore peace anti order demonstrated both that the Unitedt Statett could take it gen-

uinely realistic attitude and that It wox not Imperialistie. On the one hand, US. forces were
never used in tactical operations against the rebels nor did they support Chamoun'a ambitions

for a second term. on the other hand, they sttod by to protect the legal government In Its capital

city ot Beirut. In this respect, the U, 8- military role was analogous to that of the Lebanese

army. The United Strte thus exercised a doQisivo effect as a mediator by Imposinig a cooling-

off period on the violent passions of both side@. Duaring this period it&e contending factions

found a community of interests, not the left rA of which was a growing desire for the withdrawal

of foreign foro~s from tiheir vountry and a return to "husines 's usual" conditions.

Erenomir fiffo#* of tho lacnsu~rpry and tel. Conoinewalon of U~nderlyinvag Pe111ratIssuIeas.

The Lebanese Insurrection had paralyredt production in the agricultural and Industrial see-
tora of the evonottV and caused a complete breakdown of trade. Tourism, the backbone of the
Lebantsii conomay, suffered it conaiderable setback. Communication lacilifiva were destroyed

and publil property had sufferedi mucl damage. Between 3i.0o~ and 3,e.wl Lebsnc'ue had boen

killed andx Injured In the rioting andi f~gnting that took place !it the five months of the Insurgence,

In the long run, Lebanon may find itself again In a orlisis. rhe political settlement that

ended the inkurgency was brought about mcainly by outside pressures, and there was no gusran-
teo that 0hn problems uniderlying the, Insurgenc'y would be solved by the new Movournment. Ho-
ligictum. politival, and *octal tonsions remained hilit, ond1 the moitt, ooonom It,' grituvonencs of tiii

MaUlNIIIS WIVe 110t Hiatisfied. 4NIhlu'a mistrust botweean Christians and Niusl1in has not tweet

vomplotely allayed, Theire in no noubt that there ham long existed in Lebanon a conviderable

botl, of Christian opinion with gontitno. dieeply rooted rooservatiotis concerning Its relatioiza %ith

the Arah hinterlandl .it is ulmo vertain that there exiateti In the IOWS~'m betweene Arah ,iationaliaita

in 1.ehnnon and in tho Unhited Arab H&tlepbi the same interaction anti community of feeling that
It

O. it~edmt~~tio Numou ita lid Vino At-nb nationutis Ito veolcwiter



Ho0wevt, r, thevt' I* no nin i'nstion or proof that the Arai: nntlonallititu in le.Plnon wvere unaware

uf that uountry'si unique ositioni in the Araib world, nur Is there evidence to Indicate that Loxta-

nose Arab nationalista gunorally desiredl or worked to bring about Lelbinon's union with Eg3ypt

and Syria, 1 his is not Surprliiin, for even on attempted mirger' might lead to the purtitiun of

Lelainon, and this %%uuld Im han unqualified (ilsMnter for Arah nationaliwin, The tsetting •tl) of Iuy

new non-Arab state in the Middle East would appear to be the "ultimate vindication ol Israel,,

and wouldu o btitbiih a danigerous preedent for the solution of minority issues throughout the

Arab world. Arai) eiatro see any pln'titloh loading to os Western-oriented, Christian Lebanon an

,on'titiuting a permanent Ixise a•ainst the Islamic Arab world. Above all, the breakup of Leb-

aunon along religious lines woulci deal a decisive blow to contempornry Arab nationalism, since

th., implications of much a development run directly contrary to the modern Arab's cherished

goal of a secular state.

In the ailart ruin, the political Nottlement renahed in (Otober of 1038 appears effective.

Menat Leainuswe iýaders realited the futility of the insurrection, which threatened and challenged

the uountry's traditional pattern of cultural diversity and n foreign policy orientation of strict

neutralltt. The new Kovernment put together by President Chehab and Prime Minister Karaml

was a uoalition with a slight majority of insurgent politicians. General Chehab enjoyed great

ippulis' p'restige in the country. As of mid- 19(.1, whioh marked the end of President Chehith's

torm of office, Lebaion's political systern appeared to be stable and viable,

The Lebasnese crisls demonstrated Ut the Lebaneso and the Wrala world, ims %ýell via to the

(Irvat Powers, that ••o long ias t,•hianon existed under its current ethniv, romiosition it had no

lholce Nit to maintain a pragmatic role: in any Arab-Western confrontation Lebanon would Ie

on the side of the Arabis, a d• in any inter-Arah rivalry Lebainon would remain neutral
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Chapter Sixteen

EAST GERMANY (June 1953)
ky Woajgaan I, Krsu.I To combat the firmt ulsim itig in its ruropean

antellites, the Soviet government used ,military
power and supprissel the East German workers
out of hand,

BACKGROUND

The emergoncQ of a separate East German political eystem, the German Democratic Re-

public (Deutsche Demokratische Ropublik, or DDR), after World War 11 was linked with the

breakdown of the initial conception of joint Dour-power rule for ocoipied Gerumany, Coupled as

it was with the division of German territory into four separate zones of occupation under the

British, French, Americans, and Russians, the creation of a speaial regime for Berlini and

the de facto entrenchment of Polish rule over important German territories in the East (East

Prussia, West Prussia, Eastern Pomerania, Brandenburg's eastern section, and most of Si).-

eta), the breakdown was part of the progressive deterioration of East-West relationships after

1946. The U.S.S. R more and more openly pursued a policy of separation and Sovietization of

the areas under its control, and it was to become increasingly clear thI tiue foundations of this

policy had been deliberately laid in the early months of Soviet occupation.

The DDR took shape in the fall of 1949 as a "sovereign state." a political creation sponsored

by the U.8.S.R. on the territory of the Soviet Zone (SZ). It was designed both to provide the

formal framework for the progressive recasting of the East German social, economic, cultural,

amid political system in the image of Soviet society and to snake it eligible for membership in

the Soviet bloc. Upon a society which haid only just emerged from fourteen years of Nazi total-

itarianism, a system which the victors held up to contempt and from which significant element&

of the population had become alienated, a new order was to be imposed. Another totalitarianism

was now to be made palatable for those so recently liberated from their old one.

Characteristics Distinguishing Ebut Germany from Other Soviet Bloc C-auntries

There were certuin ingredients In this situation which give the development of the DDR it

somewhat special character among the earlier "People's Democracies" in the Soviet fold. The

Soviet military conquest of enemy territory and the continuing Soviet military presence were
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Crunitli litl e0I'ill lit,15 tl~lan dit-voliipmen't of the lDl)It--eiutlents wilik it had onlly lai'tly Ill umal-

mollu with tilt, thur niefuhih-M of l it Mile . Industrially, techn1ologivally, and culturally t he DIMIl

whit tile Monut Woultiti oi-uitilltei anti advanvoil 1: iropeou tivaru under Silviot tont rot Fu ather-

niorts, it 'ii fliti howe~ of Etrixt ost-i Sovd tat latxir parl movmen flt~~ltitthe .14111)), whicht

vou)d nim t'IIiiI Marx utr ait Fiedii Enob'do k liglilt al Its apoinmors, Inlike thle oither a'ateli itei, tile

lDDlR wlao not ia national untity btAI pavlo irn t dividoid nation,

Thu old vtapil~a eity of 1iarlin possemplud a separaite 1111d Mpt-vial aetiltu" determ~ined iiy inter-

a~llwie agrue~n~elthe. The eit3' %%ad muixtividod Into the holdingo (noutors) oit tile fwmr allieda ovuu-

pidttva the veansor ovetupieA lk theilt)ditiah, Frenivh, and Amnericano i'onlaivcid Into Went Berl in,
while the Noviet ".oni, runwained Nopixtratits Fatlust Herlin- Went lerlin was wholly stirroundled by

.%viot-ovvuplad territory so that access to the West wan lioth limited uand preen 'Imus. Thel en-

tire arcrangemlent, fromt flth, point tif view of vithe,' tit Ger'man~ people iof the Sol-,. .Zone or of

the Western piowers~. wvas proivilionlml

lienlinla upKtivial charac'terlwll 11( statuu wuru fromn thle i)utdt to present difficult proslonms

for the Western powurs, the 11. S.H.H. , anti the emerging Wvatern-oriented Federnl Rtepubl ic

of Geormany (i)eutuche litindt-Nirepublik, or 01110. its well asA for thle DIM11 The very existence

and tho growing vlitlity of it free Went Derlin continued4 to be a troltilesomc irritant to the ad-

Valnuement. of Soviet imlivy 11111, by thle samle token. ll atimlsot atnd at maijor rotiponsibiility for tile

West.

The' Popularion of 11whuH Dend East Berlin
The Soviot Zone. roughly the 51/12 of lPennsylvanina conitained a German population of be-

tween 17 undt Is million People, in addilition tit more than at million fin Iuat MOrin. The popula-

tion structure showed the uinmistakable effeets of the war andx of the plostwar breakdown of the

Thirdl Reich's social and ptolitival order. The ratio of men maid womeni showed at eouspictioua

imbillance: There were 135 women ito 1001 mem n Will 9t and 125 to 100 iii 19501 (in Berlin thle

ratio remained 135 to 100) , with only very &alight improvement after that date. presumably be-

cause of thle departure of substantial numbers of single males. Tile age distribution clearly

reflected heavy wart ime losses hi thle working and protluctive age groups, is development mac-

centunated by) thte continuing dtrain of those escaping ito the West,

'rho effect of the flight from the %oviet Zone into the W~est is impressively summed til by 'I

few fig'jres. It is etnimated that between 1915 aind 1951, oome 91.0I,(hil) personis made their' es-

vw In I!M) md love than I N ,Oilt [Wopic fled. anid ill 1153 thle nia ibe r mse to ove r 33; I tiwot

Thme atvalainche -l ike ilivi~lity ol this exodus, is brought out liv an obsem~ation made fin 11161 that thle

total number of' refugees mince 1945 had approximated the population of Norway d . 6 millioni)

Ftirthermore. these refugees hicluded sotme of the most i't~tuctive per.4oas in the countrY. there

was mao "export of misery."



Eoven those few statistic'ial duto suggeut the picture of • mociity under stre.s, \Vithout iluv-

Ing i'ccoverod fro.n the iislohcntions of the war ond immediate ljPOtwnr peri(xoi, It wato tI undergo

rpllid politicnl and social chlangl,

The' DIR Constitution and Ilt Violation by the Leadership

The formal establishment of the DDII in 1949 followed 1iit oe the Federal Rtepublic of (r-.

many, wvhoso Hasec Law had become effective on May 213, 1949 'rho constitution of the DDI'l was

based upon a constituti)nal draft of 1940 which had been at the time presented by the Communist-

dominateid Socialist Unity party (Soxlalistioche Einheitspartel, or SED)), After several bodies

of dublous representative quality had approved it, the constitution was finally put into effect in

May 1949 by action of the German People's Council (Volkrat), a Ixbdy which had been elected

by the Second German Poople's Congress In 19,48. It is not possible here to examine the details

of the adoption procedure; suffice it to say that the manner in which it was managed forecast
2

the rapid ascendancy of the SED to total control of the political system.

Although the constitution maintained the formal character of a democratic parliamentary

regime, its application and manipulation were increauI-ely to resemble the "people's de-

mocracies" of the Soviet bloc. 3 Early in October 1949, the German People's Council issued a

Manifesto of the National Front of Democratic Germany and adopted, in violation of article 51 of

thu constitution, a statute by which it constituted itself ao the provisional parliament and elected

a provisional government with Otto Grotewohl, a member of the SED, as Prime Minister. Act-

ing jointly with the Provisional Chamber of States chosen in the meantime by the already exist-

ing diets ol the five states composing the DDR, the Council unanimously selected Wilhelm Ptieck

as President of the DDR,

The DDR Government Is Sovietised

Henceforth, real power was to be wielded by the new government acting in unison with the

leadership of the ruling party, the SED. The first government under Grotewohl included three

Deputy Prime Ministers: Walter Ulbricht of the SED, Otto Nuschke of the Christian Democratic

Union (CDU), and Kastner of the Liberal-Democratic party (LDP). The last two and some

other members of the Cabinet were selected in recognition of the continuing "alliance" with

several non-Communist parties, the most important of which were the CDU and the LOP.

The 1946 representation of the two parties in the state diets had almost equale( and in

three cases exceeded that of the SED. By using the device of a coompulnory democratic bloc uf

parties with arbitrarily fixed ratios of seats for each party Pvd appropriate recastinge of the
4

government, however, the SE) gained u virtual monopwily of power in exercising this power,

the SED was responsible only to the USS.S R. and the Russian Communist leadership.
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With ito political suproemauy assured, the SED accelerated Its efforts to &ivictile the DDII,

Symptomatic %mtve the outablishment of a Ministry of State Security under Wilhelm Zaisser ano

the proclamation at the July 1950 Third Party Congress of the SIED that it was a party of the

"new typlx"e-that is, dodivated to tn activist policy of unremitting class struggle.

The substance of political power in the DDH would, in the years to come, lie In the hands

of a triumvirate composed of Walter Ulbrivht (Deputy Prime Minister- tIED Secretary Goneralh

and member of the Politburo, SED Secretariat, and Central Committee), Otto Orotewohl (Prime

Minister, member of the Politburo and Contral Committee) and Will'elm Pieock (DDR President

and Politburo member). This group proved itself capable of retaining power while exercising

it in close conformity with the Kremlin's wishes.

They united in their hands both supreme leadership of the ruling party through the Polit-

buro and direction of the governmental apparatus. Under thom, the Cabinet, ministries, legis-

lature, and mass organizations would carry on their appointed tasks through a complex maze of

relationships.

The Process of Communisation Is Accelerated

The establishment of an "'anti-Fascist-democratic" order had been the professed earlier

objective of the SED. Its logical corollary was an alliance with other "anti-Fascist forces" in

the form of the "National Front of Democratic Germany and the SED." As a party of the new

type dedicated to the principles of Marxism-LeninIsm, the SED was committed to the accelerated

building up of "socialism." Ulbricht made a formal announcement of the transition to a

"people's democratic order"on the occasion of the Second Party Conference (a meeting of nar-

rower participation than a Party Congress) of July 9-12, 1952.

Even though the proces had butci imdý,rway for sore' time, I ts announcemern' Pas the '; -

nal for an ever-widening sequence ol revolutionary changes penetrating throughout the social

fabric of the DDR, This acceleration and the mounting, multipronged pressures engendered by

ever-new measures affecting virtually every social group in the system were primarily respon-

sible for bringing on the crisis that was to culminate in the June 1953 uprising.

On July 11, 1952, while the Second Party Conference was still in session, an editorial in

East Berlin's Berliner Zeitunr offered its readers this reassuring, yet ominous statement:

"What Is going to happen next in the DDR? This Is the question asked by some timid souls.

Is there going to be an explosion, a revolutionary overthrow which will turn things upside down?
8

Not at all I" The impact of the new measures which, as the writer Implied, clearly were be-

ginning to trouble the man in the street, would Increasingly affect the political, administrative,

economic, cultural, and religlous spheres.
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£eolhlodipauelon of ,4prtlture and Inhustry Is Prnmsd
During the Second Party Conference, Ulbricht pointed out that the share of public nnd co-

operative enterpritses as compared to private ones, In industrial production had risen from 73

percent in 1050 to 79 percent In 1951 and wvould reawh 01 percent by the end of 1962, At the

same time he referred to "voluntary" beginnings of farm colleouvization and stressod the need

for further strengthening of governmental authority. The basis was thus laid for a vigorous

attack on the remaining private sector of the economy, If the advance of Sovietization had

hitherto been gradual, the class struggle was now to be pressed forward unrelentingly.

Despite assurances that the growth of both agricultural and a~tisans' cooperatives would

continue to proceed by voluntary action, collectivization was vigorously pursued, Various meth-

ods of compulsion were used to bring the reluctant to heel. In the case of farmers, the setting

of excessive delivery quotas was often used as a means of coercion. Massive propaganda ef-

forts were made through the channels of agricultural production unions. Accusations of tax

violations, sabotage, or "Fascist" political activity could be made to serve for farmers, arti-
I0

sans, and independent businessmen. The progressive liquidation of the private retail trade

was aided through the granting of preferential treatment to the government-owned trade organi-

zation (HO) and to consumers' unions and through other administrative pressures. The network

of rules and regulations made it increasingly difficult to avoid violations, and when they occurred

businesses were often confiscated outright.

Among the measures used to liquidate private industry-which in mid- 1952 produced 23 per-

cent of the total value of goods -were differential taxation, discrimination in the allotment of

raw materials, and expropriation (for instance, in cases of failures to satisfy delivery quotas).

In certain instances the charge of economic sabotage was effectively invoked.

Workers Find New Work Norms Onerous

At the same time, the pressures were mounting upon industrial workers to increase their

productivity. This turned out to be one of the most important factors in heightening tensions

during this critical period. In keeping with earlier U.S.S.R. practice, more and more empha-

sis was to be placed upon the development of complex system of wages based on achievement

in order to maximize the production effort. Underlying this was the growing realization on the

part of the SED leadership and its planners that German productivity was not keeping up with

its planning requirements. Aggravating the problem were such factors as the heavy drain of

resources to the U.S. S R. in the early postwar years, the critical shortage of iron and steel

resulting from the partition of East and West Germany, and the shortage of domestic food re-

sources which followed Polish seizure of eastern agricultural areas. Many of the problems

were, nevertheless, attributable to the shortcomings of the leadership Itself. Failure to meet

the goals set was underlined, for instance, in the first quarter 1953 report of the DDR's Central
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Statistical O(Moe, whilh urged that ne", to taken t,: make up for current dufiolonv to in

filling the plan, All of this led to a prowing sense of alarm and frustration on the part of the

DDR planners and utrengthened their determination to bring about oorrecUtive stepa on an au-

thoritarian basis.

While In 1051 and 1U52 oollootive contracts had still formally preserved the notion of col.

lective bargaining, by early 1953 directives from the ministries had becorme decisive, In May

1952, It had been emphasized that "technically based work norms" (TAN, or tgoliche. k"

Mcndet, ArbXitanolr.) should be cooperatively established In shops and ind'astries, but by 1953

their determination became a matter for management alone. AccordinK to the ruling doctrine,

thcs nornis were to be bnp,,d not on average but on substantially higher-than-average worker

performance. Each time new work norms were invoked, it meant that the worker had to do sub-

stantially more work in order to maintain his wage level. In m,4ny work situations, this in-

evitably brought about losses of actual income.

Nor could the workers expect to obtain assistance from their own unions. For some time,

the Freler Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (FDOB) had been an instrument of the ruling party

and consequently was itself forcefully promoting the cause of productivity and the developmc.,t

of appropriate performance wages. Since the government had also become the master of prices,

as well as the regulator and largest supplier of consumer needs, the worker found himself in

a progressive squeeze. A mood of profound and mounting uneasiness and dissatisfaction in the

working population was the result, and it did not always stay below the surface. Thus the offi-

cial party newspaper, Neues Deutschland, reported on April 22, 1953, from Magdeburg that the

workers of a certain important plant held "the view they are not so crazy as to raise the norms

voluntarily."

Communist Regimentation Reaches Into Cultural and Religious Activities

Similarly, intensified pressures in the cultural and religious spheres contributed to the

deepening anxiety and distress among important parts of the population. Although the progres-

sive regimentation of the arts was important, it would be diftioulL to contend that it was directly

relevant to the development of the June crisis. The vigor with which schools and universities

were "coordinated" into the system was, however, bound to have wide repercussions. Teachers

were required to treat Marxism-Leninism as the sole scientific basis of their fields. In gen-

eral, the controls over teachers and students were expanded and tightened. In the universities,

courses in Marxism-Leninism had already become required subjects for the academic year

1951-52, and the intellectual and organizational pressures upon professors and students pro-

ceeded apace. No longer was it enough to acknowledge a Stalinist version of Leninism as the

foundation of teaching and research; Soviet scholarship itself had to be granted its due place.
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The numlair or true believers in the faculties was stendily increased hi awsure the desired re*-

suit and, by the same token, the auton-nv of both universities and student bodies had to give

way to the Imposition of firm coptrolsui 4 In the spring of 1952, children VT middle-olas parent.

encountered growing difficldties in pining admission to high schools, and students who were

active In the Protestant Young Community (Junge Gewuinde) were ousted from clAsses.

The struggle to pin control over the churches had gained momentumn after 1950, The Third

Party Congress in July 1950 had naoused loaders of the Protestant church of reactionary inter-

forence with the "aemooratic order of the DDRI, und called for a protest movement within the

church. Increasingly, restrictions were placed upon religious inptruction, religious publics-

tluua, and the &ahdtry itself. At the height of tho growing conflict at the end of 1952, the

state's annual financial contribution to the churches (in ittdlf part of the traditional German

pattern) was substantially reduced, while an old Protestant foundation in Halle was expropriated,

In 1952 and early 1953, attacks centered upon the membership of the Young Community. Many

of its members were high-school and university students, whose participation in these new and

active religious groups was rightly regarded by the BED as an effective obstacle to full control

over the moral and Intellectual life of the new generation. It was hardly surprising that the

Protestant church became such an important target, since Protestantism was and is the religion

of more than 80 percent of the DDR population and the Protestant church continued to represent

virtually the only institutional link between Germans living in East and West Germany. That

these attacks were resisted and proved generally unsuccessful hardly lessened the bitterness

of people who became their victims.

Attempt. To Militariae German Youth Meet Witah Resistance

The SED's natural interest in securing the allegiance of the new generation had led it from

the outset to devote much attention to the development of a comprehensive youth organization

along the lines of the Soviet model. The Free German Youth (Freie Deutsche Jugend, or FDJ)

was expected not only to serve in the ideological preparation of the young but also to provide a

cadre reserve for the increasingly Important police and paramilitary forces as well as for other

government positions. To reinforce the effectiveness of SED guidance, obviously in the face of

some reasonable doubt, 6,000 BED functionaries had been assigned to the task of tightening up

the FDJ in October 1951.

As part of the general change of pace in the regime's policy, the Fourth Free German Youth

Parliament in July 1952 advocated the militarization of youth. A short-lived organization, Serv-

Ice for Germany, was created on this occasion. In early May 1953, a new FDJ charter empha-

sized the duty of the young to contribute to their country's defense. At least after October 1952,

however, there was mounting evidence of growing passive resistance among the young and the

number of new members dropped substantially. As august a body as the BED Central Committee
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gi-pye.iy cn4nbt(*.ýrd the matter and sensibly recommoi~ed apins~t resort to ani outright promo-

tional recruiting compaiign, FODl membtevs were conopicuously reluctant to pay evun tho i.'cry

loiw movilherskip reeii. and~,, abovet all, they evinced a growing tendmncy to go West. Observerm

noted some of the more 41-jpNificant causcs und1*,r~y.!ng these marks of disaffection; retiont~imut

over Increased demands nuadte upon the mambc~ru, undue curtailment of their- free tibm, and

heightened pressures to johi the uniformed services.
Throughout this period, it was svi4t at that the manifest doternminaticn of the SED leadership

to lay the foundllibon for a rnilftary force was sacount~iring a far frcm enthusi~sltic reupo~nue on

the part of the people expected to serve,

COMMUnist Effort& To Creae. East German Arme'd
Fortws and ParawiIUtaiy Organixalion.

The call fo~r the estab) ishment )f armed forces contained In the Final Resolution nf the Sec-

ond Par ,ty Conference, in order to mount ',a struggle of national liberation, against thi- American,

British roid French occupying forces.;.. and "to secure the peacL,, democratic progress and the

building or socitilism. .. against Western aggressive acts," 'ppear-'d to require no more than a

formal conversion of quasi-military police units alreadýv in being. Following earlier measures

cf the S-:vlet military governn'ent, the DDR had built up, in addition to the regular People's Po-

lice, a -trimber of highly, centralized and fully equipped forces which were given varioug labels

designed to Identify them with the police.ý These units, which in 1952 become known as the Gar-

risoned People's Police (Kasernierte Volkapolizet, or KVP), were recruited largely among

Germari prisoners of wvar In the U.S.S.R. and were directed by carefully selected, politically

reliable ex-officers or old Communists. These units were designed to form the nucleus of the

DDR army (unveiled only in January 1956) and were to be enlarged from about 65,000 in 1951

to 110,000 !iy the end of iivo2. This buildup, with the requisite intensification Of LAOS rb~'i

drive, Involved large, concealed expenditures and inevitably added to the heavy strains upon the

system.

Certain subsidiary paramilitar~y organizations made their appearance In 1952. The Society

for Sports and Technology m.ought a large popular enlistment for the purpose of providing pre-

military training. Until July 1952, this had been one of the tesks assigned to the FDJ, but it had

failed to perform the wcrk effectively. The variously called F ighting Groups were to provide

military training for SED factory workers, originally only In large governmnent-owned (Voka-

elgene Betriebe, or VEB) factories. The~r duties were to be carried out under the auspices

of the SED organization, which in later years was to expand the system considerably.
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Further Commuuist Efforts To Cpuntralls Pow.r in East Ge.hmaly

Tito auma determination on the part of the BED leadership to ol,,! ontrate power, so as to in-

crease Its leverage throughout the system, and to consolidate itse, nitrol over all crucial spheres

and groups may be seen to underlie several important legislative racasures passed during this

critical period. Perhaps the most notabla was the abolition of C44 fLv' states of the DDR by a

sstVito issued by the Cabinet within a week after the Second Pa. 'y Conference. On July 23,

1952, the statute, "On the further Democratization of the Orgnrization and Procedure of Oovern-

ment Agencies in the Statob of the DDR" directed the states to reorganize their areas and to
is

transfer their functions to new district agenoes. On July 25, the several state parliaments,

whose authority was already eroded, passed identical statutes terminating their own existence.

The defunct atatos .ere superseded by 14 districts subdivided into 215 counties,

That this step involved violations of DDR constitutional provisions was, in view of previous

practices, not in itself remarkable. The breakup of the larger state entities, each of which had

a certain traditional cohesion that the BED leadership feared might retain the attachment or even

affection of local groups and individuals, constituted another calculated step in the demolition of

an older order (already begun by the predecessor Nazi regime). The practical result was com-

plete centralization of the DDR regime.

East Germans React to Communist Pressures by Fleeing to West

Enough has been said to indicate the ruthlessness of the measures by which a complex

modern society and its people were subjected to totalitarian controls. Moreover, enough of the

human reaction was becoming visible to suggeat that the Communist leadership might not suc-

ceed in rebuiving a crucial dilemma: They were damaging and alienating some of the very sociLl

groups whose willing cooperation was, certainly in the short run, indispensable for the success

of their undertaking. The most conspicuous and dramatic evidence of this alienation was the

accelerating mass flight from the DDR into the West.

The first and strongest impression the recorded refugee figures convey is the sharply

rising curve which, after a temporary drop from nearly 198,000 in 1950 to 165,000 in 1951, rose
19

frcr, 182,000 in 1952 to 331,000 in 1953. A breakdown for the crisis months from the end of

1952 to June 1953 illustrates the pattern:

November 1952 17,000
December 1952 17,000
January 1953 22,400
February 1953 31,600
March 1953 58,600
April 1953 36,700
May 1953 35,500
June 1953 40,400
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Who Were the Refugees?
It is hardly surprising that the social composition of this migration showed va'litioave and

that changes in the pattern may be seen to reflect shifts in DDR policy, One careful study ofan

the refugees entering West Berlin during January and February 1953 sheds iome light orn their

social composition. Workers with thoir dopendents constituted almost 52 perment ofihe rreftu-

geea; government employees and clerks, 23 percent; farmers, 14 percent; busuiessmerA, 3 perý-

cent; artisans and others, over 3 percent; and the unemployed, 5 percent.

The large proportion of workers is readily understandable in terms of the preceding dis-

cussion. The share of farmers had substantially increased by comparison with 1952. Only a

small number of professionals and Intellectuals (under "others"), members of both the old and

new intelligentsia, appeared in this group, since many of them had left earlier. Their number

was overshadowed by a conspicuous percentage of government and private employees The

study also showed that only 10 percent of the total were young adults, which represented a de-

cline from 1952.

More general data indicate, however, that over 52 percent of the refugees in 1952 and al-

most 49 percent in 1953 were under 25 years. During the months January through March 1953.

3,360, 4,472, and 8,816 Free German Youth members respectively left the DDR. Also largely

overlapping with this age group, one may assume, was the substantial number of men in the

People's Police who deserted. Altogether, 6,000 departed between 1949 and the end of 1952.

Of these, 2,250 left in 1952 alone. This included the remarkable number of 1,440 of the Garri-

soned People's Police, the highly select military formation.

Reasons Why the East Germans Fled

tie ,-nf'K'2'derly1ni., flu ,it wet, ouJiwple- aInu naru " .... precisely. Farmers

who had failed to deliver their quota often found themselves faced with the alternatives of Jail or

flight. Similarly, businessmen were confronted with hard choices, especially in difficult tax

situations. Others left because they hoped for bettvr economic opportunities. Workers sought

to escape restrictions and presaures, inadequate living conditions, and injustices. One Berlin

study reported by Willy Brandt, subsequently mayor of West Berlin, concluded that in the spring

of 1952, five percent of the adults left for political reasons but that by fall this percentage had

dropped to two percent. For most, the reasons were economic: 20-30 percent of the adults

and 30-32 percent of the young adults professed to have left because they disliked the occupations

into which t'Viey had been impressed, and 30-35 percent of the adults hoped for economic better-

ment. While such figures should not be taken at face value, they indicate something of the range

of attitudes and motives. Those who fled to the West on purely political, moral, or religious

grounds constituted a minority. It may be argued that in a situation in which for many the most

basic needs were at stake, political motivations in the strict sense were superseded by more

basic considerations.
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The quest•$n has 'ben rais it as to whother a migration of this size was riot in some mesas-

ure a 4*l1berate policy of the DDR and hance did not justify the conclusion that the refugees

"voted with their feet." There are some indications that this may have been trut in the cases

r of those individuals whose continued presence might have been regarded by the government as

socially waistoeul or inconvenient. 're departure of large numbers of persons in the most pro-

ductive age groups, however, constituted a serious social and economic loss for the DDR during

a period of pressure and strain and presented massive evidence of growing discontent and dis-

affection.

1INSURGENCY

Beneath the DDR's complex system of nearly total control, tensions were rising to a high

level during the l,,tter parL of 1952 and the early months of 1953. In a sense, the mass flight

served as a safety valve for the system since it doubtless removed, along with many other per-

sons, some of t6e most dynami4 and potentially dangerous people. What remained was enough

of a powderkeg to make prudence seem advisable.

Signs of Disaffection Become Gear But Work Norms Are Increased

There had 4been various indications of growing restlessness. In October 1952, in Klein-

Machnow, hard on the zonal boundary, 2,000 persons demonstrated to protest petty difficulties

conneotedwith border crossings. This incident was "resolved" by some 20 arrests. The edl-

tor of Neuds Deutschland, Rudolf Herrnstadt, informed the 10th plenary meeting of the Central

Committee in November 1952 that in Zwickau, Fuerstenberg, Hettstedt, and the Stalinailee In

Berlin, "the workers push the functionaries and not the other way around." Another functionary,

speaking of strike activities in aome large factories, attributed them to questions of wages and
23

salaries. Work stoppages and attacks on the SED at open meetings, though they were not al-

ways reported, occurred in April and May 1953 in such places as Jena (Zeiss), Halle (Zeitz

Works), Eisleben, and East Berlin. 2 The SED leadership could hardly remain unaware or un-

concerned.

It took another incident, which occurred under somewhat upecial circumstances, to set off

the spark that ignited the powderkeg. It will be recalled that the DDR planners, taking Soviet

practice as their model, had long endeavored to advance the use of work norms (TAN) as part

of an achievement wage system designed to overcome the problem of lagging productivity. In

the middle of May, a plenary session of the SED's Central Committee adopted a resolution ask-

Ing the government to raise work norms by at least ten percent. On May 28, the Cabinet Issued

an order stipulating "for the time being" a ten percent increase in the work norms, with the

new pay scale to go into effect on June 1. Since it was this issue that had already led to a great
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deal of unrest and bitterness In the preceding months, as reflected in newspaper storloi,26 it was

predictable that the new order would not be calmly received, especially in view of the strictly

administrative manner in which it was handled. I,, one instance SED functionaries who learned

of the growing unrest and threats of work stoppage in Berlin stopped in and managed to calm the

men.

German Expectatiors Are Raised by Government's

Announcement of a More Moderate Policy

A little over a week later, on June 11, out of a clear sky, Neues Deutschland came out with

a dramatic statement that the East German Politburo on June 9 had adopted the policy of the

New Course. It thereby appeared to adopt a position similar to roughly contemporary policy

shifts occurring In the Soviet Union and some other satellites. This looked like an abrupt with-

drawal from the harsh line pursued since the Second Party Conference. The proclaimed objec-

tive of the New Course was to support a "decisive improvement of living standards for all parts

of the population and to assure the strengthening cf the guarantees of law and order ir the DDR."

The declaration intimated at the same time that "the SED and the Government of the DDR had

made a number of mistakes in the past, and these had led to the adoption of certain rules and

measures. . ." that "Impaired the interests of such groups as the independent farmer, the re-

taller, the artisan and the intelligentsia." One of the consequences had been "that numerous

persons have left the Republic." It was recommended that, "in connection with changes in the

plan for heavy industry, measures be adopted to remedy these mistakes and to improve the liv-

ing standamids of workers, farmers, the intelligentsia, artisans and other middle class groups."

In view of ihe adoption of the norms increase only a few days eaTrier, this constituted an as-

tonishing volte-face.

On June 12, the press reported that on the previous day the Council of Ministers had passed

certain measures to carry out the Politburo's recommendations. Among these were the re. o-

ration of ration cards to some two million, mostly middle-class people who had been deprived

of them on April 9. A recent price increase affecting food sold in government stores was can-

celled. Compulsory measures to retrieve back taxes from small businessmen and traders were

withdrawn. Confiscated trade and industrir: anterprises were to be returned upon application

and the owners could be granted short-f2rm credits. Certain farms were to be restored to their

owners. Refugees who wanted to return to the DDR were offered restoration of their property.

Farmers who had left their farms because of special difficulties were promised full restoration.

Arrests, current trial, and criminal sentences were to be carefully reviewed. Special approval

was expressed for a conciliatory agreement which had just been concluded with the church. Im-

portant reductions were granted in railroad fares, including workers' tickets (the price of wh!ch

had recently been sharply raised), and certain hardships in the field of social security were to

be remedied.
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ReJfioat of Easut German communist Leaders To Chawge Work Nornu Slirs A4oger

What had happened?.' At the lime, )dl.dv outsid(e the momt intimate inner" circle of the SED

lea'rshiip vould have answered t(ie quehtion. Since the death of Stalin oil Ma'( h 5 and the suc-

ce'ssin of Georgi M. Malenkov, Soviet policy had been undergoing signiifivant shifts the dire'-

tion of which was as yet fur from clear. Changes hat) also occurred among Soviet representa-

tives in the DDR. One June 5, the new Soviet hfigh Commissioner, Vladimir Semyonov, Georgi

Pushkdn's successor, arrived in Berlin. On June 6, he saw the SED leade-s. Probably on this

occasion, he presented Ulbricht with a memorandum from Moscow on the New Course policy

for adoption by the SED Politburo.

Apparently Ulbi icht had resisted two earlier Moscow requests for a change of policy.

Despite this new and direct pressure, Ulbricht delayed publication of the change in policy until

June 11; and even then, it was issued without any explanation. Concerning the work norms,

however, Ulbricht remained adamant in the face of heavy pressure from Semyonov. Thus,

there was no mention by the DDR Council of Ministers of dropping the 10 percent work norms

increase, even though the Politburo's initial statement had seemed to imply an alleviation in
27

this direction.

On June 15, some construction workers at the Friedrichshain building site in the north-

east section of East Berlin quit work in anger over the work norms situation, Whether they had

learned of this action or not, the building workers of Block 40 of the Stalinallee also stopped

work and decided to draw up a resolution on grievances, especially on the work noreis question,

which they proposed to present to the government. They were clearly enco-iraged by a June 14

article in Neues Deutschland, which had strongly criticized "dictatorial and administrative' en-

forcement of the new work norms. The article argued that the change of norms should not be-

come effective until the workers themselves had been convinced of its necessity. It is unlikely,

however, that the foregoing developments by themselves would have produced the outbreak of the

16th.

An A rtide Supporting the Norms Increase Incites Workers

To March on the Government

What ignited the fuse was an article by Otto Lehmann, a zealous functionary of the FDGB,

published in its official organ, the Tribuine, on the morning of the 16th. This was read by one of

the men of Block 40 and was soon going from hand to hand. After Lehmann stated that the work

norms increase of "at least 10 percent" was to become effective on June 30 (retroactive to

June 1), he took the bull by the horns to answer "the question raised in a few cases" of whether

the work norms decision was still correct and should be upheld in light of the New Course policy.

The answer, declared the brave functionary, was that the decision on the work norms increase
28

was still completely correct.
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This statement intensified the anger and indignation of the men who had already found the

change reflected in their reduced pay envelopes on June 6 and had determined to do uomething.

That it was a union official who wrote the article may well have given a special edge to their

reaction. Lehmann made a point of expressing his approval of the New Course policy; but at the

same time, he preached the necessity of boosting production and thus seemed to offer the prop-

osition that the New Course concessions were designed to benefit all other social groups at the

expense of labor.

Thus an article that was intended to settle matters succeeded only in focusing attention on

the arbitrariness and injustice of the regime. As if this were not enough, another union official 1
appeared shortly after 8 a .m. and emphatically confirmed the validity of the TribUne article's

argument. He was probably not a little proud of his slogan-"First work more, then eat more"'

Shortly thereafter, some 80 workers began to march, carrying a sign stating, "We demand

reduction of the norms." On finding trade union headquarters, their initial goal, locked, they

moved toward the DDR government center, the House of Ministries. Hundreds of their fellow

workers from adjacent sites joined them, as the march went from Stalinallee to Alexanderplatz,

Unter den Linden, and to the House of Ministries at the corner of Leipziger- and Wilhelm-

strasse. By this time, the marchers numbered about 10,000.

Having reached tbeir destination, the marchers demanded access for two delegates selected
from Mock 40. This was denied. The crowd called for Grotewohl and Ulbricht. The delegates
apparently were told by the building guard that Grotewohl was not in his office. The demon-

strators did not believe it, but both Grotewohl and Ulbricht were Indeed In another building at-

tending the regular Tuesday meeting of the Politburo. Fritz Selbmann, Minister of Mtues, ap-

peared and made an unsuccessful effort to save the situation; he was contemptuously treated and

barely heeded.

The Workers Voice Their Demands

In the absence of any leadership, three unidentified workers then proceeded to speak in be-

half of the demonstrators. The first one, a building worker, claimed that he had suffered five

years in a concentration camp and declared that he was willing to endure another ten for free-

dom. The demands he formulated were that the work norms be loweres(, prices cut, and speak-

ers granted Immunity.

The second speaker's recorded words reflected a significant change of mood:

Fellow-workers, this is no more a matter of
norms and prices. More is at stake. We come
not just from Stalinallee but from all Berlin.

Turning to Selbmann, he went on:

This is the people rising up. We want to
be free. The Government must take the conse-
quences for its errors. We want free electionst
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After a brief Interval, a young man came to the fore and presented an ultimatum for

Grotewohl and Ulbricht:

If they do not make their appearance here to receive our demands,
we shall march through the Berlin workers' quarters and call a
general strike for tomorrow.

Tremendous applause for the speakers showed that they were in tune with the crowd and had

correctly gauged its activist mood and drive. Neither Ulbricht nor Grotewohl appeared on the

scene. 20 Shortly thereafter, another speaker called for a general strike to start the next day,

June 17. The return march got underway, in the direction of Stalinallee, with the participants

chnr•.:ing their demand for a general strike.

Workers React Negatively to the Government's Concession Offer

Meanwhile, a member ae tihe Berlin SED party leadership, Fritz Brandt, had penetrated into

the Politburo meeting, impressed Grotewohl with the seriousness of the situation, and strongly

urged that something be done pr'omptly about the work norms problem. After further delay, the

Politburo adopted a cautiously worded resolution, repudiating the compulsory imposition of the

norms increase and offering to review the situation with union representatives. Sound trucks

were dispatched to inform the marchers of this new development.

The demonstrators were no longer in a mood to listen. One of the trucks was seized and

used by the marchers to disseminate strike slogans more effectively. Word was passed that

demonstrators were to assemble at 7 a .m. at Strausberger Platz, from which another march of

protest would be started. Activities on June 16th ended at approximately' 5 o'clock in the after-

noon.

News of the Strike and Workers' Demands Are Spread by RIAS Broadcauts

Sometime that afternoon, a strikers' delegation had made its way into the West Berlin

sector and to the official U.S. radio station, RIAS (Radio in the American Sector), which had

started sending out news about the strike at 4:30 that afternoon. When the delegation was in-

formed that it was against policy to permit its members to go on the air, they took the opportu-

nity to formulate their demands. At 6:30 p.m., the presence of the delegation was first men-

tioned by RIAS. At 8 p.m., RIAS reported that the delegation had presented a resolutior calling

for a strike on the 17th unless the following demands were met by the DDR government: (1)

wage payments for the current pay period based on the old norms, (2) immediate lowering of

the cost of living, (3) free and secret elections, and (4) no punitive measures r %ainst strikers

and their spokesmen.
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From that point on RIAS dropped all of its regular programs to offer news broadcasts of

from five minutes' to one hour's duration. Although many listeners also learned about events

from the North West German Radio broadcasts, most observers agree that RIAS was the princi-

pal agency spreading the news throughout the DDR. Thus people in more distant and isolated

towns and villages who had been totally unawareoftheday's crisis learned of the events and be-

came potential participants. There are graphic descriptions from a number of cities and large

industrial works of how the news came, the dramatic response, and the spontaneous sense of

solidarity experienced by large masses of people carried away by the challenge of the moment.30

The RIAS broadcasts went on all the night of June 16 and throughout the next day until 2 p.m.

Thi uushout the evening and night uf June 16, the mood in East Berlin was one of feverish tension

and excitement. Everywhere groups of people discussed the events, and telephona calls spread

the news. When word of the strike reached a number of night shifts reporting for work, work

was stopped, and some special shop meetings were called. Despite the lack of leadership, the

idea of a protest movemnan and news of the strike and demonstration spread far and wide.

Marchers Stream Into City While Government Forces Poiation Themselves

In the early morning hours of June 17, action got underway In Berlin. Long before 7 a.tu.,

thousands began to assemble on Strausberger Platz in the middle of Stalinallee. At the same

time, tens of thousands of marchers from outlying industrial areas, some from a considerable

distance (for instance, 12,000 men from Hennigsdorf, 27 kilometers from the city center),

moved in great columns into the city, converging on the government are.,. A wave of strikes (
paralyzed most of East Berlin's industry and spread to surrounding areas, the total number of I
affected places being estimated at over 300.31 The first marching column got underway from

Strausberger Platz at about 8 a.m. and several more followed.

As the marchers approached their destination, they encountered growing opposition from

People's Police units. Clashes developed, for example, at such places as Potsdamer Platz, the I
House of Ministries, the Brandenburger Tor, and the Lustgarten. Meanwhile, Soviet military

units were alerted and prepared to move on Berlin. Before 9 a.m., some Soviet tanks and ar-

morei care were soen on Alexanderplats and their numbers increased steadily throughout the

morning. After 10 a.m., the entire public transportation system came to a standstill. In

growing numbers, detachments of the Garrisoned People's Police and Soviet units, from tank

forces to infantry, began to occupy strategic places, especially in efforts to cordon off the gov-

ernment section and other important centers.

The Marchers Become Increaminly Violent ad Suffer Their First Casuai/es

To express their political goals and sentiments, the demonstrators shouted such slopgas

as:
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i ~"We want free elections I-
"Away with Ulbricht and Grotawohlf-
"Ivan go homeI We want a united Germany 1,,

The frequent singing of the third verse of the old German anthem wSa an expression of the same

goals-,'Unity and right and freedom for the German fatherland." More and more, political

complaints superseded economic grievances.

As the situation became rsore tense, the crowds, which had on the whole shown remarkable

self-imposed discipline, Increasingly engaged in direct action. Their targets wore often sym-

bolic of the system of oppression they hoped to overthrow. SED party offices and government

retail and HO stores were demolished. At about 11 a.m., the red flag was pulled down from the

Brandenburger Tor and replaced first by a Berlin flag and later by German flags. Thousands

attacked the building of the State Security Service (SSD) In Friedrichatrasse, seized the first

three floors, and destroyed files and equipment until they were repelled by SSD machinegun

fire. Elsewhere in the DDR, Jails were attacked and prisoners set free.

By 11 a.m., all accessible windows of the House of Ministries had been smashed and a

side entrance demolished. A hammer and sickle flag was pulled out through the broken windows

and burned; the flames spread into the building and began to destroy files and equipment on the

ground floor. Because the German police had avoided use of firearms, they had been unable to

stem the tide. The seizure of t0 buildin&Was finally averted around noon when Soviet tanks

came to their support. Only then did the Germn police, presumably the Garrisoned Pe'ple's

Police, begin to use their firearms, probably under Soviet military orders. 32

At noon Soviet tanks rolled Into a crowd estimated at 50,000 at the Lustgarten (Marx-
Engels Platz), where the first victim was claimed. Here and on Potsdamer Platz Soviet action

elicited counteraction by demonstrators who attacked tanks, trying to disable them by breaking

off antennas, pushing metal rods into chain drives, and any other means. At I pm., the Soviet

city commandant, a General Dibrova, proclaimed martial law for East Berlin, effective imme-

diately, and outlawed alldemonstrations and meetings of more than three persons In streets and

public buildings. Similar orders were Issued in many towns throughout the DDR.

The demonstrators, many of whom may have learned only belatedly about the Imposition of

martial law, continued their activities in various parts of the city. Since the Soviet forces did

not hesitate to open fire, as on Potsdamer Platz, Alexanderplatz, and elsewhere, hundreds of

persons were wounded and a number of deaths occurred. Soviet military action, backed by

German police detachments, did not succeed In squashing the uprising and enforcing

an uneasy peace until that evening. Similar repressive action brought about the end of

the open revolt throughout the DDR, even though overt protest actions continued to flare up

during the coming days and weeks.
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Eatima of Insurgent Strength and Casualtiov
The extent of the uprising can be seen from the fact that some 270,000 workers from 110 in-

dustrial enterprises in the Magdeburg, Leipzig, and ilalle areas alone went on strike. Demon-

strations were recorded for 7 district capitals, 43 countt capitils, and 105 other towns and vil-

lages, while an actual "uprising of the population"33 affected 6 district capitals, 22 county capi-

tals, and 44 other towns and villages, a total of 72 places. Grotewohl, who hardly wished to ex-

aggerate, reported to the SED Central Committee that a total of 300,000 workers had been on

strike anti disorders had occurred In 272 cities and towns. 34

The suppression of the Insurrection on June 17 took a severe toll. According to official

West German figures, a total of 267 participants ("workers," according to source) were killed

and 1,067 wounded during the demonstrations. It is believed that thare were 92 exmutions under

martial law and later another 14 death sentences and executions. It has also been estimated

that more than 5,000 arrests were made subsequently and that 1,100 to 1,200 alleged insurgents

were sentenced to forced labor, prisons, or concentration camps. 35 Other Western sources,

however, give substantially lower estimates.

Some Conclusions Concerning the Causes and Character of the Upriuing

Certain general conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing account. The long-range

cause of the uprising can be seen in the mounting pressures generated by the accelerated pace

of Sovietization begtn in 1952. In a wider sense, these pressures stemmed from the seizure of

power by a small Communist minority after 1945, acting under the protection of the Soviet oc-

cupation and soon abandonirg all pretense about their "democratic" goals. After 1952 the pres-

sures brought about increasingly strong reactions throughout the community. Widespread depri-

vations lowered the already modest living standard of the majority of people. A mounting sense

of insecurity and injustice prevailed among social groups faced with collectivization. The ruth-

less drive for greater productivity began to alienate the workers and farmers, while many of the

youth resisted social mobilization because of the demands It made upon them.

Unquestionably, the immediate cause for the outbreak was the mismanaged decision about

work norms, especially after that decision became absurd in the face of the New Course

announcement.

In considering the character of the insurrection, It is clear that It was in the nature of a

political protest. The initial economic aim was soon submerged, as we have seen, in the

people's political aspirations. The primary demands were the ousting of the entrenched govern-

ment, identified with Ulbricht, Grotewohl, and Pieck; the holding of free elections; and, thus,

reunification with Western Germany.

The insurrection did not last long enough for the participants to attain control over any area,

unless it is contended that for some hours on Wednesday, June 17, 1953, they "controlled" parts
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of East BerIn anl some other urban centers, a control that was to be shattered by Soviet mili-

tary intervention.

The CriLiral Lack of Organisation and Leadership

Crucial characteristics of the uprising were Its spontaneity and the resultant lack of organ-

ization and leadership. All reasonable observers agree that there was no indication of prepara-

tion, manipulation, or management by internal or external organizations, despite subsequent

Soviet and DDR propaganda attempting by such allegations to offset the regime's own failures.

A small group of aroused and determined construction workers, indignant over their rulers'

exploitative minuse of them, used their initiative to start the demonstrations, and they .cre soon

joined by their fellow workers It is significant that this group of workers was relatively well

off; it wqs used to the best tools and facilities, since It was working on a showplace of the re-

gime, the Stalinallee. These men had acquired a sense of their own worth and were perhaps

less inclined than others to u cept without resistance a substantial reduction in their lot. The

initial activities had a snowball effect, so that not only workers but also other social groups in

East Berlin and the DDR were drawn into the movement at breathtaking speed.

As there was no organization at the outset, no effective organization came into being during the

brief time the uprising lasted. There was time only for the most provisional, small-scale, and local

kind of leadership to emerge. Strike committees usually came into being by acclamation. In a very

few instances, individual strike committees succeeded in setting up local central committees, In

Goerlitz, a small town In the southeast of the DDR, the strikers ousted the town council in the

presence of the townfolk and prepared to replace it. In some villages, mayors were removed

and revolutionary councils appointed in their place, 36 Under the circumstances, no major

leader could rise and no coordinated action was possible except on a small and localized scale,

and thus the type and extent of insurgent actions differed greatly from place to place. Never-

theless, actlona were often replicated, notably efforts to open jails. Such attempts, some suc-

cessful and some unsuccessful, occurred in 24 communities, testifying to the common con-

viction that the regime had perpetrated widespread injustices. 37 In communities where central

strike committees were constituted, as in Halle and Morseburg, discipline and orderly action

was possible; in some other instances, disorientation and ineffectiveness were apparent.

The Riemsehneider Report on Leaders and Participants

Who were the local leaders? While we have a considerable number of specific reports

about events in various places in addition to East Berlin, only one attempt, that of Ernst Riem-

schneider, appears to have been made to appraise the composition of the group of strike com-

mitteemen and delegates. In a study of 1,200 participants,38 he reached the conclusion that

within the leadership group 61 percent were workers, 26 percent clerical employees, 6 percent
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academic or professional people, and 6 percent self-employed persons (probably including a

trubstantial number of farmers). Two.-thlrds were over 30 years old, and 17 percent were mem-

bars of the BED, The number of workers among the leaders confirmed what was already known

about Oe origin of the insurrection, while the substantial number of BED members In exposed

positions was highly significant, The participation of farmers had possibly been underestima.-

ted3bO because of the relative Isolation of villages and small towns. In ageneralway, this leader-

ship group seems to be representative of the whole body of participants.

The Rlemsohnelder study reported that of its total sample of participants 62 percent were

workers, 20 percent clerical employees, and 5 percent In police and military services, while

the self-employed (here, the farmers) and academic-professional categories were each given

as 6 percent. The occupations of 8.5 percent of the participants were unknown. Some ton per-

cent were women, of whom a quarter had been active in villages and a large number had hold

BED or other mass organization membership. Half of the participants were under 20 years old;

of this young group over 80 percent belonged to the BED or other mass organizations, Including

27 percent to the FDJ alone and tO percent to the police forces (VP or KVP). Of those arrested

on or after June 17, 64 percent belonged to this young group. Four individuals in the study

sample lost their lives during the demonstrations, and 20 percent -f those arrested were sen-

tenced to jail terms.

Despite the inadequacy of the data, what appear significant here again are the impressive

role of the young, including members of the FDJ; the substantial participation of women; and,

not too surprisingly in hght of earlier remarks, the sizable number of police and military per-

aonnel who took part In the demonstrations. An equally significant factor which was confirmed

by other observers was the slight role of the urban middle class and of the intellectuals. Not

only had their numbers been diminished by flight to the West, but they were at the mercy of the

regime for their economic existence. Anxiety, resignation, and efforts at accommodation were

the natural consequence for many. Only to a limited extent could they regard the June crisis as

their own concern in ecouomlc terms. What a perceptive writer had stated in 1952 might be said

to apply to the June 1953 situation: "The worker is ready to act, the middle class is not, but

expects help from outside. "40

R.#:naI Support for the June Uprbing

It must be borne in mind that the actual participants In strikes and demonstrations who were

tihemselves an activist minority In the population, were supported by the sympathetic and even

enthusiastic acclaim of a broad but indeterminate part of the community. This is brought out in

all accounts by witnesses. The speed and geographic scope of the spread of the insurrection

sheds some light, at least by implication, on the extent of popular support for the insurgents.

Besides focal points in East Berlin and its Industrial satellite towns, the major areas affected
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'%were the central industrial area, including lHallo and Loipzig, and the area around Magdeburg to

the west; and, somewhat less so, the Brandenburg area around Berlin rnd the southwestern and

southeastern areas around Jena, Gera, and Goorlitz. The mainly rural areas of the north were

evidently less involved The Riemschneider study, whose 1,200 subjects had been active in 274

communities, brings out the significance of small and medium-sized places by noting that 27

percent of the towns in which members of this group had bWen active had a population of loes

that 2,500. 41

That the areas of strong participation included the old centers of the labor movement (no-

tably the Megdeburg, Leipzig, and Halle areas), both those primarily SPD and those Communist

In the past, must have been especinlly disillusioning for the SED regime. Grotewohl himself

was to acknowledge this in a reference to "illegal SPD organizations" in Magdeburg and Leipzig

in his report to the 15th session of the Central Committee. 42 It is equally Important to point out

that certain highly industrialized areas remained virtually unaffected by the uprising. This ap-

plied, apparently. both to the uranium and coal mines In the Saxonian industrial region and to the

largest single steel combine, ".1. V. Stalin," In Stalinstadt near Frankfurt-am-Oder. While thcre

is reason to assume that the uranium miners were isolated by poor radio reception, both they

and the coal miners were subject to immediate military control by Soviet forces. Stalinstadt

was an instance of a new and uniquely privileged model community with a new working popula-

tion having no tradition of labor solidarity.

The Role of RIAS and the Essentially Spontaneous and Local ,Nature of the Uprising

Although the insurgents received no real assistance from the outside, it is clear that the

continuous newcasts, primarily those by RIAS, played a highly signficant role by informing

people throughout the DDR of the East Berlin events .43 Even though these broadcasts were con-

fined to news, they provided a stimulant and a measure of coordination to an uprising that had

no modern facilities of mass communication at its disposal. On the other hand, the voices of

West German leaders in Bonn, such as that of Jacob Kaiser (Minister of All-German Affairs)

sought to counsel restraint and moderation. A RIAS broadcast cited official West German ad-

vice on June 17 urging demonstrators "to commit no acts that might serve as an excuse for the

QouLupying power to Intervene. "44

Clearly, the most Important aspect of the uprising was that it was an essentially spontaneous

and unplanned attack upon the center of a totalitarian regime, set off by the economic grievances

of a major social group, the industrial workers. A remarkable sense of solidarity, deriving

from national grievances against the regime, omy partly compensated for its lack of leadership

and organization. Largely because of this lack of informed leadership, the tremendous initial

advantpge of a surprise attack upon an internally shaky totalitarian regime could not be exploited.
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The uprising had an essentially nonmilitary character, even though It Involved agressive action

and a limited amount of violence.

COUNTERINSURGENCY
The East German workers' uprising was not only put down by military force, but by Soviet

military intervention in behalf of the East German regLkm rather than by a success,'ul self-

defense by the DDR government itself.

The mt.st striking aspect of the initial hours of June Id was the failure of the principal

leaders uf the rsgLue to respond in a visible and intelligent way to a major crisis. There were

a nwnber of reasons for this. The leaders were evidently taken totally by surprise. Even

though they had become aware of the growth of tensions and the escalation of "incidents," the

possibility of a real break In the dam must have appeared quite remote. Also, many in the

upper and middle levels of SED officialdom were confused by the rapid policy shifts. This un-

doubtedly affected their first response to the uprising and even induced in some of them a cer-

tain ambivalence. 45 Furthermore, the totalitarian regime-in-the-making wa3 clearly handi-

capped by bureaucratic rigidity, which made it difficult to adjust quickly to an unexpected and

unprecedented situation.

The Failure To React Promptly and in Person

The fact that Orotewohl and Ulbricht were reached on June 16 only after considerable delay

has already been noted. The building guard at the House of Ministries was first told by

Grotewohl's office to get another minister to talk to the marchers. It appears that Grotewohi's

office did not grasp the seriousness of the situation; its location in an inner yard of the building

kept it in splendid Isolation from outside events. The delegates insisted upon seeing Grotewohl

and what they considered an offhand treatment enhanced their growing outrage.

A call was made to the Politburo only after a member of Grotewohl's staff, in response to a

more urgent call from the guard, had reconnoitered. The sessions of this august body were

protected, however, by an adamant secretary who was thoroughly out of patience with officials

who were unable "to see some delegation" on their own. Grotewohi's office then vainly attempted

to reach Leuschner, the chief planner, and to have him take charge, but he too was attending the

Politburo meeting. It was probably the police who on their own succeeded In reaching the Polit-

buro. Even then, apparently, Grotewohi did not fully grasp the significance of the report and

asked that Fritz Selbmann meet with the delegation. By this time the belligerence of the

marchers made it impossible for Selbmann even to be heard. This complete mishandling of the

early crisis cost the regime dearly. 48
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The Stalinist DDR Leaders Fight Economic Disaster and
Russian Efforts To Change Course

But much more was involved. The leadership of the DDR was in a complex and difficult

predicament precisely at that momont. Wo have already noted the important change in the Mos-

cow leadership and Malenhov's insistence on a reorientation of policy. Only after two explicit

requests and the forceful intervention of High Commissioner Semyonov (successor to the Soviet

Control Commission which had been abolished on May 28), did Ulbricht yield to pressure and

pt'omulgpte the New Course. Prior to its adoption, though, the Minister of Finance, acting under

strict orders, had raised prices and some transportation rates, a move as usual hailed as prog-

ress in the DDR press.

It should be recalled that the SED leadership, at least after the beginning of the year, was

quite aware of the desperate condition of the economy. A call for help had gone out to the

Kremlin at the beginning of April. The Kremlin sent back a negative reply by mid-April which

also contained the initial request that the SED change Its prevailing tough policy and adopt the

New Course. The formerly docile Ulbricht had, as we know, stood his ground.47 Thrown back

on his own resources and In accordance with his "soundly Stalinist" economic views, Ulbricht

was nowdetermincd to postpone no longer the much debated decision to raise the work norms.

Even when Ulbricht found that he had no choice but to submit to Semyonov's dictation of the

Kremlin's New Course policy, the manner in which Ulbricht announced the change was designed

to express as clearly as possible his dissociation from it. The June 11 issue oi Neues Deutsch-

land which carried the unexplained New Course pronouncement also contained a leading arti-

cle ("On the Patriotism of the People") which pursued the old line and described the workers'

enthusiasm for stepping up the work norms. The retention of the work norms increase was

either a matter of continued defiance of Moscow on Ulbricht's part or a compromise concession

which he excted from Semyonov for his surrender to the new policy. An article published by

the official Soviet newspaper in Berlin on June 13 quite clearly conveyed to alert readers the

dissatisfaction of S.viet authorities with Ulbricht's passive resistance. 48 Surprisingly, the arti-

cle included some self-criticism by blaming some of the mistakes on "the former Soviet Control

Commission" and stressed that the decision on the New Course was especially important to fur-

ther the "great goal of reuniting the German people."

The Kremlin's urgent wish to secure and advance the New Course was hardly based on any

supeelor understanding of the troubled DDR scene, but was doubtless regarded as an important

move in thUe field of foreign policy. It was apparently the goal of Malenkov and Lavrenti P.

Beria, his all-powerful chief of security police, to bring about a relaxation of tensions with the

West. There are strong indications that the new Moscow leadership had extended feelers to

Churchill and was contemplating a basic change in its Get man policy, even to the point of facili-

tating the reunification of Germany. Malenkov's far-from-secure position would be markedly
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improved if he could reach a major detente with the West. His plan, which clearly required re-

duction in tensions within the DDR, had sharply negative implications for Ulbricht's future.

An Internal Split in rhe DDR Leadership Complicate tihe Problem of Pelponse

This leads to a further factor that must be unraveled before it is possible to undcrstaimdthe

DDR leadership's complex involvements during the crucial days. For some time, an opposi-

tional group had begun to emerge within the ruling circle. Its principals were Wilhelm Zalsser,

a long-time Communist, the "General Gomez" of the Spanish Civil War and now Minister of

State Security and Member of the Politburo; and Rudolf Herrnstadt, another old Communist

with extensive Soviet experience, chief editor of the Neues Deutschland, and a candidate member

of the Politburo. These men and their friends, such as Hans Jendretzsky, First Secretary of

the Berlin SED and also a Politburo candidate member, were firmly convinced of the need for

the New Course policy which they were disposed to give a very broad interpretation. a

A political program was drafted by Herrnstadt, either at the group's initiative or at Mos-

cow's request, that condemned the current policy orientation as wrong because it had widened

the gap between party and people. It held that a new approach would reqtirc bubsantial reform,

a new economic policy, and a drastic cleanup among the party's cadres. Only thus could the

SED really become a "party of the people." One oppositionist, Franz Dahlem, prematurely dis-

closed the plan and the opposition was forced to present their Ideas to the Politburo. Their

plan, which was at least tacitly supported by Semyonov, included the ouster of Ulbricht and his

replacement by Herrnstadt, while Zaisser was to take over the Ministry of Interior. As far as

can be determined, this was the critical issue before the Politburo meeting on June 16;56 thus

Ulbricht was engaged in a basic policy struggle that involved his political survival. Of the Polit-

buro's fourteen members, four were siding with the Zaisser-Herrnstadt group and two equally

clearly with Ulbricht, while the rest were fence-sitting even though probably sympathetic to

Ulbricht.

As Minor Conciliation Efforts Fail, Party Leaders Meet and Set an Official Position

Clearly, the events of June 16 overtook the DDR leadership at a moment of profound internal

crisis; this sharply reduced its capacity to deal decisively with the delegation of Workers. When

the crucial concession on work norms was finally made under insurgent pressure, it was no

longer sufficiently meaningful to the aroused rebels. By the afternoon of June 16, their initial

economic demands had changed into political demands. Only at the risk of self-destruction

could the regime meet these demands. At this critical juncture, the government could only hope

to retrieve some of its lost ground by propagandistic means or by the use of force.
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.-In the eve, tag of Juna 10 at 8 p.m., the party leadership held a meeting for 0,000 party

funetionarios. Without explicitly referring to the day's uprising, the leadership turned to self-

criticism and self-justlficatui u, Orotowohl ' speocohh stressed thnt the purely administrative

decislon tn the norms had been wrong and that the matter would be fully presented to the Central

Coimntittee, to which the Politburo would hold itself accountable. Whatever errors the govern-

meat had mndo, he argued, had boon animated by the wish to promotv the public good in the face

of suvere econonmic difficulties, Some of these difficulties had been due to heavy and unexpected

expenditures for defensive measures forced upon the DDR by throats from the West. In addition,

these difficulties had boon further aggravated by the efforts of class enemies who were respon-

sible for tax deficits and inadequate deliveries and had oven resorted to open resistance. What-

ever wider effects Prime V.'nister Grotewohl's words might have had were doubtless lost by the

fact that no nowapnpers appeared in East Berlin on June 17.

The regime's propaganda effort was given further guidance when H. Axen, the head of

Agitprop, who was charged with disseminating the official view, met functionaries and journalists

on June 17 to not forth the official line on the uprising: Foreign agents, manipulated by the West,

notahly the United States, had stirred up the troubles; their aim was to undermine efforts at a

German solution and to counteract Moscow's rapprochement with other powers. Considering

the speed with which events were unrolling, these propaganda efforts had little if any short-run

effect. E.rlier opportunities for effective persuasive or conciliatory moves had been irretriev-

ably lost.

The East German Resgime Is Unable To Rely on Its Serurity Forces

When it came to the use of force, the principal resources at the government's disposal were

the police forniations already discussed. Their encounters with the insurgent crowds strongly

implied that i large number of the regular People's Police were unreliable and that there were

questions even about the KVP, which was to be used principally in conjunction with Soviet troops.

The few guard units of the Ministry of State Security proved their worth, fighting alongside So-

viet troops, but they were a relatively small force.62

The seriousness of the police problem Is indicated by the extensive punitive measures to

which the regime later resorted. For example, in Zwickau three troopers of the KVP were ex-

ecuted, 826 NCOs and privates jailed, 134 officers stripped of their rank, and 72 units converted

into probationary companies. 3

The Extent and Strength of the Soviet Intervention; Soviet Casualties

Under these circumstances, intervention by Soviet mflitary forces was inevitable. It is not

known how the Soviet authorities reached the decision to intervene, but it is fairly clear *A1481
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they, too, were surprised by the speed and scope of the uprising. From the substantial Soviet

forces deployed in the DDR at the time (30 divisions, about 300,000 men), an impressive array

waA d4ispatched to Berlin and to a large number of other centers during the night of June 16th

and the early morning hours of the 17th.

An unofficial U.S. military appraisal at the time concluded that by nightfall of June 17,

25,000 troops and 300 tanks had been massed in Berlin;B4 in Leipzig alone, there was a concen-

tration of 275 tanks. 55 Soviet military force was used in a total of 121 localities, while a state

of siege or martial law was proclaimed in 10 of the 14 DDR districts. .6 The broad spread of

the Sjvlet "peace-keepingI effort shows the deep Soviet concern over the course of events-the

first major outbreak in the Communist world since the 1921 Kronstadt rising when Russian

sailors and workers, revolutionaries themselves, turned against the revolution they had helped

to bring about.

Soviet forces were initially employed with visible restraint. There is reason to believe

that the KVP was not permitted to use its firearms without the express authorization of Soviet

commanders. As was the case at the House of Ministries, this appears to have been given only

when the situation became precarious. When Soviet commanders decided to act, their Interven-

tion was decisive and in a few instances possibly ruthless, though occasionally &-viet unit com-

manders were described as polite and conciliatory. Some accounts also indicate that Soviet

soldiers showed sympathy for the striking workers that resulted in violations of military disci-

pline and subsequent punishment. According to Western estimates, Soviet troop losses included

18 dead and 126 wounded; DDR losses, 116 dead (apparently both military and civilian) and 645

wounded. 57

W•eetern Reactions to the Soviet Intervention and Communist Charge. and Concesions

How did the outside world react to the rising and its suppression? The Western reaction

was marked by surprise, possibly by initial difficulties in interpreting the real significance of

the events, and last but not least by an apparent lack of policy planning for the aftermath of

Stain's death. West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer, in a restrained speech to the Bun-

destag on June 17, declared the deep sympathy of the German people in this struggle for libera-

tion and reaffirmed West Germany's desire for reunification. Early on the morning of June 17th

a West Berlin trade union leader, Erich Scharnowskl, called for the solidarity of West German

workers with the building workers of East Berlin in a statement over the RIAS station, but this

was roundly attacked in the Bonn parliament as a dangerous provocation and "incomprehensible

irresponsibility." Only on June 18 did the three allied military commnanWts in West Berlin

protest "the irresponsible resort to military force" against the movement of June 17.
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In an answer on June 22,58 General Dibrova described the measures as "absolutely essen-

tial to end arson and other excesses committed by groups of asants rovocateurs and Fascists

dispatched from West Berlin." The Western commandants' demand that the state of siege be

lifted was rejected.

A conventional exchange of messages between the German and the Western allied govern-

menta followed. Adenauer asked the United States to do everything possible to bring about unity

and freedom for the whole German people. Western heads of government expressed their ad-

miration for the insurgents and reaffirmed their concern for a peaceful solution of the German

problem.

In two letters to Chancellor Adenauer, U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower again ex-

pressed the American stand that free elections in Germany were the only path to reunification

and repudiated Soviet and DDR allegations, declaring "that no provocateur of any nationality can

persuade human beings to stand up in front of rumbling tanks with sticks and stones. - . .." In

pointing out that the fighters were workers and not bourgeois reactionaries, "the same

workers... in whose name the Kremlin has falsely and cynically built their [sicJ.]... farflung

workers' paradise," he approached the heart of the issue.5S

Simultaneously, Soviet and DDR propaganda about the causes and character of the events of

June 16 and 17 continued to develop the themes of subversion and external instigation, conceding,

however, that these "agents" had been able to exploit certain DDR policy mistakes and real

grievances of the East Germans. On June 19, Pravda published a Neues Deutschland lead article

of June 18, expressing shame that Berlin's workers had failed to control the disturbances them-

selves, thus requiring the occupying power to impose a state of siege to represent the German

interest "with the requisite determination." Beginning on June 23, Pravda began to devote un-

usual attention to the German uprising. From this, its readers could only gain the impression

that the upheavwl had been widespread and of great importance.60

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

While coercive measures had crushed the uprising, strikes and other manifestatiors of

unrest continued until June 21 and in some instances later, even in the face of martial law.

Some were in the nature of workers' protests against the arrest and imprisonment of their

friends.l

Soviet Economic Concesions Permit the DDR to Eae Living Conditions

Having rescued the DDR and the Ulbrichit group, the Soviet government was now committed

to sustaining them. Through an agreement reached in Moscow in August, reparations were at

last ended, occupation costs reduced, and the remaining 33 Soviet-held industries returned to

DDR control--save the most important, the huge uranium-producing Wismuth A.G. Formerly

refused credits were now granted .92
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Saved in the nick of time, the Ulbricht regime proceeded to buttress its precarious hold.

It now demonstrated its willingness to give some substance to the New Course through economic
OS

and political concessions. Work norms were returned to their earlier level, although efforts

to promote voluntary increases were continued. Some arrangements were made to provide

ampler food supplies and to improve wages, retirement incomes, and other social security

benefits. The government explained that resources had become available for these and other

purposes because heavy-industry investment and military expenditures had been curtailed.

Agricultural collectivization came tM a temporary halt, and the remnants of private business

were given a breathing spttA. WJ)t Confirming the New Course, the 15th plenary session of

the SED Central Committee was careful to point out that the party had been correct In beginning

to build the foundations of socialism.

A Loosening of Constraints on Political Acdivity and Personal Freedoms

These pacifying economic measures were accompanied by some relaxation in other fields.

Following Soviet "suggestions," it was considered politic to resume public recognition of the

moribund partnership with non-Communist parties. Immediately after June 17, Semyonov him-

self conferred with representatives of the DDR's emasculated CDU and LDP64 and encouraged

them to make nominations for government positions. All this was safe enough, since the parties

had already been thoroughly tamed.

The SED mounted a sweeping cmpaign of propaganda and Justification with the active par-

ticipation of key members of the government. In the course of meetings conducted by Ulbrloht

and Grotewohl in a number of large plants, workers enjoyed unprecedented opportunities for free

and provocative speech. On a few such occasions, some of the toughest questions and bitterest
6I

complahLs against the regime were addressed to the leaders in person. For a while at least,

it was also deemed the better part of wisdom to leave the churches and their faithful flocks tw-

challenged and to grant some latitude to scholars and artists.

Ulbricht M•wn Against IrmurgJt leaderahip and His Intra-Party Opposition

On the other hand, a wave of "disappearances," irrests, and prosecutions continued for

weeks and months; its statistical dimensions convey some idea of the regime's vengefulness.

In view of the wide popular support for the uprising and the involvement of SED elements, both

SED functionaries and rank-and-file members were subjected to punitive measures. There

were show trials and vigilance campaigns to ferret out leaders of the insurrection. Despite

this reprisal atmosphere, however, a substantial number of prisoners who were not connected

with the uprising were released.
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The BED leadership, pulled back from the brink of the political abyss, now settled accounts

with its party opposition. Having carefully avoided assembling the Central Committee in plenary

session before June 17 for fear of giving the Zaisser-Herrnstadt group a chance to oust him,

Ulbricht called two meetings In rapid succession. At the 15th plenary session, July 24-26,

Zalsser and Herrnstadt were deprived ol aH functions, and in January 1954 they were stripped

of party membership. As members of the same faction, Jendretzky and two other Politburo

candidate members lost their party positions. The liquidation of their presumed patron and fel-

low plotter In Moscow, Beria (arrested in Moscow on June 26), was another political windfall

for Ulbricht. Henceforth, Ulbricht was to stand firmly eattrenched, an enduring symbol of Sta-

linist orthodoxy.

The Uprising Strengthens Ulbrict and Makes German Reunification Les. Likely

What of the overall results? There was to be no genuine political settlement, only a tactical

retreat by the ruling party comparable to Lenin's adoption of the New Economic Policy after the

defeat of the Kronstadt rebellion. The Irony of the uprising was that the very regime It had sought

to undo (or at least to transform) now stood far stronger than before. Sharpened by the experi-

ence, the regime was to resume Its chosen goals within two years. Despite continued internal dis-

affection and frustration, the slim chances for effective resistanoce were further minimized by

the consolidation of the regime. The uprising was the first of the great disturbances In the

Soviet bloc, but, unlike the later Polish case, It led to the strengthening of the dictatorship, Yet

the uprising clearly served notice of the vulnerability of a totalitarian system to internal sur-

prise attack.

Finally, the repercussions of the uprising had a critical bearing on East-West relationships.

The brief possibility of relaxation and compromise following Stalin's death, latent in the

Malenkov-Beria maneuvers in Russia, which had shown some promise of facilitating a realistic

solution of the German problem, was lost. East and West were to remain entrenched in fixed

policy positions, which engendered successive proposals for negotiations that neither side could

take seriously without political surrender. In a tragic paradox, the very uprising that was to

become a symbol of unity for Germans in the West had, through the consequences of its fall,
67

made the division more enduring than before.
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Chapter Seventeen

GREECE (1946-1949)

by Cmarilaoe G. Laopudakia
The Greek government, with substantial Ameri-
can assistance, beat back a Communist Insur-
gency that was logistically supported by the So-
viet bloc countries on Greece's northern borders.

BACKGROUND

The Communist party of Greece (KKE) and its allies had reason to believe at the end of

World War 11 that Greece was vulnerable to insurgent operations that would open the way for a

"people's democracy" of the type that came to characterize the Soviet satellities of Eastern

Europe. Not only were Cic Greeks exhausted by war and enemy occupation, but many seemed

sympathetic to the wartime Commmunist-'ontrolled National Liberation Front (EAM), which they

thought would bring them long-ovewa..e 000Mu and economic reforms.

Relief and reform were essential, for at war's end most Greeks were struggling desperately

to survive. Between 1941 and 1945 approximately half a million persons, out of a population of

only seven and a half million, had died as a direct or indirect result of the war. Another mil-

lion and a half had been driven from their homes. Malaria and tuberculosis were widespread,

for the public health system had collapsed. Nor was there much hope for rapid recovery. In-

flation had wiped out the country's capital resources. Unemployment and underemployment

were compounded by wartime agricultural ravages which had lowered production to a third of

the prewar total and by the virtual destruction of Greek industry. Public administration had

suffered unprecedented disiocation. According to Greek government estimates, the country had

suffered damages amounting to $4 billion which affected the nation's communications system as

well as the homes and property of its citizens.,

The Communists' Wartime Efforts To Take Over Greece

During the war, the Communists were able to capture the major part of the Greek resistance

movement against the German, Italian, and Bulgarian occupation forces. Working through their

popular front, EAM, and its guerrilla force, ELAS (National Popular Liberation Army), the

Greek Communists prepared the ground to seize power when the war ended. They made their

first bid in March 1944, when EAM announced the formation of a "mountain government" (the
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Political Committee for National Liberation, or PEEA) and challenged the authority of the

Greek govornment-in-exile in Cairo. This move generated political strife among the Greeks

and sparked a mutiny among their land and naval forces operating in the Near East. However,

it revealed the Intentions of EAM early enough to give the Greek government-in-exle and Brit-

ish authorities time to take the political and military measures necessary to prevent Greece

from slipping into the Soviet Balkan orbit. The Communists thus failed In their first attempt*

to Jeize power. 2

In the fall and winter of 1944, after the Germans had withdrawn and British and Greek

troops had returned to Grec cc, the Communists felt strong enough to nvke a second attempt.

They refused to demobilize their army of guerrillas, which they claimed had a strength of

65,000 men, and deployed it throughout the countryside. Their underground strength was esti-

mated at around 380,060 members of EAM-affiliated organizations, a strong base for political

agitation. This time the Communists withdrew from the Greek Government of National Unity,

under Prime biniater Georgios Pnpandreou,t which clung tenuously to life-their aim being to

force the resignation of the prime minister and capture control of the government.

The EAM revolt began on December 3, 1944, when a mass demonstration in Athens' Consti-

tution Square turned into a bloody riot. In the two months of fighting which followed, a Greek

brigade and a~iother contingent of about 2,000 Greek troops from the Middle East, aided by two

British divisions, defeated the opposing forces. EAM's actions during this period exposed it as

a Communist front, and the KKE was forced to terms at Varkiza on February 12, 1945.

The agreement reached at Varkiza did not destroy the Communists' military power, al-

though many of the insurgents took advantage of the government's amnesty program and went

home. More than 4.000 guerrillas crossed the frontiers into Albania, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria,

where they found sanctuary; and some 8,000 "bandits" remained hidden in the mountains of

Greece. The Communists surrendered 40.000 weapons, many of them obsolete, but managed to

keep most of their serviceable equipment.

Greek Sentiment Swing. to the Right

This two-month "wint.?r war" engendered bitterness and despair among the Greeks, inflicted

further destruction and economic distress, and created an atmosphere conducive to political

extremism. In revulsion against Comnmunist tactics, Greek sentiment veered sharply to the

right, a shift that was reflected in the first postwar elections on March 31, 1946. The

*See Chapter Six, "Greece ( 1942--1944) ."

%In Papandreou's book, The Liberation of Greece (3d ed.; Athens: Greek Publishing Co.,
1948), pp. 207, 209, 211. he noted that the leader of the Socialist Party (ELD), Alexandros
Svolos, the representative of EAM in the Government of National Unity, told him on November
30, 1944, that the KKE had "suddenly" decided, due to "external direction," to terminate its
cooperation with the government.
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Communists chose to boycott these elections, taking their cue from the Soviet Union's refusal to

join with the United States and Great Britain in observing the conduct of the voting. 3

A conservative coalition, Led by the old-time royalist Populist Party, eoeived a larp popu-

lar vote and thus obtained a strong majority in parliament. The Greek electorate decisively re-

jected the revolutionary left, ad this pattern was repeated later in the year when a plebiscite om

the monarchy returned King George U. Greek politics became polarized between right and left.

Greek Commumist Turn to ERtermel Support for Anmoker Ausapt To Gain Power

Despite the election and plebiscite, the Greek Communists believed that they enjoyed far

greater popular support than 9.3 percent of the electorate, their following as estimated by

AMFOGE, the Allied Mission for Observing the Greek Elections.4 Furthermore, they apparently

believed that the internal instability that plagued Greece would serve their ends. External sup-

port was also available. Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia seems to have promised full support to

the KKE Insurgency.5 According to a "most reliable" source, the KKE met with Bulgarian and

Yugoslav representatives late in May 1946 at Goni in southern Bulgaria and, with Russian

guidance, drew up plans for an insurgency in Greece that would result in the creation of an

autonomous Macedonia under Yugoslav hegemony I True or not, the mere appearance of a

Slavic-supported Communist conspiracy evoked a str'Ag reaction among Greeks.

Diplomatic pressures were also exerted in suego* of the Greek Communists. At the Paris

Peace Conference in the summer of 1946, the Yugoslavs demanded an Independent Macedonia,

and the Bulgarians pressed for control of western Thrace.? The Ukrainian delegate to the

United Nations Security Council charged on August 24, 1946, that "monarcho-fascist" Greeks

were provoking border incidents in the Balkans. According to the delegate, the Greek govern-

ment was conspiring to seize a portion of southern Albania and was persecuting the Slav minor-

ities in northern Greece.' These international moves coincided with the opening of the Com-

munist insurgency within Greece.

Throughout 1946 the Communists in Greece increasingly resorted to open violence. By the

fall, sporadic guerrilla activity, labeled officially as "banditry," was evident, and by the middle

of the following year guerrilla warfare was in full swing.

In Economic Distress, Greece Caea for US. Aid

Meanwhile, Greece was barely managing to survive economically, notwithstanding $700,000

foreign aid from the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency (UNRRA), Great Britain,

and the United States.- In early 1947 an American Economic Mission, under Paul A. Porter,

reported that unless Greece received immediate assurances of large-scale military and finan-

cial aid, the authority of the elected Greek government would disintegrate, opening the way to

skyrocketing inflation, strikes, riots, and public panic. 10
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intended to protest the holding, in spite of the Communist boycott, of the elections scheduled for

the following day. The elections wore conducted as planned, however, and the results, as noted

above, strongly favored the right over the left.

Ianurgetn Antaek Grop Strong.er

Aside from isolated forays into the interior of Greece, such as the attack on Litochorion,

the insurgency in 1946 consisted mainly of bandit activities along Greece's northern frontiers.

Small bands, operating across the frontiers, hit isolated targets. When pressed by local secu-

rity forces, the attackers retreated beyond the frontier, where safety and supplies awaited them.

Guerrilla attacks were directed against unarmed civilians, Individuals and installations connected

with the public services, and other objectives, the destruction of which would create economic,

social, and political instability. 16

In the course of a year, the bands grew into larger units, and their tactics shifted from hit-

and-run raids to more nearly conventional military operations. Using both irregular guerrilla

tactics and, when feasible, those suited to large-scale infantry attacks, the bands were able to

establish a secure base in the Grammos-Vital area, at the juncture of the Albanian and Yugoslav

frontiers. From this bastion the Communists were able to penetrate, by way of the Pindus

Mountains, deep into southern Greece. i7

The insurgents were successflW in these early operations, largely because of administrative

dislocation in Greece. Systematic thrusts at gendarmery patrols and outposts forced the poorly

organized security detachments to consolidate, leaving many areas unprotected. The same

tactics were employed against poorly trained army units with similar success, and soon the in-

surgents were able to establish their authority over large portions of rural Greece. Is

By the spring of 1948, the guerrillas, using as bases the areas they controlled, were con-

ducting raids against defenseless villages and towns in order to obtain provisions and manpower.

As a result of the Communist offensive, about 40 percent of the population of northern Greece

was made homeless. Understandably, these refugees were angered by acute shortages of food

and by the government's failure either to protect them or provide for them. Nor were fear and

discontent confined to the north; in the Peloponnesus the mere presence of some 3,000 guerrillas

so restricted freedom of movement that people had to travel in convoys. Throughout the nation,

Greeks felt insecure and uncertain about the future. 19

Organisalion and Leadership of the Communis Insurgents

The guerrilla organization that presented such a threat to Greece was known as the Demo-

cratic Army of Greece (DSE, for Dimokratik~s Stratos Ellidos) and was similar to the Com-

munists' World War II military organization, ELAS. In Markos Vafiadet, a refugee from Asia

Minor who had been a tobacco worker in Kavalla. the postwar guerrilla forces found a dynamic
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leader w,,st, iama becasme synonymous with the insurgency. Markos arrived in the mountains

of Grcue in August 1448 and began ocordinating the scattered guerrilla bands. Toward the end

of the year, he proclaimed the exhiate.•ce of a "Oeneral Command of the Democratic Army of

Greece." Although the official date used by the Greek Communists for the orcation of DSE was

October 28. 1946-chosen to mark the sixth anniversary of the Italisn Faschit attack on Greece-

Markos' ti,-t order carried the dato of November .C.:•

The DE was designed to infiltrate deep behind government tines, to face up to superior

enemy forces, and to combine heavy firepower with groat maneuverability ,21 To this end, it was

organized into supply services, static garrisons, and fighting units. The fighting units were

divided into independent companies, battalions, and larger units comparable to brigades and

divisions. At one time there were 42 battalions, 23 brigades, and a divisions. in addition tW

25 bi-companies and 18 independent units.22 Since the maximum strength of the guerrillas in

the field probably did not surpass 28,000 at tny given time, the guerrilla divisions obviously

were unequilA in strength to those of a conventional army .3

Strength and Rerruitment of Gauerrilla Forces

By the end of 19417, there were about 18,000 armed Communist fighters inside Greece.

These men, many of them veterans of World War H, formed an elite fk roe with high morale.

lktginning in 1944, guerrilla strength increased to between 20,000 and 28,000 men actually in

the field, with another 10,000 to 20,000 tvainues and replacements located outside Greece,24

In the early stages of the i..surgency, the appeal for volunteers elicited a prompt response

from leftist elements of the population, who flocked in substantial numbers to the. DISE, Many

potential volunteers, however. hesitated to join the guerrillas after the announcement in 19417 of

large-scale Amnerican aid to the Greek government. This hesitancy finally caused the guerrilla

command to resort to impressment of villagers. The guerrillas also came to depend tV) a great

extent on Slavic-speaking Greeks (Slavophones) in the north as a source of manpower. In Jan-

uary 1949, one obuerver estimated that about -10 percent of the DSE were Slavophones. Recruit-

ment from all sources, avraging about 2,000 men per month, offset guerrilla casualties which,

toward the end of 1948, reached 1,500 monthly. In 1949, as insurgent fortunes declined, recruit-

ing became increasingly difficult; nevertheless, foreign "volunteers," though they may have been

available, were never introduced into Greece. It is estimated that in the final days of the war

the guerrillas, then ?0,000 strong, included about 11,000 forced recruits who were poorly trained

and kept in line rmifnly by terror.2,

Underground Strength, Organiszaion, and Functions

In addition to active guerrilla fighters serving in the DSE, there were an estimated 50,000

members of the Communist underground within Greece. The latter were organized Into
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sclf-contained cells called autogs~r (self-defense). The primary function of this under-

ground was to infiltrate Greek Institutions, including the Orthodox Church.

The sutta(m•na was also responsible for turniahing Intelligence to the guerrillas and deny-

ing information about Communist actions to the government. In its oounterintelligeuce activi-

ties, the underground was supplemented by a special information service. Another underground

function was terrorism, the principal task of the uteni (narrow) a, which struck down

enemies of the guerrilla movement. Thi organization, the secret police of the Insurgency, was

not unlike thm infnmotte Nazi Gestnpn or the Soviet NKVD.

The underground ui 'ertook intensive propaganda autivities.H In general the Communists

tried to depict the guerrilla war as a truly popular uprising against the "monarcho-fascists" in

power at Athens, and in doing so compared Markos and his followers to t0 Greek patriots who

fought the War of Independence in the 1920's. Between January and October 1948, the under-

ground distributed some 6.5 million copies of its propaganda-laden news bulletin.

Popatlur Support for the Guerril//. WFues

Althou&g the autodmyna, with its infiltration tactics and its intensive propagandizing, may

initially have succeeded in confusing Creeks as to the true nature of the insurgency, the course

of events after 1947 nullified its efforts. No amount of propaganda could transform the Com-

munist-directed Insurrection into a truly popular movement. It has been ealimated that the in-

trinsic appeal of the insurgency was limited to less than two percent of the population, except

among the Slav minority in Greek Macedonia. The meagerness of support was due to several

factors: anticommunism on the part of most Greeks, the spirit of nationalism, the Slavic ap-

pearance of so many of the guerrillas, and the awareness that Yugoslavia and Bulgaria intended

to partition off the Greek provinces of Macedonia and Thrace.

As a result, the Greek guerrillas were progressively depri,,ed of domestic sources of

supply, even for food, which originally had been available fre.m unprotected villages. The

guerrillas had obtained substantial provisions, however, from their early operations. Accord-

ing to official Greek government estimates, 1.3 million head of goats and sheep and more than

100,000 cattle and horse-i were driven off during the course of the insurgency. Rural sources

of supply also dwindled as a result of the widespread displacement of persons that followed

close upon the fighting and the government's evacuation of large numbers of peasants from in-

defensible northern parts of the countr: . Despite the autormyna's efforts to terrorize the pop-

ulace into aiding the insurgents, by the spring of 1948 the guerrillas had become heavily de-

pendent on external assistance. 27
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The Exenmt and Important* of External Sanrtuaary and Support

This outside assistance had begun moon after the Varkiza agreement of 1945, when the

Greek Communist guerrillas took refuge in eight principal training camps InI Bulgaria, Yugo-

slavia, and Albania. 2a Those camps supplied the DBE with trained officers and men. The

centers at Roubik in Albania and IBulkes in Y'ugoslavia, for example, were reported to have

graduated some 700 guerrilla lcade,-s •2 The training, however, was apparently not up to date,

and guerrilla military leadership remained poor throughout the war. 30

The Communist states that bordered Greece provided medical support ta well as technical

assistance. Virtually all hospital facilities located In the southern parts of Albania, Bulgaria,

and Yugoslavia were available to sick or wounded guerrillas. Among these sanctuaries were

Skoplje and Bitoll in Yugoslavia. International assistance for the Insurgents was stimulated by

the Cominform, the organization charged with spreading communism.*

No estimate is available of the total amount of external aid afforded the insurgents in goods

and services. Except for the initial stock of weapons hidden at the end of World War II, vir-

tually all arms and equipment came from outside Greece, again mainly through Yugoslavia,

Albania, and Bulgaria. The amount of funds and supplies collected in various Iron Curtain

countries through local "Societies for Aid to the Greek People" can never be known, and there

is little, if any, evidence at hand concerning the nature and amount of Soviet military aid.

Whether the Soviet Union's material assistance was large or small, it did give consistent

diplomatic and politihl support to the Communist cause in Greece, ad did its European satel-

lites. Rumania, for example, provided facilities for the KKE clandestine radio, "Radio Free

Greece," which broadcoast both propaganda and directives to the guerrilla command and the

underground in Greece. According to the Uailed Nations Special Committee on the Balkans

(UNSCOB), Soviet bloc propaganda, such as that emanating from Rumania, was "aggressive"

and "of a subversive nature."'31

Thanks to forelgn assistance, the Communists were able to maintain an average of 25,000

guerrillas in the field, with another 10,000 to 20,000 men in training camps outside Greece.

Since total guerrilla casualties for the four years of the insurgency were about 84,000, while

*The Cominform (Information Bureau of Communist Parties) was established in September

1947, several months after the Truman doctrine was proclaimed in support of Greece. The of-

ficial communique about its establishment was published in Pravda on October 5, 1947. The

Cominform included the Communist parties of nine Europeaai countries, but not the Greek and

Albanian parties. Its headquarters were moved from Belgrade to Bucharest in June 1948 when

Tito broke with Moscow. The weekly publication of the Coininform, For a Lasting Peace-

People's Democracy, reflected the stand of international communism on the insurgency in

Greece. The first issue was published on November 12, 1947. It was published in English and

17 other languages until the Cominform was dissolved on April 9, 1956. (See U.S. Congress,

House Committee on Foreign Affairs, Strategy and Tactics ol World Communism, Report of the

Sub-Committee, No. 5, Supplements I and 11; Washington: Government Printing Office, 1948.)
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some 30,000 insurgents survived the struggle, outside snurcuti must howv, trhinoid or otherwise

supported some 100.000 men who served at one time ta n.jther in the guerrilhi ranks.m1

Golernm ent Military Operations Confine Guerrillw to a Small Area

From mid-1948 on, the latent weakness within the Greek insurgent movement wes exposed

by both military and political crises. The military crisis arose when goveument forces,

growing in power and skill, began a series of major attacks. In attemptng to meet this threat,

while at the same time maintaining the fiction of a "Free Greece" tucked away In the mountains,

the guerrillas adopted a strategy that played into ýue hands of the government forces.

Committed to the defense of their mountain redoubts and therefore unable to employ the

usual hit-and-run tactics, the Communists organized static defensive positions to protect the

area over which they had gained control. During these defensive operations, deficiencies in of-

ficer training became apparent as DSE commanders proved incapable of keeping their units

from being encircled and destroyed. Unceasing government pressure, mounting casualties, and

the seemingly endless series of reverses combined to undermine confidence in the rebel leader-

ship and to lower guerrilla morale.

Although the guerrillas apparently had sufficient quantities of ammunition and arms, they

suffered from an inadequate distribution system. The active Greek guerrilla had to make do on

less than 5 pounds of supplies per day, in contrast to the U.S. soldier's 37 pounds; 33 moreover,

it was seldom possible to get even that 5 pounds to hita. Logistical operations were conducted

from the Grammos-Vital area, where most of the guerrillas were concentrated. The Pindus

mountain range linked this major base with units whose operations took them as far south as the

Gulf of Corinth. Lacking aircraft, the guerrillas found it almost impossible to sustain opera-

tions any distance from the Grammos regior.. As the guerrillas were forced back upon their

Grammos-Vitsi base, their communications and logistics problems eased, but their ability to

survive became totally dependeit upon external support.

Greek Guerrillas Founder on Macedonian Question

The political crisis the insurgents faced stemmed from a problem that had Iving agitated the

Balkan states, the so-called Macedonian question. Its reappearance created a rift in the Com-

munist bloc and divided the leadership and membership of the KKE As early as 1946, Yugo-

slavia's Tito had discussed with Bulgarian and Russian leaders the formation of a Balkan con-

federation. Tito's initial scheme was unacceptable to the Bulgarians, however, for he had pro-

posed that each of his nation's six constituent "republics" have a voice equal to that of all Bul-

garia. Tito, moreover, proposed that all of Macedonia- including Yugoslav, Greek, and Bul-

garian parts-should form an independent state within the confederation. In contrast, Georgei
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niniinrtw, Bulgria's dlirtatur, voiced his nation's traditional longing to annex Greek Three* and

oimtern Mlvetonla, Although Tito and Dimitrov agreed to lower customs barriers between

their two) nations, at the time tiny wero unable to make any progress toward deciding the future

statud of Macedonia,

Then, in August I947, Tito and Dimitrov met at Bled, Yugoslavia, and oonoluded an agree-

meat, In Greece, 't was believed that the two heads of state had agreed that at the successful

onyelusion of the insurgency, Greek Macedonli. would be Incorporated into Yugoslav Macedonia,

0thl|4k Thtace would be made a part of Bulgaria, and a South Slav federation would be formed

uniting Yugoslavia and lNguarin. Whatever the actual agreement, there was apparently some

gritin of truth in the Greek version In Moscow, Pravda denounced the idea, and Dimitrov

immediately washed his hands of the suggested confederation.

Tito now hegan cultivating support among the Greek Communists, particularly Markos, and

offered Increauod material aasistanoe in return for an opportunity to organize the Slavic-

aseaking minority In Greek Maoedonht Into a political entity. The Greek Communists permitted

(Ireek Slavophonee to organize and gave them representation in the "Provisional Democratic

Government of Free Grece" (PDKEF), In ,January 1948, the National Liberation Front (NOF)

of the Greek Slavto-Macedonians was reactivated. The first NOF Congress was held on the

1l3th, to salute a "people who have been suppressed, tortured, and exterminated for many years

by capitalist regim•s, the organs of big imperialists." Two ranking Greek Communists,

hmnnitee anti Stringos, attended on behalf of Markos. loannides stressed the importance of

"the history of the Slavo-Mbacdonian people's struggles for the fulfillment of their desires .... "

and promised that "the liberation of Greece. . . will be the liberation of the Slavo-Macedonians ."34

Moscow, however, reacted to Tito's empire-building by forcing the Yugoslav leader out of

tho Cuminform. The Soviet break with Tito on June 28, 19.18, immediately triggered a struggle

within the Greek Communist Pnrty bevtween the Titoists led by Markns and the Stalinists led by

Z.chorlades, the Moscow-trained Secretavy General of the KKI. In their zeal to frustrate

Titu's designs, the pro-Soviet Greek Communists ignored for the moment Bulgaria's ambitions

to control this same region of Greece.

By October 1948. iBtlgaria began to press the KKE for recognition of Bulgarian claims in

Greek Macedonia. At a joInt meeting of the KKE and the Bulgarian Communist Party, the KKE

re'p|resontativo, Tasos Petrides, reportedly agreed to accord minority rights and eventual self-

determination for the Slavophone minority in Greece. He proposed to refer the question to the

Conminforni, but the matter maiy have been resolved at the Fifth Congress of the Bulgarian Com-

munist Party, which wai attended by Zachariades, loannides, and Vlandas of the KKE Politburo.

In mid-November. two ranking Greek Communists went to Sofia for exploratory discussions with

the tfllgarians.3s In January 1949, the pro-Tito Markos was rep!,iced as prime minister of the

rebel government by Mlituo Partsanlides. who was more acceptable to the Greek Slavophones and

the 1iulgn'rians, The Greek Tl"tolsts were beaten.
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Tilo Clostv Border
The Greek Communist leadership's policy of strengthening its ties with the DlImitrov regime

dismayed the pro-Tito Slavo-Macedonian, many of whom were serving In the KKE guertilla

forces. His plans thwarted and the insurgency weakening, Tito retaliated on July 10, 1949, by

announcing the closing of the border with Greece and the end of aid to the Greek guerrillas.

One month later, the war entered its final phase as the Greek army attacked Vital. After the

fall of this redoubt, Grammos was overwhelmed, and organized rosistance came to an end.I

Thus ended the third round of the Communist insurgency in Greece. From the outset, suc-

cess had depended upon foreign support, for the Greek Communists lacked the internal resources

to overthrow the legitimate government. But this vital aid had proved self-defeating, since both

the Yugoslavs and the Bulgarians had such obvious designs on Greek territory that almost all

Greeks except the most dedicated Communists feared for their nation's territorial integrity.

COUNTERINSURGENCY

The strength of Greek reaction against the Communists at the end of World War 11 had been

evidenced in the fall of 1946 by the pJebiscite that returned King George 11. The government,

however, was unable to take advantage of this popular sentiment because it lacked security

forces trained to deal with the increasing infiltration of guerrilla bands along Greece's northern

borders. Moreover, the security measures taken by the conservatives who controlled the gov-

ernment disenchanted the non-Communist liberal opposition. A year passed before the right

and center reconciled their differences on national policy in September 1947 and were thus able

to form a common front against the guerrilla movement, which by then was in full swing.

Although the Greeks had recognized the gravity of the Communist threat during the first

and second rounds of the insurgency from 1942 to 1945, the country was unprepared for guer-

rilla activity of the type which began in 1946. According to Field Marshal Alexandros Papagos,

who gave the final blow to the Communist forces in 1949, the national forces and the internal
37

security agencies were "unprepared" to deal with the guerrillas. Other Greek sources charged

that the British Military Mission which had advised the Greek armed forces had failed to recog-

nize the guerrillas as Communist insurgents and had refused to abandon conventional training in
38

order to prepare for mountain operations.

The Greek government had to augment both its conventional and paramilitary forces in

order to do battle with the insurgents. As guerrilla strength became more apparent, the Greek

government and the American and liritish miltAry advisers became concerned with raising,

training, and putting in the field larger, better trained, and better equipped forces. A related

problem was the recruitment and supply of paramilitary organizations such as the civil guard,

gendarmery, and city police, and the coordination of their operations with those of the regular

establishment.
39
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Sirfrniph and Oroisaieo of Grmk LaW Forces

Greek regular forces comprised the contingerts that murvived World War II. When Grep.'

was liberated In 1944. these consisted of a 2,000-man brigade from she Middle East and an elite

group of 600 to 800 officers-the "Sacred Squadron"-that •ad seen action in Italy. The British

Military Mission promptly undertook to train and equip a regular army of 100,000 men, to be

ready for field operations by 1948. Guerrilla pressure, however, caumsd this goal to be in-

creased to 120,000, which was to be attained by shortening thi training period. With the aid of

American training cadres, the revised objective was surpassed, for in the final phase of the in-
40

surgency the Greek National Army (GNA) AV&bered about 150,000.

The combat arms of the GNA were iifantry, artillery, armored reconnaissance, commandos,

tanks, and combat engineers. Supporting arms, controlled by the appropriate directorates of

the army general staff, were attached as necessury to the various corps or divisions. A typical

infantry division might consist of infantry, headquarters, signal elements, and a battery of 75rm

pack howitzers. By the spring of 1949 the army had eight such divisions, each numbering about

9,300 men. Ustally, a mountain division was reinforced by a cavalry squadron, a machinegun

company, engineers, and a regiment of mountain artillery. Field divisions, with armored cav-

alry and field artillery, were organized for 59'vice on the plains of Greece. By 1949 there were

three field and four mountain divisions.

Armored cavalry and tanks were inappropriate for mountain fighting, but they had a psy-

chological effect on the townspeople living in the plains. The commando units, four 635-man

groups of five companies each, were more effective. Their offensive spirit, expressed in daring

exploits involving the penetration of enemy lines to conduct raids deep in hostile territory, in-
42

spired confidence among government forces and among the loyal civilian populace.

Air and Naval Forces

Without direct air support, it is doubtful that Greek ground forces could have achieved their

eventual effectiveness, but despite its importance the air arm grew slowly. Initially, the United

Kingdom lacked the financial resources to meet the need for tactical airpower, but the United

States later succeeded in strengthening the air force, which, it turned out, accounted for less

than one-tenth the total cost of military aid. In 1947 the Royal Hellenic Air Force (RHAF) had

about 5,000 officers and men, of whom 400 were flight personnel; American aid enabled the gov-

ernment to increase this force to 7,500. The aerial operations by means &t which the RHAF at-

tempted to isolnte the battlefield proved fruitless, since almost all of Greece was a battlefield.

Air action did, however, restrict guerrilla movement by daylight and was effective in directly

supporting ground troops as well as in harassing enemy concentrations. The most sorious prob-
43

lems were shortages of pilots and suitable aircraft and difficulties in identifying targets.
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The role of the Royal Ilellenic Navy (OWiJN), tl third of the ,,ation's regulur forces, was not

dramatic, but it was important, since It involved protection of a coastline totaling some 2,000

mles. The navy o strength remained practically constant, averaging about 14.000 men. Its

craft patrolled the mainland coast as well as the islands of the Aegean and Adriatic Seas. The

navy maintained this patrol to prevent the escape of guerrillas held in island prison camps, to

intercert reinforcements for guerrilla units operating well south of the Grammos-Vital region,

and to tranrsport government troops and supplies in areas wheie land communications were poor.

The navy's job was generally defensive, but often it had to pursue guerrilla caiques and some-
44

times It landed sailors to gather intelligence or conduct raids in support of land operations.

The Paramilitary Orgmiaiuions

The regular military establishment also received the cooperation of several paramilitary

organizations, among thern the gendarmery. At the same time that the army was being trained

and reorganized, a new gendarmery had to be created, since the prewar security organizations

had been accused of collaborating with the German occupation forces. From 20,000 men in

1947, the gendarmery was increased to 35,000, only to be reduced to 25,000 by July 1949. Dur-

ing the fighting, the gendarmery was under the command of the army, which had assumed re-

sponsibility for maintaining order throughout the country. Gendarmery units, each made up of

two or three squads, were issued Bren and Sten guns, British-made two-inch mortars, and

radios. Thus equipped, the gendarmes played an important role in patrolling restricted areas
'5

around secured towns and villages.

Assisting the soldiers and gendarmes were two organizations composed of volunteer "min-

utemen." These were the Units of Rural Security (Monides Asphaliis Ypafthrou, or MAY) and

the Units of Pursuit Detachments (Monides Apospasmnton Didxeos, or MAD), organized in

October 1946 to protect the rural populace from guerrilla harassment. Because of political

controversy over their activities, these two organizations were disbanded in November 1947
46

after the formation of a liberal-conservative coajition government to prosecute the war.

The sucressors to these early "minutemen" were some 50,000 armed civilians who per-

formed static defense missions as members of the National Defense Corps (Tigmata Ethnikfs

Asphalfas, or TEA). TEA was founded on December 31, 1947, and by May of the following year

some 97 battalions were in existence. The creation of TEA, which was under army control, in-

creased the flexibility of the Greek counterinsurgency forces by releasing for offensive action

gendarmery and army units that otherwise would have been immobilized defending hamlets.

Comparative Strength and Effectiveneu of Government and Guerrilla Forces

Greek counterinsurgency forces, regular and paramilitary, possessed a balance that re-

sulted in effectiveness. To maintain this equilibrium, the American Mission for Aid to Greece
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resisted Greek pressure to increase the armed forces beyond what it thought necessary. At

their maximum strength, the national forces, including gendarmes and others under army con-

trol. fluctuated between 230.000 and 250,000; they opposed a maximum of 28,000 active gper-

rilsa--a ratio of roughly nine to one. This numerical disparity was no trua indication of com-

parative prowess or strength. Rather, it was the result of the logistic and administrative re-

quirements and civilian responsibilities of the army, and it did not take into account the unseen

insurgents of the Communist undurground.

Besides striking a numerical balance with respect to the task they faced, the counterinsur-

guncy forces achieved a balance among the combat arms and supporting sorvices that was in

sharp contrast to the guerrillas, who remained almost exclusively infantry. The army developed,

thanks to this intermal balance, strotegic mobility and tactical staying power which were decided

advantages when the guerrillas begun employing larger formations in southern and central

Greece us well as in the north where they were trying to defend their bases of operation. In the

judgment of ,me American military observer, the Greek guerrillas "had at no time the capabil-

ity of directly opposing the army. " 49 lie found it difficult to understand why the guerrillas

allowed themselves to be forced into a position where they had to oppose balanced military

forces with infantry alone, when they could have launchbd sudden thrusts from their mountairn

strongholds and in that way kept government forces off balance.

External Aid to the Greek Government

The presence throughout the insurgency of United Nations observers along the northern

borders of Greece inhibited Soviet-bloc aid to the guerrillas. The Security Council's Commic-

s:on of Investigation, formed in December 1946, and the General Assembly's Special Committee

on the Balkans IUNSCOB), created in September 1947, assured international interest in the

Greek government's efforts to stem Communist aggression.50

Furthermore, direct external aid to the Greek government was decisive ir suxbduing the

Communib.t insurgency. Equipment supplied by the British was deteriorat,, ýý, the end of

19.17, but the shortcomings in both armament and training were rectified oi,,e ,maerican aid

started pouring ii. The army and air force were substantially re-equipped by the United States.

American aid made up about one-quarter of the national Income of Greece during the two crucial

years of the guerrilla war; it amounted to t810 -'"--. of which N73 million was economic aid

and ý345 million for military purposes.

The demarcation between U .S. economic aid and military assistance %as often indistinct.

Mar,-y construction projects and other activities funded under the American economic program

directly benefited the military operations. Included in this category were such activities as

road building, harbor development, and airport construction. Among the undertakings that were

predominantly economic, the major problem was the distribution of consumer goods in rural
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areas, where agricultural production had declined to less than 75 percent of the prewar level.

Inoreasing agricultural yields heralded the easing of this problem by the end of 1948 and en-

couraged rural Greeks to defy the guerrilla threat. In retrospect, American aid may be said to

have propared the way for reconstruction of the naUon.

Improvements in armament, a vital aspect of the military advisory and assistance effort,

were gradual and, in the words of one American adviser, "did not hit their full stride until after

hostilities were over." Nonetheless, the introduction in the spring of 1948 of 60mm and 81mm

mortars and 75mm pack howitzers-au well as the equipping of each division with a four-gun

howitzer battery-had decisive military value. '1he light M1919A4 machinegun, which replaced

the Browning automatic rifle Jist before the final government offensive, was tactically valuable

and also increased the confidence of the national forces in the success of their attack on

Grammou-Vitai. No less effective in the hands of Greek troops were the 2.36-inch rocket

launcher and the 75mm recoilless rifle, both introduced by the Americans. The recoilless

weapon appeared in July 1949, a month before the Insurgency collapsed. These weapons gave

Greek national forces a striking power which the guerrillas, declining in both numbers and

morale, could not repel without lavish material aid and foreign volunteers.

Tre /.S. Miusern Strng#I, Orgemisedioi, aud Effedivwem

The American Mission for Aid to Greece (AMAG) was established on July 15, 1947, under

the direction of Dwight P. Griswold, former Governor of Nebraska. The initial complement

was 206 Am'ricans, of whom 78 were members of the armed forces. By August 1949 the two

assistance programs were administered by about 1,000 Americans, of whom some 600 were

military men, 220 were in the economic mission, 100 were in the American Embassy, and 80
53

were attached to the Joint Administrative Services (JAS). Gen. James A. Van Fleet took

command of the Joint United States Military Advisory and Planning Group (JUSMAPG) on Feb-

ruary 24, 1948. This military mission remained within the framework of AMAG until June 1948,

when it was placed under the direction of Ambassador Henry F. Grady. As chief of AMAG, the

Ambassador coordinated economic and militury aid with the political aspects of the program.

JUSMAPG assumed the principal responsibtliity for giving organizational and tactical advice

to the Greek government. The British Military Mission also remained active, thus preserving

the continuity of military assistance to Greece. Cooperation between the two missions continued

until the end of the insurgency. 'he British and Ai-nerlcan advisers, acting cooperatively, were

able to bring deficiencies, down to the division level, to the attention of the Greek commander

in chief. Once apprised of the army's failings, the commander in chief could weigh the Anglo-

American advice against the peculiar demands of operations in Greece.
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Early Rfiliarv Meuaurre Are InkAihed by Inadlgumat Training and Intelligence

Early government countsrinsurgency efforts were desultory and devoid of results. Prior
to 1947 the guerrillas were viewed as an internal security problem and dealt with as such. But
the police, gendarmes, and volunteer minutemen proved inadequate; for the guerrilla movement,

although it resembled an indigenous Insurgency, hud strong external support. On July 26, 1946,

the government called upon the army, then being reorganized and trained, to assume responsi-

bility for suppressing the guerrillas." The army, however, was not reaay to undertake sys-
tematic counteýIuisurgency operations, cnd the campaign did not actually begin until March
1047.

During the early clearing operations, Intelligence was inadequate. Glovernment foroes were

unable to ferret out elements of the Communist underground, and they could obtain only savint

information about the location of guerrilla field units. Nor did the governwent attompt to culti-

vate the support of the people; this failure could have been caused by the uollapse of administra-

tive agencies during the Axis occupation. Both military intelligeoce and administrative serv-

ices began improving early in 1941.

Programs To Indurce Surrender

Of purticular note was AMAG's information program, which supplemented the psychological
and informational activities being undertaken by the Greeks The government also offered am-

nesty to guerrillas willing to surrender, and these offers had a depressing effect upon insurgent

morale, particularly after the government had made military gains. The first amnesty act was

passed by the Greek Parliament on February 25i, 1947. Although this amnesty was extended be-.

yond the original March 15 deadline, the resultb were meager. A second amnesty offer on

September 16, 1947, under the national coalition government of Themistocles Sophoulls, was

mtre effective: within three months aimost 4,000 guerrillas surrendered.58

The A neiguerrilla Battles of S-pring 1948 Reveal Covernment Weaknesses

An antiguerrmlla offensive was lbegun on April 15, 1948, when the government attempted to

surround and annihilate the guerrilla concentrations in northern and central Greece. The two

principal operations, DAWN and CROWN, were directed against hostile concentrations near

Rumeli, in centrail Greece, and in Grammes, near the northern border. Of the 2,000 guerrillas

believed massed near Rumeli DAWN forces of three divisions killed 641 and captured 1,300 at a

cost to themselves of 145 killed . In CROWN, six divisions organized as a corps attacked near

Grammos, encountering some 15,000 guerrillas, Including those who engaged In diversionary

attacks behind government lines. National forces killed about 2,500 of the enemy and captured

1,000, but lost 801 killed and suffered another 5,000 wounded.
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Operation CROWN, the first effort to capture (.Urammos, tho main gworrilla base, wnuis the

more important of the two operations, [lore the Creek ground forces fought well, and the air

force flow some 2,400 offensive sorties, 750 reconnaissance flights, and 180 supply missions.

Despite these accomplishments and the severe enemy losses, the government was unable to

destroy the guerrilla force. The bulk of the insurgents withdrew into Albania. The United Na-

tions notified Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, as well as Albania, that the retreating guerrillas were to

be disarmed and interned, This was not done, however; the Communist forces retained their

weapons, received supplies, and returned to Greece, whore they established strongholds between
s0

the border towns of Florina and Konitea.

Widespread clearing operations such as the spring campaign of 1948 took place first in the

mountain areas of central Greece and then in Macedonia and Thrace. The Greek general staff

believed that these offensive actions were we.ll planned and well executed, but they failed to se-

cure areas ostensibly cleared by encirclement tactics This failure wee due to a shortage of

men and materials which, in combination with poor intelligence, permitted the guerrillas to

escape by exfiltrating through government lines at night.

The Government Gains Both Military aund Political Strength

The frustrating struggle for control of the Grammes region, which took place a year before

the final defeat of the Communists, Illustrated the difficulties of waging war in a country whose

mountains form avenues for infiltration from bordering countries. This battle revealed the

need for increasing the strength and improving the equipment of the Greek forces. The army

was promptly increased from 132,000 to 145,000 men, the air force from 6,500 to 7,500, and the

navy from 13,500 to 14,300. Peak strength of the armed forces, excluding security forces and
61

TEA, was about 169,000.

In October 1948, when Prime Minister SophQulls appointed Gen Alexandros Papagos, re-

tired hero of the 1940-41 war with Italy, supreme commander of the land forces, national morale

rose perceptibly. This dramatic gesture reassured the country, aroused its spirit of national

unity, and marked the end of political interference in purely military affairs. Papagus, given

the title of Field Marshal, demanded and received broad powers over the organization of the
army-and a never-to-be-fulfilled promise that its strength would be increased to 250,000 men-

62
as well as similar power over the formulation of military policy and the conduct of operations.

Papagos' appointment coincided with the fruition of American military and economic aid.

A few months earlier, Tito had been expelled from the Cominform, and doubts began arising

among those guerrillas who catered to the Yugoslav leader. Greek nationalists, moreover, were

becoming increasingly aware of the Slav threat to the territorial integrity of Greece, with Mac-

edonia and western Thrace at stake. These factors combined to enhance the prospects that a

new government offensive, scheduled for the fall of 1948, would end in victory.
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G;overnmfen Forces Ov'errun Mdain Guerrilla Baa,
Government strutegy in thim autumn offens~ive called for cleairing opearationo that would begin

In the mouth unit move northw~avd, thus (irivIng the guorrillas back upon their principal base, lo-

cated In the Granimion-Vitul region, wlwre the (Dial blow would be struck. The army now had

the ability tW aa cure Ito lines of co)mmunicaltion andi to prevent the enemy from Infiltrating again

into. areas alroudIy socuredl. Government foi'ces were mobile and flexible enough to concentrato

substuntIal aumbers of troops in etlzaont tiny part of Greece and to support thrni logistically.

They had thus achieved it staying poiwer that the onemy lackod. Furthermore, the yuerrillas,

who had onice hment able to rely on it certain amount of local supp~ort, now had to depend largely

on Alban ia andi Lkilgarin for military assistance and refuge. Yugoslav aidl became more and

more scarce its TVito lost, influonce with the Greek Communist leadership, and In July 194", a

nmonth before tho Insureectton wats crushed, Yuagoslavia scaled the lxn'dcr with Creece.

Tht last stage of the Grammoo-Vitul offensive, fought near the juncture 01 Th Alluinan andi

Y'ugoslav frontiers, wits known bky thle codeL name of 'Toitcl. It began on August 10, 10419, with a

Po~werful government ait, attack on Vitsi. bi six days Grammos wats atruck with 826 sorties.
Itere the air force displayed fit, full potential In support of ground operations, and the striketi

enabledi the nriny to overrun the area with comparatively few casualties.-

Caught in the Grammos-Vitsi region were p~robably 12,004) of thle estimated 20,000 guerrillas

still active in Greece . Attacking a rmy units effect ively combined night operationti ind diver-

sionary operations to keel) Lith, guerrillas oifl balance, and byv the end of August the Greek Comn-

mnunists were beaten. rhe war was won, hut victory left the G~reek nation witbbi -nvier physical

damage and deeper psychltolgi cal wounds thani it h)ad suffered even as a result of World WVar IT.

.4 Political Truce ansd Adnwinistratire Reorganization Aid the Corernmeni's Effort

Prime Minister Sophoulis, -who died onl June 241, 1949, two months before the long fight

reached. its successful conclusion. had IX'conie a symlX)A of thle nationls Unit%- of purpose, His

coalition government, consisting of tradIitionally conservatLive royalists andi Ilixral republicans.

had provided since Septemb..w 1917 a degree or political harmony essential to victory' over comn-

niunisin. Conservatives and liberals not only kept a political truce but even broadened thle polit-

ical base of thle coalition cabinet in a series of reshuffles. The coalition, however, contained

groups with long-stitnding political differences, and] despite thesir cooperation. both right and

center remainedi suspicious of each other.

TAwo ba5*C AdmliniStrative pio*(!)Iems limited the efficiency of thle government, The first was

the reorganization of disrupted administrative agencies. a task that required the purging of un-

reliable elements dating from the occupation or even, in some cases, from before the wvar. The

second was the high degree of centralization that deprived the rural populace of Initiative inl



local affairs. 'rho government adopted some corrective meamurep, but it did not o far enough to

create effective public management. Civil servants were always on the verge of striking for

higher wages, and unemployment made the government reluctant to abolish existing jobs and

thus to rvduc' an oversized bureaucracy. As a result of joint Greek-Amorican surveys, some

governmental reforms wore introduued, but the problem of overoentralization, along with the
.4

blurring of jtirlsdictionnl lines between ministries, defied solution.

Although many Greeks advocitted an authoritarian government to counter the insurgswnoy,

parliamentary democracy nevertheless survived the ordeal. Public debate, a free press, and an

Independent judiciary functioned in the traditional "reek way, Labor's freedom, however, was

restricted by an antistrike law adopted on December 7, 1947.

Emnomic and Social Probima

The nation's economy presented a critical problem. The government's principal concerns

were to check inflation, being hoarded capital into the market, instill confidence in the currency,

provide opportunities for employment, and counteract the rise in the cost of living by stabilizing

the drachma. With AMAG ashistance, the government took actions that included tax inoreases

as well as controls over the budget, wages, and credit. An American-supervised Foreign Trade
ii

Administration was established, and stringent import and export procedures were instituted.

The principal social problem created by the insurgency-counterinsurgency situation was the

displacement of about 700,000 persons-almost 10 percent of the population, mostly in the north-

ern provinces-from their homes and oocupations. Among these were the people evacuated from

areas where military operations were underway or from villages that had become guerrilla sup-
en

ply points. Peasants seeking security from guerrilla raids moved to the cities, where they

needed work, shelter, food, and medical care. This social dislocation created a heavy drain on

the economy. At the same time, the abduction of children by the Communiats for "protection

and education" was both a social and a political problem. The number of abducted children was

estimated as high as 30,000, and their distraught parents understandnbly tended to blame the

government for inadequate protection.

The counterinsurgency effort in Greece required a degree of political solidarity and econom-

ic strength that was lacking when the Communists initiated their postwar attempt to dominate

the country. Assured of substantial aid from Communist-bloc countries and aware of the chaos

within Greece, the Communists attempted tr ... ' economic and political conditions to their ad-

vantage, but misonlttlated the likelihood and potential effectiveness of U.S. aid. The govern-

ment, with assistance from abroad, succeeded in shoring up the economy, maintaining both po-

litical cooperation and parliamentary procedures, and eliminating the Communist aggressors.
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OITEONE AND CONCLUSIONS

Neither a Communist proposal to enter negotiations, made on September 10, It47, nor peace

feelers put forth on January 25, 1948, had any noticeable effect on the government's resolve.

Athens, moreover, declined even to examine a settlement proposed by the U, .S.R. to the United

States and the United Kingdom on May 20, 1949, during a United Nations session at Lake Success,

Now York.

C~ommmaiu Force. Withdraw

The Communist insurgents withdrew from Grt,•t soil in August 1949 without admitting de-

feat. On October 9 of that year the KKE described the retreat as a "tactical withdrawal."f

Later, on October 16, it declared that the "Democratic Army" yielded before "the enemy's tre-

mendous materlai superiority and before Tito's treaconable attack in its rear."O Actually, the

KKE had admitted earlier (in January 1949 at its Fifth Plenum) that the party "was unable to

solvt the ba.e problem of the Democratie Army's reserves or the supply of its units in Central

and Southern Greece, unable to master the situation which monarcho-fascism had created in the,

towns, unable to ensure new forces for the Democratic Army and combine a powerful mass

movement in the towns with the guerrilla forces in the mountains. "SR In chort, th• KKE ad-

mitted that it had failed to transform the guerrilla war into a civil war based on intcrnal support

and resources.

About 18,000 to 20,000 guerrillas withdrew from Greece and joined a reserve force of about

10,000 effective and about 20,000 noneffective guerrillas deployed in Albania, Yugoslavia, and

Bulgaria. Although the guerrillas were scattered, the KKE still possessed a strength estimated

at about 30,000 men and women. In addition, some 30,000 Greek youths who had been forcibly
70

carried out of Greece would constitute a reserve of manpower as they came of age. Thus an

implied Communist threat against the security of Greece remains, anid has been a consideration

in Greek defense planning.

Reasora for the Government's Victory

A combination of factors contributed to the defeat of the guerrillas, among which two prime

reasons were the Greek will to fight and massive American assistance. The presence of Brit.-

ish troops in Greece had had a restraining influence upon any direct intervention by Soviet..bloc

countries, but American military aid enabled Greece to moL.•te, equij), .,nl tra-In effective

armed forces in the course of a year and a half. The Tito-Cominform rift in June 19-18, which

led Belgrade a year later to close its frontier with Greece, had a weakening effect on the guer-

rilla operations.

The KKE's military failure has often been attributed to the clo,3ing of the Yugoslav frontier

and the consequent loss of its principal external sanctuary and suppiort base. Although the



git, &rillah vkiild have continuL d to reAclve loglatih und other suplxirt from Albania and IBulganra,

Tito macit have ustix(c¢ted, even In mid- 1III, that the (Creek giierrillam were doo1ated to faihlre,

In view of malsive U.S. 111d 11n1d the growing streoigth of the (r'eek national forces. It seolvin

dCou)btful ti't Tito would have defied the Corminform had the pro-"tluiiniat Communixts in (Greecc

given promise of dominating theL southorn klonks of Yugoslavia,

Pout.Inurgene * v Trends

August 29. 19.19, is catubratod by the Grueks as the day of victory over communism: it has

also been observed an a day signifying the beginning of the long-delayed postwar reconstructionl

A reconistruction p4an was Initiated in Juno 194s by the Economic Cooperation Administration

(FCA) under the Marshall Plan. Iivoking an austerity program, the Greek government was

able to lay the foundations of economic stability and development through fiscal and tax reforms.

At the same time the defeat of communism lessened Greek fears sufficiently to permit a

pVlitical swing to the center, which allowed for mocaln, political, and economic reforms. The

elections of 1950 and 1951 revealed a trend away from political polarization between left and

right, although this tendency was arrested by the failure of the center to consolidate its political

forces. The basic problem of Greece remained: the task of obtaining from an eroded soil and

meager natural resources a decent standard of living for its population.

The international consequences of the Communist defeat in Greece were incalculable. To

quote from what has come to be known as the Truman doctrine, the fall of Greece to the Com-

munists would have had an "immediate and serious" effect on Turkey, and "confusion and dis-

order might well [have] bpread throughout the entire Middle East." The president had further

feared that "the disappearance of Greece as an independint state would have a profound effect

upon those countries in Europe whose peoples are struggling against great difficulties to main-

tain their freedoms and independence while they repair the damages of war." Fortunately,

these grim possibilities had been avoided, and the Greek government's final victory showed

that a nation could both overcome a Communist insurgency and maintain its freedom and liberty.
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Chapter Eighteen
HUNGARY (October-November 1956)

b,, Leonard Boamiud
When an armed rebellion originally aimed at
antoiev,'g de-Stalinizatlon in Hungary brought to
power it liberal Communist government which
was then forced by continuing pressure from the
people to Institute measures leading, in effect,
to the end of Communist power, the Soviet Union
moved in and crushed the insurrection withover-
whelming force.

BACKGROUND

Hungary's political history has been deeply influenced by her geopaphical position in East-

se1 ern Europe, where she has traditionally been faced by the power of Germany on thi west amd of

lRussia on the east. As part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1914, Hungary joined with Ger-
many in World War I and suffered a series of disasters in 1918-20. Defeated in war, the Austro-

Hungarian Empire disintegrated; and, although Hungary became independent, much of her terri-

0tory went to the new states established on her frontiers-Austria, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia,
Z and Rumania. In Hungary, the old oder was shaken to its very roots, and in ?'lrch 1919 the
Z country slid into a disorderly and incompetent Communist dictatorship under a14a Kun. This

was overth.rown in July, and some Hungarian Communists fled to the Soviet Union, not to return

until the end of World War U. I The new government-a conservative oligarchy operating under

the regency of Adm. Miklo's Horthy-made no essential changes in Hungary's semifeudal order

before its demise in 1944.

During the Interwar period, Hungarian political life had little place for either the peasants,

many of whom lived on the great estates in conditions approximating serfdom, or the growing

working class of Budapest. Political, social, and economic power was divided xmong the tradi-

tional landed aristocracy, the bureaucrats, and a developing business class. Conditions were
ripe for far-reaching changes; and these came at the end of World War U1, when Hungary, which

had joined Nazi Germany in 1941, again paid the price of defeat. Soviet troops arrived in 1944

The Soviet Union, furthermore, acquired a common border with Hungary. Internally, the old

order was completely destroyed and a new era began. 2

The liberal, Socialist, and Communist elements which came to the fore in Hungary in De-

cember 1944 in a four-party coalition government found themselves at the helm of a country
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slightly smaller than the state of Indiana, with a population of just over U mill ion. 1lungn ry was

then primarily an agricultural country, raising wheat, corn, and beef cattle on the dry, flat

plains east of the Dlnubo, and more divernifiod crop. in the rolling hill country to the west.

That* was considerable Industry In a few provinila.1 towns and, ahove ill, in the auburbl of

Budapest, a dital city separated by the Danube River, with Buda on the westeirn bWnk and Post

on the eastern side. Budapest was not only the political capital, but the administrative, Intel-

lctual, and transportation hub of the country; it contained nearly 20 percent (1,775,000) of the

entire population by the time of the revolution in 1956.

Comawan•ue Gain Control of Postwar Coalition Gwernument
The story of the lLtngurlan revolution has its roots in the postwar rise to power f a totali-

tarian system, which in Hungary was personified by Matyls R4kosal. A firm Commw....,t who

combined Intelligence and a superficial charm with opportunism and cruelty, Rfikooi returned

from Russia with the Sovict occupation forces to head the Hungarian Communist Party its it

Joined in the new four-party coalition government. The reforms enacted by this government

were welcomed by most Hungarians, but it became clear by mid- 19.16 that the basic issue was

not reform Wut power. In this realm, 114koei and tho Communists, fully supported by the Soviet

occupation forces, used the strength gained from cohesiveness, discipline, ruthlessness, skill

at exploiting their opponents' weaknesses, tnd contempt for the niceties of parliamentary con-

duct, to gain a clear advantage over their three partners In the government. During 1947-48,

Rikosi used his control of the Hungarian secret police (the AVO), the army, and the denazifica-

tlon courts, plus the undeniable appeal which the Communists' plans for Hungary's future had

for some of the populatinn, to divide, isolate, and finally annihiatc the non-Communist varties.3

But although the CommunIsts had gained control of Hungary by the end of 1948, In building

their power they had acquired many adherents (almost a million memibrs) whose concept of

communism differed fundamentally from the rigid, fanatical, and totalitarian views of the party

leaders. Moreover, the arty leadership included two divergent groups: the ltussian-trained

"Muscovites," who were huaded by MAtyas R.6kosi and his three lieutenants, ErnON Gero, Jo'zsef

R~vai, andi Mlihly Farkas; and the younger "home" Communists, composed of men who had en-

tered the party in the 1930's and early 1940's and had little first-hand experience in Moscow

and whose chiet lenders were Latszloh fljk and J~nos Kndar. The differences between the

Muscovites and the home Commituists led to an explosion in 1949, when a storni blew up in East-

ern Europe as a result of the succe.sful break of Yugoslavia under Tito with the Soviet regime

of Josef Stalin. The order wer.t out to the satollite governments to rid themselves of all Titoist

elements. Those Communists who, like TitAo, hIad reached the heights through their leadership

of the witi-Nazi resistance rather than through decisions made by Moscow, were now prime

suspec•ts.
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Raholi Impose#. a Reign of Terror

In lungary, llVkosl cracked down with a reign of terror that swept uveryone In it•a wake.

The riirncipal Conimunist victim was the Foreign Minister, l laizia Iajk, who wab hangvd; ofh.,r

home Communiltii were tirrested wholesale. !alf the melnilwa, of the Cent Cid Conil|ittetetf tho

Communist party were removed, and many wore Imprisoned. 4 Virtually the entire high com -

mani of the newly ltussfied Hlung•rnin army was arrested. .1ocla lekmocritts, intollectuals,

momburs of the middle class, ariatocrats, and malingering workors--all f•lt I tkosi's hIwV1o

hand. Nearly 30,000 members of Huditpest's bourg.oisLe were deported to remote villages.

I1lkosi'n key instrument was th, AVO, It arrctitot on whim, tortured Indiseri ntnatetly,

and rapidly became one of the most feared and hated secret police organit.tions in Eastern

Europe. Perjured testimony by a malicious neighbor could send an innocent victim to torture

or years of deprivation in prison or labor camp. When the purge slacked off in the middle of

1951, an ostimattd 200,000 iu,,gtlans i,.,d been bot prts.t, t•d or deportdtr . Tw" thoutsand had

been exucuted.ý

With the help of the AVO, Riakosi cor.solidated his grip on every atspect of the country's lIfe

in a drive for "Socialist construction." Cormmunist dogma permeated the school room. Tight

controls curbed the Roman Catholic Church, to which 66 plrcent of Hungarians belonged. Faroi

collectivization and the nationalization of private business moved rapidly forward, A program

of industrial development was projected on a scale far beyond Hungary's capacity to perform.

and the urban and working class population was greatly increased. Meanwhile, escape from the

country was rendered almost impossible: borders were sealed and foreign travel forbidden.6

By 1953, after five years of Rakosi and his minions, the Hungarian people--including m.My

of its million Communist party members-violently hated the man and his government, But the

crucial issue is why and how this hatred beoiame overt, first politically and then militarily. Al-

though it might be argued that the desire of the Hungarian people for freedom and national inde-

pendence was too great to he checked indefinitely, it would be more realistic to suggest that the

decisive factor in explaining the 1956 revolution was the sharp decline in the morale, cohesive-

ness, and internal harmony of the Hungarian Communist Party during 1953-56,

Russian Liberalisation o/ Communism Is Brought to Hungary: Nagy Replaces Rdkosi

In March 1953, the death of Stalin introduced a period of change, of "decompression," bo)th

within the Soviet Union and its satellites. The Soviet Politburo was no longer controlled by one

man, one view. Power lay in the hands of n group of men who disagreed with the old Stalinist

line and sometimes with each other. Whereas directives from Moscow had once been predict-

able and consistent the new situation in the Soviet Union seriously complicated the decision-

making process in the satellite capitals. With authority diffused and uncertain, the people of
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Milton, Caouhoolovakia, rioted t)n Juno 1; thoem of E~ast Olorlin staguid serious riots on Jtine 16-

I7; and strike@ and disturbances oocurrdl hI, various other East Furopuan cities.

IF'oarful lost sinmilar event" occur in Ilungury, the Politburo took tile drastic atop, in late

June 1053, of "Iliheralizing" the Hungarian govornmant by ordering Rikoal to retain only his

position as First Secretary of the Communist party and to give up the premiership to Imre

Nagy, a pragmatic, moderate Communist with considerable insight into the mood of the Hungur-

ian people. Nagy quickly announced, on July 4, 1953, the "New Course," a major program of

agricultural, industrial, ard legal reforms. Furthermore, following the downfall of the head of

the Soviet secret police in July 1953 and the Imposition of restraints on that organization, simi-

lar changes were effected In Hungary. The AVO was curbed and some of its more brutal moom-

bers arrosted. The fear of taking a miseitp, which many of the AVO now began to feel, helped

neither their morale nor their efficiency.

Release of Hungarian Prisoners Produe.s a Crisis of

Conscienece for ComwIunisa lnetolectuals

A widely proclaimed element in Nagy's Now Course was the end of arbitrary arrests and the

release of unjustly sentenced prisoners. Although prison conditions were greatly improved and

many politically unimportant inmates were Indeed released late in 1953, Rkkosi, feariul of the

personal consequences when his victims returned, succeeded in blocking any Losiew of the major

sentences until autumn 1954. Then, after Soviet intercession, the prisoners slowly began to re-

turn to Budapest, where some of the party members among them received new positions, thus

laying the groundwork for grassroots opposition to IRkosi.

Even more important repercussions were to come from the fact that many of the ex-

prisoners had been writers and journalists, who enjoyed the prctige traditionally granted by

Hungarian society to its Intelligentsia. During 1948-53, the period of "Socialist construction,"

many Communist intellectuals had striven hard in their writings to mobilize Hungarian opinion

behind the Ftkosi government. In so doing, few had shown doubts regarding the truthfulness of

the accusations against Rajk and the other purge victims and indeed had often applauded the

purges. But, in the autumn of 1954, the freeing of many Communists from prison brought their

fellow intellectuals face to face with the ugly truth. The falsity of the charges on which the

prisoners had been tried, the brutality with which they had been treated, the intimate view they

had ncquired of the AVO, all now became common knowledge. 7

A spiritual crisis resulted, in which bad conscience and guilt feelings combined to produce

hatred, then opposition, among Rakosl's once-faithful intellectual backers. Although this oppo-

sition group consisted of no more than two or three dozen intellectuals, all of them perfectly

faithful to Communist doctrine, the war of words, short stories, poems, essays, and literary

manifestoes which they began to wage against lb~kosi slowly stirred other politically conscious
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group•p t notion. soinc of lheOe dalsnohuntsd intolleoatwi began to support Imre Nagy in loe

1954 and tiontinued, even after his subsequent defeat by RIknsi in April 1958, Wo argue, however

uautiouuly and oiroumspcctly, for reform. Thus first-hand knowledge of the brutality of the

syotum had major reporoussions for Communist Intolleotuals and, eventually, for Communist

rule in Hungary.'

Rdkosi Returns to Power But Mots With Increasing Criticism

In April 1955, the experiment in "liberalization" seemed at an end, as Nagy, beset by eoo-

nomic difficulties and a shift within the Soviet government which left him unsupported, fell from

office. Nevertheless, Rlkosi's return to power did vot signal the rebirth of Stalinism. For

one thing, Stalinism in Hungary would have required a monolithic Communist party, whereas

the Hungarian party was divided. For another, the Stalinist period in the Soviet Union was a

thing of the past. The new head of the Soviet government, Nikita Khrushchev, had personally

gone to Belgrade to patch up the feud with Tito, and the significance of this move was not lost

on RikosL.

In the past, Rýkosi would undoubtedly have handled the problem of his Intellectual opponents

with a few wull-publicized ar~est, but Moscow's new policy of relative liberalization ruled out

this course. &ven after 59 Intellectuals, operating through the Writers' Association, went so

far as to present a memorandunm In November 1955 condemning the party's "gross encroach-

ments on artistic freedom,"9 Rlkooi could go no further than expelling two of their leaders from

the party. This tangible demonstration that terror, the very essence of RNkosi's power, was no

longer feasible did not go unnoticed.

Then, in February 1956, at the Twentieth Congress of the Russian Communist Party In Mos-

cow, Khrushchev, in his famous two-day speech, denounced the "cult of personality" exempli-

fied by Stalin. 10 In Hungary, the attacks on R~kosi now became louder and franker-he was

widely referred to as "the bald-headed murderer"--and they spread from the pagep of the liter-

ary jourrals to a more popular, and therefore more dangerous, arena: the public meetings held

in budapest by the Pet&i Circle, which had been established under Communist auspices during

Nagy's New Course. Encouraged by Khrushchev's speech, the intellectuals continued their bar-

rage and now began to gain the support of the managerial and technical elite, of professional

people, bureaucrats, and even of some lesser party officials. Previously all of these groups

had been relatively indifferent to what was viewed as no more than a squabble between rival

Communist cliques.

A factor in this shift was the economic uncertainty which had gripped Hungary throughout

1955 and continued into 1956, as cutbacks on the expansion of heavy Industry raised fears of un-

employment, especially for university graduates and young workers just entering the labor

force. Although few Hungarians expected justice from the Rilkosl regime, the realization that
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an avowedly "Socialist" (i.e., Communist) governmnit could not -vo.n gnranUtou full employ-

mert was a shock to the ordinary worker and brought back memories of the depretleton -A thu

1930'1. I

The pressure on Ht-kosi increased. On March 30, 1950, the Writers' Association soundly

defeated the party's candidate for secretary. In April, the long-standing de facut prohibition

on travel abroad was virtually abolished. Although few Hungarians had the money to travel,

some joined river excursions to Vienna and returned to speak enviously of the personal freedom

and higher living standards of the West. In early May, the first steps were take.l to do taway

with the barbed wire, mine fields4, and other obstructions along the borders with Yugoslavia and

Austria. On May 18, Rlkosi publicly aoknowledged, presumably at Soviot instruction, his com-

plicity In RaJk's j.,, ,lal murder. 12

As Disajfecti-n Spreads, Russians Replace Rakoed With (Gerk"

Shortly thereafter, the university professors, economists, lawyers, and government officials

who coml osed the Petdfi Circle sponsored a series of meetings in Budapest at which current

probl.ms were first discussed and then debated, with the crowds In attendance growing larger,

more vociferous, and more conscious of their strength, As news arrived of the workers' riots

at Po7nan in Poland on June 28-29, l4•kosi, already alarmed at the audacity displayed by both

the speakers and the audience of over 6,000 at the riotous Pet~fl meeting on June 27, hastened to

crush the intellectuals.

Some of the party's Central Committee, however, apparently trying to escape from Rkkosi's

sinking ship, opposed the stiff resolution which he offered on June 30 condemning the Petdfl Cir-

cle, and he was unable even to have It dissolved. lRkosi therefore readied his trump card and

prepared to have some 400 intellectuals arrested. At this, the party leadership split, and the

Russians intervened to force Rlkosi to resign. On July 18, he was replaced by Erno Germ, and

both the government and the party's Politburo were reshuffled.

This change, however, satisfied few Hungarians, since Gero" was widely hated as P16kosl's

alter ego; "in place of a bald Rlkosi, we got a thin one" became a popular saying in Budapest. 13

Demands now spread for Imre Nagy's reinstatement in the Communist party (he had been ex-

pelled in November 1955), for his participation In a liberalized government, and even for the

establishment of Soviet-Hungarian relations "on the basis of the Leninist principle of complete

equality. "4

University Students Lead the Continuing Criticism of GerS's Government

As the school term began In mid-September, the lead In the drive for reform, once belong-

ing to the writers and intellectuals, and later to the PetZfi Circle, now was taken by the
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university students. The pressure for the rehabilitation of I.AnW', Rnjk and othors of Iti(kosl'-i

victims could no longer be denied, and the government agreed to the reburlial 01 l•nJk on Octolar

0. Some 200,000 citizens of Budapest marched through the utrsets in this mcnabre ceremony

to listen to speeches calling for reform. On the 14th, Imre Najo' was reinstated in the Commu-

nist party. On the llth, university students presented a list of demands regarding education;

the Minister of Education accepted some of those on the 19th and promised to consider others.

On the 20th, the university students in Szeged broke with the Communist youth association and

formed a new group; their action was widely applauded. ts

By mid-October, Gera wits barely managing to keep his head above water. Events in Po-

land,t4 where a strong group of moderate Communists and their supporters had been pressing

for drastic and far-reaching changes since February, were having an effect In Hungary. The

conflict between liberalizing and pro-Soviet groups within the Polish Communist Party reached

a climax at the meeting of the Central Committee in Warsaw on October 19-21. Hungarians,

traditional friends of the Poles with whom they had shared similar revolutionary experiennes

in 1848, watched these events attentively. Inspired by news of the developments in Poland, the

Budapest University students met to decide how to support the Poles.

Students List Demands and Prepare To Demoewitatie

Out of the Budapest meeting came a plan for a public demonstration on October 23 and a

listing of reforms needed in Hungary. The 16-point list expressed a desire for freedom from

foreign occupation and the hope that Hungary might follow the Polish path toward liberalimn with-

in a Marxist framework. Demands included the withdrawal of all Soviet troops from Hungary;

reorganization of the Hungarian Communist Party; the replacement of Ger•' by Nagy and the

purge of all Rikosl supporters; the return of the party system and free elections with a secret

ballot; reorganization of foreign and economic relations with Hungary's neighbors; reforms in

the norm system for workers and delivery quotas for farmers; the right to strike; freedom of

speech; return to the Hungarian national coat of arms, distinctive national uniforms for the Hun-

garian army, and the reinstatement of the Hungarian national holiday; and, finally, the destruction

of the giant memorial statue to Stalin.

By the time the list began to circulate, its aims were widely known. People spoke of nothing

else; typists spent the day making copies. According to one observer, the Hungarian people

were suddenly welded into unity by this audacious expression of the hopes which they had pre-

viously not dared to utter. Meetings in colleges and technical schools throughout the country

prepared the way for the demonstration, and the government revealed its irresolution by first

beanning it and then allowing it to proceed. 7
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INS UI4 F•t:|

As the students filed throuo, the streets on the afternoon of October "3, they were Joined by

some 800 officer cadets from the PetofI Military Academy, by pasvers-by, and at dusk by

workers from offices -and factories, widl the t:tW Ieached somcwhere between 150,000 and

200;000 pqrsons. The crowd gathered before the Parliament building, eager to hear ErnAGerg'a

radio speech in the early evening. The speech was blind, insulting, provocative. Gero con-

demned those demanding reform as "chauvinists," "reactionaries," and "enemies of the working

o1'sa"; he did not simply request, but demanded the fullest support of his government and its

policies. is

The Crowd akigs Action and Seeks Veapons

Germ's instlts led to an explosion among the younger elements in the crowd, who did not

wait to hear a conciliatory speech by Imre Nagy, but moved to the 24-foot, bronze statue of

Stalin and ripped it down. StUil others hurried to the radio station, demanding that their 16-

point reform program be broadcast. When the station officials refused, the angered crowd be-

gan to stone the býIding and tried to force open its gate. The secret police guard contingent

retaliated with tear gas, but when this proved ineffective, the police opened fire, killing several

persons. It was slights after nine o'clock on the evening of October 23, 1956.

The crowd did not retreat, however, but took covasr while some of its members rushed off

in search of arms and ammunliton. These were 'tained with little difficulty at several nearby

barracks and police stations. Other rioters hurried to the industrial suburb of Csepel, where

they were Joined by workers who took the arms of the factory militia and guard detachments.

Other workers entered armament works, loaded trucks with small arms, and hurried to Buda-

pest. In no case did these emissaries of the revolution meet any resistance, even from the city

police. The news that the secret police, the chief instrument of the Gert' regime, were openly

shooting down Hungarians, detonated an explosion of pent-up anger throughout the population. ts

Hungarian Armed Forces Join the Crowd in Protest

Less than an hour after the first shots, a full battalion of Hungarian infantry arrived in

trucks from a mechanized division stationed 23 miles away. They were soon backed up by some

20 tanks. It is apparent thaL these troops must £ave set out well before the rioting began; some

members of the government had obviously anticipated trouble. The units halted just out of sight

of the fighting and were quickly surrounded by shouting crowds who told them what had happened.

The unit commanders conferred hastily and decided to remain neutral. At this moment, a gen-

eral officer arrived from the Defense Ministry with orders to take personal command and dis-

perse the crowd. However, the troops ignored his orders and some began to slip their weapons

to the crowd.
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With many of the, troopt wavorin'g Lit their allogiance, an AVO officer ordered ai Frontier

Ciuard company to open firc. Inatead, the unit broke formation, handed its weapoi.. tiver to the

crowd, and dimpoersd, the army units followed this example and melted away, while several

tanks airnd their t ,'ews joined the rioters. With plenty of small arms and ammunition at their

disposal, the insurgents now pressed home their attack on the radio building, which fell to them

in the early morning. Other armed Insurgents scattered to attack the Communist party's cen-

tral publishing house, to occupy various public buildings, and to kill or capture every member

of the AVO they could find.20

Hunlgarian Insurgents Face Soviet Forces

The military defections indicated clearly that neither the army nor even the well-paid and

well-indoctrinated Frontier Guard would defend the Ger 'government; only the AVO could be

counted on to do so, and their training and experience as policemen, interrogators, prison

wardens, and bullies were of little wse in a task requiring seasoned infantrymen.

Shortly before midnight, therefore, Gert' called for intervention by the Soviet troops that

had been stationed in Hungary since the end of World War II. The Warsaw Treaty-signed by

Hungary, the other satellite countries, and the Soviet Union in May 1955-contained elaborate

provisions for mutual cooperation and defense against both external and internal threats by the

"enemies of the working class." Soviet armored vehicles therefore reached Budapest before

dawn on October 2.4, forming an unpleasant surprise for its awakrning citizens. 21

Insurgent Weapons and Tactics

On that day took shape the pattern which the fighting was to follow until the cease-fire of

October 28. Young workers and students circulated through the city, acquiring more pistols,

rifles, submachineguns, and ammunition from the factories of the Csepel and Ujpest districts,

from tK_, Budapest police twho passively supported the insurgents), from the district offices of

the Communist party (which held a few weapons), from the offices of the Htngarian Sports As-

sociation, and from army barracks. Except for a very few artillery pieces and antitank guns,

the insurgents used no crew-served weapons. Nor had they antitank grenades or antitank rocket

launchers; the latter had never been issued to the Hungarian army.22

Above all, the insurgents collected gasoline, bottles, and ribbon or cotton fabric from

which they assembled gasoline bombs on a large scale. While some insurgents fired rifles at

tank hatches, driving slits, and periscopes to obscure the vision of its crew, others hurled

these homemade bombs from doorways or windows. Rooftops were a preferred position, since

from their height it was easier to explode bombs on the horizontal grating covering the engine

of the T-34 tank or on the vulnerable exhaust pipes on the tank's stern. Moreover, a rooftop

position was unreachable by the T-34's forward machinegun and, usually, by its cannon, which
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ouuld rorely be vleovtod sufficiently to te effective. To get the Soviet tanks to slacken speed or

move from the safety of the center of a broad boulevard, the insurgents used various tactics:

soup plates or frying pans wore laid on the street to simulate land mines; rifles or broomstick.

wore placed in windows to entice Soviet tanks into dead-end or narrow streets; gasoline-filled

dips in the street were set afire as the tank passed; and oil was spread on the steep, cobbled

slopes of certain streets, to prevent the tank from gaining treotion.•3

Training and Leadership of the Insurgent Groups

These and other techniques of guerrilla warfare had been taught in the paramilitary train-

ing courses of high schools and colleges, where young Hungarians had learned of the exploits of

Soviet partisan heroes in World War 1U. The insurgents were largely young men, students

and apprentices between the ages of 15 and 25. A few had learned about weapons and taotics as

conscripts in the Hungarian army. Some older insurgents had seen combat during World War 1U.

A rough estimate puts the total number of insurgents actively engaged in street fighting in Buda-

pest at about 15,000, including women and teenage boys and girls. The Russian small arms

available to all comers were simply constructed and easily understood. Apparently anyone

interostcd in fighting could find the means to do so with little difficulty.24

With certain exceptions, the Insurgent groups had no firm direction, command, or coordina-

tion, forming and disbanding as seem z necessary. Few groups had professional military

leadership, although some contained individual soldiers who had left their units In or near

Budapest; such "deserters" probably totaled about 2,000. In the absence of any command

structure, leadership often fell to older men whose military experlence, good sense, and

strength of character inspired confideuoe.25

Operations in Budapest

Perhaps because of their lack of organization and small-unit cohesiveness, the insurgents

did not try to exploit the psychological ascendancy they had achieved on the night of the 23d,

either by occupying the public buildings they had then attacked or by going on to seize other

strategic points in the capital. No attacks wore made on the various government ministries or

on the twin nerve centers where the top govwrnment and Communist party leaders congregated-

the Parliament building and the party's national headquarters. The office of the party news-

paper, Szabad Nep was, however, the object of a successful attack. The paper did not appear

for severa! days, and its publication thereafter was erratic.

The insurgents' principal effort was devoted to occupying buildings and rooftops surr juad-

ing the major intersections, erectingl \arricades from cars, debris, and cobbles dug up from

the streets, and settling down to await attack.26 The major insurgent positions, formed between

October 24 and 26, were the Szena (Haymarket) Square in Buda, whe some 250 young workers
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and studeuts blocked the square with railroad cars pulled over spur tracks fromf the Southern

Railroad Station; Cdepel, a huge factory conmplex on a Danube island just south ot lludapest,

where some 40,000 workers were employed; the slopes of Castle Hill in Buda, overlooking the

government b•ildings on the opposite bank of the Danube; the Corvin motion picture th-tier,

within the Corvin apartment house complex in a working-class district of Pest; and, mro st im-

portait of all, the Kilian barracks, a thick-walled 200-year-old building close by tie Corvin

theater.

The insurgents at the Kilin• barracks, led by Col. Pal Male'ter, became the very symbol of

the uprising. Maleter, a professional soldier and, according to some, an idealistic Communist,

had never been touched by the moral rctrruption of the Rakosi era. fie had been dispatched to

the Kilidn barracks on the 25th by the Minister of Defense, to help the small garrison there

against the sniping of insurgents in the Corvin cinema. "When I arrived at the spot I became

convinced that the freedom fighters were not bandits but loyal sons of the liungarian people," he

later said. He offered the insurgents an armistice, and both sides fraternized eagerly. As

Soviet tank attacks were launched against the Corvin insurgents, Maleter moved from neutrality

to active fighting, and thus became the only high-ranking officer in the Hungarian army who

risked joining the insurgents while their success was uncertain. The resistance which he led

sustained them at a crucial period of their battle. 27

Hungarian People Spontaneously Offer Logi•iticai Support

The outbreak of fighting signaled the complete disruptQ'n of economic activity throughout

Hungary. Factories, mines, and industrial enterprises shut down in a spontaneous general

srtrJce. Public utilities, however, did maintain minimal services. The telephone exchanges

remained open and the system was heavily used by the public, which assumed that the AVO no

longer had the opportunity to eavesdrop. Hospital services were also continued and the wounded

of all categories-insurgents, bystanders, even some AVO, and a few Soviet troops-were

handled Impartially by medical staffs which worked feverishly to patch them up.

As for food, the insurgents either temporarily left their positions to return home or were

fed by nearby housewives. The provisioning of Budapest presented certain difficulties. Food

stores and bakeries which had complied with the general strike by closing down on the 24th be-

gan on the 26th to open for a few hours in the morning, at the suggestion of the insurgents.

Farmers from the surrounding countryside brought in produce by truck and wagon and delivered

it to hospitals, barracks, schools, and nurseries. In many cases they sold it cheaply or gave it

away to passers-by on the street. This absence of any profiteering on the part of the country

people demonstrated their solidarity with the insurrection. 28
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Operations Outside of Budapest
Outside Budanest, fighting was mninimnal as the provincial towns rapidy jo)1 zin the insurre--

tion. Twvo cities in particular, Gyir and Miskolc, took the lead In the provinces, dumanding

drastic political changes which went well beyond those urged by the insurgcts tn Budapest.

Miskolc, a city of 136,000 in northeastern Hungary, Is an industrial center and university town,

Here insurgents quickly gained control of the radio station and by Thursday, October 25, Radio

Free Miskolc was broadcasting demands going beyond the 1(: elrtti. The Miskolc insurgents

called for the abolition of the secret police, withdrawal of Soviet troops, and free, open elec.-

tions. By the 27th, Gymir, an Industrial center of 6u,000, located northwest of Budapest on the

main road to Vienna, began broadcasting similar demands. Several other small transmitters

also came into the hands of the insurgents. 29

The radio statLons operated under the direction of local revolutionary councils, governing

bodies which sprang up spontaneously to fill the vacuum left by the dissolution of the old order.

These councils rapidly took over administrative functions in towns and villages, running govern-

ment offices, factories, and most economic enterprises. They operated in those few collective

farms which continued to exist, in schools, and also in some military garrisons. In factories.

these administrative bodies were called workers' councils.

Led by Gyir and Miskolc, the provincial councils quickly presented demands which far

outstripped those eApressed in Budapest. Furthermore, by October 30, the provincial councils

of western Hungary, centering on Gy6r, were moving toward the formation of something close to

a rival government unless the authorities in Budapest acceded to their demands for further

democratization. The uprising in the provinces was thus both less violent and more revolution-

ary than it was in Budapest. Less violent, because the bureaucrats and policemen who had ex-

ercised power were too few in number and too scattered geographically to function effectively

in the absence of a central power. Less violent, also, because the Hungarian army would not

fight the insurgents and the scattered Soviet garrisons remained neutral. More revolutionary,

because the political objectives of the insurgents entailed not merely reform and liberalization

of the Communist system but its replacement by a neutralist Socialist state based on a true

coalition government.

Nagy Returns to Power, Government Proclaims Martial Law, and Soviet Leaders Arrive

Meanwhile, with street fighting continuing in Budapest, another battle was being fought out

in the secrecy of the Communist party headquarters on Akademia Street. This contest between

the Stalinist and liberal elements of the Hungarian Communist Party was crucial: Hungary's

future depended on its outcome. When Imre Nagy addressed the nation just before firing began

on the evening of October 23, he had no official status. He had consented to try to placate a
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ormwyd which hit. young intolie;tual followors fe,-irfully rualizod wis rapidly heading toward via-

lense .and ravolution. Equally concerned about the marching crowds, the Central Committee of

the party hurriedly (onvoned that evening a meeting originally planned for the 31st. As a result,

mutstnntial changes we're made in the 78-man Central Cnmmittee and the 11-man Politburo. On

the morning of the 24th, as Soviet tanks entered the city, the news of Nagy's appointment was

bro•' asw t from Itadlo Radapest's emergency faoLlities.10

The welcome news of Naigy's return to power was largely offset by the fact that Erno Gero

remainte as first secretary of the party and that other old-guard figures still dominated the

government. Thi, was proved by the proclamation of martial law that same morning and the

annourvemont that the government had asked for Soviet mitltary aid to suppress "the dastardly

armed attacks of eour.tor-revolutionary gangs.... r These statements further incensed a public

adready deeply angered by Gerg's continuation in office. 31 Although Nagy appealed at noon for

"calm and order," urged the people to "line up hehind the Party [and] behind the government,"

and pmrmlsed that martial law would not apply to insurgents %ho surrendered before two

oliock.,3 It ti doubtful if this announcement impressed the insurgents, who came increasingly

into conflict with Swviet tanks as the day wore on, 33

In the early afternoon of the 24th, two high-ranking emissaries arrived from Moscow:

Annratas I. Mikoyan, Soviet Vice Premier, and Alexander Suslov, a leading member of the

Presidium of the Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party. Mikoyan had just re-

turned from Warsaw, where he had accompanied Khrushchev to confer with the Polish Commu-

Welt leaders and resolve that crisis without bloodshed. Now Mikoyan and Suslov brought the

authority mad prestige of the Soviet Union to bear on a situation which had degenerated into

violence. The two Soviet leaders took rapid action against Germ, who apparently was roundly

sa'ored for his inflexibility and blundering and then summarily dismissed early on the 25th. But

the news was not announced at once. And so, while GerA' frantically appealed to Moscow to

rescind its order, the Hlungarian public continued to see him at the p.,nnacle of power. 34

The Kosuath Square Nmaacre Inflames the Hungarian People

On the morning of the 25th, large numbers of people, including many housewives and chil-

dren. tiwarmed into the streets to rind food, exchange rumors, and eventually to form a demon-

stration which moved toward the Parliament building. The marching crowds persuaded some of

the Soviet tank crews stationed at various road blocks to let them pass and, in a few cases, to

join thein. By 11 o'clock, a crowd of between 10,000 and 20,000 persons, accompanied by six or

eight Soviet tanks, was debouching from several streets into Kossuth Square and heading toward

the Parliament building, shouting for Imre Nagy to appear and for Gero's dismissal.3A

Wlhat happ•ened next Is conjecture. It may be that an AVO officer ordered the crowd to

disperse at once; if so, few heard the commrnd. In any case, the AVO units stationed on
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rooftops flanking the Parliament building opened fire with machineguns. The Soviet tank crews,

having also suffered casualties, fired back at the rooftops, and some of their bullets fell Into the

crowd. The firing continued for some minutes, as casualties mounted among the civilians, who

cowered behind park benches, saplings, and bushes. Several hundred persons were wounded,

and a number estimated at between 30 and 300 were kuled.38 The Kossuth Square massacre

proved a turning point in the uprising. It set off a new wave of anger at the AVO, Ger6'and his

minions, and the Soviet troops, who were accused of duplicity. Desire for revenge brought a

mass of new fighters to the barricades.

Nagy and KAddr Plead for a Settlement of the Insurgency

Ironically, the announcement of Gerdm's dismissal, broadcast at 12:32, came only an hour

too late. Janos Kidar, a one-time metal worker who spoke the language of the Budapest work-

ers and had been severely tortured while imprisoned by Rikosl, replaced Germ as first secre-

tary of the Communist party. 37 Kidar and Nagy addressed the nation within an hour. Their

tone had changed in accordance with events: Kiddr admitted that the demonstration of the 23d

had started with good intentions, and concluded by pledging that, "after the restoration of order,"

negotiations with the Soviets would be conducted to settle any outstanding Issues. Until then,

however, the insurgents "must be repelled by all possible means." Nagy went a good deal fur-

ther, pronmfsing that far-reaching reforms would be submitted to Parliament, the Hungarian and

Soviet governments would negotiate "on the basis of equality and national independence" such

issues as the withdrvwal of Soviet occupation forces, and the government would not apply mar-

tial law to those insurgents who ceased firing at once. 38

It should be noted that these pledges were conditional upon a unilateral cease-fire by the

insurgents. The government thus asserted its legitimacy and its moral right to determine

events at the very moment that It lacked the most rudimentary elements of real power.

As Imurgent Demands Rise, the Government Offers .vsaautial Cosceesions

In any case, the insurgents could no longer be satisfied by moderate changes in leadership

and promises for the distant future. Their forces were growing in number and self-confidence,

and their growth was paralleled by the development of revolutionary councils and workers'

councils all over the country. Other councils were formed by students, intellectuals, and

citizens of all categories. An unofficial governmental structure was rising, superior in both

power and prestige to the disintegrating official apparatus. Colonel Maleter's defection to the

uprising in the early afternoon of the 26th was a further boost to insurgent morale. The

Soviets, moreover, had shown an ambivalence verging on sympathy for the revolution, and re-

ports from Moscow in the Western press even stated that Foreign Minister Shepilov had,
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unofficiall, ascribed the causc of the revolution to justifiable discontent with the Rlkosi-Gor80"

regime. 39
The Communiat party's Central Committee responded to these pressures by issuing a

highly conciliatory statement on the afternoon of the 26th, proposing that new elections be held;

that "the mistakes and crimes of the past be corrected without fail"; that negotiations with the

Soviets be conducted "on the basis of independence, complete equality, and noninterference in

each other's internal affairs," negotiations to be conditional to the return of Soviet occupation

troops to their bases after order was restored; that all insurgents be amnestied if they ceased

firing before 10 p.m.; and that wages of factory workers be raised. The party leaders no

longer referred to the Insurgents as "Fascists" or "counter-revolutionaries," but descrit-d

their bittle as "tro.gic" :-,,d "fratricidal. "40 Mikoyan and Suslov left for Moscow,

Gero and his chief lieutenants departing with them Into exile.

Hungary's new freedom was symbolized by Nagy's first step: he left the party headq1tarters

and moved to the Parliament building, a major symbol of Hungarian pride and independence. 41

Nagy's objective now became the creation of a broadly based government which would achieve

popularity, hence stabilit', by fusing the more liberal members of the Communist hierarchy

with the young Communists and party sympathizers among the insurgents.

Nagy Fails To Reganu Workers' Support
Unlike the Stalinists, Nagy viewed sympathetically the outburst of energy and idealism

represented in the workers' councils, which he hoped would help bring order out of chaos and

revitalize the Communist party at the grassroots level. His views were expressed program-

matically by the National Trade Union Council, which proposed a broad list ol reforms, including

the establistment of workers' councils in every factory; substantial raises in wages. pension

scales, and family allowances; abolition of the hated production norms; increased housing con-

struction; and the resurrection of true trade unions, to serve the workers, not the government. 42

These inducements were primarily intended for the workers, on whom the Communist leaders,

as convinced Marxists, continued to pin their hopes, and only in passing for the students, intel-

lectuals, and peasants.

The workers, however, had totally rejected "their" party, as Nagy soon realized. His

move to the Parliament building on the 26th had helped to re-establish communications with the

people, and delegations from various revolutionary councils began putting their case to him

personally, beginning with two groups from south Budapest and from Mlskolc. But their de-

mands for the immediate departure of all Soviet troops from Hungary, the dissolution of the

AVO, and other broadly democratic measures were coldly received by Nagy, who was deeply

concerned about the Soviet reaction and, above all, the possibility of a resurrection of the old,
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prewar rightist and reactionary groups. Nevertheless, Nagyvs ideas were beginning to change as

he grasped the profoundly radical, anti-Communist temper of the nation. 43

Nagy Seeks To Broade& Base of Support by Including

Non.Communis,, in the Government

Popular reaction to the news that Nagy was forming a new government, announced on the

morning of the 27th, was unenthusiastic. The new Minister of Interior, who controlled the AVN),

was Ferenc Mainnich. A lawyer in his seventies, known as a staunch Communist whose distaste

for Rikosi stemmed from tactical, not ideological, consideratlions, Miinnich was more popular

than his predecessor, but nevertheiesp n disappointatent. Tiuree political readers from pre-

Communist days were included: Zoltan TUdy, Minister of State; Ferenc Erdel, named Deputy

Premier; and, above all, BWla Kovacs, Minister of Agriculture.

Tildy and Kovacs had been nationally known leaders of the powerful Smallholder (i.e., pre-

dominantly peasant) party before the Communists had ended normal political life in 1948.

Erdei had been prominent in the National Peasant party, a group of leftist intellectuals active

during 1945-13. Both Erdei and Tildy had collaborated with the Communists in the past, and

their public reputation had suffered thereby. Despite Tildy's eight years of house arrest, he

was mistrusted by the politically knowledgeable, although his political acumen was grudgingly

acknowledged. Kovacs, by contrast, was widely respected as an ardent democrat and Hungarian

nationalist who had fought hard against the Communists during 1945-47 and had not compromised

his beliefs despite nine grueling years in Soviet prisons. Still recuperating from his imprison-

ment, Kovacs temporized about entering the government, and did not actually do so until Novem-
ber 1.

Nagy's concessions showed that, rebuffed by the workers, he was at last trying to gain

support from the peasants and from those older Hungarians for whom Kovacs represented the

ideals of political and national freedom. With Smallholders and National Peasants as active

members of the government, it became possible for these and other parties to resurrect

themselves. Although this development lay in the future, every hour of fighting brought it

closer. 44

As the Iasurgencv Becomes More Radical, Nagy Orders a Government Cease-Fire

Recognizing that the inclusion of Kovacs, Tildy, and Erdel in the cabinet was clearly a

response to pressure, the insurgents were encouraged to press even harder. By October 27-28,

the revolutionary councils in the provinces had begun to act independently. Led by the councils
f

at Gy~r and Miskolc, the new provincial authorities were not appeased by cabinet changes. They

repeatedly broadcast demands for the immediate departure of Soviet troop* from all of Hungary,
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withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact, abolition of the AVO, and free elections; and they lent force

to their demands by threatening to continue the general strike.

The increasingly radical mood of the country apparently led the Soviet commander in Buda-

pest and the Hungarian anry staff to propose putting down the uprising once and for all, with an

all-out attack against its very heart, the Kilin b••rackr. Nagy, fearing that peace could never

be restored if such a blood-bath occurred, threatened early on October 28 to resign unless the

attack was cancelled, and won his point. He thus demonstrated that he now had the authority to

bring his military subordinates under control.48

He followed this triumph with a momentous decision. Just after noon on the 28th, the gov-

ernment ordered a unilateral cease-fire; its forces were to fire only if attacked. Fighting did

not stop at once, but dwindled gradually as the Soviet forces halted their tank patrols and their

attacks on Kilian barracks. Even then, sporadic firing occurred between Soviet tanks and the

younger, more irresponsible insurgents. By the next day the government had directly ordered

the AVO and the Stalinists in the officer corps to accept the revolution and "show respect for

the people in all circumstances....1-47

A Vicdorious Interval for the Insurgents

Monday, October 29-the seventh day of the uprising-brought, in the words of Szabad Nip,

a "victorious dawn." The fighting had largely ended. Among the younger insurgents, confi-

dence in their military prowess was high. The count of destroyed Soviet tank' ran between 50

and 75. This suggests, as does the casualty list of some 3,500 on both sides, including 250

dead, that the fighting during the first phase of the uprising was of relatively low intensity,48

Its prime object, in any case, had been the Hungarian Communist hierarchy, not the Soviet army.

The insurgents had succeeded.

Their problem now was to consolidate their position by securing Soviet acceptance of the

outcome. Political freedom and national independence had to be maintained without alienating

the Soviets, who were concerned lest Hungary leave the satellite bloc. It might therefore be

necessary to forgo some liberal measures. This, Nagy and his associates understood; many

other Hungarians, flushed by their victory, did not. A few months before, Nagy's task would

have appeared impossible. Recent events in Poland, however, had proved otherwise, for

Gomulka had successfully insisted on full independence and equality in the relations between

Poland and the Soviet Union.

Nagy failed where the Poles had succeeded. Within a week after the "victorious dawn.'

the Hungarian uprising was quelled by the full might of Soviet military force. When and wvhy

did the Kremlin decide to move against Hungary? Did some action or series of actions bt- the

Nagy government lead to the Soviet decision? The events of the week from October 28 to

November 3 provide clues to some of the answers.
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Nagy Moves To Abeorb lnsurgent Goals and Figluers
The first order of business was the departure of Soviet troops from Budapest, and this was

announced on the 29th by the Defense Minister, Gen. Karoly Janza, who stated that Soviet forces

would begin to leave Budapest at dawn the next day. The withdrawal, completed ou the 31st,@

helped swell the movement toward democracy and national independence. Traditional national

emblems replaced the Communist star worn by soldiers and police before the uprising. Some

25 daily newspapers, of limited siye, mixed quality, and diverse opinions, began appearing in

Budapest, a t1,ngible indlcaUon of Hungary's new democracy. By this time at least 14 insurgent

radiu stations, each offering the views of a different revolutionary council, were broadcasting

from various towns.

The "free" radio stations were joined by Radio Budapest in urging Insurgents to enter the

National Guard which was being formed throughout the country to give official status to armed

citizens. Phl Maleter was promoted to major general and became Deputy Defense Minister on

November 1. Nagy granted to a Revo'utionary Committee of the Armed Forces full powers

over all military and security forces a Id placed at Its head Maj. Gen. B~la Kirily, who had

recently emerged from five years' imprisonment. Kir~Iy and his committee attacked the prob-

lem of unifying the command of an army still dominated by Stalinist senior officers with a

National Guard made up of armed insurgents .10

Disestablishment of the A VO

Disbandment of the AVO presented another prickly problem. Political freedom was hardly

possible so long as the AV" continued to exist; it was abolished on the 29th, at which time

Interior Minister Miinich also stated that a new police force "purged of all without clean

records" was being organized. 51 Representatives of the Budapest AVO contingent appealed on

the 30th for fair treatment and an ý±mnesty for members with unstained records. Screening

centers were established at the Interior Ministry and district police stations, where rank and

file AVO men, many of whom were hapless conscripts, appeared to answer questionnaires.

The blameless were released; '%thers were held for trial.

The surrender of the AVO was stimulated by a rash of lynchings. The ugliest Incident

took place on the morning of the 30th when a mob supported by insurgent tanks stormed the

central headquarters of the Budapest branch of the Communist party and killed the 45 young

AVO men within. This measure, though not typical of insurgent behavior, spurred the forma-

tion of a National Guard which would keep order. Although the AVO was legally dead, most of

its officers dared not surrender and either went into hiding or tried, apparently with some

success, to infiltrate insurgent groups or the reborn political parties. The only component of

the AVO with a clean record, the 20,000-man Frontier Guard, had proclaimed its allegiance to

the new regime on the 29th and had been unhesitatingly welcomed. s5
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Nagy Announces a Coalition Government with Communists in a Minority Posution

The ultimate blow to the Communist system in Hungary came on the afternoon of October

30, when Nagy officially announced the replacement of the one-party Communist system by a

coalition government based on the four parties that had existed in 1945. The existing cabinet of

20 members, most of whom were Communists of various persuasions, was to be subordinated

to a new body, a separate seven-man "inner cabinet." Of the seven, three were Communists,

(Nagy, KIdasr, and Nagy's chief lieutenant, Clzn Losonczy); while Kovuacs and Tildy represented

the Smallholders; Erdei. the National Peasants; and n space was alioted for the Social Demo-

crate. In principle, therefore, the Communists would be in the minority in the Important inner

cabinet. Nagy stated explicitly that negotiations for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from all of

Hungary would begin "without delay," and he officially recognized the local revolutionary voun-

cils, saying that the government "rclies on them and asks for their support." Iis speech,

devoid of Communist phraseology, struck a strongly patriotic note. 53

in contrast, Kdda'r begged "puro, honest, and well-menning Communists" to stand by the

party and "fight, even if to some extent from scratch ... for the benefit of our ideals, people,

compatriots, and country.",4 But his pleas fell on deaf ears, for the party was defunct. Many

of its offices had been sacked. The streets of Caepel and Ujpest, the principal working-class

districts of Budapest, were dotted with small fires, as party membership books were publicly

burned. According to one authority, the party would have done well to win 6 to 8 percent of the

vote ii an election .55 Under these circumstances, Nagy, Kldar, and the other new Communist

leaders' tried to draw a sharp line between past and present by renaming their organization the

Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party.

Tildy and Erdei, whose speeches followed Nagy's on October 30. congratulated the revoltu-

tionaries on their accomplishments and urged their respective party colleagues to resurrect the

Smallholders and the National Peasants in preparation for free elections in the future. In re-

sponse, the old leaders gathered at various headquarters quickly established in Budapest. Of-

ficials who had spent the Rikosi era in cautious obscurity now negotiated for automobiles, office

equipment, and printing plants. Recruiting of members moved forward rapidly, and by Novem-

ber 3 the non-Communist party organizations had taken root throughout Budapest and the

provinces. 56

A View of Nagy's Political Evolution

Nagy was reacting to pressure, but he apparently reasoned that just as the insurgent street

fighters could be controlled through incorporation into the National Guard, so the political

parties could channel popular passions from the street corner to the ballot box. Also. there

was a personal element in Nagy's decision, difficult to measure, but certainly present. It
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appears that Nagy, deeply stirred by the idealism, passion, and undeniably democratic objectives

of the revolution, began to examine his own basic ideas and thus to move from advocacy of a

liberalized, humanistic, but nevertheless authoritarian communism to a sincere belief that no

government had the right to defy the will of the people. By at least the 30th, therefore, Nagy's

personal acceptance of democratic ideals influenced his deoisions no less than careful calcula-

tions of political profit and loss. 57

As the traditional political parties were reconstituted, offering a normal outlet for the

citizen's political passions, Nagy and many others loot their fear that the excitement and venge-

ful emotionalism triggered by the revolution might be exploited by rightist and semi-Fascist

elements to restore the authoritarian and highly stratified world of the decades before 1944. In

retruspect, this appears to have been unlikely, but the danger was nevertheless deeply felt

among many liberal and leftist Hungarians over the age of 25, whose hatred of Rakosi and Gero"

was fully matched by their loathing for the old regime under which they had grown up. The

Smallholders' leader, Bela Kovics, expressed it neatly on the 31st: "No one must dream of

going back to the world of counts, bankers, and capitalists: that world it definitely gone. los

De.Communisation of Hungary Stirs Soviet Adivity

But the Hungarian political revival was accompanied by signs of Soviet alarm. Late In the

evening of October 30, Mikoyan and Suslov had returned to Budapest for talks with Nagy and

other government figures. The details of their trip are scant, but obviously Moscow was dis-

turbed by the pace and intensity of Hungary's move toward a Western-style democracy. The two

Russians left early on the 31st, affably enough. But that same evening revolutionary councils

throughout eastern Hungary reported a substantial Soviet troop buildup. Reconnaissance by the

Hungarian air force confirmed the reports, but its activity was cut short by the Soviet occupation

of many airfields on November 1 and 2.,5

The nature of the Soviet deployment, with many units advancing while those in Budapest

withdrew and some left Hungary entirely, made analysis of Moscow's Intentions very difficult.

Some Hungarians argued that the troop movements were intended merely to lend weight to Rus-

sian negotiations; others, that the prestige of the Soviet army, tarnished by the "defeat" in Buda-

pest, was to be restored by a massive display of might, followed by a withdrawal to which the

Hungarians were to accord full mlitary honors. Still others, granting that the Russians might

actually attack, apparently dismissed out of hand the idea of military resistance. In an armed

struggle with the Soviet Union, little could be gained and much lost. The broad, rolling, prac-

tically treeless landscape of eastern Hungary lay open to the airplane and the tank. Only a few

small, mountainous outcroppings west of the Danube offered shelter to guerrillas, while few sub-

stantial natural obstacles stood in the way of Soviet columns. Moreover, Hungary, whose popu-

lation of barely 10 million had Increased but little in 15 years, could ill afford substantial losses. do
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Hun Iary Is Isolated With'li the Soviet Bier
No wealth of allies abroad compensated for this lack of military might at home. The vigor-

oum support which the Polish and Yugoslav press had initially given to Nagy declined sharply as

Hungary moved toward a non-Communist government. In Poland, where emotions stirred by the

peaceful revolution of mid-October were still high, the effects of the Hungarian drive appeared

dangerously unpredictable. For Yugosla-,Ia, the rise of a non-Communist Hungary was a dis-

turbing prospect which might revive traditional demands for the Yugoslav territory in which

some 500,000 Hungarians still lived. Above all, both Gomulka and Tito remained firm Marxists,

who viewed the donth of communism in Hungary as an essentially reactionary step which would

encourage anti-Communist elements in all of Eastern Europe.01

The other satellite regimes-East Germany, Bulgaria, and especially Rumania and Czech-

oslovakia-felt nothing but antagonlbm toward the uprising. They regarded any indication that

a Communist government could be overthrown from within or that the Soviets might not choose

to back up their puppets as certain to exipmrage the spirit of revolt. The problem was espe-

(ially acute for Czechoslovakia and Rumania; both had large, well-organized Hungarian minor-

ities (the first, over 600,000; the latter almost 1,700,000) located in compact groups hard by

their borders with Hungary. The danger was met with a panicky combination of force and fraud:

police and troops were rushed to the Hungarian-speaking areas, security precautions were in-

tensified, the universities were carefully watched, and Communist leaders from the capitals

hurried forth to promise, cajole, and threaten. But the Rumanian and Czechoslovak party bosses

fully realized that the danger would not end until the Hungarian insurrection was crushed. They

undoubtedly did not hesitate to say so and were backed up by the Bulgarian and East German

Communists. From his Communist neighbors, Nagy could expect nothing but hostility. 62

Ti•e West Offers No Military Support

There remained the West. The border with Austria had been unofficially open to foreigners

with legitimate business since about October 27. Newspaper reporters from all over the world

had quickly arrived In Budapest. Of great Interest to the world at large had been the news that

Jdzsef Cardinal Mindszenty, Roman Catholic Prince Primate of Hungary, had been released

from prison after seven years' confinement. The International Red Cross and various religious

groups had organized the transport of food and medical supplies by truck and plane from Vienna

to Budapest; and an airlift had brought in some 100 planeloads, beginning around October 30.

These evidences of external interest had helped the morale of many Hungarians, to whom even

the slightest contact with the Western democracies seemed a portent of powerful diplomatic and,

some hoped, military support.

But the Atlantic powers were deeply split over the Suez question, as Great Britain, France,

and Israel moved to attack Egypt, while the United States and many Asian and African nations
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protested. Tho Israeli attack began on October 29. British and French aircraft began their

strikes on the 31st, "aratrooperpi were dropped on November 5, and an amnhibious assault on the

Port Said area took place on the 0th. The international nature of the Suez p~roblem, combined

with Its potentially dangerous repercussions in the Middle East and other non-Western areas,

Inevitably attracted the maximum of attention and concern In the chancellories of the West.

The Hungarian problem, by contrast, was far less susceptible to action by the United Nations,

while action by the United States would have led to grave risk of retaliation in kind by the Soviet

Union: the possibility of Soviet airborne "volunteers" at Suez was not taken lightly. The pos-

sibility of escalation into the nuclear realm was even more menacing.

Also, the entrance of the United States into Hungary would of necessity have meant the use

of Austrian ground or air space and thus a violation of the demilitarization provisions of the

Austrian State Treaty of May 1955. Even assuming that Austria could have been induced to per-

mit this, such action would have left her open to a Soviet counterstroke which, legally speaking,

wvould have had some justification. To rescue one small power by first violating the rights of

another would hardly have enhanced the U.S. position among Its smaller allies.63

Nagy Requests No External Aid and Prepares No Internal Defense

To what extent the Nagy government appreciated all the nuances of the Suez crisis and of the

mood in Washington is unrertxin, since there was virtually no contact during the uprising between

the U.S. and British Embassies in Budapest and the Hungarian government. It Is, however, clear

that the Hungarian leaders did not seek Western military aid, even under United Nations auspices,

for fear that Hungary would become a second Korea (this analogy was widely used) or that, at

the very least, the entrance of Western troops would mean the replacement of Hungary's social-

Ist system by capitalism.

For these reasons, the Hungarian guvernment rejected any idea of meeting force with force.

No call for the mobilization of reservists was Issued or apparently even contemplated. Nor was

any attempt made during November 1-3 to fortify or reinforce Budapest, tn prepare railroads

and bridges for demolition, or to make provision for guerrilla warfare. Instead, the government

tried to keep all news regarding the Soviet advance out of the press and radio, fearing that excite-

ment among the people might lead to a clash with Soviet troops. 64

Nagy Invokes W' , vw Treaty and Declares Hungary Neutral

As Soviet troops entered Hungarian territory on November 1, Nagy played his only card,

the Warsaw Treaty, demanding an explanation of the troop movements and threatening to abrogate

the treaty and declare Hungarian ncutrality unless the troops were withdrawn. He invoked a

Soviet declaration of October 30, which had conceded that Warsaw Treaty signatories had to con-

sent before troops could be stationed on their soil by another signatory. Nevertheless, Soviet
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troops continued to enter the country, and the explanations offered by Soviet Ambastiador Yuri

Andropov were blatantly specious, as if the Soviets no longer cared even to maintain a faq~adc.

Nagy's reply was to declare Hungary neutral, In agreement with the cabinet and the Com-

munist party leaders, he repudiated the Warsaw Treaty, creating a situation in which the pres-

once of Soviet troops violated Hungary's neutrality. Ilo also appealed to the 1united Nations to

diacuss the neutrality question at the forthooniin9 Q/ueral Assembly meeting. It was hoped that

such U.N. action as the dispatch to Budapest of the Secretary General or of an international

fact-finding committee might check the Soviet advance. 65

Soviets A rrest Hungarian Negotiators and Attack Budapest

On November 2, the Soviets replied, in terms which seemed hopeful, almost conciliatory.

Andropov suggested that Nagy organize two delegations, one political and one military, to dis-

cuss the outstanding issues with their Soviet counterparts. Nagy immediately appointed a four-

man military delegation headed by General Mallftev, and three Soviet general officers were

ceremonially received at the Parliament. The discussions, which began on the 3d, were en-

couraging-the Soviet negotiators centered their efforts on getting the Hungarians to make vari-

ous ceremonial displays of respect, if and when the Soviet troops withdrew. At Soviet sugges-

tion, an evening session was held at their headquarters at T&k8l, just south of Budapest. Sud-

denly, about midnight, the telephone connection between the Hungarian delegation at TWki and

its military headquarters in Budapest was broken, and Gen. Ivan :snrov, chief of the Soviet

Secret Police, personally arrested General Malete.r and his assocla:cs.66

In the predawn hours of November 4, reports flooded Hungarian army headquarters that

strong Soviet armored columns were entering the capital and driving toward its center. Nagy,

hoping to the end to avoid all-out fighting, refused General Kirl'ly's request to open fire. Can-

non fire could be heard at 5:19 a.m., as Nagy for the last time spoke to his people by radio,

informing them of the Soviet attack. Within a few hours Budapest Radio broadcast frantic ap-

peals for help to the outside world in several languages, and an SOS signal was heard as late as

8:30 a.m., when the transmitter went dead. By this time, most of the government buildings had

been lost to the Soviet attackers. The f~w insurgent defenders scattered, retreating to outlying

districts. Cardinal Mindszenty fled to the protection of the American Legation. * Nagy sought

asylum in the Yugoslav Embassy.47 other members of the government went into hiding.

Hungarian Defense Is Sporadic and Uncoordinated

Elsewhere In C' o city, the approximately 25,000 members of the National Guard, aided by

volunteers of all ag, ; and both sexes, rallied to the barricades and positions which many had

*He was still living there in late 1965.
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occupied during the fighting of October 24-28. Their efforts were unvoordinated, It, ally case,

there was no systematic defense plan for the city. Moreover, a group of senior army Ntaff of-

ficers, not yet dismissed despite their known pro-Soviet sympathies, took over the Defense

Ministry and issued a general ordnr directing all commanders to support the Soviet forces.

None dared to do so, and many individual soldiers deserted to Join their f,•llow Hungarians, but

the army as such remained neutral.88

General Kiraly and his staff, forced by the Soviet advance to move from the police building

in central Budapest to a headquarters in the western suburbs, found command impossible to

exercise. The telephone system and the barracks, the source of insurgent ammunition, were

taken over by the Soviets. There were no disciplined, cohesive units at the general's disposal.

By the 8th or 9th, Kirily and some 400 student insurgents began retreating across western Hun-

gary to the Austrian border, where his men split into smaller parties and crossed over by the

20th. 69

Resistance to Soviet Arms Is Greatest Among Hungarian Workers

By November 7 street fighting In Budapest had ended, and resistance thereafter centered

In a number of Industrial areas, especially at Csepel, where 40,000 workers supported by some

regular army artillerymen with 86-mm. guns made an excellent showing against Soviet armor,

artillery, and aircraft. With flanks relatively secure because only a few roads entered the

island, the workers were strongly sited, had an abundance of arms and ammunition and gasoline

for fire bombs, and felt a deep sense of corporate unity and militancy. With great tenacity and

ingenuity, they advanced out of the complex passageways on the factory grounds to attack the

road-bound Soviet tanks, retreating when hard pressed, then regrouping to attack from the flank.

Fighting here ended on the l0tn after intensive bombardment by Soviet artillery. Heavy fighting

also raged at Ujpest, north of the city, but it, too, ended about November 10-11.

Ironically enough, heavy fighting also occurred at Dunapentele. Located some 70 miles

downriver from Budapes' and formerly named Sztalinvaros, this complex of steel mills, iron

works, and chemical industries had been developed as the party's most important experiment in

industrialization, and was a Communist stronghold. But its citizens resisted vigorously, and

even after November 8, when the town was occupied by Soviet troops with much destruction,

some 300 insurgents continued to resist in the countryside for several days. 70

Most other Hungarian towns and villages were no better prepared than Budapest when Soviet

armor, backed up by artillery and, in some cases, by aircraft and parachute troops, flooded in

at dawn on the 4th. Except for a few antiaircraft units, which followed the lead of their force

commander in Budapest by supporting the insurgents, the Hungarian army remained aloof and

its units were surrounded, disarmed, or otherwise neutralized by Soviet forces. Almost all the

towns fell immediately, as the insurgents, loath to see their birthplaces shot to pieces, either
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want Into hiding after the first unsuccessful skirmishes, or else retreated to the countryside to

fight an guorrillfs. The insurpntm in PNos, an industrial town of 87,000 near the Yugoslav 1xir-

der, Ml41 to the 30-mile-long Meoosk hill mass outside the city, to be joined by coal miners and

univursity students. They harassed the pursuing Soviet troops with raids and ;imbushes for

about two weeks, but ammunition and food shortages, difficulUes in caring for the wounded, and

the Ixiginni•g• of winter snows forced them to disband.

In the absence of Western intervention, hopes dropped as the encircling Soviet forces closed

in, Many of the younger Insurgents fled to Austria, a few went to Yugoslavia, and others re-

turned home, In general, western Hungary was the only provincial area where resistance lin-

perod. Hiere the terrain was more favorable, Soviet power less awesome, Western power much

closer, mnd the example set by the Budapest insurgents had a greater effect. Even so, resist-

race hero was completely crushed by November 18-20. t

Eadimalve of Inurenta Casualties

There are many estimates of Hungarian casualties, ranging from a high of 40,000 to 50,000

dead, to the figure of 25,000 offered by India's Prime Minister Nehru, but rejected by the au-

thoritative U. N. Report. The U. N. figure, adjusted to separate out the losses of the October

fighting, shows 1,500 to 1,750 dead and about 8,000 wounded for Budapest alone. Most of

these were men in the 15-30-year age category. It is impossible to distinguish between com-

bntant and noncombatant casualties. As for physical destruction, an official Hungarian esti-

mate (later revised downward, for unknown reasons) is that 40,000 buildings were damaged.

23,000 seriously, and 4,000 completely destroyed, largely in the November fighting.72

COUNTERiNSURGENCY

JLJb- as the story of the insurgency is the story of Imre Nagy, so the counterinsurgency be-

longs to Janos Kada'r. Subordinate in importance to Nagy during the early, successful days of

the uprising. Kr'da'r emerged to prominence with the second Soviet intervention in November.

In contrast to Nagy, Kadir temporized and procrastinated during the October fighting. Although

firmly opposed to Geri and all that he symbolized, Kid~r was too rigid a Communist to follow

Nagy into wholehearted acceptance of the uprising.

On the evening of October 23, Gert* had stood very much alone. Of the Hingarlan forces

available to check the Insurrection, none seemed either willing or able to effect a victory. The

civil police force supported the insurgents from the outset. The army proved of no use against

the insurgents, and some of its members In fact jAnc~d .Wem. The military cadets were equally

unreliable. The AVO lacked a riot force component quickly available for emergencies; instead,

its men were scattered in small groups on various duties throughout Hungary.
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Staliniut Commanders Work To Prevent a Rebellious Outburt in the Hungarian Army

The army comprised about 200,000 mor, organized in nine Infantry and two mechanized di-

visions, plus supporting troops; these units were very largely garrisoned in central and western

Hungary. Expanded and thoroughly reorganized after 1948, the army followed Soviet models In

training, equipment, doctrine, discipline, and even clothing and Insignia. This violation of na-

tional traditions had deeply offended many conscripts and Junior officers, who resented having to

emulate a country they considered culturally inferior. However, the 80 to 100 general officers

of the high command-selected because of their proletarian lineage and loyalty to Rosi and

the Soviet Union, and trained in Soviet military schools-owed their poaition to the Communist

system, whose power and ultimate triumph they accepted as gospel. Their beliefs, bolstered

by their sense of discipline and by the presence of Soviet "advisers," left tbh generals with

little sympathy for the uprising. 73

To suppress the revolution by using the Hungarian army was clearly impossible in light of

the demonstrated unreliability of its troops. It is probable, therefore, that the Defense Min-

istry, which remained firmly in the hands of convinced Stalinists until October 30, directed

the Communist generals to avoid any action, such as a march on the cal4WU, which might pro-

voke a rebellious outburst by the rank and file, and to mark time until the political situation be-

came clearer. This policy was fairly successful. Although the small garrisons of Gybr and

Miskolc joined the local revolutionary councils, and many of the smaller units In the mountainous

north simply disintegrated as the men deserted and headed for their homes, the strongly pro-

Soviet corps commander of southern Hungary kept a tight control over his divisions, which

largely remained neutral. Some units which showed insurgent sympathies were split up and

their components hastily transferred elsewhere; in other cases, trusted Communists kept close

control over communications, ammunition, and gasoline supplies, and hid v~tal parts of tanks,

vehicles, and artillery pieces. Although the disaffection with the party had spread to many of the

army political officers, those in the provinces were relatively isolated from the turmoil of Buda-

pest and usually remained loyal to the Gerg government.

The same did not apply to the students of the military academies. Those in Budapest had

been active participants in Petfl Circle meetings and were ruled out as effective counterinsur-

gents. Officer candidates from schools outside the city were therefore ordered into town to

guard party headquarters and other official buildings. Like the army officers they hoped to be-

come, these young men had working-class backgrounds and good party records, but their ef-

forts on the part of the counterinsurgency were minimal. The conclusion seems warranted that

"there was no single instance recorded of Hungarian troops fighting on the Sovist side aganst

their fellow countrymen ."T
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The A VO: Strenugth and Operations

Only the AVO showed real loyalty to the old regime. Some 10,000 AVO men were stationed

in Budapest and between 20,000 and 30,000 in the provinces, where any town of 5,000 or more

Inhabitants had a small contingent. Specific instances of AVO violence against insurgents were

not common, although a few occurred. An episode at Magyar&d'r, a factory town very close to

the Austrian border, particularly embittered the insurgents. Here the AVO fired on an unarmed

demonstration by 5,000 citizens, killing some 80 and wounding about 160. At Miskolc the AVO

killed le demonstrators. In both places the people wreaked their vengeance, lynching several

officers. In some instances the AVO dispersed and went into hiding or surrendered to the revo.,

lutionary councils, which often Jailed them for safekeeping. Some members, loyal to the end,

infiltrated insurgent groups. According to figures of the Klddr government, 234 AVO men were

killed during the uprls.ng, of this number perhaps 100 were lynched by mobs. 75

Soviet Strenuth, Weaponry, and Tactics

Virtually all the fighting against the insurgents was therefore done by Soviet forces, aided

on occasion by a few AVO men. These troops were drawn almost entirely from the 2d and 17th

Mechanized Divisions, stationed respectively at Cegldd, 51 miles southeast of Budapest, and

Sze'kesfehirvir, 41 miles southwest of the capital. The two divisions totaled about 20,000 men

with 600 tanks and some armored cars, but estimates vary as to how many actually saw com-

bat: 10,000 men and 300-400 tanks seems a fair approximation.

The tanks performed both defensive and offensive tasks. Some mounted continual guard

over the bridges connecting Buda and Pest, others protected the various Soviet military and

political liaison offices on the hilly ntroets of Buda; still others stood around the Parliament

and the Communist party headquarters to back up the AVO guards in the corridors and on sur-

rounding roofropa. So'0t tanks blocked certain key intersections on the boulevards leading into

the heart of Pest, thus partially protecting its government buildings. 76

Soviet tanks also patrolled t" main streets in the inner city, at first individually, and then,

as losses were suffered, in small groups. The T-34 crews usually avoided the narrow side

streets. They soon learned to empty their vulnerable reserve fuel tanks, which the insurgents

tried to pierce before throwing gasoline bombs. Tanks occasionally fired indiscriminately at

passers-by, a tactic stemming from experience compounded by fear, as the crews learned that

even children of 14 and 15 sometimes had gasoline bombs in their school satchels. Under these

circumstances, the tank crews sometimes tried to clear the streets and keep windows closed by

firing their machineguns at random. At nightfall, according to one informant, tank patrols re-

tired for rest and refueling to the permanent Soviet military base at T&k&I, on Csepel Island.

The insurgents apparently never attacked this base, or tried to destroy or defend the bridges

connecting It to the capital. 77
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Soviet Occupation Troops Prove Sympateutie to the Imurgeunts

The anxiety produced by street fighting during peacetime was a relatively minor threat

to Soviet morale when compared to the difficulties of conscience involved. Most of the Soviet

occupation troops had been stationed in lungary for some time and knew some Hungarian.

many younger Hungarians also knew Russian, which was mandatory in the schools. Thus both

sides could communicate, and the troops quickly realized that the revolutionaries wore not

"reactionaries" or "Fascists," as Soviet political officers asserted, but ordinary workers and

students whose initial objective of a liberalized communism paralleled Khrushchev's drive for

de-Stalinization. Moreover. for an army whose ideological raison d'itre was defense of the

working class, firing on the Hungarian workers was the sort of grotesque anomaly supposed to

occur only under capitalism.

Although it is difficult to substantiate reports that some Soviet troops actually gave their

weapons and even their vehicles to the Insurgents, there certainly was considerable fraterniza -

tion between the Russians and Hungarian civilians in Budapest during October 24-30. Many

Hungarians tried to convince the Russians that their intervention was morally indefensible,

and some Russians were easily persuaded. It therefore seems fair to conclude that low morale

was a definite factor in the unaggressive behavior of the Russian troops. t8

Soviet Operations Restrained During First Phase of Insurgency

During this period the entire Soviet counterinsurgency effort was restrained. No Soviet

aircraft reconnoitered or demonstrated over Hungary. Neither artillery nor bombing planes

were used against Budapest. Nor was the city blockaded, its food supply cut off, or its public

utilities halted. Although Soviet forces controlled the core of Budapest, they made neither mass

nor selective arrests. Instead, they were content to protect certain buildings and to send out

patrols, which apparently lacked clear-cut orders. Thus, while some Soviet patrols butted hard

against the insurgent positions, as at the Kiliin barracks, others remained aloof from the fight-

ing.

In the provinces. Soviet garrisons hardly stirred. The desultory fighting whi .h occurred

in one or two towns mii atypical. In most places, Soviet garrisons, often of battalic be-

haved with strict neutrality, and stayed off the streets. In Gyor, the Soviet commanding officer

informed the revolutionary council of his neutral intentions; the council reciprocated by main-

taming the garrison's food supply.

The Soviets showed great sensitivity, however, regarding the frontier with Austria, possibly

fearing the infiltration of Western agents or of members of the Hungarian !migE. organizations

in Germany. The Frontier Guards were too demoralized to keep a firm control over travellers.

Several roadblocks were therefore quickly established by Soviet tanks on the main road from

Budapest to the frontier, and eastbound travellers and their vehicles were thoroughly searched.

*
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Moreover, some elements of the 32d and 34th Mechanized Divisions moved on October 25-26

from their stations at Timigoara, In northwest Rumania, across Humgry to Budapest, where

they crossed the Danube and advanced to the Austrian frontier. Other Soviet units from the

Carpntho-Ukraine peaceably occupied certain strategic communications installations In north-

east Hungary. But no major rL'Morcementa were immediately dispatched from the Soviet

Union. ;7

In the absence of firm data, it is possible only to conjecture about the reasons for the Soviet

tactics before November 4. They contradict the widely held view that, from the very outset of

the Insurgency, the Soviets threw their weight behind the Gero'government and against the In-

surgents. It Is possible that Soviet leaders were divided In their councils and acted from inde-

cision. Rut their tactics seem to corroborate the argument that the Soviets intended to interpose

thei• troopb between thu Hungarian government and the Insurgents until mass pressure could

force the party to purge itself of Stalinists. Underlying this calculated risk was the assumption

that many Hungarians, especially the Budapest workers, would remain true to the Communist

party if it was liberalized. That the workers, and not merely the peasants and the remnants of

the old bourgeoisie. could be completely estranged from communism was clearly Inconceivable

to the Soviets, as well as to most Hungarian Communist leaders. Until this realizntion took

root-providing the impetus behind the Soviet intervention in force on November 4-political, not

military, measures formed the principal Soviet instrument for the restoration of peace In Hun-

gary .60

JUnder Soviet Direction, Ilungarin Communis ts Led by Kdddr 'Cleen House"

The rapid promotion of Jainos Kidir was a major step In that direction. Kadar, an enemy

of the AVO, from whom he had suffered severe torture, had been popular among the Budapest

workers, whose language he spoke and whose life he had once shared. Yet his devotion to the

party and to the Soviet Union was unquestioned, and he was extremely amenable to direction and

control. In contrast to Nagy, who gradually moved from resistance to the revolution to Identifi-

cation with it, Kidir remained always the convinced Communist and counterinsurgent.81

After replacing Gero' as First Secretary of the Central Committee on October 25, Kýdr

cooperated with Nagy, apparently accepting the view that the uprising was the expression of

justified popular dissatisfaction with the Stalinist era. On October 2d, the seventy-eight-man

Central Commlttee turned over diirection of party affairs to a six-man Presidium which l(dir

headed; when Nagy, a few days later, announced the establishment of a four-party coalition gov-

ernment, KIddr entered it as leader of the Communist party.

With former Communist stalwarts leaving the party en masse, the need for an overhaul was

clear. A fresh start was taken through the formation of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party

5
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on November 1. On tho same day, Kstdar Joined Imre Nagy and Perono MtInnlch in negotiating

with Mikoyan and Suslov regarding the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Hungary. From then

until November 4, when Kadar suddenly appeared as the political leader of the counterinsur-

gents, he dropped completely out of sight. He apparently left Budapest secretly for a Soviet

headquarters in eastern Hungary.

Soviets Recall Occupation Troops and Deploy Large, New Forces

Meanwhile, three concurrent maneuvers were executed by Soviet military forces between

October 30 and November 3.

First, the Soviet units In Budapest began withdrawing on the 30th, and about 200 of their

tanks and accompanying vehicles took up positions astride the highways north and vast of the

city. Detachments were employed during November 1-2 to either occupy or take up commanding

positions around the three airfields in the Budapest area, thus barring them to the Hungarian

air force and ensuring their availability for later use as staging areas by fresh Soviet troops.

Other units from Budapest left Hungary entirely, crossing the RumanLan frontier on October 30-

31; their behavior during the earlier fighting may have raised doubts regarding their reliability.

Second, fresh troops entered Hungary from the northeast and east on the 30th and 31st. No

fighting occurred as the Soviet spearheads drove rapidly across the great Hungarian plain,

crossed the Danube-whose bridges were neither blocked nor destroyed-and fanned out across

western Hungary. Vanguards reached the Austrian frontier on November 2 and 3. They soon

sealed off the frontier to all traffic and faced westward to check any incursions from that direc-

tion. In their sprint across Hungary, the Soviet columns left strong detachments on the out-

skirts of the larger towns to dig in and await orders. Other detachments secured the main rail-

way junctions and stations and surrounded Hungarian airfields and army cantonments.

Third, the maht Soviet effort was reserved for Budapest. The Soviet force was estimated

at 100,000 men, supported by 2,500 tanks, a number of self-propelled guns and armored cars,

plus 1,000 supporting vehicles; and the greater part of this force was used to encircle the city.

By November 2, some 70,000 men and 2,000 tanks had taken up positions in an are 50 to 60 miles

out from Budapest, touching the Hatvan-Gybngy~s area to the northeast, the Ceglid-Szolnok

region in the southeast, Kecskemit to the south, and Dunaroldvir, across the Danube on the

southwest.. 82

Kidir Replaces Nagy and Promises a Liberalised Communiet Government

Kidir and his Soviet allies now moved politically against Nagy. Broadcasting from Szolnok,

in the predawn hours of November 4, KIddr charged that the Nagy government, by its irresolution
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and permiusiveness, had sut Hungary on the path to outright counterrevolution and the restora-

tion of capitalism. He announced the formation of a now Hungarian Revolutionary Worker-

Peasant Government, with Fereno Minnich as Deputy Premier ard Minister of Defense and

Public Security.

But Kidir denied any intention of returning to the days of Rnkosi and Gerd', offering instead

a "liberalized" communism which would bring economic improvement to the workers. Rein-

tions between Hungary and the Soviet Union would be on the basis of equality, KAdar promised,

and he begged the people to stop fighting and return to work. His government, he added, had

"requested the Soviet Army Command to help our iation smash the sinister forces of reaction

and restore order.... .",l

Sovlie Troops and Tanks Attack Budapest

That same day, the large Soviet forces surrounding Budapest attacked the city. Unlike

the occupation troops Involved in the October L. 'ting, few of these newly arrived troops showed

any sympathy for the insurgents. This time the army newspapers and political officers were

successful in implanting the firm conviction that a Fascist counterrevolution had broken out

in Hungary under German and American guidance, and that the peace and security of the Soviet

Union was at stake.

Apparently under instructions to smash the insurgents as quickly as possible, the Soviets

acted with vigor and ruthlessness. Guided by AVO men who had come out of hiding, Soviet

troops cleared streets, searched apartment houses, checked identity papers, and arrested sus-

picious individuals. Soviet tanks replied even to single shots from snipers in buildings by fir-

ing pointblank until the building collapsed, bringing down its upper floors and, presumably, the

sniper as well. Streets which housed substantial nests of insurgents received the same treat-

ment. Invariably moving in groups, Soviet tanks often fired indiscriminately at windows, door-

ways, or passers-by, hoping to check the use of gasoline bombs. Other Soviet tanks provided

support for infantry.

The Soviets also used several hundred heavy artillery pieces, stationing them in two groups,

one in the suburbs and the other on Gellirt Hill, which rises 770 feet above the city. Their fire

was directed toward such targets as the Kilian barracks and various insurgent positions in the

hills of Buda. Soviet aircraft appeared over Budapest, but it is doubtful that they actually

bombed the city. 84

Soviiu Take Over Functionu of Government

Despite the fact that resistance was strongest among factory workers and other proletar-

ians, K~dir and the Russians stuck to their claim that the uprising was a capitalist plot.

Kjdr's repeated appeals to Hungarian workers to stop fighting and return to work had
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no disccrnible effect: his government had neither army, polico, nor' Itirnuerney and clutirly

relied entirely on Soviet power.

The Soviets underscored this by issuing ardors and proclamations directly it) the Hungarian

peoplu, ignoring oven the protense of Hunnrian sovoreignty. Their orders dealt with the col-

lection of arms, the curfew imposed on Budapest and other cities, the prohibition of all puhlic

meetings, the distribution of food, the conUnued service of public utilities, and the end of

strikes-in short, with the maintenanco of health and order. Soviet troops took over all utili-

ties, communicatlons, and transportation facilities and Issued permits for the movement of

motor vehicles. They also summarily executed certain Insurgents, in areas of honvy fighting,

to terrorize the people.68

Soviets "Cool Off' ehe Situation by Deportinlg Possible Imurpuna.
As the fighting died down by mid-November, the Soviets moved to consolidate their military

victory by the mass deportation of possible dissidents. The process was crude enough: a

street or apartment house complex was surrounded and sealed off, the buildings searched, and

men between approximately 17 and 40 years of age were rounded up, trucked to improvismd

assembly areas, and then, after brief questioning, shipped to the Soviet Union. Some young

women were also deported. No precise count of the deported is available, but it certainly ran

into the tens of thousands. Most deportees were from Budapest. Initially, almost all deportees

were moved through Za~hony on the Russian border in guarded trains composed of freight or

cattle oars with 30 to 70 persons per car. This route was easily traced because many deportees

threw out notes, and a few trains were attacked by insurgent groups. The Soviets therefore be-

gan to use trucks, moving In convoy, through northeastern Hungary directly into the Soviet Union.

Some deportees, especially those mized by the AVO, were beaten or otherwise maltreated,

but this was not typical. On the whole, Soviet captors behaved properly and the questioning

which the deportees underwent in the Soviet prisons (apparently none were sent to labor camps)

was directed not at self-incrimination, but at ascertaining the reasons for the uprising and Its

success.

The main reason for deportation appears to have been not punishment, but prevention.

Since the students and young workers of Budapest had been the very backbone of the uprising,

why not remove them from Hungary until order could be restored? The deportations were also

used as a means of applying pressure, it unsuccessfully, on the workers: deportations would

end when the general strike was called off. Most of the deportees retunied home in early

1957.86

The political effects of the deportations were broadened by the "'voluntary deportations," in

which some 193,000 Hungarians fled to Yugoslavia and, above all, to Austria. The [light began

on a large scale around mid-November and continued into January 1957. An exodus on such a
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"sVash, tunnelIng hy bus1, tro in, truak, and (in loot into A relatively narrow area of the Austrian frontier,

could certainly hna. Woen hinltei, or tat least sharply rostriteod, especially since most of the

retugees were onsily ruvogpitublle As young oity-4iwollers, had the Kadar government decided to

art. But by allowing this GafMty valve to potontial troublemakers, Kidanr may haive hoped to

avert further trouble in the future. Thus, hy one means or another, the molt aggressive, anU-

Comnmunist ulements In Ilungnrlan society wore removed from the political scone.R:

Meamures To Control the Army and Re..uebC(aA the A VO
The Itunlurian Army, which had provotl unreliable from the Communist viewpoint, was

troatod as a potentially dangerous group. In Into 1950 and early 1057, Its size was greatly

reduced, Officers wore very carofully suriened; perhaps 80 percent were disnisac-I and some

wore imprisoned. No consvripts were Inducted until the spring of 1957 to compensate for those

completing their time in the service, antd the army's strength wus allowed to decline to between

25,000 and 40,000. Even ther, recruits were given careful political screening and the army's

strength was held to 100,000. Political officers and Soviet military advisors kept careful watch

over the new army, whose ammunition and fuel supplies were restricted, as wore its heavy

wenpons. 90

The Kudir government also re-established the secret police, renamung it the "Political In-

vestigation Division." Most of the AVO officers, excluding some of the more notorious, joined

the now force. It also contained armed units on permanent alert, to patrol the streets, protect

government buildings, and smash riots or demonstrations. Until mid-1957, the "new" police

used the methods of their producessors.80

Xifddr Mores Against the Revolutionary and Workers* Counrils

Along with creating reliable mocurity organs, the Kada~r government's primary concern was

to establish Its authority throughout the country by smashing the various revolutionary councils

in town halls, government offices, police stations, newspaper plants, and other key points. This

was done with relative ease; the councils had no real weapon to use against the Soviet troops

sent to dispossess or arrest them. By mid-November, therefore, Kaddar could begin to take over

the administrative tasks of normal, day-to-day government from the Soviet army.

KAda'r now turned his attention to destroying the workers' councils, which exercised leader-

ship of the workers and control over the factories, Utus ensuring continuation of the general

strike. Although wageless workers might eventually be brought to heel by cold and hunger,

Kadar could not afford to wait. So long ns the general strike continued, so long as idle and angry

men glared at Soviet patrols, so long as each factory council had a secret arms cache, the pos-

sibility of a new explosion remained a threat. Initially, Kadar apparently hoped to conciliate

the workers; but their demands, which amounted to nothing less than a reassertion of the

achievements of the uprising, were totally unacceptable.
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Hy lute November, cracks began to appear in the solid wall presented by the workers' coun-

oils. Those in the capital, grouped In the Workers' Council of Grester Budapest, urged con-

clination, arguing that, unless Kadar showed some successes, he could not exract moy conces-

sions from the Soviets. Moreover, If he failed, might not the Soviets bring back Gerd, or even

Rikosl? The councils in the provinces disagreed, advocatUng a firm, Irreconcilable policy:

continue the general strike until doomsday, If necessary. These differences, accentuated by the

increasing misery of the workers, gave K"ddr his opportunity, and, after incessant propaganda,

harassment, and intimidation, he was able to bresk up the Budapest workers' councils in mid-

December, Imprisoning their leaders and ending their strike. The provinces soon came to

heel. 00

OUTCOME AND CONCLUSIONS

Mopping-up operations against the Insurgents and dissenters of every type took place dur-

Ing 1957 and early 1958. Arrest, jail, execution: the pattern was familiar. Nagy, who had

been abducted by Soviet troops after leaving the Yugoslav embassy on November 22 under a mae-

conduct signed, presumably sincerely, by K~dar, was tried and executed In June 1958. This was

also the fate of General Mal~ter. Tildy received a stiff prison sentence. Many Soviet troops

were withdrawn, but, as of 1960, a garrison of some 37,000 still remained within easy striking

distance of Budapest and other potential trouble spots. $I

K'ddr E•ses Resricdions on Ordinary Living Patterns

Nevertheless, Kldlr was no R~kosi. As the political situation became stabilized, a cer-

tain "lIberalizaUon" set in. Arbitrary and indiscriminate arrests became rarer as the govern-

ment tried to prevent the police from behaving like the AVO. The ordinary citizen had little

to fear so long as he avoided politics. Even intellectuals, particularly artists and musicians-

writers were a more dangerous breed-gained some leeway in which to follow their particular

bent. Many political prisoners were amnestied in 1959, 1960, and 1963. Hungarians were al-

lowed to go abroad, and some 40,000 traveled to the West In 1963. Western fiction, plays, and

movies became easily available, as did personal (Wt hot political) freedom for most Hun-

garlans. Production no longer meant fantastic schemes for making Hungary a great manufac-

turer of steel, but rather, refrigerators and television sets for some, shoes and coffee with

whipped cream for all. Rationality, patience, and common sense became economic, and even

* political, bywords.

The change was typified in K.dar's revision of an old saw to a new motto: "He who is not

against us, Is with us." Under these circumstances, it seems fair to say that Hungary by 1966

had fewer restrictions on the daily life of the average clUzen than any other European satellite

country except Poland, and that, in the absence of any International conflict to upset the status

quo in Central Europe, the likelihood of further disorder appears remote. 2
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sA Review of t eIl ungarian Revoolutio,
The Hungarian revolution is an anomaly in the long list of political upheavals which have oc-

curred since 1945. It began, not in a backward, underdeveloped nation in a remote corner of

the world, but in the very heart of Europe. And within H1ungary, its center was not in the distant

provinces, where the power of government begins to thin out, but on the streets of the capital

city. Hence its triumph wt.: immediate and far reaching; the long march from the backwoods to

the president's office, so familiar in Cuba and China, never became necessary. By the same

token, the revolution had few organizational or psychological resources In the provinces, on

which it could fall back if necessary. Its tentacles grew limp after the first substantial Soviet

blow to its political brain.

Moreover, the revolution was utterly spontaneous and unplanned. There was no evidenco, of

secret organizations, of conspirators busily extending their clandestine network, of armies and

security forces being subverted and corrupted. Instead, there was a great explosion of popular

emotion and hatred, felt to some degree by every segment of the population--excepting only the

secret police and the very top rungs of the bureaucracy-against leaders who had lost, in some

cases the self-confidence, in others the perceptiveness, to deal with such a situation.

The causes of this explosion had nothing to do with the dissatisfaction of the economically

underprivileged, or that of ethnic or religious minorities, or of peasaunts in a society 'un by

townspeople. Nor was the revolution primarily, at least when it began, a struggle for national

Independence and against Soviet control: a "Polish" solution wotild probably have been accept-

able to most of the revolutionary leaders in its first days. Rather, the causes were essentially

psychological, the outburst of a people whose government had systematically violated their most

cherished ideals, bullied them incessantly, goaded them toward unattainable and unsatisfying

goals, and simultaneously shown itself to be corrupt and incompetent, unable even to build a

city-wide Budapest subway. De-Stalinization cast a spotlight on the faults of this group of social

engineers run wild, and thus destroyed every shred of their legitimacy. That a successful rev-

olution could then occur suggests in turn that, despite its monopoly of all the levers of power, a

totalitarian system requires, as does a democratic one, a certain degree of unity and of belief

in its own mission. And this was clearly lacking in the Hungarian case.

The Nature of Soviet Operations in Retrospec

Certain lessons for the counterinsurgent were also explicA\. In the Hungarian situation.

During the first phase of the insurgency (October 23-28), the Soviet involvement was prim4rily

political, not military. There is considerable evidence that the Kremlin was by no means unsym -

pathetic to the uprising at first and was glad to see Gerd' driven from the office he had held

despite certain Soviet objections. Moreover, there was great confusion in Moscow regarding the

situation in Budapest, and there were signs that the Soviets were uncertain of the policy to adopt.
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lience the Soviet army operated under wraps. Only a tow thousand troops were Hunt into Huda-

pest; the city was not blockaded, bombed, or shelled; and no roinforueinonts from Russin bobl-

stored the initial Soviet commitment. Above all, the Soviet troops apparently hovi a largely do-

fensive roleW to screen, shield, and protect the Hungarian government from the insurgent mobs

until changes in political policy and leadership could restore stability to the country.

The Soviet army carried out ita limited task successfully, although certain tactiol errors

were made. Tank losses might have been out through better coordination between tank com-

manders and the use of supporting infantry. Since apparently no attempt had been made to check

fraternization between Soviet troops and Hungarian civilians, Soviet morale suffered. This was

especially true because the occupation units had been stationed in the country long enough to

gain ýome knowledge of, and sympathy with, the Hungarian people.

The ever-growing demands of the Hungarian people, however, could not be met by any con.-

cessions short of the overthrow of the Communist political system. Viewed in hindsight, the de-

cision to restore the multiparty system and to hold free elections may be regarded as critical

in bringing relations between Hungary and the Soviet Union to a breaking point. With the 1holi-

tion of the AVO and the rebirth of political parties offering different leaders and policies, the

Hiungarian people would at last be free to express, through the ballot, their deep hatred of the

Soviet system,

The second phase of the counterinsurgency (November 4-20) differed quite radically from

the first. The Soviet intention now was simple and direct: to smash the insurrection without

any delay. In successfully accomplishing this mission, the Soviet army proved the military

and, above all, the psychological advantages of massive, overwhelming force. The credibility

o( Cte Soviet intention had been weakened by their defensive, indecisive performance in the first

phase of the intervention. It was therefore necessary in November to c'nvince the insurgents

that the Soviets intended to restore their power at any cost. This was done by a massive show

of forc,' and by ruthless behavior at the tactical level. Hence it was not simply irrational bru-

tality which led Soviet tanks to pulverize buildings from which a single shot had been fired, but

a belief that this was the speediest, simplest way to crush resistance. This strategy was suc-

cessful.

As for tactics during the second phase, the Soviet forces touk certain important stups even

before firing the first shots on November 4. They replaced unreliable troops with totally com-

mitted forces lacking any shred of latent sympathy for the insurgents. They occupied the air-

fields, primarily to immobilize the Hungarian air force and to prevent the arrival of any West-

ern aiu. They took over the major railroad and road junctions. Their columns moved across

the entire country to surround the major towns. Thus it was easy to attack the insurgents from

the flank and rear, and to prevent them from coalescing into larger units. hi Budapest, the

Soviet troops first attacked and occupied the major government buildings. The Nagy government
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was oupttured or forced to disperse; the innurgonts woru thereby deprived of nil central authority

and londorship and could fight only as isolated groups. Having virtually destroyed the Ineur-

Imnt forces, the Soviet army consolidated its victory, mainly by largo-scale deportations, which

removed the yotng and rebellious sogmont of Hungarian society until the revolutionary mood

could diasl)Mte. It was an excellent example of efficient counterinsurgent technique, Communist-

style.
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1aresieutive at good deal! of other isourco material,

Fojhta Frnnyolis. Whind the RamIX of Ileunm ,~ Now York! David hMcKay Co., Inc., 1957. A
former follow-traveler, the authoer holds that Ilungary would have Woon content with a gov-
ormient slightly mnore liheral than lbfkodi'ue.

Korskometi, Paul. Thke Uolmotcedt Revolution; %jA iorpeiA In the Hungairinn UgrisiIIE. Stan-
ford, Calitornin., Stanford Univoraity Press for the R~AND Carp., 1041, This scholarly
and auithoritative nnaiysix of the uprising is drawn from refugee Interviews an well as pub-
I isbiiil sources,

Kovifus, Mnire, led-).- Facts About Hunuary, Now York: Waldron Pross, Inc. , for the Hwngar-
ian Committee, 195W. This in a c ollction or articles describing and analyzi~ng events in
llungiiry betweon 1945 and 1957,

L~asky, Melvini J, wd) The Huniavian Reol~ut2ion teStaroL theOctober Upri ins as -
c(orddInflDootimenwt, Disluitche, l,~o-Witness Accounts, and World-Wide Reactions. Now

York:ý Frederick A. l'vaiegetr for the Congress of Cultural Freedom, 1957. The editor
ipreptcnts excerpsts from newspaper and magaz~ine accounts Ik%- European, American, Indian,
and othei, journalists Iin Iungary during thle uprising, as wvell as selections fromt broadcasts,
by the insuvgvnt radio stations. This work should he used cautiously, few of the journalists
hond inore perspective or opportunity to gain accurate Information than the front-line soldier
tits to see the battle as it whole. And they, weore fully as emotional. Hugh~ Saton-Watson
provides n good brief back growid.

Nieray. ribor. Thite Davs thamt Shook the Kremlin. New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc.
1959. This Is anl Important account by an ex-Comimunist, once close to Nagy, who ac-
curately presents tile political thinking, assumptions, objectives. and fears of Nagy and
those around himi. More Is Imp~lied than stated.

Mikes. (korge. The Hungarian iRevolution. London: Andre Deutsch 1937. Mr. Mikes spent
several (lays In lhuingry as a tolevis io reporter toi thle BBIC and later Interviewed refugees
in Vienna. Ilia bWok, sometimes useful, is on the whole rnther superficial.

Thle Revolt Iin Iuntrary-A Documentary Chronology of Events: Based Exclusively on Internal.
Broatdcasts bky Central and Provincial Riadios. October 23. 1956-November 4, 1956. Now
York: Free Europe Conmmittee [19-36" Although this is in all-important source for
speeches and messages by both the insurgent and government radio, It must be used cau-
tiously; these ire excerpts. and Important segments, particularly those showing Communist
concessions or' moderation, tire often omitted.

Seton-Watson, ilugh. The East European Revolution. New York: Frederick A. Praeger, lInc.,
1951. This is an authoritative source for developmients Iin Eactern Europe during the post-
World War U period.

rUnitedi Nations. General Assonmbly. Mvrt of t1e Spectlnl C ominItittee onl the Proble ms of Hungary.
Official Rtecords: Eleventh Session. Supplement No. Is. New York. 1937s. A useful source
of da:ta, this report is based Onl eye-witness accounts I.yv Ilungiirian refugees. It Is, there-
fore, \'iotently anti -Commiunist and anti-Soviet
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l9ril-n Geoge Thu inteneny Dtymi Leondon:s Wilnioamlistin erms:te ain MA,157 pedoi~l fiaw-

Ing once again, its In canturiou past. against alien control.

iZinn'r. Paul (ed.). National Communism and Popular Revoltin Eastern Eurojo: A Sielection
of Documnents, Now York: Columbia University Press, 1956. This Wxok contain" intitrial
onl th-) uprisings in both Poland and hiungary and is valunble to anyone interented In relating
the events that oeuvrred sumutltaneously in the two countries.

-. Reovolution In !Iw~garvy. Now Yorký Columbia University Press, 1062. lProfessor!
Zinner analyzes the uprising from a political point of viow. His material was derived in
paert fromn intervlecvs oflitungari-an refugees conducted b~y Columbi1a University. Although
Zhinner sometimcm goe's too fur in trying for freshness and originality, this Is nev'erthelessa
a most invisivt'. ininginative, and pcnetrating analysis Was opposed to presentation of danta.
with Which Zinne1r ial little coilverno(i) of Hlungariani politics during 1945-56,
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX: THE RESEARCH METHOl)OL(f K

A MULTI.AUTHOR APPROACH

With 57 discrete cases* of counterinsurgency to bo studied, it •ecame nect essiry to locate

maMt different persons to do the wo. -. Some of the cases could be prepared by experts within

this office; beyond this, outside help had to be sought. University faculty lists were ex.amined;

professional and academic journals were reviewed for related work: area experts and academic

friends were consulted in an effort to locate qualified persons available to undertake the work.

Before anyone was asked to contributo to this project, his professional reputation, haicikground,

and publications were checked. A total of 45 persons, mainly from sonic 14 universities,

eventually contributed to the project.

The very number of contributors offered certain research problems, Most ofA these per-

sons were not acquainted with counterinsurgency as a function or process of government. somc

did not recognize the word. Although a few had had actual experience in the field, this was

generally as insurgents, not counterinsurgents. The contributors also represented a variety of

backgrounds, experiences, ages, points of view, and fields of discipline: most of them were

not in direct day-to-day contact with this office. There was thus a high degree of real danger

that the final products would vary, not only in quality, but in focus. Given his own preferencets,

an anthropologist might concentrate on the primitive tribes of an area, a political scientist on

the theory of its government, an economist on the state of its industrial development, and a

historian on the long-range background of events leading up to the Insurgent-cointerinsurgent

situation. In short, it was apparent that, to avoid ending with an assortment of diverse and In-

compatible studies, some constructive methodological steps had to be taken to guide and focus

the work of the contributors and to provide for comparability of effort and achievement.

STANDARDIZATION OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The maJor means by which the research effort was standardized was through the use of a

tool known as "The Information Categories. " Created by the editors as a short taxonomic guide,

this was a list of 91 categories of critical information on internal conflict, divided into four

*For the criteria used in selecting cases and the complete alphabetical list of cases, see
"Introduction."
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1111lor' Mushtintult1 rotti,tiolst - kgroeaund, Inulrgency, Counterinsurguncy, and Oultconm and

Clnt' ,,ltiunw.- with ta final Workings Aid. oection. There were 20 categorien of information coai-

ot~rling ibtkgribund ftactt, 5 clncorniiig the insurgent situation, 30 concerning counterinsur-

git'y, I J t,2 'luirninh "outcoume tond vonuluslons, and 4 on such details as chronology, bibliog-

r'nlh~ milflm ., arld illu)atriono.

Laviih ,o'ntrifttteu' wil# asked to answer the 91 Information categories (listed below) before he

gin.vte',''d ti wv'ilt, 1n esusay tn the case. Thus it was assured that, although cases might differ

rdi'ttvalty, the Pnme kinds of qutuationa had |men considered for each and a certain degree of

mtiant•tardixotin of ialpproach obtained,



Table I: THE INFORMATION CATEGORIES

Seteion i: Background Fact.

The Country

I. Size of country (compare to a state)
2. Terrain
3. Climate

Ethnic and Social Background Factors

.1. Size of population and geographical distribution
5. Ethnic groups (numbers and/or percentages)
fi. Religions (numbers and/or percentages)
7. Briefly characterize the familial, ethnic, and social patterns that had a sig-

nificant bearing on the insurgency (e.g., urban, rural, and regional dIf-

ferences, traditional view towards violence).

8. Hank (1-2-31 in order of importance those factors noted in category 7.

Economic Ftictors

9. Characterize the general economic situation of the country (e.g., agricultural-

industrial-commercial ratio. GNP) and its standard of living (e.g., unemploy-
ment, farming condi•lons, distribution of wealth within state, wealth of people

in relation to their neighbors, etc.) at the time insurgency began.
10. Rank those economic conditions tOat affected the outbreak or growth of the

insurgency.

Political Factors

11. Form of government (at the outbreak of insurgency)
12. Major political parties
13. Major political figures
14. Popularity of government (e.g., bases of support, antigovernment sentiment)

13. Antigovernment political groups (e.g., number, aims, relative importance)
1(6. Role of communism (may be same as # 15)
17. Rank the political conditions which especially affected the outbreak or

growth of the Insurgency.

Military Factors

18. lPriefly describe and rank according to importance any military conditions

that affected the outbreak or growth of the insurgency.

Other Factors

19. List and rank any conditions not noted above that affected the outbreak or
gr'o\•th of the insurgenc"y (e.g., foreign occupation).

Ranking Between Factors

20. List in descending order of importance the conditions or factors noted in

1-19 above that you feel were mainly responsible for the insurgency.
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Table 1 (c'ontinued)

Form of Insurgency Scin l h narvvv

21. For each of the following forms whith are applicable, give, it possible, the
approximate dates for such activity, the area~s) affected, and arky special
features of such activity:

a. Underground resistance
b. Overt guerrilla warfare
r. Insurgent area control
d. Use of conventional tactics fi, e., positional or large.. scale warfare)

Political Phase of Insurgency. Answer 22-28 for each nmajor resistance group.

221, l'iltical organizationls)
23. Major political leaders
24. Political alims
23. Communist involvement (e. g., kind and degree, leaders, orguniz:ttion)
26. Po~pular support (at vary ing dates and places)
27. Underground strength~ and organhization
21s. Undkrground operations lpr(4)ganda. terrorism. etc.I
29. Re~lationships and Interaction amiong political resistance grouips

Mi litai'% Phase of insurgenLA'. Anzwer 30-3IM for each major resistance grnup.

:10. MilitarY organization of fighting units
31 .~ Niui' millitar 'y Jiigt'res
32. Reruitmnent. training, and indoctrination of troops
3:1. ILoval logistic support:

a. Mohile
bi. Fixed 1)aser;
v, Equipment and supplies

3.11. Strengths (at varying dates. particularlY at start and finibsh. and high and low
poinlts)

35. Insurgent casualties (if possible, distinguish as to dead. wounded. ..nd
missing)

36. 81rate-,r and tactics (describe briefly)
37. Intel ligence and counterintelligence
368. Special features (e.g. , tribalism, special ceremonies)
39. Interrelationships and interaction of guerrilla groups

External Aid for Insu~rgents. Answer 40-44 for each major resistance group.

40. Countries involved
41, Date(s) aid began and ended
42. Form and degree of aid:

a. Personnel 4type of work, relation with insurgents, numbers. ete.)
h. Supplies (type, amount, how delivered)
c. Sanctuary (where, use, etc.)
d. Cost of aid (give basis for estimate. personnel casualties, supply tons.

aircraft losses)
e. Other
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Table 1 (continued)

43. Effect of outside aid on insurgency situatlon, both military and political
44. International reactions to external aid for insurgents

Ranking Between Factors

45. List and rank those features of the insurgency situation discussed in cate-
gories 21-44 above that should be emphasized in any discussion oi the
subject.

Spefien ill: Co.mterinsur~p ey

Recogition of the Problem and Initial Response

46. Describe briefly ea) the first recognition of and (bW the first concerted response
to the insurgeney problem by the counterinsurgents.

Indigenous Counterinsurgency Forces

47. General organization of forces (including tactical troops; police at national.
local, and municipal levels; paramilitary units; pro-government political
and social organizations$

48. Major military figures
49. Strengths (at varying times and places)
50. Recruitment and training of special counterinsurgency troops
51. Casualties (distinguish as to dead, wounded, and missing):

a. Military
h. Civil administration
c. Civilians

External Aid for Counterinsurgent Forces

52. Identify the most applicable role of non-indigenous counterinsurgent forces in
one (or more) of the following terms:

a. Colonial power
b. Friendly power
c. Occupier
d. Dominant area power (e. g., Russia in Eastern Europe. the United

States in Latin America)
e. Regional organization (NATO. OAS)
f. World organization (United Nations)

53. Describe their relationship to indigenous forces (e.g.. as advisers, leaders.
tactical forces, etc. ).

54. Organization of such forces at varying times and places
55. Major foreign figures involved in counterinsurgency
56. Strengths (at varying times and places)
57. Recruitment and training of troops
58. Casualties (distinguish as to dead, wounded, and missing):

a. Military
b. Civil administration
c. Civilians
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Table I (continued)

59. Economic aid, including technical personnel, equipment, and funds
410. Home country reaction to involvement of non-indigenous forces in counter-

insurgency
61. International reaction to involvement of non-indigenous forces in counterin-

surgency:

a. Free world
b. Communist
c. Uncommitted

Military Measures

62. StratLk o
(13. Tactics:

a. Field operations
b. Airpower
c. Amphibious and naval power
d. Psywar field operations (distinguish three targets: enemy personnel.

POW's, local population in operational areas)
e. Other special features (e.g., pseudo-gangs)

64. Intelligence and counterintelligence
65. Logistics
66. Sp•cial military problems
67. Rank measures according to effectiveness,

Nonmilitary Measures

68. Economic and social reforms (note timing)
69. Political. administrative, and legal reforms (note timing)
70. Offers of armistice and parole; settlement and rehabilitation of active in-

surgents
71. Population management and control:

a. Civic action programs
b. Resettlement programs
c. Control of sabotage and subversion
d. Riot and strike control, curfews
e. Intimidation, repression, coercion (e.g.. collecti, punishments, re-

prisals. hostages)
f. Other measures

72 Political ideology and indoctrination-psyops. slogans. etc.: information media
(radio. press, etc.)

Other External Influences on Counterinsurgency

73. Describe briefly any critical external influence by powers other than the
dominant external counterinsurgent force (e.g.. British aid in South Vietnam
where V. I•. is ale'mnant external counterinsurgency force).

Rnnking

74. List, in order of Importance. the military and nonmilitary measures that were
of greatest effectiveness in counterinsurgent operations.
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Tnble I (continued)

75. Briefly discuss the reasons for the failure of the counterlnsurgent campaign,
ranking the reasons according to their importance, Distinguish among mili-
tary, political, tconomie. and other external factors.

Sectlon IV: Outcome and Conclusions

End of Ilostilities

76. When ended; how
77. Military situation at end of hostilities
78. Political situation at end of hostilities
79. Economic and social situation

Political Settlement

80. What it was
$1. How arrived at
82. International influences on
t33. Ramifications of political settlement

Economic Consequences of Confllct and Settlement

84. Negative- loss of agricultural and industrial products, unemployment, home-
lessness, devastation of villages and economic resources, civilian casualties,
famine, inflation, breakdown of trade patterns, etc.

85. Positive: resettlement, buildup of roads, introduction of outside aid, absorption
of minority groups, better division of land, etc.

Other Results

M6. Describe briefly.

Future Prognosis

87. Describe briefly-

a. Viability of settlement
1. Short-range (5 years) vuitwrabilitlea
c. Long-range vulnerabilities (e.g., irredentlim, hostile neighbors)

Section V: Working Aids

Chronology

88. Give a brief chronology of the most important and decisive events of the insur-
gency and counterinsurgency situation (e.g.. dates of beginning and end of
colonial and/or occupation po.riod, outbreak and cessation of hostilities. etc.

Maps and Illustrations

89. List any maps and/or illustrations that would be helpful in presenting this
short stu•'. Of particular imortance for this study are maps showing
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t;lI)olwraphIi., fIeatutr'v and lines of comnmunication at tdl time' of tho inmnwl.'y
and un1- oaLnilabIl military situation maps.

9o. Cite and briefly annotate the books and or articles that you Ixlit-ve wmild beat
heldp in giving thr r'ader a clear and more nmple %ikw of thin partlicular coun-
terili•lourency wiuatlltm.

,)I: t.' A lit ait otheilr pervlon to !be conhulted or moaterials that miltht ho used te
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SOME TAXONONIC: PROBLENMS

The Information Categories could obviously have numeroMd fewer or tat' mors, thnn I, for

this study, 91 was an arbitrary number: It 1,t no grant ilaps in the aniwb'ida and vovored what

were considered to he the critical elements, it the same time, it was a number sutfI leWntlly

small that a researcher could respond to the categories within a reasunabilt, time,

The major taxonomic problem in the Information catugoriea convernml the. niattter of

specificity versus generality. On the one hand, the categories had to be general uncough in na-

ture to be applicable to a wid variety of internal onfliet experience in various paris of the

world. On the other hand, they J:ad to be specific enoaagii to alicit the type of detailed Inlorma-

tion necessary to produce a study that might have value for the user.

For this reason, the information categories were framed in as specific a manner si posmi-

his while still maintaining their appli. cability over a wide range of experience. There was con-

siderable emphasis within the categories upon such mundane military facts as organisation,

recrultment-training-indoutrination of troops, local logistic support, and so forth, and such

figures an strengths, casualties, costs, and so Iorth. By count, there were many more specific

questions concerning facts and figures than categories of a highly generalised nature,

Where information categories dealt with causative factors-and thus involved both qualita-

tive matters and personal Judgment-Ait was necessary to generalize. Information category

number 7 was one such example: "Briefly characterise the familial, ethnic, and social pat-

terns that had a rigni•icant bearing on the insurgency." It was well understood that the prob-

lems involved in any such inquiry would be numerous. How could one "briefly characterize"?

What was meant by "significant bearing"? Was it possible-or desirable-to separate the

"familial, ethnic, and social patterns" from the context of economic, political, and military

aspects of a total situation? Complete or even adequate response on some questions was im-

possible, if for no other reason than time. Furthermore, there was a real doubt as to whether,

even granting adequate time and money for research, certain questions could be definitively

answered. Under these circumstances, the information categories concerning general causa-

tive factors were set up in such a way as, optimally, to gain a consensus of best judgment and,

minimally, to obtain one informed guess. Such was the limited but pragmatic position taken in

this study methodology.

The categories not only provided for the collection of information or data, they were

also a tool for analysis. In each section, certain categories required the exercise of judgment.

For example, background categories numbers 4, 10, 17, 18, and 19 all required ranking- of

ethnic and social factors, economic factors, political factors, military factors, and other

factors. respectively- and category 20 then required that all these separate factors ix) mixed

aind ranked in the order of those thought to be most responsible for the outbreak of insurgency.
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T'hin w imotpiv ronienb.g mul ete hill certin avnnaovu for the pritoct , Whilt, ronning within

t'aat'gieirlie' asoian %i Ihd th~i'h, rmaloitnsien hall thi4 vti anidurnil thlt tint' ailiuvi tt thlt prohldeat,

rantking iaetw.'e t' vwt,'gai'a.' Iotaicd til,' reospondeont tit rillytew an I quality hilm pr'ior judgments flSi

tia.' iigtht lot li't'tle Iggq'tli'l, Nonoi'hoviwdn it must In,' aehnowtitdjjed, 9vain emphooised, that suoh

aaanking ut( vt'utiativ.' fmeailor mehev'i it'da hieprArt'?k of Judgmitnts rather thnn of hWit farla. Then

111111t as.it, elmver, that. lil ilowintte what toolm are untld, non-mattprit'i rt'wvai'ei hus dievised

nevithur la' Ilrattarv nua' WMAIINtilorlwe'~ssles lot providing flinilwattitablet ovidevu nce or tht' replic'ation

It 14h100l4 111141 141 1n4t1141th11t this ms'ithotfohap did not provide at "conuonaus" %,lw. It ron-
tiiId lilt, theiudalliit 41t 41114, Individual romnwdi-toatd to Iv knuawlttigvabli, in the field, rhot Judgment

waoil eltl'utrnt' btrlalit-mit wheri, this weight oft evidenct, wits liavieat And ceaeresi weinkt-lt,

heethe evilleutee was tivanity aim' lievcltuded. lult Iheseit proheiems would almo have Wenm rv-

Ili'vtvti t11 un1t114, vx.ten in it vosnstmua Judgment, The timt, of only one~ peirson tit nsamwering the 91)

t' mtIcia i Ainotleitathill ('114Ategiv it's inos ut frt'iught with danger at t hat poilnt where personal Ilins

cot eatild 'this pe 'tent iu I law in ha'tint, onersivimo reitplonsel wits llevvieL'at however, IxtefiuseI't

tInm itigt'iv it'NN if tilt mivitit3 Ilin thuat hinlivi-via Ill htilimtiing at vonsensus Judgment. The single-

pit1'silmI a110e111aaaae 1110llytaillt-4 intuitivv inmight. and, since It wait iAlso aiulit'ct to proof via facts

The ta.'o'ntI1aaa rupresvIIt'Nt'aif ly lilt hel 01latitaatiatiota vategoalest ihould he' regarded itis it toald for

Itilt, diii ii iticl it land aoai 1101 ia phatte tharougha which vachl taf tilt, 57 vase studies pauntied. Its

JI-px Wtst Ill vinsumi tha 111 taiaihr t-ategorieso of infoarmatioan were considered for every' case,

ivem ti'htitg any givon vaiti oilght t-ary widelyv fromn anothaer. in it sens.u the Information ente-

gi 'liii m'ulaavlMelteI t' tuci V110. Ill anlother ist-nst-, they provtidedt mainimali direction And mn.itumal

I-ill eaistulle,t I ii uitlytie garotacedres prior to the writinog of the case' studies.

71v indivIdual vast- studies written for' thin and the other two volumes in this series were

p~reparedI with Mie Idea of' providing. within relatively few pages, an Introduction to at unique

historical expetrienve in internal conflict. Tewreespecially planned to place the insur -

genc -cunta'inurgncysituption within its proper historical perspective and overall strategic

context. Althouugh emphasizingc the military aspects of the experience, the contributors hoped

ito show the sociopoiitiviil and economaic interface within which military measures were taken

hand mi I itairy event a occurred. tItn o sense were the studies supposed to provide all intensive,

In-depth attttlysis of specific aspects of thei. situation; this was not their function. Rather, the



usu studios woro supposed to provide an Introductory overview and review of what war a

historical situation.

Within these oejuatives, there wore varying degrees of reuirnation. Such diverse factors

na the availability of documentary sources, witnesses, or participants, and the perceptiveness

of the nuthor, or oven his ability to express himself, affected the quality of the work. At the

least, the Articles were supposed to provide a state-of-the-art review of what was known of a

given situation, often this was it unique contribution to the tiold, At their best, they actually

provided a summary overview Incorporating original and new material, such as that gathered

through the use of iroign archives or interviews with key participants. Occasionally, a paper

was of special value because the author aimself had been a participant In the events he de-

seribed.

Each case study was reviewed as it was received and reviewed again through any subso-

quent revisions. When the editors felt it necessary-as, for example, because of their own un-

familiarity with the subject matter or because they wished to double check their own impres-

sions-they wought additional review, both from within the office and from outside sources.

Although it cannot be overemphasized that the author was in every instance the final Judge of the

product and of what was included or omitted from his own case study, the editors did submit

suggestions for consideration. It may therefore be of some interest to Indicate on what basis

the review process operated.

Crtepria for Review

Ten standards were set up by which to gauge some measure of worth of individual studies.

Six of these criteria were more or less quantifiable and definite--length, format, style, docu-

menhtation, consistency. and emphasis on military counterinsurgency. Four standards were

incapable of definite measurement. These included the questions of comprehensiveness and

perspective, simplification and complexity, controversy and consensus, and objectivity and

interpretation.

The first six criteria may be briefly described. In length the average article was about

40-45 double-spaced, typewritten pages, although the variation ranged from one of 20 pages to

one of 76 pages. Regardless of length, the articles were submitted to the same kind of review

and, in the case of long articles, particularly scrutinized to decide whether their additional

length was worthwhile.

The format of the articles .. , always the same. The background was followed by sections

describing the insurgency, the counterinsurgency, and the outcome and conclusions, with two

final sections for footnotes and a selected reading list. One problem concerning format cen-

tered on the fact that insurgency and counterinsurgency activity usually occurred within the
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same time phase. This problem was handled in a variety of ways, according to the neoein of the

situation, Sometimes the story wvns told twice, with varying emphasis; sometimes it watm pos-

sible to divide the time period, treating the first phase as mainly tn ;nsurgency matter and the

second phase an mainly a counterinsurgency matter. 'rho moat generai way of handling the

problem was to discuss the insurgency in terms of how it operated and the counterinsurgency

in terms of a dynamic, unfolding sitatiott. Such a treatment had the added advantage of evi-

phasizing the counterinsurgency, the major subject of this study.

Style of writing is a subject on which much could be written, For the purpose of a study

such as this, any style-so long as it was clear and informative-wus acceptable. In fact, the

natural variation of literary style between authors was welcome. Every article, however, was

edited in this office, and fl iý. pi•ocess, inevitai.Iy, tended to standardize somewhat the stylistic

qualities of the various studies.

Internal wa'cumentation atd footnoting varied widely between individual studies. Those

authors who had had personal experience, those who had traveled widely within an area, and

those who had written previously on the subject tended, on the whole, to document their work to

a much lesser degree thant those whose "knowledge came mainly through study. The author's field

of discipline and his piwofts,.ional background, its well as hiis personal reaction, also seemed to

dictate some variation. ne minimum standard accepted for this work was that n general note

of sources should Iw- given for each section, so that the rm.der would have a clear idea where

the acts were derived and where he might go to check them. On the oWfier hand, footnoting could

become a hindrance by its overuse; in general, sources were grouped and incorporated into a

single footnote at the end of a paragraph.

Consistency, meaning the lack of internal contradiction within a study, was carefully

checked in the review process. Sometimes apparent discrepancies were merely ambiguities in

phrasing. Cases of apparent internal discrepancy were usually reviewed with the author. When

this was not possible, the matter was submitted to further research: The originally cited

sources were checked to be sure they had not been misinterpreted, and additional sources were

used for corroboration. it would be imprudent to hope that all internal inccnsistency has been

Jremoved from the studies, but a strenuous effort was made to avoid its occurrence.

Emphasis on military matters was an objective of the study, but not at the expense of

reality or clarity. if. for example, the situation was primarily dependent on political

maneuverings and military means were used mainly to obtain political advantage, it would have

been unrealistic to pretend otherwise and less than clear to have written a study on the military

measures without explaining their relationship to the total situation. Although this project was

primarily concerned with the military response, this obviously never occurred alone and in a

vacuum. It was hoped, rather, that military measures could be emphasized without unduly

elevating their importance. One of the objectives of the study was to try to show the interface
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between military and non-military eounterinsurgoncy and how the one might enhance or detract

from the value of the other.

With the criterion of emphasis, which lay somewhere in between those that could be rather

eseily measured and those that could not, the quality review process shifted to consideration of

some remarkably ephemeral criteria,

The matter of comprehensiveness and perspective, for example, involved more a p)oint of

view than concrete fact and covered a wide range of question., For example, was an omitted

detail so important that it should have been included? And in whose view? Did the study pru-

sent a good overall assessment of the general situation and of the role of the various counterin-

surgency measures ? Had enough time elapsed to allow careful and unbiased consideration of

the case? Obviously, many of the cases in this study had occurred recently, and some, notably

South Viet-,Nam, were still ongoing. The passage of time may afford many different views of

what constitutes comprehensiveness, not only in this case but in many others. Yet the project

must be finished; its undertaking was a reflection of the need for information on Internal con -

flict, particularly on counterinsurgency, the problem of today and now. The present study twist

therefore accept these inexorably imposed limitations and hope that time will not invalidate the

views of today.

The issues raised by the question of comprehensiveness and perspective led directly into the

related matters of simplification and complexity. Every contributor to this project faced a

major problem In that it was neiessary to present and explain diffuse, many-akded, and complex

matters in a few pages without introducing a hopeless confusion or remorting to a false simplism.

Although the space limitation implied a need for some simplification of treatment, it was the

aim to accomplish this objective through literary devices and to present difficult issues in a

simple-to-understand, but not simplistic form. It was, in every case, considered undesirable

to & void complexity simply because it was complex.

The matter of controversy and consensus referred to those situations in which there were

differences of opinion among experts concerning some phase of or judgment concerning a

counterinsurgency situation. Some consideration of these points has already been discussed.

It was the position of those monitoring this study that, in situations where disagreement existed

among experts, sufficient time generally did not exist to resolve the problem-if indeed the

necessary data were available or the nature of the problem was such as to lend itself to resolu-

tion. Those controversies raged strongest, of course, where neither side could prove its

point beyond dispute, It was, however, considered desirable that the fact of disagreement

between experts be explained and that the position of the author, If he took one, be stated in the

outcome and conclusions section, where it would be seen as clearly his own position.

The final criterion by which the studies were individually judged in the quality review

prccess was objectivity. Yet this criterion defied definition and presented a major philosophical
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